
Initiated by a Peer Mentor Ad-
visory Board, changes in this year's
Freshman Orientation program
'were intended to make the first days
at college more enjoyable for fresh-
men, said Board member Meghan
Humbert, a junior English major.

Changes included an extra hour
at the Four Seasons Resort and a
candlelight vigil to welcome new
students.

Also, the downtown scavenger
hunt of last year's orientation was
eliminated because of high tem-
peratures, but students could ex-
plore downtown Westminster Sat-
urday morning if they wanted to.

Specific to this year's program
was acollection drive sponsored by
the Alumni Affairs office. Over the
summer, incoming freshmen were
asked to bring in a pair of tennis
shoes or sneakers to benefit runners
in Kenya, where running is a na-
tional pastime. After the students
made a shoe sculpture, the dona-

assignments. However, Middle
East customs officials have blown
up two packages thinking they
were bombs, only to have their
walls splattered with homemade
fudge.

The lecture is free and open to
the public. For more information
call the public information office
at 410-857-2290.

crimes which are actually made excessive drinking (which tend to
possible by the heightened sense of involve freshmen and sophomore
security on the WMC campus. students) and drug use are also a

A serene and secure atmosphere "[Students] walk around here major concern for both students
is one reason why many students differently' than they would at Col- and campus safety.
are attracted to the Western Mary- lege Park or Johns Hopkins," said According to WMC Health
land College campus. In fact, un- Webster, indicating that WMC stu- Education Coordinator, Bonnie
like their counterparts at larger, ur- dents are more likely to do things Bosley, "This campus is no differ-
ban universities, WMC students such as leaving doors unlocked or ent than any other," in regards to
rarely concern themselves with se- personal belongings unattended, attitudes and behaviors towards
rious crimes such as murder, rob- which encourage certain types of drinking and drug use.
bery, aggravated assault, or motor crime, such as petty theft. "Since school has started, we
vehicle theft. Those things just In fact, petty theft is the most have already put two students in the
don't happen here. commonly reported crimeon cam- hospital with alcohol poisoning,"

Although these types of crimes pus and is often centered around said Webster.
may not be a regular occurrence, "upperclassman dormitory style Webster estimates that he sees
WMC students still have a number living," according to Webster. In over 150 students per year in the
of campus crime and personal the last four years, over 139 cases first-offense alcohol violationorientation changes safety issues to be concerned about. of petty theft have been reported to classes which he teaches in con-

According to Director of Cam- the Department of Campus Safety junction with Residence Life, and
ttons were cleaned and sent to pus Safety, Mike Webster, the ma- (DoCS), averaging about 40 cases at least six to eight cases of mari-
Kenya. jority of crimes committed at per year, according to Webster and juana use are reported each year.

The annual picnic at Harvey WMC are what he refers to as statistics provided by the DoCS. Other campus crimes that are of
Stone Park was moved to Red "crimes of opportunity." These are Alcohol violations and cases of Continued on page 2
Square, but due to rain, the picnic R wnOOJ I' I
was transferred inside '? Engtar_. -eDO - {}Urna1Stset to ecture
Dining Hall. Food Services also

presented a Carnival Picnic to As ajcumulist, they don't come the pair's 32-nation newsgathering which he takes on his international
freshmen. much more worldly than Jack tour in 1988.

But whether the changes made Kelley of USA Today. His hard-hitting work also
the program more enjoyable ap- He has dodged bullets and earned him jail time in South Ko-
pears to be debatable. bombs throughout war-lorn rea and Russia, as well as death

Some students have com- Kosovo, interviewed 36 heads of threats from the Russian mafia.
plained because orientation is jam- state, including Cuba's Fidel Castro Kelley has been tossed out of Ku-
packed with mandatory events. and the PLO's Yasser Arafat, cov- wait and denied visas into Iraq.

"1 liked most of orientation," ered the Soviet coup, the Somalia He has established quite a fol-
said Patrick Dougherty, a freshman famine, the Rwandan massacre, the lowing among readers, too, and re-
history major, "[but] maybe we Arab-Israeli peace accord, and re- ceives a monthly average of 110
[could have] had a little more time ported dozens of other international letters, more than any other re-
to hang out and collect our tragedies and triumphs from 86 porter.

thoughts." countries. He also receives care packages Courtesy of Public Information
Others, such as Mohindra The foreign correspondent will

Ramphal, a freshman music and discuss his global beat at 8 pm, on
social work major, feel differently. Thursday, September 23, in
"I enjoyed it. You kept busy, stayed McDaniel Lounge.
with your group, and didn't feel left Earlier in the day he will dis-
out. If it was [less busy], I'd have cuss writing and some of his recent
been bored," he said. assignments with the College's

Humbert firmly believes in oc- journalism students and staffers of
cupying the first four days of col- The Phoenix.
lege with social and informational Kelley joined USA Today as a
programs. news assistant immediately after

"It helps for freshmen not to graduating from the University of
concentrate on the fact that they're Maryland and just before the daily
away from home," she said. paper's start-up in 1982.

WMC's orientation program His first story appeared in the
has gained national recognition. inaugural edition on September 15,

The Peer Mentor Advisory 1982, and he hasn't missed a by-
Board is pan of NODA, the Na- line in too many issues since then .
tional Orientation Directions Asso- Although based in Washington,
ciation, and a few ofWMC's mem- D.C., Kelley spends up to 10
bers went to a regional conference months overseas, mostly in Mos.
in Philadelphia last semester. cow or the Middle East.

From there, WMC was chosen He has earned four Pulitzer
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Campus Safety advises students
on crime prevention
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(From I to rj Afirsr year student, C;roline Rogers, Randy Rynes;
Michael Baker make a shoe sculpture created from donations which will
be sent to Kenya. The sneaker drive was sponsored by Alumni Affartrs.

Freshman class faces
LISA DALE VAN AUKEN

News Editor

to continue on to the national con-
ference in Tampa, Fla., because of
its "unique" nature, said Humbert.
"Our program works so well that
other colleges are clambering for
it," Humbert added.

Prize nominations and numerous
other journalism awards and has
co-authored two books with USA
Today founder Allen H. Neuharth,
including "World Power Up
Close," an account of JetCapade,

Inside
t •• l,,',"§,i£'i'
Kristen G. Fraser defends Genera-
tion X against disheartening MTV
commercials that portray lawless
young adults.

•mp'ii 1
jenn Ross and Erin Jernigan in-
terview local artists in a new fea-
tures series. This issue: jazzman
John D'carth.

Nt :i
Mike Yestramski introduces ath-
letic director James Smith, and
Mike Jenkinson highlights the
Terror football team. ~foreign correspondent lack Kelley visits WMC on Thursday,

September 23, at 8 pm in McDaniel Lounge.
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Crime Prevention at WMC
Continued from page 1

concern to students, including vandalism and
assault, are also frequently associated with
alcohol and drug abuse, according to Web-
ster. Although only one to two assaults are
reported per year, Webster says they are al-
most always linked to alcohol.

More pertinent is alcohol's relationship
to sexual assault, which remains an issue on
the WMC campus even though few sexual
assaults are actually reported.

According to statistics provided by the
American Council for Drug Education, "70
percent of college students admit to having
engaged in sexual activity primarily as a re-
suit of being under the influence of alcohol,"
and "90 percent of all campus rapes occur
when alcohol has been used by either the
assailant or the victim."

"If it's true nationally, I'm sure it's true
"here." said Bosley with regard to national
statistics on sexual assault.

However, according to DoCS statistics,
only one rape has been reported in the last

four years, but, at the student's.request, it was
not investigated or reported to criminal au-
thorities.

Other crimes which are reported at mini-
mal frequency, but remain noteworthy, are
burglary and weapons possession.

Ultimately, even though WMC remains
a reasonably safe campus, Webster believes'
a heightened sense of awareness and atten-
tion to suspicious activity on behalf of all
students could even further increase the

500,000 allergic reaction injection
kits are recalled
Emergency drug fails potency tests

NEW YORK - More than a half-million
emergency injection kits for treating severe
allergic reactions and asthma attacks are be-
ing recalled in the United States and Canada
because the drug may not work.

The kits are routinely carried by people
who are prone to acute asthma attacks or have
deadly allergies to certain foods or bee stings,
for example.

The maker of the epinephrine, American
Home Products' Wyeth-Ayerst Laboratories,
said Tuesday that routine quality-control tests
found that the drug was not as potent as it
was supposed to be. Noone has beenhanned
by the kits, a spokesman said. .

The recall involves three kits: the Insect-
Sting Treatment Kit packaged and distrib-
uted by DennlBuro Inc., and the Hollister
Stier-Ana-Kit and the Ana-Guard, both pack-
aged distributed by Bayer Corp.

The kits should be returned where they
were obtained, American Home said.

Philip de Vane, North American medical
director for Wyeth-Ayers!, said people should
take no chances and should contact their
pharmacists or health care providers to de-
tennine whether their kit is being recalled.

Consumers can call Wyeth-Ayerst at 1-
800-999-9384.

About 450,000 Ana-Kits and 55,000 Ana-
Guards are being recalled, said Kathleen
Bauemschrnidt, spokeswoman for Hollister-
Stier Laboratories of Spokane, Wash. Bayer
sold its allergy kit manufacturing business
to Hollister-Suer in June. It was unclear how
many kits were being recalled by Derm!
Buro.

Courtesy of Associated Press
Any questions, please call the Health

Center, ext. 700 or 701.

safety of the campus.

Notice
Due to time constraints, the
Campus Safety blotter will
appear in next issue of the

Phoenix. The blotter will cover
DoCS from the beginning of the

semester to date.

Honor and Conduct Board adjudicates cases
The Honor and Conduct Board adjudi- ing posters, and intended to make a pipe academic year, and required to pay. restitu-

cated a case on March 30 involving a stu- bomb. The student was found responsible for tion for medical bills.
dent who tampered with and damaged an- all charges and expelled from the college. Finally, the Board met in July to consider
other student's computer via cyberspace. The A third case on May 5 involved two stu- a charge that a student had violated the Honor
accused was found responsible for all charges dents accused of possessing and discharg- Code by submitting plagiarized material in
and given 40 hours of community service..a ing fireworks. One student was found not a homework assignment forDE:569 (Ameri-
$100 fine. required to submit a written apol- responsible and cleared of all charges. The can Deaf Culture). The Board found that the
ogy, placed on restriction of contact with the second student was found responsible for student had violated the Code and established
victim, and placed on disciplinary probation possession of fireworks and given a $100 fine the following sanction for the offense: The
for one year. and six hours of community service. student will receive a "WF' (withdraw-Fail-

The Board adjudicated a second case on Additionally, 'the Board heard a case on ing) grade for the course. For more in/ormation, call
April 29 involving a student who damaged May 6 involving a student who assaulted an- Libby, ext 8213

~~~:g;u~o:P~~~!u!:"~~~;~~c~a~~~:~~~ ~it::,s~~~;~::: ~~~~~;:~~e~:d;~;~~~ ... ...:c~o:.u":::e::'Y::.;o;;:if;;St::::ud;:e:nt~Af!.ffa:;:"__ ~======::::;;;;;;;;~

Asian Community Coalition

"An Eastern Voice for a
Western Campus"

Meets Every Thursday
at 12:00 pm

u.s. Army vocal group
to perform

Books Sandwiched In
September Events

The Vocal Arts Ensemble of the United
States Anny field Band and Soldiers Cho-
rus will perform at 5: 15 on Thursday, Sept.
23, at Baker Memorial Chapel.

The entirely a cappella concert includes
Gregorian chant, popular madrigals from
the high renaissance, and contemporary
songs.

The concert features WMC faculty and
is fre~ and open to the public.

Series commemorates
Polish composers=~;:;=:;;;;;o:;===~

Paul Miller, assistant professor of his-
tory, will discuss The Reader, by Bernard
Schlink.

The book follows the life of 15 year old
Michael in his relationship with Hanna, a
much older woman.

A short fictional account of life in post-
war Germany, the book is an exploration of
sex, love, reading, and shame, as Michael
discovers that his lover is guilty of an un-
speakable crime.

The discussion, which will be held at
noon, on Thursday, Sept. 16, in McDaniel
Lounge, is free and open to the public.

For more information call Hoover Li-
brary at41O-857-2281.

WMC updates list of
deadly sins with art

Sculptor Jim Roberts and Leigh Maddox
put a modem spin on a list that hasn't been
dusted off in more than 300 years.

Entitled, "Deadlier Sins," the collection
will elaborate on the seven deadly sins of
old

Maddox and Roberts, both students in
Towson University, hope that the exhibit
gives an artistic "heads up" in today's soci-
ety.

The exhibit and reception are free and
open to the public. Peterson Hail is open
weekdays from noon - 4 pm.

For more infonnation call Arts Manage-
ment at 410-857-2599.

"A-Few Good Men"
The National-Players will present "A

Few Good Men" at 8 pm on Saturday, Sept.
18, at Alumni Hall.

The play is the theatrical version of the
movie which stars Demi Moore.

For more information call the Box Of-
fice at 410-857-2448.

The Monday Night Music series open
this semester with a tribute to Polish com-
poser Frederic Chopin on Monday, Sept. 27,
in McDaniel Lounge.

The concertllecture series features top-
ics that are not usually covered in a class-
room setting.

For more information call Arts Manage-
ment at 140-857-2448.

ISRAEL2000
..... ,...;;;;,..,....jiOOOJO_If
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Summer vacation at WMC Orientation disappoints
While most WMC students said Sara Hoover explains

summer working life on
the Hill.

weeks away for the entire year, I
began to realize working here ALL
summer may have been a bad idea.

So, as the end of summer ap-
proached faster and faster, I began
counting the days. The July and Au-
gust heat was borderline unbear-
able in DMC, where some of the
summer student-workers lived.

As the weeks went by, I longed
for my real vacation. Soon enough,
I clocked out on the last day and
said good-bye to WMC for a week
and five days.

I went home, went out of town,
and then enjoyed my last few days
of summer in the cool air condition-
iog of my house.

My trip was fun, a week in Chi-
cago: lounging by the pool, going
shopping and Lilith Fair.

Back at home, I remember how
much I enjoy the calm of my own
home, dog, and family.

As flook back, the summer was
not extremely terrible. Idid take the
statistics course Ineed for my ma-
jor. Ispent time with my boyfriend,
who was also here. Then, there is
the money Imade and the experi-
ence I gained.

But, being here all summer
helped me remember, after a year
of being "on my own" at college,
that home is a great place too.

"I want my MTV" to respect

Kevin Lockett critiques the
new student program.

policies that were probably new to
most people: "Don't destroy prop-
erty that isn't yours. Don't drink al-
cohol if you're under 21. Don't do
drugs."

We mayor may not have heard
this in kindergarten. These few
simple rules took only about one
hour. I was forced to ask myself,
"Why not just give us a handout?"

This was just the tip of the ice-
berg. For three days, 1 was thrown
into a restrictive, inhibited world
where I participated in activities
meant to help me gain new friends
and contacts for my college career.

It is almost impossible to be
"forced" to make friends. I cer-
tainly saw no sign of the freedom
that is arguably the most appealing
college characteristic for young
adults.

If these four days were meant
to acquaint me with the inner work-
ings and routines of college life,
then freshman orientation is in need
of vast improvement.

Now, days after I arrived, J am
still unequipped with the knowl-
edge needed to function in my new
home.

My computer is still 'not con-
nected to the Internet, my phone
messages are answered only be-
cause of hours of toiling, and my
trash was piled high until just a few
hours ago when Idiscovered the
trash room.

WMC needs to stop wearing us
thin with tiring schedules dedicated
[0 common sense issues and give
us the information needed for our
personal lives in college.

a fond farewell to the campus last
May, I said, "It's me again!" I spent
my summer vacation working on
campus, working for the College
Activities Office as a secretary and
in the Gameroom.

On Thursday, August 26, at ap-
proximately 7:30 am, I arrived at
my new home. Soon thereafter, my
parents and I were arranging the
pile of furniture placed haphazardly
in the center of my dorm room.

I was anxious to begin my new
life as a college man ... a man on
his own schedule, freedoms, and
conveniences. As the day went on,
I found that my orientation calen-
dar left little time for any freedom.
I had little time to get to know

my new roommate and even less
time to arrange my new livingquar-
ters. After the first day, my hopes
for an independent, unrestrained
environment were far out of sight.

A meeting with my "Peer Men-
tor" was first. Imet the other mem-
bers of my freshman seminarclass
and spoke with some of them
briefly.

After this meeting, we slept
through a number of boring, point-
less speeches and rang a bell in our
school's courtyard to "officially"
induct us into WMC.

After this convocation, we re-
turned to the classroom and met our
professor. She went over some in-
formation she thought was impor-
tant. We were told the rules, pur-
pose, and goals of the class. At least
this time it was told by someone
new.

drinks in the Gamercom!" I tried
to remember when Iwas their age
and then decided that Iwas never
"like that."I worked everyday, including

weekends, and never clocked in less
than five hours a day. Ishared the job
with another student. We each aver-

My salvation came when I
worked in the office. I answered
the phone, filed, and did some
projects on the computer. That
was the best part of my job.

With no kids, no yelling, no
illegal drinks, no bare feet, or the
occasional pool ball that acciden-
tally falls off the table, the office
was my speed - calm, quiet, and
fun. Not to mention that the Col-

aged about thirty five hours a week-
at least.

Now, do not let me mislead you,
Ienjoyed my job. I made good money
and spent time with my friends who
were also on campus.

Oh yes, this campus is VERY
alive during the summer. Probably,
at least one person you know worked
on campus this summer. Between all
the undergraduate and graduate stu-
dents that flock to take summer

lege Activities Office staff is a
great group.

The only real problem oc-
curred to me about a month after

courses, the, Hill was jumping.
There were several summer

camps that operated here from June
to August. Idealt with these children
in the Gameroom.
Iyelled at football players, argued

with soccer players, and watched as
preteen cheerleaders attempted to se-
duce those in band camp and the la-
crosse players.

I watched these children run by
as I bellowed behind them, "No

the summer began. With only two
people doing the jobs, there was
not much time to go home for a
long weekend.

When I could get home, I
worked extra hours for the missed
time.

Missing home was not my
only problem. I began to feel a
certain amount of disgust for the
campus. Having been here since
August of 1998, with only a few

generation X .
I just saw a commercial, and it Kristen G. Fraser

infuriated me to the point of writing discredits MTV's
a response. It demeans me and my
generation. It generalized my age
group to a point that disgusts me.
What was this distasteful ad?

Did some old men who were com-
pletely out of touch with age group
produce it? No, it was produced by
MTV, the youth bastion that is sup-
posed to be connecting to my life-
style.

The ad showed a variety of dif-
ferent scenes showing what was as-
sumed 10 be normal American youth.
By normal American youth, 1 assume
that includes WMC students.

[he point. ~i~~:a~~~~~~i~:~:~~:i~:::~
The entire attitude and essence

of the advertisement is to classify

and glorify the work of these ac- "N . I..?
to" as that ofMTV viewers. So. ew era In po ItICS.
let me get this straight.

You are not a cool youth unless
you engage in these behaviors. Or,
you are not a normal youth unless
you simulate these behaviors. Or,
if you are a delinquent, MTV will
accept and embrace you. Whatever
the message, I do not agree.

I do not need to take a poll to
tell you that this image is not true
of America's future. I would like
to think that as a whole, we are

a few rules with our Resident As-
sistant. We were informed of someconnection to youth.

from her purse, and her face
lights up in a huge smile.

A teenage girl and boy fight
furiously over a video game. The
two leap all over one another,
spending endless hours physi-
cally assaulting one another to
master the game.

An excited young man at-
tempts to stuff his mouth full with
some form of cafeteria concoc-

Ryan Sea volt addresses
presidential coverage.
George W. Bush, Jr., governor

of Texas and front-runner for the
Republican presidential nomina-
tion, is being bombarded with ques-
tions of drug use by the media. By
saying that he hasn't used illegal
drugs in the past 25 years; he im-
plies that he had done so earlier.

Bush also claims that he has
been faithful to his wife for more
than 20 years, again, implying that
before that time, he was not always
faithful. Nevertheless, Bush em-
phatically states that such rumors
of his past are not relevant today.

Media attention focusing on the
personal life of a candidate is very
similar 10 what Clinton faced dur-
ing his candidacy, and in particu-
lar, when Monica Lewinsky's story
surfaced.

However, there are some differ-
ences between the Bush and Clin-
ton cases. Bush, while perhaps not
openly acknowledging his past
drug use, did not lie about it by say-
ing something so ridiculous as "I
didn't inhale."

Furthermore, Bush has not lied
about alleged past affairs as did
Clinton, and insists that his drug
problems, if there were any, and his
unfaithfulness to his wife are in the
distant past.

Unlike President Clinton, in this

instance, Bush appears to be tell-
ing the truth. The Republican front-
runner even claims that he quit
drinking alcohol 13 years ago, with
family and friends corroborating
this statement.

A CNN/USA Today/GaUup poll
found Elizabeth Dole was behind
Bush with only 13 percent of re-
spondents favoring her with all
other Republican presidential hope-
fuls in the single digits.

Another CNN poll found that if
the presidential election were today,
with George W. Bush and Al Gore
as the candidates, Bush would win
with 55 percent to Gore's percent.

The drug issues constantly
brought up by the press do not seem
to be hampering the Bush campaign
in the least. It would appear that we
have entered a new era in Ameri-
can politics, an age where we know
that our politicians are not saints or
even morally adept human beings,
but where we overlook this fact and
focus on the issues.

Perhaps it is good not to hold our
elected officials up to such high
standards. If we've leamed nothing
else from the Clinton presidency
and the Bush candidacy, we should
keep in mind that in the eyes of
much of the public, a politician's
personal life is not relevant subject
rnatter.

tion, either fish sticks or fright-
ening mozzarella sticks. People

In an age where the media is being blamed for youth violence and
excessive gun use, MTV seems to be trying to reinforce this

notion,
To illustrate my point, I will de-

scribe the various scenes of this dis-
tasteful ad. In one scene, a high
school girl works diligently on her
test, while about six students sur-
round her in an attempt to copy her
work.

A group of teenagers gathers in a
back alley and proceeds to sneak into
a building. The place that they are
sneaking into is not clear nor is it
important.

A teenage boy sits at his com-
puter, eyes completely glazed over.
Some pornographic material that fills
the screen fascinates him. As his fa-
ther walks in, he Shows no sign of
shame or even vitality.

A girl sneaks into the bedroom of
her mother. She sneaks over to the
table by the bed, steals a wad of cash

are cheering him on, praising his
obvious talent.

A group of fraternity boys, or
other such group, band together
to encourage a hapless youth to
chug a drink that is most obvi-
ously beer.

A girl stands alone and hur-
riedly chugs a frozen drink with
the sole purpose of inducing
"brain freeze." As she achieves
her goal, a one-syllable expletive
can be easily read from her lips.

These teenagers fly past at a
whirlwind pace, set to the pulsat-
ing beat of rock music. At the end
of the commercial, a pithy slogan
flies by: "MTV: the rhythm of
youth." I can never match the in-
tensity of the visual medium in a
newspaper, but that is not really

more prosperous. To simplify it, I
do not believe that MTV viewers
are as lawless as that.

In an age where the media is
being blamed for youth violence
and excessive gun use, MTV seems
to be trying to reinforce this notion.
Whether the media is at fault or not,
I do not appreciate MTV using
someone my age as a reinforcement
for societal problems.

I am an MTV viewer, but I am
not a delinquent My age does not
connote destructiveness. I resent
the implication.

MTV has always been known
for edgy marketing, offending most
of baby-boom crowd. Their normal
intention is not to offend their own
viewing audience, and I feel that
they stepped beyond the line.
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The most important changes, however,
are within the editorial staff. While Emily

- and I remain co-editors, Laura Kelley has left
her position as Managing Editor, at least for
this semester, to study in Budapest for Fall
1999. Jenifer Sirkis, formerly one of our
news editors, has stepped up to take over the
Managing Editor position and has been ex-
tremely instrumental in getting this first is-
sue of (he semester off the ground. Stacie
Underwood has joined the staff as Jenifer's
assistant, and both will take over and reor-
ganize our subscriptions.

Erin Howard chose to become The
Phoenix's senior writer, a position which has
not been filled since 1998. In the place of
Erin and Jenifer, Lisa Dale-VanAuken and
Kate Esposito will be editing the news s~c-
tion.

Kristen G. Fraser, Sarah Radice, and
Mike Yestramski will retain their positions
as Commentary Editor, Features Editor, and
Sports Editor respectively. Chris Anastasia
joins Mike in sports.

We're hoping that both new and old staff
members will come together to further im-
prove our award-winning publication

After all, there's always room for change.

Staff
Editors-In-Chief
Megan Martin '01

Emily Stamathis '00

Managing Editor
Jenifer Sirkis '01

Assistant Managing Editor
Stacie Underwood '01

News Editor
Lisa Dale-VanAuken '02

Assistant News Editor
Kate Esposito '01

Features Editor
Sarah Radice '01

Commentary Editor
Kristen G. Fraser '00

Sports Editor
MikeYestramski'OI

Assistant Sports Editor
Chris Anastasia '02

Art Editor/ArchivisULayout
Michael Puskar '99

Senior Writer
Erin Howard '00

Photographers
Trang Dam '00
Robyn Hill '02
Paul Himes '02
Erin Owen '01

Staff Writers
Claire Adams '02
Anne Butler '01
Ben Decker '()()
Julie Devefin '01
Joan Faulkner '02
Shannon Hess '02
Sara E. Hoover '02
Mike Jenkinson
Erin Jernigan '()()
Brook.eJoseph '02
Mollie Land '02
Cathy Pendorf'02
Jennifer Ross '00

Franccsca Saylor '()()
Ryan Seavolr '00
Rich Simmons '00
Shawn Sprague '01
Michae! Stokes '(}{)
Chris Taugher '02
Emily Wilson '02
Ted Witiak '02

Kevin Worley '00
RainiWright'(}{)

Distribution
Rich Suchoski '()()

Graduate Assistant
Vince Chesney

Adviser
Terry Dalton

ThePhoenixispublishedbiweekly. The
opinions expressed do not necessarily rep-
resent those of The Phoenix staff, the fac-
ulty, or the administrators ofWMC.

The paper welcomes free-lance submis-
sions on Macintosh disks in most word pro-
cessorformats. Theeditorreservestheright
to edit for clarity, length, and libel and to
publish as space permits. All submissions
(excluding self-addressed diskettes) become
the property of The Phoenix and cannot be
returned.

Please include a name and phone nom-
ber for verification. Names will be withheld
onlybythediscretionoftheEdita"S-in-Chief.

The Plwenixdoesnotdiscriminate based
OIl age, race, religion, gender, sexual orien-
tation, national origin, condition of handi-
cap, or marital status.

Mail to:
The Phoenix

WMC, 2 College Hill
Westminster,MD21l57

(410)751-8600
FAX, (410) 857-2729

E-Mail: phoenix@wmdc.edu

Quirks: Beanie Change is afoot at Phoenix
showdown
Anne Butler provides a behind-the
- scenes glimpse at McDonald's

summer promotions.

I started working at Mcponald's in the
middle of the third Teenie Beanie Happy
Meal promotion (smaller versions of Bean-
ies, including a squirrel), We offered twelve
regular Teenies, and later on, four Teenie
Bears.

One Teenie came with a Happy Meal, or
they could be bought separately. As for the
Bears, there were four bears in all, only two
bears could be purchased per two hour visit,
and you had to buy an Extra Value Meal in
order to get them. Only six Bearffeenies
could be purchased at a time.

Unfortunately, most of the experiences I
had with the Teenies were negative. The
worst personal experience would have to be
the Trailer Park Trash Terror (TPTT).

The woman's husband came in and
wished to acquire 20 Teenies and Bears.
Now, the poor husband was a few bricks shy
of a load, and he couldn't comprehend the
rules that Ioutlined to you in the second para-
graph.

The biggest one he had a problem with
was that he could only take six of the toys
with him. Eventually he left, shaking his head
and murmuring that his wife was going to
be very mad. Little did Iknow just how mad!

The husband's prediction came true, and
the TPTf called my manager and was told
she could only have six toys. She called the
Branch Office to protest and was told that
there was nothing they could do, that was a
rule put down by the parent company. She
was only to get six Teenies per visit. The
TIPT would not take no for an answer.

She entered our restaurant with her (figu-
rative) guns blazing. She entered as other
customers quickly vacated the area. The
drive-thru runner hid behind the fry machine.
lied all of the children, the 14 -15 yearolds,
to safety. The Manager appeared and swag-
gered down the grill to the front counter.

Now, this particular manager was named
Wendy. She is a very big and tough woman,
but the TPTr was more than willing to take
her on. Wendy stopped at the front counter
and took in her opponent. The TPTT just
stared at Wendy. A tumbleweed passed be-
tween them. Then the TPTT opened her
mouth, and the fight began!

The match lasted about twenty minutes
both yelling at the top of their lungs. It in-
cluded such memorable lines as, "I pay your
salary, servant!" and, "You all are nothing
but a bunch of no good idiotic bastards!" It
ended with the TPTr pulling out a cellular
phone, calling the Branch Office and being
told the same thing. She tried calling the
owner and found he wasn't in.

A five-minute reprisal of the earlier match
ensued over why the owner wasn't available.
Then Wendy decided she had had enough and
tossed the TPTf in our dumpster shouting,
"This is where trash like you belongs!" and
slammed the lid down. Well, that's what I
would have liked to have happened. In real-
ity, there was a shouting match, but it ended
with-the woman proclaiming she would
never come to our McDonald's again, not a
big loss really. Her husband still comes in
though. He's fond of chocolate shakes.

So what did I learn from this experience?
Well, I learned that to some Beanie Babies
are their favorite thing in life. For me, my
favorite thing in life is seei-ng loudmouth idi-
ots like the TPTJ' get what's coming to them.

Megan Martin reintroduces the
Phoenix editors.

Sitting outside at Welcome Back Week-
end got me thinking about change. I looked
for people who graduated last May, forget-
ting they were gone. People I had not seen
all summer made the inevitable comments
about my newly (at least for them) cropped
hair. I couldn't begin to count how many
times people have asked me, "Where did all
your hair go?" or "When did your hair dis-
appear?" Some things never change, Iguess.

Yes, change is in the air: the days are get-
ting shorter, the leaves will be turning col-
ors soon, the birds are preparing to fly south
for the winter.

The campus is changing also. Amidst the
returning students, the freshmen and trans-
fers are being welcomed. We have a slightly
adjusted class schedule. There are new pro-
fessors and staff to meet.

The Phoenix hasn't been immune to
change either. OUf office is relatively clean
and organized. The annual recruitment party
yielded a large number of new staff mem-
bers. Look for their articles starting next is-

The WMC flex terror
Ryan Sea volt describes an

academic terror affecting the
campus,

The horror, the sheer unmitigated terror
- imagine what a hybrid of Count Dracula,
Godzilla, and the Boogey Man would look
like. Then, multiply by ten the fear you would
feel by seeing this awful creature. It's pain-
ful, a thorn in the side of every science ma-
jor at this college.

You think..that you've finished with your
classes for the day or that it's time to go to
lunch. But, no, that's when it appears, when
it creeps up from behind you and sucks you
back into the classroom. When you least ex-
pect it comes ... the dreaded REX!

I'm talking about that one hour-long class
every week, which in addition to three hours
of class time, and perhaps a four hour lab,
which seems to be necessary for some un-

known reason.
The information covered in flex could

easily be included into the basic class
structure of the course. Another option.is an
extra ninety-minute class every week, and
an extra class-credit given to the students
who decide to attend.

"However, this is not'ihe case. Instead, we
may become confused about the time of the
flex class, since it does not start at the same
time as the other classes of that course, or
frustrated when we remember that we have
another class to go to and that lunch will have
to be put on hold.

What 1 ask for is not such a lofty goal. I
do not presume to ask for an end to famine
and disease or make a desperate plea for
world peace. I simply make a humble plea
of mercy to any kind soul with the ability to
make my dream come true. Eliminate the
flexes, please!

SEX.
You never lose the right to refuse.
Being unable to consent is not

the same as saying yes.

No means No. Period.
If you need help about sexual violence,

call us. Calls are confidential and
services are free.

Telephone: 410 - 857 - 0900

24 hour Hotline: 410-875-7322
Rape Crisis Intervention Service

of Carroll County
224 North Center Street, Rm. 102

Westminster, MO
www.rapecrislscc.com

mailto:phoenix@wmdc.edu
http://www.rapecrislscc.com
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The Big
Three

Hey You!
Writers!

If you are at all interested in getting in
on some of the Features Phoenixfun,
come to a meeting Mondays at 6:00
pm .or call Sarah (that's me, the

editor) at x8600.

A Terror's Guide to
Local Movie Theaters

The Phoenix staff would like to
welcome you to Western Maryland
College. As a token of OUT love, we,
the upperclassmen have gathered a
list of campus and local commu-
nity "top threes":

Best Pizza
Domino's
Ledo's
Papa John'sThe Impala Is a swift, graceful

antelope that can leap up to 30
feet In a bound.

Best Chinese Food
North China
First Wok
Forbidden City

By JENNIFER Ross
FealuresWriter

6:00 pm & $8.00 after 6:00 pm
This new theater located behind

Owings Mills Mall is impressive.
Most of the theaters have stadium
seating, and the chairs in the front
recline! They have a wide variety
of refreshments, including a coffee
bar. A great place for a movie date!

Lowes Valley Center 9,

Owings Mills:
Phone; (410) 363-4194
Prices; Adultsare $5.00 before6:00
pm & $7.25 after 6:00 pm

This theater may be hard to get
to if you do not have a car. It is lo-
cated on Rt. 140 in Owings Mills.

Movies with Jenn and
Erin: Chill Factor

Hoyt's Cranberry Mall, Favorite On-Campus Hangouts
Red Square
Pub
Weight Room

Westminster:

Phone: (410) 857-1410
Prices: Adults are $6.00 before
6:00 pm & $7.75 after 6:00 pm

This is a nice local theater that
usually plays some of the hottest
new releases.

The popcorn is usually fresh,
and the theater is clean. If you are
'going to see an "R" rated film
make sure to bring your H), be-
cause they are strict about carding.

You can find out show times
either by phone, or by going to
http://www.hollywood.com.

General Cinema,

The few really violent moments
of the film are hard hitting and re-
morseless, and aimed against the
bad guys - ignoring the fact that

Chill Factor, staring Cuba bad guys are people, too.
Gooding, Jr., and Skeet Ulrich, is There are two positive points in
one of few action films playing in the Chill Factor: Gooding and
movie theaters this summer. Ulrich.

Viewers wanting action will be What the film lacks in plot, the
satisfied by the film's standard car pair almost makes up for in
chases. explosions, and literally likeability and comic relief. How-
nail-biting cliff hangers. ever, the movie is not one either

Chill Factor is the story of two actor would put on the top of his
would-be good guys trying to keep resume.
the most deadly chemical weapon This may be one to save for a
ever from a GI Joe gone awry. blockbuster night. All in all we

While the opening scene of the would give this film a C+ for ef-
movie is explosive, the twists and fort.

:~~:;~: ~~e::;~;~;~~t~~ot are-Il~ Grade: C+

BY JENNIFER Ross AND ERIN

JERNIGAN

Features Writers Favorite Off-Campus Hangouts
Wal-Mart (open 'til II pml)
Target
Friend's House

Friday Night Activity
Parties
Movies
Getttn' a couple of 40's and...

Whoops, you're underaged, no
drinking allowed!

This theater is a great place to
go for a matinee because they are
located in a shopping plaza where
you can get some great deals. Get
there early on a weekend because it
is usually crowded.

Nicer Eat-in Restaurants
Applebee's
Maria's
Chameleon

Owings Mills:
Phone; (443) 384-0081
Prices: Adults are $5.00 before

Have Fun!

U.s. Mint reinvents the quarter
with state quarters 'program

quarters featuring the traditional
American Eagle will not be pro-
duced for the ten-year run of the
50 States Program, there will still
be plenty in circulation.

The new 50 State Quarters of-
fer Americans a chance to collect a
piece of history -that is, unless they
need to do laundry! For more in-
formation, please visit the U.S.
Mint's web site at http://

Ghosts haunt theater
"Ron Miller taught (he play last

seme:5ter..:_'said Domser, "and [it]
was the oniYPray-thathe said no one
understood. He didn't tell n>e_that
until after I decided to do it."

Although the text is challenging
and often "ambiguous," Domser
chose Ghost Sonata because of its
"possibilities," he said

Set in the modem world. the play
is an exploration redemption. An
OldMan (Jon Reynolds)desires that
he must do something to redeem his
many sins before he dies.

After meeting a clairvoyant
young student (Don Todt) on the
street, he decides to marry the stu-
dent to his beautiful daughter
(Jeanette Webster) and make him
wealthy in order to do one final act
of good.

"Between the powerful script,"
said actor Jon Reynolds, "the sur-
real choral scenes, and the atmo-
spheric technomusic, I think theend
result will be a play that has a very
unusual mood and color to it."

Cathy Pendorf, a chorus mem-
ber, also agrees that the play will be
out of the ordinary. "[It's] like a
warped dream," she said.

Domser suggests ordering tick-
ets in advance for the play, which
runs from September 28 to October
2 inAlumni Hall. Tickets are $3 for
students and $5 for adults. For more
infonnation call the Box Office at
4 [0-857-2448. No children will be
admitted due to adult content.

By LISA DALE VAN AUKEN -

News Editor(NAPS) - What do washing
machines, pay phones, parking
meters, and toll booths have in

Union, starting with Delaware,
Pennsylvania, NewJersey,Georgia,
and Connecticut in 1999.

The 50 State Quarters Program,
already underway, was created to
promote knowledge about Ameri-
can history, national heritage, geog-
raphy, and diversity. Some of the

What do you do you get when
you mix the chorus of a Greek
tragedy, the movement stylings of
Cirque du Soleil, and the driven
techno beat of Front Line Assem-
bly with an expressionist play?

Chances are it's Professor Ira
Domser's creation: a "techno-
drama." Adapted and directed by
Domser,Ghost Sonata, byAugust
Strindsberg,isWMC's newest the-
atrical endeavor.

Domser,who steppedout of his
usual roles as producer or lighting
and sound director, has worked on
many productionssince he started
here in '82, but Ghost Sonata is
the first of its kind, he said.

Because the play incorporates
manydifferent kindsof theater and
does not fit into a genre of classic
theater.Domser has decided to call
the playa "techno-drama."

Using a chorus of about 13
members, who function much like
thechoruses of ancientGreek trag-
edy, Domser's vision of the play
is very different from the original.

Domser's adaptation of the
play "clarifies the author's inten-
tion and allows the chorus to be-
have as a modern segment of so-
ciety, particularly goth," he said.

But despite the changes made
in the adaptation. the play is still
very challenging and metaphoric.

common? Here's a hint: chances
are, there's one jingling around in
your pocket or stuck between the
seat cushionsof your couch.That's
right - a quarter! Perhaps the hot-
test commodity in the hierarchy of
change has just gotten hotter
thanks to the U.S. Mint's 50 State
Quarters Program.

While you may use quarters all
the time, when's the last time you
took a good look at one? Brace
yourself for a surprise 'the next
time you do - you may not see the
American Bald Eagle, the long-
standing symbol of courage and
freedom that has graced the re-
verse (tails) side of quarters for
more than 200 years. The eagle
stepped aside as of January 1999
and through the year 2009 to make
room for the U.S. Mint's new de-
signs commemorating each of the
50 United States.

George Washington's portrait
will remain firmly rooted on the
front of the new quarters as the
backs change to feature scenes
representative of each state - in-
cluding landmarks, geography,
flora and fauna, and significant
historical events. The new coins
will be issued in the sequence that
each of the 50 states joined the

new quarters are now in circulation
(check your pockets and couch
cushionsl) and more will appear
soon. And, don't worry, although www.usmint.gov.

http://www.hollywood.com.
http://www.usmint.gov.
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Shipping Time comparison
Amazon B&N WMC

Schmidt I day' 1-2wks
Pierson I day I day
Burroway 2-3 days 2-3 days
LAPlante l-2wks I day

Ecampus
N/A
N/A
4-6 days?
4-6 days?

BY ANNE BUTLER

Features writer

Local Artist Profiles
First in a series of articles highlighting local>

artists and musicians

Renowned Virginia
Jazzman comes to area

The Rat's Web: Buying
Textbooks Online

The price of textbooks is outrageous,
isn't it? You've probably seen those ads that
urge you to buy textbooks online.

But how legitimate are they? How
much do you really save?

First, some general tips:
I. Shop around. This is a good idea in

any case, but as you'll see, there is a differ-
ence among some of the sites.

2. Stick to names you know, like Ama-
zon or Barnes and Noble. Ecampus, one of
(he current major advertisers, has had se-
vere shipping problems (3 weeks or more
in some cases) and is being sued by several
major textbook publishers. Bcampus is in-
duded below for comparison purposes.

3. Shop by ISBN ~u~.ber (th.e ten digit
number on the back, near the price).
I went to four sites, Amazon (http://

www.amazon.com), Barnes and Noble

JENNIFER Ross AND ERIN JERNIGAN

Feature,~Writel;

Jaziman John D'earth relaxes with his trumpet during a rare mhment of downtime.

"Not surprisingly, the group favors an ex-
pansive sound that draws on everything ...
impressive ... melodic ... evocative ... laced
with colorful solos and ensemble passages
that draw on a variety of jazz traditions,
freely and imaginatively."

--- The Washing/on Post

Attention WMC music lovers: jazz mu-
sician John D'earth and his octet have just
released a new album entitled ''Thursday
Night Live at Miller's." This first release
from D'earth is an unedited !!y~)~~rformance
and features vocals from 1ilS'~ife Dawn Th-
ompson, whom LA. Jazz Scene critic Eliza-
beth Molo says, "brings a smoldering tex-
ture to the band's music." D'earth describes
his music as "traditional jazz with a cutting
edge, improvisational style."

D'earth says, "Jazz is my passion but not
the buttoned-down, 'neoclassicaf,' Armani
variety." His octet will be headlining at Blues
Alley in Georgetown, Washington. D.C., on
September 22. Founded in 1965, Blues AI-
ley is the oldest continuously operating jazz
supper club in the United States. It has been
host to such stars as Dizzie Gillespie and
Sarah Vaughan.

John D'earth began his musical career at

the age of 14, studying jazz improvisation
and the saxophone. Following college at
Harvard University, he spent twelve years
in New York City, doing free lance work with
many jazz, latin- and rock musicians. After
life in the Big Apple. D'earth moved to
Charlottesville, Virginia, where he currently
resides.

According to D'earth s
web site, Dave Matthews
says, "I've known John.
D' earth for a long time.
Wedon 'f.see each other
often enough .but when
we do get together, I

always learn something.
John is first rate. He's a
great spirit, a great
friend, and a great

teacher... one of a kind. "
When not performing with his octet,

D'earth conducts the University of Virginia
Jazz Ensemble, composes, teaches and ar-
ranges music. He has arranged music for
long-time friends Dave Matthews and Bruce
Hornsby.

According to D'earth's web site, Dave
Matthews says, "I've known John D'earth
for a long time. We don't see each other of-
ten enough, but when we do get together, I
always learn something. John is first rate.
He's a great spirit, a great friend, and a great
teacher ... one of a kind."

To learn more about D'earth and the
"Thursday Night Live at Millers" album, or
to purchase a CD, go to http://
www.johndearth.com.

If you are a local artist and would
like to be seen in the Local Artist
Profile, contact Jennifer Ross and
Erin Jernigan through campus

mail.

Price Comparison (all new books)

Amazon B&N WMC Ecampus
Schmidt $10.36 $10.36 $12.95 Not listed
Pierson $12.76 $14.00 $15.95 Not listed
Burroway $30.40 $37.75 $39.05 $33.68
LAPlante $63.55 $59.75 $61.30 $52.81

(h up :llwww.barnesandnoble.com).
Textbooks.com (which is affiliated with
Barnes and Noble), and Ecampus (http://
www.ecampus.com).

However, because Textbooks.com took
so long to load (ten minutes for one page!),
Ididn't have time to compare prices there.
Two of my books (the 'ones by Schmidt
and Pierson) were unconventional text-
books. Books are listed by author in the
following titles:

(B&N = Barnes and Noble
WMC = our bookstore)

Keep in mind that shopping at the
bookstore supports our school.
I bought the Schmidt,' Pierson, and

Burroway from Amazon and paid six dol-
lars for two day shipping. Overall, Isaved
10 to 12 dollars. So is it worth ordering.
online? If you're willing to pur in the work, .
and can wait a few extra days, yes it is.

Classified
Travel

SPRING BREAK 2000 with
STS-

oin America's #1 Student Tou
Operator to Jamaica, Mexico,
Bahamas, Cruises, and Florida.

Now hiring on-campus reps.
Call 1-800-648-4849
or visit online @

www.ststravel.com

Personal

PREGNANT?
FREE CONFIDENTIAL

PREGNANCY
TESTING & CARING

COUNSELING
HELP 1·800-521-5530

CONTINUE EDUCATION AND
CAREER

THE NURTURING NETWORK
1-800-866-4666

MAKE YOUR OWN HOURS
Sell Kodak Spring Break 2000 Trips

HIGHEST COMMISSION-LOWEST
PRICES

'I NO COST TO YOU
Travel FREE including food, drink, and

non-stop parties!l l

WORLD CLASS VACATIONS
1999 STUDENT TRAVEL PLANERS

"TOP PRODUCER"
& MTV'S CHOICE

(Spring Break Cancan Party Pro-
gram)

1-800-222-4432

Hel Wanted

Fraternities, Sororities, Student

Groups:

Earn $1000 - $2000
with easy CIS Fund

raiser event.

No sales required.
Fund Raiser days are

filling up. so call today.
Contact Joe at

1-888-522-4350

http://www.johndearth.com.
http://www.ststravel.com
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~tatistics as of Sep. 12, 1999

Football Tommy Selecky-9-3-0

Haroun Hebron-9-I-OOffense

Name-TD-FG-XP-PTS Jason Winegart-7-5-0

Josh Galemore-7-I-O
Ron Sermarini-2-0-0-12

Derrick Gwynn-6-4-0
Teron Powell-2-0-0-12

Marvin Deal-6-4-2
Brent Sandrock-O-I-7-! 0

Kevin Parker-I-O-O-6
Matt Meiklejohn-6-2-1

Nick A!evrogiannis-6-! '0
A. Delle Donne-I-0-0-6

Matt Jackson-!-0-0-6
Anthony Burgos-5-2-2

Kirk Simpson-5-0-0

Defense
Kicking

Name- Tackles-Solo-Int
FG-LG-XPAaron Bartoiain-IO-O-O
Brent Sandrock-(l-3)-22-(7-7)

M's Soccer
Name-G-A-TP

Vinny Pedalino-4-3-11

Ryan Tetteris-4-1-9

Pat Danaher -1-0-2

Ryan Bowles-O-2-2

W's Soccer
Name-G-A-TP

Tracey Cast?r-2-0~4'

Beth Blasi-I-I-3

Thea Bayly-I-0-2

Tara Calton-I-0-2

Jessie Stickles-O-2-2

Kara Moran-O-I-!

Name-G-A-TP

Field Hockey

Sarah Fogler: 1-0-2

Shauna Oplinger-I-0-2

Stephanie Peery-I-O-2

Melissa Reynolds-I-0-2

Heather Arnold-D-I-I
--:--_

AnnaWoo<;l~=Q:I-I

Student Research and Creativity Grants for Fall
H 1999

The deadline for applications for student research and
creativity grants for Fall 1999 is September 30,1999.

To apply for an award, a student must have a WMC grade
point average of 3.2 and obtain the direct involvement or close
sponsorship of a faculty member. The awards are competitive.

The grants are intended to encourage special projects that
complement students' major academic emphases; they are not
intended to cover the normal expenses of a course. The project
mayor may not be connected with a particular course. It may be
a special studies outgrowth of a Course. A grant may cover the
cost of materials for such projects. It may cover travel expenses
to libraries or special collections. These are merely examples;
Dean Coley would like to see what kinds of creative proposals
students may devise, in consultation with appropriate faculty.
Grants may range from $25 to $500. Applications are available in
Dean Coley's office.

CONFIDENTIAL AIDS TESTING

Fall Semester 1999

12:00 - 2:00
Every Other Thursday

September 23
October 7 and 21

November 4 and 18
December 2

Location - Smith House
Call Ext. 243 for an appointment



t:fI1en IlifectTeoor
Wanted:
Sports writers
and photogra-

phers
Call x8600
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Football tackling the competition at 2-0
time the target was junior flanker
Matt "latty" Jackson. After that,

The Green Terror took on some fans may have gotten tired
Randolph-Macon in their second of hearing Jackson's name because
game of the season Saturday, Sep- it was called over the loud speak-
tember II. The game was the team's ers several more times for several
home opener. more catches.

The game started out with the As the first half rolled on, the
Terror offense marching down the Terror defense showed why it has
field to score on their first posses- been the number one defense in the
sian. The second offensive play of conference two years running.
the game by the Terror was a 40 Randolph-Macon proved on sev-
yard strike from senior quarterback eral plays that they had a very
Ron Sermarini to junior ftanker " skilled offensive unit, especially at
Ryan Smith. On the very next play, the wide receiver and quarterback
the two connected for an eight yard positions. Often in the first half, it
gain. The drive then turned slow seemed inevitable that the Yellow
and methodical, grinding the ball up Jackets were going to score. These
field. Finally, a Sermarini pass to were the crucial moments were the
junior tight end Anthony Delle Terror defense stepped up to force
Donne capped the scoring drive. Af-
ter Brent Sandrock easily hit the
extra point, the terror was ahead 7-
o.

Early on, the Terror defense was
just as punishing as the offense. On
their first few drives, Randolph-'
Macon was being punished, getting
stuffed on almost every play. Fresh-
man defensive lineman Haroun
Hebron and sophomore Brian
Fogelsonger seemed to make the
majority of the tackles in the early
going.

The next score for the Terror
_ came on Ibearm of Sermarini. This

turnovers.
There were six turnovers in all

for the Terror, most in crucial situ-
ations. Anthony Burgos got his sec-
ond interception in as many games.
Senior linebacker and co-captain
Tommy Selecky recovered a
fumble. To top off the defensive
highlights for the game, senior
safety, and All-American, Marvin
Deal added two interceptions to his
career total, tying, then breaking
the Centennial Conference record
forcareer interceptions.

The Terror scored again in the
second quarter on a long drive that

was capped by a Sermarini touch-
down sneak. As the second quarter
was winding down, Randolph-Ma-
con finally answered with a long
touchdown pass that made the half-
time score 21-7.

Sophomore wideout Teran
Powell showed that he wants to be
a star for the Terror by putting in
dominating performances in both
games- this season. The Yellow
Jackets made it a priority to stop
Powell this game, to avoid a repeat
of what he did to Bridgewater last
week. Despite many close calls,
Powell was unable to break any
long plays in the first half.

Then, the superstar in Powell
came out. On a big third down play
in the third quarter, Senn~ni hit
Powell near the sideline for what
appeared to be a simple first down.
However, Powell wasn't satisfied
with that. He outmaneuvered the
defensive back trying to cover him,
broke a tackle, then hustled over
fifty yards down field for the final
score of the game.

The Yellow Jackets threatened
a few times later on, but the game
was effectively over at that point.
There was no more scoring from
that point on.
, A week before the impressive
28-7 win over Randolph-Macon,
the Terror started their season on

Baseball is coming to an end,
but football is just beginning

BY CHRIS ANASTASlA

Asst. Sports Editor

These are the days when you can
practically taste football in the air.
It seems that no matter where you
turn, football is the thing everybody
is talking about. September is the
time when fans have an almost un-
dying hope that this is the year their
team gets to the Super Bowl.

For some, this is not such a re-
alistic goal. Only two teams can
play in the Super Bowl, which
leaves some twenty teams thinking
only of what might have been.

That is why it is great to be a
fan; happiness is always just an-
other season away. Every new sea-
son brings the promise of greatness;
whether that is embodied in the
youthful swagger of a future star
(the Brown's Number I pick, Tim
Couch) or redemption, via the vet-
eran acquisition (The Redskin's free
agent pick-up, Brad Johnson).

No matter who you choose to
root for this year, fans across the

country are all connected in their
uniform belief that this year is the
year they get to celebrate. Good
luck to all.

With the football juggernaut
rolling through our collective con-
sciousness, it is hard to believe that
there are some really great playoff
races going on in major league
baseball.

In the National League, The
New York Mets are battling the
Cincinnati Reds for the wild card
playoff berth. This is the classic
battle between the large-market
city versus the small-market city
that baseball has been known to
produce.

The Mets are at this level
thanks to a bevy of free agent ac-
quisitions, namely third baseman
Robin Ventura and pitcher Kenny
Rogers.

The Reds, on the other hand,
are a team of young prospects that
have jelled into a winning team. It
will be very interesting to see how
this race will unfold, and how its

outcome will affect the baseball
world in terms of team structure.

There is also a good race in the
American League, where the Bos-
ton Red Sox are leading the Oak-
land A's by a mere three games.
This race will most certainly be
decided by starting pitching, which
is the strong suit of both teams.

The Red Sox are led by Cy
Young Candidate Pedro Martinez,
who at this writing already has 21
wins. TheA's rely on young starter
Kevin Hudson to guide them to
post-season glory. In the pitching-
starved American League, if either
of these teams can continue to per-
form at their current levels, this
should shape up to be a very com-
pelling post-season.

That's all for this abbreviated
addition of "The Sports View."
Next week, I will offer my opin-
ions on NFL week one action and
give my painfully accurate "State
Of The Orioles" address. So until
then, I will be seeing you in the
cheap seats.

Smith named new
Athletic Director

the road, in Bridgewater, Virginia.
The Terror got off to a sluggish start
and was actually tied at the end of
the first quarter. A Kevin Parker
touchdown run late in the second
quarter put the Terror up 7-0 at the
half.

In the second half, the Terror
regrouped and began to dominate
the game. Senior linebacker and co-
captain Matt Meiklejohn blocked a
punt, and the defense' refused to
give an inch. Seleky, sophomore
Jason Winegart, andjunior co-cap-
tain Aaron Bartolain were key in
the Terror defense.

In the third quarter, Sermarini
showed everyone why he is the
two-time Centennial Conference
offensive player of the year. On
what seemed like a sack, Sermarini
dodged just about every player on
the Bridgewater defense to scam-
per 22 yards into the end zone.
Later in the third, Powell caught a
seven-yard touchdown.

With a large lead, Terror head
coach Tim Keating did the smart
thing. He put in plays that would
effectively wear down the clock
while making sure not to tum over
the football. After a fourth quarter
field goal by Sandrock, the Terror
led 24-0, the final score. Still, those
who were at the game realize that
it could have been much worse.

BY MIKE YFSTRAMSKI

Sports Editor

Western Maryland has a new
athletic director in James Smith.

Smith is both a former pro
lacrosse player and executive
director of the U.S. Intercolle-
giate Lacrosse Association.

Smith, former associate ath-
letic director at Loyola College,
played three years for the Bal-
timore Thunder in the Major In-
door Lacrosse League as well as
one season for an Australian
club team.

Smith joined the Loyola staff
as coordinator of athletic and
student affairs in 1986, then
moved up to assistant athletic
director 1989.

He ran the athletic depart-
ment for about seven months in
late 1990 and early 1991 as in-
terim athletic director.

Since 1996, Smith has run
the weekly polls, all-American
selections, and team selections
for the annual Senior All-Star

Sports
shorts

BY MIKE Y FSTRAMSKI

Spons Sditor

Field hockey defeated
Bridgewater 4-0

Men's Soccer defeated Vi Ita
Julie 3-1, Marymount 2-0, and
Wesley 2-1 in O.T. Won the Wesley
College Invitational Tournament

Vinny Pedalino took tourna-
mentMVP

Volleyball defeated Galluadet
3-2, Salisbury State 3-1, Delaware
Valley 3-0, Susquehanna 3-0, and
Elizabethtown 3-0

Women's Cross Country won
the Shephard College Invitational

Sophomore's Jill Krebs, Jayne
Karalow, and Diana Pool all fin-
ished first, second, and third re-
spectively

Golf finished third out of 16·
teams at the Wesley College Invi-
tational

Women's Soccer fell to Messiah
5-0 and to Rutgers-Camden 1-0 in
O.T. Defeated Marymount 5-0 to
take third place at the Wesley Invi-
tational

married since 1987.

Game, as head of the USILA.
He also helped select the

players to represent the USA in
the 1998 quadrennial World
Games.

Smith, a New York native,
was an all-American lacrosse
player in high school, as well as
an honorable mention in col-
lege.

He attended Cornelt and
helped them win back-to-back
Ivy League titles in 1982 and
1983.

Smith, his wife Gayle, and
their three children, Devin,
Kerrin, and Shane live just out-
side Baltimore. He has been

Smith feels he is inheriting
a good program here at Western
Maryland, and has some lofty
goals for it.

Smith feels that "the chal-
lenge now is to position our-
selves to contend for the con-
ference title every year in every
sport."



Phoeni
Dean and students chosen to
attend national conference

flY ERIN S. HOWARD

SeniorWriler

First-Year Orientation is one of
the most memorable experiences of
a Western Maryland College
student's career - whether they
enjoyed it or not. It is, after all, their
first real introduction to life at
WMC. The program, which some-
times receives "mixed reviews"
from students, is now being recog-
nized by administrators on a na-
tional level.

Associate Dean of the First- Year
Program Barbara Harneff and the
six members of the Peer Mentor
Advisory Board have been invited
to present the Western Maryland
College First-Year Student Orien-
tation Program at the national con-
ference for the National Orientation
Directors Association in Tampa,
Florida from November 6-9.

According to NODAC Pro-
gramming Committee Chairperson
BethAnne Pretty, 89 presentations
will be given at the national con-
ference, which is titled "Reflect,
Rejuvenate, and Recommit," and
between six to eight thousand
people are expected to attend.

Horneff and the team of stu-
dents originally gave their 60
minute presentation, titled "Orten-
ration Rejuvenated through the
First- Year Program: Mentoring
through the Months." at the Re-
gional NODA Conference in Val-
ley Forge, PA, last April. Follow-
ing the April Conference, WMC
was invited to submit a proposal
to present at the national confer-
ence and was then selected by
Pretty and the NODAC Selection
Committee.

Horneff, who has been giving
presentations on the First-Year Ori-

entation Program along with Dean
of Student Affairs Philip Sayre over
the last four years, credits this
year's success to the peer mentors.

"This is the first time I have
ever taken students to present at
either a Regional or National Con-
ference," said Hcrneff "I am ex-
tremely proud of the professional-
ism they displayed."

Homeff also noted that the ma-
jority of presentations at both re-
gional and national conferences are
given by administrators and that
student presenters are rare.

"I think it is more effective for.
my colleagues to hear [the presen-
tation 1 from the voices of students,"
said Homeff of the decision to take
students to the NODA conferences.

The members of the Peer Men-
tor Advisory Board traveling to

Continued on Page 2

Date rape incidents at WMC
Many think assaults go unreported despite options

BY LISA DALE VAN AUKEN

News Editor

From reports, it seems that few
date rapes happen on the Western
Maryland COllege campus. Victims
who have suffered from a rape,
though, often have one thing on
their minds: "What next?"

The options a rape victim has
can be confusing and overwhelm-
ing, especially when the victim is
feeling alone and scared. .

Working individually, each of-
fice has its own statistics when it
comes to the number of date rapes
on campus.

According to Joan Lusby, Smith
House physician's assislam, there

Inside
(3·irrirrlg·I£I;'
Tara OellaFranzia and Jeremy Keil
go head-to-head with Pro and Con:
Should the Social Security System
be scraped?

•m'iiii "
Malissa Moran exposes the liv-
ing conditions of WMC's most
coveted living spaces, the Penn-
sylvania Avenue Houses,

hffGh¥ t'
Malt Hurffputs Terror football's
Marvin Deal in the "Phoenix
Spotlight."

was one date rape victim that came
to Smith House for medical treat-
ment last year.

Susan Glore, director of coun-
seling services and adviser to the
Sexual Assault Information Team,
said that the number of date rape
cases from WMC varies from year
to year, ranging from zero to 10,

Mike Webster, director of the
Department of Campus Safety, said
he knows of no date rapes that have
happened on campus since 1995,
but he does recall a rape incident
last year.

Jo Ann Hare, executive direc-
tor of Rape Crisis Intervention Ser-
vices (RCIS), said that five to [0
students show up for help a year.

One reason the statistics may be
so varied among the agencies is
lack of communication.

Date rape, and all rape in gen-
eral, is dealt with on an confiden-
tial basis, making communication
among organizations near impos-
.sible.

Campus Safety is required to
report rapes to Smith House, but
only if the victim asks for medical
help. Campus Safety must also re-
port all rapes to Dean Philip Sayre.

Although all the organizations
are confidential, few go to them for
help, sources said. "It is such a tre-
mendous act of courage to reach
out to a stranger for help," said
Hare.
_. LUSby thinks that victims do

not come forward because of the

ambiguou_sness of many dale-rape
situations. "[Victims] feel that they
were somewhat part of the situa-
tion," she said.

Hare believes that this belief is
a common misconception among
date-rape victims. "Although the
victim may have indicated 'no' she
may think that something she did
before the rape made her at fault,"
she said.

For the few that do seek help,
each organization handles date rape
in a different way. The Sexual As-
sault Information Team, for ex-
ample, provides information and
understanding 10 victims through a
student-run hot line, active 24
hours a day.

James Gasparo, a sophomore
history and social work major who
has been a member of the team for
over a year, finished training last
semester and anticipates becoming
a hot line volunteer.

According to Gaspnro, a mem-
ber has 10 go through about 14
hours of training before he or she
can become a counselor. "I know
[date rape] is a problem on cam-
pus," he said, "and this is a way I
can help."

Besides the hot line, the team
also presents a program at First-
Year Orientation concerning the
dangers of date rape, and they co-
sponsor other rape- awareness pro-
grams.

The Sexual Assault Information
Continued on page 4
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Meghan Humbert, a junior. jests while presenting WMC',v First-Year
Student Orientation Program /0 an audience (/1 a Regional Conferel1ce.
Because of the SIIcceH of the presentation. the program will be taken 10 a
National Conference in Tampa Fla. in November.

Rosenberg to speak about
parents' executions

Executive Director/Founder of rhe
Rosenberg Fund for Children, which
provides children of America's tar-
geted activists and political prison-
ers with opportunities for education.

The organization gives students
awards for such things as college'
books, photography classes, and per-
sonal tutors, among others.

As Dr. Lauren Dundes, who
schedule the lecture, explained dur-
ing the interview: "His lecture is a
good reminder that in any given time,
we are always looking for an enemy
to fight against. At that time. it was
the Communists."

Meeropo! outlines the controver-
sial case against his parents, as he
prepares to critique its weaknesses.

Because of the witch-hunt atmo-
sphere of McCanhyism, the trail and
the execution of the Rosenberg's has
been surrounded by much contro-
versy.

His discussion hopes to show that
the criminal justice system was
fraudulent at that time and that Due
Process was a victim of the political
context.

According to reports, students
from California State University
agreed that "Meeropol had a great
speaking style. He was objective,
thorough, and delivered a powerful
message."

This lecture will be of particular
interest to students majoring in Po-
litical Science, Psychology, Sociol-
ogy, and History.

Due to the fact that there are not
that many criminal cases of this his-
torical significance, students of other
majors are also encouraged to attend
the lecture.

IIY STACI GEORG£

Staf{Writer

Take a moment and revisit a
special memory you have with
your parents when you were six-
years-old.

Do you think of the magical
specter of Disney World, the first
day of school, blowing out your
birthday candles, or playing on
the swings at the park?

These are the treasured memo-
ries of childhood, life with no
fears of the government, no WOf-

ries about hiding from the enemy,
and no concern about where your
next dollar and meal will come
from.

Now take another moment to
envision a childhood taken out of
the pages of a history book, from
the chapter of Communism, and
the paragraph about the
Rosenberg Trial.

Although Robert Meeropol,
son of Ethel and Julius
Rosenberg, was young, he was
still old enough to realize that his
childhood was not normal.

His parents became the first
American civilians put to death
for espionage .

He will be speaking at WMC
for the first time on Thursday, Oc-
tober 14, at 6 pm in Alumni Hall.

On June 19, 1953, Meeropol's
parents were electrocuted when
they were tried and convicted for
stealing the "secret of the atom
bomb."

Forty-six years later,
Meeropol is a political activist,
author, and speaker, as well as the



Books enters 13th year WMC calender in brief
notable best-sellers to academic trailblazers.
including authors of ethnic and cultural di-
versity.

Books Sandwiched In is jointly spon-
sored by Hoover Library, by the Public In-
formation Office, and byTim Bryson, owner
of Locust Books of Westminster.

Locust Books not only provides compli-
mentary book copies to reviewers, but also
gives a 10 percent discount to all students.

Information of the monthly meetings is
published in the biweekly "WMC In Brief'
newsletter, which is given to all on campus.

It can also be found in the tocal newspa-
pers, and information is also posted on the
WMC website.

The next meeting will take place on
Thursday, October 28, and will include a re-
view of the book Nervous Conditions, by
Tsitsi Dangarembga.

Set in post-colonial Rhodesia, the book
is a coming of age novel which follows the
life of an intelligent young woman who at-
tempts to overcome social, cultural, and fi-
nancial obstacle's in order to become a suc-
cessful adult. Cultures clash and complicate
lives as English customs meet African cul-
tures.

English professor Rebecca Carpenter and
her students will conduct the review. On
Thursday, November 18, Jane Sharpe will
review books for holiday girts.

"Everyone-is invited to attend, and it
doesn't matter whether they have read the
book or not," said Muller. "It's a great way
to learn about new works, authors, etc. And
best of all there are no pop quizzes," said
Muller.

WMCpresents "Ghost Sonata" Rosenberg's' son to speakStaffWriler

Books Sandwiched In, a book discussion
group coordinated by Jane Sharpe, Associ-
ate Librarian, and Joyce Muller, Associate
Vice President for Communications and
Marketing, will be held from 12-1 pm in
McDaniel Lounge on a designated Thursday
of the first three months of each semester.

Books are chosen and reviewed by vol-
unteers, who will also lead the discussion
group.

Alice Chambers, former wife of President
Robert Chambers, initiated the program in
1987 under the direction of the president.

''The program provides the opportunity
for book lovers, who don't have the time for
book clubs, to participate in group discus-
sions about the chosen books," said Joyce
Muller, who took over the program in 1989.

"Here at-western Maryland College, we
are all a community of learners, and because
reading is a great way to continue. to grow
and expand the mind, Books Sandwiched In
benefits the entire WMC community."

The "small gathering" that comprises the
meetings includes faculty members, admin-
istrators (including the president, Provost
Coley, and Dean Sayre), trustees, alumni,
newspaper columnists, editors, students, and
people from the Westminster community.

Muller said that the participants really ap-
preciate the program and that it "is a great
way for the college community to become
more involved with the outside community."

According to Muller, the works are se-
lected from many genres of literature, from

Rober! Meeropol is the son of Julius
and Ethel Rosenberg. The Rosenbergs, the
first Americans given a death sentence by
an American court for spying, were con-
victed of espionage in 1951 and executed
by electrocution in JUlie 1953.

Nearly 50 years later, the case is stil!
tangled in controversy. Thursday, October
14, Gpm,Alumni Hall, Western Maryland
College, W. Main Street. Westminster.
Free. (410) 857-2290.
See 'Lecturer' page /

Ghost Sonata- Presented by Western
Maryland College students at 8 pm nightly,
September 30 - October 3, and at 2 pm,
Sunday. October 3. in Alumni Hall, West-
ern Maryland College, Westminster.

Admission is $5 for adults, $3 for stu-
dents, seniors and WMCcommunity memo
bers. No children. (410) 857-2448. West-
ern Maryland College, Westminster.

Music and dance

The Evelyn MacKenzie Performance
Series presents singer/dancer/drummer
Alessandro Belloni in an evening of Ital-
ian music arid dance, October 4. 7 pm,
(Big) Baker Memorial Chapel. Free.

American Music

Chamber Musical! the Hill presents "A
Potpourri of 20th Century American Mu-
sic," October 24: 7 pm, McDaniel Lounge.

Admission is $10 for adults and $5 for
seniors. AU students admitted free.

Art exhibit

Esther Prangley Rice Gallery, Peterson
Hall, Western Maryland College. (410)
857-2599.

October 9 through November 5. Hours:
Monday-Friday from noon - 4 pm.

"MAMBERAMO" by Christopher
Griffin explores the last untouched,
uncontacted people on Earth who now live
directly in the path of a $50 billion mega-
dam project on the Mamberamo River in
Irian Jaya, Indonesia.

Opening reception: Saturday, October
9,2-5 pm

Book Sandwiched In

Rebecca Carpenter, assistant professor
of English, and students will present a dis-
cussion/review of "Nervous Conditions"
by Tsitsi Dangarernbga.

Discussion will be Thursday, October
28, noon, McDaniel Lounge, Western
Maryland College, W. Main Street, West-
minster. Free. (410) 857-2290.
See "Books" page 2

Orientation program
I Continued from page / J~Great Clips
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Florida include two 1999 graduates, Brian
Hornbecker and Aaron Corbett, juniors
Meghan Humbert, Jeremiah Kelly, and Lisa
Peterson. and sophomore Meg Pickerte.

As part of the presentation, each mem-
ber of the group relates a different aspect of
the orientation program. Homeff discusses
the Peer Mentor Advisory Board; Corbett
discusses the history of peer mentoring, the
mission statement, and the letter of agree-
ment; Hornbecker discusses the peer men-
tor training program; Humbert explains the
first meeting with students; Kelly and Peter-
son describe activities both inside and out-
side of the classroom; and Pickette gives the
perspective of a brand new peer mentor.

The presentation focuses on several as-
pects of the WMC First-Year Orientation
Program which are believed to be unique.
including the continuation of orientation
throughout the semester through first-year
seminars and the help of peer mentors. It also

focuses on WMC's integration of both aca-
demic and social activities into the orienta-
tion program.

According to Humbert, menroring incom-
ing students throughout the first semester is
a concept which is unique to WMC. "No
one's ever heard of it done that way," she
said. Both Humbert and Horneff said this
distinct aspect of the WMC program gener-
ated great interest at the April conference.

"[It's] what other schools would like to
duplicate," said Homeff, later adding, "We
are the envy of many of our competitive
schools."

The students, along with Horneff, will
also have the opportunity to attend various
workshops and hear renowned speakers
while at the conference. They will also enter
the WMC program's theme of "Stepping into
the New Millennium" into a competition for
the Outstanding Use of Theme, for which
they hope to win an award.

we speclallze l", cuts, perms al'\.Ol Kpdos
Ow.r- salol!\. caters to ~elo'\,., WOt'\4.t1!\. all!.d.

fa,,<lli.ts.
We talu appo''''''I'I<e'''ts foy peYl'>l.Sa",d
KP"OS,bKt wallo.-''''s aye accepted.

All college stKde",ts a""d staff receive
:2.0~ dtscow.l>\.t wtt~ SG~ooll..cf!

Located in the Cranberry Square shopping center

AAUW Hosts Meeting next to Ledo's Pizza

405 N. Center StreetThe Carroll County Branch of the American Association of Uni-
versity Women will convene a meeting on International Monetary
Policies to be held in McDaniel Lounge on Monday. October 4, at
7:30 pm. Speakers will be Ms. Virginia Smith, President and CEO of
Union National Bank, and Dr. Margaret Murphy, Baltimore, memo
ber of the Federal Reserve Board. Faculty and students are invited,
and the public is welcome.

AAUW meets regularly on campus; Western Maryland is a col-
lege affiliate of the national organization. The local branch gives a
membership to an outstanding female graduate each year. For more
information, phone Julia T. Hitchcock at (410) 848·1874.

Open 7 days a week

M-F 9am-9pm

Sat. 8am-5pm

Sun. 11-4pm



Rosko promoted to
Housing Director
Former Assistant Director has
"Faithfully Served" WMC, says Kane

Beth Rosko, former Assistant
Director of Residence Life, has
been promoted to Director ofHous-
ing as of Sept. 6, 1999, said Scott
Kane, Assistant Dean of Student

f Affairs. _ ..,_
Rosko, who has been an em-

ployee at the college since July
1995, began herWestem Maryland
College career as a Residence Life
Coordinator before she was pro-
moted to Assistant Director of Resi-
dence Life.

She was also in charge of alco-

in coordinating college living when
she was a Resident Assistant at
Towson University.

As a psychology major, Rosko
discovered the "life-altering expe-
rience" of working with college
students in dorms to be a satisfy-
ing combination of counseling, and
crisis intervention, while it was also
a way to "[make] a difference."

Rosko holds a master's degree
from the University of Georgia,
where she paid for tuition by work-
ing in a residence life capacity. She
also has a bachelor's degree from
Towson University.

HI am always fair, and I like having that
reputation, " said Rosko.

hoi awareness programs in Blanche
and Albert Norman Ward residence
halls. .

Rosko brought "Stall Stories,"
anecdotes of real-life alcohol re-
lated incidents presented on flyers
in bathroom stalls, to WMC and
worked in cooperation with
Bacchus.

As current Director of Housing,
Rosko is responsible for all aspects
of housing administration, includ-
ing room selection, new student
assignments, room changes, open-
ing and dosing, and Resident As-
sistant selection.

As a disciplinary hearing officer
with the Residence Hall Council,
Rosko also deals with the daily
conflicts of dormitory life among
students.

Rosko also plans to become
more involved with renovations
and hopes to get students more in-
volved in the renovation process.

Prior to her work at WMC,
Rosko gained residence life expe-
rience at Elon College in North
Carolina.

Rosko first realized her interest

Rosko says that she enjoys
working [at WMC] because she en-
joys working with students.

"A lot of students don't know
who I am," she said, "but they
know my name."

Being in a position of media-
tion, Rosko has a certain reputation
among students, who sometimes
approach her "fearfully," she said.

Rosko is of len called upon to
handle the more difficult, and
sometimes personal matters of resi-
dence halt life. For this reason, stu-
dents are apprehensive about meet-
ing with her.

"They know they're going to be
held accountable if they screwed
up," she said, adding that her job is
to help students learn their lessons,
not to emotionally abuse them.

"I am always fair, and llike hav,
ing that reputation," she said.

Students interested in
becoming a Resident

Assistant should call Beth
Rosko at extension 240.

Campus Safety Blotter
NEWS

·On 8/30 at 12: lOam DoCS docu-
mented a medical report, for
transport only, in Whiteford Hall.
-On 8/30 at 8:43 pm DoCS docu-
mented a fire alarm report in Al-
bert Norman Ward Hall.
·On8/31 at 1:IDamDoCSdocu-
mented a residence hall.policies
violation in Blanche Ward Hall.
-On 9/ I at II :22 am DoCS docu-
mented a medical report and ren-
dered treatment in Englar Dining
Hall.
-On 9/1 at 2:05 pm DoCS docu-
mented a property crime in Daniel
Maclea Parking Lot.
-On 9/1 at 8: 16 pm DoCS docu-
mented a medical report and ren-
dered treatment in DoCS Office.
·On 911 at II :26 pm DoCS docu-
mented an off campus medical re-
port, for transport only.
-On 912 at 12:39 am DoCS

merited underage possession/con-
sumption of alcohol In Decker
Student Center.
-o- 9/3 at 9:20 pm DoCS docu-
mented a fire alarm report in
Daniel Maclea Hall.
·On 9/4 at 11 :38 am DoCS docu-
mented a property crime at the
golf course.
-On 9/5 at I :50 am DoCS docu-
mented a ruleslcriminallaws vio-
lation in Rouzer Hall.
·On 9/5 at 2:05 am DoCS docu-
mented a medical report but did
not render treatment in Blanche
Ward Hall.
-On 9/5 at 8:40 am DoCS docu-
mented a medical report but did
not render treatment in a Garden
Apartments Building.
-On 9/6 at 2:08 pm DoCS docu-
mented a property crime in Rou-

zer Hall.
-On 9n at 12: 15 am DoCS docu-
mented a fire alarm report in a
Pennsylvania Avenue House.
-On 9/8 at 7:09 pm DoCS docu-
mented a medical report and ren-
dered treatment in Rouzer Hall.
-On 9/8 at 8:00 pm DoCS docu-
mented a fire alarm report in Rou-
zerHal1.
·On 9/8 at 8:47 pm DoCS docu-
mented a fire alarm report in Rou-
zerHal1.
-On 9/9 at I :20 am DoCS docu-
mented harassment in Whiteford
Hall.
-On 9/9 at 9: 19 am DoCS docu-
mented forgery of college docu-
ments in the Water Tower Parking
Lot.

-On 9/9 at 9:38 pm DoCS docu-

cam pus
medical report, for transport only.
-On 9111 <If 12;24 am DoCS docu-
mented a fire alarm report in a Gar-
den Apartments Building.
-On 9/[ [ at 12:40 am DoCS an
officer's report for failure to com-
ply with security personnel in a
Pennsylvania Avenue House.
-On 9111 at 1:00 am DoCS docu-
mented harassment in the campus
telephone system.
-On 9111 at 3:57 pm DoCS docu-
mented a property crime in Rouzer
Hall.
-On 9/12 at 1:55 am DoCS docu-
mented underage possession/con-
sumption of alcohol in Albert Nor-
man Ward Parking Lot.
-On 9/12 at 2:03 am DoCS docu-
mented unauthorized access to
building's roof at Bair Stadium.
-On 9112 at 8:13 pm DoCS docu-

SGA Election Results and Appointments

Executive Officers
Brooke Joseph, Treasurer, appointed from 2002

class senator.
Dana Jacobson, Secretary, appointed from 2000

class senator.
Class of 2000

Kristen Fraser appointed senator.
Class of 2002

Jane Karolow appointed senator.
Class of 2003

Jamin Bartolomeo elected president.
Stephanie Knight elected senator.

Erin Collins elected senator.
Staci George elected senator.
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mented a fire alarm report in a
Garden Apartments Building.
·On 9/12 at 8:50 pm DoCS docu-
mented an alcohol violation in a
Pennsylvania Avenue House.
·On9/13at8:00pm DoCS docu-
mented a fire alarm report in
Daniel Maclea Hall, Elderdice,
and Baker Memorial Chapel.
-On 9/14 at5:34 pm DoCS docu-
mented a fire alarm report in
Baker Memorial Chapel.
-On 9/[4 at 9:24 pm DoCS docu-
mented a medical report off cam-
pus.
·On9/15 at6:51 pm DoCS docu-
mented a medical report but did
not render treatment in Englar
Dining Hall.
-On 9/16 at 2:09 pm DoCS docu-
mented use of a controlled dan-
gerous substance in Rouzer Hall.
-On 9fl7 at 8:[3 pm DoCS
documented underage posses-
sion/consumption of alcohol
in McDaniel Ha[J.
·On 9/18 aI3:04 am DoCS
documented a fire alarm
report in Blanche Ward
Hall.
-On 9/18 at 6:40 am
DoCS documented

an alcohol violation for

documented a property crime in
Harrison Parking Lot.
-011 9/19 at 11:38 am DoCS
documented a medical report and
rendered treatment in DoCS Of-
fice.
-On 9122 at 11:18 am DoCS
documented 11 hit and run vehicle
accident in Whiteford Parking
Lot.
-On 9/22 at 3:42 pm DoCS docu-
mented a medical report. for
transport only, at CCGH.
-On 9/23 at 12:57 am DoCS
documented a property crime in
Whiteford Hall.
-On 9123 at 6:05 pm DoCS docu-
mented a fire alarm report in a
Garden Apartments Building.
-On 9/2412:20 am DoCS docu-
mented a residence hall policies
violation in Blanche Ward Hall.
-On 9124 at 3:30 am DoCS docu-
mented a fire alarm report in
Blanche Ward Ha[J.
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Date Rape
Continuedfrompage I

Team offers options to victims via the hot
line, telling callers where they can go to get
help. One of these options is Smith House.

There, the victim can have a gynecologi-
cal exam, a pregnancy test, and get counsel-
ing from Susan Glore.

Or, if the victim desires to press charges,
Smith House can call a counselor at RCfS
and have the victim met at the Carroll County
General Hospital emergency room, where a
special room is set up for rape victims.

There, the victim will have a rape kit
completed, paid for by the state, in order to
collect evidence that might be needed if the
victim wishes 1Oprosecute later on.

Campus Safety, too, has its own unique
way of dealing with rape victims.

Ruth Barbour, asupervisor of nine years
and a trained sexual assault investigator, and
Carrie Medlin, a Campus Safety officer, are
trained to deal with victims and investiga-
tions. Both have been counselors at RCIS in
recent years.

Campus Safety tries to stop the problem
of date rape before it starts, Barbour said.
Campus Safety will do presentations on rape
awareness when necessary, but not many are
requested.

Despite the uniqueness of the organiza- .
tions, they have one thing in common: RClS.
Funded by federal, state, and local grants,
United Way, private donations, and agency
fund raising, RCIS is prepared to deal with
all aspects of rape. They will meet victims
at the hospital to give them support, options,
and counseling, said Hare.

Counseling is also free and anonymous
to hot line callers and walk-ius to their 224
N. Center SL office for approximately three

to six mo~ths.
RCIS also has' extensive knowledge of

legal proceedings for victims who want to
report the crime, but that does not happen
very often.

According to Hare, only three in 60 rapes
are successfully prosecuted.

Hare believes there are many reasons vic-
tims do not choose to report rapes. "Victims
want their old lives back, "she said. "[Not
talking. about it] feels like a way of getting
control over the situation."

She also pointed out that police investi-
gators are usually not trained to deal with
rape victims. They can be very intimidating,
she said, especially when the victim is "not
exactly at the peak of self-esteem."

Another dissuading factor is public opin-
ion. According to Lusby, victims "run the risk
of being victimized all over again."

Webster, of Campus Safety, notes that a
victim might experience "social ostracism"

. because she decides to press charges. Appar-
ently, public opinion does not always favor
the victim, which can make her uncomfort-
able, he said.

If the victim chooses to report the crime,
there are two options. The first is to go
through the school, and the second is to go
to the Westminster police.

If the victims chooses to deal with the
crime on a school level, Campus Safety will
conduct an investigation. Then, the police
will be informed of the rape kit results and
the crime report, but the trial will be held in
front of the Honor and Conduct Board, where
Director of Residence Life Scott Kane sits
as judge over a panel of faculty and students.

If found guilty, the assailant's minimum
sanction; according to the Student Guide and

Date Book, is suspension for both the cur- taking risks with their safety. Although all
rent and following semesters. the. students were underage, all had gone

If the victim chooses to prosecute through back to a room with someone of the oppo-
the police department, an investigation will site sex while intoxicated.
be held, and the trial will go to court. One student recalled drinking with a

The defendant in a rape case must be ac- friend and offering him a place to stay for
quitted if there is reasonable doubt. Because the night.In her room, the man made unwel-
the testimonies of the defendanl and the wit- come advances, until her roommate came
ness differ, reasonable doubt is applicable, . home.
and the defendant is usually acquitted, she Yet despite the obvious risk the student
said. said, "I don't think he would have done any-

But whether or not pressing charges is
necessary to the healing process is uncertain.
Lusby feels that filing a report is a step in
the right direction for victims. "You want
[victims] to empower themselves by having
the rapist be held accountable. I am fearful
of women feeling powerless," she said.

But while it is not always necessary that
the victim press charges, counseling does
seem to be a very necessary part of dealing
with rape .

"Counseling is critical to moving on, and
growing is a positive fashion," Lusby said.
"Putting it off, saying 'it didn't matter' or 'it
didn't hurt me' is one of the most dangerous
things to do. It interrupts your ability to deal
with life situations."

Hare would agree. "You feel all alone,
like nobody gets it. You're up against the
world. [At RCISl we know what to expect.
We believe you. You don't have 1Oexplain it
to me, I get it. You have support here," she
said.

D.espite the emotion and judicial difficul-
ties that come with dealing with rape, many
college students continue to take risks that
could lead to harm.

Three female students at WMC, who wish
to remain anonymous, have all admitted to

thing, but he could have."
Asked if she would again consider bring-

ing someone to her room after they both had
been drinking, she responded, "If I knew him
and trusted him, why not? I do stupid things."

The other students wid similar stories.
"He was a friend, and I didn't think anything
of [bringing him to my room]. I knew I was
still sober enough to make decisions."

Hare has heard the stories before. ''They
believe their friends are trustworthy, even if
it is a friend of a friend. Women are in denial
that it can happen to them. We all want to
believe we are capable enough to know who
is safe and who is not," she said.

She also asserts that alcohol is so com-
monly involved with date rape that it is "not
even noteworthy."

Matt Gribbin, a senior math-biochemis-
try-chemistry major and member of the
Sexual Assault Information Team, speaks in
the student's defense: "I am always upset to
find mit that is happening, but... they don't
really imagine something is going to hap-
pen. Just because they come back to
someone's room doesn't mean something
will happen. But the risk is always there."
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Quirks:
Just like
one ofus
Anne Butler describes a

generational perspective on
the universal horrors of

warfare.

Jack Kelley came and spoke at
OUf campus this week in McDaniel
Lounge. Jack is a foreign corre-
spondent for USA Today.

He's been allover the world and
covered everything from the Gulf
War to Kosovo.

He brought with him two dia-
ries, one of a 16-year-old girl forced
to flee her home, another of an Iraqi
soldier that died in the Gulf War.

There was a photo of many teen-
agers in the girl's diary.

They all wore jeans and T-shirts
and looked like, well, teenagers.

As one person next to me re-
marked:

They look like LIS!

The diary of the soldier had a
beautiful color drawing of the
man's girlfriend in it.

She looks like II.S!

the retired, there is a large and un-
necessary stress on the family.

In short, we would have to gen-
erate a separate organization for
handling the affairs of citizens who
did not save. Creating such an or-
ganization would be expensive and
would use more tax money, thus de-
feating the purpose.

Would we otherwise leave our
ill-prepared citizens to starve on the
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Tara DelIaFranzia
supports the continuation

of Social Security.
more than the social security per-
centage of income for their retire-
ment, that is their right.

There is no need to adjust the
tax simply so a citizen can make
investments with the core funding
they will need in later years. If the
citizen produces enough money to
generate tax, the citizen produces

enough money to invest on their
own.

The most controversial way that
the government could profit from
the tax suggests that we allow the
govemmenr to play [he Social Se-
curity tax in the stock market.

Although this potential solution
wouldn't exist if the stock market
weren't at its peak, there would still
be less money to be made on gov-
ernment bonds and other safe, yet
weak, investments. While the mar-
ket is high, the government won't
lose money.

This is clearly a fast and easy

Jeremy Keil debates the
usefulness of Social

Security.
ment.

One cure offered for Social
Security is the diversion of its
funds into stocks. This is not to
be done by private individuals
but by the govern men I.

I doubt this a l t er nat ive
would exist if the stock market
wasn't as high.

Wait until our government
starts losing money in stocks
and then see how happy people

are.
This plan is bad for other

reasons, too.
The government will begin

to control more of the economy
as it attempts to build up its
stocks.

Graft and political mistrust
will be much higher as compa-
nies attempt to influence which
stocks the government will
own. We will also face a foreign
policy crisis.

As government-owned com-
panies compete with foreign
companies, our government
may adopt policies to build its
in.terests .and undercut foreign

solution to the problem at hand.
Furthermore, the government could
invest anonymously and in the fa-
vor of domestic companies.

To avoid government-created
monopolies and conflicts with
other nations, there would be a limit
on the time that the government
would be permitted to invest before
attempting an alternative solution.

If the poor were not being taxed
for Social Security, they would in-
deed have enough to save for re-

Pro and Con: Should we retain the
Social Security System?

ments.
Regardless, this system can-

not be completely abolished be-
cause people feel that the system
does protect their financial status.

If a person wishes to save

street?
Do our retired citizens not de-

Would we otherwise leave our ill-prepared citizens to starve on the street? Do our
retired citizens not deserve the right to a comfortable life after serving in the work

force? We must maintain Social Security to avoid the social repercussions.

while working because of the
mandatory tax.

Social Security also demon-
strates the appropriate role of the
government in our lives.

Instead of playing the much
feared "big brother" role, the gov-
ernment protects money for our
retirement while also allowing us
to make independent invest-

rirement. Many people of all finan- serve the right to a comfortable life
cia! classes do not or cannot save after serving in the work force?
for such things. Social Security We must maintain Social Secu-
protects that. rity to avoid the social repercus-

If there were no Social Security, stons.
what would happen to those that' Americans are not willing to see
did not save? themselves or their family mem-

This presents a huge social bers without proper clothing or
problem. housing because they didn't invest

Cities of the United States are when they were younger.
already populated with homeless Although most citizens are fi-
people. Not only would this num- nancially responsible, the govem-
ber increase without social security, ment must still preserve its role as
but those potential homeless would an example and guiding hand.
be parents and grandparents.

With little or no money left to

Our nation is now faced
Well, I'm sorry, but the gov-

ernment cannot change human
nature. If people don't save for
retirement, it's their own fault.

If America wants a system to
protect the poor, then it needs
to give up on Social Security
and institute a small welfare tax
on all income and only give the
money (0 those who need it.

Social Security does nothing
to secure a decent retirement;
nor does it help the people
whom politicians have decided
need it the most.

We need to wake up and de-

companies.
Other nations are not going

to be pleased with this.
If we implement this plan,

we may have to worry about
whether it may get us into some
serious military skirmishes.

Of course, some may regard
anyone who attempts to abolish
Social Security as heartless and
mean-spirited against the poor
because they have no other
means of providing for retire-
ment.

My answer is this: If they
were not being taxed 15% for

Social Security, then the poor
would have the money to save
for retirement.

The only people who can af-
ford to save for a comfortable
retirement are the rich, since
they are only taxed on a certain
amount of their income.

In other words, Social Secu-
rity hinders the poor by robbing
them of the money they could
use for retirement savings,
while not affecting the rich at
all since the majority of their
income is not taxed.

Some would still ask what r
would do about those who don't

mand we be allowed to control
our own retirement funds in-
stead of allowing the govern-
ment to squander them.

The Serbian girl's diary con-
tained a number of silly word
games that teenage girls are apt to
play.

She could be my child ...
Attempts at calligraphy in Ara-

bic script decorated the pages and
margins of the soldier's diary.

He could be my brother,
Patriotic poems and symbols

showed the girl was immensely
proud of her Serbian heritage, the
people who at the time were shoot-
ing any non-Serb.

An eight-year-old Algerian girl
was shot as she ran to her mother.

Even though the girl was dead
by the first shot, they continued to
pour bullets into the comatose
bloody body.

She was proud of who she was ...
The soldier's diary had poems

in honor of his missing or killed
friends.

Some of whom may have died
because of starvation or the inad-
equate equipment they had.

Others may have surrendered to
the Allied forces because they had
no food and were desperately hun-
gry.

He was just worried ...
The girl pasted pictures of her

heroes in the diary. They are pic-
tures of Serbian generals and offi- fixing will cure it.
cials: the ones who orchestrated the Unfortunately, Social Se-
deaths of thousands. cu rit y has become so in-

The soldier wrote about how he grained in our culture that
hoped he'd survive the coming abolition is very unlikely.
months. That is why I propose it be

He just wished to see his girl- made voluntary.
friend one last time. Or, as an alternative, allow

But ... They look just like us... individuals to divert the
The girl fled her home, lost all money they pay to the Social

her possessions, but she still has her Security fund into tax-free in-
life. vestments.

She can write a new diary. This will allow those who
The soldier is dead, buried by still want Social Security to

Jack's own hands. keep their false sense of finan-
He won't see his girlfriend, and cial stability, while those who

will never again write of her. want to can try their own hand
. v. Underneath who truly. is like us? J 'at saving for their, own retire.

if America wants a system to protect the poor, then it needs to give up on Social
Security .... Social Security does nothing to secure a decent retirement, nor does it help

the people whom politicians have decided need it the most.

Pro:
Within thirty years, the

nation's Social Security fund will
be depleted. Why are citizens so
worried?

The Social Security tax was
originally created to help the
country crawl out of the deepest
financial depression in history.
This system works.

As we see today. many senior
citizens live less worrisome lives
knowing that (hey saved money

Can:
with quite a dilemma.

Forecasts predict Social
Security will run out of money
in 2029. Many people are
worried about how this will
affect their retirement and
want it to be fixed.

We have already attempted
to fix it several times by in-
creasing taxes and raising the
retirement age.

I say abolish the system. It
has already proven itself [Q be
a failed idea and no amount of

Phoenix
subscriptions
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Internet services in vast
need of improvement

Philip Vogt describes the
laughable internet services at

WMC.

Western Maryland College is the Yugo
of online services. While it can potentially
get you where you need to go, a four-year-
old on a two-wheeled tricycle will prob-
ably get there faster.

When compared to the dazzling ad-
vances made in Internet connection speeds,
and more importantly to the technology
available on many other college campuses,
our connection speeds are beyond pitiful.

They would be downright laughable if
not for the spirit-breaking frustration of
waiting hours to complete a download
(that's assuming it actually works right)
that could be done in minutes with a more
advanced system.

The connection here, however, is far
from advanced.

With 56k modems quickly becoming
the standard, and with such gaudy ad-
vances as Ethernet connections and cable
modems, the technology here can be called
old-fashioned ut best,

My little brother, who just began his
freshman year at the University of Mis-
souri, has the luxury of the Ethernet in his
dorm, which makes it possible for him to
download small European villages, in their
entirety, in a matter of seconds.

Here-however, downloading a file or"
even moderate size would be a momentous

undertaking that could potentially tie up
your computer for weeks if it weren't for
the life saving fact that you can rarely
maintain a connection for more than an
hour without being abruptly disconnected.

In all fairness, though, this is a Liberal
Arts school. This means we have the won-
derful (not to mention mandatory) privi-
lege of taking a wide variety of classes
dealing with all sorts of intellectual and
cultural studies.

Let's see my brother try to take a class
on the philosophy of friendship and love
at his tech school; boy is he missing out.

This also means that we really don't
need to have the latest (or even remotely
close to the latest) Internet technology in
our dorms.

Additionally, the cost of trying to re-
wire the campus for increased speed seems
incredibly daunting. In fact, it would prob-
ably require that tuition be raised 10 the
range of $23,000 or so, which is obviously
ridiculously high.

Still, the school will probably eventu-
ally be forced to make the necessary
changes when the current system is
rendered completely obsolete (or when
the powers-that-be finally admit to
themselves that it is hopelessly obso-
lete). One can only hope that they make
the change before it's far too late (by
that, of course, Imean before I gradu-
ate).

Floyd monopolizes airwaves
Ed Schultheis observes how
Hurricane Floyd "blew away"

world issues.

A few weeks ago, I flipped on the tube,
and it seemed that every single station was
running the weather as the lead story. A
category four hurricane, Floyd, was bar-
reling down on the southeastern portion of
the United States.

What a name for a killer hurricane -
Floyd - not exactly a name that puts fear
in everyone's hearts.

Perhaps it wasn't the fact that Floyd
was the center of attention, but rather it
was the only "newsworthy" topic in the
United States.

I thought the only way I could get away
from seeing countless reporters standing
on the shores of the East Coast was to
watch ESPN.
I remember rolling out of bed Thurs-

day morning, about noon, and I turned on There is either no "real" news outside
the TV. of our borders, or we simply don't really

Of course, it was already set to the care about anything out there. I think the
Weather Channel; where I was immedi- latter is probably the closer to the truth.
ately greeted by the picture of a reporter Floyd was indeed a very important part
hanging onto a pole so as not to be blown of our lives that week, but it was not the
down the street by high winds. I thought only pari of our lives. At any time, you or someone you
this was rather humorous. We can constantly ignore all of the love could be drafted to a place like

I decided to go get the Baltimore Sun news that we deem "unimportant," like we East Timor Only then would you
for my English class, and what else do I have fora while now. bother to learn what is going on in
see on the front page but Floyd. America has been living in it's own that little corner of the world.

However, I did feel the effects of Floyd little dome, completely impervious to any- Democracy is based on the idea
as I walked to classes that afternoon in the thing but the most earth-shattering news. that informed people make informed
rain and wind. We think that it doesn't affect us, that it choices. As a nation, though, we are

When I returned from classes, all I saw doesn't concern us, and it simply doesn't not informed enough to make any
was more Floyd-this and Floyd-that. matter. choices at all.

The point that I am trying to make is Then again, it is only a matter of time So, do your part for your country;
that it seemed that there was no other news before things half a world away end up in pick up a paper, tum" on CNN, find
in the whole entire world. our own backyard. Possibly then, we will out what is going on. You may be sur-

. .Thia fact was.even more evident .when : .rake.alinle more 'f...m...e..t? ~?t!~e; ••.•.•. , .•.• L!p.;:ri.;:se;:,d;:,by~w:;.h:;:a::.ty::_:o:.:u_;.le:;:a:;:rn,;_. -'

I listened to Jack Kelley's talk on campus
this week.

He talked about how America is a coun-
try that really isn't too concerned with
things going on in foreign countries.

·Maybe this explained why the civil war
in East Timor, one that the United States
is involved in, was confined to a small por-
tion of both the TV news and the Sun.

In fact, the first time that anything put-
side the United States made the front page
was the quake in Taiwan, killing over 1700
victims.
I am not simply saying that hurricane

Floyd's coverage was extreme; it is rather
the fact that the coverage of all other news
was completely inadequate. We live in a
time where news comes to us instanta-
neously.

The fact that not much news comes to
us from outside the United States leads me
to one of two conclusions.

How
wordlyare
we?
Jessica Fitzgerald tackles the
problem of youth apathy for

world events.

OK, how many of you are aware
that there has been a series of terror-
ist bombings in Moscow recently?

Did you know that Janet Reno's
in big trouble for using tear gas at the
Branch Davidian compound?

Does anyone know about the lat-
est peace negotiations in the Middle
East? Hey, we fought a war over
there, and still nobody knows what
is going on.

I'm willing to bet that 98% of
Americans know which sexual acts
Monica Lewinsky performed for
President Clinton, but only 50%
could say wh'elher he was impeached
or convicted or could say what those
two terms mean.

I'in not trying to sound like a
goody-goody. I'm no current events
saint; the only reason I read the pa-
per is because of a class requirement.

If you had to read the paper, too,
you'd be so surprised at how much
you are missing.

Democracy is based
on the idea that

informed people make
informed choices. As a

nation we are not
informed enough to
make any choices.

Do you have any idea how much
goes on in the world everyday that
you don't even know about?
I write this out of frustration, a

petty frustration. You .see, I wanted
to write an article about East Timor.
The situation there really angers me,
as does the fact that the U.N. is just
now taking steps to put an end to the
blatant disregard for human rights.

The only problem is, no one
knows where East Timor is, let alone
why people there are being slaugh-
tered and run out of their homes.

So, no common knowledge equals
no interesting article by yours truly.

This may seem like a stupid rea-
son for taking 45 minutes out of your
busy schedule to catch up on world
events, but consider the larger impli-
cations.

mailto:phoenix@wmdc.edu
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Scientific studies examine effects of sleep in college

studies with positron emission 10- However, it is believed that
mography scans (a technique em- some sufferers of insomnia do not

Glar Penitentiary

Are you feeling tired and run-
down? Has college and life in gen-
eral got you down? Well, research-
ers suggest you try getting less
sleep.

A new study published in the
American Journal of Psychiatry, re-
ported by the Associated Press, and
conducted by the University of
California, Irvine, found that 120ut
of 36 depressed patients experi-
enced better overall improvement
in their mood after pulling an all-
nighter.

Of course, one must wonder
how the other 24 patients felt.

Previous studies on thousands
of people suffering from depression
have shown that sleep deprivation
improves the mood of over half of
the subjects tested.

UCI boldly states that they have
confirmed results from previous

Devon Reeser takes a look
at the dismal atmosphere

of WMC dining.

r proceeded through the line. T
followed the others with my cold,
black tray. They sloshed food on
my plate, and Imoved on.

I sat at a table, which only suc-
ceeded in recalling my memories
of my high school cafeteria and its
disregard for student comfort.
Harsh lights, barren walls, and mur-
murs of chatter deluded my senses.

Where was I? Prison? A Rus-
sian work camp? War barracks?
Hell?

What had I done to deserve
this?
l suddenly remembered. This

place was not a punishment; this
place was not the afterlife. This
place was Glar.

Most students pay hundreds of
dollars a semester to eat in this
place called Glar. Most students
rarely realize the true state of its
ambiance. The few who do deal
with it as a necessary evil to sus-
taining their health, for they know
that they must eat.

Western Maryland was .intelli-

ployed to create an image of a de-
sired organ).

There are observable changes in
the brain after a night without any
sleep. In the study, positron emis-
sion tomography scans, or PET
scans, showed that the burning of
glucose in a part ofthe brain asso-
ciated with sadness, grief, and
worry dramatically slowed.

Okay, r know what you're
thinking, "No sleep?" These stud-
ies, however, began in the 1960s
when it was first noticed that 'de-
pressed patients often felt better
with less sleep.

Since that time, almost 100
studies have been conducted on
more than 5,000 subjects all over
the world. The results of the tests
have repeatedly shown that the "no-
sleep" rule holds true for most
people.

gent enough in forming what is
now the most massive conspiracy
on campus: Glar.

Where else can we go? The
Pub? Ah, yes, we can eat at The
Pub, but only if we want to spend
our nonexistent money. Students
are coerced into buying a meal plan
that works only in Glar.

They have no other choice of
dining facilities; so, they must cope
with the aforementioned dining
hall. Since they have no true com-
parison, most do not even notice the
starkness of its condition.

What would improve Glar?
Glar would benefit from elimi-

nating its prison-like qualities.
For instance, it could get rid of

some of it's bleak, impersonal
tables in favor of some booths. It
could hold some more pictures or
paintings on its nude walls. It could
even opt for softer lights in place
of its present eye-tearing fluores-
cent bulbs. Some soft jazz would
even be nice to calm the ever-
present chatter.

Do I ask too much? I do not
believe so; asking for a bit of
homely humanity in a place where
we abide could never be too much.

SEX.

Ryan Seavolt discusses the
consequences of an all-

nighter;n college.

seem to be helped by the technique
because they sleep off and on
throughout the course of a night,
and thus, actually do get some
sleep.

Manic depressives should not
attempt to stay up all night because
sleep deprivation can induce ma-
nia.

I would like to add to that list
of people who should not try the
"no-sleep" technique all those in-
dividuals who sleep in till noon on
Saturday mornings.

Needless to say, you cannot pull
several all-nighters in the same
week, as this'could disrupt your
circadian rhythms (our basic cycles
of sleeping and waking).

When approached with results

from sleep deprivation studies that
indicate staying up all night may
actually be of some benefit, Joan
Lusby, Physician Assistant at Smith
House, stated, "Once in a while
[staying up all night] may be okay
for you to try, but if you fall into a
chronic routine, the loss of sleep
will affect your daytime function."

Long-term sleep deprivation
can cause diminished cognitive
function, difficulty focusing on
your tasks, and, of course, fatigue,
among other problems.

'Nevertheless, the recent study
on sleep deprivation may help re-
searchers better diagnose patients
with a certain type of depression,
and even to focus on new drugs,
which could target the portion of
the brain that sleep deprivation af-
fects - in this instance, three areas
of the cerebral cortex.

Scientists believe that such
studies may eventually lead to a

fast, easy cure for depression (per-
sonally, I suggest Italian food). r
have pulled several all-nighters
myself since I've been in college,
and, surprisingly, I have always
found that I feel very invigorated
the next morning and less tired than
one would imagine. So, maybe
there is something to this mumbo-
jumbo after all.

Granted, if you stay up all night,
your eyes will probably burn, and
your improvement in mood will
only last until the next time you go
to sleep. Still, researchers are hope-
ful that the technique of sleep dep-
rivation will prove useful for all
people, particularly those of us un-
der a lot of stress - like college stu-
dents.

In fact, f suggest the next time
you have a big test to study for,
don't be afraid to pull an all-nighter,
Just don't operate any heavy ma-
chinery the next day.

Gun buyback program draws
the wrong weapons

President Clinton has just an-
nounced that the US Government
will provide $15 million dollars for
a gun buyback program.

If you listen to him and all those
who Support gun buybacks, this
will help reduce deaths by gunfire.
They are completely wrong ...and
they know it.

At $50 a gun, this money will
buyback 300,000 guns. That is,
only if there are that many people
willing to sell back their guns.

If al1 the money was used, that
would be only one tenth of I% of
all guns in America right now,
which isn't going to make much of
a difference.

Not only that, but the type of
guns being bought back aren't con-
tributing to gun deaths. First, it
doesn't matter if the guns are fully
operational or not; they are still eli-

Jeremy Keil attacks the
usefulness of a gun
buyback program

tiples and want to get rid of their
older, less powerful guns.

In other words. the guns they
turn in aren't going to be usee any-
way because the people turning
them in have better guns.

And final1y, there will be the
person who has one, maybe two
guns, and wants to get rid of them
because he is afraid his children
might hurt themselves if he keeps
them in his house.

This type of person is probably
cautious about guns in the first
place and has them adequately
locked up.

So, the guns that are going to
be turned jn will be either inoper-

trade.

Those who deal drugs want to
keep others out of their territory. If
we could solve the drug problem,
our gang problem would vastly di-
minish.

Those who shoot up their class-
males are upset for two reasons:
Parent.al negfecr and peer rejection.

If people want these shootings
to stop, they need [0 show children
how to love and how to stop mak-
ing fun of their classmates.

Gun control isn't going to help.
Kids can just as easily blow up the
school or poison the cafeteria food.

The last cause is accidental
shootings of children. If you want
to solve this problem require gun
locks, or 'smart guns.'

Now I know all the second
amendment lovers are going to cry
foul, but that amendment was put

So, the guns that are going to be turned in will be either
inoperable, stolen for cash, outdated, or locked up.... Our

government is spending $15 million pointlessly.
gible to be bought back.

Secondly, a gun buyback pro-
gram might encourage people to
steal guns for the money.

To counter this, the police will
run the guns' serial numbers
through a national database to see
if they've been stolen. This is en-
tirely useless because guns are
bought back with a "no questions
asked" policy.

So even if the police found a
stolen gun, the person who turned
it in was handed $50 and walked

away. There is no possible way to If you want to solve a problem sociated with guns in American
track that person down. you need to treat the cause and not modern society, but people need to

Also, someone could steal a gun the effect. stop blaming others and wasting
that day and turn it in, and because The three most publicized money on useless programs for
it was stolen just that day, there is causes of death by gunfire are gang political gain.
going to be no record of it in the warfare, school shooting rampages, They should start coming up
national database. and.accidental shootings. with some real solutions to the~

There are also going to be guns Gang.warfare is mainly a\result problem of control in the United

turned in by peopJe ..who.have.mul- .. of.the high rewards, of th<;.~~~ •• ~tl!t~l.. w~'.'~-.'~'~........: ...... _.

You never lose the right to refuse.
Being unabie to consent is not

the same as saying yes.

No means No. Period.
If you need help about sexual Violence,

call us. Calls are confidential and
seNlces are free.

Telephone: 410 • 857 • 0900

24 hour Hotline: 410·875·7322
Rape Crisis Intervention Service

of CarroU County
22-4North Center Street, Rm. 102

WHbnln.ter, MO

www.r~pecrfslStt.com

able, stolen for cash, outdated, or
locked up.

Therefore, the people who are
selling back guns are not the people
using guns harmfully.

OUf government is spending
$15 million pointlessly.

This is just a ploy in order to
make political opponents look soft
on crime.

Anyone opposed to this is au-
tomatically labeled as someone
who is not concerned with our
children's welfare.

in there for one reason.
It isn't so you can hunt, or kill

the burglar coming through your
window, it is to ensure power is
held by the people and not the gov-
ernment.

If people are going use this
amendment for the purpose it was
intended, it will be no harder to pull
that trigger if there is a gun lock on
it, but it'll be hard for your two-
year-old to kill himself while
you're not fighting for your rights.

There is a definite problem as-
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Students make changes
for new school year

Ed Schultheis discusses the
changes that accompany the

college transition.

of other students as Iwalked in.
Iwas pleasantly surprised however, that

all my classes, had no more than 25 people
in them.
I was also surprised simply that some

food and drinks were allowed in class, a real
change from the atmosphere that I had got-
ten so accustomed to.

As we all look around, and still even get
lost occasionally, we know that we have so
much to learn still. This is of course why
we are here.

The Class of 2003 has come from all over
the world, and just like our classes before
us, we have a chemistry and a bond unique
10 our own class.

When I stare into the future, I am re-
minded that this is just the beginning for us.
We still have 4 years of contemplation and
discovery ahead of us. •

We can let it slip by, or live it up. I prefer
the latter.

We already have a bond to one another,
now all we have to do, is exercise it.

Even some of the bonds I have formed
here in my first month will help me reach
that light at the end of the tunnel.

Parties, date rape, and tips
you should know
The Phoenix Staff takes on the
issue of date rape addressed on

page 1.

Situation One: Girl and boy are at a riot-
ous college party. The bass is thumping,
people are cramped and laughing, and beer
flows from the keg like honey. Sloshed, boy
asks girl up to his room. Girl agrees.

There, he thinks she is "all about" him,
and the two have sex.

In the morning, he discovers she wasn't
as agreeable as he thought. Now, she says he
took advantage of her; more harshly, she says
she was date raped.

Situation Two: Girl and boy are at typi-
cal party. Girl asks boy upstairs to her room.
Off they go. He knows what she wants, and
they have sex.

Hung over the next morning, he discov-
ers that she didn't want to sleep with him.
She calls it date rape.

Situation Three: Boy and girl are at typi-
cal college party. Both are trying to drink as
much as they can before the are totally
trashed; they want to keep some of their abili-
ties to reason.

It doesn't matter if he asks her, or if she
asks him, but one way or another, they end
up in someone's room, alone, together, seem-
ingly in the same state of mind.

Before things go too far, she says she
won't have sex with him.

In the morning they both wake up to
something that mayor may not have been
more than a one-night-stand, but now nei-
ther person feels ashamed of their actions,
and they aren't worried about pregnancy or
STDs.

So ... which of these things is not like the
other?

If you're not drunk while you're reading
this, (and we would hope you'd have better
things to do when you're drunk) you could
probably figure it out.

But what you should really notice in this

little comparison we have set up is that the
characters in the third situation are consid-
erably more responsible, and consequently,
more content with their decisions.

Now, we all know, that in the heat of the
moment things can get sort of confusing, but
there is a way to be sure that minor miscom-
munications don't cause major amounts of
hurt.

Just clarify what you will and will not
do, before he, or she, assumes you are going
to do it.

It doesn't necessarily sound dorky to say
you won't have sex with someone, if you say
it the right way. We'll leave it to you to be
creative.

Plus, there are other mutually amusing
occupations thai might be appealing, with-
out having sex. So, if you're somewhat
imaginative, you can probably still present
possibilities for pleasure without proposing
sex.

Now, saying you won't have sex with
someone before you go to a room together
does not mean you won't be date raped, but
it does make your intentions more clear, and
if you are raped, it won't be because of mis-
communication.

Having some friends around helps, too.
They provide a network of support in those
tough moments when you are not sure what
to do, and they can look out for you if you
are unable to look out for yourself. And, if
the party is really awful, you have people to
joke about it with later.

Of course, a few ways to remain safe is
to avoid parties, to drink apple juice instead
of wine coolers, and to never go to anyone's
room if you think you might be alone with
them. But you might also consider living in
asmall hole, with purified air and water, and
plenty of magazines.

Obviously, it might be a good idea to
avoid taking our hyperbole seriously. But
realistically, you may want to consider our
advice. Set your. own limits, then you won't
be caught off guard.

Do the math: Too many students equals not enough
parking spaces

Maybe it was the fact that we still have
to ask where everything is on campus. Or,
simply, it might have just been the fact that
we have something to prove here in our first
year.

When I first arrived here, Iwas greeted We know already that we can't take any-
by the opportunity to meet new people and thing lightly here in our first semester.
to explore all the different places here. - Most of the new students here took a

I came from a rather modest, all male high course load that would be easy for them to
school in Baltimore, Mt. St. Joseph. All the manage, but still enable them to get into the
students knew everyone there. swing of college.

That's what brought me here to WMC. When I came out of high school, I really
I realized however, that things would be didn't know what to expect when Icame to

remarkably different. college. I had heard horror stories from
First of all, I wasn't just going to school friends at other colleges of classes with 200

here, Iwas living here. students in them.
It wasn't just about getting to know your- How can you [earn anything in there?

self, it was getting to know your roommate, I was nervous about the fact of coming
your neighbors, and even your classmates. here, and Iwas sure Icould see it on the faces
Itake comfort in the fact though that Iwasn't
the only one that went through this rite of
passage.

My class, the class of 2003, has just be-
gun their journey, and I'm sure that all of us
have had our doubts so far.

I'm sure J wasn't the only one that had to
deal with being away from friends and fam-
ily.

Nor did J feel alone when I realized that
there were hundreds of new freshman that
felt the same way, and maybe had the same
reservations that 1 had.

J have already gone through some tough
times, and some great times, and it's only
been a month.

Many of us felt comfort in the fact that
we had brothers or sisters that went before
us, or even the fact that we had friends go-
ing to same place as us.

f had neither.
Most of my friends went to colleges

closer to home, and I haven't seen any of
them since we started school.

One symptom was studying all night for
a test just to make sure that I could pass it.
Or, J set up study groups until the late hours
to make sure my friends could pass too.

Inoticed a problem beginning last semes-
ter, and I see that it has carried over into the
start of the new academic year. Since it is
still relatively early, it seems proper to ad-
dress this issue while there is still time.

The parking situation on campus has dis-
integrated from bad to worse. There are
many reasons for this problem, and no solu-
tion in sight. But, it is certainly cumbersome
for students with cars.

And although the problem seems en-
demic to the entire campus, I will address
the particular difficulties of the Whiteford
lot.

First of all, the continued construction
continues to inhibit the flow of traffic over
near Levine. This is ridiculous! The construc-
tion near Blanche has caused great eyesore,
but that is a subject for another day. The
fact that they are obviously running way be-
hind schedule has affected other aspects of
campus life.

The ugly fences placed at the end of the
construction serve two purposes. First, they
serve to block traffic from proceeding to
Main Street. Second, it restricts the amount
of parking allotted to students. Also impor-
tam to note, the fences make it.very difficult

Kristen G. Fraser questions the
parking allotment at the Whiteford

parking lot

for cars to turn around and join the traffic
circle. There are occasional backups of cars
attempting to get by, and perfecting the three
point turn as they leave the lot in frustration
at not finding a space.

Now, that would be fine in it of itself. I
can recognize the need for patience while the
fine constructions workers toil to improve
our school. But, it has been continuing for
many months. However, this article is sup-
posed to"be about parking.

The parking allowed in the Whiteford lot
has changed dramatically over the past few
months. Before the construction began, there
was plenty of open parking both down in the
actual Whiteford lot, and also in the sections
extending out towards Main Street.

This is no longer the case. I noticed in
about February that Campus Safety seemed
to change where they nonnaiJy allowed park-
ing. Now, all cars parked in the dreaded "par-
allel" position were routinely ticketed. So,
unless, you want to get a ticket, the number

of available spaces diminished by about 15
or so.

But, I found some way to live with that.
Now, the problem seems worse. There are
still unclear regulations for where it is legal
to park in the Whiteford lot, but I try to stick
with the traditional lot, figuring I should not
be ticketed in that area.

But, that only works when there are
spaces available. Which isn't often. But,
judging by the tickets that abound, the rea-
son that there are no vacancies stems from
the fact that people are parking there unau-
thorized.

Based on some discussion tbat I've heard
around campus, the number of freshmen that
have cars this year seems to be up. And,
don't tell campus safety, but I don't think
most of them are authorized.

Not to mention the fact that in the past
few years, the number of students at WMC
has increased. So, let's do some basic math.
More students, same number of parking
spots. That would be bad math. So, let's
review the current situation. More students,
less parking spots. That sounds even smarter,
doesn't it?

So, what to do about the problem? I find

it particularly annoying to search for park-
ing on the opposite end of campus late at
night to park my car, and hike back to my
dorm. All those tour guides who brag about
WMC being so small are correct. But, the
hike from the water tower doesn't seem short
after a frustrating search for a simple park-
ingspace.

I suggest a few different things. First of
all, if you're not supposed to be parking on
campus, don't do it. It's simple. There are
plenty of places where you can park that .
don't interfere with campus parking.

Second, I have a word of warning. If you
are authorized to park here, but don't have
your permit yet, buy it. Either suck it up and
pay the $30, or expect headaches galore for
the rest of the year.

Third, get down on your knees and pray
that the building construction will be finished
soon. At least we will have a livable traffic.
pattern by Whiteford when it is finally com-
pleted.

Fourth, let's find some way to explain that
more students means more cars. We need
more parking. Seems simple enough to me.
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WMC's Pennsylvania Avenue houses are a source of
happiness, as well as frustration, for current residents

fly MALISSA MORAN For the amount of time and ef-
fort that residents have to put into
being able to live in their houses, it
does not seem like there is much
being put back into the residences
by the college.

The PA houses are usually oc-
cupied year-round, except for a few
days during the summer when sum-
mer camp residents are moving out
and college residents are moving in
for the year.

Joe Bentz, Director of Building
Operations and Maintenance, sees
this as one of the biggest problems
in trying to renovate or simply re-
pair any damages before new resi-
dents move into the houses.

So many people are here over the
summer that there is no time to do
things," agrees Wilson. "There
needs to be a month or so to be able
to go in there and get things repaired
and done."

Wilson also said that the admin-
istration is looking at how to sched-
ule things better so the physical
plant and the housekeeping services
can get in the houses and get them
ready for the students when they
return in the fall.

So that the PA houses do get
more attention, maintenance is try-
ing something new this year.

George Glacken has been named
the general maintenance person for

so that "they can see exactly where
the problems are."

Bearr agrees that there needs to
be more focused attention paid to
the houses or "they should be de-
molished completely."

Even though the school is work-
ing on improving the conditions of
the houses and are frying to work
with residents, there are still a lot
of little problems that need to be
corrected. All of these little prob-
lems lead to frustrations from stu-
dents and parents.

It wouldn't be so bad if there
weren't so many little problems,"
says Williams. "The house isn't in
horrible condition but, for example,
the carpet is old and the house
needs [to be] repainted more than
just in the kitchen."

This year, there have been two
parents that have wnuen letters to
the school about the condition of

Fealure5Wriler

Imagine living in a house
where there was no hot water in
the kitchen, there was a huge crack
in your bedroom ceiling, or there
was paint chipping off of every
wall.

These are just some of the con-
ditions that students living in the
12 college-owned houses on Penn-
sylvania Avenue have to live with
everyday.

Surprisingly, most students do
not mind the conditions they have
to endure simply because of the"
appeal of living off-campus.

However, the appeal is not so
great that students do not find the
maintenance problems to be an-
noying and wish that more atten-
tion was given to the condition of
their homes.

Living in squalor isn't much
compensation for the conditions
[that we live in]," says Jon Bearr,
a junior living in PA 195. "But
there are benefits to living in the
house, like greater control over the
atmosphere and being more free
to do what you want."

Shonda Wilson, Residence
Life Coordinator, feels that be-
cause there is a competitive nature
to obtaining the PA houses, stu-
dents "arc happy with what Ihey
get."

To live in these houses, stu-
dents must apply through Affinity
Housing, which requires that stu-
dents in each house have their own
objectives and plan their own pro-
grams.

Each house is required to have
five programs a semester, two of
which need to include the college
community.

Most houses plan community
service based programs, which in-
clude deaf education, trick-or-
treating in the residence halls for
Westminster children, and volun-
teering at a homeless shelter and
at a soup kitchen.

the houses.
"The items in the letters were

addressed and repaired," assures
Wilson. "All issues will eventually
get addressed, but it may not be im-
mediate."

Another feature that residents
are not happy with is the size of the
houses. Depending on the house,
each residence has anywhere from
4-10 students living there.

All students interviewed agreed
that (he houses were too small for
the amount of people living in
them. Even with this added incon-
venience, they still prefer living in
a PA house compared 10 a dorm.

Students, however, should not
have to sacrifice their standards and
live in conditions that they would

The state of the front steps of these PA row houses are indicative of the
need for increased maintenance and repairs 10 the PA houses in general.

the school is trying to work with
us to correct things."

Sara Hoover, a SOPhomore liv-
ing in PA 187, also says that she
and her housemates have filed sev-
era! work orders for things like the
electricity not working properly,
the tub leaking, and the lack of hot
water in the kitchen

JennyWeddle, a senior living in
PA house 189 and the resident as-
sistant for PA 185-199, is "usually
pleased with the way maintenance
handles things although they some-
times fall behind and don't have the
right materials."

Although many problems do
not get fixed permanently, like the
plumbing problems in the row
houses, there are a lot of problems

thaI have been fixed. For example,
the exteriors of-PA 185 and 187
have been repainted and Ihe up-
stairs bathroom of 187 was com-
pletely renovated.

Wilson believes that since there
have been a lot of renovations on
campus recently, the PA houses
have not been getting the attention
that they deserve. ~

It seems that all residence halls
have been redone except for the PA
houses," says Wilson. "But there is
talk that the PA houses and possi-
bly Rouzer are next in line to get
some focused attention."

Wilson also says that "they want
the living conditions to be im-
proved" so they are trying to do
monthly inspections of the houses

al I PA houses.
"We wanted to assign definitcar-

eas of housing to personnel," says
Bentz. "He [Glacken] does repairs
such as simple plumbing, repairing
screens, windows, and blinds and
replacing fluorescent light bulbs."

Students have filed work orders
for problems such as faulty electric-
ity, leaky plumbing, worn out
kitchen furniture, and new paint for
the exteriors and interiors.

"We put in a work order for new
kitchen furniture a few weeks ago,
and it has not been replaced yet,"
says Nathan Williams, ajunior liv-
ing in PA 199. "However, our
kitchen was repainted recently, so

not otherwise.
There are steps being taken to

correct the problems in mainte-
nance, but most students feel that
not enough is being done.

"We realize that the students do
come first," says Bentz. "But we
are trying to do our best and that's
all we can do."

oHthe mark Lifetimes. com 's college chaos contest turns students' creative
storytelling into a break from back-to-school stress

byMark Parisi

(CPWIRE) Washington, D.C.
September 14, 1999 - In com-
memoration of the back to campus
season, LifeTIMES.com, an Inter-
net community that's helping
people share the experiences of life,
is asking students to swap college
horror stories, from endless regis-
tration lines to all-night cramming
sessions, for the chance to win a
$500'lliriine voucher.

In 100 words or less, students
can vent their worst college frus-
tration and tell the LifeTIMES.com
community why they need some
relief. The winning entry, judged
on style, substance and amusement,
will receive $500 to get away from
it all by flying back home, going
to spring break or planning a
weekend excursion.

If you can't flyaway from the
College Chaos, LifeTIMES.com

also suggests music and food to
help cope and ease your mind.

Second prize is a $300 gift cer-
tificate from Ticketmaster for six
regular admission tickets to the
concerns) of your choice.

Third prize, 15 vouchers good
for Domino's pizzas, won't help
you escape from school, but will at
least be an escape from the cafete-
ria throughout the semester.

Twenty entrants will receive
LifeTIMES.com Consolation Care
Packages filled with goodies that
your parents might send you.

College students are encour-
aged to create online communities,
called Circles, to keep in touch with
family and old high school friends.

Also, instead of writing the tra-
ditional letter to loved ones, stu-
dents can create online SuperCards
with free VoiceCard technology.

Adding voice instead of just
written words makes asking mom
and dad for money and food more
pronounced.

On campus, RAs can use
Circles to create online message
centers for their floor for posting
announcements, meetings and spe-
cial events. Students may even
want to consider creating an online
support group to make it through
the chaos that college brings into
their lives.

"Everyone has a crazy story to
tell about college, from the psycho
roommate, the unforgiving profes-
sor or the never-ending battles with
the financial aid office," said Josh
Johns, marketing director at
LifeTIMES.com. "This is a fun
way for students to vent their frus-
trations, get a good laugh, and per-
haps win SO!lJ~ cool prizes."
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Political science department Freaky facts about vitamins
experiences changes

BY KRISTEN G. FRASER

Commentary Editor

With a new school year beginning,
change is occurring all around WMC. The
political science department is no exception.
It has new professors, new classes, and cur-
riculum changes.

The department has hired two new fac-
ulty members for this academic year. Dr.
votker Franke serves as the last member of
the gang of four full-time professors in the
department. Also, Ms. Jody Zepp joins the
team as an adjunct professor.

Franke joins WMC after teaching at other
colleges such as the Maxwell School at Syra-
cuse and the University of North Carolina.
Previously, Franke obtained degrees from
Syracuse, UNC, and in Germany, where he
resided until 1990.

His speciality is international relations.
His past academic work has focused on such
topics as military sociology, political psy.
chology, and peace and security issues.

Though WMC is the smallest school in
which he has taught, Franke is adjusting. "I
like the fact that it's more intimate. I don't
have classes with 250 students."

Franke is supplemented in the department
by full time faculty Dr. Herb Smith, Dr.
Charles Neal, and Dr. Christianna Nichols-
Leahy. Leahy returns' to full time status this
semester after a three semester sabbatical.

Ms. Jody Zepp hold the distinction of
being the third adjunct poliucal science fac-
ulty member to have been an undergraduate
from WMC. Trevor Wysong and Jim
Kauffman were the previous faculty mem-
bers.

Zepp, since graduating from WMC in
1994, has been involved with attendance at
a summer institute on the U.S. Supreme
Court. She also holds a graduate degree-in
education from WMC. A graduate of the
Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public
Affairs, she now instructs the class "Ameri-
can Political Thought."

Her class represents another change in the
department, the introduction of a new course.
This course was intended to broaden the cur-

Vitamins may be the answer for nutrition-
deprived college students, but you should know
five things before you pop a pill

(NAPS)--Hope springs eternal with
supplements. They offer the possibility of
better health with little to no effort-.a big
bonus in today's time-stressed world.

Vitamin and mineral supplements can be
an important tool for good health--particu-
larly if you fall into the category of having
"extra nutritional needsv-such as dieters,
women, strict vegetarians, people with food
allergies, people who smoke, individuals
with chronic disorders, and the elderly.

But before you decide to pop a pill or two,
or three, there are a few qualifiers you should
know about.

Prof Volker Franke brings international
experience to WMC~ political science dept.

rent political science program offerings.
Currently, the department boasts over 100
political science majors.

In the future, the department hopes to
introduce other classes designed to benefit
both the political science majors and the cam-
pus as a whole, reports Department Chair
Smith. The next proposed class, entitled
"Law and American Society," is currently
pending approval. The proposed professor
would be Mark Patino.

The last major change this semester in-
volves a previously established course.
World Politics, offered as part of the inter-
national relations focus, has been changed.
The new title is "Theor-ies and Approaches
to International Relations."

This change is pending approval from the
college Curriculum Committee. The course
is designed to "accurately reflect the new
activity of a multipolar international system.
Also, it covers the personal studies of our
illustrious new professor, Dr. Volker Franke,"
states Smith.

These class modifications and additions,
as well as the introduction of new faculty
create many changes for the fall semester and
beyond. It is the goal of the department that
these changes offer variety for both the stu-
dents that major in political science and those
who express a general interest.

1. Supplements are of little help if you
make poor food choices.

No matter how many pills you take, they
can never replace the nutritional value of
eating healthful foods. Foods such as whole
grains, fruits, and vegetables contain many
health-promoting benefits that pills cannot
deliver, including fiber and phytochemicals.

Researchers are just starting to identify
many phytochemicals which are believed to
have potent disease-fighting capabilities.

2. Too much of a good thing can be
bad,

Many nutrients work together in the body.
Consider the complementary relationship of
vitamin D and calcium or vitamin C and iron
Balance is important. Too much of one vita-
min can affect how another is absorbed or
used in the body.

Unless told differently by your doctor, a
multivitamin and mineral supplement that

provides close to 100 percent of the Daily
Value for several nutrients should do the
trick.

There is probably not a benefit in taking
supercharged supplements that give you well
over 100percent of the Daily Value for listed
nutrients. Excessive amounts of some vita-
mins can also seriously harm your health.

3. A USP .stamp of approval on a
supplement is important.

USP stands for U.S. Pharmacopeia. It is
an independent, nonprofit organization that
tests how well supplements dissolve in the
body. If a supplement does not dissolve well-
-and there are many that don't-the nutrients
in the pill essentially pass right through you.

4. Natural supplements usually have
little benefit over synthetic ones.

Synthetic vitamins are usually identical
in structure to natural vitamins and, there-
fore, are utilized by your body in essentially
the same way.

However, one exception is vitamin E. Its
natural form, called "d-tocopherol," is bet-
ter absorbed by your body than the synthetic
form "d, l-alpha-tocopberol."

5. Supplements are better absorbed
when taken with a meal.

Eating stimulates the production of stom-
ach acid, which, in tum, helps dissolve the
supplement you swallow. The nutrients pro-
vided from the meal will also enhance the
absorption and use of nutrients in a supple-
ment.

Classified

SPRING BREAK 2000 with STS-
Join America's #1 Student Tour Operator
to Jamaica, Mexico, Bahamas, Cruises,

and Florida.

Travel

MAKE YOUR OWN HOURS
Sell Kodak. Spring Break 2000 Trips

Poetry Corner

Joyful the moment when we sat in the bower, Thou and I;
In two forms and with two faces=with one soul, Thou and I.

Now hiring on-campus reps.
Call I-BOO-648-4849

or visit online @
"Thou and !"

by
Jelaluddin Rumi

ACT NOW! GET THE BEST SPRING
BREAK PRICES!

South Padre Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Acapulco, Florida & Mardigras. Reps
needed ... Travel Free, Earn $$$ Group

Discounts for 6+.
800-838-B203/www.leisuretours.com

The colour of the garden and the song of the birds give the elixir of
immortality

The instant we come into the orchard, Thou and I.

The stars of Heaven come out to look upon us--
We shall show the moon herself to them, Thou and I.

Thou and I, with no "Thou" or "I," shall become one through our tasting;
Happy, safe from idle talking, Thou and I.

The spirited parrots of heaven will envy us--
When we shall laugh in such a way, Thou and I.

Personal

PREGNANT?
FREE CONFIDENTIAL

PREGNANCY
TESTING & CARING

COUNSELING
HELP 1·800.521·5530

CONTINUE EDUCATION AND
CAREER,

THE NURTURING NETWORK
800'866.4666This is stranger, that Thou and I, in this comer here ...

Are both in one breath here and there--Thou and I.

HIGHEST COMMISSION-LOWEST
PRICES

NO COST TO YOU
Travel FREE including food, drink, and

nonstop partiesll l

WORLD CLASS VACATIONS
1999 STUDENT TRAVEL PLANERS

"TOP PRODUCER"
& MTV'S CHOJCE

(Spring Break Cancun Party Pro-
gram)

1-800-222-4432,

Hel Wanted

Fraternities, Sororities, Student

Groups:

Earn $1000· $2000
with easy CIS Fund

raiser event.

No sales required.
Fund Raiser days are

filling up, so call today ..

Contact Joe at
1·888·522·4350

http://800-838-B203/www.leisuretours.com


Sense and audiences may wrong-
fully confuse the two.

What makes the two films simi-
lar is the presence of a small, but
wise, child. However, in Stir of
Echoes!he young player is periph-
eral, not at the core of the film.

He knows the answer to the
movie's central riddle, but he lets
his parents figure it out for them-
selves.

Stir of Echoes is more of a mind
game than a playground for the gro-
tesque and gory. We are challenged
to open our minds and discover
what evil can lurk behind the mask
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BY JENN Ross
Senior writer

Got time on your hands?
Don't complain of boredom

because, thanks to The Phoenix,
now there's no excuse for not hav-
ing fun.

We suggest that you take the
WMC shuttle to the Owings Mills
Metro and have helpfully provided
a list of metro destinations and
things to do in "Charm City" (that's
Baltimore, for all the non-Mary-
landers).

The Owings Mills Metro will
drop off passengers at the follow-
ing destinations: Old Court,
Millford Mill, Reisterstown Plaza,
Rodgers Ave., W. Cold Spring,
Mondomon, Penn North, Upton,
State Center, Lexington Market,
Charles Center, and Johns Hopkins.

All of the aforementioned drop-
off points are along bus routes,
which will take you where you
want togo.

Activities:
Peak your c~1tural instincts by

seeing the play "Vampire Alice"
at Goucher College's Mildred The-
ater, September 23 through Octo-
ber9.

For more information, log onto
varnpirealice.Sm.com or call the
Goucher College box office at
(410) 337-6512.

''J " .."I.,..
The Fell's Point Fun Festival

promises live music, food, and fun
October 1-3.

If your life is feeling dull, get a
laugh at the Comedy Factory, lo-
cated on the intersection of Light

So you want some new software
for you computer, eh? Do you
know where to go on the web 10

get it? Do you know which kind
you have to pay for? Do you know
what kind is illegal? No? Well, let
me help you, then.

There are three main categories
of software: freeware, shareware,
and warez.

Freeware is almost totally free
(sometimes creators ask for a post-
card or something in exchange for
the use of the software).

You can use it as long as you
like, for whatever you like. You can
even distribute it to others as long
as you credit the original author.

Freeware programs run the
gamut from games to word proces-
sors to clocks' to anything you can
imagine.

Many times the program is as
good as its expensive counterparts.
Some companies release stripped-
down versions of their programs as
freeware (Eudora Lite is a stripped-
down version of Eudora, for ex-

ample).

Discover Baltimore's
accessible charms

St. and Lombard St. The Comedy
Factory features top comedians for
a $5.00 cover charge. Call (410)
752-4189.

If you are looking for a night
on the town, check out the follow-
ing Baltimore hot spots:

Herron's Sports Nest-e- 1629
Thomas SI. (410) 522-6600

Sports and a big screen TV-
need I say more?

Baja Beach Club- 55 Market
PI. (410) 727-0468

Drinking, dancing, and just
plain fun.

Club Midnight~ 506 S.
Marlyn Ave. (410)391-3325

Features lots of hard-pumping
house and disco to make you sweat.

Club Rumblefish- 7954 Bal-
timoreAve. (410)768-4477

Ladies' night is every Thursday
night.

Bohagers- 70 I S. Eden SI.
(410) 563-7220

Live bands jam nightly at the
popular bar and grill pub.

Fells Point Cafe- 723 S.
Broadway. (410) 327-8800

Wednesday's college night of-
ferslree pool; as weI! as food and
drink specials.

OK- here are the Phoenix's
words of wisdom: be responsible,
don't do anything illegal, have a
designated driver, and HAVE.
FUN!!

Erin and Jenn at the movies:
Stigmata and Stirof Echoes

BY JENN Ross
SeniorWriler

Two new additions to the box
office line up attempt to wow view-
ers wanting a pre-Halloween thrill.
We saw: Stigmata and Stir of Ech-
oes.

Stigmata, staring Patricia
Arquette and Gabriel Byrne, is the
story of a hairdresser (Arquette)
who becomes possessed with the
"Stigmata." The movie was better
in its original form, The Exorcist.

We've all heard the story of an
other-worldly being taking over the
will of a young woman. Filmmak-
ers usually try to add a new, excit-
ing twist. Unfortunately, in the case
of Stigmata. the twist has been
poorly carried out. While the plot
is intriguing, it becomes repetitive.

Watching the film, I kept wait-
ing for the "message" J had been
promised. Unfortunately, all I got
was a violent scene that was origi-
nally interesting but was continu-
ously beaten until it could barely
crawl to the end of the movie.

What kept my attention in place
of a story-line were the special ef-
fects and the music. From the open-
ing scene, it was clear that Stigmata
would work well as a two-hour

MTV music video. Smashing
Pumpkins frontman Billy Corgan
was a major player in the
soundtrack of the film, which may
have been the best part of the
movie.

I was not entirely displeased
with the film; I was just disap-
pointed. I thought that I was going
to see spectacular, but I instead got
something a little better than me-
diocre. The premise of the film is
intriguing, but it gets lost in Holly-
wood cheese.

Stigmata's grade: C
This is just your average reli-

gious horror flick,

Stir of Echoes is another thriller
that attempts to have audiences on
the edge of their seats.

Players of the "Kevin Bacon
Game" will have new links to the
star in his latest film, co-staring
Ileana Douglas. Bacon plays a
young, average Chicago blue-col-
larworker whose life view changes
after undergoing hypnosis.

One unfortunate thing about
this film is the timing. It happens
to be featured just after The Sixth

of the familiar.
This film will keep audiences

guessing until the bitter end - al-
though it is that bitter end that dis-
rupts the flow of the film. What was
once a clever suspenseful guessing
game ends as yet another shoot out
at the O.K. Corral.

This film was well written and
carefully thought out. It managed
to be scary without hacking up lots
of stupid people who should know
better anyway.

Stir of Echoes' grade: B+
Finally, a film that has done

its homework on what will really
shake audiences up.

No car? No problem.

Wj\1C's shuttle is operating!!!
Campus Safety beginning at

You no longer need to spend 12:00 pm.
all weekend stuck in your dorm There will be a pick-Up every
room. The WMC shuttle runs hour until the last pick-up at 9:00
every Saturday during the se- pm.
mester, except for fall and The shuttle will drop-off and
Thanksgiving breaks. pick-up students at the following

According to Terry Page, in locations: Main Street in West-
College Activities, the shuttle' minster, Cranberry Mall, Owings
will pick students up in front of Mills Metro, and

Owings Mills Mall
There is no need for a reser-

vation, and the shuttle operates
on a first come, first served ba-
sis.

Take advantage of this ser-
vice to you. You may never be
stuck in your dorm room again.

For any questions, call x765.

www.freewareconnection.com!-
Mac and IBM freeware.

Some places to get freeware: Still, shareware is a good way
Freeware Connection - http:// to try out programs and see what

NoNags (Freeware Section) - http:!
Ibluelion.netlnonags!main.html_ a
great site that has shareware, too.

Only Freeware - http://
treeware.intrastar.net/ - this guy
has an attitude, but good freeware.

Freeware Publishing Site: http://
www.katho.belfreeware/
Freeware.htm - freeware is listed
here by the creators.

you want.

Places to get shareware:
CNET Download.com - http://
www.download.com

No Nags (Shareware Section) -
http://bluelion.net/non agsl
main.html

ZONet Software Library - http://
wwwizdnet.com/swlib/ - contains
freeware too.

Shareware is software that is a
demo version. You are expected to
try it out for thirty days or so and,
if you like the program, to then
purchase a full version.

Some shareware is time-locked,
meaning that you can only use it
for those thirty days and after that
it becomes useless.

Most shareware does not come
with the full capacity of the origi-
nal (game demos may only come
with,a ful,llevel. etc.).

. .. ----- - -- - - - - ... - .. - - -siees--

Warez are copies of copyrighted
software that are not meant to be
distributed.

In other words, WAREZ ARE
ILLEGAL!!! Because of this, I
have included no links to any warez
sites.

Even if you manage to find a
warez, they very often contain vi-
ruses and other programs that will
allow someone to screw up your
computer.

It's best just to stay away from
them all together.

Some miscellaneous software

Jennifer's Anime Toy Chest - http:/
Iwww.otakuworld.co_m!toys - a
collection offun programs relating
to Japanese animation and games.

These are cool even if you
aren't a fan of either. Many of the
programs are in Japanese, so
they're like nothing you can get
elsewhere.

PC Plus Online - http://
www.futurenet.com/pcplus/ - PC
Plus has full €opies of professional
programs on their website.

And these are offered legally
because they pay for the right to of-
fer them. There are some really nice
things here, so take a look.

And now for:

WEIRD-ASS SITE OF THE IS-
SUE

Three Kids Kicking the crap out
of a chair for no particular reason -

http:// espresso. ham psh i re. ed ul
%7Ebat961chair/

Exactly what it sounds like ...

Writers
Wanted!

Yes, we mean
you!
If you are inter-

ested in writing for
The Phoenix, we are
interested in you.
Come to a meet-

ing Monday at 6
p.m., or call the of-
fice at x8600.
(of course, fea-

tures writers are an
especially welcome
sight)

http://www.katho.belfreeware/
http://www.download.com
http://bluelion.net/non
http://Iwww.otakuworld.co_m!toys
http://www.futurenet.com/pcplus/
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BY ERIN S, HOWARD

Mark Honeycutt takes over WMC's Writing Center
Senior Writer

Mark Honeycutt is a busy guy. Not only
is the new Writing Center Director manag-
ing the always occupiedWritingCenter com-
puter lab, but he is also teaching a section of
Freshman Composition and making himself
available to help all Western Maryland Col-
lege students with their writing.

Honeycutt, who has a Bachelor of Arts
degree in History and a Master's degree in
Rhetoric from East Carolina University in
Greenville, NC, began working at WMC in
early July and has been busy ever since. He
estimates that he sees between six to ten stu-
dents a day and spends between 15minutes
to an hour with each.

In fact, over the course of our one hour
interview, three students called to set up
times to discuss their writing, one student
stopped by his office, and a professor teach-
ing in the Writing Center dropped in to ask,
only half-jokingly, "You'll be around in case
anything blows up, won't you?"

Of course, Honeycutt accommodated all
of them, even rearranging his schedule and
offering to stay late to make sure one stu-
dent would get the help she needed on an
essay.

The man is just that passionate about
writing and helping other people improve
their writing. A replica of Rodin's Thinker
resting on hisdesk is a reflectionof the philo-
sophical approach he takes to writing.

"Writing is a process; it's a growing ex-
perience where you learn more about your-
self and who you are," explains Honeycutt.
Writing or discourse is a way to bring one-
self closer to truth or knowledge, he says. "I
don't believe you can learn byjust listening;
you have to be an active participant."

A published writer himself, Honeycutt
haswritten papers onAncientGreek philoso-
phy as it pertains to discourse and has been
published in The History of Rhetoric, The
Gettysburg Times, and Tar River, an East
Carolina University literary journal. He re-
cently returned from a conference at Ferrum
College in Virginia where he read one ofhis
papers. Also before coming to WMC, he
worked as a consultant for the Social Secu-
rity Administration where he helped design
a Kindergarten curriculum that would meet
state guidelines.

"[Mark] has a lot of different kinds of
experiences," says EnglishDepartmentChair
Dr. LeRoy Panek. "That helps anyone in an
educational surrounding."

Panek was referring not only to
Honeycutt's vast background in teaching,
which ranges from high school to commu-
nity college, and writing, but also to his per-
sonal interests. Honeycutt played Division I
football for his alma mater ECUand was part
of the team the year they won the Rose Bowl
- an accomplishment for which he is still
quite proud. He has also spent time training
with the U.S. Olympic weight lifting coach.

Recentlymarried, Honeycutt says he now
spends much of his free time with his wife,
Sherry, working on their new house. "Doing
handyman stuff which I don't really know
how to do," he says, laughing.

In the future, Honeycutt hopes to get his
Ph.D., but for now his focus is the Writing
Center.

"Right now the biggest plan is to make
the Writing Center a place where every stu-
dent who needs help with their writing can
get the best one-on-one help possible," said
Honeycutt. "That's the mission of the Writ-

COURTESY OFJERROO GILLAM

Jerrod Gillam, left; unwinds with Big Brothe;' Paul-Charbonnier at a social gathering.

ERIN HOWARD
Mark Honeycutt, in a rare moment of relaxation, pauses to explain his views 011 writing.

"He is offering students services that we
needed and really haven't been able to offer
until now." says Panek.
. "It's amazing what he is able to accom-

plish," says first-year student Kate O'Neal,
who has received help from Honeycutt .on

severaloccasions. "He'l! take your work, and
by just looking over it briefly, he'll be able
to point out exactly what you need."
, Fortunately for WMC students Mark
Honeycutt does not mind being such a busy
guy - his door is always open.

WMC Army ROTC student
wins Honor Graduate title

BY FRANCESC,," SAYLOR "Going to a later regiment, I had to be
self-motivated," says Gillam. Heworked for
twelve hours a day on his farms doing things
like loading straw and riding horses. Healso
did some marching with a rucksack on his
back and boots on his feet in order to get his
body acclimated to the physical strain he
would have to endure at camp.

"What scared me was [that] I threw my
back out three weeks before camp, and I
couldn't do a push-up or sit-up for two
weeks," comments Gillam. However, he still

The Association of the United States managed a high PT score which, combined
Anny presented Gillam with a medal and with his completion of several obstacles and
sabre, and the Reserve Officers Association a high score on basic rifle marksmanship,
gave him a medal. In addition, he received earned Gillam the Recondo patch as well.
an ROTC coin and two savings bonds total- He scored 99/100 on land navigation and
ing $150. received four excellent ratings and one sat-

The senior earned 983 points out of a to- ' isfactory rating on his leadership positions.
tal of lOOQpossible during the five week An excellent is the highest rating one could
training (July 2 -August 6). This was a tough receive on a leadership position. Doing so
accomplishment since camp required the was very difficult due to the amount of physl-
completionof several difficultevents, includ- cal and emotional stress cadets endured at
ing a physical training test, a land naviga- camp.
tion test, and evaluations forleadership skills Because of Gillam's exemplary perfor-
in three garrison environments and four field mance during training, he was assigned as
environments. the commander of his battery for the last

Gillam scored 300/300 points on the week of camp.
physical training test, which consisted of Gillam attributes his success to "focus-
push-ups, sit-ups, and a two mile run. His ing on the job at hand" and "gelling it done
run time of 10:57 was the fastest time in his to standard" without letting himself be dis-
regiment and was not even his personal best. tracted.
Forthis, he received theAnny physical train- He is hoping these qualities will help him
ing patch. get assigned to the branch he wants-Infan-

Being able to maintain such excellent try. After all, his favorite part about camp
physical stamina over the summer took some was acting as a squad leader during a night
hard work. ambush exercise.

ComriblUingWr;ter

While most people this summer were
busy working on their tans, twelve WMC
Army ROTC cadets were proving them-
selves at Advanced Camp in Fort Lewis,
Washington.

While they all did their best, Cadetlarrod
Gillam earned the highest score in his regi-
ment of 236 cadets. For his efforts, Gillam
was rewarded the coveted title of Honor
Graduate.



the fall semester including touch
football, soccer, volleyball, ulti-

It's the faJl season on campus, mate frisbee, cross country, and
where you can see many varsity badminton. The SpOTtS are orga-
sports teams competing on the nized in many different ways. For
fields and many leaves collecting example, there are recreational and
o"H'tffe1P'o!1Hcr: It'ii; 1i'lsd'l:ime~'fof' senous divlsionffor toucnro6[balJ
intramurals at Western Maryland so everybody can participate. but
College, which has been a part of every team plays-each at least once.
life.._on,..,tpe hill since the colleg~the.playoffs., they set up a bracket
opened. OverthenexT!ew months, style to,-;!rnament for the teams to
many people will be competing in compete forthe championship. The
a variety of sports and recreational champions of a particular sport are
activities that are offered by the also rewarded with WMC Green
College. Terror tee shirts as a bonus for the

According to the Director of the winners. Games are usually played
Intramural Program, Keith every couple days, but the sched-
Reitenbach.Intramurals at westem ule will vary depending on the
Maryland College are sports based weather or the use of the facilities.
and have their office in the athletic The games don't receive as many
department, which is unlike many fans as the varsity sports, but some
other colleges where the intrarnu- true friends always attend and cheer
ral programs are run by the college on the participants. If you have
activities board. Hired initially as time, come out and see a game.
the college's lacrosse coach, Also if someone is interested in
Reitenbach has been the program's adding a new program or changing
director since 1993. During his something about the present situa-
time as director, soccer, floor tion, they can go see Mr. Keith
hockey, and ultimate frisbee have Reitenbach at the Gill Center; there
been added while the basketball

WMC quarterbacks hold the
conference records for most offen-
sive e1ays in a game, most pass at-
tempts ill a game, most pass
completions in a game, most passes
without an interception, best
completion percentage in a game,
and most consecutive games with'
a TD pass.
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Money and baseball: a sports commentary
BY RYAN SEAVOLT created for smaller markelteams to burgh Pirates, Oakland Athletics, picked the New York Yankees, Ray Miller added to the team's

SlaffWritu compete with larger market teams, and other teams, keeping a high Cleveland Indians, Atlanta Braves, problems, by insisting on playing
would have helped 10 alleviate the payroll year after year proved to be Houston Astros, and yes, even the Delino Deshields at second base

It's September, and the pennant problem, the strike and the endless too taxing with the small marker of second-year Arizona Diamond- when rookie Jerry Hairston is
races are heating up around the negotiations that followed it in fans and finances available to each backs, who "reeled in" Randy clearly the future of the team at that
major leagues, Well, they are in at 1994 solved very little, ifanything. team. So, the A's and Pirates dis- Johnson in the off-season, to win yosition. Only recently h"least a couple of divisions. Baseball's problems escalated mantled their excellent baseball their divisions. Hairston been getting ample play-

You see, the single biggest in 1997, when the owner of the teams from 1992-1993, and the All of these teams have millions ingtime.
problem with baseball the last few Florida Marlins at the time, Wayne Expos followed suit, starting in of fans in their surrounding areas, The Orioles also lack the pres-
years has not been fan attendance. Huizenga, simply "bought" a 1995. and all shelled out big money to ence of a serious power-hitter who
Mark McGwire and Sammy Sosa World Series championship in the The San Diego Padres followed bring in high-priced talent in the can lend s0lT!e protection to Albert
brought fans back to the ballparks off-season by spending megabucks the Expos aCI by dismantling their off-season. Some of these teams, Belle in the lineup. Above all else,
again after a few years of subpar on such talent as Alex Fernandez, National League pennant-winning such as the Braves, owned by Ted the Orioles need to bolster their
fan attendance. MoisesAlou, Bobby Bonilla, man- team in the off-season, after they Turner, even have their own tete- pitiful bullpen. They've been with-

The problem does not lie solely agel' Jim Leyland, and others. lost to the Yankees in the World vision station to air all of their out a reliable closer or setup man
with greedy players either, al- Okay, so none of these players Series, and the Seattle Mariners games. all season.
though their quarreling over one or are having the greatest of years this now appear as if they are going to Not surprisingly, all of these So what can we expect next
two million dollars when they al- season, and Alou has been out for trade either Ken Griffey Jr., or Alex teams are currently in first place. year?
ready make $10 or $15 million a the entire year with an injury, but, Rodriguez. So why aren't our high-budget Not much from the Orioles as
year does seem very petty. at the time, they were the "cream To make matters worse, the At- Baltimore Orioles in contention they begin to rebuild, and most

Likewise, the problem has not of the crop." lanta Braves and New York Mets, this season? likely much of the same scenario
been team owners like George The Marlins went on to win the both large-market teams, are the The answer to that is simple: a of large-market teams dominating
Steinbrenner, who spend tons of World Series that year, and then two major organizations that seem good baseball team, it appears, can- small-market teams.
money on talent and dominate their owner proceeded to trade to be in the hunt for the services of not always be bought. My World Series prediction for
smaller market teams. Oh, wait, away all of his high-priced talent. the two Mariners all-stars. So, the Certainly no one but Peter this year? I'll go out on a limb and
maybe that has been a factor. The next year, the Marlins finished strong get stronger, and the weak Angelos could possibly think that state that I think a big-market team

We have seen this trend grow in last place in the National League get weaker. Mike Timlin would be an effective will take the prize (insert Yankees
the last few years. While a collec-. East and will likely do so again this At the beginning of the season, closer and thata team can cope with or Indians here).
rive bargaining agreement, and the year. virtually everyone who knew any- losing Rafael Palmeiro, Roberto Oh well. There's always next
subsequent ability it would have For the Montreal Expos, Pitts- thing about our national pastime Alomar, and Eric Davis. Manager year.

Sports for the rest of us - Intramurals

is also a yearly meeting where stu-
dents can discuss their opinions for
new ideas for other programs.

Did you
know?Staff Writer

*****************************

Seth Aldridge holds the record
for the lowest two-round score of
golf in the conference.

******************************

The men's soccer team holds
the record for most team goals in
one game, as well as most &oals
allowed in one game,

******************************

and volleyball programs have been
expanded.

There are many intramurals in

It's very likely that senior Ron
Sermarini will become the first-
ever three time offensive all-con-
ference player of the year.

pastime.

four teams were absorbed into
the larger NBA. These fran-
chises are still active in the
NBA. Name the 4 teams.

All-Star pitchers never won
the Cy Young Award?
a) John Denny
b) Bob Welch
c) Jimmy Key
d) Mike Scott

4. Leroy "Satchel" Page was a leg-
endary pitcher in both the negro
leagues and the major leagues.
Who was the last person to get a
hit off of Leroy "Satchel" Page?

To win: Simply call Sports
Editor Mike Yestramski at
x80 17, or Assistant Sports
Editor Chris Anastasia at
x8019, with all four of the
answers to this issues
trivia.

Phoenix sports trivia challenge
1. Almost everyone knows
that football great Jim
Brown played for the NFL's
Cleveland Browns, but on
which college team did
Brown star?

2. When the ABA dissolved, 3. Which of these four fonner
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Alcohol Awareness Week
October 17-23, 1999
Calendar of Events

Monday, October 18th
Smash out the Stress-Memorial Square-sponsored by
BACCHUS

Luminaries in Memorial Square-sponsored by Phi Sigma Sigma

"Last Call... A Sober Look at Alcohol Abuse" an entertaining
and captivating production using comedy, drama,juggling and
other vaudevillian techniques to shed light on alcohol. abuse
issues-Forum-sponsored by BACCHUS and IOC.

Tuesday, October 19th
Tie One On- alar Plaza-sponsored by CAPBoard

Wednesday, October 20th
Alcohol 101- Hill Hall-sponsored by Phi Kappa Sigma
Detective Martin Johnsen-will-address fake ID's

Thursday, October ztse
Midnight Milk and Cookies-Ensor Lounge

All Events are Subject to Change

Phoenix Spotlight:
Marvin Deal

BY MATI HURFF
SJa!fWr;/er

For Marvin Deal, playing
cornerback, or football for that
matter, has not always been his pri-
mary athletic concern. The first
love for this New Carrollton, Md.,
product was soccer. He did not be-
gin playing football until his senior
year when he was urged by his fa-
ther to take to the gridiron. Even
then, Marvin Deal was a quarter-
back by trade, not a cornerback.

Despite this, Marvin has thrived
at the cornerback position at West-
ern Maryland College. This fact is
evident in his Centennial Confer-
ence record 21 career interceptions
and the two third team AU-Ameri-
can honors that Marvin has accu-
mulated over his four years here at
Western Maryland.

The Centennial Conference
record was attained when the 3-0
Green Terror FootballTeam de-
feated Randolph-Macon 28-7. Dur-
ing this game, Marvin tied, then
broke the record, and in the process
propelled the dominant Terror de-
fense against a skilled Randolph-
Macon offense.

Marvin enjoys playing
cornerback because of the man-en-
man competition, which "tells you
if you are in the game."

Coming into each season, Mar-
vin plans on "having a good sea-
son, play{ing] the game, and
play[ing] it well," and accumu-
lating eight to 10 interceptions a
season. These are quite lofty per-
sonal goals which he hopes to top
off with a first team All-American
nomination this season. These
goals are somewhat insured be-
cause of the lucky socks that Mar-

SPORTS

The Cure for the Orioles May Be
A Bitter Pill For Fans To Swal-
low.

Sometimes the times change,
and you do not even notice it. I
recently went to an O's game and
was surprised to see a number of
young prospects in the starting
lineup.

It was strange, to say the least,
to see the entire starting infield
different from its opening day in-
carnation. The sight of Calvin
Pickering, Jerry Hairston Jr., Jesse
Garcia, and Ryan Minor all in the
starting lineup brought out a
mixed bag of responses from the
rather thin crowd. "Aw, c'mon,
Hairston sucks!" seemed to be a
recurring theme during the game.
My friend Matt's defense- of
Calvin Pickering's tremendous
hitting prowess was somewhat
negated by his current .167 bat-
ting average.

Needless to say, these green'
youngsters will only get better by
facing big league opposition. In
my opinion, this is what the Ori-
oles have to do. Lets face it, the
old, oft-injured lineup that has

Deal looks for an opening during a punt rerum against Ursinus
vin has worn in every game going enjoys because it allows him to
back to high school soccer. become involved in the offense.

Of course, Marvin, a multifac- Off the field, Marvin aspires to
eted athlete who has played and become a second grade teacher be-
thrived at baseball, soccer, and cause an elementary teacher has
football throughout his life, is most been a great influence on his life.
concerned with team goals. As the He wants to give back to other kids
Terror attempts to go for another in the same way, through teaching,
undefeated season, Marvin is will- and possibly as a football or base-
ing to aid the team in any possible ball coach at some point.
way, even punt returns, which he

picks for, in my opinion, the great- my opinions about the then-
est human impression of a walking settled playoff picture i~nbase-
ham sandwich in history. This is a ball. If you get the chance, check
guy nobody else even wanted, and ,out the Phoenix Sports Trivia
the Ravens trade two draft picks to section that we added this week.
get him from the Lions. if we get a good response, we

Maybe Lions coach Bobby may be able to give out prizes
Ross is not as stupid as so-called to the winners, so check it out.
"Football Insiders" once thought. .Until next week, I will see you

Speaking of the Lions and their in the cheap seats.
often under-fire head coach, Bobby

The Sports View
!:IY CHRIS ANASTASIA

Asst. Sports Ed;/or

played the majority of the season
was definitely not successfol. It is
my opinion (that is the basis of this
column, after all) that the only way
you become, and stay a good team
in the future, is to play the talent
you have.

The truth is, no matter how in-
experienced and green these rook-
ies are, they are the future of the
Orioles, and the future is now.

A big thumbs down to the Bal-
timore Ravens for waiting until
week two to bench QB Scott Mitch-
en. What coach Brian Billick and
the Ravens front office should have
done was never trade two draft

Ross and his team get The
Sports View thumbs up this
week. Nobody could have
guessed that the Lions without
Barry Sanders would not only be
2 and 0 going into play Septem-
ber 26 but are also running the
ball very well in the post-Sand-
ersera.

Reggie Rivers leads a run-
ning back committee that has
plowed over opponents in the
opening weeks of the season.

You can't dislike a team that
has '.'underdog" written all over
them and still finds a way to win

Well, that about does it for
this addition of the Sports View.
Next issue, I will be back with

Women's soccer
mutilates Muhlenburg

After a rough start of I win and
2 losses, the Green Terror women's
soccer team is undefeated in con-
ference play with a most recent 2 -
I defeat of regionally Ninth-ranked
Muhlenberg College Two per-
fectly placed shots-and phenomenal
goal-keeping secured the victory.

On one of the first Terror scor-
ing drives, two-time All-Region
pick, Beth Blasi, nailed the ball in
the lower right hand comer of the
goal from 18 yards out off of a pass
from freshman Melissa Merson.

The duration of the half, end-
ing 1-0, which was mostly played
in the middle half of the field with
some Muhlenberg threats, was
scoreless.

The Terror defense lead by
sweeper Meaghan Giorno, success-
fully stripped the Mules of any
chance to get a good shot off once
in the scoring zone. The shots that
were fired were saved by junior
goalie Becca Lyter who finished the
half with five.

Muhlenberg, psyched to start
the second half. suffered a blow
when Terror sophomore, Thea
Bayly scored off on a high shot,
over the goalie's shoulder, just a
minute into the half.

Shortly after the Terror put the
score up 2-0 they started to relax.
That was when the Terror "got con-
fused and discombobulated," ex-
plained Giorno. This led to the
Mules lone goal eleven minutes
into the half.

The MulesJen Sands battled for
a loose ball close to the goal that
she kicked past Lyter ..T.hat goal put
the Mules back 'to "'wlthiri one, but
the Mule's threat wasn't over.

In a miscommunication, Giorno
passed the ball back to Lyter, but it
was intercepted by Muhlenberg's
Nancy Grove. Lyter dove to the
ground and took the ball off of
Grove's foot to save the Terror from
the Mule's attack. That play got the
Terror back in sync and recom-
posed to finish the tough win.

The game ended 2-1. Lyter fin-
ished the day with 13 saves. The
Terror had 8 shots overall com-
pared to Muhlenberg's 13, but per-
feet placement on the Terror's part
got them the win.

This game meant a lot to the
Terror, who were' embarrassed at
Muhlenberg last year by a 6- [ loss
in the season closer. This also puts
the Terror back on track after their
rough start, losing to Messiah (5-
0), a perennial-power, and losing
the first game of the Wesley tour-
nament 1-0 in overtime.

The Terror hope to carry this
momentum into their next few
games against Notre Dame and
Goucher to be a final tune up for
conference foes Washington and
Ursinus.

"This win sets the tone for
[playing] the rest of the confer-
ence," summed up Giomo about
the win.

Editor's note: The soccer team also
defeated Dickinson 2-1 and
Goucher 2-0
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The Dmen
~~~coreboard

Football Tommy Selecky-9-3-0

~tatistics as of S~p. 12, 1999 (note: due to a miscommunication, the previous scoreboard is being rerun.)

Haroun Hebron-9-1-0Offense

Name-TD-FG-XP-PTS Jason Winegart-7-5-0

Josh Galemore-7-1-0
Ron Sermarini-2-0-0-12

Derrick Gwynn-6-4-0
Teron Powell-2-0-0-12

Marvin Deal-6-4-2
Brent Sandrock-0-1-7-10

Matt Meiklejohn-6-2-1
Kevin Parker-l-0-0-6

A. DelltDon~-I-O-O-6
.JS'i.ck.bleyrogiannis-6.;,l-O

M's Soccer Jessie Stickles-0-2-2

Name-G-A-TP Kara Moran-O-l-l

Vinny Pedalino-4-3-11 Field Hockey
Name-G-A-TPRyan Tetteris-4-1-9

Pat Danaher -1-0- 2 Sarah Fogler-l-0-2

Ryan Bowles-0-2-2 Shauna Oplinger-l-0-2

W's Soccer Stephanie Peery-I-O-2

Melissa Reynolds-I-O- 2
Anthony Burgos-5-2-2

Matt Jackson,,_hO-O-6~
Kirk Simpson-5-0-0

Defense
Kicking

Name- Tackles-Solo-I. nt
FG-LG-XP

Aaron Bartolain-I 0-0-0
Brent Sandrock-(1-3)-22-(7-7)

Name-G-A-TP

Tracey Castor-2-0-4 Heather Arnold-O-l-1

Good Weekly Income
IProcessing mail for national company! Fret

supplies, postage! No selling! Bonuses!
Start immediately! Genuine opportunity!
Please rush Long Self Addressed Stamped Envelope to:

~MCO. P.O. Box 22-0740 Hollywood, Florida 33022

NO GIMMICKS
EXTRA INCOME NOWI
ENVELOPE STUFFING - $600 - $800 every week
Free Details; SASE to

International
1375 Coney Island Ave., PMB #427

Brooklyn, New York 11230

Beth Blasi-I-I-3 Anna Woods-0-l-1

Thea Bayly-l-0-2

Tara Calton-l-0-2

CONFIDENTIAL AIDS TESTING

Fall Semester 1999

12:00 - 2:00
Every Other Thursday

October 7 and 21
November 4 and 18

December 2

Location - Smith House
Call Ext. 243 for an appointment
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Green terror football unravels Ursin us
BY MICHAEL JENKINSON

Staf!Wr;ler

On Saturday, September 25, the
Ursinus Bears arrived at Bair Sta-
dium to take on the Green Terror.
The Terror were victorious 36-15.
The action started fast for the Ter-
ror, as the defense shut down
Ursin us' opening drive.

The offense then drove down
the field and scored on their open-
ing drive, highlighted by several
tough runs up the middle by sopho-
more running back Kevin Parker.

Senior offensive lineman Terry
Otto made a crushing block near the
sideline on a sweep on a key down
in the middle of the drive. The scor-
ing play of the drive was a 22 yard
scramble run by senior co-captain
quarterback Ron Serrnarini.

The touchdown was the first of
three rushing touchdowns, to go
along with a career high 140 rush-
ing yards, for Sermarinl on the day.

At this point Green Terror fans
are used to seeing the opponent lose
momentum and control of the game
and watching the Terror rack up a
big blowout. This did not happen.
Ursin us came out with their guns
blazing. The Bears drove down the
field on their next possession and
scored. The score was tied, 7-7.

The next Terror offensive drive
wasn't effective, and the punt was
fumbled in Green Terror territory,
giving the Bears great field posi-
tion.

/
Quarterback ROil Sermarini drops back for one hLI·many successful passes this past Saturday.

Defensive coordinator AI Tho-
mas' defense went on the field and
made big plays, as they have all
year in trouble situations.

Sophomore defensive linemen
Brian Fogelsonger and Josh Gale-
more teamed up on a sack on a
third down play to effectively kill
the dri~e.

After the big third down play,
urstnus set up for a field goal but
faked the kick. An Ursinus receiver
looked open on the fake, but when

the holder threw the ball, co-cap-
tain Matt Meiklejohn jumped up in
the air and knocked it down.

The rest of the first half was
back and forth until all-around
player Teron Powell, usually a star
wide receiver, lined up in the
backfield for a goal line play.

Coach Tim Keating gave the
ball to Powell on a running play,
on which Powell dove into the end
zone. This gave the Terror a [3-7
lead heading into half time.

BY MIK}: YESTRAMSKI

Sports Editor

Volleyball garners national ranking

No one knows the highs of vic-
tory and the lows of defeat better
than the Terror women's volleyball
team.

After a promising start and ex-
cellent play throughout last season,
the Terror ended their season with
a loss, and subsequently, an ejec-
tion from the Centennial Confer-
ence Tournament.

Well, they plan on doing every-
thing in their power to prevent that
from happening again this season.

According to captain Heather
Tolkach, the team has been "run-
ning, lifting, swimming, and just
about everything else you can do to
condition."

Hard work and determination
seem to be a common theme around
this team. Jessica Rouse, and the
rest of the team, feel "real excited
about the rest of this season."

The team is 5-0 in conference
play at press time, ranked first in
the conference and sixth in the na-
tion.

When asked if she was worried

"We're hunting for
[those who are

coming for us} and
everyone else

ranked above us,
We're working hard,
and we're going to

be ready."
--Heather Tolkach

about other teams hunting for them
now that they are ranked, Tolkach
said, "We're hunting for them, and
everyone else ranked above us.

We're working hard, and we're go-
ing to- be ready."

Recently, the Terror dominated
both Bryn Mawr and Muhlenburg
by sweeping all three sets in both
games.

The team has yet to drop a set
to a Centennial Conference oppo-
nem

In a recent tri-meet, the team
easily defeated Dickinson (15-6,
[5-5,15-4) as well as dominating
host school Haverford (15-7,15-9,
15·12).

Brianne Bray led the team with
10 kills, 18 digs, and four service
aces.

The Terror also dismantled
Washington College (15~1, 15-8,
15-4) to open this reporting week.

Rouse had a career high six ser-
vice aces in the meeting.

The only setback for the Terror
was a recent non-conference home
loss to visiting York College 3-1
(15·5,12-15,14-16,8-15).

The Green Terror came out and
dominated the second half. The
defense had big plays throughout,
including a safety by Aaron
Bartolain, an interception by Rob
McCraken, and two interceptions
by Centennial Conference record
holder Marvin Deal.

Tommy Selecky, the returning
All-American linebacker, made
three tackles for losses in the sec-
ond half. SeJecky has made several
big plays this season that can't be

displayed in a box score.
In the second half, the Terror

offense racked up 21 points.
~e of the touchdowns was a

pass to junior flanker Ryan Smith.
The following play, a two point
conversion, was also caught by
Smith.

Dominant play at the line of
scrimmage by seniors A.J.
Barchetto and Dan Harmon was the
starting point for many of the big-
gest plays for the Terror.

A week before, The Terror went
down the road to take on confer-
ence rival Gettysburg.

The Terror destroyed the Bul-
lets 44-0. The biggest story of the
game was Smith's 9 catches for 198
yards and a touchdown. Surpris-
ingly enough, the game GOuld have
been even better for Smith. A 67
yard TO reception was called back
on a questionable clipping call.

The Terror defense posted their
second shutout of the season
against Gettysburg. The
linebacking crew of junior Derek
Gwynn, Selecky, and Meiklejohn
swarmed the ball and made bone
crushing tackles throughout the
contest.

The only negative note of the
route was an injury. Workhorse run-
ning back Greg Dubel1 broke his
foot. He will not return this season.

However, even an injury can
have a bright spot. Dubell will red
shirt this season and play again next
year for The Terror.

Terror volleyball action heals up as the learn receives a national ranking.



WMC dedicates
science building
Lewis dedication boasts speakers and improvements
Information courtesy of Public Information Office

The long anticipated opening of
the Lewis Hall of Science on Sat-
urday showed off the $13.4 million
facilities.

Although the building was offi-
cially opened to students taking sci-
ence classes in August, the dedica-
tion was held on Saturday, Oct. 16
at 2 pm in Baker Memorial Chapel.

Dr. Paul A. J: Janssen, of Bel-
gium, was the guest speaker at the
dedication.

Active in work to discover an
AIDS vaccine, Janssen was given
an honorary degree at the ceremony
presented by James Melhorn, chair
ofWMC's Boarded of Trustees and

. PresidentJCEQ of Episcopal Min-
istries to the Aging, Inc.

Janssen is credited with found-
ing Janssen Pharmaceutica, which
became a part of Johnson &
Johnson in 1961.

He is also chairman of the
Janssen Research Foundation and
was honored by the Belgian gov-
ernment in 1990 when the title of
Baron was conferred on him.

Holding 19 honorary degrees
from twelve different countries,
Janssen received his first American
degree of Doctor of Science from
WMC.

The dedication also included re-
marks from John Willis, secretary
of state for Maryland.

State legislature appropriated a
$3.5 million challenge grant for the
project.

To some, the investment seems
well worth it.

Four stories and 50,000 square
feet, the new Lewis appears to be a
major improvement from the old
science hall.

Inside
(3·1"I"i§,'£'" 1
Kristen G. Fraser affirms current
problems with the service and food
in the Pub and Grille, and Anne
Butler tackles campus parking.

'Willig .,
Jenn Ross and Erin Jernigan pro-
file another local artist, WMC's
choir director, Eric Byrd, who re-
cently released his debut album.

fttfffi¥ C'
Greg Lederer puts women's soccer
player Beth Blasi, from Columbia,
Md., in the Phoenix spotlight.

Starting their efforts last semes-
ter, students who were trying to con-
vince WMC to raise the number of
credits they can take without being
charged may finally be satisfied.

Earlier this month, requests taken
to the budget committee were grati-
fied when administrators agreed to
up the credit Iimit from 20 to 22 next
semester.

Dean Joan Devlin-Coley, pro-
vost, explained that the new credit
system will be helpful to students
who wish to take four academic

. classes as well as a gym class and a
music class.

Previous to the new system, stu-
dents were required to pay $ 365 per
credit to take over 20 credits.

homecoming parade this year, Students originally requested the
said interviewed SGA members. credit limit be raised to 24, but the

Miscommunications between Every year, WMC has re- committee decided that 22 would be
the Student GovemmentAssembly ceived five tractors from Finch a good compromise. said Coley.
and the Alumni Affairs Office con- Services, a local farm equipment Coley said the decision was made
cerning this semester's dealer. and five flatbeds from in an attempt to be responsive to the
homecoming parade caused some Baugher's, a produce vender and students next semester.
anxiety among students and faculty. restaurant on W. Main St. Ext. Rumors WMC would go back to

This year, some members of the This year, Rytter informed the the three credit system to accornmo-
SGA were doubtful of the Alumni SGA that they would not be able date the new limit are untrue, notes
Affairs Office's devotion to the to get the equipment, which is Coley, saying that the college only

institution must commit itself to a time-honored tradition of a usually used by WMC in build- relatively recently switched to the
homecoming parade, but Alumni ing floats for the parade, said in- four credit system.
Affairs has denied any "apathy" on terviewed SGA members. Students, like Steve Sharkey,
their part in staging the parade, ac- Also, Ryner said that road sophomore Chair of the Student
cording to Randall Rytter,Assistant construction would have kept the Government Assembly Academic
Director of Alumni Affairs. college from having a parade.' Committee, seem excited about the

Atthe firstSGA meeting of the In order to appease the SGA, change.

year, SGA board members were Ryner suggested that they con- "I feel it's great for students who
appearance of the building," he told by Rytter that there were many sider having a banner competition want to double major and have extra
said. obstacles which would prevent a Continued 011 page 2 minors without charge," he said.

Freshman directing major community service
project for Honors Program

Opened in 1914, Lewis Reci-
tation Hall is possibly one of the
oldest full-time science education
facilities in the nation. WMC's
modern computers and lab equip-
ment were rumored to have looked
strangely out of place in the his-
toric building.

In fact, in Provost Joan Devlin-
Coley's speech at the dedication,
she noted that the WMC's 1915
catalogue boasted that Old Lewis
had "toilets and an electrically con-,
nected vacuum cleaner," unlike the
whopping 164 vacuum outlets of
the new building.

Although the building is a ma-
jor step up from the old structure,
most speakers admitted that the
building needs more than brick and
mortar to make WMC students
benefit.

Although Coley called the
building "a downright state-of-the-
art technological marvel," she said
that the building needs the "magic"
of students and teachers to live up
to its potential.

Louise Paquin, professor ofbt-
ology, agreed in her speech. "The
structure alone can't do it all... the

very integral role for the sciences."
Dr. Richard H. Smith. profes-

sor of chemistry. said in his speech
that the building is a symbol to the
WMC community.

"It symbolizes WMC's founda-
rion in liberal arts. The art is in the

ERIN S, HOWARD

Senior writer

The WMC Honors Program is
taking on a new project for its
yearly community service project,
and not only is it more ambitious
than past ventures, but the driving
force behind the seven month un-
dertaking is a First-year student.

First-year student, Stephanie
Knight, is directing the Race for
RAINN (Rape, Abuse, and Incest
National Network), a 5K foot race
to be held on April 9, 2000, for the
Honors Program's yearly commu-
nity service project.

Knight, who successfully
planned two similar races for the
American Diabetes Association at
Glen Burnie High School and

CATUV P£NDOR~'. LISA DALE VAN

AtiKEN

Slaff Writer.News Editor

WMC Jat:ulty. students, and honored guests CUI/he ribbon of the new
science building at last Saturday's dedication

Students question
administration's
devotion to tradition

LISA DALE VAN AUK£N

News Editor

served as race director her senior
year, brought the idea of a charity
race to the Honors Program at the
beginning of the school year. Ac-
cording to Knight, the Honors
Program's past community service
programs have included projects
such as sponsoring needy families
and recycling drives but never "a
large project like this."

The charily, RAINN, which is
widely known for its cofounder,
influential music artist Tori Amos,
was also chosen by Knight.

"I think society largely ignores
the population of people that have
been abused, raped, or victimi ....ed
because it is not a nice topic to deal
with," said Knight of her reasons
for choosing RAlNN. "By giving

the proceeds of this race to
RAINN, we are supporting all of
the Rape Crisis Centers around
the nation."

TIle previous two charity races
which Knight planned raised
$5,000 each year for the Ameri-
can Diabetes Association. She
hopes the Race for RATNN will
raise $10,000.

The response Knight has al-
ready received from the Honors
Program and the WMC commu-
nity leads her to believe that this
ambitious goal is possible to
achieve.

Currently, the Race for
RAINN has 25 volunteers. Hav-
ing only had three volunteers for
the races she planned in high

school, Knight is overwhelmed by
the reaction.

'''The people who are helping are
great," said Knight. "Everything is
moving along quickly."

Still there is much robe done. ac-
cording to Knight. The planning of
the race will take a full seven months,
and she and the members of the vari-
ous committees, which include the
Race Day Committee, Sponsorship
Committee, and AdvertisinglRun-
ners Committee, are still in the be-
ginning stages.

"If we plan it right, the earliest
we can have things wrapped up is the
week before," said Knight. "But usu-
ally it comes down to the day of the
race."

Continued on page 2
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TIME: 11 a_OJ. - 1 p.Ol-

COST: $4.50

MAUSSA MORIN

StaffWrjrer

At WMC, students are.given the unique
opportunity to join a Greek organization.
In recent years the number of students who
actually pledge 'a fraternity or sorority has
decreased.

This trend has been seen at many col-
leges across the nation. And at WMC, the
numbers show that it has taken its toll on
many Greek organizations.

For example, from fall 1996 to date, Al-
pha Nu Omega sorority's chapter total
dropped from 46 to 20 active members. Phi
Delta Theta fraternity's chapter total
dropped from 32 to 14 active members.

There are four sororities and five frater-
nities on campus.

The sororities are Alpha Nu Omega, Phi
Alpha Mu, Phi Mu, and Phi Sigma Sigma.

The fraternities are Alpha Gamma Tau,
Gamma Beta Chi, Phi Delta Theta, Phi
Kappa Sigma, and Sigma Phi Epsilon.

Currently, with a student population of
almost 1,500 students, WMChas 189 Greek
students, about 13 percent.

During the spring semester of 1999,
there were 226 Greeks.

The spring semester usually sees a larger
number of new members because second
semester freshmen are allowed to join a fra-
ternity or sorority.

The number of Greeks in the spring se-
mester of 1999 increased by IS members
from the fall semester of 1998.

"On this campus, some organizations

The future of the Greek
system

around the stadium since the prospects of
having a homecoming parade were slim.

"At first they understood," said Rytter,
"but the next thing I knew there's a parade
happening."

Apparently, members of the SGA were
not satisfied and refused to abandon the idea
of a traditional homecoming parade.

SGA executives began looking into
ways to get around the obstacles presented
to them, said the SGA members.

"Somehow we were going to have a
parade," said Matt Berger, junior class rep-
resentative, saying that the school has lost
a lot of its traditions in years past.

Problems arose when SGA members
began looking into Ryner's reasons for of-
fering parade substitutes to the SGA. When
Mike Blundin, vice-president of the SGA,
called Baugher's, he found that there were
no problems in getting the flatbeds, and
Baugher's would donate them as usual.

It also appeared to the SGA members
that Finch's would have no problems in
loaning WMC the tractors, said the SGA
members.

More questions arose when Bergerap-
plied to city hall for a road permit to have
the parade.

Katrina Tucker, an employee at city
hall, told him that minor utility work would
be happening around the time of
homecoming, but it was not serious enough
to stop the parade from happening, said
Berger.

Because of these inconsistencies, the
SGA began to doubt Alumni Affairs' devo-
tion to the project.

"Somebody doesn't want to have a pa-

have the mentality that the smaller their orga-
nization, the better," said Betsy Chimock,
Greek adviser. "Unfortunately this type of
thinking hinders recruitment."

Recruiting new members is a problem that
many organizations face each semester.

National Greek organizations usually have
more support and direction than local chap-
ters because of their national headquarters.

This fall, the two organizations that re-
cruited the most new members were Alpha
Nu Omega, which recruited II new members,
and Phi Kappa Sigma, which recruited five
new members.

All other Greek organizations recruited at
least two new members.

''This campus has the potential to be 40 to
50 percent Greek," said Chimock. "But this
potential is hindered because there are chap-
ters that don't do much to get their name
known."

But Chimock admits that this semester
more than previous ones, different chapters
are planning programs to get their names
spread around campus.

For example, Phi Kappa Sigma, Phi Mu,
and Phi Sigl!!_a Sigma are all sponsoring an
event during the upcoming Alcohol Aware-
ness Week scheduled for October 17-23.

Chimock also cited one example of all the
sororities eatinglunch together in Glar every
other week to help create unity and spread
their names.

"The more [the organization's] name is

Continued on page 4

Students question ..
Continued from page J

rade," said Jeremiah Kelly, the junior class
president. "Not having parade would disap-
point the Alumni a lot," said Kelly.

Although the SGA members understood
Rytter to have vetoed the homecoming parade,
Rytter believes there may have been a misun-
derstanding. "I never said 'you're not having
a parade this year," he said.

Ryner also felt that it was unfair of the
SGA to "go behind [his] back" without keep--
ing him informed of their actions, since he
was so directly concerned.

"From a personal level, I would have liked
them to have come up and talked to me about
what they were doing," he said.

When questioned about the misinforma-
tion Rytter had given the SGAconcerning the
college's inability to acquire flatbeds, he
claimed to have spoken to the owner of
Baugher's, Margorie Baugher.

He called her "apprehensive" about giv-
ing the flatbeds to WMC because of some
damage done to one flatbed last year and be-
cause the pumpkin harvest would complicate
Baugher's annual contribution.

However, an employee who wishes only
to go by Scott, told The Phoenix that there
had never been any plans to deny WMC the
flatbeds and that the pumpkin harvest would
not prevent Baugher's from giving WMC the
equipment.

Both Margorie and her husband Alan, who
works with her, have told The Phoenix that
they have never had any plans to deny WMC
the flatbeds.

Rytter said that he understood that WMC
could obtain the flatbeds, but he also said that
the owner had insinuated that the donation
would be difficult. Rytterdecided that acquir-

The Race for RAINN .
Continued/rom page J

At the end of September Knight mailed
45 letters to all major campus organizations
notifying them of the race and requesting
volunteers. So far, Phi Sigma Sigma, Phi
Kappa Sigma, and the Women's Issues
Group have volunteered their services.

Presently, Knight and volunteers are in
the process of designing the race day t-shirts
and pamphlets and finalizing the letters
which will be sent to major corporations re-
questing donations.

Over the next seven months, they will
work to secure both monetary donations and
the donation of food and other products for
use the day of the race, register runners, ad-

vertise the race across Maryland, Pennsyl-
vania, Virginia and the District of Colum-
bia, and continue to seek volunteers.

Knight, who hopes the race will continue
to grow each year she is at WMC, has a posi-
tive outlook on her first endeavor.

"Even if we only raise $500," she said,
"that's still $500 that they didn't have be-
fore."

Registration/or the Race/or RAINN is
$JOuntilApril I, $15 after.Tovolunteer con-
tact Stephanie Knight.

Weekly meetings are held Tuesdays at
9:30 pm in Daniel MacLea.

The Phoenix would like to amend a story in an article entitled "Mark
Honeycutt takes over WMC's Writing Center" in the September 30
edition. Honeycutt played in the Peach Bowl, not the Rose Bowl.

~~E FLCI.&
~ ~O
c:» WHEN: October 2"- and 2SlIro ~

WHERE: Ensor Lounge

WHO: All students and Faculty

NOTTHEFLV
ing the flatbeds would be an inconvenience.
"It was ajudgment call on my part," he said.

Concerning the tractors, Rytter referred
to a problem at last year's parade.

Citing an accident which involved a trac-
tor, a flatbed, and an antique car, Rytter ex-
plained that Finch's. as of December, was
hesitant to lend the $50,000 tractors to WMC
again.

He also noted that no one seems to know
who was involved in the accident and that
Alumni Affairs was not even aware of the
accident until Finch's called two months af-
ter the parade asking what the college was
going to do about the damaged tractor.

Although the office asked organizations,
including the SGA, for help in paying for
th; damage, Alumni Affairs, with some help
from Dean of Student Affairs Phil Sayre, paid
for the tractor, said Rytter.

Keith Gosuch, Finch's Agriculture Ser-
vices Manager, confirmed the company's
hesitance in giving the tractors to WMC as
of December, but the company was not dis-
couraged enough to stop donating the trac-
tors.

As for the road permit situation, misin-
formation among county and state road de-
partments seems to have complicated plan-
ning the parade.

Supposedly, road workers, who will be
working on Saturday because they are be-
hind schedule, will try to keep traffic and
other utility related problems that might in-
terfere with the parade under control, but
there are bound to be complications, said
Rytter.

Rytter claims to have called the on-sight
supervisor two weeks ago to check up on the

progress of the road work. He said that the
work was to continue despite the parade
route, but he holds that as of July, the pa-
rade would have been inhibited, accord-
ing to information he received from the
town.

Ethan Seidel, vice-president of Admin-
istration and Finance, also looked into the
road permit affair via the State Highway
Administration and found that plans to re-
construct main street were to start in Au-
gust, and that originally, the road work
would have "tom up" the road around the
time of homecoming.

"[We're] concerned about having a
good homecoming," said Ryttcr, who ex-
plained Alumni Affairs' plans for central-
izing the homecoming activities.

Changing the parade to a banner com-
petition around the field was another way
to bring the homecoming events into one
main area, said Rytter.

And although Ryner said that the idea
was not the best viable option, he said that
he went to the SGA in the beginning of
the semester for more creative ideas.

According to Ryner, Alumni Affairs
has been as active as possible in planning
the parade.

He also noted that time constraints hin-
dered the office's involvement in the pa-
rade.

"I feel like we did all we could to put
this thing together," said Ryner.

Currently, a student-run homecoming
parade is planned for the Saturday, Octo-
ber 23, at noon. The parade will include
floats from campus organizations, includ-
ing the homecoming court.
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Alcohol at WMC Campus Safety Blotter
MAUSSA MORIN Mitch Alexander, director of Col-

lege Activities, said that at events that
are sponsored through his office, usu-
ally "not more than 50 students at-
tend," even though alcohol is some-
times served.

Bonnie Bosley, health education
coordinator, said that there arc a lot
of alcohol education programs spon-
sored by the college that students
must attend.

Freshmen students are required to
complete a program called On Cam-
pus Talking About Alcohol (OC-
TAA).

After that, students are exposed
to programs such as Alcohol 101 and
Alcohol Awareness Week.

"Those programs tend to be dry
and long, but there is hope," said
Bosley. "We are always concerned
with trends in binge drinking."

Kane traces the binge drinking
problem to the availability of alco-
hol among students. "Parties are
spread around campus," he said.
"Most of them are Greek-related."

Despite the Greek reputation for
throwing parties, WMC houses some
dry organizations. Phi Mu and Phi
Sigma Sigma sororities have been
dry since they were founded nation-
ally and Phi Delta Theta and Phi
Kappa Sigma fraternities also boast
the dry label.

By saying they are dry, the frater-
nity or sorority must keep their liv-
ing space and their clubroom alco-
hol free. However, not everyone
agrees that the dry label is really
making a' difference. ~ ~
.....None of the four [organizations]

are really promoting being dry," said
Betsy Chimock, assistant director of
College Activities. "Jf the groups
were really alcohol free. there would
be a positive change on campus, spe-
cifically in the drinking culture on
campus."

Rana Rezzaque, social chair of
Phi Sigma Sigma, disagrees with
Chimock because she believes that
"it's not our responsibility to make
the whole campus dry, it's not fair to
put that burden solely on Greeks."

Razzaque thinks that indepen-
dents drink as much as Greeks, "but
the reason why we get a bad reputa-
tion is because our events are orga-
nized and attract a lot of publicity."

But Kevin Dooley, vice president
of Gamma Beta Chi, believes that
"there is a consensus over the coun-
try that Greeks drink more than non-
Greeks because those who tend to
join sororities and fraternities usually
party more and drink more."

However, Razzaque also said that
Greeks do hold events that are not

• On 9125 at 2:43 am DoCS docu-
mented threatening or dangerous
physical abuse at Blanche Ward
Hall.
·On 9/25 at 2:37 pm DoCS re-
sponded to a call from McDaniel
Lounge for reasons unknown.
-o- 9/25 at 4:03 pm DoCS docu-
mented a fire alarm/panel trouble
in McDaniel Hall.
-On 9/25 at 6:45 am DoCS docu-
mented an alcohol violation, pos-
session of "kegs," in Albert Nor-
man Ward Hall.
·On9126at 12:30am DoCS docu-
mented a damage report in the
Garden Apartments.
-On 9/26 at 4:05 pm DoCS docu-
mented a medical report but did

-On 1011 at 12:00am DoCS docu-
mented intimidation of an indi-
vidual via the campus phone sys-
tem.
• On 1011 at 4:00 pm DoCS docu-
mented motor vehicle theft at Al-
bert Norman Ward Parking Lot.
-On lOll at 9:0 I pm DoCS docu-
mented excessive speed at Gill
Lane.
-On 1011 at 11:17pmDoCSdocu-
mented disorderly conduct at Rou-
zer Hatt.
-On 10/2 at 2:00 am DoCS docu-
mented defacing property in Rou-
zer Hall.
-On 10/2 at 9:01 pm DoCS docu-

-On 10/4 at 6:30 pm DoCS docu-
mented a pull station incident in
McDaniel Hall.
-On 1015 at 2:00 am DoCS docu-
mented a fire alarm/panel trouble
in Daniel MacLea.
-On 10/5 at 7:20 am DoCS docu-
mented a fire alarm/panel trouble
in Lewis Hall.
-On 10/5 a15:38 pm DoCS docu-
mented stealing at Rouzer Hall.
-On [015 at 9: 18 pm DoCS docu-
mented a fire alarm/panel trouble
in Daniel MacLea, which was
forwarded to OCM.
-On Ion at5: 15 pm DoCS docu-
mented theft from the Decker

SlaifWriler

Across the nation, alcohol re-
lated crimes and injuries plague
college campuses every year, in-
cluding our own.

''Two or three students have
already been hospitalized this
year for alcohol poisoning," Scott
Kane director of Residence Life,
said, noting that "this number is
fairly consistent with the past."

But perhaps _surprisingly,
these incidents apparently have
not affected the way students per-
ceive alcohol, and a high percent-
age of students on campus con-
tinue to drink in excessive
amounts, according to a recent
survey done at WMC.

So why aren't more students
changing their behavior?

"Students don't change their
opinions [about drinking] be-
cause, ifit doesn't affect you per-
sonally, then you don't think you
need to change your behavior,"
said Megan Friday, a senior psy-
chology major. "Right after
something occurs, it changes
your outlook briefly but not long
term."

Even when i~cidents do hap-
pen on campus, students' opin-
ions 'on the dangers of drinking
do not change because they "still
have the outlook that it could
never happen to me," said An-
drew Allen, a junior political sci-
encemajor.

Last April, the. college con-
ducted a campus-wide residence
satisfaction survey that also in-
cluded questions about alcohol

DoCS documented a
vehicle accident at
B Ianche Ward
Hall.
-On lOIS at 9:38

am DoCS docu-

Lane.
-On 9/26 at 9:50 pm
DoCS documented
a medical report,
for transport only, in
Whiteford Hall.
-On 9/27 at 3: 10 pm DoCS
documented motor vehicle theft
at the Whiteford Parking Lot.
-On 9/28 at 5:41 pm DoCS docu-
mented an emergency exit in
Hoover Library.
-On 9/28 at 10:40 pm DoCS
documented a medical report in
Rouzer Hall and needed higher
ranked EMS procedures.
o On 9129 at6:iiOpm DoCS docu-
mented dishonesty/furnishing
false information at Englar Din-
ingHal1.
-On 9/30 at 6:45 pm DoCS docu-
mented a failure to comply with
a college official at Englar Din-
ing Hall.
-On 9/30 at 11:00 pm DoCS docu-
mented the use of a controlled
dangerous substance at Rouzer
Hall, forwarded to WCPD.

towed from
Parking Lot.
-On 10/3 at 9:00 am DoCS docu-
mented a medical report and ren-
dered treatment in Englar Dining
Hall.

-o- 10/3 at2:15 pm DoCS docu-
mented theft from Alumni HalJ.

-On 10/3 at 3:45 pm DoCS docu-
mented a smoke detector in a Penn-
sylvania Avenue House.
-On JO/3 at 3:55 pm DoCS docu-
mented a medical report and ren-
dered treatment in Alben Norman
Ward Hall.
-On 10/3 at 8:00 pm DoCS docu-
mented stealing at Blanche Ward
Hall.

flee.

-On 10/10 at 2:00 pm DoCS
documented a smoke detector
alarm in Daniel MacLea.
-On 10/12 at 1:20 am DoCS
documented a medical report and
rendered treatment in the DoCS
Office.
-On 10112 at 4:30 pm DoCS_
documented a parking violation
at Peterson Hall Parking Lot.
-On 10113 at 5:33 pm DoCS
documented a response to a call
from Hoover Library for reasons
unknown.
·On 10/[3 at 11:36 pm DoCS
documented a damage report at
the Power Plant.

This survey was also con-
ducted at 159 other colleges and
universities across the country.

Results showed that 22 per-
cent of students on this campus
claim they do not drink at all,
compared to 31 percent nation-
ally. Kane said that he thought
this number was "surprising and
impressive."

On a another note, of the stu-
dents on campus who do drink,
38 percent consume two or more
times a week, compared to 26
percent nationally.

Although Kane said that floor
parties are on an increase and clu-
broom parties are on a decrease,
he noted that there is "no hard and
fast evidence that there is more
drinking going on on-campus in
the past few years."

Although Kane said there
have been more floor parties re-
cently, he also noted the decrease
in the amount of alcohol viola-
tions during the 1998-99 school
year compared to past years.

During the 1996-97 school
year, there were 290 discipline
cases involving alcohol, 247 dur-
ing the 1997-98 school year, and
240 during the 1998-99 school
year.

Friday believes that because
of "the lack of other entertain-
ment the college and the city of
Westminster provide, students
are bound to continue drinking."

WMC plans for more renovations
with cars who are on that side of proval, however, Seidel said that
the campus," said Seidel. "our goal is to have the buildings

The design for this construction completely renovated and ready to
is completed, and the college is go by the Fall 2000 semester."
analyzing the bids and the con- Seidel also commented, "All of
tracts. The work will be completed this is part of an effort to have all
within the coming year, according of the facilities on campus up to a
to Seidel. high quality."

Also in the works is a renova- Renovations that will also affect
tion of the old Lewis building. Ac- the entire student body will be an
cording to Seidel, the plan is to upgrade of the Internet service in
renovate all of the classrooms, of- the residence halls. The budget
fices, and labs. The math and com- committee recently approved funds
puter science departments will oc- for the renovation, and experts are
cupy the first floor, the second floor currently being contacted to deter-
will contain computer labs, and the mine the best technology for the
physics department will be housed project. _
on the third floor. The plan is adirect result of the

The communications and eco- growth within the last three years
nomics departments will relocate of the numbers of students requir-
from Winslow Hall to Lewis. ing Internet access in the dorms.

The renovations will increase And, according to Seidel, the work
the number of classrooms on cam- will be done this year.
pus, they will provide a greater va- Seidel remarked that "renova-
riety of classrooms, and will in- tionswillneverend,becausewe're
crease the flexibility of classes, ac- always trying to improve residence .
cording to Seidel. life on campus. However, the rna-

The plan is still in the design jor renovations are coming to an
stages and waiting for budget ap- end."

MIKE STOKES

SraifWriler

The major construction that has
been ongoing for years is coming
to an end. The new science build-
ing is finally complete, as is the
walkway in front of the Lewis Hall
of Science and McDaniel Hall.

The walkway in front of
McDaniel was extended into the
lobby level of the building to pro-
vide easier access to the residence
hall, according to Ethan Seidel, the
vice-president of Administration
and Finance.

centered around alcohol.
For example, Phi Sigma Sigma

and Phi Delta Theta had a movie and
pizza night recently, and Phi Sigma
Sigma had a series of alcohol educa-
tion classes specifically for their so-
rority.

"College students do drink, and
they will continue to drink," said
Kane.

Friday believes "drinking is pretty
evenly distributed [between Greeks
and non-Greeks], but, of course,
some groups are going to be worse
than others."

The college is also in the pro-
cess of expanding the campus
walkway system, which will stretch
from Main Street to McDaniel Hall.
Seidel said that brick paths will be
constructed all the way into cam-
pus from Main Street, and the road
into campus will be revamped to
include a circle between Lewis Hall
of Science and McDaniel Hall.

"The brick paths will add to the
look of the campus, and the new
road will make it easier for students
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Carroll County offers meningitis vaccine

Do you know what meningitis is? You
should. College students are most likely to
get the bacterial form known as meningo-
coccal meningitis.

Symptoms that everyone should look for
include: high fever, nausea and vomiting.
severe headache, signs of cerebral dysfunc-
tion, rigors, profuse sweats, altered mental
status, stiffness and pains in the neck, shoul-
ders, and back, and a skin rash of small,
bright red spots.

Anyone with such symptoms should seek
a doctor for immediate treatment.

If this bacterial disease remains undetec-
ted, the ailing person has the potential risk
of long term brain damage including paraly-
sis, hearing loss, speech difficulty, and in-
tellectualimpairment.

Like any other serious illness, a possible
death is always a harsh reality for one suf-
fering from meningococcal meningitis.

The American College Health Associa-
tion has studied this illness profusely and has
concluded that all students should have a
vaccination that will prevent this illness.

The Carroll Counry Health Department
will be offering the meningococcal vaccine
to students the second Monday of each month

from 2:30 pm through 4:30 pm, as well as
every Tuesday from 12:00 pm through 4:00
pm. The hours will be extended to 7:00 pm
the last Tuesday of each month.

The vaccine costs $60.00, and any stu-
dent under 18 must have parents' permission
to receive the vaccine.

Questions concerning meningococcal
meningitis or the vaccine can be directed to
Eleanor Derstine at (410) 876-4936 or Deb-
bie Middleton at (410) 876-4936.

The vaccine prevents only a few types
of meningococcal disease, which include
groups A, C, Y, and W-135. It does not pro-
tect against group B.

A pamphlet written by The American
Academy of Pediatrics states that "although
less than 15% of the population carry the
germ, less than I% of the total population
are susceptible to the bacteria and can de-
velop infection of the blood or the fluid
around the brain (meningitis). The germ is
spread by direct contact with secretions from
the nose and throat, such as by kissing,
coughing, sneezing, and sharing of ciga-
rettes, drink, and food."

Although meningococcal meningitis
plagues an estimated three to ten people out
of a population of 100,000, it's still an ill-
ness to handle with precaution.

The future of the Greek system
Continued from page 2

out, the more positive the outlook on the
group becomes," said Chimock. ;'The minute
you tie your name to something, it gets your
name out there."

Kris Rider, Inter-Greek Council secretary,
has another theory about the low numbers.

"I think the reason why numbers are low
is because the different organizations don't
work together in recruitment. AJI of the chap-
ters work separately for their own benefit,"
she said.

Philip Sayre, Dean of Student Affairs,
also believes that since Greeks open a lot of
what they do to independents, such as par-
ties and inviting them to live on their floor,
people start to believe they do not need to
join the organizations to reap the benefits.

"Some organizations may see allowing
independents to participate in their events as
a recruitment process, but I don't see it as
very successful," said Sayre. "The numbers
are there to prove it."

Rider is in agreement with Sayre. ''They
do not see the need to join the organizations
when they are already getting what they
want," said Rider. "They are already getting
some of the best aspects of being a part of a
fraternity or sorority."

Chi mock said that WMC Greeks as a
whole "don't have a good or bad name, they
have no name." One thing that has contrib-
uted to that, she believes, is the lack of moti-
vationand participation sometimes shown by
Greeks as a system.

According to Chimock, the Inter-Greek
Council plans to start a public relations cam-
paign soon.

But in the past, the Panhellenic Council,
which is the coordinating body for WMC
sororities, has attempted to plan programs
to promote Greek life.

"[The Panhellenic Council] doesn't have
the know-how and training to plan them,"
said Chimock.

Often, an organization's reputation may
dissuade new members from joining. For
example, some people may still associate
Gamma Beta Chi and Alpha Nu Omega with
the near-fatal drinking incident that occurred
almost a year ago.

The incident occurred during a pledging
activity, when a female took approximately
20 shots of bourbon and had to be hospital-
ized.

Because of the incident, the names of both
of those organizations have been tarnished
and heavy sanctions were handed out by the
college.

Now some people fail to see the good
things that those two organizations have done
and continue to do.

That may be the case, but Robert Cham-
bers, president of the college, has a hard time
finding praise for the Greeks.

"Most problems on campus are Greek-
related," said Chambers. "Sometimes stu-
dents believe that just because this is col-
lege, there are no rules and the college will
protect everything they do."

Dr. Charles Neal, Sigma Phi Epsilon ad-
viser, does not agree with Chambers.

"I think [Chambers] is hard-pressed to
make ageneralized statement like that," said
Neal. "There have not been many major
problems in the past years. Greeks are going
to get more attention though because they
do have all the parties."

Chimock said that so far this year noth-
ing similar to last year's binge drinking in-
cident has happened. Many believe that the
emphasis on Greeks drinking and getting in
trouble needs to end in order for them to get
the recognition they deserve.

"There are drinking problems every-
where, but Greeks do tend to be worse," said
Sayre. "The organizations need to work on
the recognition of the positive things they
do."

Grace McAleer, president of the
Panhellenic Council, partly attributes lack of
positive publicity to the Greek organizations
themselves. "For some reason Greeks don't
take the initiative to show the positive things
they do," said McAleer.

"On a national level, the media is not go-
ing to do it for us because they usually focus
on the negative things that kids do. People
find it... juicier to listen to the bad things,"
said McAleer.

Sayre agrees that Greeks often get "beat

Joan Lusby, Certified Physician Assis-
tant, commented that they are looking into
the possibility of giving the vaccine at Smith
House.

She also mentioned that this vaccine will
be a requirement for next year's health form.

Realizing the risks of this bacterial ill-
ness, as well as other illnesses that spread
from one person to the next, Lusby staled,
"It reminds us that we need to take good care
of ourselves in general. The best protection
is your own protection - good common sense
health measures such as washing hands, re-
fraining from sharing cups, adequate rest,
and a healthy diet."

Anyone who wants more information
pertaining to meningococcal meningitis may
contact Smith House. .

After the vaccine, a sore arm might re,
sult, with a minimal swelling for one to two
days.

People with Anaphylaxis or someone
with a moderate illness, with or without a
fever, should not gel the vaccine.

Although children ages one and two and
the elderly are most susceptible to this bac-
terial illness, college students who live in
close quarters are also at risk.

As with any illness, one should contact a
physician for an accurate diagnosis.

up in the press."
"Chapters need to realize that they have

to help themselves," said Chimock. "It would
also help if the Inter-Greek Council, Inter-
Fraternity Council, and Panhellenic Coun-
cil were more functional. They could help
publicize and get things going," she said.

Rider believes that the councils cannot
do what they need to do by themselves. Of-
len, they do not get the support they need
from the chapters.

''The executive boards of all of the coun-
cils try to work towards positive goals, but
there isn't much support from the organiza-
tions themselves," said Rider.

Chi mock also believes it is unrealistic for
any organization to expect the college to be
excited over every individual action taken.

Although the college does not publicize
every positive activity Greeks take part in,
Sayre does not believe that the college has a
bad relationship with the Greek organiza-
tions. I

''There will always be times when Greek
organizations, or even other organizations,
wi II be upset with the college when they en-
force the rules," said Sayre. "We have to be
serious with the consequences when they do
something wrong."

Bryan Miller, an independent junior so-
ciology major, believes that too often Greeks
are blamed for things that are totally not their
fault. "If people wander onto a Greek floor
to hang out, the residents are nor going to
kick you off their floor, usually," said Miller.

"If a lot of uninvited people show up, then
a party starts, and the Greek floor usually
gets written up and in trouble," Miller con-
tinued.

McAleer believes that the relationship
between Greek organizations and faculty and
administration varies within the departments.

"Residence Life does not look at Greeks
positively because of incidents like parries,"
said McAleer. "But College Activities and
our advisers realize the good things the or-
ganizations do because of their involvement
with the groups. They see the good things
and understand our dedication."

Gina Rende, public relations chair of Phi

Flu shots
MATT FREAS

Special to Ihe Phoenix

The flu shot will be offered to students
by Smith House this- fall. Influenza, com-
monly called "the flu," is caused by viral
infections in the respiratory tract.

On October 27 and 28, from 11 am to
I pm, students and faculty can receive
the shot for $4.50 in Ensor Lounge.

The flu .shor should be taken at least
two weeks prior to the stan of the influ-
enza season to allow your body to build
the antibodies to prevent the flu. The in-
fluenza vaccine must be taken each year.

Most students at WMC live on cam-
pus, which makes the residence halls a
breeding ground for the influenza virus
once one person gets sick.

The flu shot is relatively painless, and
you will not experience flu-like symp-
toms afterwards. It also lessens the ef-
fects of the annoying common cold. The
flu shot also helps the body fight off any
other respiratory infections.

Typical symptoms of the flu include
high fever, usually 100-103 degrees,
cough, sore throat, stuffy nose, head
aches, muscle aches, and extreme fatigue.
Nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea can also
accompany the influenza infection.

Sigma Sigma, attributes the varied opinions
of the Greek organizations to the amount of
knowledge people have of Greek activities.

"People who know the Greeks support us,
and those who don't know us, don't support
us and don't see the good we do," Rende said.

Others, like Neal, do not believe the col-
lege is supportive enough of the Greek sys-
tem.

"There are a lot of things the school could
do, like help with recruitment, but they just
don't do it," said Neal. "The students can't
totally support the system by themselves,
they need the school's help."

In response, Sayre cited three ways, spe-
cific to Greek chapters, that WMC lends a
helping hand.

First, one staff member from the College
Activities Office and Residence Life is as-
signed to the Greek system. Second, the col-
lege provides each organization with a club-
room for meetings and other social events.
Third, Greeks are provided with housing on
campus and are allowed to choose their resi-
dence before any other students.

Luke Page, an independent junior envi-
ronmental biology major, realizes the good
that the Greek organizations do but knows
that most people "have the mental picture of
the movie 'Animal House' when they think
of Greek life."

Although this stereotype is one that Chi-
mock and many Greeks feel hinders the re-
cruitment process, no one interviewed
thought the Greek system at WMC would
vanish completely in the future.

"There are some organizations that could
possibly be on the road to extinction," said
Sayre, "but that isn't because the school
wants to get rid of them, it's simply because
of their low numbers."

President Chambers believes that if the
Greek system on this campus disappears, it
is the students' fault.

"The college would not be worse off
without the Greek system," said Chambers.

"But if the students want to keep the sys-
tem here, then there will be administration
support for what the students want 10 do,"
Chambers said.
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Have a ghoulish story about Halloween?
What better place to tell it than the Phoe-
niX?For Halloween story ideas, or any oth-
ers, come out to a Phoenix meeting, held
every Monday night at 6 prn in the base-
ment of the fourth section of Daniel Ma-
cLea. If you can't make it, call extension
8600.

I'm sure most of us have sat
around in our dorms at 11 pm on a
weeknight waiting to get online to do
some work. I know I have. I know
that my roommate, classmates. and
neighbors have also. This is one of
the biggest problems with the current
antiquated Internet system here at
WMC.

I know that we have all heard so

Edward Schultheis
comments on WMC
computer delays.

when we finally access the Inter-
net.

Recently, however, Informa-
tion Systems has informed us that
they have added more connec-
tions for us to access the Inter-

much about the system already, but net.
as more students have computers in While this is a plus, it still
their rooms, it's not going to get any leaves a lot to be desired.
better. Not helping the matter are the Lately, I come back from my
ever crowded writing centers and classes in the afternoon, flip on

morning or you have to wait until
all the other normal people have
gone to sleep or, at least, have gone
offline.

Since it is virtually impossible
to get on in the middle of the day,
this can pose a problem to many
students who are awaiting mes-
sages.

Many of my classmates didn't
get an email from our professor tell-
ing us that class was canceled.

Not a huge problem, unless you
were one of the ones that just sat in
the room for 30 minutes waiting for

My friends from other colleges have told me about their extensive
networks .... I say that they are just jealous of our long wait times

and slow speeds ....
computer labs.

I have walked by the centers on
my way to classes and tried to work
on some of my work in the lab in
Hoover to no avail.

I always see jam-packed labs
which just drive me back to my room
[Q try to get online from there. The
problem is, I am only a freshman and
haven't even been around for finals,
which I imagine only intensifies the
problem.

My friends from other colleges
have told me about their extensive
networks running all through the
dorm areas.

I say that they arejust jealous of
our long wait times and slow speeds

the computer, and click on the
WMCppp connection.

To my surprise, the normal 45
people waiting in queue has re-
markably dropped to 30 people
ahead of me.

While it seems to not be a big
number, it can be when you have
a report to research, and those 30
people in front of you seem to just
trickle away slowly.

When you finally get online,
it's a whole other story. It often
feels like Chinese water torture,
with the excruciatingly slow
loading times. Bur, it's all good.

I think I have found the key.
Either you have to get on in the

a professor to show up.
With all the disadvantages to the

current system here at school, it's
a wonder why we still even have
it. Oh yes, it must be one of those
oldies but goodies.

You see, its not just a matter of
fixing the dorms' "networking"; it's
also a matter of making sure that
the computers in the labs are open
to students who need to get those
important messages.

The Internet is a great resource.
I have used it many times already
to help me and to just goof off. It's
just a teeny problem when no one
can get on when they need to do

Do movie stars make good presidential candidates?
The presidential elections are else can really be said? Kristen G. Fraser ernor of California. This has not It's a growing trend that Ameri-coming up soon. College students He can make a pretty speech discusses celebrities in the been officially discussed yet, but it cans are tired with traditional poli-everywhere will have to make a de- no doubt, but does that mean he presidential campaign. merits notice. tics and traditional politicians.cis ion about who they think should will be entitled to the nuclear He completes the group of ce- Ventura's win in Minnesota ex-run the country. codes? r think not. He seems like the Republicans. lebrities that are something more presses that strongly.It seems there are many alterna- a nice enough guy, but does that Those sound like good qualifi- than a coincidence and are possi- The fact that such media anen-

tive choices this year, but do these give him the reign of the free cations, right? bly a developing trend. This trend tion has been given thus far only
prospective candidates have any world? Moving on to another high pro- of celebrities in the political arena reemphasizes that American votesclue? About the same time Beatty file possible candidate. is an interesting turn and seems to are interested in more than the tra-

I suppose this phenomenon can be made his exploratory comments, Newsweek this week profiled only be successful in the 1990's. ditional political campaign issues.traced back to the irrepressible Jesse a stream of other would-be can- Donald Trump and his exploration There really seems to be noth- More traditional candidatesVentura. The illustrious governor didates started sprouting up. I of the possibility of a presidential ing in common with these celebri- should take notice of these celebri-gave us reason to not vote for a poli- would like to assert that the rea- run within the Refonn Party. ties and another famous movie star, ties but not because they are atician. and the trend seems to be de- sorting for these campaigns is Again, he has set forth no po- Ronald Reagan. threat.
veloping further in the presidential purely marketing and self-pro- litical agenda at this time. He sim-. Though Reagan did experience Public reaction to them shows

motion. ply soaks up the media attention many years in front of a camera in that they represent a voter senti-

More traditional candidates should take notice of these celebrities but not because they are a threat.

Where to begin? There are so
many alternative candidates who
don't really belong in the sphere of
political campaigning.

For some reason, these candidates
feel compelled to run for office.
Some of them just seem a little ludi-
crous.

H appears that Hollywood has
become the breeding ground for poli-
ticians.

The next natural step would be
that the New Hampshire Primary or
the Iowa Straw Poll will move into
the realm of the Hollywood Walk of
Fame.

For example, Warren Beatty an-
nounced that he is considering a run
for the White House. He obviously
has the political benefit of charisma,

. thanks to his acting skills, but what

Another such example is
Cybil Shepherd. Her career
seems to be dropping off in re-
cent years, so of course, a presi-
dential run seems that natural
transition for a middle-aged ac-
tress, right?

When was the last time that
anyone heard her name in the
press?

Is it too much 10 suggest that
her reasons for discussing this op-
tion are not for the good of the
country but more for the good of
her personal causes.

Here is another person who
has not particularly expressed
any plans for America. Her po-
litical background is that of a
typical Hollywood actress _
strongly liberal and mad at all of

and the profits.
Trump has increased his wealth,

as if he needed it, as a result of his
proclamation. It seems that this
serves as a very compelling reason
to continue in his attempts.

Also, he. would certainly ben-
efit from his role if he were to be-
come president. The impact on big
business would be unbelievable.
Naturally, this thought has never
crossed the mind of Donald Trump.

Rest assured, his current model
girlfriend, Miss Melanie Knauss,
undoubtedly has begun work on a
revised health care plan and other
humanitarian efforts to help the
A'Verican people.

Rumors are starting to circulate
th<!t Arnold Schwartzenegger is
contemplating a campaign for gov-

Hollywood, he moved onto politi-
cal offices in many different are-
nas, such as the governorship of
California, before becoming presi-
dent.

These celebrities are not doing
this as a result of the traditional
steps followed by Reagan. They
have little or no practical political
experience to guide their "cam-
paigns."

What, then, is the point?
Their personal gains seem fairly

obvious at this point. Personal
profit and free public relations with
the press are quite beneficial to
these individuals.

This would not have been pos-
sible without the proper American
toleration for these statements from
Hollywood.

ment of intolerance of politics as
usual.

The most successful presiden-
tial candidate might be determined
by whom can present ideas in a way
that is appealing to most Ameri-
cans. Now, the celebrities are soak-
ing up the limelight, using their
fame to draw media attention.
. The presidential candidate who
can steal the limelight with an is-
sue that is pertinent to Americans
could very well win the next elec-
tion. Learn from the celebrities by
getting the attention of the Ameri-
can people. .

This campaign has more celeb-
rities than the Oscars, and they all
want to be Commander 'in Chief.

And they thought this would be
a boring election year!
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The Pub's four-star dining experience:
Journey to the dark side

Quirks: A parking lot can be dangerous

"... freshmen are allowed cars on campus, but they are required to park in a
special lot about a mile away from campus itself. "

The intention of the WMC Pub (or Grille,
if you've had the privilege of having heard
that) is to supplement the meal plan and pro-
vide a social environment for students. They
accomplish this goal only minimally. We
need to improve the Pub, for the listofprob-
lems is long while the list of benefits is short.

The staff and management of the Pub are
a source of much discussion. Where to be-
gin? This subject itself could be the source
of a very long tirade. The staff of the Pub
exhibits many qualities of incompetence.

It is the tendency of the Pub staff to un-
intelligibly shout the name of the food, if they
are not spending their time mumbling or
whispering the name in a manner that is im-
possible to hear. The staff has been known,
on more than one occasion, to yell the name
quite short-temperedly, in a tone of voice
leaving everyone wondering why Charlie
Brown's teacher showed up to work a shift
at our humble institution.

Often, the line to place an order is incred-
ibly long, held up.by an obviously under-
staffed team of workers.

This is usually followed by the wait of as
long as an hour for food. The average wait
seems to be about 45 minutes if there is any-
one in line ahead of your order.

There are so many qualities of incompe-
tence and so little time.

Let's imagine a typical scenario for a
WMC student anxious to use a fourth meal.

We'll call him "Bob." He enters the Pub,
fills out a form after deciding that there re-
ally aren't any decent food choices on his
list. Undaunted, he decides upon the "wings-
of-fire" and some French fries.

After waiting eight minutes to simply
hand in his order, Bob walks away from the

"Ah, dam mit!" Isaid, slamming the steer-
ing wheel.

"What?" Maggie, in the passenger's seat
asked me.

"There are no freaking parking spaces in
the Whiteford lot!" I groaned and turned
around into another row of cars. Maybe a
spot had magically become free ... or not.

"I hate this! There's never any parking
spots in here!" J repeated.

"We could go to the Harrison lot or the
one behind Gill," Maggie suggested.

I replied, "I just don't want to walk that
far, especially at night. Ipay good money to

park on campus, and there should be enough
spaces here!"

Maggie shrugged and looked out the win-
dow. "There's one!" she shouted pointing to
the far right of [he lot. I zoomed over there
only to find the space already occupied by a
squirrel. I sighed in frustration.

"Just park there anyway," Maggie told
me, "It'1[ probably move."

I shook my head. "I can't take the chance
that it won't I don't need more retaliation
from the squirrel Ma~a. They already killed
me three times!"

Maggie looked from me to the squirrel
and back again. "Well... Maybe it'll move if
we wait here for a bit."

r nodded and put the car in park. "I hope
it moves soon."

We waited in silence for awhile staring

Kristen G. Fraser decries the
lackluster operation and

appearance of the school Pub.

counter, stocked with his third choice of
chips.

As he waits for his food, Bob goes out in
search of a_table. He finally encounters a
sticky table, covered with ketchup and
mounds of trash. Lovely, isn't it?

He looks around the Pub, noticing its
sparse conditions and lowly decorations. Bob
hearkens back to the memories of other col-
leges where he was filled with a sense of
school pride as he walked into their version
of the Pub.

Their version was filled with school
memorabilia and other indications of school
pride.

He remembers old sports memorabilia
and pictures ofthe mascot plastered promi-
nently. Nothing like that can be found here,
only green walls.

Starting to feel depressed, Bob is driven
to the soda machine to fill his drink. Out of
habit, he presses the ice dispenser.

Naturally, it is empty. Why should there
be ice there? '

So, Bob moves on to the big ice container.
The unsanitary conditions of dirty, collec-
tive ice weigh on his mind, but he is sup-
posed to be relaxing in the Pub, so he puts
thoughts of germs out of his head.

The loud pumping noise rings in Bob's
ears as the soda machine indicates that it
needs to be refilled. Undeterred, watery Coke
fills his cup.

Bob sits down, contemplating which is
better: his typical flat soda or his watery soda.
Of course, Bob knows better than to try the

Anile Butler tackles the on-
campus parking problem with

solutions.

at the squirrel, who refused to move. "You
know," Maggie said idly, "It's unregistered
cars and freshmen that clog up all the spaces
in this lot."

"Freshmen aren't allowed to have cars,
Maggie."

"I know that!" Maggie replied, "But they
get around it by making some damn excuse
like they have a job or something. I can see
if it's for a medical condition or something,

but not for just ajob. Freshmen shouldn't be
allowed cars unless it's for a health reason."

I stretched and stared up at the sky
through the sunroof. "I rather like the solu-
tion my friend's college has."

"What's that?" Maggie asked.
"Well, freshmen are allowed cars on cam-

pus, but they are required to park in a spe-
ciallot about a mile away from the campus
itself. If they park out of this lot, they get a
huge fine."

Maggie considered this. "You know, that
actually seems rather reasonable.Freshmen
get to have cars, but we still get to keep our
parking spaces."

"Yeah, both sides win then. The fresh-
men could have special colored stickers to
show that they can only park in that lot. Since
they do have to park so far away, maybe the

other side. That soda machines is perpetu-
ally unused and broken.

A second attempt to avoid depression is
made as Bob hears something that almost
sounds like his name. being called over the
loudspeaker. After responding in a record two
and a half seconds, his name is called again,
this time impatiently.

Obviously, warp speed is required for
picking up food in the Pub.

After receiving a dirty look for the crime
of picking up food, Bob returns to his seat.
As he is about to start his French fries, he
notices that there is no ketchup to be found
short of licking it off the table.

So, Bob braves the line AGAIN, and
peacefully requests ketchup. Apparently, the
ketchup is being hidden behind the counter.
Bob finally receives his ketchup and moves '
on to eat.

It was a good thing he found a table when
he did, for now the Pub is completely full.
There is little room anywhere in the crowded
environment for any more people.

Bob looks forward to refilling his drink.
He fills it and gulps down the flat soda.

He wonders why he wastes his time; this
would be the tenth time that he could poten-
tially complain about the flatness with little
effect.

Finally, Bob experiences an epiphany
usually reserved for philosophy class. The
Pub staff has no reason to improve. There is
no competition. Students are too broke to go
off campus for food. What will happen if he
unites with other students to complain about
poor selection, poor quality soda, or long
waits?

Suddenly, his wings don't look so appeal-
ing. And, by the way. they're cold.

could end up paying less, s.ay, twenty dol-
lars instead of the normal thirty,"

"You know, r like this idea!" Maggie said.
"Yeah," I answered, "I just wish they'd

implement it here. Then Imight not be wait-
ing for a damn squirrel to move so Ican get
a space."

1 looked to my left and noticed a car pull-
ing out in the front row right near the base-
ment entrance.

Maggie noticed it too. "Gun it before
someone else gets it!" she yelled. I obliged
and slid in, beating the blue Oldsmobile that
was waiting for it. I noticed the Oldsmobile

belonged to a freshman I knew.
"Yes! We did it!" Maggie cried, "We

showed that stupid idiot!"
"Yeah!" Iwatched the freshman gesture

to me and grinned at him. He was one of
those who'd made up an excuse to have a
car on campus. He saw the spot I'd been
waiting to get and smoothly pulled into it,
almost running over the squirrel. The squir-
rel jumped on top of his hood and relieved
himself on the windshield and then ran off.
I laughed.

"What?"
"That squirrel just marked him for a visit

from his 'brothers' tonight," I explained.
Maggie laughed too. "Think we should

warn him?"
"Nah. He'll find out about it soon

enough."
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Gendered magazines send mixed signals to readers
As I was observing two maga- interpreting the significant other in Sara Hoover questions the tide concerns. At least this article is too young to be having her palmzines found in today's society, 1 a relationship. Hopefully, these messages presented in was written by a woman. read by any man in the first place.noticed a pattern. Iused both Glam- magazines would help to bridge the gendered magazines. I moved onto a smaller article Another problem with this ar-our and Maxim to see if men and gap and confront the difficulties of entitled "Read Her Palm." This ar- ticle is that it lacked depth. I sin-women are receiving the same type being in a relationship. Unfortu- are such "lousy listeners." tide does not express concern for cerely hope that the editors do notof information on similar topics. nately, I was too optimistic. The article follows up with ex- the repair and maintenance of rela- expect a man to attempt these tricksIt is my estimation that this in- While thumbing through my amples and then strategies to help tionship; instead, it tries to give and hope to maintain a sensible re-dustry conveys mixed messages to copy of Glamour, I found, after us poor females understand what men something else to use to "pick lationship.the sexes. searching through underwear, shoe, the guys are thinking and feeling. her up." I know that it is not fair to brow-Women's magazines have been and perfume ads, an article entitled The opposite is true for the In fact, the subhead reads, beat the guys. Unfortunately, I seein publication since the 1950's. "Why Guys Do What They Do." men's magazine. "When you want to impress the girl no real harm in the Glamour articleMen's magazines, however, are This article tackles the issues While flipping through Maxim, with your sensitivity, but there's not and not just because I ama woman.fairly new. Either way, the informa- that women face in relationships I found pages and pages devoted a puppy in sight, nothing does the The article successfully and hon-tion one can gain from them is sig- everyday. to women - naked women and ac- trick like palm reading." estly explains men.nificantly larger and more open Let me explain. I thought for a tresses with large breasts in tiny Come on, seriously, a study The article does not degradethan in the past. long time that it was just me and shirts. should be done to see how many them, simply stating facts that areNow, it is not uncommon to find that my boyfriend simply didn't' ] found cigarette ads and, did I women fall for such antics. known and allowing men to explainblurbs like "Tongue Twist Her" on understand me. mention, naked women. Regardless of my personal feel- the reasoning behind their actions.the cover of his magazine or "Sex As a matter of fact, the prob- The point is clear. If she isn't Ings. the article explains a simple I can honestly say that thePointers from Women Men Love" lems of "wonders," as the article flung over the hood of a car or and effective way to read a Glamour article is effective andon the cover of her magazine. termed it, were things that I had stretched across a bed, then she has woman's palm and hopefully strike promotes the correct type of storyI have realized through obser- been turning over in my head for at least a five inch cleavage line. up a conversation. for a woman to read. It does notvation that women's magazines about two weeks. Perhaps the Let me stop here, momentarily. After comparing the two, it damage a relationship but allows ithave undergone several major magazine would help after all. Glamour also has naked women seems that while females are try- to become stronger.changes. These changes can be The article goes on to define the displaying lingerie, but well, isn't ing to understand men, men are try- The article in Maxim, whethertitled different Visions. seven wonders about men. that for women? Glamour also has ing to seduce women. There are, taken seriously or not, is fickle.The historical background of Those range from why men some handsome and muscular men however, several things about the Unfortunately, ifstudies are cor-magazines is quite interesting, but cannot talk about relationships; in their ads but not nearly as many article in Maxim that bother me. rect, we do pay close attention toin this case, I was interested in why they are attracted to "bimbos"; as the number found of women in In the subhead, a woman is re- what the media tells us.studying the content of the maga- why men hate being romantic; why Maxim. ferred to as a "girl." If women continue to learnzines. men share the same sexual fantasy; I spent time deciding that the Now, my question is this: When about men while the men receiveI seemed to deduce one thing and which is more important, their article entitled "Going Downtown" exactly are we deemed worthy to useless attempts to make us smile,from these magazines right away. work or their women. was not the best choice for my read- be no longer a "girl"? then what becomes of the two-way,I assumed that women and men It continues to include why they ing pleasure. It would seem to me that if you equal relationship that so many ofshare one thing, the confusion of are so "easy" and why it is that men You can only guess what that ar- are calling a woman a girl, then she us strive for today?

Homecoming parade debate: Don't shortchange tradition
Matt Berger's comment in Lisa

Dale Van Auken's article,
"Student's question
administration's devotion to tradi-
tion," page I, about WMC losing
traditions really got me thinking.

I am not certain which traditions
have actually been lost or forgot-
ten in recent years; the Phoenix of-
fice tends to be that proverbial rock
some people live under for most of
their lives.

The idea of losing the
Homecoming parade does bother
me. Apparently a misunderstand-
ing, the controversy over this year's
parade is, at the very least, thought
provoking.

What if we lost this tradition?
Traditions are important to

communities. It gives people a
sense of continuity. Long after I
leave WMC, I hope that something
I was a part of lives on here.

For instance, I wouldn't mind
coming back, some future
Homecoming weekend perhaps, to
see some Phoenix editor running
frantically back and forth between
dorm and office instead of attend-
ing the football game. Not that
there's anything wrong with attend-
ing the football game, but some-
times it is just impossible on a lay-
out weekend.

Traditions like that give conti-
nuity becauseI know that former
editors had to miss football games
for layout weekends before I ever
came to WMC, and] know that

Megan K. Martin
considers the importance

of tradition.

purpose, enabling students to look fraternities and sororities, and the
back but still have a sense of the
future. All people need a sense of
their roots, of the history that led
to their time and place.

This can be evidenced by
people's fascination with geneal-
ogy. I've helped my mother search
for genealogical infonnation on the
Internet and was amazed at how
many people have developed sites
dedicated to their families and tra-

community at large to develop and
maintain traditions that are time-
less, like the parade. Without them,
we lose our sense of the past and
cannot look to the future as clearly.

If it is true that WMC has lost
some of its traditions over the
years, maybe someone should look
into which ones have been lost and
why they have been lost. Some of
the more important ones, or the
more interesting ones, could be
dusted off and revamped for
today's campus.

In any case, I hope we never let
go of things like the Homecoming
parade. Since Homecoming is not
a layout weekend, I'll see you at
the parade.

future editors will have to do the
same.

It's not unlike the Homecoming
parade. When the alumni were stu-
dents, they took part in the parade.
Now, when they come back
Homecoming weekend, they can
watch current students participat-
ing.

lt gives the alumni a bond with
the future and the students a con-

ditions.
Unfortunately, overtime, tradi-

tions can lose their meaning. The
nection to the past. turnover rate at college is extremely

From the students' collective high. What is meaningful for one
class may mean nothing in four
years' time.

It is important for college clubs,

Too much personal information
available on the Internet

perspective, a firm connection with
the past helps pave the road to the
future. Traditions help serve this

SEX.
You never lose the right to refuse.
Being unable to consent Is not

the same as saying yes.

No means No. Period.
Do you feel safe where you are

right now?
I ask this because, as I recently

discovered, anyone, anywhere, can
find out a lot about you simply by
typing your name into a web search
engine.

Creepy, isn't it?
Not only can they find out about

you, but they can find out about
your family and neighbors and buy
copies of your public records.

I don't feel very safe at all any-
more. How about you?

J discovered this frightening
little web site over fall break, when
my younger brother was just fool-
ing around on the Internet.

Being the nosey older sister I

Jessica Fitzgerald exposes
the tangible threat of

Internet spying.

am, 'J asked what he was doing, to
which he proudly responded that he
found a way to find a map to
anyone's house, provided that they
were listed in the phone book.

I started playing around and
managed to find a high school
friend's address, createamap to my
boyfriend's college, and calculate
the miles from my roommate's
home to my uncle's house.

For a brief time, I also consid-
ered buying my strange neighbor's
public records, hoping they would
tell me ifhe's the crazed madman I

always thought he was.
Obviously, I had every intention

to use this information in the most
innocent of ways.

However, not all people have
the same scruples as 1.

Some people could really use
this information to do serious dam-
age to a person, either physically
or emotionally.

I don't know what steps can be
taken to make this sort of informa-
tion harder to get. It may even be
impossible.

But, if anyone reading this has
any brilliant ideas, please write in
and let me know.

Maybe then I can get some de-
cent sleep during the night.

If you need help about sexual Violence,
call us. Calls are confidential and

services are free.

Telephone: 410 • 857 - 0900

24 hour Hotline: 410-875-7322
Rape Crisis Intervention Service

of Carroll County
224 North Center Street. Rm. 102

Westmlnlter, MO
www.repecrlsfscc.com

http://www.repecrlsfscc.com
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In fact, maybe we should just move the elec-
tion to next Tuesday just to get it over with.

That way we can devote our television
and news experience to more thought pro-
voking topics.

The recent splurge of presidential candi-
dates only enhances my notion further. Can
we just cut it out?
Imean if I wanted to see so much politi-

cal stuff, J could just look at my roommate's
wall and see George W. Bush stickers, and
he even is part of the Steve Forbes online
poll, which Iam sad to say that Ijoined.
I mean realiy, Warren Beatty for presi-

dent? Donald Trump? By the time they get
out of office.they would have gone through
four first ladies.

It seems that every single movie star with
money thinks they can take over the White
House.

Governor
Ventura in
the news
again
Ryan Seavolt explains how
Governor Jesse Ventura's

blatant honesty has once again
landed him in hot water.

Has the most popular governor in the
country stuck his foot in his mouth? "Sur-
vey says: YES 1" and man, is that foot ever
stuck in there good.

In a recent interview with Playboy
magazine, the governor of Minnesota,
Jesse Ventura, spoke very critically of
religion, sexual assault, obesity, drugs,
prostitution, and other issues.

CNN reponed that Ventura made the
statement that organized religions are 0.

"sham" and a "crutch for the weak-
minded."

He also commented that the Tailhook
scandal in 1991, when several female Na-
val officers were sexually harassed, was
"much ado about nothing."

These comments have gotten Ventura,
the highest elected official of the Reform
Party, founded by Ross Perot, into deep
trouble with his fellow party members.

Russ Verney, the national chairman of
the Reform Party, asked Ventura to re-
sign because of the outrageous state-
ments. Senate Majority LeaderTrent Lou

... I can at least respect
the fact that he speaks

his mind...
also denounced Ventura's anti-religious
statements in a recent speech.

While I do not agree with Ventura's
dismissing religious individuals as weak-
minded, or his incredible lack of sensi-
tivity for victims of sexual harassment
and assault, one must wonder ifhis crit-
ics have ulterior motives for denouncing
the governor.

Verney, for example, is a good friend
of Perot, whom Ventura says is no longer
a serious presidential candidate. In addi-
tion, Ventura supported Jack Gargan's
successful attempt to repJace Verney as
party chairman in January.

Similarly, Lott has his own reasons for
denouncing Ventura - namely to become
more accepted by the religious right.

Lou is not alone. Too often today,
politicians condemn something or some-
one simply because they know it will lead
to more public support for themselves.

While I vehemently disagree with
Ventura's statements, I can at least respect
the fact that he speaks his mind, even if
it results in more trouble for him from
both politicians and the public.

For his part, Ventura, famous for pro-
wrestling long before he became famous
as a politician, boldly proclaims that un-
like other public officials, he tells the truth
about everything.

Governor Ventura says that although
his opinion may differ from that of oth-
ers, he will not necessarily give the po-
litically correct answer when asked about
his feeling on a particular issue. For that
bit of honesty, at least, he should be com-
mended.

Too many politicians - and the election
is a year away! -

WarrenBeatty for president? Donald Trump? By the time they get out of office they
would have gone through four first ladies.

Pat Buchanan can't catch a break

What is the big deal lately? I have seen
enough junk on television about the presi-
dential elections to last me a lifetime. Forbes
this, Gore that, Beatty whatever.

The only problem is that the elections
aren't until November of the year 2000. That
is more than a year away!

Don't you think it's a little premature to
be discussing presidential hopefuls this early
in the race?
Iwas even surprised to even see the usu-

ally controversial "Politically Incorrect's"
Bill Maher talking about the presidential
race.

Citing that he doesn't normally talk about
presidential candidates so eariy, but if they
were willing to throw it out for all to see,
then he could then start his bashing.

Politics, it seems, has become one of the
largest businesses in the "free world" at least.

Imean, good old Bill and Hillary haven't
even gotten out of the White House, and they
must feel like everyone isjust trying to speed
up the process.
I guess it's kind of like talking about a

person's funeral, and they aren't even dead
yet.

My roommate is an avid Steve Forbes
supporter and an especially staunch Repub-
lican.

This doesn't really pose a problem, ex-
cept in the fact that I am not sure what I am,

In his new book, A Republic, Not an
Empire, Republican presidential hopeful Pat
Buchanan makes the argument that the
United States should have had no involve-
ment in World War I.

He contends that the United States had
no important national security interests in the
conflict and so should have stuck with a
policy of "isolationism."

Buchanan doesn't stop there. He goes
even further, saying that if the United States
had not been a participant in World War I,
then the war most likely would have ended
in a bloody stalemate.

So, Buchanan claims that World War II
would never have been fought because the
German people would not have had so much
fear and resentment of the Allies.

Thus, Adolf Hitler would not have had
the opportunity to rise to power by playing
upon the fear and anger of the German
people.

Needless to say, critics of Buchanan are
taking this opportunity to target this example
of "irrational" thinking in order to destroy
him as a presidential candidate.

Of course, if World War I did end in a
stalemate, as Buchanan suggests, then World
War II may very well have been averted. So,
are Buchanan's statements really that unbe-
lievable?

To the delight of his critics, Buchanan
also contends that after 1940, Nazi Germany
was no longer a threat to the United States.
Granted, that one is a little hard to swallow,
but it is still a legitimate point.

Perhaps the United States should have let
Nazi Germany and Communist Russia oblit-
erate one another, then swoop in to take com-
mand of the situation.

This could have prevented the long,

Edward Schultheis experiences
early presidential campaign

overload.

a Republican, a Democrat, or maybe even a
reform supporter.

Perhaps I'm a little bit of everything.
My roommate simply jokes that I am

going to hell because I am not a Republican.
Maybe he's not joking.
I thought it would be a hard enough de-

cision to choose between Gore and Bush.
Now, however, Ihave so many other choices
such as Forbes, Bradley, Buchanan, Beatty,
and Trump.

Oh wait, never mind, I was wrong, it's
still just Gore and Bush. Oh, where have you
gone Dan Quayle?

We need a simple person to cut through
all this madness. Maybe we can just have

Bill stick around for another four years.
Perhaps Hillary can just lake over for her

husband for the next eight years. By then
Chelsea will beold enough, and then she can
take over the family business.

It's not too realistic, but it would solve a
lot of political problems for sure.

The point is simple. There simply is too
much madness right now, and it's not even
election time.

Perhaps it's just that we love elections so
much that we want to start a whole year early .

Ryan Seavolt describes Pat
Buchanan's affected she present

political world.
drawn-out Cold War between the United
States and the Soviet Union from taking
place.

Although Pat Buchanan's statements are
somewhat hard to believe at times, they nev-
ertheless are legitimate arguments, whether
right or wrong.

However, instead of trying to combat
'these arguments with historical Jacts,
Buchanan's critics rely on accusations that
he is an anti-Semite.

This accusation stems from his opinion
that the United States need not have been
involved in the second world war. Michael
Kelly, a columnist for The Washington Post,
wrote an op-ed column in which he stated
that an anti-Semite supported Buchanan af-
ter Kelly had written critically of the politi-
cian in a previous article.

This statement implies that the only sup-
porters of Pat Buchanan are anti-Semites.

So, does it matter that Buchanan may
have one prejudiced supporter? I'm sure that
there are many bad, unsavory individuals out
there who support elected officials already
in office.

Seriously, could anyone with any moral
fortitude still support President Clinton af-
ter all of his immoral activity and bold-faced
lies to the American public?

The predicament that Buchanan's state-
ments have gotten him into may squash any
chance he has for a solid Independent run
for the Presidency, and especially for the
Republican nomination for President, even
ifhe were to miraculously make it to the New
Hampshire Primary and win.

N~vember 2000 is still more than a year
away.

So Gore moved to Nashville. So Bush did
inhale. So what?

This might be the first election r can vote
in, but I am sick and tired of seeing all this
junk this far away from the election.

My only consolation probably will be by
next year they won't have enough dirt on the
candidates to run a full story.

Oh nevermind, it's politics, what was I
thinking?

Buchanan's fellow Republicans are jump-
ing on the "hashing bandwagon" with the
front runner for the Republican nomination,
George W. Bush, and fellow GOP candidate
Elizabeth Dole, criticizing many of
Buchanan's writings.

Steve Forbes has also gotten in on the act,
berating Buchanan for his controversial opin-
ions.

However, Buchanan's fellow Republi-
cans probably did this more out of an attempt
to curry favor with the mainstream establish-
ment than to express their own views.

At present, it seems that everyone wants
to point their finger at Buchanan and boldly
proclaim that what he said is outrageous. It
doesn't seem as if anyone wants to try to
explain why Buchanan's statements are so
wrong.

It's hard to guess at the twists and turns
that history might have taken if a different
action were taken at a critical moment in the
past. However, at least Buchanan dares to
speculate on this, while most of his political
contemporaries seem content to cater only
to the political issues that will garner them
more votes.

Personally, I would not necessarily sug-
gest that the Republicans of this country vote
for Pat Buchanan. I, for one, intend to vote
for George W. Bush as our next president.

However, the American people should be
made aware that Pat Buchanan is a serious
politician with some well thought-out ideas.
Likewise, the press and rival politicians
should not criticize Buchanan so harshly, at
least not without attempting to make some
solid argument concerning the validity of his
statements.

After all, rampant accusation serves no
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WMC's choir director Eric Byrd releases debut album

Former WMC student and di-
rector of the Gospel Choir Eric
Byrd has just released his solo de-
but CD entitled, "The Fire
Within."

According to Byrd. he waited
so long to release an album be-
cause "it was a long time before
I realized I had anything legitimate
to say that would warrant a
record."

Byrd describes his style as a
combination of blues. gospel, and
contemporary jazz. This mixture.
rather than staying within anyone
style, simply "made the most
sense to me."

Musical inspiration came at the
early age of seven, after seeing
Ray Charles on TV. "I'd never
seen anything like Ray Charles in
my seven years of life. He has the
perfect marriage between his voice
and his instrument."

After watching Ray Charles
sing "Abraham, Martin and John,"
during a Martin Luther King Trib-
ute, Byrd decided he wanted to
play the instrument Ray Charles
did.

His family supported tlis love
for music. He began playing the
piano at eight years old when his
father brought one home.

Byrd remembers that after he
expressed his interest in the piano

to his father, the rest happened
quickly. "The piano was in our
house before my mother knew 'he
was going to buy it."

Byrd grew up in Willingboro,
NJ, which is "kind of a hip area to
be from." While at Willingboro
High School, a WMC admissions
representative described a school
that sounded perfect to Byrd.

He filled out an application for
early admission on the spot, the only
college application he filled out. His
decision to apply to WMC was, in
his mind, driven by a higher power.
"God has a sense of humor. God will
prepare you and order your steps."

He originally wanted to be a
journalist but "was distracted by
music." He played piano for the
first-ever WMC Jazz Night and
made a name for himself in the mu-
sic department.

After graduating in 1993, he was
recruited to come back to WMC in
1994 to direct the Gospel Choir. Ini-
tially, Byrd turned the job down be-
cause he did not think he was quali-
fied for it.

Eventually, when he was offered
a pass to park anywhere on campus,
he agreed to take the job. The new
responsibilities were difficult. In
Byrd's words. "It's not easy being
green."

Byrd's favorite parts of his role
as choir director are his students and
the ability of the music to create a
bond between everyone involved.

COURTESY OP ERIC SYRD

Byrd believes that music creates a bond between people and has lite
ability to changes lives.

lODY ULLERY

Fell1uresWriter

Ondercin wins accounting honor
The music is so important to friends and family to share the ex-

some of his students that they bring perience.

Recently, one more name was
added to the list of outstanding
people at WMC. Senior Lubomir
Ondercin, a business-economics
major who excels in accounting,
is the recipient of the "1999 Out-
standing Achievement in Account-
ing Award" given by the Maryland
Association of Certified Public
Accountants, Inc.

Ondercin was selected for this
award by Ms. Susan Milstein and
Ms. Sue Singer. Milstein chose
Ondercin over all other candidates
because "he is the best! 'He is an
outstanding accounting student
with a very high average in ac-
counting as well as in total GPA."

Ondercin dedicates his
achievement to "long hours over
the accounting books." He also ac-
knowledges the wide range of ac-
counting programs offered by
WMC for making him well pre-
pared for future employment in
accounting.

Ondercin is involved in many
community service projects as
well as several student organiza-
tions on campus.

He has been an active member
of the International Club for three
years. He recently joined Sigma
Phi Epsilon. He also volunteers to
do one of the most dreaded things
thai Americans must do each

spring.
Yes, that's right, he helps with

Glar-cipes!
Tips for making cool, fun foods at Glar

FRHM. KAROS

ContriblllingWrirer

1. Take one toasted pita or bagel,
and cover in pasta tomato sauce.

2, Sprinkle with cheese of your
choice, be it [eta from the salad
bar or deli cheese. .

3. Besides that, you can add just
about any combination of tasty
ingredients that you can think of,
except maybe bean sprouts.

Here are afew options;
lunch meat, pepperoni, peppers,
mushrooms, onions, olives.

4. Sprinkle with garlic powder
and oregano, which are at the
pasta bar.

5. To cook, either microwave it
or ask a Glar employee to place it
in the pizza oven.

Pasta Salad
1. Get plain pasta, found at the
pasta bar.

hopes to go to graduate school. Af-
tes graduation, he plans to move to
New York and work for an invest-
ment or accounting firm.

2. Sprinkle with cheese, and add
with any combination of the
following: shredded carrot,
tomato slices, onion, olives, deli
meat, cabbage.

The active Lubomir Ondercin caught in a rare moment a/relaxation

their income taxes! He is a partici-
pant of VITA, the Volunteer Income
Tax Assistance program.

In the distant future, Ondercin
3. Add dressing of your choice
from the salad btu; and toss.

Mothers, boyfriends, and soror-
ity sisters are all welcome to join
the group. Byrd's objective is to
"expose as many people to the mu-
sic as possible."

Byrd receives cards, letters, and
phone messages from students and
former students who feel that the
class is a life-changing experience.

He teaches his students to re-
spect what they sing because
"people fought. bled, and died writ-
ing this ... we have a high moral
sense of responsibility to uphold
the standards of the music."

Eric Byrd performs the first
weekend of every month at "Cha-
meleon" on Main S1. in Westmin-
ster.

His Gospel Choir has a concert
Dec. 4 in Alumni Hall at 7:30 pm.
To hear more from Byrd, purchase
his CD at the WMC Book Store for
$12.

Or, visit his web site htlp:1I
www.ericbyrd.com to download
music samples and order the CD.

Interested in Phoenix
subscription?

Contact lenifer Sirkis at
410-751-8600

or
email us at

phoenix@wmdc.edu
Subscriptions are
$15 per year.

Fruit and Cream
I. Mix canned peaches. pears, or
apples from thefruil bar with
honey, which isfound in the hot
beverage area.

2. Then pour regular or flavored
creamer over the top. You can
also squeeze lemon juice over the
cream, but be aware that this will
make the cream chunky.

3. Lastly, sprinkle with cinna-
mon, which is located at the pasta
bar.

Fizzy Yogurt
Cooler
1. Pour soda of choice over a
glass offrozen yogurt, ice cream,
or sherbert.

Caffeine Cooler
I. Mix coffee, chocolate ice
cream, creamer, and a packet of
sugar.

Angel Food
Surprise
I. Pour creamer over a slice of
angel food or other unfrosted
cake.

2. Sprinkle with cinnamon.

http://www.ericbyrd.com
mailto:phoenix@wmdc.edu
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America" Beauty is the full-length fea-
ture film debut of theater director Sam

Rat's Web by Anne Butler
Ah, the SO's. Most of us grew up in that

decade. And most of us grew up with the
cartoons of the 80's. Now you can relive
those days through the World Wide Web. I
now present Part I of the Teens series:

sa's Toons!
"He-Man" is the preeminent cartoon from

the early and mid-SO's. It made over a bil-
lion dollars in its five year rise to the top.
The effeminate Prince Adam turns into the
manly He-Man and battles the evil Skeletor.
This also includes She-Ra information.

He-man.org - Great site, tons of info
http://www.he-man.org

The He-Man Page - has some of the cheesy
morals, but not as much info
'http://w w w. s pea k eas y. 0 r g/- 0 h h I
heman.htm

Cringer's He-Man Site - Doesn't look like
much, but great info
hUp:llwww.west.ga_neU-eterniaIHe-manl
he-man.html

And who can forget those anthropomor-
phic feline wonders, the "Thundercats"?

Erin's Thundercats Stuff! - sounds too!
http://members.xoom.com/aqxsd0927/
tcatslindex.html

ThunderCat's Obsession - nifty stuff!
http://www_seas.columbia.edu/-ecm191
teats.html

The Starlight Jukebox - a complete collec-
tion of the songs from Jem
http://www.pangea.cal-rudge/jem.htrnl

Ah, and those blue wonders the Smurts.
Who can forget their homogenous look and
their specialized use of the term, smurfy?

Beth's SmurfHomepage -lots of pies of toys
and others.
http://www.geocities.comffelevisionCity/
SeU41511

SmurfDew - the Aftennath of the Show
http://internettrash.com/users/smurfdew/
insrnurf.html

And here are some links to some other
shows of the sa's, "GI Joe," "Fat Albert,"
"Inspector Gadget," and "Rainbow Brite."

The Ultimate GI Joe Cartoon Website - lots
and lots of info!
http://www.geocities.comffelevisionCity/
SeU15771

Fat Albert's Hood -Iots of nice stuff, includ-
ing icons
http://www.geocities.comffelevisionCity/
Network/l84~

Go Go Gadget - find out what Dr. Claw re-
ally looked like!
h Up :llgogoga d get. s im plene t.coml
index2.htrnl

Welcome to Rainbow Land! - nice info and
One of the preeminent girls' shows was lots of pies

the rocking hit, "Jerri and the Holograms." http://rnernbers.aol.com/cakkari/
Fighting the evil Misfits and a corrupt record rbindex.html
executive, Jerrica became the glamorous
Jem, using her special hologram earrings and
an intelligent computer.

Hollywood Jem - nice page. lots of info
http://www.geocities.comffelevisionCity/
92521page3.htrnl

Weird-AssSite of the Issue
Tombstone Alley - supporting the weird-ass
horror of Hollywood
hUp:llhome.earthlink.neU-vondreckl

WMC Entertainment Box
WMC Shuttle
Schedule

No car?
No problem.
You no longer need to spend all

weekend stuck in your donn room. The
WMC shuttle will begin Saturday, Sep-
tember 18 and run every Saturday dur-
ing the semester. with the exception of
fall and Thanksgiving break. Accord-
ing to Terry Page in College Activities,
the shuttle will pick students up in front pm
of Campus Safety beginning at 12:00
pm. There will be a pick-up every hour
until the last pick-up at 9:00 pm.

The shuttle will drop off and pick
up students at the following locations:
Main Street in Westminster, Cranberry pm
Mall, Owings Mills Metro. and Owings
Mills Mall. There is no need for a res-

Take advantage of this service to
you. You may never be stuck in your
donn room again. For any questions,
call 1.765.

Local Movie
Theaters

Local Movie Theaters:

Hoyt's Cranberry Mall, Westminster:
Phone: (410) 857-1410
Prices: Adults are $6.00 before 6:00

& $7.75 after 6:00 pm

General Cinema, Owings Mills:
Phone: (443) 384-ooSI
Prices: Adults are $5.00 before 6:00

& $8.00 after 6:00 pm

Movie Reviews: Three Kings
and American Beauty

JENN Ross AND ERIN JERNIGAN

Senior writers

The ihought of George Clooney, Mark
Wahlburg, and Ice Cube in a film together
alone was enough to drive us to the theater.
When we got there, we were pleasantly sur-
prised by the depth and strength of the film.

Three Kings is a story about soldiers who
did not see enough action in Desert Storm,
and who stumble across a way to get rich
and see action at the same time. by stealing
the gold Saddam Hussein stole from the
Kuwaitis. Their plans are drastically altered
by the atrocities they witness on their mis-
sion, ard the main characters awaken to their
humanity.

The humanity in the film is what is so
striking. Every character is developed to the
point that the audience cares what happens
to him. and the motivation of the bad guys is
tangible and clear. For an action film, the
violence is minimal and necessary, and each
killing is handled with grave remorse.

The director went to great lengths to find
appropriate scenery to simulate the flatness
of Iraq and the mountains of Iran. The ter-
rain, coupled with the realistic portrayal of
modem wartime army life. made the film' hit
home.

This movie proves that a story can be
successful even without an obligatory ro-
mance. Viewers are instead awed by the po-
tential for human greatness in the face of op-
pression.

It is hard to say more without giving away
the plot. except that the audience should walk
away with some new ideas about Iraq and
the role of the press in the Gulf War.

.Grade· B+ It could have been an A if
Marky Mark had dropped his shorts.

Mendes.
His use of interesting camera perspec-

tives and effects work to build plot and char-
acters.

Instead of the typical Hollywood movie
structure. Mendes' novice eye creates a style
that is artistic and fresh.

For a guy who hasn't spent much time
behind a camera, "he uses the camera to ex-
press emotion and give the viewer an inside
look into the minds of his characters.

Annette Benning, Kevin Spacey, and
Thora Birch are a family that make you won-
der about the people next door.

The plot delves into the frightening world
of white, upper-middle class suburbia by ad-
dressing some of the most important Ameri-
can issues today: sex, violence. drugs, and
family relationships.

Spacey plays a bored and detached forty-
something father who doesn't see his mid-
life crisis as a crisis because he has nothing
to lose by following his every whim.

Proof of his rebirth is depicted in his tran-
sition to a high-flying rock and roller. He is
having fun for the first time in a long time,
and it is exciting to watch. Spacey is by all
means the star of the show.

He is comple~ented by his equally dis-
turbed wife and-daughter, who are defined
by their flaws. Benning, as the wife, is clearly
off her rocker. The daughter may not have a
prayer, considering her parents.

As much fun as it is to watch other
people'S craziness, this movie will make you
fear what evil lurks behind closed doors.

Grade: A You'U"ever look at red roses
the same way again

Classified
Travel

SPRING BREAK 2000
withSTS-

Join America's #1 Student
Tour Operator to Jamaica,
Mexico, Bahamas, Cruises,

and Florida.

Now hiring on-campus reps.
Call 1-800-648-4849
or visit online @

www.ststravel.com

ervation, and the shuttle operates on a Lowes Valley Center 9, Owings Mills:
first come, first serve basis. Phone: (410) 3634194

Prices: Adults are $5.00 before 6:00
pm 8i $7.7) after 6:"00 pm

Personal

PREGNANT?
FREE CONFIDENTIAL

PREGNANCY
TESTING & CARING

COUNSELING
HELP 1-800·521-5530

CONTINUE EDUCATION
AND CAREER,

THE NURTURI!';G NET·
WORK

800·866·4666

ACT NOW! GET THE
BEST SPRING BREAK

PRICES!
South Padre, Cancun, Ja-

maica, Bahamas, Acapulco,
Florida & Mardigras. Reps
needed ... Travel Free, Earn
$$$ Group Discounts for

-, 6+.
800-838-82031

www.LEISUREIOURS.COM

He. Wanted

Immediate Openings!

Students earn $375/$575
weekly processing/assem-

bling medical LD. cards from
your home. Experience

unnecessary ... we train you!
Call MediCard

1-541-386-5290, ext. 300

http://www.he-man.org
http://hUp:llwww.west.ga_neU-eterniaIHe-manl
http://members.xoom.com/aqxsd0927/
http://www_seas.columbia.edu/-ecm191
http://www.pangea.cal-rudge/jem.htrnl
http://www.geocities.comffelevisionCity/
http://internettrash.com/users/smurfdew/
http://www.geocities.comffelevisionCity/
http://www.geocities.comffelevisionCity/
http://rnernbers.aol.com/cakkari/
http://www.geocities.comffelevisionCity/
http://www.ststravel.com
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.Jenn and Erin travel to Baltimore: 'Day trip ideas
JENN Ross AND ERIN JERNIGAN The Walters Hours are 10:00 am Admission is only $4 for stu- IfYDU don't get there early, you where you can test your skill on oneSenior Writers until 4:00 pm Tuesday through Fri- dents with ID, so make sure to may have to wait up 10 an hour and of their. many simulated sports

day, and 1 (:00 am until 5:00 pm bring yours if you want to save a a half for a table. games. Game cards can be pur-
Just for you, we went to Balti- Saturday and Sunday. couple of extra bucks. Never fear, because you can ei- chased in increments of $5 for 15

more City. You, too, can have an On Saturday, be sure to take ad- We made the transition from art ther explore the one hundred-plus game points.
adventure - just follow our lead. vantage of free admission from to film when we stopped in the In- stores in the mall, or if you're over Most games are 15 to 20 points

Get a map of Baltimore City at 11:00 am until I :00 pm. The mu- ner Harbor to watch part of the tap- 21, have appetizers and drinks at per hour or half-hour of play _
the Information Desk, and make seum is closed on Monday. ing of a new John Waters film. the bar. yes, some games do last that long.
your own fun day trip. The Walters had our artistic Speaking of waters, we had We, of course, chose to shop. If sports are not your thing,

We decided to. start with high juices flowing so much that we de- great fun at the National Aquarium Who can pass up spending quality travel over to Fell's Point for shop-
culture and work our way down. cided to continue exploring high in Baltimore watching the fish time and money at J. Crew, Bath & ping or other recreational activities.

Our first stop was the Walters culture at the Baltimore Museum swim and the dolphins play in the Body Works, and the Gap? There are many unique gift
Art Gallery, located at 600 N. of Art (BMA), located on Art Mu- new "Coastal Connections" dol- Once we were seated at the shops and clothing stores. Music
Charles Street. The $3 student ad- seum Drive and North Charles St. phin show. Cheesecake Factory, we knew why lovers must be sure not to miss the
mission price was a small price to Most of our time was spent ad- You should be sure not to miss we had to wait. This popular res- Sound Garden. which has a large
pay for all the treasures the Walters miring the works of Monet. Renior, "Venom: Striking Beauties," an taurant serves over two hundred selection of new and used CD's, in-
holds. and Maner in the "Faces oflmpres- exhibit featuring venomous snakes, dishes, ranging from pasta, sea- eluding hard-to-find favorites in

The Walters boasts many spec- sionism" .exhibit, which will be spiders, and fish, because it will food, steak, sandwiches, and of every genre.
tacular works of art. Start off in the showing until January 2000. only be around for a few more course their delicious cheesecake. As far as the bars go, take your ,_,;,Palazzo, where you will find an Another exhibit you should be months. They make over 35 different pick. Make sure to stop in at Maxi's
overview of the history of world sure to visit is "Robes of Deliver- Admission to the Aquarium is varieties of cheesecake! Most on Broadway which has 143 beers
art. ance: Ritual Garments of the Bud- $14, but well worth it. tables enjoy a scenic harbor view. on tap. Just be sure not to go alone,

From there move 0" the dhists Priests of Japan," which will Hours of operation are Sunday If you don't get a window seat, the and be responsible.
Hakerman House, also known as be showing until the end of Febru- through Thursday from 9:00 am un- soft art deco decor makes a sooth- After such a jam-packed day of
the Asian Art Wing, which holds ary 2000. til 5:00 pm, Friday from 9;00 am ing backdrop for your meal. excitement, you will surely be tired
Chinese, Japanese, and Korean art. The BMA is open Tuesday and until 8:00 pm, and Saturday from Come prepared, as it is easy to and maybe out of cash.
The Hakennan House also includes Wednesday from II :00 am until 9:00 am until 6:00 pm get tempted to splurge. The aver- if you take the WMC shuttle,
a cafe and a gift shop. 5:00 pm and Thursday through Sat- All this culture and fun was age price for most meals is $1 0, but make sure to get back to the Ow-

Beginning October 2&, you can urday from 11:00 am until 9:00pm. making us hungry, so we walked the portions are so large you will ings Mills Metro station before
experience art from the Middle Sunday hours are from 11;00 am over to the Cheesecake Factory 10- surely need a doggie bag. 9:00 pm or else you will be
Ages through Monet in the "Vive until 6:00 prn, and the museum is cated in the Gallery shops of the You can bum off the extra calo- "S.O.L."
la France" exhibit. closed 011 Monday and Tuesday. Inner Harbor. Ties by walking over to ESPN Zone

JON BEARN.

Peu/ilresWrirer

Baltimore's Center Stage presents a truly ideal Husband

In the beginning of 1895, Os

cn: Wil,d; reac~ed !~~crest of his
brrltiant career. Simultaneousf y,
Wilde's The Importance of Being
Earnest and An Ideal Husband ten
againsteach.other, with both draw-
ing large numbers at the box office.

As the year progressed, he lost
everything. Scandal arose as Wilde
was accused of, and later convicted
for, homosexuality. He spent the
next two years in a penitentiary
doing hard labor.

An Idea It Hl~sband, one of
Wilde's most skillful and some-
what prophetic works, is currently
being shown at Center Stage.

The play opens with a dinner
party at the home of the nationally
renowned politician, Sir Robert
Chiltern (John C. Vannema), whose
popularity resides with his spotless
reputation.

Mrs. Cheveley (Mari Nelson)
comes uninvited to the party and
attempts to blackmail Sir Robert.
. In her possession is a letter that
shows that Sir Robert's fortune
comes directly from a shady deal-
ing in his youth.

Sir Robert's dear friend, Lord
Goring (David Adkins), attempts to
diffuse the situation.

Goring tries to talk Mrs.
Cheveley out of blackmailing, to
make Lady Chiltern's (Olivia
Birkelund) accept a flaw in her
ideal husband and fix his own love
life as well.

An Ideal Husband shows that
the limelight of the public arena has
always been blinding, with few
skeletons ever staying in the closet.

Wilde's play, under the direc-
tion of Irene Lewis, is an amazing

COURTESY OF CENTER STAGE

Shown here are two characters/rom An Ideal Husband, which is highlighted by good acting.

success.
Maryland's own David Adkins,

fresh off an appearance in this
summer's Pierce Brosnan film Tho-
mas Crown Affair, shows remark-
able poise and pulls off the lovable
Lord Goring in grand fashion.
Olivia Birkelund's exquisite
beauty, quick wit, and calm nature

prove to be a major boon to the pro-
duction as well.

She saved the cast from two po-
tentiaily hairy situations, including
one in which she smoothly con-
cealed the loss of a bundle of her
hair during a show by nonchalantly
putting it in her pocket.

The other occasion came when

her shawl became entangled with
the buttons on Vannema's vest.
Birkelund gracefully embraced
Vannema while unsnarling her ap-
parel from the vest.

Her credits include Soul Man,
Private Parts, and Universal's up-
coming The Bone Collector.

Key to the success of the show

were stunning supporting perfor-
mances.

Laurence O'Dwyer (Travels
with my Aunt, A Midsummer's
Night Dream. A.~ YOIILike It) re-
turns once again to nearly stoat the
show with his complementary role
as Lord Goring's marriage-preach-
ing father.

John C. Vennema tackles his
role as the moral Sir Robert
Chiltern with great mastery.

His credits include a number of
Broadway roles as well as appear-
ances on New York Undercover.

Other performances worth of
mention were Mart Nelson's risque
Mrs. Cheveley, Oliver's stunning
portrayal of Dog, and a wonderful
instrumental duet of Bozena
Jedrzejczak on harpsichord and
Bruno Nasta on violin.

Over a hundred years later,
Wilde'sAn Ideal Husband not only
is pertinent politically, but it also
grips us with its cmotional story of
people coming to terms with (heir
mistakes. Ienthusiastically recom-
mend seeing it.

'fley! The Phoenix
'(lasstudent
reative writing

pn the next page.
'f you want to be
published in the
!Phoenix, contact
r'larah at x8386
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of hate.

Spotlight on WMC's creative talent: two campus writers
Traffic/ Time/

"You'll stop traffic, kid," they said. And "forth. as the faded blue woman hit her brake
with her bouncy blond hair, her big green and her gas, Karen motioned for her to go
eyes, and her long, lean body. she never through. smiling at (he old lady's confusion.
doubted it. The man in the white Neon was begin-

When she was 15, a heavy black woman ning to crawl out into the single lane behind
in a pink suit stopped her in the library and the blue Buick, but Karen pulled her lips
handed her a hot pink business card. She was down in a large, almost theatrical frown, and
looking for models. Her father almost motioned for him to stop.
laughed at the woman, as he explained, He rolled down his window and gave her
"Karen is not the modeling type." the finger. She tried to look at something else,

Karen's momentary flattery faded. She tried to become very interested in something
had not seen her father in years. They had a else very quickly, but the skin around her fin-
difference of opinion, of... lifestyle. ger nails was not nearly as distracting as the

Now, she sneered sarcastically, blocking way the man began gesturing to her. She
-~ the sunlight as it screamed at her hotly from rolled her eyes at him, and watched. He

the roofs df cars. "I'll stop traffic," she didn't do any new ones. The 'same old per-
thought, bitterly. verted finger signs that she always saw. Some

Faintly, she heard a whistle blowing in other miscellaneous jock sat in the passen-
the distance, from around the comer, where ger seat, laughing and prodding his buddy
she could not see her counterpart leaning on with an elbow.
his sign behind the trees. She had forgotten "Baby, Baby," he said out the window,
to check her watch, and the empty road was his mirrored sunglasses settled on the bridge
searing in the sunlight while impatient New of his bulging nose, beneath his short brown
Jersey drivers began beating on their horns. hair. She wondered ifhe was a football player

She stood up straighter, put two hands on or some sort of athlete. He might not have
the pole, careful not to scratch the deep red been. She really had no reason to think he
acrylic on her nails, and turned the sign was. "Whatayadoin' Baby, not lettin me go?"
around, letting cars skim over the rough She ignored him.
gravel roadway and around the comer. "I'm talkin to ya, Baby." She knew she

She wondered how long she was stand- shouldn't answer. "1 just wanna know why
ing there, lost in her own head, forgetting to you wouldn't let me go? My grandfather's

That was where she went wrong, when she started
forfeiting her impulses ....

Lisa Dale Van Auken

change the red to green. She guessed it was
somewhere around six months now.

People were always rude on the road-
ways. They were so impatient. She heard the
sound of their horns come wailing up from

..-0. the valley as they sat in their cars in the bit-
ing August sun.

Wiping grimy brown sweat off her fore-
head, she squinted as the different' kinds of
cars rolled slowly by. Teenagers paraded
past, with their proud thumping bass boost-
ers and their windows down because they
could not afford air conditioning in their cars.

Others swatted at the air, trying to silence
their clumpy haired children who tackled
each other in the back seat. The suits drove
single-handedly past her, their heads set
askew of their shoulders as they tried to bal-
ance their cells phones.

"I should have been there. I should have
a cell phone," she said out loud, not bother-
ing to confine the thought to her mind. It
didn't matter if she talked to herself. Noone
knew her. They were only passing. "I should
have been there."

But she wasn't there, she reminded her-
self. She would have been four years out of
school by now, but she had forgone college
to follow the Dead. And it was great: it was
long, long nights, the sweet smell of grass,
the high moon hanging like a spotlight over
the horrible black wall of speakers, and the
incredible people who befriended her no
matter what she said her name was that night.

It was great, but it wasn't really impres-
sive on her resume.

She was daydreaming, again. The whistle
had called, and the beeping on her watch had
been going off for a while, but she didn't hear
it. She has been late again. She flipped the
sign around in her hand quickly, confusing
an old woman who was already half way into
the construction zone.

While the rusty blue car jerked back and

Jay Levy

sick, and his house is on fire, and f have to
walk my dog ... at church, so I gotta go
through. D'ya have a reason to be a bitch?
It's just one more freakin car."

But it's not, she thought. It's every car.
She could have stopped anywhere. Why
him? She could have not let the old woman
through. Why did she? She could have gone
to college? Should she have listened to her
father? She watched the minute hand with
excruciating care, praying softly to someone
that the seconds would speed by just a little
quicker.

"Hey bitch, why don't you come and sit
over here with me, there's plenty of room on
my lap."

Now the other man, the one in the blue
polo shirt and the baseball cap, was throw-
ing a few punches at her. She wondered why
she didn't defend herself. This was her job.
Her job. It was what she had to do. Or did
she?

Years ago she used to feel so high, and
so low, but at least it was something. It was
more than indifference. It was passion. That
was where she went wrong, when she started
forfeiting her impulses, trading her whims
for small securities.

With a charismatic gesture, she threw the
stop sign down. It fell like a tree, with a sharp
cracking slap to the pavement. It was a sat-
isfying insult, to her mindless job, the sear-
ing pavement, and the hecklers, who were
still wagging their tongues out of the win-
dows like dogs licking the wind.

"You wanna go?" she stared at the boys.
"Go." Let them get in an accident. She didn't
care that they were suddenly silenced.

She wasn't proud or happy. She didn't
look back. She was still unsure, but at least,
she was being herself, which was more than
a machine that rotates a pole every four min-
utes. It was a start. And maybe this time, she
would make it more than just a whim.

''Time ... what does it all mean? How does
it effect a single soul, or rather, ail life? What
lies beyond- a great and endless expanse?

"Nothingness, a void? Questions, ques-
tions with no answers, just more questions.
Each one racing through my head, more com-
plex than the than before. How can I solve
anything in this state, in this time?

"I have no idea.
The answers won't come."
Time flew by in seconds, but la~ted an

eternity.
"What can I do," he said aloud.
No answer came.
"Lovely, no one else knows of a solution

either."
His tone of voice was cynical; he was try-

ing to upset his environment. His name was
Kozoxs; Sir Longworth was what he wished
to be called. His ancient face showed pain
and mass suffering, not age.

Long nights without sleep caused circles
to crawl up underneath his grayish eyes.
Snow colored hair trickled down the front
of his chin, appearing to be neatly combed
and trimmed. His bald head glinted with a
dull green hue, partly from the ceiling above.

Longworth simply sat and sipped his tea.
The herb-soaked liquid was hot. It burned
his tongue and scorched the back of his
mouth as he drank. Yet he hardly noticed.
He held onto the cup like a squid grasping
his pray, shrugging the burning sensations
in his mouth away.

His voice erupted, "What?" He snickered
at his own remark, but still no answer arose
from around him.

The coffee shop in which he sat had a
natural look. The use of greens, browns, and
tans reminded him of so many places that
he'd seen and visited.

The colors brought back so many memo-
ries; he remembered being the send voice in
jefferson's ear as the American Constitution
was written; he remembered being at
McKinley's side as the last few words slipped
from his lips; but mostly, the memories of
sitting on Gettysburg Hill, before the great
battle, jumped to the front of his mind.

He saw great death that day, more than
in his entire life. The pain still haunts him;
he should have fixed it; why oh why did he
let the battle rage on ...

"What a horrid time, but at least now its
over, at least for them," he murmured. Sud-
denly, he stopped, smiled and continued.
"You know you're all right. Nothing ... that's
right, nothing is the answer. I can only hope
that isn't all there is, however."

He stopped at sipped his tea once more.
People gathered here from all around, to read,
to write or just to socialize. Longworth
placed his tea down, and sat back in his chair,
stretching his muscles and glaring over the
crowd. He noticed that lack of spirit from
the group, all was quiet and still. However,
he continued aloud.

"What is there for me? I have done so
much in my life, influenced more than my
rightful share, and because of my meddling
have caused events to which I cannot speak,
or brought about times of great peace, hap-
piness and prosperity.

"I've travelled the world over on many
occasions, on the Viking ships that conquered
the Celtics, on the mighty Mayflower that

. founded this very land. Even on the com-
fortable cruise ship that lost its tragic fight
with an famed iceberg.

"Why, I've even travelled off this rock

of a planet, to other planes of existence not
yet known to man. I've walked on the dusty
terrain of the white moon; on the scorching
surface of our star; I froze in the polar caps
of Mars, only to be thawed at the end of the
universe. Cruel gods .... "

His voice trailed off as he once again
looked at his tea. "So, I ask again, what is
there forme?"

He lifted his head at glanced at the oppo-
site wall. Still no answer. He noticed a pic-
ture, a painting of a wondrous creature form
space.

"Are we alone?" he thought.
"No." His tone was both sarcastic and full

"The damn universe will never be alone.
Hate, fear, love, pain, all and each will sus-
tain life ... and death."

He rose from his chair and pushed it in,
gabbed his cane and left the half-full cup of
tea. Longworth's table was the last in the
store, and he would have to wade through ,
the crowd to reach the exit. Again the crowd
didn't move. In fact they didn't move any-
more, and lord knows when they would
again.

Violent corpses lay at the tables, each in
their original chairs. Most lay hunched over,
their blood thick on the tables and floors.
Peaceful, in a way. Some bodies lie back in
their chairs, eyes showing torment and pain.
Others had faces not even death could look
upon. All hair was the same color of white,
along with the color of the pale, bloodless
skin.

Longworth simply walked through and
held out an old, yet strong hand to open the
door. It seemed the old man had not noticed
what was there, but he did.

In his time he had become immune to
the effect of the dead; the images no longer
played disgustingly over in his mind. No, his
uneasiness was lost to him during the sec-
ond of earth war, during the time of the Ho-
locaust. Insensitivity to death was a hard
thing to gain, but for Longworth it was about
time. He paused.

"Can anyone help me? Does anyone
know the answers?" He turned, searching for
an answer one last time. All he received was
the image of the recently dead.

"I guess not."
Sighing, he opened the door. However,

the cold hand of the afterlife wasn't through
its fatal mission yet. Longworth turned again.

Eyes. Evil eyes stared through empty
corpses. Each dead being sat upright, head
turned to meet the gaze of the leaving im-
mortal. A green hue erupted from the empty
sockets, the green color of death.

Mouths moved in slow, bulky gestures.
Voices of the dead sounded, all with sadness,
screaming and with no rhythm. Longworth
heard enough.

So he turned away from the petrifying
stare, then glanced again. The bodies had
returned to their living state. Their artificial
afterlife was gone. They were lucky; they
were not beyond Longworth's help, even if
they couldn't help him. Their artificial after-
life was gone.

"Alas, no. Questions remain, answers are
lost. Time has been wasted here. I must travel
elsewhere now; my questions must be an-
swered."

With those words, Kozoxs continued his
journey.

To where, or what time remains a ques-
tion yet to be answered.



Reversal of Fortunes In The NFL,
Yankees and Red Sox Play Back-
yard Ball

Hello again, sports fans, and
welcome to the latest installment
of my rather headstrong rantings
and rumblings about the world of
pro-athletics known as "The
Sports View."

First, let's take a look at the
NFL. This is a season with more
twists and turns then that stretch
of 1-79 outside of Flinstone,
Maryland. Who would have
guessed that the only team unde-
feated thus far would be the ... St.
Louis Rams?!?!

In a twist that alludes to the
apparent coming of the apoca-
lypse, the Rams, who have lost
over 95 times in 1990's, are now
the most dominant team in the
league.

It is not like the Rams are
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The Sports View
barely getting by either; this team CHRISANAST.-\SIA Remember playing baseball in
has been the beneficiary of many a Assl. SPQrI.fEditor your backyard as a kid? Whenever
lopsided score this year. Now I we did not have enough players, we
know what you're thinking, "this would have advised anyone, and would use "ghost runners." You
is just the outcome of some poor everyone, to put their money on ei- know, as place fillers that would be
schlub selling his soul to the devil ther the Broncos or the Falcons to only able to move up if knocked in

by a human hit.
Well, I bring this up because ap-

parently the Red Sox: are using
ghosts runners in their American
League Championship Series
against the New York Yankees.
Icould tell because the Yankees

can seemingly tag mid-air and
cause an out. The only way I can
explain this is due to Boston's use
of ghost runners.

It is this or the umpires are
grossly negligent in their calls in
this series, and we know American
League umpires are always flaw-
less, right. .. right?

Well, that's about it for this in-
stallment of "The Sports View," but
before Igo, I want to send out some

tional, leading the Lady Terrors
to their second best overall finish
ever and their best since 1991.

Krebs finish was the best in-
dividual performance since the
silver metal win by Kendra
Weible in 1991.

The team's overall standing
was also helped by sophomores
Diana Pool in 27th place and
Jayne Karotow in 28th place.

The WMC men's cross-coun-
try team came in 26th out of 28
teams at the Dickinson lnvita-
tional. Senior Brendan
Henderson finished I 20th of215
to lead the Terrors.

ing to eventual champion Franklin match-ups to Baldwin-Wallace 3-
and Marshall in the semifinals and 2 (15-12, 7-15, 15-11, 13-15,5-15)
Lycoming in the consolation round. and to RIT 3-1 (12-15, 15-12,9-

The Terror called on freshmen 15, 13-15).
Kate Wall and Abby Barnett to re- Drumgoole had 24 kills and Jes-
place Bray. Wall recorded 28 kills sica Rouse had 51 assists in the
in the two victories, while Barnett tournament.

had 17. The Terror continued its domi-
Franklin and Marshall swept the nance of Notre Dame by running

Terror 3-0 (15-13,15-13,15-6). its series record to 29-0 with a lop-
Lycoming did the same by a score sided defeat at Notre Dame. The
of 15-7,15-12,15-10. Terror swept the match 3-0 (15-3,

Honesty Drumgoole, who re- 15-1,15-5).
corded 15 kills in the win over East- Bray recorded 10 digs and Wall
em, was the lone Terror to make had 12 kills, while Drumgoole led
the all-tournament team. the team with 13 kills in the con-

Earlier in the reporting period, test.

in order to see his or her team have
one great season. (Very "Damn
Yankees". style for all you Broad-
way fans out there.)
I think it is just the outcome of

a good coach like St. Louis's Dick.
Vermeil being allowed to build a
contending team from the ground
up without any meddling from the
front office and with the support of
the fans.

Ravens fans take heart, maybe
you to can be the like the Rams
someday. (I believe that is the First
time I ever advised anyone to be
"like the Rams." Jeez, what is this
world coming to anyway?)

Speaking of advising people
about football, before the season, I

win the Superbowl this year.
In a strange bit of irony that only

a masochist would appreciate, both

get well wishes to Darren
Drozdoc.

Known as "Droz" in the
WWF wrestling organization, this
former stand-out at the University
of Maryland and former member
of the Denver Broncos, was in-
jured during a match a few weeks
ago.

In this match, Drozdoc sus-
tained injuries to his neck and
spine and has lost feeling in his
lower body and legs.

Drozdoc is said to be con-
scious and in good spirits and will
be soon entering rehab for his in-
juries. Doctor are still unsure
whether the paralysis will be per-
manent or not.

I think I speak for all readers
of this column when I send out
prayers and wishes for a speedy
and full recovery to Drozdoc and
his family. Until next time, Iwill
see you in the cheap seats.

these teams are experiencing some
terrible luck that is making winning
a game difficult.

Both teams have lost their star
running backs to injuries and have
had to rely upon inexperienced
back-up quarterbacks due to the
retirement or injury of the starters
from last year.

Nobody could have seen the fall
of these teams to have happened so
soon after their success. If there is
to be a lesson learned from this, it
is that any team must have capable
back-ups at all skill positions in
today's era of constant injuries.

Cross Country runs to
a national ranking

of 238 at the Dickinson lnvita-

Volleyballvictorious
despite key injury

the Terror fell to Gettysburg 3-0
(15-10,15-10,15-5). Wall had 14
kills, and Drumgoole had 15 in the

The Green Terror volleyball defeat.
team finished fourth at its own tour- The team had a decent showing

at theluniata invitational, splitting
four matches. The Terror defeated
Grove City 3-1 (15-4, 15-12,7-15,
15-8). Earlier, the Terror had a
come-from-behind win over
SUNY-Brockport 3-2 (16-14, 3-15,
13-15,15-7,15-10).

The Terror lost their first two

MIKE YESTRAMSKI

Sporrs Editor

For the first time in school his-
tory, the Western Maryland Col-
lege women's cross-country team
earned national ranking as they
received the number five spot in
the NCAA Mideast region
coaches' poll.

The top three teams in this
poll go to the national champion-
ships on November 20. The team
has won three of their five invi-
tational this year. Sophomore Jill
Krebs has set school records, win-
ning three goal medals and two
silvers this season.

Krebs finished fifth in a field

MIKE YESTRAMSKI

Spons Edirar

nament, partly due to an injury suf-
fered by all-leaguer Brianne Bray.

Bray injured her ankle in a first
round 3-1 win over Bridgewater
(15-8,9-15, 15-6, 15-12) and sat
out the rest of the tournament.

The Terror defeated Eastern 3-
0(15-13,15-12,15-IO)beforefall-

Men's Soccer Buzzes Beaver, 3-0
MIKE Y.::STRAMSKI Goalie Ryan Defibaugh re- had goals for the Terror.

Sports £tliwr corded another shutout in a 3-0 vic- The Terror also dropped games
The men's soccer team fell to tory over Beaver College at home. to Franklin and Marshall, 1-0, and

Johns Hopkins by a score of 5-0. Wolf, Bowles, and Tom Long all to Gettysburg, 3-0.
The Terror never even challenged
Hopkins goalie Charles Huang, as
Huang had no saves in the shutout
win.

Earlier, the Terror shut out
Albright 2-0.

Jon Pitonzo, a senior playing his
first year of collegiate soccer, came
off the bench 10 break the lie early
in the second half with his first col-
legiate goal.

Captain Ryan Bowles added the
second goal late in the game.

Swarthmore upset the Terror at
home a few weeks back by a score
of 3-2. Darren Wolf and Charlie;e:;~:~had goals for the Terror in A Ter~or kicks his way 10 a team victory.

The Adventures of Captain Condom & Private Parts

PHIL'S PLACE
Bar & Grill

00
OPEN 0
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The Phoenix Spotlight: Beth Blasi
more. ning streak and a tie for first

In the 6-0 victory, Blasi reg- place in the conference.
istered her fourth career hat Her goals include helping

GREG LEJ)ERER

SlaifWriler

Since she was a child, Beth
Blasi has played soccer. At first,
she didn't like the span, but it
has grown on her.

It is a good thing for West-
ern Maryland's soccer learn thai
she stuck with it.

The Columbia, Maryland,
product was the conference co-
player of.rhe year in 1997, and
is having anothe-r incredible
season.

She has already been named
the Centennial Conference
player of the week twice and

-::' has received many accolades in
her four years on the woman's
soccer team.

Many of her achievements
were exemplified on an October
7 home game against Swarth-

trick and set a school record
with at least one goal in eight
consecutive games.

Her play goes beyond per-
sonal goals as the team set two
school record with its eighth
consecutive win and fifth shut-
out in a row.

According to Blasi, she
loves the fast pace and intensity
of the game.

Many fans see her as an ag-
gressive, fast player, which is
evident in her league leading
fourteen goals this season.

Her influence goes beyond
the scorer's book, as shown by
the team's success this season.

She says that the team is
very young, but is enjoying a
school record eight game_win-

the team continue their current
success and possibly the NCAA
championships down the road.

She doesn't have a favorite
game or moment in her career,
but considers it all a very good
experience.

An exceptional athlete, she
played both soccer and lacrosse
in high school and at WMC.

Off the field, Blasi is work-
ings toward a degree in physi-
cal therapy and exercise sci-
ence, and she hopes to compete
in some co-ed soccer and la-
crosse leagues in the future.

She loves the game and is
looking forward to future suc-
cess for the team and herself. KASENIALANTZKY

This is the view most defenders have of Beth Blasi during games.

Field Hockey Upsets Johns Hopkins, 1-0
MIKE YESTRAMSKI

Sports Editor The Terror fell to Goucher by a
4-2 score this past week. Horwath
had 10 saves in the loss, and Kerry
Wilson and Stephanie Peery each
had a goal in the contest.

The Terror also dropped a 2-0
game against Bryn Mawr. Horwath
had 13 saves in the loss.

Nationally ranked Gettysburg
handed the Terror a 5-1 loss two

Peery scored late in the first half
to tie' a game against Muhlenberg,
but to no avail as Western Mary-
land dropped the game 2-1.

The Terror lost a 4-3 lead late
in regulation, and eventually lost
the game in double overtime to
Swarthmore, 5-4, a while back.
Horwath had 19 saves in the con-

An upset-minded Terror team
took the field against Johns Hop-
kins this past Monday and handed
the Blue Jays their first conference
loss by an overtime score of 1-0.
Goalie Jessica Horwath made 15
spectacular saves in regulation to
force overtime and allow freshman

Golf team birdies at
Blue Jay Classic

ference champion Seth Aldridge
finished in third place with a
two-over par 74.

With a 77, team captain
Ryan Reid finished tied for 20th
place.

Ken Doyle tied for 27th with
a 78, while Craig Zabora scored
a 79 to tie for 41st.

CHRIS ANASTASIA

ASSI.SP°r/sEdilOr

Western Maryland College's
men's golf team finished a
strong second at The Blue Jay
Classic hosted by rival
Elizabethtown.

The Terrors outdistanced
four Centennial Conference ri-
vals as well as three Division II

Lady Terror shoots past opponents in 0. recent game.

Womelis Soccer
schools. Continued from page 16

teamwork," which has been exem- at 4 pm in Westminster and then
plified by 30 of the team's 36 goals face Hopkins on Homecoming at
being assisted. 11 am at home. The Terror is in a

The Green Terror is now tied for position to take the conference
first place with Gettysburg, who because of the tight defense and
they face in their last game of the strong goal keeping that has al-
season. Johns Hopkins, who was lowed only 10goaisin 12 games.
also tied for first, lost in a confer- Offensively, they have Blasi
ence match versus Gettysburg, thus as the go-to player with almost
being knocked from a hold of the half(17 of36) of the team's goals
top. but seven others have shown that

The Terror still has to defeat they can get the ball in the net,
Franklin and Marshall'Wednesdav too.

Western Maryland's strong
play lead to just a nine stroke
difference between them and
first place Millersville, a Divi-
sion II power. With an even par
score of 71 on Tuesday, Senior
Ryan Reid won the individual
title.

Earlier in the week, the Ter-
rors finished 6th among 17
teams at the Tom O'Briant Me-

Western Maryland College's
women's golf team finished 4th
at the Inaugural WMC Women's
Invitational.

Bucknell shot a 407 to beat
second-placed Gettysburg by 47
strokes.

Mount St. Mary's finished
third with 510, edging The lady
Terrors by three strokes.

Mount SI. Mary's Julie
Ronzani won the individual title,
with a final round 90.

In spite of the Villa Julie loss,
senior sweeper Meaghen Giorno
explained that the wins are,
"Building momentum because
everyone is getting pumped up.
Being number-one, tied with Get-
tysburg and 6 [wins] and 0
[losses] in the conference feels
great."

In preparation for upcoming
games, Giorno explained that the
team is focusing on "maintaining

I possession as a team and a lot of

moriallnvitational.
Defending Centennial Con-
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~tatistics as of Oct. 17, 1999

Football Tommy Selecky-31-12-0

Haroun Hebron-l 5-4-0Offense

Name-TD-FG-XP-PTS Jason Winegart-23-11-0

Josh Galemore-20-6-0
Ron Sermarini-6-0-0-36

Derrick Gwynn-27-11-l
Teron Powell-9-0-0-54

Marvin Deal-16-6-5
Brent Sandrock-0-2-22-28

Matt Meiklejohn-19-9-2
Kevin Parker-l-0-0-6

Nick Alevrogiannis-8- 3-0
A. Delle Donne-l-O-O-6

Anthony Burgos-17 -5-2
Matt Jackson-2-0-0-12

Kirk Simpson-1l-3-0

Defense
Kicking

Name- Tackles-Solo-Int
FG-LG-XPAaron Bartolain-26-5-0
B. Sandrock-(2-7)-24-(22-25)

You can run six miles.
Uphill.

For almost so years. Big Brothers Big Sisters of Centr.J.1 Maryland

has been pairing children from single-parent families with carittl adult mentors

who serve as friends and role models. Maryland's 81& Brothers. Big SiSters and

Big Couples spend time with their "Uttles" at least twice a month. sharfng

meals. attending sporting events. going to museums and Just hanging out eo-
gether. Hundreds of local children are woWn, to be matched. Someone like

you could be a role

model - and help a

child to go the distance.

x-

M's Soccer Thea Bayly-4-1-9

Name-G-A-TP Tara Calton-I-3-5

Vinny Pedalino-4-3-l1 Jessie Stickles-O-d-q

Ryan Tetteris-5-3-13 Holly Pearson-I-I-3

Darren Wolf-4-1-9 Field Hockey
Ryan Bowles-3-2-8 Name-G-A-TP

W's Soccer Sarah Fogler -3-1-7

Name-G-A-TP Shauna Oplinger-2-2-6

Tracey Castor-4-3-11 Stephanie Peery-4-1-9

Beth Blasi-17-3-37 Melissa Reynolds- 3-0-6

Melissa Merson-5-4-14 Kerry Wilson- 2-2-6

Marci Short-4-5-13 Anna Woods-3-1-7

CO~ENTL\LAJDSTESTING
Fall Semester 1999

12:00 - 2:00
Every Other Thursday

November 4 and 18
December 2

Location - Smith House
Call Ext. 243 for an appointment
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Terror football destroys Dickinson, almost fumbles
Muhlenberg

~~~~~~~~~MIKE JENKINSON

senior quarterback, and two time never able to mount any offense.
Centennial Conference offensive That can be attributed to the Terror
player of the year, Ron Sermarini defense more than any problems
connected with junior flanker Matt with Dickinson's offense.
Jackson for the score. The Terror offense was on point

After a brief possession by as well, since touchdown's were
Dickinson, the Terror began a long scored by Serrnarini, Jamie Harris,
drive which was capped off by a and two by Teron Powell. The fi-
touchdown run from junior run- nal score was 42-0.
ning back Joe Kendorski. A football season is long, and

The game remained one-sided teams go through emotional ex-
throughout, as Dickinson was tremes. The differences between

the last two games were ridiculous.
Two weeks before their overpow-
ering dominance at Dickinson, the
Terror had a scare at Muhlenberg.

The Terror scored first on a

regular season in the last fWO and a
half years.

The team continued to trail
throughout the third quarter and
most of the fourth. The Terror de-
fense came up big at these points
and kept Muhlenberg off the score-
board.

Eventually, the offense took a
cue from the defense and mounted
their comeback.

Sermarini led a late drive which
spanned 99 yards. On a long third
down play, sophomore Chris
Hamilton caught a 12 yard pass'
across the middle to keep the drive
alive.

Then, 29 yards out of the end
zone, the Terror threw a jump ball
pass to Powell, who easily caught
the pass over the much smaller de-
fensive back for the score.

The game appeared to be head-
ing into overtime when SermarinJ._
hit Powell from 36 yards out with
the game winning pass and only 56
seconds left on the clock.

This win is very important for
the Terror. The squad has made the
playoffs for two straight years but
then lost.

Staff Writer

~ Throughout Centennial Confer-
ence history, no team has had more
wins or conference titles than Dick-
inson. However, the torch for Cen-
tennial Conference dominance has
just been passed to the Green Ter-

Just in case you live in a cave,
the Terror football team has won 25
straight regular season games.

Included in that consecutive
game streak are two Centennial
Conference titles and tWO playoff
trips.
If the Terror won this season

against Dickinson, the current se-
'nior ctass would be the only people,
from any school, to go undefeated
against Dickinson in Centennial
'Conference history.

The game, played at
Dickinson's Biddle field, was ex-
tremely one-sided. The Terror's
Brent Sandrock started the game off
by kicking deep into Dickinson ter-
ritory, and the kickoff coverage
team kept the Red Devils inside
their own 25 yard line.

On Dickinson's first play from
scrimmage. freshman Kurt
Simpson knocked the ball loose
from the Dickinson running back,
and sophomore Brian Fogelsonger
picked it up.

After only two offensive plays,

Sermarini and his offensive line prepare 10 run over Dick.inson.

short pass from Sermarini to Pow- The Terror haven't had a close
elL regular season game in the past two

After that score, the offense' and a half years.
sputtered. Muhlenberg quickly Perhaps this nail-biting win will
took advantage and scored twice help the Terror cope with tougher
before the half. It was the first time post-season opponents, providing
that the Terror had trailed in the they make it again this season.

Women's Soccer Bashes Bryn Mawr 8-0, 9th straight win
AMY BITTINGER half, including Blasi's third at the

Staff Writer 50 minute mark of the game, gave
her a third hat trick for the year.

On Saturday in women's soccer The defense didn't see much
action, the Green Terror (9,3 6,0) action because Bryn Mawr had
unloaded its offense in an 8-0 vic- only rive shots in the game. But,
tory over conference foe Bryn junior goalie Bccca Lyter had one
Mawr. This increases several Ter- outstanding save to increase her
ror records broken this season in- record shutout streak to 410 min-
eluding consecutive wins at 9 and utes and 29 seconds.
consecutive shutouts at 6. The day before the scoring bar-

The first goal, which turned out rage, the Green Terror was held
to be all that was needed to secure scoreless in the45 remaining min-
the victory, came in the second utes of the September 9th game
minute of play by senior Marci against non-Conference team Villa
Short who received a pass from Julie.

_- sophomore Tracey Castor. The game on September 9th
Just three and a half minutes was postponed after the first half,

later, senior Beth Blasi, last week's at which time Villa Julie was lip 2-
All Conference player of the week, 0, because of lightning. However,
scored her first of three, off of a pass the loss is counted toward Septem-
from senior AJaina Herndon. This bcr 9th and not October 15, thus
goal increased Blasi's personal
record of consecutive scoring
games to 9. Blasi got her second
goal later in the half, which ended
with a fourth goal by Castor.

Four more goals in the second

the winning streaks continue.
In the game, the Terror held

Villa Julie nearly shouess with two
and had 14 shots of its own but
couldn't get any in the goal.

Continued on page J 4
A Lady Terror runs past the competition.



Students
call for
new class

Comme/Uary EditQr

MALlSSA MORIN

SlajJWriler

Do you ever find yourself wait-
ing for what seems like forever to
log onto your college provided
email account'?

Well, your troubles arc over,
according to Christine Mathews,
director of Information Services.

On Sunday, October 24, 1999,
the college temporally disabled the
computer network and instituted a
change in hardware for the college
provided email.

The change comes after a lot of
frustrations and problems with the
old hardware. According to

Inside
Jenifer Sirkis and Kate Esposito
speak firsthand about their experi-
ences with the Honor Code and the
Honor and Conduct Board.

'B"'hi .,
Flip to page II for a pictorial essay
on WMC: the President Robert
Chambers years, 1984-1999, com-
piled by Sarah Radice, features edi-

first winning season ..

Phoeni

Mathews, the previous server was
"a lot older and needed to be
changed."

Instead of the ns I server, which
the school purchased before any-
one currently attending the college
was here, the school is now using
a server called opus.

Mathews called opus "a faster,
better server."

Before the change, students,
faculty, and staff were all on the
nsl server.

The plan was to put faculty and
staff on one server and students on
another server.

Currently, faculty and staff are
still on the ns I server while all stu-
dent accounts have successfully
been changed to opus.

Mathews did note, however,
that faculty and staff will soon be
moved to opus but on a separate
piece of hardware.

Information Services had
Continued on page 2

Ghost Sonata actors,
designer recognized

CATHY PENOORF

SraffWriter $500 scholarships to each winner
at a regional ACTF competition.

Winners of regional awards
then go on to compete for two na-
tional awards with $2500 scholar-
ship at the National Festival in
Washington, D.C.

Also recognized, Cassie
Domser received a Certificate of
Merit for Costume Design and will
present her designs atACTF for the
Barbizon Award for Theatrical De-
sign Excellence in Scenic, Cos-
tume, or Lighting Design.

Roskowinski, a senior theatre
major, is a second time nominee.
"I was shocked partly because I
didn't have a large part and because

Continued on page 3

Thursday, November 4, 1999

WMC celebrates
Chambers' 15th year
President reflects on his years ofservice

ERIN S. HOWARD

SeniorWrirer
a $300,000 Presidential Endow-
ment Fund in Chambers' name at
the Founders Society Dinner in
September and the campus-wide
special program to be held at the
November 8 First Thursday.

"We're not celebrating me so
much as we're celebrating the col-
lege and what has happened over a
period of time that has been very
good for us," said Chambers of the
festivities.

Other members of the campus
community believe Chambers' ac-
complishments are well worth cel-
ebrating. [See related article on
page 3J

The fact is Chambers never ex-
pected to beat WMC for IS years.
In fact, as he said, "No college
president plans to be at any college
for 15 years."

According to Chambers, the av

As registration for spring classes
looms ahead, many important
changes are pending, including the
possibility of an independent study
aimed at integrating diversity into
the student body.

This independent study is the
result of continued effort spear-
headed by select students, staff, and
faculty.

The course is slated to be com-
posed of six-week study sessions
with small groups of students en-
gaging in frank discussion of racial
issues. These sessions will have a
50 percent minority composition
and a 50 percent "majority" popu-

lation. OENESWEENEY

Continued on page 4 Robert Chambers has a ball at Camden Yards in 1997. This year,
Chambers is celebrating 15 years of achievement at WMC.

Updated Email system makes
communication quicker, safer

Three students from the WMC
theatre department were nomi-
nated to compete in regional com-
petitions during the American Col-
lege Theatre Festival Jan. 13-[6,
2000, at Clarion College, Pa., for
their roles in Ghost Sonata.

Students Erika Roskowinski
and Lyrique Webster were nomi-
nated for their acting roles and
hope to win the Irene Ryan Acting

~M~';t::·tl2'I¥••••• II"!lJ !~~~~lr;~~~'id~~r~is~~~~i~~ ::vs~:~

Stephanie Peery helps field hockey ranee to outstanding student per-
look back at its highs and its lows formers.
this season. Men's soccer enjoys The Irene Ryan Foundation

. presents- 16 regional awards and

When Dr. Robert H. Cham-
bers first became president of
Western Maryland College in
1984, he "didn't have a clue" as
to what to expect.

"No one tells you how to do
these jobs," he admitted in a re-
cent interview.

Now 15 years later, it is clear
that Chambers has more than a
"clue" about how to run acollege.
In fact, in honor of the 15 year
anniversary of his inauguration,
the campus community has
planned a semester long celebra-
tion of his achievements as presi-
dent

The various celebrations.jok-
ingJy referred to as "The year of
Bob," by Chairman of the Board
of Trustees James Melhorn, in-

(;amp'usO"debates
binge drinking trend

MIKE STOKES the incident.
The aforementioned incident

was not the first on campus this se-
mester, nor was it the second. How-
ever, there is a question as to how
many alcohol poisonings have oc-
curred to date.

Webster's search of Campus
Safety reports on their database re

Staff Writer

Another alcohol poisoning in-
cident occurred last Saturday,
October 23, on the college cam-
pus. The poisoning took place in
Rouzer Hall and involved a male
resident.

According to Mike Webster,
director of Campus Safety, the
student has since recovered from Continued on Page 3

CATHYPENDORF

Actors from last month 5' Ghost Sonata display Cassie Iromser's accredited
costllme design. Domser was awarded a certificate of merit from ACTF for
her designs. Two actors also received nominations/or ACTF awards.



planned on making the switch from ns l to
opus during fall break so there would be no
inconvenience for students, but the origi-
nal hardware was believed to have been sto-
len off a UPS truck.

So, installation had to be pushed back.
Preparation for the switch began a week
before installation occurred.

"Maxine Groft.systems and network
programmer for Information Services, and
Wallace Newsome, programmer/analyst for
Information Services, did so much work in
preparation, the switch on Sunday went
smoothly," said Mathews. "They had to pre-
pare to move more than 3,000 accounts."

Now that the change has been made, stu-
dents can enjoy a faster machine and in-
creased disk space.

Earlier, there had been problems in both Junior Eric Brind'amour logs on to the new email system which promises more space and
of these areas. Jaster responses. The new system, called opus, was installed on October 24.

"On ns I, each student only had two general is that students did not feel Informa-
megabytes of disk space," said Mathews. tion Services gave them enough information
"Now each student has an increased disk on the new server and many were confused
quota of ten megabytes which allows more when they tried to log-on for the first time.
files to come through." "[The new server] seems okay, but it's

However, Lubomir Ondercin, a lab as- confusing to students," said Anne Butler, a It should remain as follows: user
sistant in Hoover Library, says he doesn't junior communication major. "Students are id@wmdc.edu.
see much of a difference in the new server. getting confused because it looks different The outlook for a web-based email pro-

"It may seem a little faster but not and choosing a new password was difficult." gram looks bright, according to Mathews.
much," said Ondercin. "But it is good that Mathews did agree that the security for Right now students are still using pine
there is more disk space now, and students opus, which includes passwords, is a lot and facing difficulties like being unable to
can receive bigger files with pictures and stricter than ns I.

other things," "An English word, if it is found in the
"I could tell there had been a switch dictionary, is not acceptable for a password,

because I had to change my password," said even if it's backwards," said Mathews. "I
Stacey Starleper, a math and music educa- suggest students take a:word at least six char-
tion major. "But I haven't noticed anything acters long and stick numbers in between the
drastic." letters."

Another criticism of the new system in This is the type of Information Ondercin

President Chambers reflects on his personal accomplishments

Thursday, November 4, 1999 ~ Page 2

Changes improve
college email

Continued/rampage I

erage tenure for a college president in the
United States is six to seven years.

He, however, is one of the longest sit-
ting presidents of all private four-year col-
leges in Maryland.

In addition, he is only the seventh presi-
dent to preside at WMC.

"At some point, Idecided, while walk-
ing across this campus, that this is the best
job I could have," said Chambers, who
added, "each year has confinned two opin-
ions: working in higher education is the best
and getting this job was the luckiest move
of my career."

Although Chambers says there is noth-
ing he especially dislikes about his job, he
admits that there are "frustrations inherent"
to the position.

"It's hard to organize your schedule in a
rational way," he said, admitting that, while
he has been an avid runner for over 32 years,
he often goes running just to "have the op-
portunity to be alone."

He also finds it hard to tell people 'no.'
"Everyone wants something, but there's
only so much you can do."

Chambers, who equates his job to being
the mayor of a small city, says there are
many reasons he loves his job - and not all
of them are the obvious ones.

It is no surprise that a man with such
eclectic taste - his office contains everything
from African and Asian art to college
memorabilia to a collection of kitschy cof-
fee mugs - would enjoy a job that allows
him to do "a little bit of everything." In a
single day he might act as teacher, lour.
guide, and lobbyist.

Nor is it a secret that he simply "enjoys
the place," or finds-that, "just being here is

NEWS

Club
explores
gender
Gender issues added to
diversity talks

STACI GWRGE

SwjfWr;te,

Continued/rom page 1

.a pleasure." His attention to the aesthetics of
the campus is widely known.

But it is surprising that he enjoys the pres-
sure and politics that his job 'entails. He
spends a great deal of time in Annapol is deal-
ing with state government issues and is a
member of various boards and associations,
such as the Maryland Independent College
and University Association and the Commis-
sion on Higher Education's Middle States As-
sociation.

Unfortunately, those activities keep him
away from the school about which he is so
passionate.

"All of these things take time, but Ienjoy
doing them," he said.

However, when boisterous laughter sud-
denly erupts from the conference room ad-
joining his office, interrupting the interview,
Chambers turns and says, "Do you see that?
I like that. That is how a college should be,"
making it clear that it is the people he works
with who really make his job worthwhile.

His highest priority has been to "bring to
the college the best possible people at every
level.. .. We've been very lucky. You won't
find another college with people like this,"
he said. "We've got the best,"

Other accomplishments which Chambers
is particularly proud of include the "extraor-
dinary changes in the look and feel of the
campus," the WMC-Budapest program, and
the $40 million Defining Moment Capital
Campaign.

"I view it as part of my job to make this
college stand out from the rest," says Cham-
bers. .

He believes that overseeing Hoover U-
brary. the science Center. the .addition to Le-
vine Hall/ali well-as elitablishing the first

Ten WMC women have united to
form the women's issues group. Pres-
ently, they are not sure if it is a student
organization or a student planning com-
mittee for Women's History Month. The
group gathers each Tuesday at 6:30 pm
in Elderdice 309.

Last semester, Eric Brind'amour
talked to Grace Almandrez about form-
ing a discussion group that focused on
women's issues. Due to the fast-paced
spring semester, as well as a few other
factors, it was not ideal to begin a new
group at that time.

Now that the group has assembled,
they have begun 10 address matters such
as date rape and health issues. They are
hoping to get more student involvement,
both women and men.

Presently,the group is planning acof-
fee house for early December. Entitled
"Celebrating WMC Women," this
evening of singing, poetry, and acting, is
to be held in the DMC basement, but the
exact date and time has not been decided.

Originally scheduled for last month,
the coffee house was canceled due to lack
of female performers, but with plans to
publicize more, the group anticipates a
strong number of performers.

Anyone is allowed to perform at the
coffee house, as well as attend the night's

American college in Budapest, Hungary, and excitement. Interested performers can
spearheading the college's first major contact Grace Almandrez at extension
fundraising effort, have made WMC more 791 (410 857-2791 off campus).
distinctive, Another project in the works is the

Yet, Chambers still equates much of this planning of Women's History Month
success to the people he works with. The which will be celebrated in March. One
moments of recognition which have meant of the group's active members, Amanda
the most to him are more personal than the Cline, is arranging for a guest speaker to
grand achievements in fundraisingand build- come to WMC. Barbara Chester, a pro-
ing construction that he will most likely be fessor from the University of Miami in
remembered for. Ohio, will speak about the history of

"I was made part of the community," said women in America.
Chambers while pointing to an elaborate Another festivity of Women's History
document hung prominently on his office Month will be the "Phenomenal Woman"
wall declaring him "Honorary Alumnus - contest, where students and staff nom i-
1994." nate phenomenal women they admire.

"There are just too many rewards in Twenty of these women will be recog-
teaching to give it up," he said of another nized at a formal luncheon.
one of his favorite personal accomplish- The group has three long-term goals:
ments. He has taught a class every semester to form a student run women's resource
for admittedly "selfish reasons" since he was center, to strengthen the women's stud-
a graduate student. "It keeps me in {ouch with ies minor, and to have the heritage se-
at least a small group of students." quence include women and other heri-

However, one of his greatest personal tages of the United States.
moments came at the recent Founders Soci- The group's advisor, Grace Alman-
ety Dinner where the Board of Trustees sur- drez, director of Multicultural Services
prised him with the presentation of a Presi- believes that gender embodies a culture
dential Endowment Fund in his name. of its own.

"That was a big moment for me," said "My main purpose for starting this
Chambers who admits that the honor was group is to broaden the definition of
totally unexpected. multiculturalism; that it is not just race

UltimatelycCharnhers summarizes his and ethnicity but also gender. It's very
success at WMC in several words: chemis- broad and encompasses a lot. The diver-
try. the right mix of people and place, mo- sity isn't just for students of color but for
mentum, the sense of movement "onward the whole community. It's a value on this
and upward," and disti~ctiveness, campus," she said.

When asked about his legacy, he simply Again, this group welcomes all WMC
states, "I want it to be saidwhen I leave here men and women to their 6:30 pm meet-
that everything 1 had a hand in helped im- ings every Tuesday.
prove the place." ~"'O" •• , •••••• - •• , l'_'_r.::",.::.. ::::ch;.:~;"'~":.t;;:.:,;:::;t.:;.:.:::::;...__

and other students feel they should have been
told prior to the switch.

Also, Mathews wants to remind students
that they do not need to use the word opus in
their email address.

send attachments or receive them.
"We know this sort of thing is important

to the students," said Mathews. "We're not
sure when the change will happen, but it will
be soon."

For now, students will have to be satis-
fied with pine and their new server, opus.

mailto:id@wmdc.edu.
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Students, faculty, administration
comment on Chambers' tenure

Is binge drinking becoming at trend?
Continued/rom page J

veated that during the period of
September I to October 26, there
were three alcohol poisonings on
campus.

When he tried to retrieve spe-
cific information on the incidents,
he was only able to come up with
information on two of them: one
that happened on September 2, in-
volving a female freshman in
Whiteford Hall (the student has
since recovered), and the most re-
cent one on October 23.

Webster said, "The numbers
don', lie, so, according to OUT

records, there have.only been two,"
However, according to Scott

Kane, dean of residence life,
Webster's numbers are wrong. "I
know that there are three [incidents
of alcohol poisoning to date], and
he [webster] should also know that
their have been three."

Kane said that he has records of
three separate calls to Carroll
County General Hospital to trans-
port students for alcohol poison-
ings.

He also said that a student re-
ported a fourth alcohol poisoning,
but when Campus Safety arrived to
take care of the incident, the
student's friends "already took care
of the situation."

Kane said that the discrepancy
in statistics between Residence Life
and Campus Safety was nothing to
worry about, and Webster was un-
able to be reached for comment.

Kane did say that every time a
student is taken to the hospital an
incident report is filed, and the col-
lege is required by law to keep track
of the number of alcohol violations
in a given year; however, "we re-
ally don't keep statistics on alco-
hol poisonings."

He said, "If it's not unusual, we
really don't feel as though we have
to keep statistics." Are the numbers
unusual?

According to Kane and Web-

ster, they are not.
"We usually expect two to four

alcohol poisonings each semester,
so these statistics don't represent a
big change," said Webster.

However, during the same pe-
riod in the fall semester of 1998,
there was only one reported alco-
hol poisoning last year.

When asked if the increase is
alarming, Webster responded,
"Those numbers are very smail ...
even if there were four [incidents
this semester], do you view the re-
sults as a 300 percent increase? I
think that the slight increase does
not represent an alarming trend."

Kane agreed with Webster, say-
ing, "There is no explosion of al-
cohol poisonings this year from last
year." Kane did say that alcohol
poisoning is a problem, and that
one incident is too many.

When asked if the college was
going to do something to try to stop
the increase of alcohol poisonings
. this year, Kane said, "We're already
doing a lot. Our purpose every year
is to overkill the issue [of alcohol
poisoning}."

Kane said that the alcohol pro-
grams that the college implements
are working in that students are
turning in others for the poisonings.

"The problem is that college
students are going to drink ... and
the people who need the message
are less likely to not listen to us,"
said Kane.

He would not say how many
more incidents it would take to
change programming; however, he
did say that one more incident
might be enough {Q reevaluate it.

"We would have to analyze ev-
erything - damages to the residence
halls, physical altercations, and al-
cohol poisonings - all factors that
would point to a needed change in
what we're doing in order to make
the decision to change program-
ming," said Kane.

WMC thanks our president for his achievements

In celebrating the [5th year of Ethan Seidel, vice president.
President Robert Chambers' WMC • "But he ... enthusiastically
career, WMC faculty, students, and challenges
administration have voiced their us to con-
thanks, and often, their admiration s tan t I y
of our president: stretch and

• "In simple words, President be com e
Chambers teaches us all- indeed even better.
inspires us by his example - to We all are

risk new the benefi-
ideas, boast ciaries of
about our ac- the joy he
com p lis h - finds each and every day as he
ments, and to walks across the campus," said
"seize the Nancy Godwin, assistant to the
day," said. president.
Joyce Muller, ·"President Chambers' greatest
director of contribution to the college commu-
Public Infor- nity (other than his wit, levity, and
rnation. charm) has been the creation of

• "He has endeavored to make Western Maryland College, Budap-
all aspects of the college better. He est," said Christianna Nichols
enjoys everything from the theater Leahy, associate professor of po-
to sports and really tries to get oth- litical science.
ers interested in the college as • "Bob Chambers genuinely
well," said Kelly Dunnavant, senior cares about
class president. students and

• "Thanks Bob for expanding student-life
the campus which looks like a issues. In the
Georgian-Yale with a warm feel- 15 years I
ings of home," said Mitchell Alex- have worked
ander, director of College Activi- with him,

Bob has al-
ways been
highly sup-
portive, and

perhaps, most important, he has
shown that he understands student
concerns. Because of this sensitiv-
ity, student life at WMC has im-
proved significantly during his ten-
ure," said Philip Sayre, vice presi-
dent and dean of Student Affairs.

• "His sensitivity to making this
a campus that is more diverse has
led tothe WMC Budapest Program

. and to an increasingly diverse stu-
dent body. For me, personally, Bob
has been a great boss; he has a fan-

tastic sense

I ~:~~~~I~
supportive
and is an
eternal op-
tim i s t .
Working
for him is
an enor-
mous plea-

sure," said Joan Develin Coley,
provost and dean of the faculty .

• "Dr. Robert Chambers is

seemingly interested in everyone
and everything. He enjoys people.
He is social. He listens.. .. As a fac-
ulty member I feel very comfort-
able with and around Dr. Cham-
bers .... It has been a pleasure to
work with Dr, Chambers .... I have
worked with him, not for him," said

Francis

~:;E~;
of educa-
tion.

·"1 had
a better
chance of
getting to
know him

when President Chambers took
time off from his hectic schedule
to support the International Dinner
which happens to be the biggest
annual event of the [International]
Club. He was a very active mem-
ber of the audience at last year's
dinner when the emcees called him,
as well as other guests, up on stage
to name several of the flags that
were hung all around the Forum. I
would like to say that his presence
along with the many deans, faculty,
staff, and students has definitely
made our International Dinner a
huge success and is definitely ap-
preciated by the club," said
susnama Rajapaska, a senior.

·"He is the Phil Donahue of
college admissions presentations.
He is the first president I have

worked with,

B·~i;1talk to the audi-
ence face to
face ... and re-
ally interact
with them.

That is why we get the kind of stu-
dents that we do, because families
trust that someone wants to answer
their questions and not give them
just a canned response. He is the
master at (hat," said Marty
O'Connell, dean of Admissions.

ties.

• "Visions that many deemed to
be unrealistic have become reality.
The college has been trans-
formed "said

Theatre awards ...
continued from page J

it just wasn't expected," said
Rcskowinski.

This is Roskowinski's second
time competing for the Award.
She was nominated last fall for
her role in the drama Loose
Ends.

Webster, a freshman with a
dual major in theatre and music,
was nominated for her role as the
young lady.

"I feel honored because I
didn't even expect to get a role
in the play," said Webster,

When asked about the expec-
tations for the competition, Web-
ster replied, "I don't know what
to expect [from the competition]
but [J] will go for it and do the
best Ican," she said.

The
Centerfor

Cross-C ultural
Study Compiled by Erin S. Howard

Bell Atlantic grants $75,000 to WMC
Courtesy of Public InformationSeville, Spain

• Semester, Academic Year, january, & Summer tenus >

• Courses at all levels taught in Spanish· Small classes' College credit.
• Tuition Awards· Homestays • Internships • Field trips • email.

Havana, Cuba
• Winter & Summer terms • 3 or 6 weeks, 4 or A credits •

o' Courses in 'English or Spanish at Universidad de la Habana •

A three year, $75,000 grant
from Bell Atlantic will help
WMC establish an advanced tele-
communications network to con-
nect freshmen residence halls to
.WMC's computer-based writing

sources .
"We are excited about our

partnership with Bell Atlantic,"
said Dr. Joan Develin Coley.

WMC will match Bell
Atlantic's grant, raising the addi-
tional funds from private sources
through 'its current $40 million
comprehensive ca.lT!pai&n, said'

.. <1p..!p; -, ·.:i 1!.r1l:'/I'J:.~' lj'::'",~
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mented stealing
at Gill Lane.

• On 10/21 at 10:21 pm
DoCS rendered medical treat-

ment at the DoCS Office.
-On 10122 at 4: 15 pm DoCS docu-

mented harassment at Whiteford HaJJ
-On 10/22 at 4: [5 pm DoCS documented a
fire alarm report at Albert Norman Ward Hall
for unknown reasons.
-On 10/22 at 5:00 pm DoCS documented
visible smoke in Whiteford HalJ.
-On 10122 at 8:00 pm DoCS documented
defacing property at Bair Stadium.
-On 10122 atl l :30pm DoCS rendered medi-
cal treatment at Rouzer Hall.
-On 10123 at 2:04 am DoCS documented
possession of alcohol at Rouzer Hall.
-On 10/23 at I 1:56 am DoCS documented
possession of fireworks at Harvey Stone
Park.
·On [0123 at 9:·26 pm DoCS documented an
illegally parked car at Whiteford Parking Lot.
-On 10/23 at 11:30 pm DoCS documented
an alcohol violation at Blanche Ward Hall.
·On 10123 at II :00 am DoCS documented
stealing at Albert Norman Ward Hall.
-On 10125 at I I: 16 am DoCS documented
failure to comply at Pennsylvania Avenue.
-On 10125 at 6:45 pm DoCS documented a
fire alarm report at Garden Apartments.
-On 10126 at 1:46 am DoCS rendered treat-
ment at the DoCS Office.
-On 10/26 at 3: 15 prn DoCS documented
theft at Winslow Center.
·On 10126 at. 6:15 pm DoCS documented a
medical report for transport only from off
campus.
-On [0126 at 11:37 pm DoCS documented a
medical report for transport only from
McDaniel Hull.
-On 10/27 at I :40 am DoCS documented
intimidation of an individual at Whiteford
Hall.
-On 10127 at 7:50 am DoCS documented a
hit and run accident at the Garden Apart-
ments.
-On 10/27 at I :00 pm DoCS documented
damage to property at Albert Norman ward
Hall.
-On [0/27 at 3:47 pm DoCS documented
stealing from McDaniel Hall.

Students push for class on race relations

As of yet, there has been no official des-
ignation for which department will house the
study. This issue will be resolved after a pro-
posed meeting with various faculty members.

The purpose of the meeting is to finalize
the last steps of the program and to find in-
terested faculty to teach the course.

Currently, Dr. Debra Lemke and Dr. Vera
Jakoby have expressed an interest in partici-
pating.

This class serves as a way for WMC stu-
dents to exhibit their desire to address diver-
sity issues on campus.

"As an institution, we have made a com-
mitment to become a more diverse institu-
tion. And that decision starts from the Board
down," states Dean Henry Reiff, an admin-
istration member who has become involved
with this study.

The evolution of the class stems as early
as November 1998. During the Candlelight
Vigil held last year, John Springer, of the
Interfaith Action for Racial Justice Inc. spoke
of the need for WMC to have "acall to com-
munity."

After being inspired by the class "Preju-
dice & Power," a group of four students felt
compelled to get involved. Junior Amanda
Cline, seniors Raini and Rashmi Wright, and
junior Jeanne Chamberlain began the pro-
cess.

Rashmi Wright believes In the new class.
"We need' it for diversity'S sake and for
people to be exposed to different cultures. It
would help to expose students who come to
college after being in the monoculrural back-
ground;" she said. .

President Robert Chambers previously
established a Diversity Task Force which
became important to the process.

This committee, which included Multi-
cultural DirectorGraceAlmandrez, Mr. Walt
Michael, Dr. Robin Armstrong, and other
faculty and students, was designed to inte-

Continued from page J

grate diversity into the student body and aca-
demic life.

The faculty was a crucial element in the
execution of the course. "This really would
not have happened without the support of the
faculty," states Cline.

The four students presented their proposal
for the "call to community" study groups to
(he committee.

It then went [Q the Faculty Committee
where it subsequently died.

However, during this semester, Reiff,
who also sits on the Diversity Task Force,
became involved.

Originally, the idea of a voluntary club
or organization was discussed, but the insti-
tutional backing of an independent study
made it more likely to be taken seriously.

"If we think diversity is important, we
should be willing to offer credit for students
who are willing to approach it at an academic
slant. It gives more .of an incentive to join
study circles," argues Reiff.

Reiff is optimistic that the proposed in-
dependent study will get through the final
bureaucratic steps, but stresses that it is not
yet completed.

If the study proceeds, it would be offered
as an independent study for the Spring 2000
semester. It is not listed in the current class
offerings, but an addendum would announce
it to the campus.

Though the first semester would undoubt-
edly be considered a trial run to focus on fine
tuning, it appears the class would be wel-
comed on WMC. Cline said that "breaking
down prejudices and building community"
are the goals of the program.

It is the hope of the students involved, as
well as many others, that the millennium is
marked by a true call to community for West-
ern Maryland College students and a formal
recognition that racism is a problem on cam-
pus.

Campus Safety Blotter
-On 10/14 at II :00 am DoCS documented damage to property at Decker Student Cen-
disorderly conduct at Blanche Ward Hall. ter.
-On 10114 at 9:00 pm DoCS documented -On 10118 at 9:33 am DoCS reported a ve-
damage to property at Rouzer Hall. hicle was towed from Rouzer Parking Lot
-On 10/15 at 5:00 pm DoCS documented because of excessive parking violations.
stealing at Rouzer Hall. • On 10119 at 1:03 am DoCS documented
-On 10/15 at 10:36 pm DoCS documented damage to property at the Golf Course.
intimidation of an individual at Albert Nor- -On 10120 at 11:40 am DoCS documented
man Ward Hall. damage to property at Decker Student Cen-

-o» 10116 at 9:14 am DoCS ~_ _

P
DoCS docu-
mented campus
wide intimidation of
an individual.
-On [0/16at5:oopm DoCS re-
sponded to a call but'did not render
treatment because it was refused at
PELC.
-On 10/16 at 8:00 pm DoCS documented
damage to property at Garden Apartments.
-On 10116 at 8:47 pm DoCS documented
possession of a controlled substance at Rou-
zer Hall.
-On 10/16 at 1:05 am DoCS documented

Ogle takes a breather for Smoke-Out.
When asked why he first started to combined.

smoke, he responded, "A lot of people were Now Ogle will use The Great Ameri-
Everyday Ernie Ogle makes a short trip doing it; I started to enjoy [smoking]; and can Smoke Out to find a healthier, smoke-

from his office in telecommunications to the eventually, I found it to be somewhat of it free lifestyle. "I've been requested by a
outside of Decker Center where he pulls out stress relief." doctor 10 quit anyhow. It's not going to be
a pack of "cigs" and lights up. With every Many other Americans have begun to in- easy but is something I have to try any-
inhale he grows more and more addicted, hale as Ogle did many years ago. According way," Ogle said.
and with every drag, he becomes less likely So, what exactly is this Smoke Out
to quit. deal?

Ogle, like thousands of other Americans, On November 17, the day before the
has been smoking the majority of his life Smoke Out, tables will be set up outside
and finds it virtually impossible to kick the ofGlar and at Decker Center, manned with
habit. Well, Ogle's opportunity is here, and pledges, candy, and free 'It-shirts.
he has decided to quit for one day. On Nov. If you sign a pledge and trade in ciga-
18, WMC will join the rest of (he United rettes, then you will receive a care pack-
States in The Great American Smoke but, age containing gum and mints helping you
giving smokers an incentive to start their get through your day.
long journey to a smoke-free life. In order to acquire a stylish and com-

Ogle has been a respected member of fortabl~ white long-sleeve T-shirt, you
the WMC community throughout his 29 must attend a gathering later that night in
years of employment. He has been smok- McDaniel Lounge.
ing cigarettes for the past 38 years, except There, three speakers will give their

~~;e:;t~~i~: ~~~t~ of nine months when he SEAN POND ~~:~~ns~~~~~:~~X' o~~~r \~~:c:: ;::~

During that short time, two fellow em- ~;;{~~Z~::'};::!~~=:lo~:~i~:a;~,;;~~lJa:.e a ucts.
ployees quit their jobs because Ogle. became To help smokers after the day is over,
irritable. He had to hire new help. and re- to the American Cancer Society, everyday, the Health Center is going to be holding a
train them, putting enormous amounts of more than 3,000 adolescents in the United support group that will meet every two
stress on him. In the blink of an eye, he was States smoke their first cigarette. One third weeks.
back outside Decker lighting up. of these new smokers will eventually die of If Ogle can attempt to throwaway his

"It became a crutch in some ways. The tobacco-related diseases. pack of"cigs," there's hope for everyone.
addiction to the nicotine is tough, but more More than 400,000 people die every year "From having been a smoker for years
than that, the actual habit you build over from smoking-related diseases. That is more now, it would have been better to quit at a
the years becomes extremely hard to break," than deaths from alcohol, crack, heroin, younger age. The longer you hold a habit,
.ackDaw.ledges...QgJ.e._ .•_muuler.s •.suicide,....car_accidea1S~-AIDS. __ the hardeLit is.to break it," Ogle advises.

SpeciallOthef'floellix
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Isolated acts of unselfishness:
Student apathy affects WMC oHthe mark by Mark Parisi

I partook in a community ser-
vice activity last Sunday, of my
own free will without tangible ben-
efits to myself. Yes, I had to wake
up at 7:30 am on a Sunday. Yes,
there were things I could have been
doing that would have betterserved
my self-interests.

I could have been doing work,
sleeping, watching TV, eating, do-
ing laundry, or participating in
some other self-interested activity.

But did I? No, because I made
a commitment to help with the ac-
tivity. Why am I so bitter then, you
might ask?

I am not bitter that I sacrificed
this time, but I am bitter that over
half of the people who committed
themselves to doing the same failed
to do so out of selfishness.

It is not even this single inci-
dent that vexes me, but, rather, the
all too familiar trend ofselfishness

Devon Reeser calls for
more student participation

in community service.

turned into self-interested fiends.
It is extremely difficult to find

a person who will offer to forfeit
their time for another for no self-
interested reason, and it is even
more difficult to locate a person
who will actually follow through
with this commitment.

Where did this attitude come

cute with others for we live in rela-
tively secluded shells of prosper-
ity and technology.

Americans are probably the
worst victims of the disease be-
cause we live in such a fast-paced,
technological environment.

It is not just that we have no
need to talk to our neighbor; we do
not have the time to talk to him.

Our society has mutated into a
depersonalized, depressing world.
All we care about is ourselves; a'lI
we have time for is ourselves. What
kind of world is this?

Not the kind of world in which
we should be living, that is for sure.

We need (0 awaken from our
daze of selfishness and simply look
at ourselves. We need to stop for a
few moments and visit the guy next
door.

We may not think we have the
time, but we need to make the lime.
If we do not find this time, what

from?

Were human beings always so
selfish?

I find it hard to believe that
people have always been so self-
absorbed.
I believe that the cause of this

problem relates to technology. With
technological inventions, we have
evolved and evolved into less and
less personal beings.

We cannot relate to the personthat it represents.

The problem does not just exist next door because we never even
within the realm of community ser- talk to him.
vice but everywhere. People have We have no need to communi-

Reaction to the
Rosenberg Charges

will we become?
That is a question I personally

never want to see answered.

Are students informed on Honor
and Conduct Board procedures?

Matt Hurff responds to the
Rosenberg story and the
Meeropol visit to WMC

It is difficult to imagine the so-
cial climate during the Cold War,
where lists of supposed Commu-
nists ran rampant, and
McCarthyism was at its height.

If you were dubbed a Commu-
nist, you could be excluded from
society, arrested, or, worse, killed.

This was the situation facing
Julius and Ethel Rosenberg as they
were executed at Sing Sing Prison
on June 19, 1953, for being impli-
cated in a ring of nuclear espionage
and eventual1y charged with con-

them in selling nuclear secrets.
Yet, as Meeropol said, "It is im-

possible to know what really hap-
pened." In my opinion, evidence
was tampered with to such a de-
gree, it is very difficult to tell what

Jane walks down the hallway
and is herded into the room by a
man,

She swallows the lump in her
throat and steps inside, unsure of

Ientfer Sirkis and Kate
Esposito question WMC
Honor Code procedure.

"Honor Code procedure."
We understand the importance

of having an honor code, but is it
really necessary for students to be
held accountable for the actions of
others?

Also, how can we be expected
to look into the face of one of our
own at these hearings, and seal his
fate without any feelings of guilt
or remorse?

If we did see cheating, in this
case we did not, would we honestly
have reported it to our professor,
or would we report it in a hearing
such as this one? It is with certainty
that we can both answer: We aren't
really sure.

What would happen if the "ac-
cused" would retaliate?

Would our personal safety then
be in danger?

Was it also necessary for the
tactics we faced to be used? First
of ali, we received letters in cam-
pus mail, pertaining to the hearing,
telling us to be present.

This we did not mind, since we
had not witnessed the act in ques-
tion and could simply admit that.
However, after several reminders,
including face-to-face, a phone
call, and a written message, this
quickly became excessive.

We were tired of the hearing
before even attending.

Nothing could have prepared us
for the actual event, though. Since
we were coming in as an aid to the
administration, we definitely
should have been put considerably

Perhaps witnesses should be
allowed to testify without the ac-
cused student present. If so, stu-
dents would be more willing to
be totally truthful.

After all, isn't the purpose of
the Honor and Conduct Board to
see that students are given a fair,
impartial trial?

We must admit that we just
briefly glanced at those Honor
Code booklets that were distrib-
uted in campus mail at the begin-
ning ofthe semester.

Neither of us realized that the
proceedings would be recorded,
nor was permission asked to
record our statements.

We also were not aware of the
fact that professors, students, a
dean, and, not to mention, the ac-
cused student would be present.

Everything was done in a se-
rious, methodical manner. In all
of our classes, our professors just
briefly mentioned the Honor
Code.

If this new system is going to
stay, students should be educated
on the entire process of how the
Honor Code works, so there are
no surprises.

Was this even thought about
when the ncw system was imple-
mented?

According to the Honor Code
booklet, the philosophy of the
Honor Code is to be "responsible
for ensuring that academic integ-
rity is upheld," and "the effective-
ness of the Honor Code depends
on everyone's participation."

In our opinion, the code does
little more than promote dishon-
esty among those who, maybe for
good reason, are not willing par-
ticipants ordo no! want to be held
accountable for the actions of oth-

her fate.is true and what is false.
At least seven faces stare up

at her from around a long table.
Most are unfamiliar.

"Have a seat," says her escort.
A small black tape recorder is
placed a few feet in front of Jane.
The red light glows as it is acti-
vated. One man questions her as
the others look on, studying her
face.

Jane must agree to tell the
truth or face harsh consequences.
Nervously, yet calmly, she an-
swers each question hoping her
turn will end.

She cannot help but give side-
ways glances at the accused, sit-
ting nearby, knowing that what
she says will help determine his
fate.

The questioning finally ends,
and Jane is permitted to leave the
intimidating atmosphere behind.
Jane sighs with relief; her turn is
over. The next person is called to
the room.

By now you may be wonder-
ing if Jane witnessed a murder or
is being investigated by the FBI
for smuggling illegal drugs.

However, this situation was a
reality for both of us last week as
we were summoned before the
Honor and Conduct Board \0 tes-
tify as witnesses in a "cheating"
case on this very campus.

Because of our experience, we
feel that the "new" changes to the
honor code should be reconstd-

Was Julius Rosenberg transmit-
ting the Vernona files? It is diffi-
cult to say, for there was not any
evidence that said he was or was
not. Was Julius involved In espio-
nage?

In my opinion, chances are that
he was at some point.

But, the FBI was unable to truly
pin him for anything, so they had
to fabricate evidence.

It was hardly a situation in which to expect
afair trial. ...

I
• Was'Ethel involved with espio-
nage? I feel that she was not and
was Just a pawn in an attempt by
the FBI to extract more inforrna-

spiracy to commit espionage.
Their son, Robert Meeropol,

discussed his point of view in
Alumni Hall on Thursday, October
14.

I personally find the evidence
stacked against the Roseubergs a
farce to the American !egal system.

Flimsy evidence, such as a jello
box top, hotel card, family photos,
and a supposed "spy table," would
never have held up in a normal
American justice system.

I believe that there was an
agenda by the United States gov-
ernment to make an example of
Communists, whether they were
guilty or not.

It was hardly a situation in
which to expect a fair trial and even
more difficult to expect a fair sen-
tencmg.

It seems preposterous for the
Rosenbergs to be executed when
Fuchs, Gold, and Greenglass all
had solid evidence stacked against
them. This evidence implicated

tionfromJulius.
As a result of what happened to

his parents, Meeropol feels that
government agencies should be re-
formed, so "big brother" cannot
control our lives.

He also feels that our nation is
"execution happy" and that the
death penalty is unnecessary under
all circumstances.

However, I feel that the govern-
ment agencies do not need to be
totally reformed.

We are not in the iron fisted, 1.
Edgar Hoover days of the FBI, and
J feel things have changed.

I also feel that in some cases the
death penalty should not be used
for such a charge as conspiracy to
commit espionage.

Most imponantly, it is a totally
different situation to compare the

Rosenbergs t!?,f1Ja~~.m~@:,!rs."

ered. more at ease,
If the changes to the Honor Our only crime was being in the

Code remain, however, students same room where the so-called vic-
need to be more informed of . lation occurred.
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Letters to the Editor

Common property damage affects all,
even innocent parties, financially

As a freshman here at WMC, I am not sure exactly 'whcu reputation is associated
with Rouzer Hall, but whatever it is, something tells me the building is living up

to it.

In response to "The Pub's four-star
dining experience"
Dear Editor,

Not every Pub consumer feels the way
"Bob" does. The October 21 issue of the
Phoenix presented a very critical point of
view on the appearance, the staff, and the
food presented in the Pub.

I am certain that Bob must be describing
the pub from the perspective of a fourth meal
consumer, whereas Idine there regularly for
lunch, breakfast, and only occasionally dur-
ing the fourth meal time-frame.

I have not noticed the disgusting mess
that Bob so explicitly describes. For the most
part, the Pub is tidy, the condiments are
nicely stocked, and the workers speak quite
clearly and in audible tones.

The food is very tasty and nicely pre-
sented. I get tired of these negative reports
against my friends in the Pub. They don't
realize that they are understaffed.

It seems that the only people there that
do not seem to realize how understaffed they
are during peak meal times are the people
responsible for scheduling and hiring.

Our Pub workers are often balancing sev-
eral tasks at once, trying to keep up with the
pace. They really do need additional staff-
ing.

Instead of spending valuable time moan-
ing and complaining about the appearance
of the food" and the lack of condiments, stop,
and politely remind our overworked friends
that supplies are low and that the tables need
to be tidied.

I do this and, most of the time, the work-
ers put aside their three or so other tasks to
fix the problem.

Often they do not even think about the
things that arc needed outside of the grill
area, as they are so busy trying to get our
food ready in a timely manner.

Perhaps the powers-that-be could send
in an extra worker from Glar just before, or

I sat down to write this after an inter-
esting run-in with Campus Safety.

Two men from the Department of Cam-
pus Safety knocked on my door, inquirin.g
as to whether or not Ihad just thrown some-
thing from my second-story windo~.

When Ipointed out that my window was
not even opened, they went on their way,
telling me that they were going to check
with my neighbors upstairs.

As a resident of Rouzer Hall, such en-

counters are neither surprising nor uncom-
mon.

As a freshman here at WMC, I am not
sure exactly what reputation is associated
with Rouzer Hall. Whatever it is, something
tells me the building is living up to it.

From the dirty bathrooms to the over-
heated laundry room, something always
seems to be broken in this place, not to men-
tion the front door.

The situation gets to be such that you
begin to feel sorry for the Resident Assis-
tants who, despite the benefits, were some-
how tricked into being responsible for im-
posing order.

after, the peak hours to help refill the ice ma-
chines, restock soda machines, refill condi-
ments, and other various tasks.

If these things are checked before peak
times, customers are less likely to have a
source of a complaint.

As to the fourth meal hours, I have defi-
nitely noticed a transformation of the Pub
from order to chaos.

Food and trash are left on the tables and
the floor because select members of the stu-
dent population are willing 10 pick up their
own refuse and deposit it in an appropriate
receptacle.

They appear to get a kick out of watch-
ing others complain about their mess. They
present Academy Award performances at
pretending that their trash is someone else's
problem.
Ihave complained about the appearance

of the late hour Pub to the boss, and he in
tum verbally chastised the day workers and
suggested that they could do better

The reason the Pub is a mess is not the
lazy attitudes of the workers, but rather the
inability of certain students to be responsible
and pick up after themselves.

If you break a ketchup pack on the table,
either by accident or as a joke, clean it up.

When the ice and soda run out, tell some-
one. Be nice to our Pub workers; they can
only do so much.

If you dislike the decor of the Pub, you
have the power to change that. Contact
school officials, and lobby for a change in
this area.

As for the scoop in the icebox, I'm right
in there with you on the germ thing. It makes
me sick when Isee hands that have been who
knows where reach into the ice cooler and
scoop out previously contaminated ice.

This has got to change! It is downright
unhealthy!

Abigail Engel

Michael Wiles observes the
problem of common area damages

for the innocent.

There are, of course, consequences for
this lifestyle. "Common damage," for those
of you who are unfamiliar, is a policy en-
forced in the residency halls where, in short,
everyone pays for the misdeeds of their
neighbors.

Now, upon moving in, I saw no problem

with this policy. I felt that it was only fair
for the students to pay for whatever damage
might; by chance, the key phase, occur to
the building while they were living there.

However, now that Ihave been here for a
while, as the bill keeps increasing. my posi-
tion is no longer what it once was.

You see, in reference to my "key phase,"
r never thought people would destroy their
home, however temporality, on purpose.

Call me crazy, but Inever remember any
of my friends, or, needless to say myself,
trashing a bathroom just because it was there.

Although this policy is unfair, there is one
consolation.

Dear Editor,
I cannot tel: you how many times I've

overheard comments that went something
like this: "I hate Glar;" "I'm sick of the same
old foods;" and "Can't they make something
different."
Icringe. How spoiled have we really be-

come? I cannot even begin to comprehend
how very difficult it must be to cook for so
many people and to try to smile as they com-
plain, right to your face, how bad the food
is.

I really think the men and women who
work in Glar do their best to please every-
one. And, in all honesty, they're doing a
pretty good job. From what I've heard, the
wrap and Caesar salad bars didn't always
exist.

Combine them with the tacos, nachos,
pizza, regular salad bar, and the main dish,
and you have quite a few options, not to
mention the regular supply of sugary des-
serts that are always provided.

Even if you are not impressed by the ev-
eryday variety of foods, you must consider
what I call "Luxury Nights." I think I have
eaten more shrimp and steak in the past two
months then r did last year. For those who
find Glar to be a dull place to be, there is
always Casino Night to liven thing up.

That's just part of the work done at Glar.
Every time there is a conference of some sort,
a picnic, or a campus wide activity, guess
who must make all the refreshments? The
people who work at Glar,

All of these thing take quite a bit of orga-
nization on the parts of the Glar workers.
They have better things to do with their time
then cater to us. So, the next time you com-
plain about the dining services, remember:
the workers really are trying to please ev-
eryone, including you.
Jessica Fitzgerald

I have recently learned that, until the
total bill reaches the amount of ten dollars
per resident, no one will actually be
charged.

This makes me happy because it shows
that Residence Life understands we are not
all to blame for the damage that occurs 10

the building.
Still, something must be done about all

this.
I cannot believe that there is no solu-

tion to this problem. I know that it seems
insurmountable, but I still believe that there
is a better way to deal with the problem of
building damage than making uninvolved
people' pay.

Perhaps more patrolling by Campus
Safety would cure this problem, at least in
part, until a better solution can be found.

In Rouzer's case, this might be the best
solution, seeing as Campus Safety'S office
is already part of the building.

Besides, they are an innocent person's
best insurance from unfair billing. As they
can tell you, I did not throw anything out
of the window.

mailto:phoenix@wmdc.edu


The Phoenix
commends president

The Phoenix wishes to con-
gratulate President Robert Cham-
bers on his 15th anniversary as
president of WMC.

Fifteen years is quite a long
time to be in one place, and it is a
testament not only to the college
but to the people and traditions that
make this school a community.
Over the years, the college has
grown, not just in the size of the
student body or the number of new
buildings, but it has grown in repu-
tation. Surely, this can be attributed
to the influence Dr. Chambers has
had on the campus so far.

It is our wish that Dr. Chambers
will have many more happy years
here and that he will continue to
make WMC a better place 10 live,
work, and learn.

Poisoning cases
decline'

Over the past two and a half
years that I have been here, it seems
that more has been done to provide
alcohol free events and alcohol
awareness education. During my
first semester here, Iwrote an edi-
torial talking about the lac kings of
the On Campus Talking About Al-
cohol program and also the lack of
alcohol free events.

While I am not sure that the ac-
tivities and educational programs
are at their most productive levels,
according to Campus Safety and
Residence Life, alcohol poisoning
cases have decreased in number
recently. Certainly, this is a step in
the right direction.

There are, however, many un-
reported. cases of alcohol poison-
ing on campus. This causes concern
because it affects members of the
entire community.

While alcohol poisoning is ob-
viously dangerous to the affected
individual, those of us who live
here also have to pay the price.
Property gels damaged, or Campus
Safety has to spend time looking
into suspected cases or figuring OUI

damages while someone else on

Terror football
continues winning
campus may need them more.

It was great to see so many
eo Ie out at the Homecomin

football game on October 23.
From what I have heard. this

game had record. attendance for any
home football. Also, the last two
football victories are keeping the
Green Terror straight on the path
to a third straight playoff run.

lt is a great credit to the team,
its coaches, and the athletic staff
thai WMC has had three such won-
derful seasons in row.

Keep it up, Green Terror. We
want to go far in the playoffs this
year!

Lady Terrors make
WMCproud

What can be said about the
women's cross country and the
women's volleyball teams? These
Lady Terrors have certainly made
WMC proud. This past weekend,
the cross country team brought
home the Centennial Conference
crown.

The volleyball team also scored
major points by becoming confer-
ence champs in a three way tie.
Sorry you didn't make the playoffs,
though. Maybe next year it will
happen.

Enjoy the post-season ladies,
and good luck next year. Of course,
we don't want to forget any of
WMC's other teams. Congratula-
tions to all of you on your sue-

New email server
arrives on campus

The new email serven opus.fs
definitely confusing. While infor-
mation Services'did a good job giv-
ing students information about the
intended change via the WMC
website, more could have been
done {Q inform students about pass-
words.

Personally, it took six attempts
for me to create my password.
While security is good, ease of use
is better,

On the bright side, the increased
space for email and the faster
speeds for access arc enjoyable.

The above editorials were
written by the editor-in-
chief in consultation with
the editorial board.

SEX.
You never lose the right to reruse.
Being unable to consent Is not

the same as saying yes.

No means No. Period.
If you need help about sexual Yiolence,

call us. Calls are confidential and
services are free.

Telephone: 410 - 857 - 0900

24 hour Hotline: 410-875-7322
Rape Crisis Intervention Service

of CarroU CounJy
224 North Center Street, Rm. 102

Wesbnlnster, MD

www.repecnsrscc.ccm
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Unbeknownst to many, espe-
cially those that plan the menu at

Glar lacks vegetarian choices
waiting for someone with an appe-
tite for wallpaper paste or disinfec-

Manicotti or Manicotti Santa Fe, salad bar, neglected and alone, ation.

Gtar, there are a growing number
of students at WMC who refuse the
tickets at steak night and stay away
from the Cajun chicken.

No, they are not from the FDA,
these people arc vegetarians.

And there are more of us than
you think. According to the Veg-
etarian Society of the United Slates,
a little over five percent of the
population are vegetarians, and the
number is steadily increasing.

This brings me to my point. We
vegetarians need food, better food.
At least something having nutri-
tional value or taste.

Hmmm you may be think-
ing, but there are lots of vegetarian
options at Glar: vegetarian salad,
vegetarian bread, vegetarian pasta,
and, that wonderfully ambiguous
dish, vegetarianmoussaka.

That is all well and good but not
good enough. First of all, although
there is usually a vegetarian entree
offered, if it is not devoid of all fla-
vor, such as the shepherd's pie, it
is so covered in spices that it would
turn even titanium stomachs.

Why must we have Mexican

Kate Esposito discusses
the lacking vegetarian

menu in Glar.

instead of the unadulterated version
which is Italian I believe?

There are plenty of other non-
spicy foods that are rarely offered
such as pasta primavera or maca-
roni and cheese.

Also, as vegetarians, many of us
are interested in eating a healthy
diet.

How is it that a roasted veg-
etable burrito has 15 grams of fat,
when it should solely consist of
vegetables and bread?

Also a small plate of eggplant
parmigiana has a Whopping 24 fat
grams.

Apparently vegetarians like to
substitute gallons of oil for all of
those missed Big Macs. It would
help to have an ingredients list so
we could actually know what we
are eating.

In addition to these wonderful
main dishes, the dining hall also
offers humus, tofu, and garden
burgers. This may be true, but they
are also not edible.

The humus and tofu sit on the

tant.
Last year, there was a vegetar-

ian bar which featured several types
of humus, so usually at least one
would be palatable.

When ordering a garden burger,
it is not certain what will actually
be arriving on your plate, an actual
garden burger, tasty equivalent. or
Uncle Joe's vegetable hockey puck.
This is true in the Pub as well.

Speaking of the Pub, why is it
that out of all of the sandwiches
offered as fourth meals. only three
are vegetarian (grilled cheese, egg
salad, garden burger)?

None of these three feature veg-
etables either.

The Pub could certainly feature
a vegetable sub, using the same in-
gredients put into the salads.

In conclusion, dining services
needs to be a bit more considerate
of the vegetarian diet, considering
that there are people that actually
follow it.

As of now, vegetarian options
seemed to be offered merely for
cosmetic reasons. The people that
eat them deserve more consider-

MD Attorney General missing the
mark in plans for gun control

Gun control is already one of
the most controversial issues in
politics today.

But now, Maryland's anomey
general is proposing new laws
which would require tighter back-
ground checks on anyone attempt-
ing to purchase a handgun. and
making fingerprinting for all poten-
tial gun owners mandatory.

What's the problem? These
measures may not seem 100 unrea-
sonable. Did I mention that his
long-term goal is a statewide ban
on all handguns owned by private
citizens?

Attorney General J. Joseph
Curran, Jr. says that only law en-
forcement officers and gun collec-
tors should be permitted to own
handguns. In his words, the rest of
us private citizens must give them
up because the "cost has become
too great."

Curran hopes that his recently
released 58 page report entitled. "A
Farewell to Arms," will prompt the
public to discuss limitations on
handguns.

Curran may seek to sue gun
manufacturers for the violence to
which their products contribute.
Now, correct me if J'm wrong, but
I have never seen a gun magically
rise into the air and squeeze off sev-
eral rounds at the nearest bystander.

What I have read about, how-
ever, are gang-related shootings,
disgruntled employees opening fire
on former co-workers at the
shooter's former workplace, and
warped high school students who
decide to shoot their classmates and
themselves.

It seems 10 me that the real is-
sue should be the intelligence, mo-

Ryan Seavolt criticizes
recent gun control

measures in Maryland.

rality, education, and responsibil-
ity of all Americans, not the fact
that they have access to guns.

Although Governor Parris
Glendenning supports such gun
control legislation as the "smart
gun" proposal. new requirement for
safety locks, and other ideas on lim-
iting the number of accidental child
deaths, these measures are a far cry
from denying every member of the
public their constitutional rights.

The most puzzling fact of the
attorney general's proposal is that
other than his insane idea of ban-
ning all handguns, Curran actually
has several solid ideas for curbing
the spread of gun violence.

For instance, he proposes that
police be allowed to use wiretaps
to investigate the illegal purchase
of handguns and that the possession
of an illegal handgun be made a
felony.

Such measures place the re-
sponsibility of the crime directly on
the perpetrator and not on us.

Curran also suggests that any
person convicted of a crime be pre-
vented form owning a handgun,
thus ensuring that people who have
exhibited violent behavior in the
past will not have legal access to
weapons which they can use to
cause more harm.

However, Curran's plan to
eliminate all privately owned hand-
guns is so ludicrous by comparison
that even a spokeswoman for the
national lobbying group, "Handgun
Control," says that the organization
supports some of the attorney

general's proposals, but not his caU
fora ban.

Gun clubs are vehemently op-
posed to this measure and the ma-
jority of the community seems to
be opposed to it as well.

Personally, I am stunned that a
public official would even suggest
such an outrageous action.

If a government official were to
propose restrictions on what the
press could report, we would never
hear the end of it.

If a politician were to suggest
that we give up the right to vote,
our outcries could never be si-
lenced.

Why should this issue be any
different?The right to bear arms is
our fundamental right under the
Second Amendment as citizens of
the United States, and the ability
to use handguns for recreational
target practice and, if need be, in
defense of our homes and families,
should not be taken away from us.

The old catch phrases of the
pro-gun legislators and the Na-
tional Rifle Association may seems
like cliches by now, but the notions
that "guns don't kill people- people
kill people" and "if you outlaw
guns, then only criminals wiU have
them." still apply today.

I believe that rather than exces-
sive gun control, longer prison sen-
tences for violent offenders, with-
out the opportunity of parole,
would go a long way toward fix-
ing the problem in this country.

Fortunately, even Curran him-
self admits that a complete ban on
handgun ownership by private citi-
zens is not likely to become reality
any time soon. Hopefully, I won't
be around to see it.

http://www.repecnsrscc.ccm


growing issue of Internet
gambling

Anne Butler advocates thought
before decision-making about the

world's religions.

Then it would have to be a new reli-
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College students trapped by
gambling via Internet sites

Quirks: Sleep and dreams
Kristen G. Fraser addresses the ernment has no right to interfere with the

sovereignty of those nations.
But, the problem still exists. Dissolving

foreign businesses is obviously not an ethi-
Internetgamblinghas entered the national cal solution.

arena, most recently, extending to a younger The Baltimore Sun (September 22,1999
generation, America's college students. Al+) investigated the problem by noticing
Though this issue has many implications for the trend with college students. This angle
youth, the bigger issue rests with Internet exposed another potential problem, the in-
freedom, business rights, and law enforce- creasing number of college students in-
ment. volved.

In an October 20, 1999 broadcast on The lax security measures exhibited by
ESPN, the severity of the issue emerged. these sites could potentially lead to the
Current online profits are estimated at $600 throwing of college-level athletic events, a
million. The term "wide spread availability" problem not desired by any college.
also serves as an important indicator for the In addition, the threat of severe debt in-
true nature of the issue. curred by unsuspecting college students pre-

Essentially, cyber gambling sites thrive sents a serious issue.
on the Internet, offering addictive;gambling Obviously, this problem needs to be ad-
with only a few clicks of the mouse. dressed. The proponents of Internet freedom

These sites are particularly dangerous of speech would [abel any attempts at regu-
because they are running nearly unchecked. lation as a restriction of rights. In this case,
The situation seems innocuous enough, their arguments are quite unfounded.
simple enough, and fun enough. While Internet freedom is a touchy sub-

There is nothing innocuous, simple, or ject, most of the desires for freedoms con-
fun for maxed credit cards and the conse- cerns Internet material that is not illegal.
quences of an addiction. Clearly, gambling is illegal in the vast ma-

Currently, there are no U.S. federal laws joriry of states andmustbe addressed as such. place, and then we'd all pray in our own what religion.
banning Internet gambling. There is a bill The U.S. government is faced with en- way for a few extra hours. However, in the cynical world of to-
pending further debate in committee in the forcing laws through a medium that cannot Such a huge prayer would get God to day, is this even possible?
U.S. Senate, but nothing solid has material- easily be traced. Is there a known solution? sit up and take notice, right? I'd like to think it is, but something
ized. There is talk;of bringing the bill to the Not yet. But, the authorities must work fast. Of course, could we all get together in the back of my head say it's not. It's a
floor sometime this fall, according to ESPN. Electronic gambling is an addition to the for this purpose? really nice dream, but I don't see us pull-

However, the National Gambling Impact long list of headaches created by the Inter- I mean, the Protestants would clash ing it off.
and PolicyCommission deems Internetgam- net. The problem of hacking, the availabil- with the Catholics. Fear not, however, I do have a solu-
bling important enough to be considered in ity of terrorist material on theWeb,computer The Jehovah's Witnesses and Mor- tion, and it's kinda related to the Ba'hai
their continuing studies. viruses, and now Internet gambling create a mons would clash with the African reli- idea. It's rather simple actually. Let's just

This Congress-appointed committee cur- daunting task for law enforcement. gions, and the Muslims would just be teach everyone to think.
rently studies the growth of these forms, rec- The solution of this problem is obviously contesting everyone. Yeah, that's it. Let's teach people to
ognizing their impact on the American unclear. With the far-reaching implications It's possible that the only ones not think. No, I don't mean education or facts
people. of Internet freedom, legality, and intercoun- fighting would be the Ba'hais, and even and numbers.

Thc problem is complicated by many is- try relations, no prediction can be made. then they would be being persecuted by I mean simple thinking. Using your
sues, including the lack of prosecution of But, students, be forewarned. some of the Muslims. common sense, making informed deci-
offenders. The next time a link appears for online . What then, of our prayer for more sions, stuff like that.

Authorities who attempt to trace the in- gaming, or the next lime a "junk" email is hours? Make a decision about all the reli-
dividuals or groups who operate the gam- received, think carefully before clicking to Could we possibly convert them all gions after learning the facts about them.
bling sites often face failure; the majority of the sites. to a new religions? Or even choose no religion if you like.
these businesses are stationed outside of the This illegal practice will produce noth- That might work. I couldn't be any of Hell, worship squirrels for all I care,
U.S. borders. ing but serious consequences- debt, loss of the current religions because there's too just as long as you thought about what

These countries naturally do not want credit, and the possible termination of a col- much arguing. you chose.
overt American attention, and the U.S. gov- lege career.

Affirmative action: A policy for idealism or an
outmoded system holding people back from success?

Affirmative action has been in use in this Jeremy Keil criticizes the It is also extremely hard for black chil- If you want to improve the education of
country for over 30 years now. American political institution of dren to succeed in school when all of their blacks, you need to start from the bottom up.

It is intended to hold people who dis- affirmative action. ancestors, including perhaps their parents, There needs to be a program that educates
criminate against minorities accountable; '.JJ' have been denied an education because of as many black children as possible, starting
however, this is already covered in the 14th At present, racism falls very low on the their skin color. from their first day of school.
Amendment to the Constitution which guar- list. Howcan weexpect black children to sue- Perhaps more money could be given to
antees equal protection under the law for all During the days of slavery and Jim Crow, ceed in school when they are unable to go schools with a high proportion of minorities.
people. the few blacks that were educated were home for help? Anotherprogramcould be initiatedwhich

Affirmative action does nothing but harm viewed by the other blacks as Uncle Toms, One big part of affirmative action is its trains people (0 help tutor black children
minorities. whosemothers must work twojobs and don't

It guarantees that minorities will be rep- Unfortunately, there is more focus on measures such have time to help their kids with homework.

~:s:~~~~ei~h:~em~~~~::~:r~u~~:\~~t~~:~ as affirmative action that can pretend to show results and~~I~~~e~S~::i~!~~kSbecomeaseducated

~~:~~~necessary to compete in the work- because it is a quick and easy solution. me~::~srts~:~t:;:f~:~:t::e:~;i::~~~:c~~

Although affirmative action is applicable who sold out their race for selfish,reasons. role in college admissions. I believe this pretend to show results because it is a quick
to all minorities,and also women, it is mostly Unfortunately, this problem still exists. policy does nothing for the majority of and easy solution.
viewed as something that helps blacks. Iwill admit that I do not have many black blacks. If we instituted a program that paid spe-

It is a sad part of our history that slavery friends. All it does is help the cream of the crop cial attention to educating minority students
existed. When I talked to the ones I have, they get scholarships. and made full use of the ldth Amendment

Wecan not make up for that fact by giv- told me that they receive more taunting and Without it, these people may have been and the Civil Rights Act of 1964, I believe
ing jobs and college degrees to people who prejudice from their black peers than from forced to attend a state or community col- blacks will be much better off than under
we have failed to prepare to become a part white peers and educators because they are lege instead of an expensive private college, affirmative action.
of American society. viewed as "trying to be white." but I believe they would succeed anyway It will take much longer before we see

There are many reasons why blacks are I believe this is a serious obstacle to since they have already proven themselves results, but they will be actual results, and
poorer and less educated than whites. blacks becoming successful. to be motivated. not manipulated statistics.

gion.
Hey, maybe we should all worship

squirrels! I know they'd love that!
Sleep is good. Sleep is very good. Un-

fortunately, 1don't get enough of it. I'm
so busy that there are not enough hours
in the day in order for me to get enough
sleep.

Hey, I know!
Why don't we ask God for more hours

in the days?
He/She/It can do that, right?
I mean, he/she/it is God after all. AlI-

No, wait, then, we'd run into a prob-
lem of precisely what squirrels to wor-
ship.

powerful, all-knowing, all-seeing, etc.
So, how could we get this to come

about?
Well, we'd probably have to get all of

the people of the various religions to-
gether.

We could get them all together in one

Squirrels vary from continent to con-
tinent and even state to state.

What then would be the object of our
worship?

Well, each region would claim their
squirrel's as superior. Eventually the ar-
guing would turn into fighting, then into
war, so, we're even worse off then be-
fore.

Perhaps we should follow the Ba'hai
idea.

They want people to keep their own
religion but recognize everyone as equal:
man, woman, black, white, no matter

Make a decision about all the religions after
learning the facts about them. Or even choose no

religion if you like.
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TOYOTA-101
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INTRODUCING THEALL NEW

TOYOTA ECHO
Starting under $10,000 - About $12,000 well equipped.
THERE'S AN ECHOOUTTHERE! Great looks on the outside, great room on the inside.

Cruise the highway at 40 MPG·...very thrift-yo Power'?Plenty! It's a 1.5 liter hi-tech
16 valve DOCHengine with variable valve timing (new) that kicks out 108 horsepower

any time you want it. And best of all. Echo starts at just $9,995t.
New IiFinanceflanl thru Toyota Motor Credit helps those with limited
credit history buy or lease a new Echo or Celica. See dealer for details.

[~TOYOTA real values. everyday.] www.gettoyota.com
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Homecoming 19991
Left: the Homecoming
Court: l.-r.: Jed Spencer
andAmanda Cline (class of
2001), Jamin Bartolomeo
(class 0/2003), Raphael
Taylor and Moe Eineker
(class 0/2000), Danielle
Loiacono and Steve Sharkey
(class 0/2002). Not pic-
tured, Tara Webb (class of
2003).

Right: Members of Phi
Kappa Sigma celebrate
after winning this year's
prestigious Brandt Cup,
which recognizes the
Greek organization with
the best academics,
sportsmanship, and
community service.

Beata Suranyi, and Jes-
sica Hurowitz (1. to r.)
enjoy themselves at
WMC's annual lntema-
tional Dinner.

Left: WMC won the

Right: Pilar Velpilana
showcases her Spanish
heritage in a traditional
dance.

http://www.gettoyota.com
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mented by the influence of what their MP3
site describes as "seventies arena gtam, eight-
ies art rock, and classic British punk." We
witnessed firsthand the stellar sex appeal of
this band, which made them 100 cute fortheir
own good and perfect for MTY.

Tristan and Ed, the drummer, came to-
gether in 1998. Later, with bassist Winston
and lead guitarist Paul, they formed
ThrilJcraft.

According to Paul, "We had such a hard
time picking a name because there are four
huge egos [in this group]." Their compro-
mise was to look to a dictionary of 20th cen-
tury slang. A thriltcraft is a name for a per-
son who builds and designs rollercoasters or
a craft made specifically for thrills, such us a
jet ski.

Despite the "four huge egos," Ed feels the
band is "keeping the rock and roll tradition
of brotherhood." We agree. After the first ten
minutes with the group, their constant play-
ful bickering and banter made us swear they
were brothers.

You can learn more about Thrillcraft on
www.thrillcraft.net or you can visit
www.mp3.com to download songs from the
band or buy a CD.

ERIN JERNIGAN AND JENNIFER Ross
Senior wraers

We recently met Thrillcraft, the band
characterized by lead singer Tristan as the
"realf-thing."

Thrillcraft, opening for Tonic and the Goo
Goo Dolls on the MP3 Music and Technol-
ogy Tour, came like a shining light in an oth-
erwise dull series of opening bands during
the Towson show.

This mainly club band, which hails from
Manhattan's East Side, has gained a loyal
local following. However, they are looking
to branch out into other regions, including
"the Maryland area.

According to Tristan, "We've been an
arena band for years but nobody knew it."
They joined the MP3 website in April in
hopes of making their music available to
more listeners.

Tristan believes that performing on the
M P3 tour is the perfect opportunity to reach
more people because they are "a captive au-
dience ... we pretend they're here to see us."
He also says that performing in a large venue
"is an adolescent dream come true."

Their press review on MP3.com describes
their first CD, "Rehab," as akin to Bleach

Willston, Ed. Tristan, and Paul (I. to r.) compose the up-and-coming band Thriltcraft.

by Nirvana, in that it will be the first CD namic presence of the group will make them
before they become huge. This band is ready hard to miss. According to one reviewer,
for the big-time and their on-stage chemis- "These guys are real good ... so good thai,
try proves it. when I play it [their CD), my dog PJ. hides

Thrilicraft is across between Nirvana and under the pillows on the couch."
David Bowie as Ziggy Stardust, and the dy- The band's alternative sound is aug-r----------------------------- __CD Review: Thrillcraft's

latest release, "Rehab"
MIKE YESTRAMSKI

Spons Editor
Thrillcraft is an unknown act that played

the MP3 tour at Towson University.
On their seven song CD, "Rehab," you

get a good mix of genres and moods, but you
really never grasp the message Thrillcraft is
attempting to send.

The first three songs ("Die Happy,"
"Come Down," "Speed of Sin") all remind
me of early 90's alt-rock. Very Dinosaur Jr.-
type feel. The slow, mumbling vocals, the
lead bass for the verse, and the chorus of
faster guitars all could have been pulled di-
rectly from J Mascis's notebook.

The band anempts to show their "sensi-
tive" side with the ballad "Bleed." I'm pretty
sure this song was written after a long con-
versation with Johnny Reznik, the guy from
the Goo Goo Dolls. They attempt to give it a
little toughness by continually saying "f-"
in just about every other verse.

The last three tracks ("Little Black Hole,"
"Only Everything," "Never Get Old") all go
back to the early 90's sound, only this time a
little more Nirvana-esque. That's not neces-
sarilya bad thing.

Overall, this is a good band. They write
very catchy songs. They have a good sound;
it's just not theirs.

Senior writers

Movie Review: Fight Club
JENNIFER Ross & ERIN JERNIGAN

Fight Club is a brilliant and funny film; a
social commentary that wilt make you check
your value system at the door.

Fight Club stars Brad Pitt and Edward
Norton as two men who are taken, along with
the viewer, on a Marxist voyage of self-dis-
covery.

Norton plays a frustrated white-collar
worker, suffering from insomnia and filled
with disgust at his empty, consumerist, emas-
culated life.

When he meets Pitt's anarchist charac-
ter, who advocates reconnecting with one's
inner man through violence, the "fight club"
of the title, sparks fly.

Their experimentation with violence
takes them to a place where the real chal-
lenge is finding personal freedom, however

far off the beaten path it takes them.
When this ride is over, you'lt be tired and

bloody and thinking "what a long, strange
trip it's been."

Long monologues by Norton guide us on
the fateful trip, taking us forward and back-
ward through time as necessary.

Computer graphics and other filmmaking
techniques, interposed at intervals through-
out the film, challenge the audience to ad-
dress the reality of their trip.

This is almost too much strangeness to
swallow.

Pitt is his usual half-dressed self, and, as
long as we're on the subject of hormones,
the sight of Meat Loaf's feminine side may
make Norton's insomnia contagious.

Grade: A This is a solid film that
you must see at least twice.

Local movie theaters
Hoyt's Cranberry Mall, Westminster:
Phone: (410) 857-1410
Prices: Adults are $6.00 before 6:00 pm

& $7.75 after 6:00 pm
General Cinema, Owings Mills:
Phone: (443) 384-0081
Prices: Adults are $5.00 before 6:00 pm

& $8.00 after 6:00 pm

Lowes Valley Center 9, Owings Mills:
Phone: (410) 363-4194
Prices: Adults are $5.00 before 6:00 pm

& $7.25 after 6:00 pm

MP3: A music revolution
MP3.com is one of {he most popular

new ways to get music. Essentially, it is a
massive website with access to an unend-
ing amount of music and spoken word
tracks that are downloadable and playable
from your computer.

In order to playa track directly, a 28~00
bps modem or higher is necessary, but on
myroommate's 5 year old IBM, with a 28.8.
the direct play is jumpy if it happens at all.

Computer owners who have CD burn-
ers, or a fast computer with lots of memory,

wi!! get the bestresults from this sue, be-
cause they will be able to play their music
(or spoken word) while running other ap-
plications or will be able to record songs
to play elsewhere.

The most revolutionary aspect of
MP3.com is the ability for artists to make
their music available 10 the world.

The only things necessary to make your
music available to the world is a MP3 file
to upload, a photo or two, and an Email
address.

Classified

#1 Spring Break Vacations!

Travel

Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Florida. Best Prices Guaran-
teed! Free Parties & Cover
charges! Book Early &
Receive Free Meal Plan!

Now Hiring Campus Reps!

1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.com

Personal

PREGNANT?
FREE CONFIDENTIAL

PREGNANCY
TESTING & CARING

COUNSELING
HELP 1-800-521-5530

CONTINUE EDUCATION
AND CAREER,

THE NURTURING NET-
WORK

800-866-4666

ACT NOW! GET THE
BEST SPRING BREAK

PRICES!
South Padre, Cancun, Ja-

maica, Bahamas, Acapulco,
Florida & Mardigras. Reps
needed ... Travel Free, Earn
$$$ Group Discounts for

6+,
800-838-8203/

WWW.LEISUREIDURS.COM

Help Wanted

Immediate Openings!

Students earn $375/$575
weekly processing/assem-

bling medical J.D. cards from
your home. Experience

unnecessary ... we train you!
Can MediCard

1-541-386-5290, ext. 300

http://www.thrillcraft.net
http://www.mp3.com
http://www.endlesssummertours.com
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What a long, strange trip it's been... Robert Hunter
Chambers completes 15 years as President ofWMC

One of Chambers' proudest accomplishments at
WMC has been the establishment of the new sci-
ence building.

All photos courtesy of Public Information Office

Who is that ... buttoned man?
Doonespury creator (and
friend of the Pres) Gary
Trudeau at Chambers'
inauguration ceremony.

Left: WMC is proud to host the Ravens football learn during
their summer practice. Here, Pres. Chambers and Ravens

owner Art Modell "put their hands on the ball. " rrtjijij~I[l1

time in ,
with state government issues. Here, he is seen dealing with
Maryland Governor Parris Glendenning.

Students may not realize it, but Chambers enjoys teaching
undergraduate classes, in addition to fulfilling his adminis-
trative duties. Here, Elmo makes a brief appearance.

Pres. Chambers and Captain Kangaroo stand together at
the Captain's honorary degree award ceremony.

Take me to your leader!
Pres. Chambers welcomes
ali newcomers to WMC--as
long as they're only here to
learn!
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Miscellaneous
The Tick Apartment of Niceness
http://thetick .. virtue lave.netl

Ani Difranco: rockin' like
a mutha in Pa.

SAR.AH RADICE

Features Editor

The journey of a pumpkin:
Scene One: Two women standing behind

myself and my friend Julie in the line wait-
ing to enter the Gettysburg College student
union. The 'security guards are being bitchy,
strictly enforcing the no-purse, no-recording
devices, no-food or drink rules.

These two women are on a mission: to
present Ani with a lovely little jack-c-lan-
tern, glowing with a small candle inside, and
they are full of sheer joy at being at an Ani
concert.

Scene Two: Julie and I are at the door,
and the security guard is telling the women
that they probably won't be able to get the
pumpkin into the concert. We joke about it
being a bomb, and wish the little guy good
luck.

Scene Three: Ani appears on stage, bends
into the crowd, and pulls up the happy jack-
o-lantem. She laughs in pure delight and
launches into one of her spoken word solilo-
quies. It's a wonderful, intensely human
moment, pure Ani.

It's a wonderful show. Jason, Julie, and
Dave were back as her accompanists, and a
warm, familial vibe radiated from the three-
some.

Ani herself was' a blaze of light, pound-
ing through classics like "Untouchable
Face," and "The Diner," mixed with some
love songs.

She played with characteristic passion,
raw emotion, and intensity, sometimes claw-
ing at her guitar as ifit were a weapon, some-
limes curling with infinite tenderness over
the instrument as she moved into slower,
more morose songs.

There were several gorgeous and haunt-
ing love songs, shot through with anguish
and err underlying fierce will to survive.

Ani paused a few times to talk with the
audience-sliding from playfully funny ban-

Okay, last week I gave you websires
about the cartoons of our childhood. But
what about those of us who still love car-
toons? Well, if you fall into that category,
this week's column is for you.

Pokemon--Ah, the biggest current fad
among kids is a wonderful and brilliant
marketing phenomenon. It's also a damn
cool cartoon!

Cleft of Dimension's Pokemon Shrine
/mp:l!cod.dragonjire.netlpokemoll
Hasn't been updated in a while. Has in-
formation on the Japanese series and the
American one, games too.

Shou Tsurugi's Pokemon Site
h tip :llwww.na.rim.or.jpl_s houl
pokemanhtml

The joyful girl caught in a rare moment of
stillness. She gave an emotionally-charged
performance at Gettysbarg College. OCI. 29

ter about dead flies, to moving, charged
musings on the uselessness of the drug war,
and ending with a powerful one-two punch
of "My Country 'tis of Thee" and a song that,
aaah, [can't quite remember the title to.

The audience was in ecstasy, the applause
so loud and sustained that Ani came back
for a moving encore, marred only by one
moron yelling, "Marry me, ani!" Ass.

Other than that, and a little bit of obnox-
ious crowd pushing. the vibe was welcom-
ing and warm, and J left feeling like $30 was
cheap for the ride Ani took us on.

Hamel! on Trial opened for Ani, a weird-
ass cross between a lone Barenaked Lady and
Tori Amos.

He couldn't sing worth a damn, but he
played incredible guitar, so loud and fast thai
it resonated in my breastbone.

Dar Williams: and
talkative, still all good

LISA DALE VAN AUKEN

News Editor

She stood alone at the altar of a mas-
sive stone cathedral. A single spotlight on
her shining blond hair was the only source
of light in the ghostly room.

While the hushed, even reverent, mur-
murs of the audience rose up to the shad-
ows in the vaulted ceiling, she began to
strum her guitar, bringing a new kind of
warmth to the rainy October night.

It was the perfect atmosphere for Dar
Williams, a folk singer from New York
State.

In Montclair, NJ, 30 minutes outside of
New York City, Williams' concert was pre-
sented at "Outpost in the Burbs.v an orga-
nization for "folk who care," which meets
in a stunning American Gothic cathedral.

Williams' angelic voice complemented
her surroundings perfectly, filling the ar-
tistic religious architecture with an art of
her own.

Ranging from a piercing, passionate
wail to a barely audible whisper, Williams'
soothing vocalizations complemented her
emotionally charged lyrics.

She presented her music, popular among
folks who dig chicks with guitars and in-
telligence, without any accompaniment, ex-
cept her single acoustic guitar.

Of course, all of the "old-Dar" favor-
ites were there, including "The Christians
and the Pagans," "When I Was a Boy," "If
I Wrote You," and my personal favorite,
"Iowa."

Williams picturesquely illustrated as-
pects of life in America, ranging from the
intimacies of unconventional, modern ro-
mances, and the forgiving spirit of fami-
lies, to the politics of free-form radio and
the warped physical self-image of Ameri-

Although Williams can be incredibly
funny, (like when she taunted the audience
by introducing a song, saying "I'm the only
one who knows what this song really
means, so ... he-hal}, she tended to ramble
on while the audience was impatiently
craving her next song.

True, her anecdotes were almost always
amusing, such as when she described her
most sacred revelation while sitting in a
posture of Buddhist mediation: "I need to
see a therapist."

But sometimes, of found myself seeing
how many' words I could make if I rear-
ranged the letters in her name.

Not a very challenging game since
there's only three, but it passed the time
between songs.

Unfortunately, to compound the matter,
Williams' strings were out of tune too many
times to count due to the humid NJ weather.

So to fill the amount of time that she
spent tuning, and retuning, and retuning her
guitar, she chattered about everything and
nothing.

And while her easy, conversational
manner was perfect for the inti mate setting,
it was obvious when she had to stop mid-
song to retune that she was becoming frus-
trated with her performance.

Overall, it was the atmosphere that
made Williams' concert a success. In a holy
building, Williams' made it clear that' she
was putting herself on the line when she
sung her honest, soul-searching songs.

It is music that makes you question
yourself and everything around you.

If you want mad, energy-driven, politi-
cal, chicks-with-guitars-rock, you may
want to head off to see Sleeter-Kinney, or
Ani Difranco, but if you want a relaxing,
meditative journey through the complexi-
ties of human relationships, the backwoods
of America, and the human spirit, go see

lli . It's worth it.

hand-drawn art, too.

Great site with a, synopsis of the Japanese Wow! Lots of stuff here! Mad libs, sounds,
episodes, up to 90, and the movies. Great even a purity test!

Animaniacs Information Page
Team Rocket Palace http://wwwjuzzy.comltooninfolanimaniacsl
http://meltingpot.jortunecity.comlarmenial default. asp
28!rocket.html Cultural references that are mentioned in the
To protect the world from devastation! To show.
unite all peoples within our nation!

some sites for you guys to catch 'em when- ing.

Transformers-Maybe I should have in-
Animaniacs--The wild, wacky, urn, what- eluded this last time, but there is a current
ever-they-are's are still going strong on the Transformers TV series on Fox. Nonetheless,
Cartoon Network and on the WB! Here are I'm including all the incarnations in this list-

ever you want!

Animaniacs Invade Sigh-Burr-Space
http://www.geocitie.l..com/EnchantedForestl
Dell12381!

Free Haircuts CONFIDENTIAL AIDS TESTING

TheASAPhomecomingjloat. l-r: Yana
Location - Smith House Vesnovsky, Stacey Myers, Dan Mueller,

'i;:;:;::=;:::;::;:;:::;:;::~;:;:;::;:;:::;:;:~=,}~:;:C~a:II=E::x~t.::24-;:3:;:f:;:or=&]n~a::p:PO_in..:'m--,en..:,--,~~~~~~~:"!._~~:~~_~~~~.~~e:..,.~ ...':_..,::..._.:_._. ~ ...._.._

Theresa at "Hair After"
on 211 East Main Street
will give a free haircut to
the first 20 STUDENTS

who answer this ad.
Call her at 410-848-6234.

Fall Semester 1999
12:00 - 2:00

Every Other Thursday
November 18
December 2

The Transformer's Online Encyclopedia
http://www.geocifies.comIAtea5/IStationl
6563Itf-ency.html
Info about only the "official" series.

Walky's Transformer's Pit stop
http://memhers.xoom.comIWalkylTians-
formers/
Gotta love a fan with a sense of humor and
the ability to draw well.

SPOON!!

Weird-Ass Site of the Day
Famous Mugshots
luto.r/wwwmugshots.org

Real or not? I dunno, but they're funny.

ASAP
ASAP stands jOt Aids SU{JPort, Awareness,
and Prevention.
Upcoming events include:
Resident Assistant Presentation: 11/16
Coffee House Discussion: TBA
World AIDS Day: Display of AIDS Quilt

1211
ASAP meetings are every Tues. at 9 pm in
DMC 403. All are welcome to attend. Call
Stacey Myers at extension 8225.

http://:llwww.na.rim.or.jpl_s
http://wwwjuzzy.comltooninfolanimaniacsl
http://meltingpot.jortunecity.comlarmenial
http://www.geocitie.l..com/EnchantedForestl
http://www.geocifies.comIAtea5/IStationl
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Normally, I would start my

The Sports View: A debate to remember, series to forget
C.~RIS ANASTASIA

more comfortable and be able to
column with a review of the
World Series, but unless you Jive
in or around New York (or are'
running for a U.S. Senate seat
from there), you really did not
care what happened.

Needless to say, The Yankees
won the Series in a four game
sweep. showing definitively that
they are the best team money can
buy.

Although this was their third
Series win in the last four years,
I have a feeling that the more
lasting memories of this season
will be the incredible season had
by Boston pitcher Pedro
Martinez and the career records
for home-runs and hits set by
Mark Magwire and Tony
Gwynn.

In all, a very unmemorable

World Series, but don't worry too
much, pitchers and catchers report
in only three and a half months.

One interesting thing did come
out of the World Series this year.
The Major League Baseball All
Century Team was named via fan
ballots and announced during the
series.

Some interesting selections
were made, including Roger
Clemens over Greg Maddox and
Ken Griffey, Jr. over Barry Bonds
or Ricky Henderson.

Although Clemens and Griffey
are very good players and are cer-
tain Hat! of Famers, Maddox has
been as dominating, if not more so,
in the 90's, and Henderson is the
all time leader in stolen bases.

To say that Barry Bonds does
not belong on this team and Griffey
does defeats all of Bond's career

AssrSports Eduor

goals.
Also, leaving Steve Carlton off

this team seems like a big mistake
considering he is arguably the best
left-handed pitcher of all lime.

In the end though, that is the
reason for these type of lists: 10
cause debate and to get people to
take a closer look at the rich his-
tory of Major League Baseball.

Speaking of the All Century
team, one name on the list that had
to surprise people was Pete Rose.
Rose, the all time leader in hits is
serving his lifetime ban from base-
ball for gambling and thus can not
be elected into the Baseball Hall of
Fame.

Fans of the game have seem to
forgiven Rose for his past trans-
gressions and by selecting him to

the At! Century team, they seem to
be sending a message to the base-
ball elite that they should except
Rose as well.

It seems that the Ravens have
made yet another change at quar-
terback with Tony Banks replacing
the ineffective Stony Case.

This may not be as bad a deci-
sion as some Ravens fans may
think.

Banks has a high-caliber arm,
one thing Case seriously lacks, and
should be able to execute coach
Brian Billick's offense more effec-
tively than Case or Scott Mitchell
could ever hope to do.

Banks's downfall may in fact
lay in Billick's play book.

The Ravens' coach must sim-
plify the reads in this offense so that
Banks, who is known to react inef-
fectively against pressure, will feel

AMY Bl'lTlNGER

SlaffWriler

Women's soccer upsets F&M, hammers

The Green Terror women's soc-
cer team was defeated 1-0 on Sat-
urday in Gettysburg, Pa., to the
eventual Centennial Conference
Champions.

The Terror (11-5, 8-2) lost the
game and the Centennial Confer-
ence Title by one goal that was
scored with ten minutes left in the
first half.

On a Bullet comerkick, a Get-
tysburg player jumped in front of
Terror goalie, Becca Lyter, and
headed the ball just over her out-
stretched hands. That goal turned
out to be all of the scoring for the
game, but there was a lot more ac-
tion.

The Terror came out tough in
the second half, showing that they
were not giving up.

Defender Tracey Castor
stripped the ball from several Bul-
let attacks to prevent them from
getting any shots off, while her ac-
curate dribbling helped set up Ter-
ror attacks on the other end of the
field.

With 26 minutes left in the
game, freshman Melissa Merson
had a great shot that hit the pole of
the goal.

Ten minutes later, senior Beth
Blasi was able to steal the ball from
one of her three defenders to get a
shot off from the 18 yard line that
went just wide.

Blasi, who had been scoreless
in the last two games, was again
scoreless because of constant triple
teams. as soon as she got the ball.

Senior sweeper, Meaghan
Giorno. who played her last college
soccer game, explained that she had
no tears because "it was a great
game and the best season ever."

The Terror were in their first-
ever title conference game. In the
duration of the season, several
records were broken.

These include consecutive
wins (10) and consecutive shutouts
(6), as well as personal records by
goalie Lyter with over 400 score-
less minutes and with Blasi tying
the schools' scoring record with 18
goats.

In action that lead to the Con-
ference Championship 'game, the
Terror defeated Franklin and Mar-
shall by a second overtime period
goal by senior Marci Short.

In the game, F&M got out to a
2-0 first half lead. But the Terror
stepped it up in the second half and
maintained their pace to pullout the
overtime win.

The second half goals that got
the Terror back in the game were
by Melissa Merson and Blasi.

On Homecoming Saturday, in
the cold and wind, the Terror lost a
tough game to Johns Hopkins 3-0.

Then, the following Wednesday
in Haverford, Pa., the Terror re-
gained their winning ways by de-
feating Haverford 4-3.

In that game, Marci Short got
the Terror up in the second minute
of play. That was followed by two
Haverford goals.

Then, with four minutes left in
the half, sophomore Thea Bayly,
tied it up again offofan assist from
freshman Lauren Harrison.

Shortly into the second half,
Castor got the Terror back into the
lead off of an assist from sopho-
more Kara Moran.

Two minutes later, junior Tara
Calton scored to give the Terror
their fourth goal. Haverford was
unable to overcome the deficit,
only scoring once more in the
game. Lyter finished the game with
three saves.

The Gettysburg loss marked the
last soccer game for several se-
niors: Beth Blasi, Marci Short,
Meaghan Giorno, and defender
Elaina Herndon. They will all be
missed.

build some confidence.
A confident Banks could

mean a season with an actual
working offense for the Ravens
this year.

One last note before I go.
Remember in week one when

the Redskins lost to the Cowboys
in overtime after having a huge
lead evaporate?

The New York Giants do, as
the Redskins destroyed the Giants
in New York by a wide margin
the next week. Well, last week,
the Redskins again lost to the
Cowboys.

Maybe someone should warn
this week's unlucky opponents,
the Chicago Bears, that the
Redskins may have a chip on their
collective shoulders after that
loss, too.

'BRADWIDENER

Tracey Castor prepares to score the go ahead goal again.rt Haverford last
week.

Wanted: A few good writers,
artists, photographers

The Phoenix is always in search of
new staff members. Contact

Megan Martin at extension 8600
.for details. Positions available
starting next semester as well.
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every season since her freshman
year.

Freshman Anna Woods scored
off an assist by Stephanie Peery in
the second half, but they were just
not able to come up with the win
against the Sharemen.

Tears filled the eyes of many of
the girls after this game, but it was
not because of the score. It was
because this was the last game for
their much loved seniors.

As one of the captains put it,
they all enjoyed laughing together,
cry.ing together, ~inni.ng together,
losing together, swearing together,
running sprints together, and play-
ing the sport they all love together.

They left some pretty big shoes
to fill, but there is no doubt that
these determined athletes can do it.

To Shelly Dinterman, Tammy
Fletcher, Jess Horwath, Lolita
Johnson, Kristy Knox, Melissa
Reynolds, and Kerry Wilson, the
seven seniors that have guided and
shaped this team for the past four
years, you will be missed.

STEt'liANIE PEEKY

Call1ributi,lgWriter

As the last Western Maryland
field hockey team of the millen-
nium, the Lady Terror definitely
left their mark on the field.

Despite what the Carroll
County Times had to say about
them, 'the hockey team made a
name for themselves this year.

With their outstanding confer-
ence win over Johns Hopkins, the
terror ended as the only team in the
conference to beat this number one
ranked team.

Was it the home field advantage
that led WMC to victory or the de-
sire and determination of the seven
seniors to step up the intensity?

Maybe it was the newness that
the six freshman brought to the
team or the fact that Western Mary-
land had the most returning play-
ers in the conference that brought
about the win.

Possibly it was their new coach,
Mindy Manolovicb, that gave them
the tools to succeed.

Whatever it was that inspired
these girls to persevere, they
proved that a little heart, mind, and
soul is all it takes.

As "heir season wound down

SportsEditor

The men's soccer ream lost
their season-ending game in a
heartbreaker this past Saturday, 3-
2, to Ursinus.

The Terror out shot the Bears
13-0 in the second half and
bounced two shots off the cross-
bar but couldn't get the winning
goal.

They lost on an own goal at
8:36 in the overtime period.

Ryan Bowles and Charlie
LeFevre added goals for the Ter-
ror in the loss.

The Terror did manage to se-

Dan D'agostino scored the go
ahead goal with 34 seconds left
in the game. Ryan Tetteris added
the first Terror goal.

The Terror lost their 14th
straight game to Muhlenberg 5-
1. Scott Smith recorded his First
career goal in the loss.

Darren Wolf scored the first
two goals in a 3-0 win over
Goucher College.

D'agostino added the third,
his first collegiate career goal.--~--~------~~

last week, these ladies were a little
distressed over an article published
in the October 26 edition of the
Carroll County Times.

A sports writer for the Times
told all but the truth in what chis
program has to offer.

"He took everything out of con-
text and put it in a negative light
rather than the positive way in
which we meant it," says junior
sweeper Ashley Meehan.

Heather Arnold, also a junior
defensive player commented that
"the article was rude and put down
our coach. However, she is a great
person and really knows the game.
She is going to turn this program
around. I wish I had three or four
more years to play for her."

When talking to her team only
minutes after reading the article,
Manolovich told them how she
usually doesn't care what people
think, but she does not like to be
misrepresented.

Manolovich explained, "This is"
a life lesson. I trust a lot of people.
I trust what people tell me. I trust
my relationship with people. You
have to be careful of the media. I
felt mislead in terms of what the
article was supposed to be about."

of the wonder why

cure their first winning season
since 1992 with a 2-1 victory over
Centennial Conference rival,
Dickinson.

Sarah Fogler rushes past the defense ill a recellt game against Washing/oil College.

the article did not focus on the great
accomplishments the team has
achieved. "Our team was closer this
year than the past two years; we
communicate," says junior captain
Sarah Fogler.

Communicate is exactly what
this team does.

From team dinners to
Homecoming tailgate parties and
their own parents weekend to
camping trips, this field hockey
program is definitely on its way up.

Although their record may not
reflect it this season, these girls led
by their new coaching stafr: are
ready to take WMC field hockey
to the next level.

A little consistency is all they
need to climb to the top in the next
few years.

"I've seen a loving relationship
in terms of caring about each other
this year. I didn't see this character
at the beginning of the season. On
the field is a mutual relationship of
expectation. My players support
each other and help each other to

Men's soccer earns
first winning season

learn," Manolovich comments on
the way home from an away game.

As for the last few games, the
field hockey girls didn't give up.

Their Homecoming game went
into triple overtime before WMC
was able to write off Franklin and
Marshall as another win. After 70
minutes of regulation with the score
tied at one to one, the teams com-
peted in 30 more minutes of score-
less play.

Moving to a stroke off, senior
All-conference goalie Jess
!"I0rwath made a spectacular five
saves while junior Ashley Meehan
and sophomore Lauren Cernak
both scored, bringing the overtime
score to WMC 2, F&M O.

This overtime win is recorded
asa2to I win.

They wrapped-up the season on
Saturday with a tough loss to Wash-
ington.

Senior captain Kerry Wilson
scored an unassisted goal in the first
half, completing her hockey career
with a goal against Washington

No401 (k). Noprofit
sharing. No stock options.

Yet, you won't find
better benefits anywhere.
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~tatisticsas of Oct. 17, 1999

Thea Bayly-5-I-llFootball
Offense
Name-TD-FG-XP-PTS

Ron Sermarini-6-0-0-36

Teron Powell-I 1-0-0-66

Brent Sandrock-0-7-29-50

Ryan Smith-3-0-1-20

Joe Kendorski -4-0-0- 24

Matt Jackson-3-0-0-18

Tommy Selecky-45-17-0

Haroun Hebron-17 -4-0

Jason Winegart-26-12-0

Josh Galemore-30-8-0

Derrick Gwynn-38-13-1

Marvin Deal-I 7-7-7

Matt Meiklejohn-25-2-3

Nick Alevrogiannis-8- 3-0

Anthony Burgos-I 9-7-2

Defense Kirk Simpson-I1-3-0

Name- Tackles-Solo-Int
Aaron Bartolain-32-6-0 . Kicking

FG-LG-XP
B. Sandrock-(7-13)-30-(29-34)

M's Soccer
Name-G-A-TP Tara Calton-2-3-7

Vinny Pedalino-4-3-11 Jessie Stickles-0-4-4

Ryan Tetteris-6-3-15 Holly Pearson-I-I-3

Darren Wolf-6-1-13 Field Hockey
Name-G-A-TPRyan Bowles-4-2-10

W's Soccer Sarah Fogler-3-1-7

Name-G-A-TP Shauna Oplinger-2-2-6

Tracey Castor-5-4-14 Stephanie Peery-4-2-10

Beth Blasi-18-3-39 Melissa Reynolds-3-0-6

Melissa Merson-6-4-16 Kerry Wilson-4-3-11

Marci Short-6-5-17 Anna Woods-5-I-ll

CHRIS ANASTASIA

Asst. Sports Ediwr

Volleyball flips F&M to become conference champs

The Green Terror women's volleyball
team guaranteed themselves a share of the
Centennial Conference title with a 3- J vic-
tory over Roberts Wesleyan (15-6, 15-7,
16·18.15-11 ).

Western Maryland (21-9, 9-1) was led
by Freshman Kate Wall's 20 kills and 20
digs. Sophomore Jessica Rouse contributed
six aces and 52 assists to the victory. Jun-
ior Honesty Orumgoole had 21 kills and
19 digs in a 3-1 loss to Moravian that
earned the Terror a third place finish at the
Halloween Classic at Elizabethtown Col-
lege (15-11,12-15,15-13,16_14).

Earlier in the week, the Terror beat
Johns Hopkins 3-0 (15-7.15-11,15-11)
and earned a share of the conference title
when Franklin and MarshaJl upset Gettys-
burg 3-2.

The Terror finished in a three-way tie
with Gettysburg and Franklin and Marshall
for the Centennial Conference Title but
Gettylburg will be awarded the NCAA

tournament bid due (0 their amount of out
of conference wins. Senior Captain Heather
Tolkach spoke for the team when she said
they were "happy about being the conference
champs, but [the team was] a little disap-
pointed in not getting the NCAA bid." Drum-
goole had eight kills and Wall had 15 digs in
the win over Johns Hopkins.

Drumgoole, Brianne Bray, and Wall com-
bined for 31 kills earlier in the week in a 3-
0(15-5. 15-4. 15-8) over Swarthmore. At
that same tri-rnatch, the Terror defeated
Ursinus 3-0 (15-5,15-4, 15-8).

Prior to that. Drumgoole had 31 kills and
17 digs as Western Maryland knocked off
20th ranked Franklin and Marshall 3-1 ( 15-
8.15·10.5-15.15-9).

"With the win against F&M, it was obvi-
ous that we had the confidence and talent to
be recognized as a strong force in the con-
ference," Drumgoole said after the game.
Rouse added S3 assists in the victory. When
asked her thoughts about her team's season,
Rouse stated, "Being m-conference cham-
'pions was a big accomplishment I was
happy with our strong finish."
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Cross country runs
away with school's
first ever league title

MIKE YESTRAMSKI

Sports Editor

The Terror women's cross coun-
try learn won the school's first ever
Centennial Conference crown this
past Saturday.

It was the first time a Western
Maryland cross country team, male
or female, has won any kind of
league crown.

This accomplishment includes
the many years Western Maryland
spent in the Mason-Dixon Confer-
ence.

The team vaulted (rom second
to last place last season and into
championship status this season by
defeating defending champion
Dickinson by one point, 53-54.

Sophomore Jill Krebs finished
second in the race. 3.35 seconds
behind Joko Agunloye of Swarth-

Sophomore Jayne Karolow fin-
ished I l thfollowcd by her team-
mates Holly Thompson and Diana
Pool, who finished 12th and 13th,
respectively.

The biggest finish might have
been freshman Blair Heinke's 15th
place finish. Heinke passed
Dickinson's Elizabeth Allen at the
last second for the team victory.'

When asked about her contri-
bution, Heinke replied, "I was try-
ing to keep up with my teammates,
who all ran great. This was a com-
plete team effort. Everyone con-
tributed."

Karolow felt the win was "ex-
tremely exciting. We shocked ev-
eryone with this win. This is really
great that we wiU finally get some
attention now because most of the
school didn't even know we had a
cross country team. We have no

The women's cross country takes a victory lap with their league trophy after a season of hug~ success.

seniors on this team, so we should
come back even stronger next sea-
son."

The week before, the team fin-
ished sixth at the Gettysburg Invi-

tational. Only 5 Division I1 schools,
all nationally ranked, beat the Ter-
ror.

The Terror beat alliS Division
ITI teams, including Messiah, their

closest rival.
Krebs finished in second place

out of 235 runners in the race.
Krebs has three gold medals and
three silver medals on the year.

MIKE JENKINSON

Staff Writer

Football wallops Widener, 57-20, flattens F&M, 19-0

In the past two undefeated sea-
sons, the Green Terror have played
only average teams, outside the
conference, during the regular sea-
son. A rap against the Terror in those
undefeated seasons is that they had
an easier schedule then most of the
playoff caliber teams.

Head football coach, Tim Keat-
ing, decided to change that this sea-
son. He sought a difficult team on
the out-of-conference schedule.
Enter Widener. Few teams any-
where in Division In football have
as proud a tradition as Widener.

This late season game was
scheduled to make a point 10 teams
across the country - the point that
Western Maryland football is to be
taken seriously.

The point was made. The Green
Terror played a dominant game on
all sides of the ball.

This was evident in the 57-20
destruction of the Widener Pioneers
on Saturday, October 30. The de-
feat was the worst for Widener in
over 65 years.

The Green Terror defense en-
tered the game giving up less then
six points a game, included in that
were four shutouts.

The fact that Widener was able
to score two touchdowns on the
Terror defense didn't mean the de-
fense wasn't it's normal dominant ,

self. Sophomore defensive line-
man, Josh "Ox" Galemore, re-
corded two sacks, one that was
inches away from being a safety.

Co-captain Aaron Bartolain
applied pressure to the quarterback
throughout the game and made
several tackles all over the field.
Senior Marvin Deal added yet an-
other interception to his conference
record.

The special teams unit for the
Green Terror had an outstanding
game as well.

There were two punt blocks on
two consecutive punts by Widener.
leff Garza contributed one of the
blocks. Scott Armstrong, Jason
Wiles, Rory Maher, and Mike
Wood made their typical contribu-
tions to just about every special
teams play. Place kicker Brent San-
drock scored 15 points, by far, a
new career high.

Despite great defense and spe-
cial teams, the most exiting part of
the game was the dominant play
of the offense. The offense scored
seven touchdowns. Ron Sennarini,
Teron Powell, Jamie Harris, and
Ryan Smithall found the end-zone
once for the Terror. Joe Kendorski,
finally recovered from a preseason
muscle-strain, added three touch-
downs for the Terror.

The men running into the end-
zone weren't the only reason for
the high offensive output. A bulk
of the.credit .belongs .with the of-.

fensive line.lohn Rydzewski, Scott
Shelton, A.J. Barchetto, Terry Otto,
and Dan Harman are the starters up
front. Barchetto, Harman, and Otto,
three seniors. have all been start-
ing for at least three years, and Otto
has started all four years. New of-
fensive line coach Andy Brown has
changed many aspects of the block-
ing schemes for the o-Iine, result-
ing in greater protection for Senna-

A week before the domination
of widener came a Homecoming
match-up with conference foe
Franklin and Marshall. Although
the offensive output wasn't as
strong as it is in most weeks, the
Terror was able to win the game
19-0.

A highlight of the game in-
cluded another touchdown for

Burgos shut down his side of the
field yet again as his dominance of
the comer position continued.

Lastly, Deal set a new Division
III record for career punt return
yards. Special teams coach Paul
Mccord acknowledges Deal's in-
credible talent as a kick returner.

However, he is also quick to
point out that Deal wouldn't be able
to get a yard without the strong play
of the

Punter Kevin Culbertson in rare action against Widener.



LISA DALE VAN AUKEN

News Editor

Although many students are not
aware of the surveillance equipment
in a computer lab on campus, it
seems that the administration did
not mean to keep its existence a se-
cret.

Five hidden cameras, which
were installed in the Charleson lab
at Hoover Library when the lab be-
came available 24 hours a day, was
incorporated into the campus secu-
rity system last year. The cameras
do not have an audial feature, ac-
cording 10 Christ Mathews, direc-
tor of Information Services.

Since a lab attendant could not
be available for 24 hours a day, the
administration decided 10 incorpo-
rate a surveillance system into the

Inside
(•. I"i"tg.l£ii' PI
Pro and Can: Should the crosses
that once rested atop Big Baker and
Elderdice be returned? Kristen G.
Fraser and Megan K. Martin look
at both sides.

'«'P'ii el
Jonathan Shacat '98 writes from his
Peace Corps station of his life and
local delicacies he has learned to
enjoy.

Fi1fffU Ei
Greg Lederer puts Jess Horwath in
the Phoenix spotlight and take a
look at students' predictions for this
Saturday's playoff scores.

lab's security system.
The question then becomes, if

the system was installed so long
ago, why don't many students
know about it?

Phil Sayre, dean of Student Af-
fairs, explained, "It's not a secret.
But it's not that there was a bill
board up saying that there are cam-
eras."

Benji Kuger, director of the lab
at Hoover Library, also speculated
that the system was not publicized
because of possible damage to the
system if some unruly student dis-
covered its whereabouts and

Continued on page 4

$TACI GEORG~:

Assistant News EditQr
ing his freshman year and talked
about starting a coed fraternity
dedicated to community service.
His friends wanted to ease into col-
lege life slowly, and they postponed
the idea.

In the spring of his sophomore
year, Stysley and some other stu-
dents started working under the
doctrines of Alpha Phi Omega.

Along with Stysley (President),
there are 13 founders of WMC's

Thursday, November 18, 1999

Alpha Phi Omega receives official
campus recognition this semester
WMC anticipates new service group's arrival

Did you attend Alpha Phi
Omega's first public event on Tues-
day, November 16? If you didn't,
you missed out on the delicious
baked goodies that were. at their
milk and cookies session. Don't
fret, it's not too late to join APO
and become an active participant in
community service.

APO got its start at Lafayette
College in Pennsylvania on De-
cember 16, 1925. Its founder, Frank
R. Horton, wanted an organization

APO. The others include: Josh
Members of Alpha Phi Omega stop to say "cheese" at the international
dinner. From left to right: Hillary Bieke, Danielle Price, Phil Vogt, David
Stysley; Jackie Agug/ia, and Stacey Myers.

Cameras in computer
lab not kept secret
Administration not playing "big
brother" to students

Service."
Western Maryland College's

chapter was officially founded on
October 12, [999. The idea for
starting a chaprer of APO here was
that of David Stysley, class of2oo I.

He originally got the idea dur-

ASAP sends condoms
straight to mailboxes

SlaffWriter

Got condoms?
Well, if you don't, you could

have received them anonymously,
and for free, through campus mail
if you had returned your request
form that was put in your campus
mailbox this past week.

This program, which was spon-
sored by ASAP, (AIDS: Support,
Awareness, and Prevention) was
part of the way in which this orga-
nization helps to promote safe sex.

The members of this organiza-
tion decided it would be a good
idea to hold a program like this one
because, after some members had

talked to RA's, who have condoms
to give to students who request
them, they found students are not
asking their RA's for condoms.

"We figured this would be a dis-
crete way for students to get con-
doms," said Kristen Amrein, pub-
lic relations chair for ASAP "Some
students might feel odd coming out
of Smith House with a white bag
or asking their RA for condoms.
Through campus mail, the con-
doms were put in a white envelope,
so it would look like a regular piece
of mail."

Another reason why ASAP

Continued on page 3

On Saturday, Nov. 20, the
WMC Terrors take on Catholic
University in the first division III
playoff game at WMC since 1987
at Scott Bair Stadium, at noon.
The event will cost $5 for adults,
$3 for children. All alcohol will
be prohibited.

With a 6-1 edge, WMC,
ranked 6th in the American Foot-
ball Coaches Association poll,
wilt tackle No. II Catholic.

WMC swept through the regu-
lar season unbeaten for the third
straight year and won its third
straight Centennial title.

Catholic dropped its season
opener 26-21 to John Carroll of

ter form a survey group; then they
become an interest group, next a
petitioning group, and finally they
receive their charter.

Stysley said that if they con-
tinue working as hard as they have
been, they wilt most likely receive
their charter a year from now.

However, APO will not techni-
cally be a Greek organization and
will not have a representative on the
Inter-Greek council.

projects since last April. That
project involved going to Resurrec-
tion Farms, a sort of halfway house
near Taneytown, and washing win-
dows.

They have also helped out with
a dinner sponsored by Asian Com-
munity Coalition here at WMC,

Continued on Page 3

Courtesy of Public Info

Cleveland (the team took No. I
Mount Union into overtime) be-
fore winning the Old Dominion
Athletic Conference title in its
first year as a football-only rnem-
bee.

WMC and Catholic both
earned their third straight NCAA
bid after losing in the first round
in 1997 and '98--ironicaUy, to the
same teams. WMC fell to Lycom-
ing 27-13 in 1997 and to Trinity
last year. The Cardinals lost to
Trinity in '97, Lycoming in '98.

See Sports page 16, for more
details.
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Guest Director visits for
presentation of Scapin

Students weave yarns at
WMC Tellabration event

If they didn't know it already, Joann
Hay's students are quickly finding out that
spinning a good yarn is a great tool to calm
fidgety youngsters.

In fact, good stories should captivate any
audience, said Hay, a college instructor and
professional storyteller.

Hay and the students in her "The Art of
Story Telling" graduate course will try to
do just that as they tell stories for all ages
atTellabration '99 On the Hill, a storytelling
extravaganza on Saturday, Nov. 20.

"Listeners wilt hear humorous tales,
folklore, heartwarming stories, and much
more," Hay said. "There will be something
for everyone." The program, upon request,
can also be interpreted for the hearing im-
paired.

The schedule includes a presentation for
preschoolers from 9:30- 10 am; children in
kindergarten and first grade from 10:30-11
am; grades 2-3 from 11:30 am-12:15 pm;
and grades 4-6 from 12:45 pm-l :30 pm. All
programs for young, school-age children
will be held in Decker auditorium in Lewis
Hall and are free and open to the public.

Nery Arevalo, a nationally-known sto-
ryteller and musician, will present a con-
cert for school-age children and adults from
2-2:30 pm in Decker auditorium. Tickets
are $3.

The evening storytelling concert, recom-
mended for ages 10 to adult, because of a
ghost story, will be held at 7·30 pm also in

Decker auditorium.
Tellabration is a national event held the

Saturday before Thanksgiving and has been
celebrated on every continent except Aruarc-
tiea.

The event is the creation of J.G. "Paw-
Paw" Pinkerton who, during the first year,
helped put together six sites in his home state
of Connecticut. Designed to build grassroots
support for the age-old art of storytelling, it
moved to a few more states in 1989 and in
1990 spread nationwide with sponsorship
from the National Storytelling Association.

"The magic of storytelling is that there's
an intimacy between the teller and the lis-
tener," Hay said. "It is like sitting down and
having a conversation, so there's a bond that
develops. Storytelling reveals the spirit of the
teller, and it nurtures the spirit of the listener.
One child even told me that he would rath~r
listen to a good story than play video games."

Arevalo, the guest storyteller, is a cel-
ebrated percussionist who has performed
with Rusted Root and Shari Belafonte. He
plans to highlight stories in the Native Ameri-
can and Mayan rhythm traditions at his mati-
nee concert.

"He's absolutely spellbinding and a per-
fect complement to our program," Hay said.

For more information call the WMC pub-
lic information department at 41 0-857-2290
For a sign language interpreter call 41 0-857-
2518 by Nov. 17.

Courtesy of Public Information

Housekeeping staff shorthanded and frustrated
Continued from page 1

competitive with housekeepers' salar[ies]
right now."

Currently, WMC is completing a mar-
ket survey to determine where it stands in
relationship to the salaries of similar em-
ployers. The information, combined with
the possibility of extra money in the
school's budget, will determine whether
or not the salaries for housekeepers in-
crease.

Recently, the college increased the sal-
ary of campus safety officers, because, ac-
cording to Steback, "We weren't competi-
tive in the marketplace."

And Sodexho, the company contracted
by the college to run the dining services,
also increased the salary of their workers.
Ethan Seidel, the vice president of Admin-
istration and Finance. said that was also
done because the college was not competi-
tive with other employers and that they
needed to fill in their staff.

Many of the housekeepers on campus
believe that they are extremely underpaid,
and they feel that is the reason they are
understaffed. "Oh yeah, we're definitely
underpaid, and that's the main reason we
can't fill the remaining spots," said one
housekeeper, who wished to remain
anonymous.

The main result of being understaffed
is that the housekeeping department, as a
whole, has to complete more tasks than
they normally would have to complete.

"We are shorthanded, and because of
that, many of us have had to do things that
we shouldn't have to do," said one house-
keeper.

In some buildings on campus, one
housekeeper is responsible for cleaning the
entire building. Whelan.developed a sys-
tem where at least two housekeepers are
assigned to a specific building. which
"helps the housekeepers to complete their
lobs much easier."

However. with the current situation, that
system is not working as well as it used to.

In addition to their problems with sal-
ary, many of the housekeepers feel they lack
the respect of their bosses.

One housekeeper said, "We are always
criticized, no matter how good a job we do.
They tend to pick on us a lot, not only our
bosses, but others, too."

The housekeepers interviewed said that
Whelan is not the one doing the criticizing,
yet they were reluctant to say who was.

"With all of the crap we put up with, lit-
erally, like cleaning up vomit, diarrhea, you
name it, we deserve more respect from ev-
eryone," said one housekeeper.

The housekeeper also noted that, al-
though they collectively receive a lot of
harsh criticism from their peers, the students
are never the ones to complain.

Whelan also appreciates the entire stu-
dent body, saying, "The students are great.
They really appreciate the job we do here,
and they show us a lot of respect. Just the
other day two students from Albert Norman
Ward Hall presented two of my employees
with a fruit basket."

Whelan admits that their job is tough;
however, he said that his staff is comprised
of great people who do great work.

"These people do a great job of complet-
ing their work with what they are given,"
said Whelan. "Even at 3 pm, when most of
the shifts are over, the workers always come
into my office smiling, never dragging their
heads." Whelan went on to say, "We do our
job because we care about the college. and
we care about a healthy and h\l.PPY environ-
ment."

And although they are successful in com-
pleting their jobs now, one employee is wor-
ried about the future. "We are trying to main-
tain a high level of quality with less re-
sources, and how long do you think we will
be able to do that?"

Bob Garman, actor, writer, and director, directs Scaptnjo- WMC's viewing pleasure. Moliere's
comedy is presented in a variety of styles of theater. The play ends irs run this weekend.

CATHY PENDORJ.' Cassie Domser, a junior theatre arts major,
StaJJWrifer says, "It was cool working with a new direc-

For the latest WMC Theatre production. tor. The cast is fun and I like it."
Scapin, a new director has come aboard. Bob Freshman biology major David Trader,
Garman, a seasoned actor and director, has a playing the role of Sylvestre in Scapin, also
long time membership with a political satire agrees.
group called "Gross National Product," an "[Garman] is a great guy to work with.
improvisation troupe called "Comedy really free spirited. Anything is possible. We
Spartz." can try anything once, and if it doesn't work,

He writes, acts, directs, and sometimes we throw it but and try again. He's done a
eats fire at the Maryland Renaissance Festi- great job," said Trader.
val. Also, he teaches theater at Eleanor When asked about future plans with
Roosevelt High School. WMC, Garman said he has enjoyed his time

EquippedwithaBFAinactingatVirginia at WMC and "plans on making [himself]
Commonwealth University and a MFA in available to [the theatre department] as seen
directing at City University of New York, fit."
Garman was invited to WMC to direct the Garman says that Scapin is a play about
Molierecomedy Scapin, chosen by Alpha Psi "scams, theatre. and joy," and the audience
Omega. would enjoy it because it is "funny."

Ironically Garman, having directed the The play is the story of a scheming ser-
play three times previously, said. "I'll never vant who's witty and mischievous nature get
direct it again." him in trouble as much as it gets him out of

Garman shares his experience that al- it.
though acting can be a hassle, directing is This will be Scapin's second running
easy for him. Garman believes in the impor- weekend. The play starts at 8:00 pm .Tick-
tance of artistic freedom and tries to use as ets are at the box office. The charge is $3 for
much actor input as possible. Stage ma,nager students and 5$ for adults.
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SGA makes changes on campus
The student government leads betterment initiative

RYAN SEAVOLT

StaffWrileT

Hey students, ever wonder how
you can make a difference and im-
prove campus life? The answer is
simple: support your student gov-
ernment. Better yet, join it.

The Student Government As-
sembly has grown in leaps and
bounds in the last few years. More
students seem to be taking more
interest in campus matters that af-
fect their lives at WMC than ever
before.

SGA is lobbying to get framed cop-
ies of the Honor Code placed in
every classroom to remind both stu-
dents and faculty of their obliga-
tions.

A bylaw passed last year stated
that the academic committee of the
SGA will review the Honor Code
every year and look for ways to
strengthen the rules.

Look for a survey pertaining to
this matter in the near future.

The SGA is also attempting to
secure a mandate which would re-
quire all professors to give a five
to ten minute introduction to all
their students about changes in the
Honor Code and to instruct them
on how to report violations.

This is especially important be-
cause the SGA has received a few
complaints from students who do
not know the exact details of the
Honor Code.

World AIDS day set
to educate WMC

This measure will hopefully be
signed by Dr. Ethan Seidel, direc-
tor of the Administration and Fi-
nance Department, Dean Philip
Sayre, and Alan Dolid, director of
Food Service.

Copies of this document will be
sent to each student, as well as
placed in front of and behind the
counter in the Pub.

The SGA hopes that this mea-
sure will be in place for only a year,
as they seek to'pass the Student Bill
of Rights which will encompass
food service requirements.

This bill would also require
Campus Safety and Residence Life
to follow proper procedure when
handing out citations for violations,
so students will be able to under-
stand their rights in every conceiv-
able situation.

In addition, the public relations
committee is trying to promote a
campus-wide calendar and get
word out about the SGA, so that
students can take better advantage
of the opportunities which the stu-
dent government offers.

In the past year alone it has be-
come increasingly apparent that the
SGA is serious about changing this
school for the better.

Kelly states that a few years
ago, the student government "did
not have the impact or influence
that it does today."

He also.says that SGA used to
be afraid to fake risks and assert
their goals, but now they have cre-
ated a beuer dialogue with the stu-
dents and faculty.

Kelly says that the biggest vic-
tory thus far, the Honor Code
changes, came directly from the
student body.

He continues, "That's some-
thing the SGA is pretty proud of."

MEGAN K, MARTIN

Editor-in-Chief

The four departments of the stu-
dent government which are cur-
rently working toward improving
student life at our college - the
campus life, social, academic, and
public relations committees - are
spearheading new rules and regu-
lations to improve the quality of life
here at WMC.

Last semester, we witnessed
how the SGA lobbied the student Another item on the SGA's
body to vote for tougher Honor agenda is the renovation of the Pub
Code regulations and how the stu- and game room area.
dents responded. Everyone has noticed the drab

The very idea that students decorum of the game room and the
would pass an Honor Code which occasionally long lines and slow
mandates that they turn in anyone service at the pub.
they might see cheating would have Well, the SGA is trying to rem-
seemed ludicrous before last year. edy the situation by putting student

The fact that the measure was and sports memorabilia on the
passed indicates that students are walls and by increasing the quality
ready to take more responsibility in of food service at the Pub.
the way the school is run. Juniorclass president Jeremiah
j And nobody is-more involved'; Kelly states that this undertaking of
than-our Student 60Vemlllenl'As~ '[he campus life committee, which
sembty, meets Monday nights at 9:00 in the

Currently, the SGNs members pub, .has been nicknamed the
have their sights set on holding fac- "Beautification Initiation."
ulty members responsible for the The SGA has already made
changes in the Honor Code. strides toward fixing the Pub's

In return for the student pledge problems by recently passing the
to report cheating, the faculty is Pub Standards Act of 1999 which
supposed to be more trusting. To outlines the students' expectations
see that this is accomplished, the of the Pub.

Dec. 1 is day one of a year-
long drive to increase awareness
of the HIV/AIDS epidemic that
affects the world.

WMC will be host to its third
annual World AIDS Day, which
focuses on young adults, who cur-
rently represent close to 50 per-
cent of new HIV infections in this
country alone.

The program will be held Dec.
I at 7 pm in Ensor Lounge.

Dr. Laura Cheevers of The
Johns Hopkins University will ad-
dress issues specific to the AIDS
epidemic in the United States and
the WMC community.

Also, two gentlemen who live
with AIDS, Ron Baker and Calvin
Dorsey, will speak about their
lives.

This year's theme for World
AIDS Day is "AIDS - End the Si-
lence. Listen, Learn, Live!"

The program is designed to
educate, while involving people in
discussions about HIV/AIDS.

WMC's World AIDS Day
event will also include music pro-
vided by Insight II to Life and a
skit performed by ASAP.

Two panels from the AIDS
NAMES Quilt will be on display
in Ensor Lounge for the entire
week. Literature on HIV/AIDS
will be available at the display.

The capstone of the WMC's
World AIDS Day program is the
presentation by two people living
withAmS.

Speakers with AIDS "always
[have] a powerful impact on the
lives of students," said Bonnie
Bosley, Health Education Coordi-

nator and advisor for ASAP. The
speakers will make AIDS "more
real, rand] more personal," to the
students, she continued.

Dorsey, 30, wants people to
know "what it's like to live with
the disease."

After being diagnosed about
seven years ago, he hopes to reach
people through his speech.

Dorsey wants people to know
that life is not over once a person
is diagnosed with HIV or AIDS.

Baker, 29, will also be provid-
ing a glimpse into his life with
AIDS. He has been living with the
virus for a little over five years
but does not yet have AIDS.

College students, Baker said,
should know to be monogamous
in sexual relationships and to ab-
stain from drugs and alcohol since
they impair judgment and make a
person more at risk.

For those with AIDS, dealing
with family and friends can also
be difficult.

The family and friends ofbo!.h
men responded in a variety of
ways.

Some were supportive. others
hurt by the unfairness of the situ-
ations, and some acted like the
men were no longer human.

Both will dispel that myth.
They are husbands, fathers, stu-
dents, and employees.

Both hope to be an example
to those living with AIDS and to
those who are not infected of their
humanness.

"Everyone has to evaluate
themselves. There are lots of de-
cisions to make. You really have
to think and be cautious, " said
Dorsey.

ASAP's convenient contraceptives subscriptions
Continuedfrom page 1

"This is another attempt by members of the college community
saying that they care about the students. " -- Barb Horneff,

associate dean of the First Year Program

thought this would be a good idea
was because not many students
know the organization has con-
doms to give to students.

At the beginning of the se-
mester, the organization was
given a case of 1,000 condoms
by the state of Maryland.

Because so many request
forms were returned by students
to receive the condoms, there are

one left at this point.
"It ·[the program] grew so

ufckly and unexpectedly. that we
ave run out of condoms," said
mrein.
"We are going to ask Smith

ouse for some more condoms, so
e can fulfill the requests that we
ave already received," Amrein
aid.

Originally, students were re-
eiving four condoms at a time. but
ow, since the organization is re-

"This organization is helping "It was a very informational ses-
the college community to become sion and extremely well-done."
more aware of disease and personal . Although ASAP does pro-
life issues," said Barb Horneff, as- mote safe sex. they do preach ab-
sociate dean of the First Year Pro- stinence as the best form of con-
gram. "This is another attempt by rraception.
members of the college community "We are not trying to promote
saying that they care about the stu- premarital sex," said Stacey
dents." Myers, president of ASAP.

Horneff is a strong believer in "But people are having sex,
what ASAP represents and teaches and we realize this, so we want
students. to help them have safe sex," said

In. a freshman seminar course Myers.

ceiving so many requests and some
from the same people, they will
now only receive two.

ASAP believes that this pro-
gram is a way to not only promote
safe sex but also to help educate
students about HIV and AIDS. ,-

They want students to realize
that a common way to contract
these diseases is through unpro-
tected sex.

APO anticipates becoming a chapter
continuedfrompage 1

helped SERVE build a house in little kids on the big-wheels.
Leesburg, and labeled mailings for The event raised over $10,000
Alumni Affairs. Within the last to help in the fight against drugs.
few weeks, APO helped with set- What you witness at an APO
ling up and with ushering at the meeting, which is held every
International Dinner, and they di- Thursday at 10 pm in McDaniel
rected parking at the Homecoming lounge, is a group of friends who
game. work together on each task. They

Those members who stayed on still leave time for a nightly trip
campus during the summer volun- to the Pub and an intense game
teered to pick other students up of Frisbee at 11:00 pm, however.
from the bus and train stations to "The best thing about our fra-
bring them back to campus. temity is that we were friends be-

Josh Bronson says of a recent fore, but now we're better
service event, "I really liked the friends," comments Elisabeth
K-Mart Race Against Drugs Crockett.
project because all the members Danielle Price emphasizes
help[ed] out, which was a positive that "it's service with a friend."
feeling. We invited other fratemt- APO is still looking for more
ties on campus to come along and members. One can be inAPO and
help us." pledge another 'Greek organlza-

At the race, kids had a chance tion as well.

that she teaches about healthy re-
lationships, ASAP did a program
that included a skit about how to
form these relationships.

The organization has been de-
ing this program for a few years
now, and this year the skit was
about how to properly use a con-
dom.

"This year's skit was the best
I have seen so far," said Horneff.

to sign up and race on various
kinds of vehicles. Older children
drove go-carts, while the younger
ones raced with big-wheels.

K-Mart donated $5 for every
child who signed up. APO and the
other volunteers helped on the
track and were buddies for the

This service fraternity is open
to anyone on campus; all you
have to do is attend the meetings
and display interest.

There is no pledging right
now, you just have to have pride
in your community and the self-
lessness to serve it!
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SGA in brief Cameras in the lab for safety not surveillance
continued from page 1

Class of 2000
-Senior Class Gift
-Senior Week Events
-Fundraising Ideas
-Semor T-shirts will be sold as a class fund-
raiser
ol00-Day Party for seniors is on Feb. [1,
2000
-The next senior class meeting will be an-
nounced next semester.
-If seniors have any questions they can call
Kelly Dunnavant, ext. 80 I0, Kristen Fraser,
ext. 8619, Wally Santillo, ext. 8300, or
Chris South, ext. 8012, or send email to
cls2000@wmdc.edu.

-If freshmen have any questions they can
reach Jamin Bartolomeo, ext. 8421,
Stephanie Knight, ext. 8171, Erin Collins,
ext. 8527, or Staci George, ext. 8530.
Freshmen can also email
cls2003@wmdc.edu.

wanted to do something illegal on the com- Recalling an incident in which a student
was expelled last year, Sayre noted that the
video tapes can be used for cases involving
the Honor and Conduct Board. However,
tapes can only be retrieved a few days after
an incident happen. The tapes are erased on
a regular cycle.

Mathews emphasized that the system is
not like a department store's system, saying
cameras are used to record possible incidents.
According to Kuger, the tapes are only
viewed "if anything happens."

"[The cameras} give Campus Safety
something else to work with if there is an
incident," said Mathews, adding that she
feels more secure with the system in place.

puter.
Mathews is more concerned the someone

one from off campus may jeopardize the sys-
tem, but she understands that students are
naturally curious to know about the system.

According to Scott Kane, assistant dean
of Student Affairs and director of Residence
Life, students should almost expect thesur-
veillance, considering that they go to a school
which is concerned for students' safety.

"I don't think anybody would be sur-
prised by [the cameras]," Kane said.

According to Sayre, the cameras are
monitored by the department of Campus
Safety, however, Mike Webster, director of
Campus Safety, would not comment on the
subject.

How can you get involved?
If you take interest in what is going on

around campus, join us at one of these
meetings to voice your opinion:
«Public Relations Committee - (Meetings
- Mondays at 8:00 pm in the SGA office)
Committee Chair: Jamin Bartolomeo
-Acadermc Committee - (Meetings - Mon-
days at 9:00 pm in the Pub) Committee
Chair: Steve Sharkey
-Campus Life Committee - (Meetings _
Mondays a19:oo pm in the Pub) Commit-
tee Chair: Jeremiah Kelly
·Social Committee - (Meetings - Thursdays
at 7:00 pm on the first floor of Hill) Com-
mittee Chair: Kelly Dunnavant

Class of 2001
-Class 'It-shirt sale starts November 15
·50/50 Raffle - will be held at home play-
off game
·December Class Meeting - Stay Tuned!
-Ctass Award - given to a member of the
class who has contributed to the WMC
community and his/her class.
·If any juniors have problems, they can
contact Jeremiah Kelly and Matt Burger,
ext. 8114, Amanda Cline, ext. 8236, or
Sarah Mitchell, ext. 8216, or send email to
cls2ool@wmdc.edu.

Campus Safety Blotter
-On 10/27 at 12:40 am DoCS documented
intimidation of an individual in Whiteford
Hall.
-On 10/27 at 7:50 am DoCS documented a
hit and run accident in the Garden Apart-
ments parking lot.
-On 10127 at 1:00 pm DoCS documented
defacement in Albert Norman Ward.
-On 10/27 at 3:47 pm DoCS documented
stealing in McDaniel Hall.
-On 10129 at 5:35 pm DoCS documented
an excessive parking violation in Peterson
lower parking lot.
-On 10/29 at 8:25 pm DoCS responded to
a call from Decker Student Center for trans-
port only.
-On 10129 at 2:43 pm DoCS documented
damaging on PElC lane.
-On 10/30 at 12:18 am DoCS documented
possession of alcohol in Blanche Ward Hail.
-On 10/30 at 10:30 pm DoCS -- __ ~

did not render treatment.
-On 11/2 af 2:07 pm DoCS documented a
fire alarm report from Daniel MacLea.
-On 11/3 at 10:23 am DoCS documented
the use of controlled dangerous substances
in Rouzer Hall.
-On 11/3 at 3:57 pm DoCS responded toa
call from Whiteford Hall but did not ren-
dertreatment.
-On J 1/4 at 6:04 am DoCS documented the
use of controlled dangerous substances in
the Rouzer parking lot.
-On I J 14 at I: 14 pm DoCS documented a
low velocity impact/vehicle accident in
Winslow fire lane.
-On 11/4ali :52 pm DoCS documented un-
authorized access in Englar Dining Hall.
<On 11/4 at 2:27 pm DoCS documented
threatening or dangerous behavior in Al-
bert Norman Ward.

-On IllS at 4: II pm
DoCS documented a

And just so you know ...
-The ride board is up and available for all
students.
-Don't forget the Honor Code. Always sign
the pledge on your work.
-An Organizational Representative meet-
ing will be held on Nov. 18 in Hill HaJJ
108 at 8 pm.
-Recycling - for new procedures, keep on
the lookout.
-The use of SGA Texas markers is free to
all campus organizations. Please call Dana
Jacobson, ext. 8264, for reservations.
• SGA has helped to enforced the 20 to 22
credit system. Students can now take 22
credits without paying extra money.
-Ethernet will be in the WMC dorms within
seven weeks. If you have any questions call
Sarah Mitchell or Jamin Bartolomeo for de-

Class of 2002
·Class shins will be sold on November 16
and 18 in front of GlAR. long sleeve T-
shirts are being sold for $13.00, and short
sleeve T-shirts are bejng sold for $10.00.
·A sophomore open class meeting will be
held on November 17 at 8:00 pm in the
basement of Hill Hall.
-lf any sophomores have any concerns,
they can reach Steve Sharkey, ext. 8646,
Christy Dotson, ext. 8369, Maya Redfearn,
ext. 8375, or Jayne Karolow, ext. 8172.
-The Class of 2003 can voice concerns by
emailing sdsOOI@wmdc.edu. tails.

-The plus or minus system will not be en-
forced second semester.
·SGA meetings' are Thursdays in Hill HaJJ
room 104 at 8:00 pm. All are welcome.
"What's Your Beef' starts at 8:30 pm.
-If there are any other concerns, please mail
the SGA at sga901@wmdc.edu.

Class of 2003
-There will be a class meeting on Novem-
ber 17 at 9:00 pm in Hilt Hall room 104.
All freshmen welcome. Food will be pro-
vided. -On III

30 at 7 at
lOll 3,07
pm ,

pm
00; 00
dID_,

""*'fai[- t 0

call

·Freshmen took third place for their
homecoming parade float and raised over
$350 at the homecoming game.
-Ctass 'It-shirts are being designed and will
be sold during second semester.

Submitted by the public relations commit-
tee. If yo II have any questions please call
Matt Gribbin at extension 8222.

but did not render
treatment.

-On 11/8 at 4:22 am DoCS
documented a smoke detector report

at Daniel MacLea.
-On 11/8 at 5:09 pm DoCS responded to a
call from PElC but did not render treat-
ment
-On 11/8 at 9: 15 pm DoCS documented
stealing in Rouzer Hall.
-On 1119 at 9:36 am DoCS documented the
illegal use ofacollege document at Englar
Dining Hall.
-On 1119 at9:21 pm DoCS documented an
excessive parking violation in the Albert
Norman Ward parking lot.
-On 1119 at 9:40 pm DoCS documented an
excessive parking violation in the PELC
parking lot.
·On 11/10 at 7:50 am DoCS responded to
a call from off campus for transport only.
·On 11/10 at 9:[6 am DoCS responded to
a situation at the DoCS office for transport
only.

DoCS documented a parkingl
traffic violation for excessive speed
in Whiteford lane.
-On 10131 at 12:41 am DoCS documented
failure to comply in Decker Student Cen-
ter.
-On 10/31 at 1:07 am DoCS documented
underage possession of alcohol in Rouzer
Hall.
-On 10/31 at II :35 am DoCS documented
stealing in McDaniel Hall.
-On 10/31 at 7:35 pm DoCS documented
gaining access to building in McDaniel Hall
-On [111 at 11:55 pm DoCS documented
disorderly conduct in Blanche Hall.
oOn 1112 at 12:20 am DoCS responded to a
ca11 from McDaniel Hall but did not render
treatment.
oOn 11I2 at 10:38 am DoCS responded toa
call from Smith House for transport only.
·On 11/2at 12:25 am DoCS responded toa
call from aPennsylvaniaAvenue House but

,
Carl Taylor (le/r) and Raphael Taylor. above, sing their hearts out. They took homejirst "lace
and the $/00 prize at last Friday's talent show sponsored by CAP Board. You can pick up
their CD "Insight II Life" in the bookstore.

mailto:cls2000@wmdc.edu.
mailto:cls2003@wmdc.edu.
mailto:cls2ool@wmdc.edu.
mailto:sdsOOI@wmdc.edu.
mailto:sga901@wmdc.edu.


crosses, wouldn't there also be a
problem with the school in general?

If someone objects to the reli-
gious connotations of crosses,
would not there be discussion con-
cerning two church buildings and
a history related with a specific af-
filiation?

But, these are some of the ar-
guments that have been discussed.
The implication from these argu-
ments is that people would not feel
comfortable attending Western
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Attitudes
questioned
Michael Wiles confronts
administrative attitudes
towards binge drinking.

For some reason, much has
been said about the trend of
"binge drinking" on America's
college campuses, WMC in-
cluded, as of late.

This comes as a surprise,
since the epidemic itself rarely
surprises anyone. If you are one
of the few it does surprise, you
might want to consider where
you have been recently.

We all know that the prob-
lem of "binge drinking" creates
any number of conflicts, the
least of which being illegal un-
derage consumption.

The problem, however, goes
beyond that. All too often,
"binge drinking" results in al-
cohol poisoning.

In a recent article, the Phoe-
nix examined how this current
trend is affecting WMC. Mike
Webster, director of Campus
Safety, reported that his records
show two cases so far this year.

Upon further investigation,
his records were quickly con-
tradicted by those of Scott
Kane, assistant dean of Student
Affairs and director of Resi-
dence Life, who reponed
knowledge of four cases.

Although the discrepancy
between these two sources
leaves one asking questions, it
is what they agree upon that is
most puzzling.

Both Webster and Kane
agreed that this situation is not,
in the words of Kane, "un-
usual." He continued, "If it's
not unusual, we really do not
feel as though we have to keep
statistics."

What is more, in the words
of Webster, "We usually expect
two or four alcohol poisonings
each semester."

It would seem to me that, in
light of these facts, something
has gone very wrong in the fight
against alcohol poisoning on
this campus.
I understand that the battle

is a tough one, but it would
seem that, by not keeping
proper statistics and "expect-
ing" such things to occur, those
in charge are not really taking
charge at all.

And, along those lines, one
is led to ask the question - when
can we expect something to be
done about all this? I think that
four cases is far too many for
those in power to overlook or
to "expect."

The student body has been
assured that those involved in
the last four cases recovered,
but maybe the next one will not
be so lucky.

And, maybe, that unfortu-
nate eventuality will be "un-
usual" enough to deserve fur-
ther investigation.

At least I ho it would.

Pro and Con: Should crosses be returned to
Big Baker Chapel and Elderdice Hall?

The implication from these arguments is that people would not feel comfortable
attending Western Maryland College because of the crosses.

Pro:
The topic of religious freedom

and the role of the state have al-
most become a repetitive argument
in American society. Who would
have expected that the argument
would turn up here at Western
Maryland College?

As this was explained to me,
there was a situation that occurred
here in the 1970's.

The American Civil Liberties
Union sued all of the private c?l-

leges and universities in the state
of Maryland for displaying various
religious ties while still receiving
state funding.

The ACLU objected to the use
of these ties, saying that they fell
within the realm of inappropriate
use of government and expanding
the argument of church versus state.

In the case of WMC, the reli-
gious symbols were the crosses
atop Baker Memorial Chapel and
Elderdice Hall.

These crosses were a remnant
of the era when WMC was offi-
cially affiliated with the Methodist
Church.

When this incident occurred,
the college had already broken af-
filiation with the Methodist church.

Kristen G, Fraser
addresses one aspect of
WMCs reLigiousand

historic past.
The crosses remained for histori-
cal purposes.

Instead of facing the ACLU in
'Court, WMC decided to settle with
the organization outside of the
court system. The two bodies
reached an agreement. The crosses
would be removed, and in return,

the ACLU would drop the charges.
So, that is what occurred, ac-

cording to various hearsay accounts
told around campus.

The cross arms were sawn off
from atop the steeple of Baker Me-
morial Chapel, and a helicopter was
used on top of Elderdice.' Simple
enough right?

Not exactly.
When the court finally ruled on

the lawsuit brought forward by the
ACLU, they threw the lawsuit out
of co urt.

The other affected colleges in
Maryland left religious symbols on
their campuses, and life moved on.

WMC experienced serious em-
barrassment on that day. Instead of
standing fast, they succumbed, and

as such, the crosses have disap-
peared from the history of WMC.

Recently, the topic of the
crosses was brought up again. It
sounds reasonable enough to bring
them back to the campus for the
reasons outlined here.

They represent many historical
aspects of the college, if only in an
architectural sense.

There is somewhat of a contro-
versy about this topic. The contro-
versy stems from the aforemen-

tioned struggle between church and
state.

The other side of this issue
would be to keep the crosses away,
since they represent a form of rei i-
gion that is not appropriate to some
of the student body.

But, there are many other indi-
cators of the historical, religious
aspect of the college present al-
ready.

It seems that a cross is as
equally offensive as a steeple.

Yet, the steeples that rest on top
of Baker Memorial Chapel and
(Little) Baker Chapel seem like a
fairly strong religious indicator.

There seems to be some confu-
sion here.

If there were a problem WIth the

Maryland College because of the
crosses.

Quite frankly, this is ridiculous.
If someone was not comfortable

with the religious affiliation of this
institution, then (he crosses.would
not make a difference, and they
should choose another institution.
I hardly think that the crosses

would affect someone's decision to
attend a college.

Support for bringing the crosses
back should be for aesthetic, archi-
tectural, and historical reasons.

There is no reason to compli-
cate this issue by using irrelevant
arguments of church versus state.
As this situation unfolds, hopefully,
the reasonable argument will pre-
vail.

Con:

Crosses on the buildings would have falsely proclaimed to anyone living on or visiting
the campus an affiliation that no longer existed.

The argument over whether or
not WMC Should replace the
crosses on Big Baker and Elderdice
should not be an issue. The crosses
were taken off after the college
broke its affiliation with the United
Methodist Church, and they should
remain off the buildings.

WMC does not represent itself
as a religious institution, and there-
fore, having crosses atop building
would be at cross purposes with the
presentation of the college.

Arguments that the crosses
should be replaced for historical

purposes are dubious. No one can
convince me that Big Baker is an
historic building. The cornerstone
on the building reads 1957. How
much historic value can a building
that young have?

You might be able to convince
me that Elderdice is an historic
building, but I would still have my
doubts.

While I am not an
accommodationist by most stan-
dards, I do not think potential stu-
dents would be offended, as a
whole, by crosses on the buildings.

I do think, however, that' the
crosses would make some feel un-
comfortable. That would be under-
standable. Who would be comfort-
able with a college that says it is
not religiously affiliated yet dis-

Megan K. Martin poses
the counter view to
replacing religious

symboLs.
plays FI!1igiBlis BFRamBRts QRsome
of its buildings?

r find that to be contradictory.
Although r do not think that the

crosses would significantly harm
WMC's enrollment, it may have a
negative effect on the college's
reputation.

An argument for tradition might
stand, too. A few weeks ago, I
wrote on the importance of tradi-
tion. Two crosses, however, do not

make or break tradition.
Religion does not go unrecog-

nized on campus. Among the six re-
ligious groups, mere are at least two
Christian groups that mark and re-
member the college's religious
past. Tradition also lies in the his-
tory of the college.

At the center of the reason for
the crosses' removal is a Supreme
Court case, Roemer v. Board of
Public Works 426 U.S. 398 (1976).
I studied this case last year in Reli-
gion and Culture.

Yes, WMC did break with the
United Methodist Church around
the time of the ACLU's case, but it
was not just because of this case.
Apparently, the college had not
been receiving what it felt was the
appropriate amount of monetary

aid from the Methodist Church.
making the break fairly appropri-
ate.

The decision rendered by (he
Supreme Court states that a reli-
giously affiliated college or univer-
sity can receive state funds. This is
because the primary mission of
such schools is education, not reli-
gion. So, WMC could have retained
its religious affiliation and its state
funding.

The issue of church versus state
is very complex, however. Once a
religious institution, of any nature,
takes money from the state, the

state can hold some kind of con-
trol over that institution.

Whether or not the state would
actually control such an institution
is not the issue. The possibility is
always there, and it negatively af-
fects the religious aspect of the in-
stitution.

For that reason, it may have
been the best thing for WMC to
break its affiliation. State funds are
very important to the 'school, and
religion can exist on campus with-
out specific college regulations.

Rather than jeopardize the be-
liefs of one Christian denomina-
tion, the college, by breaking the
affiliation, made room for greater
religious diversity.

It also lessened the potential for
state intervention in religious mat-

rers by placing religious matters in
the hands of (he students.

When the college broke its af-
filiation with the Methodist
Church, it could not pick and
choose which aspects to retain and
which to weed out. An agreement
was reached with the ACLU out of
court.

In the settlement, WMC agreed
to certain terms. These terms in-
cluded limiting the number of
Methodist ministers who were pro-
fessors. Also included in the agree-
ment was the removal of crosses
from Big Baker and Elderdice.

After the break, the crosses on
the buildings would have falsely
proclaimed to anyone living on or
visiting the campus an affiliation
that no longer existed.

Religion itself is a complex and
emotional subject. I am by no
means advocating that the college
should deny it's past affiliation with
the Methodist Church. That is an
important aspect of college history,
and without that affiliation, WMC
would not necessarily be what it is
today.

Since the college did break that
affiliation, the crosses no longer be-
long on campus. If they reappear,
they would make the college look
two-faced and would jeopardize the
reputation of an open and reli-
giously diverse campus.
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after failing to connect to the Internet after
20 minutes. This 'is not the only occurrence
of this nature. During this particular time,
many thoughts went through my mind.

One of these thoughts were "why should
I have to pay $120 dollars for a data phone in
order to use a service which is not reliable
and is very slow compared to the growing
standards of computing?"

I thought that this situation was standard
for most college students, so I was surprised
to hear word from friends at other colleges
about their Internet services.

At first I figured that problems signing on
the Internet must be a common problem for
all colleges.

However, my friends have informed me
that they never have a problem signing on to
Intemetservices.

On top of that, they have cable modems
or Ethernet cards, which are a great deal faster
than the speed that my computer can access
the Internet currently. '

As a result, they do not have to worry
about their phone line being tied up while
searching the Internet.

In several classes here on campus, and on
campuses throughout the country, the profes-
sors require use of the Internet for their
courses.

Therefore, we should have an up-to-date
service that can accommodate the potential
student usage.

This should be initialed, especially con-
sidering the fact that we pay up to $120 dol-
lars for data phones to use in our rooms.

An institution thai prides itself on prepar-
ing students for work in a modern and tech-
nically advanced world should be first fully
prepared to incorporate the technically ,ad-

;anced \Y1.1~I?jry~9}re,~t~d,sn~ J;fe of jhe cql-
lege ..
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Letters to the Editor
The Honor and Conduct Board

Dear Editor,
Iam very disturbed that the article on the

Honor and Conduct Board by Kate Esposito
.and Jenifer Sirkis was included in the No-
vember 9 issue of The Phoenix.

It is my understanding that Honor and
Conduct Board meetings are confidential,
and I believe the authors have no business
discussing what took place at these meetings,
but above that, I believe the editorial staff
was recklessly jeopardizing the confidenti-
ality of this case by printing this article.

One may argue it is 'ok' to discuss this
case in private conversation, but to print this
article in a public forum is reprehensible.

I also have several problems with the ar-
ticle. The authors complain that they "must
agree to tell the truth or face harsh conse-
quences."

Our legal system would not work if it
were not for the fact that testimony presented
by witnesses is the truth. The only way to
insure this is to punish those who scoff at
our legal code by perjuring themselves.

They also believe that witnesses should
be allowed to give their testimony without
the presence of the accused and that their tes-
timony should not have been recorded.

First, let me quote the 6th amendment to
the Constitution of the United States of
America: "In all criminal prosecutions the
accused shall enjoy the right ... to be con-
fronted with the witnesses against him."

This a fundamental right given in our
Constitution, and yes, "the purpose of the
Honor and Conduct Board [is 1 to see that
students are given a fair, impartiallrial."That
fair and impartial trial is for the defendant,
not the witnesses.

They are not the ones who are on trial. It
is the defendant who is accused, and it is in
the interest of the defendant that witnesses
be present. ,

Yes, it may be hard to tell the truth if the

witness is present, but it is a lot harder if the
witness is lying to face the defendant which
is the purpose of this amendment.

Also, the recording of witnesses com-
ments is for their protection. If there was no
record of what the witness said, and he is
accused of perjury, how is he to prove his
innocence without a record of what was
said?

As for the constant reminders of the im-
pending trial, I believe the Honor and Con-
duct Board should be doing its best to make
sure every witness is at the trial, otherwise
the defendant may not get a fair trial.
.If that means witnesses have one extra

message to delete from their voice mail ev-
ery day, then so be it.

I am personally ashamed as a staff writer
that the Phoenix would publish an article that
violates the confidentiality of the Honor and
Conduct Board meetings.

But, even more so, I am ashamed that
the authors are ignorant to the fact that the
basis of law in this country is defending the
rights of the defendant and ensuring the
truthfulness of testimony in a trial.

Jeremy Keil

Editor's note: The purpose of the edito-
rial in question was to explain and iIIumi-
nate the workings of the WMC Honor and
Conduct Board which may be unfamiliar or
even foreign to most students.

In no way did the commentary intend to
suggest that the Constitutional rights cited
by Mr. Keil are irrelevant.

Rig/us guaranteed by the-Constitution;
however, do not directly govern practices
and proceedings of the Honor and Conduct
Board.

Continuing Int~rnet Problems
Dear Editor,

I write this leiter somewhat emotionally

MattHurff

oft the mark by Mark Parisi

A ~u1uR( :TouRt-Wlco-r A'OOU-r 10
6(..,- ,./1e, HRco-r"PULI::I-rSORPRIS£'"

Have an opinion?
Email us at

phoenix@wmdc.edu
or

Come out to a staff.
meeting held every
Monday evening at 6
pm in the basement

of DMC.

Correction
The Phoenix would like to clarify a

recent concern which presented itself in
the commentary section concerning Jeni-
fer Sirkis and Kate Esposito's article en-
titled" Are students informed on Honor
and Conduct Board procedures," on page
5 of the last issue of the Phoenix.

Due to a technical error, the final para-
graph of the editorial was omitted from
publication, seriously changing the tone of
the article.

The following was to appear as the last
paragraph of the editorial: -

"Is'this thetype 'of Honor System w~
want at WMC? We don't think so. BUI, if
the system stays, a g;eater effort must be
made by member of the Honor and Con-
duct Board committe~ to ensure that all
students are thoroughly informed of the
Honor Code nrocess." '

mailto:pilrenix@wmdc.edu
mailto:phoenix@wmdc.edu
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Chalk poetry breathes
new life into campus

Kristen G. Fraser
commends the anonymous

poet for contribution.

There is a roving poet on
campus, and I think we should
applaud his or her actions on cam-
pus.

These free-spirited efforts
should be encouraged on campus,
but I'm not sure that everyone
agrees.

I first noticed this trend last se-
mester. All around campus, from
the stairs near Decker Center to
Red Square, occasional poetry
appeared on various sidewalks
and other areas. There was never
any warning, just bright-colored
chalk writing appearing early one
morning.

Most recently, I noticed a
huge poem written in the middle
of Red Square.

It was large enough to be read
easily from the top floors of Hill
Hall.

The author is wise enough not
to reveal their identity for fear of
some form of sanctions. I applaud
that effort.

There seems to be some mis-
understanding as a result of these
roaming lyrics.

The last time I checked, this
institution was a liberal arts col-
leg~.
- Also, this college seems to be

slightly smaller than yourrun-of-
the-mill University of Maryland
College Park. These two factors
should make this practice more
common.

However, it seems that this
medium is unappreciated, espe-
cially by the administration and
faculty.

I remember seeing adminis-
tration reaction to the poetry
sometime last semester.

I wouldn't label it disap-
proval, but the reaction was cer-
tainly not encouraging to other
aspiring artists.

It was more like disdain or
slight embarrassment that a stu-

dent would dare care enough to
write something.

In regards to the most recent
writing, I heard the distinct reac-
tion that the poetry and use of
chalk itself was vandalism.

Vandalism? I don't quite un-
derstand. The same area and me-
dium of chalk are often used to
advertise various events on cam-
pus. Many clubs and organiza-
tions take advantage of the oppor-
tunity to use cheap, visible adver-
tising.

But, for some reason, this ac-
tion was labeled vandalism. That
is something that Iwill never un-
derstand.

Vandalism, according to my
definition, would have to include
something a little more perma-
nent than sidewalk chalk - per-
haps spray paint or something
slightly more harmful.

Vandalism also connotes to
me something a little more vul-
gar.

Thus far, the poetry has
seemed to be very clean with little
or no obscenities.

The poems are fairly straight-
forward and enjoyable to read. To
me, that eliminates virtually all
reason for complaint by any
reader.

Since none of these arguments
apply, we need to reject them.

Also, our poet is quite good,
and r think that we all can agree
that it requires a certain amount
of bravery to share one's work in
such a fashion.

Basically, I would like to take
this opportunity to applaud
WMC's anonymous poet. Per-
haps there will be more that pop
up around campus.

This would be a wonderful
sign of student life and student
participation. Hopefully, poetry
will spring up all over this cam-
pus.

A liberal arts institution is the
perfect breeding ground for this
medium, and hopefully it will
blossom.

SEX.
You never lose the right to rafule.
Being unable to consent II not

the same ..... aylng yes.

No means No. Period.
If you need help about .exuII violence;

call UI. Cilia I .. confldentlallnd
.... 1...... '_

Telephone: 410 - 8S7 - 0900

24 hour Hotline. 410-875-7322
Rape Crisis Intervention Service

0/ CiJrroIl c;"UIIly
224 North CenIors-. Rm. 102

_I_.MD
www.rapecrisbcc:.com

Day at Newseum - time well spent

After a few questions, we were
on our way back to the Newseum
for about 45 minutes before we
boarded the bus again. On the bus
ride home, most people once again
slept like babies. Arriving back at
the school around 5 pm, most of the
people were very satisfied by the
trip.

While it wasn't Six Flags, the
trip to the Newseum was entertain-
ing and informative. Most of the
students had a good time explor-
ing the history of news, and the
time at USA Today was a good
learning experience also.

If you have a free day sometime
and are interested in journalism,
you might want to consider spend-
ing the day at the Newseum. I cer-
tainly encourage other students to
take part in this worthwhile field
trip. The best part is it's free.

Carl's column of complaints
Carl Kreger launches a
new column outlining a
variety of complaints.

On November 11, the Introduc-
tion to Journalism class and the
freshman English class with jour-
nalism emphasis took a trip to the
Newseum.

It was an exciting time, and
while we were there, we were able
to interact and truly get a news les-
son. These are my experiences on
the field trip, and I encourage any
student interested in journalism to
experience it first hand.

We left school early Thursday
morning on our field trip down to
the Newseurn in Arlington, Vir-
ginia. While Mr. Terence Dalton,
associate professor of English and
Phoenix advisor, was excited to be
taking us to the Newseum so early
in the day, most of the students sim-
ply fell asleep in the cushioned
seats.

Mr. Dalton had built up the trip
as some kind of expedition into the
unknown, but some of the students
were skeptical as to the excitement
of the Newseum. We were excited,
however, to be getting out of
classes to attend the field trip.

Twisting and turning down
country roads to reach our destina-
tion, I could hear in my mind ev-
eryone asking the ilt-fated ques-
tion, "Are we there yet?"

We finally did reach some signs
of civilization past the Virginia bor-
der when we entered downtown Ar-
lington. This was when Mr. Dalton
said, "Wake up kids, we're almost
there."

The bus then made a turn that I
certainly wouldn't have tried even
in my Neon. Then we pulled up in
front of the building which was
dwarfed by the business skyscrap-
ers surrounding it.

One of the Newseum attendants
came aboard to give a little talk
which concluded with, "no running
or jumping." I felt like I was back
in fifth grade going on my first field
trip.

The bus then quickly emptied
and we all passed through the metal
detectors with just a few problems
before we all finally entered the

Anyone watch the World Series
this year? Me neither. And why was
nobody watching?

Because it sucked - people are
tired of sell outs like Steinbrenner
and Turner buying championships.

The playoffs are so boring to
watch now. Everyone knows it's
going to be Yankees and Braves.
The best part of the series this year
was Pete Rose.

Next year, I hope both teams
miss the playoffs, especially the
Yankees, and they make room for
teams like the Phillies.

You know what else I'm tired
of! Reading about squirrels in the
Phoenix.

Why are there no parking
spaces on this campus? I come
back from an off-campus lab at
II :30, and there is absolutely no-
where to park.

After I drive around for 15 min-

Edward Schultheis relives
the journalistic experience

oj the Newseum.

historic Newseum. We were
shuffled quickly into the domed
movie theatre which showed a
short film about the Newseum and
the origins of news.

The next part was when the real
fun started. The tour is self guided,
so there was no teacher or guide
herding us around like sheep. Iac-
tually discovered why Professor
Dalton thinks it is so interesting.

There were interactive sights all
over the Newseum, and we all took
time to look in the gift shop.

Another of the interesting sites
was a computer program that al-
lowed you to type in your birthday
to see what events were going on
in the world on the day you were
born. I also found out that Arthur
Ashe's birthday was the same as
mine.

Soon, we tired of all the walk-
ing around. We wanted to go in to
see how a television studio works,
which was one of the attractions at
the Newseum.

There was a large crowd sur-
rounding us at the entrance, so we
never actually got inside. We did
gel to see, however, a few of our
classmates sitting at the news desk
inside the studio.

So we sat outside the window,
and when they were looking over,
we made weird faces and waved to
them. They didn't seem to want to
acknowledge us though, and all we
got from some ofthem was a smile
or a tiny semi-wave.

We were surprised, however,
when Mr. Dalton came up behind
us and asked what we were doing.
Meekly, we pointed to our class-
mates sitting up at the studio desk.

We were even more surprised
when he also started waving at
them, and the girls at the .desk
looked curiously and finally waved
back enthusiastically.

When the girls got out of the
television studio, we all headed out

utes and go up and down every ai-
ley and parking lot, I still find noth-
ing.

Then, when I park my car in the
grass next to a parking space, I get
a ticket. What's wrong with this? I
know. It's all of the unregistered
cars. They take up all the spots, and
there is no way for campus safety
to keep track of them.

So, I get screwed. even though
I paid for a permit, That sucks, and
I'm not going to pay my ticket, ei-
ther .. ----

The French. 'Nuff said.

For a minute at the beginning
of the year, I thought that Glar was
significantly improved from last
year. Then, I saw that there were
no napkins on any of the tables.

for lunch. There were a few places
within walking distance, and we
settled on an Italian sub shop
around the corner. After a short
lunch conversation, we all headed
back to the Newseum.

The rest of the time we spent
there was much like the hours be-
fore lunch. We read over the vast
amount of daily newspapers that
are placed up on the walls there
each morning.

There were newspapers from
Denver to as far away as Germany,
And once again, we all ended up in
the gift shop looking for some-
where to spend our money.

At about I :45 we all started
crossing the street to head over to
the USA Today offices. There was
a little confusion on the elevator,
but we finally made it up to the 19m
floor.

The classes were then greeted,
and we sat down in a room and lis-
tened to USA Today writer Gary
Fields talk about his experiences
and about his view on journalism.

In fact Jack Kelley, USA
Today's foreign correspondent who
gave a talk in September at WMC,
even stuck his head in and sal
around for a little bit.

What's the deal with that?
I don't know about you, but I

don't enjoy using a roll of toilet
paper for lunch napkins.

If I must resort to using this ren-
dition of a "napkin," I have to stand
there, wait in line while others are
walking by trying to put their trays
on the conveyor belt (which is bro-
ken half of the time).

Then, I have ten people bump
into me, and I have to either bal-
ance my tray on one hand, while
grabbing ~ "napkin," or sit my tray
in another area code while I go to
get a "napkin."

Glar says it costs more, but I
think that since we pay so much for
a meal anyway, they can afford to
give us real napkins with real nap-
kin holders.

Got a complaint? E-mail Carl
at crkOO1@wmdc.edu.

http://www.rapecrisbcc:.com
mailto:crkOO1@wmdc.edu.
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throttle approaching sonic speeds.
It definitely doesn't seem too controlled

to me. It then climbed before ultimately
plummeting the remaining 20',000 feet into
the sea killing all the passengers and crew.

Nobody really knows anything except
that on that fateful October morning, 217
people lost their lives off the coast of Nan-
tucket Island.

But as Boeing points out, of the 18 mil-
lion flights carrying 1.3 billion people in
1998, there were only 100fatai accidents and
that serious accidents are "exceedingly rare."

Tell that to the 217 passengers that are
resting at the bottom of the cold, desolate
Atlantic Ocean.

There is another question posed on the
webpage: "What causes commercial jets to
crash?"

Kind of sounds like a kid asking his par-
ents where they came from. That is most defi-
nitely a hard answer.

Boeing had this answer to give: "There's
rarely a single cause. Usually it's a combi-
nation ofthings ... lt's sort of like having all
the holes line up in randomly selected,
stacked slices of Swiss cheese: perhaps not
impossible, but the chances [of accidents J are
extremely remote."

The problem, however, will only seem to
get worse in the future. According to Boeing,
at current projections, air traffic is expected
to double in the next 20' years.

If the current projections of accidents re-
main the same, "major accidents would oc-
cur roughly twice as often 20' years from
now; about once a week somewhere in the
world." Not a verjtcomtorung'projecrton-roco
say the least.

As we approach the time of year when
more people travel by plane than any other
time, there have been many questions raised
about the safety of air travel.

However as Boeing put it, "it's very safe."
Once again, tell that to people who have per-
ished in the past due to "safe" air travel.

I think I'll give simple advice to all the
people flying home this holiday season, the
same that I gave to my mother, "I will say a
prayer for you."

Alpha Phi Omega

Congratulations to Alpha Phi Omega!
Here at The Phoenix we wish you the best
of luck in forming your new service frater-
nity.

We're glad to discover yet another ser-
vice group on campus. No one can ever say
WMC doesn't care!

Scapin
Those of us who got to see the play this

weekend got a hard laugh at the actors in
Scapin. Silly slapstick, riotious raucous,
and "zanni" operatic ditties were just a few
of the escapades that made us roll on the
floor with laughter.

To those who haven't seen it, we sug-
gest you buy a ticket as soon as possible.
There's only one more weekend you can
see it, and it's a great break from studying.

Cameras in the lab
At first, the thought of cameras in the

computer lab sounded a little suspicious.
What need would the school have to put

cameras in the lab?
Was the school spying on its students?
On closer inspection of the issue, it can

be seen that there is another explanation
for the cameras being present. They could
be there for our personal safety while us-
ing the lab.

ATM machines have cameras for your
protection, so why shouldn't our computer
lab?

Especially since people are going to be
there are all hours of the night by them-
selves, it is a good idea.

Hidden security cameras may make you
think of Big Brother, but in reality, we're
better off with them in place.

Condom Subscriptions
Who would have thought that you could

get condoms through campus mail? It cer-
tainly is an innovative idea. Protecting both
the privacy and the lives of people, it seems
that the folks in ASAP are really taking an
interest in serving the campus.

It is also good to see that ASAP is not
just relying on condoms as their main mes-
sage.

Recognizing the need for education and
awareness is a large part of their focus.
Their concern for their peers is admirable.

Hopkins in the dust,
Catholic dead ahead

Well, things certainly are exciting
around campus these days. The mood
around campus since last Saturday'S win
against Hopkins is that of expectance.

The playoffs are just around the comer
for the Green Terror.

And what better corner could that be
than Hair Stadium?

To say that hosting an NCAA Division
III playoff game is exciting is to not do the
scenario justice. Exhilarating might be a
better word choice.

Congratulations to the football team on
a third straight conference title, and thank
you for bringing us a home playoff game.

By the way, if you see a lonely Phoenix
staffer walking around the stadium with
programs in hand next Saturday, do that
staff member a favor and buy a program.

All of the above were written by
the editor in consultation with
the editorial board.

off the mark by Mark Parisi

)6oR ~AA1' SuPoIt'S tAA'I t-If.>.V£ltD
>ou -ro "'filE LOCAL WA"1!"1<.\N(;, HOLE'.
eur-rHrRf.'S No WAY YoW..t:eotMNCt'
1"1£, -tHEy fI'A'Ot"YOU 'ORINK ...

Recent accidents raise

Edward Schultheis questions the
safety of air travel in light of

tragedies.

concern over air travel

Tuesday night, r telephoned my mom to
tell her to have a good flight the next morn-
ing. She was leaving to go to Atlanta on a
business trip, and I thought it would be good
to call her because she was going to be gone
fora while.

I really didn't think anything of it until
the end of the conversation when she said,
"Say a prayer for me."

It didn't hit me until just then that it
seemed that planes are falling out of the sky
every month nowadays.

In the past year, we have had multiple
tragic accidents including John F. Kennedy's
and golfing legend Payne Stewart's crashes,
as well as numerous military aircraft acci-
dents.

This brings up a valid question for us: Is
flying safe anymore?

Some experts might tell us that these are
just a random mass of accidents, but it must
be horrible 10 tell that to the families of the
accident victims.

I did some research on the Internet, and I
came across Boeing's "official" statistics on
its website. Lately, Boeing has been under
government scrutiny because they make
most of the planes in service today, includ-
ing all the 700 series planes.

Some of the questions on the site kind of
made me smile slightly to myself. For ex-
ample, "wbere's the safest seat on ajet dur-
ing a crash?"

The answer was one that I anticipated -'
''There's no evidence that anyone part of an
aircraft is safer than another."

Something startling about the latest ac-
cident, involving EgyplAir Right 990', is that
no one really knows what happened.

According to the flight recorder, the plane
made a "controlled emergency decent" from
33,000 feet to 19,000 feet in about 10' sec-
onds.

It doesn't seem to be controlled because,
for the plane to drop that fast, it would have
to be in an almost vertical position at full

Laws seek to control thought
Jeremy Keil questions the

attempts the reasoning behind new
law proposals.

The other day 1 received an email encour-
aging me to support "hate crime" legislation.
I found this interesting, since I previously
thought that all crime was caused by hate,
but I guess I was wrong.

Hate crime legislation can do nothing but
harm. First off, there are already laws on the
books that punish people for harming an-
other. Passing one more law to cover the
same crime is not going to help any, and poli-
ticians know it.

The only reason they propose such legis-
lation is in order to feign compassion for
homosexuals and minorities. If they actually
told the truth, that government cannot pre-
vent hate, they would be labeled as
uncompassionate.

Therefore they must come up with some
scheme to make it look like they are doing
something. What worries me most about this
legislation is not that politicians waste time
and money pretending they are fixing some-
thing but that these people are proposing pun-

ishing thoughts and not actions.
Under hate crime laws, people are pun-

ished not for their actions, but for their
thoughts and motivations. They are punished
for what the prosecution believes are a
person's thoughts and motivations.

It is impossible for the state to read a
defendant's mind, and defendants should not
be punished when the state attempts to do
this. This is why people are punished for their
actions and not their thoughts.

I am very wary when the government
wants to control what we believe, and this is
what hate crime legislation is about. Our
country is based on the notion that people
are free to believe whatever they want.

That is what keeps our freedom. That is
what makes America so great. I am very sorry
that there are people out there who kill oth-
ers because they don't like who they are, but
government can not change this.

H has happened since the beginning of
time and will continue until the end. It is
despicable the way people can treat each
other, but it is far more despicable that the
government believes it has the right to tell
us what we can and cannot believe in.
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Westminster fun
ERIN HOWARD

Exciting, new spring classes!
ing organisms with an emphasis on
conservation.

@TOYOTA

TOYOTA-101
MORE VALUE/LESS MONEY

INTRODUCING THEALL NEW

TOYOTA ECHO
Starting under $10,000 - About $12,000 well equipped.
THERE'S AN ECHOOUTTHERE! Great looks on the outside. great room on the inside.

Cruise the highway at 40 MPG·...very thrifty. Power7Plentyl It's a 1.5 liter hi-tech ,
16 valve DOCHengine with variable valve timing (new) that kicks out 108 horsepower

any time you want it. And best of all. Echo starts at just $9.995t.
New N g z;am -til-u-u Toyo"Ca Motor Credit help'" tho",e with limited
credit history buy or lease a new Echo or Celica. See dealer for details.

C <SI!> TOYOTA ..... 1value •• eveoyday."] www.gettoyota.com
'EP"nt;;..ftl1J)9a.ynt.y .... _ic".34141CllJtlI...,--.L'8tawsapud..tlat.._.,.._.....__ .... aIOII~ ......................

SeniorWriler

You know the feeling. You are
sitting in class, the professor is 30
minutes into an hour and a half-
long lecture, and instead of studi-
ously scribbling down notes, your
chin is rested on your palm.

Your eyes are slowly glazing
over, and you are desperately try-
ing to avoid the telltale drowsy
head bob. Why, again, did you take
this class, you wonder ...

Fortunately for WMC students,
such boredom can be avoided. A
number of new, unusual, and ex-
citing classes are being offered by
various departments for the spring
2000 semester.

Religious Studies:
Retired professor, Dr. Ira Zepp,

returns to campus next spring to
teach two classes for the Religious
Studies department.

Zepp will teach a Special Top-
ics course on Islam (REL 2266) and
an Honors course entitled "Power
and Prejudice" (REL 2215).

According {O Department Head
Dr. Greg Alles, the chance to learn
from Zepp, who is widely known
as a "campus legend," is what
makes these courses an exciting op-
portunity to learn for students.

Also, the Religious Studies pro-
gram is offering two first-time
courses which have-recently-been
approved and added to the curricu-
lum.

One of them is "God, Self and
World," (REL 3303), a course
which explores various concep-
tions of God and which will be
taught by Mark Hadley.

Alles will teach "Myths and
Rituals of Aging" (REL 2245)
which is designed in part to help
the gerontology minor. Alles antici-
pates that it will involve "some ex-
plorations by the students," since
it is a subject which has very little

written on it in professional litera-
ture.

Guest professor, Dr. Steve Fine
of Baltimore Hebrew University,
who has won an award for his pub-
lications on synagogue architec-
ture, will teach a Special Topics
course on Jewish Sacred Architec-
ture (REL 2266).

Foreign Language:
For the first time, the French

department will offer "La Chanson
Francaise" (FR 2266) at the inter-
mediate level.

Taught by Dr. Collette
Henriette, this course explores the
French language and culture
through songs. Students will study
French while listening to the mu-
sic of Celine Dion, Edith Piaf, and
others.

The German department is of-
fering one of the most exciting op-
portunities for the spring semester
- a spring break study tour of
Austria, Germany, and Switzerland
entitled "Vienna to the Rhine."
According to tour organizer
Mohamed Esa, while on the ten-
day tour (eight overnight stays) stu-
dents will visit cities such as
Salzburg, Munich, and Lucerne,
and will tour special attractions
such as the Vienna State Opera,
"Mad" King Ludwig's castle, and
Dachau, the World War II concen-
tration camp.

Requirements for this "two-
credit course include a daily jour-
nal, photographs for an exhibit, and
a paper on any aspect of the trip.
For further information, contact Dr.
Esa at x462.

Biology:
"Biodiversity" (BIO 1116) is a

course offered for non-majors
taught by Dr. Randall Morrison. It
will include a number of field trips
and will explore the diversity of liv-

Music:
Formerly taught as a freshman

seminar, "Diversity and Meaning in
Popular Music" (MUS 1152) wi'lI
be offered for the first time to the
entire student body. Taught by As-
sistant Professor Robin Armstrong,
this course examines "the diverse
and varied sounds and styles of
popular music heard in the United
States in the 20th century."

Also taught by Armstrong is a
new course entitled "World Music
- Music of the Native Americans"
(MUS 1152). This is Ihe first course
the Music department has ever of-
fered on Native American music,
according to Armstrong.

Theatre:
The addition of a second per-

formance lab is the "most interest-
ing" development in the Theatre
department, according to Depart-
ment Head Ron Miller. The addi-
tional lab will give students a
greater opportunity to participate in
play study, rehearsal, and perfor-
mance.

Miller will direct the Advanced
Performance Lab (THE 3366),
"The House of Bernard a Alba" dur-
ing the first part of the semester.
The second lab "MaratJSade" (THE
3330) will be directed by Elizabeth
van den Berg, later in the spring.

Exercise Science and
Physical Education:

This department is offering the
widest range of new courses for the
spring: Tae Bo (EPE 0055:01),
Muscle Circuit Training (EPE
0055:02), Road Racing (EPE
0055:03), and Fishing in Maryland
(EPE 0066m).

ERIN JERNIGAN AND JENN Ross
Senio,WrirerJ

If your college experience seems to be routine, break the cycle by
enjoying the community around you. It's true, you can have fun in West-
minster - just give it a try!

Start off your morning with a cup of coffee and a-bagel from Sam's
Bagels located on the corner of Main SI. and Railroad Ave. The bagels
are made fresh daily, and the service is friendly. They bake over 30 dif-
ferent varieties of bagels, and bagel sandwiches can be made to order.
For $5, you can feast like a king.

After obtaining nourishment, do a little shopping on historic Main SI.
Stop in Goodwill for their latest bargains. Students get a discount when
they show their ID.

Then, make sure to visit Locust Books, at 9 East Main SI. in the Win-
chester Exchange building. They offer daily discount prices.

While in the Winchester Exchange, stop by Unique Jewelry. Next to
the Winchester Exchange are several other small specialty shops, includ-
ing antique shops and a natural foods store.

After all this shopping, you may wan! something to eat. Stop by
Quizno's, a new sub shop in the old fire house. It is located one block
from the city library. Quizno's specializes in oven-baked subs and has
five different homemade soups.

Carry out your meal, or, if you are poor like most of us, plan ahead by
taking a box lunch from Glar and head over to Landon C. Burns Park. It
is located on Center SI. at the Farm Museum, across from the hospital.

The Museum used to be an "almshouse" for the poor, and the cem-
etery for those who died there contains gravestones dating back to 1905.
You will find plenty of trees, picnic tables, and even a pond.

There is plenty of open space, so bring a Frisbee or a football. If you
have enough people for a game, there are two baseball diamonds.

After an afternoon of relaxation at the park, head over to Cranberry
Mall.

If you're looking to do some early holiday shopping, check out the
SERVE International Gift Shop. You can find a unique gift at a reason-
able price.

After browsing through the stores in the mall, go to the movie theater
to see a film. We recommend Fight Club; it's true brain candy.

Fun/Internship Opportunities
Need something todo over Jan ters for Disease Control and Pre-

T!mnl vention, and the EPA.
Visit hup://www.hiayh.org to Appointments are 8-10 weeks

find out more about hostel accom- during the summer, although aca-
modations near major ski resorts demic-year and year-round oppor-
for just $7-27. Go skiing without tunirjes are available.
paying ski resort prices. Stipends, travel allowances and

financial aid are available for most
Are you a science major? research programs.
Oak Ridge Institute for Science • To find out more, visit ORISE

and Education is offering intern- Educational Opportunities website
ship, fellowship, scholarship and at http://www.orau.gov!orise/
research opportunities/or students educ.htm.
in multiple federal agencies, such
as the Department of Energy, Cen-

http://www.gettoyota.com
http://hup://www.hiayh.org
http://www.orau.gov!orise/
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SpotliK,ht on ...Food!
.-----------------------------~

Rat's Web/Anne Butler
So, it's that time of year again. Yes, it's Turkey-time, and this brief edition of Rat's

Web is gonna help you cook that turkey and other dishes. Heck, maybe you'll even get
a great idea for ham that'll spare some poor bird next year.

Food Network: Emeril Live
http://www.jood1V.comlJnlprograms/emerillivelindex.htm

Some people like Emeril.lfyou get the Food Network, maybe you're one of them. I
don't find him appealing, personally, but he does have a recipe called "drunken beef."

The Iron Chef
http://ironchefcoml

Ah, I love this weird-ass Japanese show on the Food Network. Imagine the show and
glitz of pro-wrestling combined with Japanese cooking and you have The Iron Chef.

The Ketchum Kitchen
http://recip~.coml

Not related to Pokemon, but anyway, this site has lots of great recipes and a special
Thanksgiving section.

Searchable Online Archive of Recipes
http://soar.Berkeley.EDUlrecipes!

My word, this is huge! This is all neatly archived, too! Definitely check here.

Vegetarian Thanksgiving Central
http://vegerarian.tqn.comlhome/food/vegetarianlfibra

Don't want to eat any dead animals this holiday season? Check here.

Taste of America
http://www .. tasteoJamerica.comi

Can't cook worth a damn? Join the club. Or go to this site and learn how.

Weird-ass Site of the Issue
Guess the Dictator/Sitcom Character
http://www.smalltime.comlnowhere/diclalor

Not as easy as it sounds!

C'mon=you know you want to! Writefor the
Phoenix, that is... get in touch with Megan
Martin at x8600, or come to a meeting at 6pm,
every Monday. You'll havefun ... promise.

ERIN JERNIGAN ANI)Jt:NN Ross

New Westminster eateries
Senior writers

The College Square Shopping Center has
a new addition that will be especially excit-
ing for coffee drinkers. It's called the Col-
lege Cafe.

This spacious and comfortable shop
makes real espresso drinks, fresh bagels, and
even stays open late some nights for dinners.
Owned by the proprietor of Boulevard Bean
and Bagel, the College Cafe has breakfast
sandwiches as well as a variety of omelets
and other breakfast foods.

The menu also includes meals ranging
from tuna salad sandwiches to prime rib.
Paula Bobrow, the cafe manager, said they
were hoping to attract WMC students to what
she calls "a great coffee bar."

The hours for the shop are 7 am - 2:30
prn Monday through Thursday, but they are
open until 8 pm Friday and Saturday.

The coffee prices are a little less than most
coffee bars, and it (along with its sister store)
is the best and most reliably good cup of joe
this caffeine addict has found in Westmin-
ster.

Westminster is booming, and the num-
ber of new restaurants in town is staggering.
One of the newest is a Godsend for aJl of the

carnivorous Glar patrons who have been
dying for a good ribeye.

The peanut shell-littered Texas Road-
house on Cranberry Road is a huge steak
house catering mostly to meat eaters and beer
drinkers with barbecue chicken and some
seafood also available for those who like to
stay away from dead cows.

Although not the best steaks in the world,
the Roadhouse gives a diner little to com-
plain about. The filets and sirloin are barely
seasoned, if at all.

For the novice steak orderer, servers are
provided with a laminated card with unap-
petizing graphics illustrating the levels of
doneness.

Speaking from my experience, the pic-
tures were a little pinker than the reality. The
best part of dinner at the Roadhouse (aside
from throwing peanut shells on the floor) is
the hot wings. They are not your standard
buffalo wings.

These little guys come in three flavors
(hot, suicide, and 911) and are breaded and
crispy. Try the 9Il, I dare ya,just make sure
you have some water first. Come ready to
sing with Shenia while waiting for a table,
and you might want to wear your cowboy
boots.

New study delivers good
news for veggie lovers

RYAN SEAVOLT
StajJWriler

So, you've never been able to eat veg-
etables? Your parents begged and pleaded
and demanded, but they still couldn't get you
to eat healthy foods when you were younger.

Ever since you were a child you've fa-
vored junk food over more nutritious cuisine
and that trait has stuck with you today. It's
not surprising. In fact, it's pretty much nor-
mal.

A recent Associated Press article states
that a study published in Health Psychology
found that people's sensitivity to bitter foods
lessens as they age.

The study, focusing mainly on women,
but believed to hold true for men as well,
showed that as people grow older they dem-
onstrate an increased preference for veg-
etables, whole-grain foods, sour fruits like
lemons and grapefruits, coffee, and tea.
I know from personal experience that I

dislike all but a few vegetables, and I have
always disliked bitter-tasting fruits. Like-
wise, r am not a coffee drinker, and Ihave a
strong aversion to tea.

By contrast, many older people I know
love all of these foods.

The reason for this - says Adam
Drewnowski, the director of the nutritional
sciences program at the University of Wash-
'ington, is that people's food preferences will
inevitably change with age.

His research was presented recently at an
Agriculture Department conference on di-
etary behavior.

This research is part of an effort by sci-
entists to better understand people's food

preferences, in hopes that they can stem the
tide of obesity among a growing number of
Americans.

Although researchers have discovered
that several factors can influence what
people eat, including culture, family, activ-
ity level, and unpleasant past experiences
with a particular food -I dislike tea because
as a child Ionce drank a gulp of tea syrup,
believing it to be Kool-aid- they have also
found that an inherited preference for cer-
tain foods exists.

Healthy vegetables such as broccoli and
brussels sprouts, whose very names of these
vegetables can fill small children with dread,
can seem especially bitter to people who are
sensitive to bitter tastes in general.

Drewnowski believes that sugars and oils
should be used more often in the
preparation of vegetables to make them

more appealing to younger people.
However, health experts fear that this

could lead to further increases in fat intake
and unneeded calories, in turn leading to
more obese citizens.

I, however, probably wouldn't mind this
little addition.

So if you've never been a big vegetable
eater, don't blame yourself.

Healthy eating seems to go along with
getting older. Some day you may even find
that you crave such "nestles" as brussels
sprouts and broccoli. ,......... ',""n

Stranger things have happened. UntIl
then, I can certainly think of worse punish-
ments to endure than not being able to eat
vegetables.

Classified

#1 Spring Break Vacations!

Travel

Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Florida. Best Prices Guaran-
teed! Free Parties & Cover
charges! Book Early & Re-

ceive Free Meal Plan!
Now Hiring Campus Reps!

1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.corr

Personal

PREGNANT?
FREE CONFIDENTIAL

PREGNANCY
TESTING & CARING

COUNSELING
HELP 1-800·521-5530

CONTINUE EDUCATION AND
CAREER,

THE NURTURING NETWORK
8OO-8Ii(j~

ACT NOW! GET THE
BEST SPRING BREAK

PRICES!
South Padre, Cancun, Ja-

maica. Bahamas. Acapulco,
Florida & Mardigras. Reps
needed ... Travel Free, Earn

$$$ Group Discountsfor 6+.
800-838-82031

tyvww.LEISURETOURS.COIV

Help Wanted

Immediate Openings!

Students earn $3751$575
weekly processing/assembling
medicall.D. cards from your
home. Experience unneces-
sary ... we train you! Call

MediCard

1-541-386-5290, ext. 300

http://www.jood1V.comlJnlprograms/emerillivelindex.htm
http://vegerarian.tqn.comlhome/food/vegetarianlfibra
http://www.smalltime.comlnowhere/diclalor
http://www.endlesssummertours.corr
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Former student relates Peace Corps food experiences
Jonathan Shacat is a fish cul- I have had a diet that is very eclec-

lure extension agent for the Peace tic.
Corps in Gabon, Africa. He works Nutritionists need not worry, I
with local farmers to build ponds take a multivitamin supplement.
a raise fish. While much of the meals and

He graduated from WMC in
1998 with degrees in Spanish and
Journalism.

They call us "fish heads." The
truth is, however, I don't get to eat
as much fresh fish as one would
expect.

And in fact. I ate a whole lot
more during training in Oyem. In-
stead, I now get lots of cans of sar-
dines and smoked fish.

They call us "fisn
heads. " The truth is,
however, I don't get
to eat as much fresh
fish as one would

expect ... "

Once in a while, kids come to
me with carp or selure (catfish) they
fish from the river, and I buy them.
And after Ido a pond harvest with
a fish fanner, Iget a kilo of tilapia
from him. .

But other than those rare
chances, Ihaven't seen much fresh
fish here.

The people tell me l,sho~l,d get

,~eaVh:~~;~~ season is just start-
ing, and soon the river water level
will drop, enabling people to catch
fish by using huge nets they string
across the river.

I'm looking forward to that.
Fresh fish is good.

For the time being, and since
my arrival to my post near Mbigou,

Carrie picks up the phone and
dials. Her fingers run quickly
through the buttons. She has called
this number so often lately, that she
doesn't have to stop to recollect
what it was. Then she puts the re-
ceiver to her ear and waits. Noth-
ing happens until the fifth ring.

"Hello. You've called Peter
McKinley. Please leave a message,
and he'll call you back. Have a nice
day. Bip," the telephone says. Car-
rie closes her eyes and sighs.

"Peter, it's me. I'm awfully
sorry that we couldn't meet yester-
day, but I had to stay at work until
late evening.

"I got a new task from my boss.
This is very important to my career.
You know I've always wanted to
be a reporter, and now I think T'm
going to make it. But I. might be
pretty busy in the next few weeks
or month's.

."You must know that lmiss ypu
very much all the time when you're
not with me. Don't think that Iwant
to break up with you. 1love you,
and you're the most important thing
in my life." -

At that moment, a 16 month-old

recipes I describe below seem un-
appetizing, I tell you that it didn't
take me long to get used to the food.
And now I even find times that I
crave certain things.

The available foods at the su-
pennarket in Mbigou are limited to
canned meats, canned vegetables,
packaged cookies, powdered milk,
pasta, rice, eggs, and produce like
onions, garlic, sometimes potatoes,
apples, and oranges.

There's no cheese or lunch
meats. There are frozen chicken
thighs and frozen fish, but I don't
buy them because they won't last
the 30 km trip back to Mikovandza,
the village where I live.

These factors make it difficult
to prepare European or American
cuisine.

Most of my cooking is done by
Antoinette, my landlord's wife.

I pay her by giving her supplies
like matches, soap, and salt, which
are considered necessities, or cof-
fee, sugar, and oil, which are con-
sidered luxuries.

When Antoinette isn't around,
I prepare my own food; I've got-
ten quite good at cooking over an
open fire.

Breakfast consists of Nescafe
Instant Coffee with sugar. For a
while, I used to eat Quaker Instant
Oatmeal but now I'm tired of it.

So instead I usually have some
bananas or rice, a daily staple for
me. There's no cereal.

I make fried rice mixed with
chicken bullion or tomato sauce.
Eggs and bread are a rarity in the
village, so when I go to town, I
make it a point to have an omelette

Shacat, former WMC student, currently serves as a Peace Corps
volunteer.

aux petite pais (peas) and bread
with butter.

Lunch and dinner are mostly
produced by the village people,
which means ingredients come pri-
marily from the plantation or for-
est.

All are served with manioc ba-
ton, which is fibrous, woody bread.
The only available spices are salt
and pimento, a hot pepper. Here's
the list:

ful African eggplant the size of
cherry tomatoes. They are boiled
until soft and then mashed up and
cooked in a little oil mixed with
chopped onions and canned sar-
dines.

Courge aux crevetres. Courge
(also called concombre) is made
with mashed-up squash seeds that
are cooked in water until the mass
takes the form and taste of ricotta
cheese. Creveues are freshwater

Aubergines avec ia boue sar- prawn added tothemix while cook-
dines. Aubergines are small, color- mg.

toddler in pajamas comes in the
door. Carrie puts her hand on the
receiver so that what she says can't
be heard on the other end of the

Noemi Szadeczky- KardosslTrust

line.
"Come here, honey."
The child goes to her with his

faltering steps, and she picks him
up in her arms while holding the
receiver with her shoulder. The
little boy starts fidgeting and whim-
pering.

"Ssh! Please be quiet for one
more minute, and you'll get your
food. Sorry," she says to the phone,
"This was my cat. The poor little
thing is sick. Anyway, I only
wanted to say that call me back as
soon as you can. I love you. Bye."
She puts down the phone and goes
to the kitchen to feed the baby.

Peter opens wide the door of his
apartment to let the woman in.

"How do you like it?" he asks
when she looks around in amaze-
ment. They are standing in theJight,
spacious living-room that is fur-
nished with a three-piece, brown
leather suite, a sman glass table,
and two enormous gla'ss-cases.

"Wow. Not bad," she says. "Can

I use the bathroom?"
"Of course. This way." He leads

her to the 20 square meter bath-
room where everything, including
the toilet paper, has an apple-green-
ish shade, then goes back to the
room.

An orange light is flashing on
the answering machine. He pushes
"play" to listen to the messages.

"My only son, Peter. This is
your mother. Have you forgotten
that you have one? Bip. Good
morning, Sir. This is Frank Smith,
the new gardener. I'd like to speak
with you about that dying banana
tree in front of your garage. Imay
be wrong, Sir, but I think the only
thing it needs is a finishing stroke.
Bip. Peter, iI'S me-" He suddenly
stops the tape.

The sound of splashing water
comes from the bathroom. He sits
down and listens to Carrie's mes-
sage. Then he dials her number.
"Come on, pick it up," he mutters
as no one is answering. The water
stops in the bathroom. He puts back
the receiver.

"Peter, honey! Bring me a'
towel, please!"

He goes to the bathroom with a
huge, apple-green bath towel and
a bottle of champagne and doesn't
come out for an hour.

The telephone rings. Peter
jumps up and hits his head on the
faucet. "Shit!" he says. "What am
I doing in the bath?" The phone
keeps ringing. He looks at the
empty bottle and the woman sleep-
ing beside him, and suddenly he
remembers everything.

"Shit," he says again and
struggles out of the bath tub. The
phone rings one more time, but
when he answers it, he hears only
the dial tone. He thinks for a sec-
ond, then dials Carrie's number.

"Hi," says Carrie.
"Hi, sweetheart. Were you call-

ing me a minute before?"
"I've been calling you for 15

minutes. What were you doing?"
"I just got home. My car broke

down. Listen, I'm afraid we can't
meet tonight,'

"That's exactly what I wanted
to say. I have to work." '

dWork?"
"Yes,J've told you that. Oh, of

course yo~ probably didn't hear my

Chou de banane avec poisson
fume. Below a bunch of bananas
growing on a tree is a purple soft-
ball-sized object that people call
banana cabbage or the head of the
banana. They cut it down, shred it,
cook it in water, and mix it with
smoked fish.

Fuilles de manioc. Manioc
leaves mashed and boiled for a few
hours, then cooked in palm oil and
chopped onions.

Viande de brouse avec le man-

Viande de brouse
avec le manioc.

Gazzelle, antelope,
porcupine, or forest
rat meat. It's a meal

in itself

toe. Gazelle, antelope, porcupine,
or forest rat meal. It's a meal in it-
self, with manioc baton, of course.
• Champignons avec le ric Wild
mushrooms cooked in oil. This is
made into a full meal, {QO. Good
with rice.

Afangas. There's nothing like it
in the States. Imagine a large,
purple olive thai is tangy. It's called
bush butter in English. I could eat
a plate of them.

Snacks include:
Ignomes. Boiled and peeled

yams, avocados, peanuts, maize,
pineapple, and sometimes papaya.
These foods are eaten as side dishes
or are served with manioc baton,
and that makes' a meal.

If any of that makes you hun-
gry, go eat something. Bon appe-
tite. As always, I'll keep you in-
formed.

message."
"What message?"
"Never mind. And why are you

busy tonight?"
"I have to babysit."
"Really?"
"Yes, for my neighbors." Now,

Peter's company stumbles out of
the bathroom and starts for the
door.

"Peter, honey, I'm going
home," she says.

"Like this, you crazy? You don't
have any clothes on!"

"Who are you talking to?" asks
Carrie.

"Just to the baby."
"Oh, so it's already there?"
"Yes. Look, I have to go now.

I'll call you tomorrow. First thing
in the morning."

"Okay."
"Bye."
"Peter. wait!"
"What?"
"I love you."
"I love you, too. Tomorrow

morning, then."
"Okay. Bye."
"Bye."
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Ringing in the holidays
Horoscopes Fun (and cheap!) ideas for holiday gifts

Contriinaing wmers

Scorpio Oct 24-Nov 22
Happy Birthday, Scorpio! Birthdays are a
time of renewal, so let go of grudges and have
a shaggin' time, baby!!

Sagittarius Nov23-Dec21
You're going to start feeling a bit restless this
month. Take the time to try something out-
rageous; shake your hips, dance on tables.

Capricorn Dec22-Jan 20
A clash with an Aries will lead your rela-
tionship to turbulence. Mellow out, and a
positive understanding will develop.

Aquarius Jan 21-Feb 19
Your free spirit leads you into trouble this
month. Whatever you do, don't lake every-
thing off. Trust usl!

Pisces Feb 20-Mar 20
You want to go for a swim? Beware of
muddy puddles.

Aries Mar 21-Apr 20
So, say you're at a party and a really good-
!ookingAquarian approaches ... Carpe Diem!
New interactions may lead to exciting expe-
riences.

Taurus April 21-May 21
To lighten things up in your life, tone it down
by wearing outfits in shades of cheery pink
or lime green! Yes, it matches}! And yes, men
can wear pink!

Gemini May 22-June 21
Oh, Gemini the twin, this month you will be
torn with choices! Glar or the Pub? Tuna
Melt or bagels? Just relax, close your eyes,
and point.

Cancer June 22-July 23
Look to a Taurus for understanding and pas-
sion. Open up to them ... they will be easy to
spot this month because they're the dorks
wearing pink and lime green!

Leo July 24-Aug 23
Grrrr, Leo, GITIT... don't be afraid to growl
any chance you get, especially during tests
and quiet moments. In fact, it wouldn't be
unhealthy to just start growling in the middle
of Glar! (Especially at 6 pm on Tuesdays)

Virgo Aug 24-Sep 23
Loosen up this month. Let yourself get a little
wild! Perhaps a party with a Scorpio is in
order.

Libra Sep 24-Oct 23
Your powerful ideas will lead to new revo-
lutions! Just be aware of what battles to
pick ... stay away from angry pit bulls!

CONFIDENTIAL AIDS TESTING

Fall Semester 1999
12:00 - 2:00

Every Other Thursday

December 2

Location - Smith House
Call Ext. 243 for an appointment

Sarah and Jon take on Dylan and Lesh
SARAH RADICE AND JON BEARR JON- on Johnny Cash's "Big River," "Joey,"
Feawres Editor, Comribuling Writer All I can say is the spotlight was on "Down Along the Cove," "Man in the Long

I would like to share my vision of this Trucks and for good reason. Too bad Lesh Black Coat," a muscular ''Tombstone Blues,"
tour and what l-am trying to do with Phil forced him to tune his guitar up for the first and a rendition of "Like a Rolling Stone"
and Friends. I believe with all my heart and hour. that had everyone in the arena up and dane-
soul that Grateful Dead music and lyrics ing like fools.
speak to some deep place inside us, and that SARAH & JON- Dylan and co. left the stage, and we
Dylan's music and lyrics do the same; they But when Dylan came on, a spare and screamed for several minutes, stomping the
share the magic that speaks to the soul of elegant contrast to the flowing hippie bright- floor and waving lighters, trying to summon
humanity ... [this is] a tour where the only ness of PL&F, the auditorium really started him back. Happily, he did _ to perform a
mission is to do our best to honor the music, to wake up. He started off with a likeable, haunting "Love Sick" and' ';ibiny Day
the musicians, the community." but unexceptional, version of Stanley and Women."

-Phil Lesh Sparks' "I Am {he Man, Thomas," and his
set steadily built up steam.

Dylan's fragmented and eccentric phras-
ing were the perfect accompaniment to a
staccato "Mr. Tambourine Man;" he then
launched into a swirling "Visions of
Johanna," and "Ring Them Bells," before
hitting his stride in a powerful, guitar-driven,
damn-near-apocalyptic "Tangled Up in
Blue" that had the crowd rockin'.

ERIN JERNIGAN AND JENN Ross
Senior Writers

The Holidays are just around the comer.
For those of you on a budget, this may be a
source of agony, but never fear. We have
found some cleaver gift ideas that even the
tightest budget should be able to handle.

Lesson #1: Know you local craft store.
JoAnn Fabrics in Westminster has aisles
packed full of goodies just waiting for you
to sculpt and mold them into holiday gifts.

Lesson #2: Treat your significant other
or best friend to a scrap book full of the
memories of your favorite times together.

-buy a relatively inexpensive photo album
from Target or wet-Mart

-fill the pages with pictures, movie stubs,
concert tickets, and other mementos that are
reminders of the times the two of you have
shared.

-decorate the album with anything your
heart desires. Fun ideas are stickers, more
pictures, drawings, wrapping paper, or any-
thing you can come up with.

SARAH&JON-
This concert did a good job of fulfilling

Lesh's mission requirements. While not
flawless technically, as a spiritual event it
was right on track. PL&F started off with a
jam. and kept on jammin' for the next 90
minutes, segueing eventually into a lovely
"Morning Dew," "The Wheel," "Playin' in
the Band," "Just a Little Light," and "Get
Together," before ending with a hauntingly
beautiful "Cold Rain and Snow."

The jamming was very enjoyable, veer-
ing from fast and hard-driving, to relaxed and
mellow, to simply gorgeous.

SARAH-
Long, extended jams are a Dead trade-

mark, but I think that was the very thing that
detracted from the show -1 felt like PL&F
never really kicked it into high gear, and I
kept wondering when they were going to stop
warming up and start to play something, to
evolve into something different.

And I'd just like to add that "Morning
Dew" made me very happy.

JON-
Phil Lesh and his friends could notice-

ably sense the levels of nitrous being con-
sumed in the undulating masses as he ap-
propriately supplied spiritual muzak suited
for a dentist's office.

SARAH-

Lesson #3: Give mom or grandmom
something new to add to the holiday deco-
rations.

-fill a glass ball, available at your local
craft store (see Lesson #1), with potpourri.

-decorate the outside by tying a beautiful
bow at one end. These glass balls can also
be filled with ribbon or glitter and painted
on the outside.

Lesson #4: Make your sibling or friend
a mixed tape of your favorite tunes

-Buy blank tapes - again at Target or
Wal-Mart.

-List your favorite songs and then have
fun recording them.

-Decorate the tape cases and labels using
cool computer graphics or magazine clip-
pings

Lesson #5: Everyone loves gift baskets

-Buy an inexpensive basket from the dol-
lar store and then decorate it with ribbon, or

SARAH-
Dylan had a few problems; mostly for-

gotten lines, improvised lines, and a wee little
bit of mumbling. Although distracting at first,
I actually think his "mistakes" added to the
texture of the show.

They made it more unique, letting you
see Dylan as a real person, who after 30+
years can be forgiven for forgetting a few
lines, even to songs we think of as immortal
and thus unchanging.

That's the point of a live show vs. listen-
ing to your CD's over and over - messy
reality, caught in the moment vs. sometimes
sterile "perfection." As with the Dead, some-
times its the experience that matters.

JON-
Dylan's stagnation and nearly incoherent

speech over the first few songs reminded me
of the evils of prolonged drug abuse taught
to me by my beloved D.A.R.E. officers. His
synapses finally kicked in with ''Tangled Up
in Blue," and I was in awe as the feeble man
broke from the shell of his abused body.

Allllrighty then. But the undisputed jewel
in the PL&F set was the incredible guitar SARAH-
playing of Derek Trucks, Allman Brothers Good lord, you are an ass.
Band wonder boy, who became lead guitar-
ist after Steve Kimock split. JON & SARAH-

Dylan then did a satisfyingly nasty take

tie on some pine or holly if you choose
-Put tissue paper or tinsel in the inside to

pad the treasure you find
-Have fun shopping!
- Cheap but fun buys include: candles,

scented soap, candy, pens, and ornaments.
-Personalize the baskets.

For Dad, Uncle or Granddad:
-Candy, pictures, golf teesfballs, car ac-

cessories, and good-smelling man stuff.

For Mom, Aunt or Grandmom:
-Candles, bath stuff, lotion, photos, or-

naments, cooking utensils, flowers, pins, or
other inexpensive jewelry.

For afellow Student or Sibling:
-Ccol pens, computer disks, key chains,

donn room snacks, art work, stationary, and
stamps.

-Be creative and try themes with your
baskets: pasta baskets, wine and cheese bas-
kets, sports baskets, bath and beauty baskets

Lesson #6: Have fun, be creative, and
remember how much you love everyone!!

Unfortunately, "Like a Rolling Stone"
wore Dylan out a bit too much. Our pleas
for an encore probably made him late for a
rerun of "Matlock."

SARAH-
Shhh, child. And then, the perfect end to

the evening, Lesh backed Dylan up for a rare
dual encore, performing an appealingly
ragged "Friend of the Devil" and "Not Fade
Away." More lighters, more screaming, more
tokes. Seeing them together was a joyful
moment.

I had a great time at this concert. And I
hear from a friend who went to the PhiUy
show that PL&F rocked considerably harder
than they did here. If you at all enjoy Dylan
or Lesh, you really should go see 'em while
they're still touring.

JON-
All joking aside, you have to remember

that this is a concert of relics. We literally
saw history. Old photos often are grainy, af-
flicted with poor resolution. We can write
these images off as being imperfect and no
longer meaningful, but it is the substance
behind this "broken" art that is inspiring. It
is the legend that is powerful.

Lesh may have overstated things a bit,
but basically he's got it right; Dylan and the
Dead truly have transcended into modem day
myth. Go see '.em.

Tickets for Baltimore were $31 plus cover
charges and a bargain at that. For detailed
info. on tour dates, mail ordering tickets, set
lists, heJpfullinks etc., check out Bob Dates
at http://www.expectingrain.comorThe Phil
Zone at http;//www.thephilzone.com!

http://www.expectingrain.comorThe
http://http;//www.thephilzone.com!
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Many people spent Saturday
night flushing 50 dollars down
the toilet. They made an evening
out of it: caning over friends and
having food and whatnot.

Then, at about 11 :30 pm, they
all gathered in the bathroom as
the head of the house dumped the
money, in either cash or check,
into the toilet.

Other people across the coun-
try spent that evening watching
the Evander Holyfield versus
Lennox Lewis World Tille Unifi-
cation Boxing match.

Whether you watched swirl-
ing water or two 30 year old men
attempting to beat one another
into submission, odds are, you
were doing the same thing.

SrajfWrifer

While in fifth grade, Jessica
Horwath began to play the sport of
field hockey. Initially she played a
field position on the team, but she
soon moved to become the goal-
keeper.

According to Horwath, "I fell
in love with being a goalie," and
she has stayed there ever since.
This season, the West Friendship,
Md., product has been a integral
part of the WMC field hockey
team.

Horwath loves the fast pace and
competitive part of field hockey,
and she points out "it takes skill to
play it."

According to her teammates,
she is a strong player who exem-
plifies leadership and confidence at
all times.

She has had many incredible
games this season for the team in-
cluding a 19 save performance

Now, I know some of you are
wondering why I am equating a
World Title boxing match with
someone flushing money down the
toilet.

Well, the reasons are plentiful.
First of all, due to the events of the
first match, in which it is a com-
mon perception that Lewis was
robbed, this match would end in a
victory for Lewis no matter what.

This would be like watching a
sporting event after you know who
won. That could be explained if the
action of said sporting event was
full of memorable moments.

Again, this fight falls short in
this department. Both fighters were
guilty of playing it safe to avoid
getting in trouble.

In the end, Lewis won the title
via a unanimous decision that

against Swarthmore and a record
setting game against Frostburg
state.

In the game, Horwath set a
school record with 27 saves in the
game, but the team still fel! 3-0.

She has found the entire field
hockey experience at college to be
fun, but her favorite moment was a
September 12 home game against
nationally ranked opponent Johns
Hopkins.

Even though they were in last
place In the conference, the team
used Horwath's 15 saves to send
the game into overtime, where a
Katie Faccipomi goal won it for the
team I-D. The game showed the
team's perseverance through a
sometimes tough season.

Horwath felt the team was al-
ways upbeat throughout the season,
even though they had many tough
losses.

Her teammates point to her op-
timism through hard times as a sign

York Yankees.

core all game. Add to that defen-
sive end Corey Moore's two sacks
(which gives him 15 for the sea-
son), and you have the makings for
one hell of a defense.

Virginia Tech has been the most
consistent football team in the
country and that balance will be
their biggest advantage in January.

Speaking of college football,
congratulations go out to Wiscon-
sin running back Ron Dayne as he
broke the NCAA Division One
rushing record on Saturday.

The record of 6,279 yards, for-
merly held by Ricky Williams, was
broken by Dayne on a 3 l-yard run
late in the second quarter.

Dayne finished the game with
216 yards and 6,288 yards for his
career as Wisconsin locked up a
birth in the Rose Bowl.
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of her positive contribution to the
team.

She has also enjoyed the chance
to play with many other great play-
ers.

When she was a freshman, she
was impressed with and supported
by the seniors on the team at the
time. She says, "They were really
great players with tremendous lead-
ership qualities about them." She
felt they were very good examples
for the team and enjoyed playing
with them.

Horwath's personal goal for the
season was to make the most out
of her last chance to play for the
college, and she worked hard to
make it a good year for her team-
mates and herself.

Away from the field, the exer-
cise science major likes to ski, hike,
and play volleyball.

In the future, she is considering
getting into the field of fitness pro-
motion.

Again, congratulations to both
Ron Dayne and the Wisconsin
Badgers football team.

One last thought before I go.
Tampa Bay 3rd Baseman Wade
Boggs announced his retirement
recently.

Boggs, who ended his career
with 3,010 hits will move on to a
job as a special assistant 10 the
general manager in Tampa Bay.

Boggs made a name for him-
self with the Boston Red Sox and·
won a World Series with the New

I would like to express my
gratitude for a career of great play
for the 23rd member of the 3,000
hit club, the only person to enter
that club with a home run.

Thanks wade. you will be
missed.

Swimming Students
opens predict
season scores

Senior Chris Clemmons won Lisa Dale- Van Auken '02
three events for the men while jun-

ior Kara Wnukowski won two for WMC over Catholic 27-20
the women in the swim teams sea- Megan Manin '01
son opener this past Saturday.

That wasn't enough, though, as WMC over Catholic 34-14
Western Maryland fell to Albright Andrew Messmore '02
by scores of 6 [-26 (men) and 65-

29 (women). WMCoverCatholic 12-10
Clemmons won the 200 and Tony Halloran '01

the 500 meter freestyle as well as

the 100 meter backstroke. WMC over Catholic 24-21
Wnukowski won both the 100 Chris Anastasia '02

meter freestyle and the 100 meter

breaststroke. Catholic over WMC 35-31
Junior Luke Page won the 100 Mike Yestramski '01

meter butterfly during the event.

a rich deal of prospects, or maybe
even Chipper Jones to land Griffey.
Jones and pitcher Kevin Millwood
are untouchable, however, Smoltz,
Glavine, and Maddox are all get-
ting older, so one of the three may
be sent as a cornerstone of the deal.

Seattle's asking price from Cin-
cinnati appears to be too high at the
moment.

So far, Sean Casey and Pokey
Reese have been inquired about;
however, it would seem highly un-
likely that the Reds would pan with
a young talent such as Casey.

The Mets also would have the
means to obtain Griffey, but they
would have to send Edgardo
Alfonso and Octavio Dotel in the
deal, along with several young
prospects,

The one team that easily has the
means to obtain Griffey is the Yan-
kees. since they posses a talented
roster and farm system,

WMC over Catholic 20-7

Good luck, Green Terror!

should have been reached months
ago, and boxing fans across the
country found that the price of title
unification was about $49.95.

Although the fight may have
been both expensive and depres-
sing. sports fans were treated to a
great game as Virginia Tech
trounced Miami to keep their Bowl
Championship hopes alive.

Although quarterback Michael
Vick continued his strong play, it
was the Hokie defense that took
control.

Cornerbacks Ike Charlton and
Anthony Midget stifled the Miami
offense.

Charlton recovered three
fumbles, including one he returned
51 yards for a score.

Midget intercepted three passes
and pestered the Miami receiving

MIKE: YESTRAMSKI

Snorts Editor

SIn.ffWriler

Another crazy off season for Major League Baseball
MATT HURFF

After seeing Kevin Brown
sign with the Dodgers for $91
million and having the Yankees
trade David Wells for five time Cy
Young Award winner Roger
Clemens, it would seem impos-
sible for there to be a more sur-
prising and active off season in
baseball. Guess again.

So far, the Dodgers have yet
again pulled a blockbuster move,
trading Raul Mondesi to the Blue
Jays for rising star Shawn Green.

Green, who batted .309 with
42 home runs, 45 doubles, 123
runs batted in and 20 stolen bases
last season w.as offered a deal by
the Dodgers paying between $17
to $20 million a year.

Toronto may have to pan with
two more of its players because
of difficulties with re-signing
them.

In Green's case, it appears that
the Blue Jays $48 million deal was
not enough, and the rehiring ofCito
Gaston as hitting instructor may
have played a factor.

This was a result of Gaston's at-
titude toward Green, claiming that
he would not amount to much.

Carlos Delgado, who batted
.272 with 44 nome runs and 134
runs batted in, may also be shipped
elsewhere, as he has apparently
turned down several multi-year of-
fers by Toronto GM Gord Ash.

Word around the league points
to [he Mets as a likely destination
for Delgado and David Wells, who
would be added into the deal for a
package possibly involving
Octavio Dotel, Roger Cedeno, and
several prospects.

Also on the horizon are the
pending Ken Griffey, Jr'!Alex
Rodriguez deals out of Seattle.

A combination of the building

of the pitcher-friendly Safeco Field
and consistently mediocre (earns
seem (0 have finally driven the pair
of stars out of Seattle.

Griffey is now 30 years old and
certainly deserves a chance 10 play
for a team that finally can use his
talents in the post season.

With Seattle, he only had a
chance to play in October once in
1995, when Cleveland knocked the
Mariners out of the ALCS.

Certainly, the .284 batting av-
erage, 48 home runs and 144 runs
batted in could have helped a team
in contention last season.

In order to get an extra offen-
sive boost, it appears that the most
likely teams to land Griffey would
be the Braves, who need more of-
fense, Cincinnati, where Griffey
grew up, or one of the New York
City teams.

However, the Braves would
have to send one of their pitchers,

However, Griffey has said that
he would never play for the Yan-
kees because of the way owner
George Steinbrenner treated his
father during his stint in New
York.

After a difficult loss,
Steinbrenner also complained
about a young Griffey, Jr. and his
brother playing in a tunnel in Yan-
kee Stadium.

Way to go George.
Meanwhile, it seems highly

unlikely that Alex Rodriguez
would want to stay in the low ex-
posure media of Seattle, espe-
cially after the departure of
Griffey.

He would most likely be tied
into a package in which he is sent
to Atlanta because the Braves
need a shortstop since Walt Weiss
has not been effective,

Keep your eyes open, this will
be a wild winter.
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depth."
He says that the upperclassmen

have kept the strength they had last
year, while the freshmen are com-
ing in and correcting their weak-
nesses. The entire coaching staff
seems to be very excited to see
what these boys have to offer.

As for the players, they can't
wait to see how the season will go.
"I'm reatly happy with the way the
team is corning together as a whole.
Our positive attitude shows we will
be reatly competitive in the confer-
ence," says Pond.

As long as the terror stay injury-
free this season, there is no doubt
they can take it to the top.

STEPHANIE PEJ.:RY

Stoff Writer Pearson comes to the team at a
height of six feet nine inches.

Andrew Slye and Chris Tolles
will also provide talent as new
members of the squad.

As for the those returning,
sophomores Erik Larson, returning
from a leave of absence in Janu-
ary, and Lamont Wilson, with one
year under their belts, are ready to
step it up in the 1999-2000 season.

Junior Jack Kowalik has only
played in 12 college games, due to
an injury in his ACL and MCL in
August of 1997.

Now, fully recovered for the
first time in two years, Kowalik is
predicted to take over much of the
outside shooting lost by the gradu-
ation of Brian Tombs.

Tombs, who leads the team in
three-pointers, was a major contri-
bution to the team as a whole.

However, Kowalik, along with
junior Sean Pond, is expected to fill
the void that may have been left by
Tombs.

Pond, who is expected to start
at guard, has worked hard in the
off-season to improve his game.
According to Selby, it shows.

Returning junior starter Michael
Furey was nominated for All-Con-
ference last year. Once again, this
top three scorer, who averages 10.2
points per game, will fight for a
second standing in rebounds.

He finished seventh in the Cen-
tennial Conference with a 6.6 re-

Not only do these men have the
size, experience, and enthusiasm,
but the Western Maryland men's
basketball team has gained the tal-
entand desire to bring itaJl together
this season on the court.

Preseason for this team has been
nothing short of a glimpse of the
positive season and winning record
they hope to achieve.

With four returning starters and
a total of five seniors and three jun-
iors, this terror team has just the
right amount of experience and
leadership to show the Centennial
Conference that Western Maryland
is definitely a team to watch this
season.

Besides the experience, the
team brought seven freshmen to the
squad.

According to coach Kevin
Selby, "We have the best freshmen
class in a long time. These boys are
enthusiastic and they have a lot of
talent."

Selby believes that there is defi-
nitely going to be competition at atl
of the starting positions, and inter-
squad competition only brings the
overall degree of play to a higher
level.

Freshmen Greg Hill, Adam
Hynes, and Michael Paesani were
all Second Team All-State players
in Maryland and Adrean Pope was
Third Team all-Baltimore City
Catholic League.

Senior captain Jim Hegmann, at
a height of six feet eight inches, is
the number two center behind se-
nior Curtis Miller. Returning for his
third year at Western Maryland,
Hegmann was named co-captain
along with senior Brian Billman.

Hegmann believes his team is
ready to take on anyone in the
league. He says, "J really see an
improvement in our team unity."

Miller, at center, only started
four games last season due to a
stress fracture in his foot, occurring
at midnight madness last year. Now
injury-free, Miller will start in the
middle this year.

Jeff Myers, a senior and return-
ing starter will yet again play point.
With more competition for the po-
sition, Myers has returned much
improved, fighting to keep his po-
sition on the court.

Senior Karl Friedheim, who has
suffered more than one injury
throughout his career at Western
Maryland, will back up all-confer-
ence player Brian Billman.

Billman was chosen as a Sec-
ond Team All-Conference player
last year. The catch? Billman only
played in half of the conference
games before injuring himself mid-
season.

He was later selected to play on
the 1999 European College Select
team of which Selby was assistant
coach.

Wrestling pins down third place
finish at Monarch Invitational

MIKE YESTRAMSKI ners Rodney Stine, Vinny Pedalino,
and Josh Ellin didn't seem to pose
enough of a problem to stop the
Terror.

They arrived at home with the
third place trophy.

The Terror lost Elfin to gradua-
lion.

They lost Stine and Breher to
other colleges, and they lost
Pedalino to a knee injury at least

Sports Editor

Despite losing a good number
of last year's wrestlers, the Terror
wrestling team isn't looking to slow
down from their impressive previ-
ous two seasons.

Going into the Monarch Invita-
tional at King's College without
All-American Andrey Brener, or
Centennial Conference place win

until December. ,
Seniors Scott Taylor (174 Lbs.)

and Charlie Conaway (184 Lbs.)
each placed second at the tourna-
ment.

Freshman Nick Alley (125
Lbs.), a Maryland High School
State Champion, placed third in his
first ever collegiate tournament.

Sophomore Mike Macey (141
Lbs ) placed fourth for the Terror

I

12-1-99 The Adventures of Captain Condom and Private Parts 12-1-99
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Senior Brian Billman goes/or a shot during a game last season.

Now healthy and recovered,
Billman hopes to finish his basket-
ball career reaching even higher
goals than last season.

With only 99 points to go be-
fore becoming the 16th Terror to
score 1,000 points, Billman will
play the high scoring forward po-
sition in an attempt to reach that
goal.

So what does this squad have
to offer?

Selby says the team concept is
back. "They have a good crop of
seniors that know the system in and
out. The freshmen bring enthusi-
asm and talent and add to the chem-
istry of the team, creating greater

Coach John Lowe, and the rest a/the team. shout instructions during a
match last season .

Men's soccer loses,
still finishes with
winning season

MIKE YESTRAMSKI

Sports Editor

The Terror men's soccer team
lost their last game of the millen'-
nium 3-1 to Washington College.

Despite the loss, the Terror (9-
8, 2-7) still had their first winning
season since 1992. Senior Jon
Pitonzo had the lone goal for the
Terror in the loss.

Despite a subpar Centennial
Conference record this season, the
team had an overall good season.

Many of the losses were close
games, with quite a few overtimeDon't forget to use a condom because Safety is our first concern! Cc. & PP_

losses as well.

For all your
Phoenix needs
online visit

http://
wwwangeJfireanY

ok3!
thephoenix
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~tatistics as of Nov. 14, 1999

Football Haroun Hebron- 19 5 11

Offense Jason Winegart- 33 13

Name TD FG XP PTS Josh Galemore- 36 10

Ron Sermarini-IO 0 0 60 Derrick Gwynn- 50 19

Teron Powell- 14 0 0 84 Marvin Deal- 25 10

Brent Sandrock-O 8 37 61 Matt Meiklejohn- 33 6

Ryan Smith- 3 0 20 Nick Alevrogiannis-8 3

Joe Kendorski- 4 0 0 24 Anthony Burgos- 29 10

Matt Jackson- 4 0 0 24 Kirk Simpson- 11 3

Defense Kicking
Name Tackles Solo Int FG LG XP
Aaron Bartolain- 39 10 0 B.Sandrock- (8-14)-30-(32-36) MelissaMerson- 6 4 16 Kerry Wilson- 4

NCAA Division Three Football Playoff Pairings
North Bracket East Bracket West Bracket South Bracket

1. Mount Union 1. Western Conn. I.Wartburg l. Trinity

· Augustana 4. Montclair St. 4. Willamette 4. Western Md.I I I I· St. Norbert I 5. Buffalo State I 5. Pacific Lutheran I 5. Catholic I.
· Hanover 3.RPI 2. UW-La Crosse 2. Hardin-SimmonsI I I I· Ohio Northern I 6. Rowan I 7. Centrall 7..Washington U. I

· Wittenberg 2. Bridgewater St. 3. St. John's 3. LycomingI .. I I I. Alma I 7. Ursinus ! 6. UW-Stevens Pt. I 6. Washington & Jefferson I

.. ;1-

Tommy Selecky- 59 28

OM's Soccer Thea Bayly-

o Name G A TP Tara Calton- .·.2

o Vinny Pedalino- 4 3 II Jessie Stickles-- 0 .4

2 Ryan Tetteris- 6 3 15 Holly Pearson-

7 Darren Wolf- 6
13 Field Hockey

4 Ryan Bowles- 4 2 10 Name

OW's Soccer
Sarah Fogler-

Name G A TP Shauna Oplinger- 2
o

Tracey Castor- 5 4 14 Stephanie Peery- 4

Beth Blasi- 18 3 39 Melissa Reynolds-3

Marci Short- 6 5 17 Anna Woods-

5

7

4

3

G A TP

3 7

2 6

2 10

o 6

3 11

5 11
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MIKE JENKINSON

Football hammers Hopkins, wins third straight title
SraffWriler

In the past two seasons, the
Green Terror have played Johns
Hopkins in the last regular season
game of the year to decide whether
or not they would be conference
champs.

Not surprisingly, the same situ-
ation carne about again this year.
Standing at 9-0, the Terror guaran-
teed themselves sole possession of
the conference title and a trip to the
playoffs.

Johns Hopkins is an arch rival
(or the Terror as well, adding even
more weight to this already pivotal
game.

The Terror did what they had to
and more defeating rival Hopkins
37-7. The Terror scored on their
opening drive of the game. With a
combination of power running with
Jamel Johnson, outside running
with Boo Harris, and passing from
Ron Sennarini, the Terror went 74
yards on their opening drive. The
drive was capped off by a touch-
down pass to Matt Jackson.

Jamel Johnson, the new starting
running back, due to the injury of
Joe Kendorski, rushed for a total
of 109 yards.

Sophomore fullback Roy
Zimmerman, who is filling in for
the injured Greg Dubell, saw his
first major role in carrying the ball

against Hopkins.
Sermarini distributed the ball to

as many receivers as he could find.
Harris, Jackson, Joe Ellis, Greg
Hill, Johnson, Teron Powell, and
Ryan Smith all had receptions.

Powell once again found the
end zone against Hopkins. He ran
in one touchdown and caught a
long touchdown late in the game.
He set a new conference record by
scoring at least one touchdown in
every regular season game.

The special teams unit proved
dominant once again against Hop-
kins.

Sophomores Jason Wiles, Scott
Armstrong, and Brew Kamholtz aJl
contributed strongly to a variety of
special teams units. Marvin Deal
added to his record for punt return
yards.

Punter Kevin Culbertson
showed off his punting skills pin-
ning Hopkins deep in their own ter-
ritory on several occasions.

Also, two new conference
records were set in the game - most
kicking points in a season and most
kicking points in a career. Both of
these records belong to junior place
kicker Brent Sandrock. Sandrock is
only ajunior, so he plans on extend-
ing that record even further next
year.

The Green Terror only gave up
one touchdown against Hopkins.

Junior place kicker Brent Sandrock adds another point to his record
setting career total at last Saturday's game against Johns Hopkins.

The unit was as strong and domi-
nan! as ever.

Anthony Burgos intercepted a
ball in the end zone late in the first
half that terminated a last chance
scoring attempt by Hopkins.

Linebacker Derek Gwynn had
one of his best games of the season
as he knocked down passes and
tackled running backs.

Matt Meiklejohn intercepted a
pass late in the fourth quarter and
returned the interception for a
touchdown to seal the deal.

The game against Hopkins was
the last regular season game for all
of the seniors on the squad. All of
these players have contributed
much to the program, and all wilt
be missed by the coaching staff and
players.

The seniors playing their last
game on Saturday were Chris
Hydom, Terry Otto, Dan Harmon,
AJ Burchette, Marvin Deal, Ryan
Legge, Steve Moore, Sermarini,
Matt Freas, Meiklejohn, Tommy
Selecky, Burgos, Rob McCracken,
and Steve Peed.

A week before the Terror de-
feated Swarthmore41-14. The first
half of this game was slow, and the
halftime score was 7-7.

The Terror offense had a domi-
nant third quarter, putting the game
out of hand.

CURlS ANASTASlA

Aut. SpCJrI.< Editor

Defensive Terror face offensive Catholic in first round
WMC's opponent in the first

round of the NCAA Division III
Football Playoffs will be Catholic
University. The winners of the Old
Dominion Conference, Catholic
comes into this first round game
with a record of9-l (6-0), having
won their last 9 games.

"Every time you get into the
playoffs, it gets more and more
exiting," Catholic coach Tom
Clark's responded to his teams
seeding.

On his team's first-round oppo-
nent, Clark said, "We are exited to
play Western Maryland because
they have a quality program, and
it's not very far away."

Catholic University's biggest
strength is their high-powered of-
fense, lead by running back Andy
Notarfrancesco. Notarfrancesco
rushed 233 times for 1,27 J yards
and 19 touchdowns.

Catholic is just as dangerous in
the air as they are on the ground.

Quarterback Derek McGee com-
pleted 193 of 298 passes for 2,397
yards and 23 touchdowns. His fa-
vorite target is wide receiver Mike
Hunter, who caught 73 receptions
for 1,014 yards and 8 touchdowns.

Catholic University and the
Green Terror have shared a similar
post-season fate in the last few
years. Catholic lost 10 the Terror's
first round opponent last year, Trin-
ity,44-33 in 1997. Last year.Catho-
lie lost to Lycoming, the Terror's
first round opponent in 1997, by a
score of 49-14.

With the similar post-season
fate and geographical location, it
seemed fated that Western Mary-
land would meet Catholic at some
point in the playoffs.

Clark summed this point up,
saying, "Both teams have the same
goals and aspirations, and our re-
cent histories parallel one an-
other .... I think our guys have
wanted 10 play Western Maryland
and I think they've [Western Mary-
land] wanted to play us." The Terror football team will charge the field against Catholic this weekend.
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World AIDS Day
observed on campus

preformed by members of ASAP.
The skit was a humorous demon-
stration designed to teach students
about correctly using condoms.

ASAP President Stacey Myers
began the evening with opening re- .
marks and introduced the first
speaker Ron Baker.

Baker, who contracted the HTV

CATHY PENOOIU'

SwffWriter

On December I, 1999, mem-
bers of ASAP (AIDS; Support,
Awareness, and Prevention) spon-
sored a program observing World
AIDS Day at Western Maryland
College, with the theme "AIDS:
End the Silence. Listen, Learn,
Live!"

SlaffWriler

It's thai time of year again ... re-
search papers, presentations, tests,
lab reports, and tons of stress!

But added on top of all of that
is registration for next semester. A
process that seems like it would be
easy, right? Sign up for the classes
of your choice, and that's it.

Well, that's not the case for a
lot of WMC students, especially
freshmen.

According to the Office of the
Registrar, at the end of the regis-
tration process for spring 2000, 208
classes were closed OUI of 806, and
165 of those classes had waiting
lists. There are 589 students wait-
listed for classes, 45 more than last
semester.

Dr. Henry Reiff, associate dean
of Academic Affairs, agrees that "it
is frustrating for students who are

Inside
t ... lllj"i§,'riW' 0'
Editor-in-chief Megan K. Martin
says goodbye in a farewell edito-
rial that also announces changes of
staff for next semester.

lH.ihiJi I.",
Check out the Phoenix's year in
review - a two page spread of the
year's top WMC stories and memo-
ries of 1999.

'm' f'
Look for all of your favorite Green
Terror stats on the Scoreboard. Also
look for a schedule of upcoming
home sporting events.

virus from unsafe sex, has already
shared his story at two other
schools.

"l'm always a little apprehen-

Continued on page 4

trying to follow a course of study
that they have mapped out with an
advisor" and then do not get the
classes they planned on taking.

"I was wait-listed for five
classes," said Megan Hennigan, a
freshman with an undecided major.
"I waited in line for two hours and
ended up only signing up for 12
credits."

Reiff realizes the difficulty for
students to get their first choices but
assures them there is hope.

"I encourage students to have a
backup plan," said Reiff. "If stu-
dents have second choices and take
a more flexible stance, they defi-

Continued on page 4

FormerDWMC"i1pre~identdi~;ge3
Ralph Chandler John (1919-1999)

President Emeritus Ralph
Chandler John, H.D.L. '97, died at
The Johns Hopkins University
Hospital, Baltimore, on Thanksgiv-
ing Day, Nov. 25, 1999.

President John served WMC
from 1972-84, during which time
the college nearly doubled its en-
rollment, earned international ac-
claim for its graduate program in
deaf education, launched its gradu-
ate program in the liberal arts, be-
gan sophisticated long-range plan-
ning, produced its "First Prin-
ciples" mission statement, and was

MICHAEL STOKES

WMC does not fear Y2K
Sluff Writer

Will the bursar's financial
records be wiped out at 12:00 am,
January I, clearing everyone oftu-
ition bills for the rest of the year?
Will the computers in the registrar's
office crash at the same time,
thereby wiping clear all of our
grades from the face of the earth?

The answer is probably not, ac-
cording to Christine Mathews, the
director of Information Services.
The computer system on campus is
just one of the concerns that the
college has focused on in prepara-
tion for the possible Y2K disaster
that many of the experts are pre-
dicting.

The college has been preparing
for the tum of the century for over
a year now, addressing areas such
as electricity, heat, the college's

control systems, and of course, the
computer system.

Ethan Seidel, the vice president
of Administration and Finance, said
that 'The administrative network is
our biggest concern for Y2K, and
if the system goes down and
doesn't get back up for a while,
we're in trouble."

The administrative network
consists of one main integrated sys-
tem, and includes the offices of the
registrar, financial aid, admissions,
bursar's office, campus safety,
housing, and most of the other of-
fices on campus. "We started pre-
paring a couple of years ago, and
right now we don't anticipate any
problems in our major systems,"
said Mathews.

According to Information Ser-

Continued on page 3

granted a Chapter of Phi Beta
Kappa, the premier honor society
recognizing the liberal arts.

When Dr. John retired from
WMC in 1984 he completed a dis-
tinguished 35-year career in higher
education.

He served as president of
Simpson College in Indianola,
lowa(1%3-72), and as dean of Stu-
dents and dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences at American
University in Washington, D.C.

He was a longtime member of
several educational boards, includ-

announces
sabbatical

STAel GEORGI!:

Asst. News EdilOr

Among WMC's many defining
moments was the personal victory
of President Robert H. Chambers
as he celebrated his 15th year as our
president.

Not only did the college com-
munity celebrate this special occa-
sion, but it also witnessed the tri-
umphant victory of the $40 million
"Defining Moment" capital cam-
paign, which began in 1996. ,

The "Defining Moment" legacy 1
will forever reside in the new sci- l
ence center as well as the new ad- I
dition to Levine Hall. 'i

1

)
ter,~: s:;i~:ea ;::~~~:~t::::~~~J
spent his early years in Maryland i
and Virginia and attended lj·
Randolph-Macon Academy.

After receiving his undergradu- 1.
ate degree in philosophy from 1)
Berea College (Kentucky), he
earned both a bachelor's and, l

master's degree in systematic the-l: ,
Continued on page 3

ing the Maryland Independent Col-
lege and University ASSOCiation,
where he served as president from
1973-75.

Ceremony changed
Annual holiday celebration altered to be more appealing.

years - for many years really,"
said Dean of Student Affairs Dr.
Philip Sayre of the reasons for
changing the WMC holiday tra-
dition.

"With the advent of the First
Thu-rsday' celebrations, we

In an effort to increase atten- thought maybe this would be a ~.

::::i~;~:s!'~::t~:~tsh:i~ ~~:~~:~~~;;,tc~:b::I~~:: ; i
day service which marks the be- of the semester and the beginning l;l'
ginning of the holiday season at of the holiday season," said ~...
WMC, has been combined with Sayre.
the December First Thursday ac- The changes to the event are

tivities. not a direct reaction to some stu- ~'

The festival, which is tradi- dents' feeling that past service,s, 'it::'.'_' ....tionally held on a Friday evening have not been inclusive of non-
in Baker Memorial Chapel, will Christian religions, said Dr.
be held in Red Square between Henry Reiff, associate dean of
. noon andl pm on Thursday, De- Academic Affairs, who helped
cember 9. plan the event.

"[The Festival of Lights) has t
L..:.bee:.:=-"n -"OOO=<I,,-Y .=a,=,e~n.d;:.:e.=d-=in,----"ec;:.:e=n,-,f. __ .c_o_n_'in_._ed_o_n_po_g_e_3_ _J f

ERIN S. HOWARD

SeniorWriler

A long-standing, traditional
WMC holiday event is breaking
tradition this year in order to
make the event more attractive t~
students.

1
I.
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Women's Coffee House celebrates female talent
The first Women's Issues Group:s kickoff event featured WMCs diverse female performers

lit these p"lic::es, il'ls toa bad
we don't sell cal's.

• ~"~"" ,"14I1t11,bJdn 1II!j;qr*"" "lItil/l",",.II"~_;a1ll ~1I'IIIJDrt. YIlIIIDl!illl'ttfl:l~Il!\IDl'lW'l~~~iI
11;J3~1!;'I1b:tJ1J""Ir.IIb:~_~I.c.1Id.~1J1IlO1Opa1IIII __ tt~ltII6J:iialft!!lII.

STACI GEORGE, MALlsSA MORIN

Assistant News Edit{}~ Staff Writer

The Women's Issues Group hosted a cof-
fee house entitled "Celebrating WMC
Women" on Wednesday, December I.
Twenty inspirational women gathered in the
DMC lounge at 9 pm for a two-hour event
that encouraged all attendees to feel wel-
come, evoking a sense of unity among all.

The night began with special messages
from two well-known women highly devoted
to WMC and maintaining its mission state-
ment, promoting the celebration and diver-
sity of women.

Grace Almandrez and the group invited
Dean Joan D. Coley and Dean Marty
O'Connell to attend the evening.

"I'm excited toseea women's issue group
starting up again. I'm delighted to be here to
witness this event," remarked 26-year WMC
faculty member Dean Coley as she thanked
the group for inviting her.

Coley noted that, despite the recent trend
to abandon women's issues, there is still a
need for groups like this. She recalled that
when she began her WMC career, the col-
lege did not have a maternity plan because
womenjust didn't have children if they were
professors. When she became pregnant she
had to make up her own plan concerning her
pregnancy and her job.

While enjoying coffee or tea with an ar-
ray of cookies, everyone sat back and relaxed
as they listened to the motivational words of
the guest speakers and watched the five per-
formers celebrate womanhood.

The first act to take center stage was
Amanda Cline and Jill Krebs, as they sang
along to "The Greatest Love of Ali."

After a few minutes, the lounge was filled

"AREN I

Grace Atmandrer gestures as she speaks about women's issues at a Womens Coffee House.
The women's group celebrated the talent of WMCsfemale performers,

with a chorus of women singing along with
the two performers. One couldn't help but
feel the presence of unity.

Maya Redfearn passionately shared a
poem celebrating womanhood entitled "And
Still I Rise," by Maya Angelou.

Women's Issues Group President Eric
Brind' Amour improvised a humorous speech

on women's issues, and Lisa Dale Van Auken
sang and played the guitar to a self-written
folk song.

"I really enjoyed being there and having
so many different kinds of women there to
celebrate and discuss women's issues. It was
liberating to know that people cared," said
sophomore Cathy Pendorf

SAVE UP TO 4(1% ON TEXT'IIOOKS.

Grace Almandrez commented on the
evening' festivities. "All the performers were
wonderful. It was very nice to seetwo deans
come out to speak. It was also nice to see
everyone perform and speak. The greatest
feeling was to see the diverse crowd who
attended our coffeehouse. 1 look forward to
support like this in upcoming events," AI-
mandrez said.

Eventually, the club would like to set up
a support network for women on the WMC
campus. According to Brind' Amour, many
other college campuses have a similar type
of network and many campuses have
women's centers.

A goal the organization has set to accom-
plish is "to build a more diverse population
and get more people interested in women's
issues," said Brind' Amour.

Some issues the group wants to address
are discrimination in the workplace, rape and
sexual assault, and tips and strategies to get-
ting intc'male-dominated jobs.

Related more to campus life, the group
has set two big goals that they would like to
see happen in the next year. One is that they
would like to serve as the planning commit-
tee for Women's Herstory Month in March.
Also, they would like to help strengthen the
Women's Studies minor at this college.

"Although many white women join this
group, it is important that if we are to ad-
dress women's issues in general, we should
be all inclusive of different attitudes, 'gen-
ders, races, and issues," said Almandrez.

"This organization is not about being
against men," said Brind'Amour. "It is about
raising awareness that women in our society
face discrimination and how to overcome
such things."



President Chambers makes plans for his sabbatical
continued from page 1

NEWS

Recently, Chambers announced
his six-month sabbatical leave. In
a letter sent to the college commu-
nity, he wrote, "I have requested a
sabbatical leave for next semester
in order to pause and reflect upon
the significance of these events and
10 pursue several personal and pro-
fessional projects ... I plan to return
to the Hill next July fully renewed
and invigorated-ready, willing and
able to lead this institution and its
great people into the new century
and millennium."

Chambers is looking forward to
getting away from the day-to-day
office work so that he has-time to
think about where the college is
headed in the next millennium.

"There is no best time [to take
a sabbatical] but this is the most ap-
propriate time. The college will be
better off, as I have time to plan for
the institution's future. We have tre-
mendous momentum, and it's im-
portant we know it," said Cham-
bers.

For the most part, he will re-
main in the Baltimore area focus-

ing on the question: "What is my
role, my strengths?" He would like
to think that President Lewis had
this same thought 100 years ago,
as he too looked forward to the
wonderment of beginning a new
century.

Chambers evoked a philosophi-
cal issue that "Colleges are like
people, they either have vitality and
energy, or they don't."

He feels that the major part of
his career is to bring that vitality
and energy to this institution.

During his sabbatical, he also
hopes to do a lot of reading and
writing.

Chambers will also use his sab-
batical time .tc answer the ques-
tions, "Where would we like 10 be
10years from now? How do we im-
prove our relationship with Carroll
County ... with Westminster. .. with
Maryland.. with the United
States?"

He will also be visiting Europe
twice within the next six months.
In early April, he will be leading a
team to evaluate an American col-

lege located in Lugano, Switzer-
land.

His second journey is for per-
sonal benefit, as he and three other
people join hundreds of others on
a pilgrimage across northern Spain.
Known as "The Way of St. James,"
this 500 mile walk will lead the
participants from the French border
to Santaigo de Compostetta.

For those seniors who have had
the privilege of creating a strong
faculty/student relationship with
him, the most anticipated question
is if he will 'attend graduation. His
answer was a regretful "probably
not." He continued by explaining,
"I'm sorry about it, but it wouldn't
be proper because I will be on sab-
batical." He said that ifhe has asked
for time away from the campus,
then it wouldn't be right to show
up at graduation.

While he's away, Provost Joan
Develin Coley will be the acting
president. Yet a another "defining
moment" is about to begin, 'as she
notably becomes the college's first
female president.

Administration claims campus is prepared for Y2K
continued/rom page 1

vices, the manufacturers of the
campus' hardware and software
were contacted to ensure their Y2K
compliancy over a year ago, and
presently the program is considered
"sound."

However, Mathews did say that
some small things are still being
patched up and that some problems
still might occur. 'The manufactur-
ers don't necessarily tell us every-
thing we need to know to prepare,"
she said. "Even the largest com-
puter manufacturer in. the world,
Microsoft, is still preparing, and
they might not know if they are
safe."

Mathews said that even if the
software stops working or the hard-
ware crashes, they will still have
all ofthe college's records because
the information is saved every day
on computer tapes.

She also said that most of the
desktop computers that are in-
stalled with Microsoft Office are
prepared, even though those pro-
grams, including Windows, were
not made to be Y2K compliant.

Mathews advises anyone with
Microsoft programs to visit their
website for information concerning
Y2K. -

Another area of concern for the
college is Food Services. Is Glar
prepared for the worst of Y2K?
''There really is not anything to do
[to prepare] specifically," said Alan
Dolid, the director of Food Ser-
vices. "It's really not going to be a
problem, and I, for one, am not
worried about it."

According to Dolid, Food Ser-
vices is prepared to serve under any
circumstances. "We have served
food when there have been power
outages and water main breaks, so
the people that are here for Janu-
ary Term will get food."

Dolid said that there has been

no stockpiling of anything, includ-
ing food, water, etc. He also has
faith in his suppliers to deliver on
time, which is scheduled for the
week before New Year's Day. ''The
worst thing that will happen is that
we might not have bananas to
serve," he said.

Even though Food Services did
little to prepare for Y2K, the col-
lege has taken the necessary steps
to ensure that services such as elec-
tricity and heat are ready.

Seidel said that in 1998 the col-
lege verified with all of the major
vendors, in writing, that they are
Y2K compliant. 80th Baltimore
Gas & Electric and the oil suppli-
ers said they are compliant.

Seidel said that the college nor-
mally uses gas to heat the college
because it is more economical and
cleaner for the environment. He
said that the college has tanks full
of oil to be used to heat the college,
if the gas service is interrupted.

Necessary for both the heat and
fire and safety systems is the con-
trol system that is used by the ma-
jority of the buildings on campus.

That system is designed by the
Honeywell Corporation with whom
the college recently signed a con-
tract that guaranteed maintenance·
of the system in case of a problem.

According to Seidel, two
backup measures for the heating of
the college are that the heating sys-
tem for every building can be con-
trolled manually and the default
level of the heating system is set
on full heat.

Simply, if the computer system
goes down, the heat will automati-
cally set itself to high power. This
way, the worst that could happen
is that it will be incredibly hot in
all of the buildings, according to
Seidel.

Seidel also said that physical

plant will have extra people on call
in case problems develop on Janu-
aryl.

Other systems that are prepared
are the phone system, which was
ready over a year ago, and the pay-
roll system, which was also in com-
pliance in 1998.

"We have touched all the
bases," said Seidel. "We even
looked into the vending machines
to make sure they were Y2K com-
pliant"

Festival of Lights
continued/rom page J

However, he did say that the
new format of the ceremony will
be "more open to celebrating all
aspects of the holiday season"
and will be less religion oriented
than in the past. The focus will
be on creating a real community
experience, said both Reiff and
Sayre.

Still, three religious readings
representing different religious
perspectives will be read at the
ceremony.

A member of the Black Stu-
dent Union will give a Kwaanza
reading; Dr. Julie Badiee will
give a B' Hai reading; and a mem-
ber of the Jewish Student union
will give a reading.

The real focal point of the
Thursday afternoon celebration,
however, will be the perfor-
mances by the All College Choir
and the Gospel Choir.

"People love to sing and lis-
ten to good music this time of
year," said Sayre, "so we thought
this would be a great way to do
it."

The choirs will end the cer-
emony with ajoint performance
of "Light One Candle," followed
by the traditional candle lighting
ceremony.

Ralph Chandler John was WMC's president for 12 years.

WMC mourns former President
Continued/rom page 1

ology from Boston University. plishments as a scholar, teacher,
He served four years as associ- administrator, trailblazer,

ate pastor at Foundry Methodist democratizer of entire campuses,
Church in Washington, D.C., be- visionary and friend."
fore entering American University John loved beekeeping, fishing,
to earn a Ph.D. in public adminis- and hunting and had lived at his
Iration (1950). home in Ocean Pines near the

He served as chairman of
American University's philosophy
and religion department from 1949-
51, then entered the US Army as
chaplain. His two-year military
duty included 16 months in Korea.

Dr. John earned Distinguished
Alumnus Awards from American
University (1969) and Boston Uni-
versity (1970) and honorary de-
grees from Iowa Wesleyan College
(1969) and Simpson College
(1972).

He was named president emeri-
tus at Western Maryland upon his
retirement and was awarded an
honorary Doctor of Humane Let-
te~s in 1997.

Upon conferring the degree to
his predecessor, President Cham-
bers extolled Dr. John as achiev-

Chesapeake Bay since retirement.
He frequently visited the campus
and returned last spring for a
celebratory dinner held in his honor
to announce the establishment of
the Ralph and Dorothy John Pro-
fessorship in the Humanities.

Made possible by his good
friend and former WMC football
coach Jim Hindman and his wife,
Dixie, this endowed professorship
recognizes outstanding faculty
achievement and supports research
and professional activities. English
Professor and poet Kathy Mangan
was named the first holder of the
John professorship.

A memorial service for Dr. John
is being planned for the WMC cam-
pus.

HAVE BREAKFAST ON US

Bring in. this coupon and receive

ONE FRF-SR BAKED BAGEL AND CREAM CHEF..8E1
I md I
lONE 120 •• ·LAYORED COFFEE OF TIlE DAY I
I . I
I Open weekdays at 7:00am and weekends at 8:00 run I
I 410·876-3662 fioc410-ll71·9170· I
t- .!l,ff~~C~I.(l~'l2. l
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close to meeting the department's needs.
Why is that the case? The music depart-

ment has had significant growth in the past
ten years in all areas. Student interest has
been booming.

Also, Kirkpatrick notes that "the school
population has become much bigger, hence
the musical participation from more stu-
dents."

In the past ten years, said Boudreaux, the.
number of music majors went from one 10
27. .

Asked if the new facilities meet the needs
of the department, Kyle Englar, a senior lec-
turer and voice instructor, said, "Absolutely
not." She said that there is a need for more
vocal practice rooms, better pianos, and vo-
cal coaches to focus in diction rather than
technique.

Sophomore music major Jason Tanner
thinks that the new facility is _definitely an
improvement. Having Jazz Ensemble in it
for the first time on November 15, he de-
scribed it as "a better room to play ensemble
music in, with better sound," thanks to the
fact that the room has no 90-degree angles.
. But what about Old Levine? Now that the

new building has been built adjacent to it,
are there any plans for renovation? While
Boudreaux admits that there is a lot of work
needed in Old Levine, she is afraid people
will see funding the new facility as enough,
and money will be distributed elsewhere.

On the other hand, Kirkpatrick recalls
being promised last April that Old Levine
will receive considerable repairs. She de-
scribes the old building as "decrepit" and
needing a lot of attention.

Speaker explores identity
News£ditor

Political Science department sponsors speaker on sexual stereotypes

LISA DALE VAN AUKEN

Women are liberated. Men are free from
stereotypes. Asia is a continent of tradition
and unaltered ancient culture.

Hoping to cut through stereotypes such
as these, Dr. Lily Ling, an accredited lecturer,
visited WMC courtesy the Political Science
Department on November 29.

Calling on the fact that "there are no pris-
tine cultures left," Ling explored the com-
plex relationships between Asian men and
women and an increasingly globalized and
Westernized world.

Ling, a senior lecturer at the Institute of
Social Studies in the Hague, gave students
an original and passionate presentation that
was somewhat out of the ordinary for WMC.

According to.Dr. Volker Franke, Ling's
lecture "covered some topics that are not
commonly found in courses."

Using pictures of commercial ads from
magazines around the globe, Ling outlined
the stereotypes of both Asian men and
women as they are represented in a Western
economy.

According to Ling, Asian women are of-
ten portrayed as exotic and sexual, in order
to draw the attention of possible Western
male patrons.

Presenting the students with ads featur-
ing pictures of seductive Asian women, Ling
discussed how Asian women have been por-
trayed using stereotypes to attract the atten-
tion of males, with the hope of gaining "the
almighty American dollar."

One ad featured the back of a naked Asian
woman and a slogan reading, "Come to the
Banyan Tree with your wife, and leave with

a different woman," suggesting the avail-
ability of prostitutes to potencial patrons.

Yet Asian males also face harmful ste-
reotypes, such as hypermascutiniry, said
Ling.

Asian males are often projected onto
commercials as dominating, and strong.

However, they are also stereotyped as
"dweebish" computer hackers. So, accord-
ing to Ling, males face both desexualized
and hyper-sexualized images.

Ling also used pictures to show that
Asians are often represented in very West-
ernized circumstances.

However, she pointed out that standards
of beauty are different across ever-chang-
ing cultural lines.

According to Ling, we "cannot rely on
established rules of sex appeal" for minori-
ties. Minority groups "must rely on their
own standards of beauty," she said.

She also noted that standards are chang-
ing, and that as communication broadens,
the way people identify themselves changes.

"Identity is far more mixed than people
would like to admit," Ling said.

Ling's book Conquest and Desire fur-
ther explores the issues of globalization and
identity.

For those interested, an essay in the jour-
nal Positions is available, and directly con-
cerns the subject matter of her lecture.

See Dr. Volker Franke for a copy of the
article.

Co-sponsoring the event were the Soci-
ology Department, the Women's Studies De-
partment, and the Cross-Cultural Studies
Department.

Is the new music building
sufficient for growth?

BJ SHORB

Specialto IhePhoenix

If the shoe fits, wear it. Musically speak-
ing, the question is: does the "shoe" still fit?

The shoe, in this case, is WMC's new
music facility, and the foot is the rapidly
growing music department with 18 extracur-
ricular programs involving over 200 stu-
dents.

The plans that originated just before the
stock market crash 70 years ago, according
to the June 28, 1999, issue of The Baltimore
Sun, have finally been executed. The article
referred to the new building as "a $1.5 mil-
lion project that gives the music department
adequate space for the first time." ""

According to Linda Kirkpatrick, music
professor of I 7 years and director of several
music ensembles, it is the first building on
campus built solely for music. It includes a
rehearsal room for bands and choirs, a small
ensemble room for classes and small groups,
a percussion ensemble room, some additional
practice rooms, and two new offices.

This will be the first time the college's
Concert Band will have a real rehearsal
room. The 55-member band has been re-
hearsing in the loft of Big Baker Memorial
Chapel, which Kirkpatrick describes as
"cramped and always hot."

She adds, "Have you ever seen the loft?
It consists of built in risers - it was next to
impossible to set a band up in the area, but
we did it!"

But others, like Dr. Margaret Boudreaux,
Musk Department chair and director ofCho-
ral Activities, say the building is not even

World AIDS Day presentation sends students a powerful message
Continued from page 1

going to react, bill when I'm through, and I
see that look on their face that I got through,
then I know I accomplished something, and
I feel better," Baker said.

A resident of Westminster, Baker has
worked with handicapped adults for almost
two years. Baker plans to continue speaking
and sharing his story and the message, "Live
life to the fullest, but do it safely. Don', be
selfish and don't just think about yourself
but the whole picture."

The music group Insight II Life then pre-
formed the musical selection "Tears in
Heaven" by Eric Clapton.

The next speaker, Dr. Laura Cheevers, di-
rector of the AIDS Education and Training
Program, spoke of how new HIV infections
are current in young people prominently in
people 21 and under.

"I loved the program and am very happy
to know that ASAP exists. People in college
need to understand the risk. Most people in
college who are having sex are having un-,
safe sex and most of them will tell vou that
it's okay, but that's just not true," Cheevers
said.

Cheevers primarily administers programs
and determines how to make funds reach
doctors across the country while doing some
speaking and teaching.

The next speaker was 30 year old Calvin
Dorsey, who contracted the HIV virus from
his wife. She contracted it from a blood trans-
fusion-before blood was tested properly.

Although Dorsey previously was previ-
ously featured in a newspaper article in the
Carroll County Times, it was the first time
he shared his story with a live audience.

"It strengthens me to do things like this.
It really makes me a stronger person to think
that I can help someone else or have them
be attuned to what I am saying. Maybe I can
reach someone in a positive way, and maybe
they'll wake up too," said Dorsey.

Having been in the military eight years
as a cook, Dorsey now plans to pursue speak-
ing and writing. He is attending classes at
Carroll County Community College for jour-
nalism, but his full time job is being a father
to his son.

"It can be overwhelming, but I gel a lot
of help and support from family and friends.
r want to leave a positive message for my
son. I am always trying."

Insight IT Life ended the program by per-
forming the song "Hero" by Mariah Carey.

The audience was then invited 10 Ensor
Lounge to view two panels of the NAMES
AIDS Memorial Quilt and to enjoy refresh-
ments sponsored by Allies.

Students displayed various reactions fol-
lowing the program and viewing of the quilt.

Junior Eric Brind'Amour said, "It's sad
that those aren't even the only two panels.
There are more, a lot more .... "

"It's a really good thing that [the AIDS
Quilt] is here. We can recognize that it can
happen to anyone, even yourself." said
sophomore Alyson Rupert.

Lauren Eschwie commented, "It's more
powerful having the panels in the school. It
brings home the sadness of the whole thing,
and my awareness has changed. You say,
'sure it can happen to anyone,' but deep down
you don't think it can really happen to any-
one you know. But when you meet someone

who has AIDS or is HIV positive, you real-
ize it really can."

In addition, members of Dr. Robert
Lemieux's-health communication class de-
signed a quilt panel for those in attendance
to sign. The signed quilt panel was displayed
over the steps leading to the Pub at the end
of World AIDS Day.

World AIDS Day was initially observed
on December I, 1988, when health minis-
ters from around the world gathered for a
summit.

The hope was to strengthen global efforts
to face the challenges of the AIDS epidemic
which continues to spread to all regions of
the world.

Public support for programs fighting to
prevent the spread of the HfV virus and pro-
vide awareness and education of issues sur-
roundingHlv/Alux is also encouraged on
World AIDS Day and everyday.

Honor and
Conduct Board
The Honor and Conduct Board adjudi-
cated a case on September 16, 1999, in-
volving a student who was charged with
physical abuse.

The accused was found not respon-
sible of the charge.

Courtesy of Student Affairs

Technology
Task Force
notice

President Chambers has recently
appointed a college-wide technology
task force to research and make rec-
ommendations regarding technology
use on campus.

Christine Mathews, director of
Information Services, and Bill Long
will serve as co-chairs.

The task force is eager to hear
from students and will be soliciting
input both formally and informally
in the coming months.

Students are also invited to con-
tact task force members with their
ideas and concerns.

Its subcommittees include Tech-
nology in the Classroom (LeRoy
Panek, chair) Policies and Proce-
dures (Linda Eshleman, chair), Dis-
tance Education (Ralene Mitschler,
chair), and Student Issues (Chaz
Neal, chair).

Also on the force are Bill Chase,
Dick Claycombe, Tom Deveny, Rick
Dillman, Erin Smith, Esther Iglich,
Mona Kerby, Apollo Mian, Martine
Motard-Noar, Howard Orenstein,
Ken Pool, Brad Smith, Sue Bloom,
Ira Domser, Dave Neikirk, and James
Feagin.
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Class registration complications
Continuedfrom page /

nitely can get their course of study "It's easier to be a freshman and
finished." take electives that are necessary for

The numbers prove that many
students do not get into first-choice
classes, but this is mostly because
of the promise of small classes at
this college. Reiffbelieves that this
is one of the main reasons students
decide to attend WMC. He com-
pared WMC to bigger universities
where there is no cap on enrollment
in classes where there are 500-700
students in each class.

"Because this school is commit-
ted to small classes, it is difficult
to try to keep that quality control:'
said Reiff. "It becomes difficult to
plan courses so students get what
they wanL. but we try our best..
to fit the students' needs."

Most students believe that if
more classes were offered or if
more sections of popular classes
were offered, then there would not
be as much of a problem.

"The school's track record has
been to add sections for classes
with big wait lists like Introduction
to Sociology, Contemporary Psy-
chology, and general science
classes," said Reiff. "But the prob-
lem with this is finding the avail-
able resources like extra profes-
sors."

Reiff did note that more profes-
sors were hired since WMC's en-
rollment increased. He thinks the
increase in student population
meant greater strain on classes.

But Reiff believes that the reg-
istration process has improved over
the years.

Students now receive an as-
signed registration day based on
their class year and an assigned reg-
istration time based on how many
credits they have completed.

"My registration time was at
9:30 am but three classes in my
major were already closed," said
Melissa Grimmer, a freshman dual
major in exercise science and
chemistry. "There should be a cer-
tain number of seals in each course
for each class year so ... students
have a fair chance," she said.

But Reiffbelieves that registra-
tion "is a fair and equitable system
because students rise in the ranks
as they get older."

credit hours and graduation," said
Reiff. "Registration is a systematic
process so that when students get
closer to graduation. it is more
likely to get the course they need."

But some freshmen do nor agree
with this process. They feel they are
forced to take "leftover" classes

"We do pay to come here and
learn about subjects we are inter-
ested in, but we can't take those
classes," said Kacey Michelsen. a
freshman with an undecided major.
"It's hard to figure out what my
major will be if I can't get into
classes I think Imight be interested
in because they are closed."

But even for students who are
not freshmen, getting into classes,
even in their major, can be tough.

"I'm? sociology major and
could not get into any of the classes
that I wanted for my major," said
Mindy Bucey, a sophomore: "I
probably won't get those classes
until my junior year because it
seems like everyone on this cam-
pus is a sociology major," she said.

Susan Werley, a sophomore
psychology major, can also attest
to what Bucey said.

She was wait-listed for Child
Development, a class she needs for
her major. '

"It's frustrating as a second se-
mester sophomore that I still can't
get classes that are needed to fin-
ish for my major," said Werley. "I
also have a minor to complete (hat
has more credit hours than most
majors, and I'm afraid I won't be
able to get it all done."

Reiff said that generally there
are alternative classes that students
can take without taking something
they do not really need.

Reiff's advice, "Do not panic
because some new sections do get
created, and some seats do open up
after the first couple days. Also,
some professors will bend over
backwards 10 work with students
and sign them into their classes."

~ccording to Reiff, the admin-
istration knows that "the registra-
tion process is less than perfect and
many students are bearing the brunt
of the system."

SEX.
You never lose the r1ghtto refuse.
Being unable to consent Is not

the same as saying yes.

No means No. Period.
If you need help about sexual violence,

call us. Calls are confidential and
services are free.

Tolaphono:.410 - 857 - 0900

24 hour Hotline: 410-875-7322
Rape Crisis Intervention Service

of Ourou County
224 North Center s_~Rm. 102

Westminster, MD
www.repecnslscc.com

Campus Safety Blotter
'On ! II! I at 3:00 am DoCS
documented possession of con-
trolled substances at McDaniel
Hall.
'On III! I at 5:30 am DoCS
documented defacing of prop-
erty at Lewis Hall of Science.
'On IIIII at 10:10 am DoCS
documented defacing of prop-
erty at Bair Stadium
'On II/II at (:34 pm DoCS
documented use of illegal sub-
stances at McDaniel Hall.
-On I II! I at 1:58 pm DoCS
documented a low-velocity ac-
cident at Rouzer parking Lot.
'On III11 at 2:26 pm'DoCS
documented damage to property
at Blanche Ward Hall.

failure to comply at Blanche Ward
Hall.
'On 11114 at 12:15 pm DoCS
documented underage possession
of alcohol at Blanche Ward Hall.
-On 11114 at 12:30 pm DoCS
documented underage possession
of alcohol at Blanche Ward Hall.
00nII1l4at6:30pmDoCSdocu_
rnented an emergency exit from
Hoover Library.
'On 11/14 at ! I :44 pm DoCS
documented intimidation of an in-
dividual at Albert Norman Ward
Hall.
'On 11116 at 5:43 am DoCS docu-
mented a vehicle towed from Al-
bert Norman Ward HaIL

McDaniel Hall.
'On 11121 at 4:50 am DoCS
documented damage to property
at Rouzer Hall
'On 11/21 at 5:53 pm DoCS
documented panel trouble at
McDaniel Hall.
-On 11121 at 9:54 pm DoCS
documented a low-velocity ac-
cident at Rouzer Parking Lot.
'On 11/21 at 10:40 pm DoCS
documented the use of con-
trolled substances at Rouzer
Hall.
'On ·11122 at 2:25 pm DoCS
documented intimidation of an
individual at Whiteford Hall.
-On 11/22 at ;:;J.:49pm DoCS se-
curity personnel documented

fense at Blanche Ward Hall.
-On 11/12 alIO: 10pm Do.CS re-
sponded to a call for transport
only from off campus.
-On 11112 at 10:34 pm DoCS
documented use of controlled
substances at Whiteford HaIL
'On 11/13 at 2:15 pm DoCS
documented damage to property
at the Golf Shop.
-On 11/13 at 8:30 pm DoCS
documented underage posses-
sion of alcohol at Daniel Ma-
cLea Hall.
-On 11114 at 12:06 am DoCS
documented underage posses-
sion of alcohol at Blanche Ward
Hall.
-On 11114 at 12:45 am DoCS
documented underage posses-
sion of alcohol at Blanche Ward
Hall.
-On 11114 at 1:33 am DoCS
documented underage posses-
sion of alcohol at Blanche Ward
Hall.
-On 11114 at 1:35 am DoCS
documented underage posses-
sion of alcohol at Blanche Ward
Hall.
-On 11114 at I :37 am DoCS
documented underage posses-
sion of alcohol at Blanche Ward
Hall.
-On 11/14 at 1:38 am DoCS se-
curity personnel documented

pm DoCS reported a search war-
rant in effect at Rouzer Hall.
'On 11117 at 9:05 pm DoCS docu-
mented a low-velocity accident at
Blanche Ward Parking Lot.
-On 11117 at 9:47 pm DoCS re-
sponded to a call but did not ren-
der treatment-at Blanche Ward
Hall.
-On 11/19 at 12:00 am DoCS
documented a hit and run accident
at Whiteford Lane.
-On 11/19at9:45amDoCSdocu_
men ted damage to properly at
Rouzer Hall.
'On 11/19 at 7:56pm DoCS docu-
mented stealing from Blanche
Ward Hall.
'On 11/20at 1:30am DoCS docu-
mented illegal use of controlled
substances at Blanche Ward Hall.
'On 11/20 at 8:47 am DoCS docu-
mented a low-velocity accident at
Rouzer Hall.
-On I 1/20 at 8:12 pm DoCSdocu-
mented an emergency exit from
McDaniel Lounge.
-On 11120 at II :45 prn DoCS
documented underage possession
of alcohol at Blanche Ward Hall.
-On 11/21 at I: 15 am DoCS docu-
mented panel trouble at McDaniel
Hall.
-On 1[/21 all:18amDoCSdocu-
mented that residence hall staff
reported a failure to comply at

Garden Apartments parking.
'On 11127 at 10:30 pm DoCS
documented unauthorized ac-
cess to a college facility at Rou-
zer Hall.
-On 11/27 at 10:30 pm DoCS
documented a vehicle towed
from DMC Parking Lot.
-o» 11128 at 2:3'1 am DoCS
documented unauthorized use
of college facilities at Hoover
Library.
'On 11/28 at 11:20 pm DoCS
documented a campus wide in-
decent conduct offense.
-On 11129 at II :29 pm DoCS
documented violation of college
rules at McDaniel Lane.
'On 11/30 at 12:44 am DoCS
documented trespassing at the
Garden Apartments.
-On III 30 at 4:50 pm DoCS
documented theft from the ath-
letic fields.
-On 11/30a15:oo pm DoCS ren-
dered medical treatment at the
DoCS office.
'On 12/1 at 2:30 am DoCS ren-
dered medical treatment at
Whiteford Hall.
-On 1212 at 2:30 pm DoCS
documented intimidation of an
individual at the DoCS office.
-On 12/2 at 7 :59 pm DoCS ren-
dered treatment at McDaniel
Hall.

http://www.repecnslscc.com
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3. The Reform Party. The state of Min-
nesota already has a Reform Party member
and former professional wrestler as its gov-
ernor in Jesse Ventura, but the party's presi-
dential hopefuls are two millionaires (Donald
Trump and Steve Forbes) and Pat Buchanan.
This has prompted some members of the
Reform Party to long for the days of Ross
Perot. Enough said.

2. Arguably, the three best shows on tele-
vision may all be on the fOX network - The
Simpsons, The X-Files, and That 70's Show.

I. The flex class has still not been elimi-
nated at WMC. Kill it!!!

Top ten signs that new millennium harbors end of world
With the millennium fast approaching,

Y2K fever catching on, and concerns over
the predictions of Nostradamus, there are
many signs that point to the destruction of
the world.

These are just a few of the most notice-
able:

10. First Lady Hillary Clinton may soon
be referred to as New York Senator Hillary
Clinton. Perhaps she'll have an affair with
one of her interns.

In a related story, Congress may repeal
the two-term limit on the office of president.
William Jefferson Clinton is expected to soon
announce his candidacy.

Ryan Seavolt looks at the top ten
signs that point to the destruction

of the world.

9. Country music is still popular. George
W. Bush and AI Gore even plan to use coun-
try music songs as their presidential cam-
paign anthems.

8. Below average professional athletes
are making well over a million dollars a year.
The better ones earn salaries of over $14
million a year.

7. Scientists can now clone sheep - it's
only a matter of time until they figure out
how to clone Pauly Shore.

6. The movie Titanic actually made
more money at the box office than the first
Star Warsprequel.

5. The only remotely funny talk-show
on television is Late Night with Conan
O'Brien which doesn't exactly have the
greatest of time slots. It's on after The To-
night Show, weeknights at 12:30 am.

4. The perennial powerhouse teams of
the NFL - the San Francisco 4gers, Dallas
Cowboys, and Pittsburgh Steelers, are all
having miserable seasons.

Meanwhile, sports analysts are talking
of a possible Super Bowl appearance by the
Indianapolis Colts or Seattle Seahawks.

Ryan Seavolt comments on a
lack of political interest on

campus.

Student apathy and politics World Trade talks could do

The presidential election is a year away.
Political candidates are constantly in the
news.

So why does there seem to be so little
political interest at WMC?

Granted, there are some very active po-
litical organizations at WMC, of which the
SGA seems to be the forerunner.

There are also many individual groups
with their own causes and agendas, such
as the Black Student Union, the Asian
Community Coalition, and Allies.

Assistant Director of Alumni Affairs
Randy Ryner, a recent graduate of WMC
and former member of the College Repub-
licans, says that such political groups "fade
in and out," and that they may completely
disappear one year only to emerge again
the next.

So what's wrong? What could be the
source of this passive attitude on the part
of the student body?

Perhaps it is that students are too busy
with their studies to be bothered with par-
ticipating in a political organization which
mayor may not be an asset to their future
careers and aspirations.

Even more disturbing may be the pos-

more to hurt the US than help
Matt Hurff discusses the

implications of recent trouble
concerning the World Trade

Organization.

In Seattle, the 135 World Trade Organi-
zation is discussing the lowering of trade
boundaries and making mandatory sanctions
on child labor.

Bill Clinton feels that violations of work-
ers' rights discussed in Seattle should war-
rant sanctions or an embargo.

Yes, I do feel that it is a good idea to keep

tenor motives against the will of the people.
Yes, some of the ideas discussed in Se-

attle would help the US economy by discour-
aging US companies from moving abroad by
making wages equal throughout the world,
but is this right?

I feel that this move is dangerous because
it shows how one superpower can dictate to
every nation what they should or should not
do.

In this case, the intentions of Clinton
seem to be good but what next? This can only
lead to future war and hatred of our country;
is this what we want?

Many nations in the Middle East believe that the
United States is the antichrist ... and aim a great deal

of their terroristic energies toward us.

finish the bibliography!"
"The bibliography? It shouldn't take you

that long!"
She leafed through a stack of papers and

hurriedly typed something.
"I know! But most of my sources are from
Infotrac!"

children out of decrepit working conditions
throughout the world.

However, should the US-led World Trade
Organization make this change? Bill Clin-
ton, following through with this plan, has to-
tally ignored the protesting, and in the streets
of Seattle, where store fronts have been
smashed, people have been shot with rubber
bullets and stifled with tear gas.

If I remember correctly, the Bill of Rights
allows for citizens to freely assemble and to
express their opinions freely. However, it
doesn't seem as if these people are being
given this right to assemble.

Truly, Clinton should stop and ask why
so many are protesting his moves.

I know Clinton is a "lame duck" presi-
dent right now, but he still is supposed to
represent the people, not pursue his own ul-

"So the correct MLA citation for Infotrac can
include as much asfourteen different entries!"

"Yeah, so?"
Her hands flew across the keyboard as

she typed a URL. "So the correct MLA cita-
tion for Infotrac can include as much as 14
different entries!"

"What? That's insane!"
Robin nodded, not looking from the

screen. "I've spent almost as much time on
this damn bibliography as I have for the ac-

One of the most important political or-.
ganizations on campus is certainly the
Maryland Student Legislature, which
learns about state bills being proposed and
even travels to Annapolis to propose their
own ideas to the state legislature.

However, there appears to be a lack of
interest in clear partisan politics.

There is only one group at this college
that is both active and clearly partisan - the
College Republicans.

Even this group is hard to search out.
Its members are difficult to contact, they
apparently are not very politically involved,
and not many people on campus even seem
to have heard of them, let alone know any
one of their members.

A large part of the world feels that our
involvement in their domestic issues is
wrong, so why should we do it again?

for example, many nations in the Middle
East believe that the United States is the
antichrist, and, therefore, aim a great deal of
their terroristic energies toward us.

We already spend billions in attempts to
discourage this but to no avail.

I feel that by following through with the
plans discussed in Seattle more nations will
despise America. Consequently, more terror-
istic attempts will be aimed toward our na-
tion ..

Instead of following through with the
WTO, let's make sure we can maintain our
economy for future generations and not
spread ourselves too thin by forcing our ide-
als upon everyone else.

Quirks: The trouble with Internet sources and works cited

sibility that this nonchalant attitude could
be attributed 1O a flat-out lack of interest in
politics by WMC's students.

It's hard enough to encourage adults to
exercise their right to vote, let alone some-
one who has been able to voice their politi-
cal opinions for only a few years and who
older adults frequently do not take very se-
riously.

This need not be the case. So, let's get
our acts together people.

If we become more politically involved,
then the "powers that be" will have to lis-
ten to us.

Whether you realize it or not, we're the
future of this country, so let's start prepar-
ing now to be its leaders.

It's hard enough to encourage adults to ... vote, let
alone someone who has been able to voice their

political opinions for only a few years and who older
adults frequently do not take very seriously.

I walked into the lab to begin my shift
and found my friend Robin there. "Hey,
Rob!" I said.

Robin looked around and waved when
she saw me.

"How you doing?" I said.
She sighed. "Okay, I guess. I'm finish-

ing up a paper."
"Ah, that one you're doing on why wear-

ing pink boots doesn't make you gay?"
"Urn ... " Robin gave me a weird look.

"No. I'm writing about teenage pregnancy."
I gave a nervous laugh. "Oh right. Oh.

gotta gel to work. See ya!" Robin returned
to the screen.

An hour later, Robin called me over.
"Hey, do you know how to cite a source from
Infotrac?" .

I frowned. "Well not off the top of my
head. Try www.mla.crg."

"Okay," she double-clicked on Netscape.

Anne Butler questions the tedious
MlA bibliography process for

Internet sources.

"Thanks!"
"No problem!"
Another two hours after that, Robin was

still there. She was busy shuffling through
papers, books, and typing. Curious as to what
she was doing, I went back over to her. I
worriedly noted her pallid skin and nervous
demeanor.

"Robin, what are you doing? Didn't you
finish your paper already?
Are you'dotng another one?"

Robin took a deep breath. "I'm trying to

tual paper."
"Do you really need everything that it

says to put in there?"
Robin nodded again. "Yes, my professor

insists I have absolutely correct MLA cita-
tion." She shook her head. "I don't know why
though; I mean, why does he need me to tell
him the URL for Infotrac? And then repeat
it 15 times?"

I shrugged. "You know, I think both your
professor and the MLA are controlled by a
bunch of sadistic squirrels or something."

Robin laughed. "You got that right. Sorry,
I have to get back to finishing this."

1 nodded. "Good luck."
Three hours later my shift ended, and

Robin was still working away at her bibli-
ography. I told her goodbye.

She didn't seem to hear me though. She

was too busy typing.
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Why the year 2000 may not be the end of the world after all
As we rapidly approach the year

2000, many things come to mind.
Whether it be the upcoming Super
Bowl, Christmas joy, or perhaps
even plans for New Year's Eve,
there is a dark presence looming on
the horizon: The Y2K bug.

The big question is whether it
exists or not. Some people say that
there will be chaos and mass 1001-

due to my friend constantly bom-
barding me with the fact that the
millennium doesn't start untiI2(X)1.

Oh well, what's the difference?
It's just one more year to party as
if it's a new millennium.

But what will happen when
most of us return from OUT parties
early New Year's Day?

Will it resemble the new Nike

and 29 percent reported that they really did invent the Internet.
were staying home to celebrate. What really frightens me about

Unexpectedly, 39 percent of the Y2K is the fact that some people
people polled said that they didn't are going to be so drunk that they'll

Only time will tell. have any plans for the "Big Night" think the world has ended and just
Scientists have known about the yet. do their looting anyway.

Y2K problem since the 70's when Nothing like waiting to the last Alii know is that there has been
computer programmers identified minute, at least for me. so much hype and hubbub about the
the problem but figured it could be When people are asked about Y2K bug that I don't even think
fixed by the year 2000. the Y2K bug, however, most people that it's real anymore.

Little did they know that it don't even see it as a real concern. But hey, J could be wrong. the
hasn't been completely fixed. We Of course, there are a few world could be destroyed, and J
hear all the time on the TV, "Y2K people out there who spend their could be damned to hell for my
compliant" and "Y2K ready." time building bomb shelters and Y2K arrogance. We will have to
However, are any of us really ready making sure that they rid their wait and see what happens on Janu-
for the year 2000? souls' of sins before their "impend- ary I.

According to a poll on America ing" doom. At least [ can go down know-
Online. only 25 percent of people These arc probably the same ing who Playboy's Playmate of the
are going out for'the celebration, people who believe that Al Gore Millennium was ... whoo-hoo.

License plates are ree speech
According to a recent Balli- Kristen G. Fraser claims promote personal causes, what-

moreSun article printed last that personal plates fall ever they may be.

week, there was an interesting under First Amendment. And, this falls under the First
and controversial development in Amendment.

Florida. their design. The government was not en-
It touches on the ever-touchy But, government officials have dorsing these plates.

discussion of the rights of the pro- decided to go forward with the pro- Any group, including a pro-
life and the pro-choice move- ductton anyway. choice, could apply for such an
ment, and, this time, it occurred The proponents for the plate de- opportunity to design and display
in relation to license plates. sign state that the plates advocate plates in the state of Florida.

Yes, license plates have now adoption and not necessarily an This is exactly what the pro-
become a hot topic. anti-abortion stance life group did.

Here is the basic summary. NOW, however, feels that the Hopefully, something like this
Apparently, Florida is some- plates are inappropriate for the state would not OCcur in Maryland.

what similar to Maryland in that of Florida because of the recent This state has almost become

Ed Schultheis questions
year 2000 frenzy and hopes
for a pleasant new year.

ing. .commercial with the man jogging
Maybe it will just be a flop. The the day after Y2K hits?

truth is that no one will know until It has a guy jogging along
the fateful moment when the clock through traffic jams and destroyed
strikes midnight on January 1, cities resembling the scene from In-
2000. dependenceDay.

As you might have noticed, I Or will it just be another day
have not used the word millennium where we scoff at the "blasphemy"
yet in this article, and that's mainly of Y2K?

Rise of school violence
not just TV's fault
Edward Schultheis tackles
the difficult topic of school

violence.

A few weeks ago during my
Mass Communication class, we
were having a discussion about the
effect of violence in media.

Because of this discussion I
have been looking at different
shows and found that the violence
found in television shows has dra-
matically increased over the part
few years.

Some might say that the vio-
lence on TV has no effect on people
whatsoever, but I feel completely
different about it. The countless
hours that children sit in front of
their TV's and watch all the numer-
ous violent scenes can't exactly be
all good for them.

Sure we have had cartoons that
have shown us violent scene after
violent scene, but as we age during
our childhood, we can distinguish
from the cartoon world and the real
world.

However, because of the simi-
larity between the television real-
ity and real life is harder to distin-
guish.

Although, J am not saying that
the television alone is the culprit,
but it is a factor in some of the hei-
nous crimes of late.

It seems that teenagers are es-
pecially susceptible to the reality
of television. This can explain why
during a recent school shooting, the
boy walked into his school and
opened fire with a shotgun.

He likened his experience to a
movie starring Leonardo DiCaprio
called The Basketball Diaries, in
which DiCaprio's character does
the same thing during a dream se-
quence.

It seems that the constant news
coverage of violent acts seems to
only enhance the violence por-
trayed in real life.

Teenagers who see other teen-
agers on TV after a shooting and
think about all the publicity that
they receive.

It is almost Iike they become
cult heroes.

In fact, a girl in Pennsylvania
was given detention at school for

saying, "I'm going to finish the job
that Columbine started."

Now say that the teenager
watching the news broadcast is ne-
glected at home, and is an outcast
of their society. They see all the
publicity for the shooter, and de-
cide thai it is their time to be no-
ticed.

So they find their parent's gun,
not a big problem for many people,
and they go to school. It is there
that they act out their bottled up
hostility and fear. Then it is later
described as a "dream" in many
cases, but in fact is very real.

According to American Medi-
cal ASSOciation, violence among
teenagers has increased 150% over
the past decade, and there is no way
that people can't attribute some of
it to the violence that is constantly
displayed on television.

On the other end, schools-are fi-
nally starting to participate actively
in trying to end school violence.

However, they have gone over-
board already arresting a middle-
school student who wrote a scary
story for Halloween that involved
him killing his teacher. He got an
A on the paper, read it in class, then
was put in prison for a few days.

Really schools can't help curb
violence in school as long as chil-
dren and teenagers aren't receiving
any help from home. As long as
they continue wasting away their
hours in front of the television,
nothing can really help.

Change needs to start at home,
and when parents aren't able to talk
to their children about anything, it
makes it a little difficult for both
the children and parents to under-
stand what is going on in each
other's lives.

Lately we have seen a huge in-
crease in the number of deaths at
schools. We aren't sure how much
effect TV has on the mind of chil-
dren and teenagers, but we know
that it has some.

Of course, it is definitely not the
only factor that has contributed to
the degradation of our society.

Unless we can reverse this
course that we have locked in, we
are looking forward to a future that
no one wants to see.

The true point of the license plates it to raise money for an
adoption fund.

it has 46 specialty license plates
available for purchase by citizens
who desire to have a license plate
slightly modified from the tradi-
tional state form.

The most recent addition in-
cluded the slogan "Choose Life"
and a yellow sketch of two chil-
dren in a drawing that is meant to
look like it was drawn by chil-
dren.

However, the National Orga-
nization for Women, or NOW,
protested the production of these
license plates.

The production of these plates
was delayed when NOW felt they
would be struck down in court for

violence committed against abor-
tion providers.

This seems to be another attack,
albeit minor, on the pro-life move.
ment.

This is a disturbing trend, as
they are being blamed unreason-
ably for something not even re-
motely associated with their cause.
The true point of the license plates
is to raise money for an adoption
fund.

That is not even the core issue
at hand.

The specialty plate serves to ex-
press personal causes, organiza-
tions, and other groups.

The point of these plates is to situation in Florida.

Spirit of Christmas missing at mall
Walking in the mall over

Thanksgiving break, I noticed that
holiday preparations are in full
swing.

All the stores were cheerfully
decorated with blinding, flashing
lights and signs advertising how
much better the sales were at one
store as compared to their compe-
tition.

A line of screaming children
wrapped its way from one end of
the mall to the other, all trying to
catch a glimpse of Santa Claus.
Meanwhile, I watched two moth-
ers, fully grown women, almost get
in a fistfighr over the last Rock 'n
Roll Ernie doll.

As I watched them struggle, J
thought to myself, "This is the sea-
son of good cheer? What happened
to peace on earth, good will 10-

Jessica Fitzgerald
comments on the

materialism of Christmas.

wards men?"
Of course, this is coming from

the person who got up early specifi-
cally to get the good sales.

I'm as guilty of holiday materi-
alism as the next person. However,
when young mothers are about to
get themselves arrested over a toy,
it tells me that consumerism has
gotten a bit out of hand.

Stand outside a mall sometime,
and see how many richly dressed
customers, their arms full of expen-
sive gifts, will walk right past a
Salvation Army bucket and not drop
in their spare change.

At Christmas time, more then
any other, people shoul~ remember

famous for the numerous, if not
occasionally obscure, license
plates. While everyone does not
have an interest in ham radios, for
instance, I would defend the right
of ham radio enthusiasts to dis-
play their interest on a license
plate.

It is the First Amendment
rights that are being discussed
here.

Freedom of expression is an
important issue, and there are so
many examples of blatant viola-
lions of these freedoms, our so-
ciety should not be wasting time
on something as clear-cut as this

those who do not have anyone to
buy them presents, or fix them a
home-cooked meal, or even bring
them in out of the cold.

Instead though, people, espe-
cially Americans, get so wrapped
up in the material part of the sea-
son, that they forget the part about
caring for their neighbor and help-
ing the less fortunate.

I'm sure the mothers I saw were
good people. I'm sure they had pure
intentions and only wanted to see
their children's faces light up when
they opened that package Christ-
mas morning.

But, maybe those children
would benefit more by understand-
ing that Christmas is supposed {Q

be a time of love and peace. Per-
haps, if we understood that one fact,
we would all benefit more.
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lems with the college, don't hesitate to bring
it to their attention.

Some of them don't want to hear the opin-
ions of the students.

Some of them could be a bit power hun-
gry and may look down on the rest of the
student body.

Bring it to their attention. Their opinions
are only their opinions.

Another option could be to run against
them. They never get challenged, so any
position-seeker's "election" is almost guar-
anteed.

In closing, the statements made by
Michael Blundin were very inappropriate.
Not only did he compare the cross to the Nazi
Swastika, but he did so as the vice-president
of our student government.

In case anyone was still wondering if
the crosses were ever going to be put back
on some of our historic buildings, this should
answer your question.

Editor's note: The Phoenix is confident in
saying that Mr. Blundin and Ms. Jacobson
may have represented thefeelings of at least
some students, perhaps the minority opinion.

Since this issue was not brought to the
student body's attention by the SGA, they may
have believed it was their right and obliga-
tion to do so.

We invite both Mr. Blundin. and Ms.
Jacobson to respond to this commentary in.
the first issue of next semester.

SGA questioned on ability to represent students

Clearing air on "Future of Greek system"

Commentary editor moves on to the future

To begin with, I would like to set the
record straight. Many on campus have heard
the rumors about certain members of our
SGA being anti-Muslim. This is not true. '

I was at the meeting on November 18
where the incident involving religious intol-
erance by several of our elected representa-
tives took place.

To tell the truth, I'm not sure whether or
not certain SGA representatives are anti-
Muslim.

If they are, it is doubtful they would ex-
press it the way they expressed their feel-
ings on Christianity.

What I can and will tell is that the Vice-
President of the SGA, Michael Blundin, and
Dana Jacobson, did explicitly state at the
meeting that the symbol of the Christian
cross was insulting to them.

While Idon't remember the exact words
spoken, I can say that both of these repre-
sentatives clearly expressed some amount of
hatred and disgust for the symbol of the
cross, which is held sacred by a large seg-
ment of our population.

The most revealing statement came when
Blundin unabashedly compared the cross to
the Nazi Swastika.

It is unfortunate that this incident took
place. While Blundin and Jacobson are cer-
tainly entitled to their opinions, they are our
elected representatives and should try to keep
from debasing any particular religion.

Since the publication of issue three of this
semester's Phoenix (October 21, 1999), an
unfortunate situation has been brought to my
attention. This situation concern's Malissa
Morin story, "The future of the Greek sys-
tem," on pages two and four of that issue.

In this article, President Robert Cham-
bers is quoted as saying, "'Most problems
on campus are Greek related'" and "'The
college would not be worse off without the
Greek system. '"

News editor Lisa Dale Van Auken at-
tempted to contact Chambers to verify said
quotes. Chambers had already left on a busi-
ness trip, and we were only hours away from
our deadline. Although we felt the quotes
were strong, Lisa and I did not edit them out.
Had we eliminated the quotes, we would not
have been fair to our readers or our writer,
whom we supported.

Several days later, I received a phone call
from Lisa alerting me to a problem. Cham-

As the semester comes to a close, so too
does my term as commentary editor for this
section of the Phoenix. To summarize the
emotions would be difficult. The feelings I
have now are somewhat jumbled, but Isup-
pose they're not that different from most se-
niors.

Most seniors, from what I've gathered,
are quite ready to say goodbye to WMC. No
more registration, no more classes, and no
mcre Glar.

All noble desires, but I'm not quite ready
to let go. But, such is life, and I must start
this semester-long process by ending my ten-
ure as a section editor.

This has been quite a fun job. The hours
are great. I really didn't need my weekends
anyway.

Also, writing an article for every issue
was fun. r really didn't feel as if Iwas writ-
ing enough papers in my classes anyway.

The list of thrills continues. Any editor
here can attest to the joy of the antiquated
computers of the Phoenix office which freeze

Ben Decker challenges students to
make sure that the SGA is

accurately representing them.
Religion is something very personal and

is a sensitive issue to students of all faiths.
As individuals, Blundin and Jacobson are
free to be as intolerant and narrow-minded
as they want.

However, expressing bigotry and reli-
gious hatred at a formal student government
meeting, where they are supposed to be act-
ing as our representatives, is inexcusable.
Iam very pleased with the labors of our

SGA so far. H is surely a thankless job, and
most of them deserve much more credit for
the time they give.

But lets not let them forget that they are
there to represent us - the student body. It is
a privilege to make decisions for us, not a
right.

They decided not to endorse putting
crosses back on two campus buildings.

They had the right to make that decision,
even if it means a piece of our college's his-
toric integrity and tradition will be forever
forgotten. I

However, they don't have the right to say,
when questioned by the students, that the
reason for the decision was because the cross
is insulting to them.

Further, if you don't agree with a deci-
sion the SGA makes or have any other prob-

Megan K. Martin defends story
troubling Chambers and Greeks.

bers had been questioned over the phone
about his quotes by Stephanie Craven, pub-
lic relations person for the Order of Omega.
According to her, Chambers "appalled" and
"shocked" by the quotes as he heard them
for the first time.

Newspaper advisor Terence Dalton and I
each reviewed Malissa's notes after this mat-
ter had come to light. As we expected, the
quotes published in the Phoenix were iden-
tical to those in her notes.

After reviewing the notes, Matisse and I
met with Chambers on December 3. While
at first appearing defensive. once the notes
were produced and the context of the article
reasserted, Chambers said that he did not
deny saying the quoted material. He also
does not remember saying those things.

It is possible that Chambers was not clear

Kristen G. Fraser says goodbye to
newspaper and asks students to

consider involvement.
at the will of the great "Newspaper Spirit,"
causing the ever-dwindling weekend hours
to disappear even more rapidly.

Did I mention the pay? Oh, whoops, there
isn't any. Oh wait. There's prestige. I have
become forever known on campus as that girl
who wrote about the pub. Oh wait, that
doesn't sound quite right, either.

Have f convinced anyone to join the staff?
Well, I guess I should take a different ap-
proach. There are many things that I will
miss.

The weekly meetings provided an oppor-
tunity to get together with a creative group
of people who I didn't often see outside of
the newspaper.

And, I really did enjoy layout. There is a
feeling of great accomplishment as the news-
paper arrives after a grueling weekend of
layout. Four gleamingpages of text create

with Malissa during their interview last se-
mester.

Chambers wants the campus to know two
things. "I do not want to be branded as an
enemy of the Greeks," he said. "My greatest
interest is in making this environment as rich
as possible. Iam happy to support any orga-
nizations that enhance the campus." To
Chambers, that includes the Greek organi-
zations.

"I was disappointed," Malissa said of the
beginning of the meeting. She felt that Cham-
bers was denying the quotes at first. Despite
his lack of recall about the interview last se-
mester, Malissa understands Chamber's po-
sition more but continues to stand by her
story.

The Phoenix does stand behind Malissa's
story. I hope, through this commentary, that
the air has been cleared and life can return
to "normal" for all concerned.

the feeling of actual contribution to some-
thing tangible.

The Phoenix staff is one to be remem-
bered. Thanks to the executive editors, sec-.
tion editors, and co-editors. You've made the
experience fun. And I appreciate your flex-
ibility in changing schedules as needed.

To the WMC campus, gel involved. Write
your opinion. My job became more fun as
controversial and exciting topics crossed the
pages.

Students, it's your newspaper, do some-
thing powerful. Think dangerously. It is my
hope that controversy, political arguing, and
an increased student voice mark the future
commentary pages with a variety of contribu-
tors. Take pride in your paper.

And so, as I start my downward spiral
towards adulthood, I leave the newspaper
behind. Thanks for the memories.

This fully student-run newspaper will
provide more memories for the next "lucky"
soul to take this position, and I wish them
the best of luck.

mailto:phoenix@wmdc.edu
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Quirks: Majors and minors
I sat down and met with the two

people who I was working with on
a group project for sociology.

I like to get to know people I
collaborate with, so I asked them
the standard "get to you know you"
questions around here.

You know what I mean,
"What's your name?" "What year
are you?" and "Where are you
from?" When I got to "What's your
major?" they had unusual re-
sponses.

Billy answered, ''I'm doing a
double major in religion and phi-
losophy, and I also major in Ukrai-
nian folk dancing. I'm also consid-
ering a student-designed major of
squirrel biology and meditation. I
have two minors, one in journal-
ism and another in physical educa-
tion."

Judy answered. "I'm pursuing

Anne Butler cautions
against academic

overloading

a dual major of history and eco-
nomics. 1 have another major in
German and psychology. I'm try-
ing for a minor in English, Yiddish,
knitting, carpentry, and business."

I stared at them, my eyes wide.
"You guys are kidding, right?"

They shook their heads in uni-
son. I groaned. Like too many other
-peopte on this campus, these two
were trying to do too much.

While I think Billy and Judy
were taking it to extremes, a lot of
people have trouble just finding
time to finish a dual-major with a
single minor.

Maybe they should try to limit
their interests or make a single stu-
dent-designed major out of the two.

Registration nightmare
B.1 Shorb relives the

experiences of
registration this year.

A bad dream? No, a night-
mare!

Thursday, November 18,
1999, started off as a normal day
of classes forme.

I went to philosophy, then to
journalism.

As my watch approached
11 :50 am, I was ready to sched-
ule for my spring classes. Depart-
ing Hill Hall, I recalled seeing
more students than usual.

They rushed through the doors
of Decker Center, around the In-
formation Desk, down one set of
stairs, past the Pub, down another
set of stairs, only to be greeted

quicker because I was searching
frantically for a class that fit into
my schedule and fulfilled some-
thing: a BLAR, a major, or either
of my two minor requirements.

Some people are able to do
scheduling with ease. Unfortu-
nately, I am not one of those
people.

As a commuter, with an off-
campus job, and a tight academic
plan to follow, I need to be care-
ful what classes I take and when
I take them.

I am sure that there are others
who understand these claims.

So now, as a result of the pre-
vious dilemma, I am on two wait-
ing lists and in a class that may
be way over my head.

First a 'waiting line' then the

My friends and I swiftly browsed the list
to find that one of my classes, and all of

my alternatives, were closed.

by a line of students that stood
clear back to Glar.

Could it be possible that so
many students were scheduled to
register at noon, or had they all
been brainwashed into thinking
Glar had moved into the forum?

I took my place in line, know-
ing that unless they were hand-
ing out peanut butter and jelly
sandwiches at the registration
desk, I would probably not be
eating lunch today.

Then after about 20 minutes,
I finally reached the doors of the
forum.

Posted on the door was an up-
dated list of closed courses. My
friends and I swiftly browsed the
list to find that one of my classes,
and all of my alternatives, were
closed.

I soon found that I was not
alone.

Most of the students around
me and many others had experi-
enced similar, if not worse, dilem-
mas.

The rest of fhe wait went by

'waiting list' - what's next?
"Waiting lists? How do they

work?" I asked the lady behind
the counter.

She replied, "You will be no-
tified if any changes occur en-
abling you to be placed into the
course." Okay, but how far down
the list am I? That information
she was unable to tell me.

This was a nightmare! I had
scheduled last year, and the year
before, with no problems.

r walked right in and out with
the desired schedule in less than
five minutes.

Kind of like those "no-bake"
brownies they show on television
commercials. Not really, huh? Oh
well.

Needless to say, this was defi-
nitely an experience from which
I will leam.

Perhaps next time I should
take about three entirely different
course plans with me.

One thing's for sure though: I
will definitely be packing a lunch.

"Don't you guys have any free
time?" I asked them.

They looked at each other and
then back at me. "What is this 'free
time'?" Judy asked.

I groaned again. "It's when you
can do fun things or join a club.
Time
for you and you alone!"

Billy considered this. "What an
intriguing concept. I must hear
more about it." Suddenly his watch
beeped. But later! Now I have my
intro to leisure class!"

Judy stood up too. "I have my
mushugana class in a few minutes.
Bye!"

Billy waved goodbye too.
I groaned and buried my head

in my hands.
This project was never going to

get done.

by Mark Parisioff the mafk

Af1£R lIO'flll61'1oS'( 0>HIS s-ruf+ oas;
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5IIoPPJIIG IN 1115 UND£RWCAR

Goodbye is a good word, right?
As is the precedent for this sec- Megan K. Martin presents fame, she will also be retiring. Af-

tion this issue, I will also write a her last editorial as editor- ter three semesters of providing
second commentary. Somehow, I in-chief light-hearted entertainment. re-
thought this would be the easy one views, and solid stories, it is time
to write. and clutter (on most days) - as long for her to pass the torch.

This issue ends my "career" as as the flowered couch is free so I Don't count Sarah out, though.
editor-in-chief, and it is a bitter- can take a nap. She may reappear in a less stress-
sweet moment for me. In all hon- What makes this job really ful staff position. Thanks, Sarah.
esty, I have been looking forward worthwhile, though, besides get- It also seems apparent that Mike
to this moment since, oh, the ting to know what's going on Yestramski and Chris Anastasia
middle of last semester. around campus before most, is the will step down from their positions

It has been really difficult to put staff. Honestly, this job can't be as sports editors.
aside entire weekends (sometimes done without anyone of them. Of all the sections I have
lasting from Friday evening I did not get to know many of worked with over the past year, the
through Tuesday morning) to do the general staff members very sports section has improved the
this. The hours are of len long and well. I apologize for that, but I'm most. With the writers and photog-
demanding. There are times when sure they understand the time con- raphers they recruited, their section
the newspaper comes before sleep. srratms for this job. became one of the best sports sec-
food, class, and 15 page papers. The people I really got to bond tions WMC has seen in while.

This semester has been espe- with were my editors. . I understand that they
dally tough. Coeditor-in-chief First and foremost. there is Jeni- undeservedly received little respect
Emily Stamathis was unable to re- fer Sirkis, the managing editor. She from some people, bUI I would
tum to campus this semester, and I has logged countless hours in the never have gotten the sports page
assumed the formidable job of'edl- office, finding advertising and done by myself as some former
tor-in-chief all alone. Luckily, the sending our subscriptions with as- editors had to do.
Phoenix is pretty much a well-oiled sistant managing editor Stacie I also want to thank them for
machine - not too much for me to Underwood. spending extra hours in the office
mess up, in any case. Jen, however, has really pro- during the "crisis."

The computers in the office of- vided me with moral support and Remember the Muppet, guys.
ten make laying out the newspaper has been my saving grace this se- As for assistant editors Staci
quite fun (insert sarcastic snicker mester. I don't know what I would George and Edward Schultheis,
here). Issue four was especially fun. have done without her. expect to see them in more promi-
That was when the computer de- It is a sad day at the Phoenix nent roles in the coming semesters.
cided to make the file containing because news editor Lisa Dale Van I also want to thank advisors
the newspaper 89 megabytes. It Auken will be stepping down from Terry Dalton and Vince Chesney.
actually caused our publication to her position this week. I have en- Both have pushed me to be the best
repeatedly crash. joyed the way she has developed editor I could be this semester. I had

For two days we couldn't fig- the news section this semester to a lot to live up to, especially since
ure it out. Technicians, consultants, fit her style yet still look profes- the Phoenix is an award-winning
and even former editor Kate Hamp- sional. newspaper. I hope I lived up to the
son were called in to help. Thanks Lisa has also provided moral job. Thank you both.
to Kate, I didn't lose that last little support, spending long hours in As I get ready to wrap up my
bit of sanity. She didn't solve the here after her section is completed final issue of the Phoenix, I would
problem, but somehow I figured to help out. like to wish the seniors on staff
out the resolution at 6 am. You'll be missed. good luck I would also like to thank

Thank the Phoenix spirits for As you may have already read, my staff, especially if not men-
copy and paste. The newspaper senior Kristen Fraser is also leav- tioned here.
went out two days late but was de- ing her position as commentary I leave now and tum the Phoe-
livered within 24 hours of its origi- editor. She has encouraged more nix over to Jenifer Sirkis and Laura
nal due date. people to write about national top- Kelley. I have no fear for the fu-

Don't get me wrong. I love the ics, proving there is a real world ture of the Phoenix. You also
Phoenix. beyond WMC. Kristen has kept up . haven't heard the end from me, ei-

I can take the boiling hot room the tradition of including occa- ther.
with the air conditioner that barely sional pro/con pieces as a way to For now, however, I am going
works. I can live with the roaches diversify the commentary pages. to escape to Elderdic.e. I haven't
and other bugs that make their way Good luck with the rest of your seen my room in quite a while.
to the office from the trash room senior year. Maybe it's time to unpack.
next door. I can deal with the dirt As for Sarah Radice, of features Goodbye!
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New WMC tradition begun

Pres. Chambers
celebrates 15th year

atWMC

Hate group appears on campus
Members of the hate group World Church of the Creator, known for their disLikeof non-

whites and Jews, attempted to spread their beliefs by placing racist fliers on the windshields
of cars on campus last February.---: - - - --;-- -

Group members were forced to remove the fliers and escorted off campus after a WMC
student notified Campus Safety of the group's presence.

WMC was not the only institution affected that night. The. group also placed fliers on
cars at Westminster High School without interruption. -JS

Student suspended for
handgun possession

(just in case
clvilization.you
baving relived

In honor of Chambers' 15th year at WMC, the college staged a semester-long celebration of hi~achieve-
~ents, which included a $300,000 Presidential Endowment Fund in his name at the Founders Socie\y Dinner
in September and the campus-wide special program held at the Nov. 8 First Thursday. Chambers, one of the
longest sitting presidents of all four-year private colleges in Maryland, likens his job to being mayorof a small
city. .

. So~e accomplishments Ghambers has enacted during his term inClUde: the WMC;~.iidapest prq'.$ram, the
new science center, and the $40 million Defining Moment Capital Campaign. When asked about his legacy,
~hambers states simply that, "I want it to be said when I leave here that everything I had a hand in helped
Improve the place." Chambers is going on a sabbatical spring semester 2000 and will return next fall. -SR

j:,'liLast semester marked a new tradition at WMC: First Thursday.
Called "an experiment in communication and community," by President Chambers, the

event was part of an effort for members of the WMC community to voice concerns and
open the lines of communication between students and the administration. See the article
on page one about the next First Thursday celebration. -JS New computer stuff!

On Sunday, Oct. 24, the college tempor~ily disabled t~!!, computer
network and switched the college-provided email server from' ns1 to opus,
Faculty stayed on the ns I server. The switch was intended to make com-
munication quicker, safer and to increase disk storage space.

Some students found the change to be confusing and undramatically
different from the old server, but Information Services believes the
changes are for the better. The school also instituted improved Internet
connections. Coming I'~n: Ethernet connections in all dorms. -SR

The campus community was jolted with news they received in their campus mailbox on
March 31.

According to a letter written by Michael Webster, director of Campus Safety, Vance
Gibson, 26 and a transfer student, was suspended the previous day for unauthorized posses-
sion of a firearm.

The suspension came. after Secret Service agents attempted to question Gibson about
indirect threats he made towards federal buildings, and a loaded handgun wasfound hidden
in the waistband 9f Gibson's pants.

In addition to the handgun, objects were found indicating the intention to make an ex-
plosive device.

In the letter to the campus community, Webster said he was "ethically bound and legally
mandated to inform the students of the threat." However, he assured students that this case
was all isolated incident, and calmed the fears of many, '-is 1 ,

New science building,
too!

On October 26, the ribbon was cut on WMC's new $i3,4 million
science building. Dr. Paul A.J. Janssen of Belgium, a scientist active in
the discovery of the AIDS vaccine was the guest speaker. He was pre-

., sented with an honorary degreeby James Melhorn, chair of the hoard of
trustees. John Willis, Maryland's secretary of state, also spoke.

New Lewis is a major improvement on the old science hall. It is four
stories and 50,000 sq. ft., a "downright state-of-the-art technological
marvel," according to Dean Coley. -SR "

Possible drug problem tackled
Last May, a WMC student told the Phoenix. that he made an estimated $30,000 selling

psychedelic drugs at WMC.
The self-proclaimed "biggest drug dealer on campus," spoke with Phoenix. reporters in

order to clarify questions of drug use on campus. Additionally, five other WMC students
claiming to be aware of the dealer's activities confirmed his statements.

'The dealer told the Phoenix that students from all groups, including Honors, ROTC,
and Greeks purchased drugs, including acid, shrooms, ecstacy, and pot from him, He claimed
that he did not sell physically addictive drugs such as cocaine andheroin, although they
were available at the local high school.

The story was the second part of an investigation about drug use on campus and fol-
lowed arrests of several WMC students for the possession and use of drugs. In December,
1998, two students were arrested in their off-campus apartment, and eight students were
arrested in two unrelated incidents in Rouzer Hall one week last March.

However, in the first "part of the investigation, WMC students told the Phoenix that
drugs weren't necessarily a problem on campus, but they were easily available to those
who pursue finding them. -JS

Football fun
WMC football has had an exemplary year, its third straight, unde-

feated regular season. Our team went to the Division III playoffs again,
but this time they were held on campus. We played against Catholic and
won 20-16, and then moved onto play Trinity in Texas where, despite the
team's valiant efforts, we lost 16-20. Those mofos. -SR

A delightful
homecoming

Honor code revised ,.'.• WMC celebrated Homecoming '99 with 'many festivities" ~girig
from a parade of Homecoming floats to the award of the prestigious
Brandt Cup to Phi Kappa Sigma in recognition of the Greek organiza-
tion, with the best academics, sportsmanship, and community service. -

. Another highlight of Homecoming' weekend was WMC's':Jde?isive
19-0 win against Franklin and Marshall. Outstanding aspects of the game
include: yet another touchdown for Teron Powell, who had ,~t least one
every game this season. Anthony Burgos shui down his side of ih'e field

. y~t again ,as his dominance of ~~ corner P:2~ition con~,n'';ed. ~t1y!-S!?".::
mar Mru:yin Deal set ,a new Division UI record for career pun~ return
yards. -~R

, The beginning of the semester began anew commirmeni'endcbange in the honor code.
Students are now required to report all instances of honor code violations to professors

and must sign that they have not tolerated others chea~ing as part of the honor c?rle pledge,
Additionally, professors must report all instances of honor code violations to the Honor and
Conduct Board. ~ ,_ - ~ - "". ~

, ThiS change occurred following several semesters of negotiations by the faculty and
"" SGA regarding the effectiveness of the system. Many thought students were iiot being hon-"

est in reporting honor code violations; therefore, a change was necessary. -JS':S '. . . c','

By Jenifer D. Sirkis and Sarah Radice".
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COlllributingWriter

Center Stage's second production of the
year debuts Eric Bogosian's comedy Griller,
in which David' Garrison, better known as
Steve Rhoades of the classic television pro-
gmm Married With Children, takes on the
role of Gus.

The opening scene sets the tone as we
see Gus preparing his grill to barbecue for
his 50th birthday party in his impressive
backyard. A smirk-worthy dialogue occurs
as he implores his wife, who is located some-
where within the house, to use the intercom
instead of yelling. More Seinfeld bantering
ensues as Gus' sister, mother, and both of
his adult children arrive at the house.

With these interactions setting up Gus'
current life, old friend turned movie producer
Nick shows up to revive Gus' memory of
their time spent in college together. A past-
mid-life crisis ensnares Gus as he notices that
he has betrayed all of the convictions he held
in his youth. Eventually, he realizes that he
is not a "sellout"; rather, he has grown and
replaced those old ideals with new ones.

David Garrison stole the show with his
lovable character. His portrayal of Gus is a
hybrid of Tim Allen with a more sophisti-
cated twist. As he was the cornerstone of
Married With Children during its glory days,
Garrison is the essential component of this
play.

Henry Woronicz turned in a smashing
performance as Gus' laid back movie-pro-
ducing buddy from the good old days. Aged
through II seasons at the Oregon Shakes-
peare Festival, Woronicz acted well in his
supporting role.

He and Garrison share an amazing chem-
istry on stage, which makes your body cringe
in withdrawal when you finaily notice that
the show has ended. Woronicz may be best
recognized from his appearances on Seinfeld,
Ally McBeal, 3rd Rock/rom the Sun, and the
film Primary Colors.

, Although the play lacks a major feminine
role, Caitlin Clarke performed well in her

David Garrison. better known as Steve
Rhoades of "Married With Children ." gives
a great performance.

reflective bookend role as Gus' wife,
Michelle. Hopefully, she will return again in
the future in a much larger capacity. Clarke
has appeared on Broadway in Titanic and The
Marriage 0/ Figarro as well as appearing in
several off-Broadway productions and mov-
ies.

Eric Bogosian's play is no deeper than a
tidal pool, never truly tackling any issues. It
is more of a fun romp through an individual's
mentality which implores the audience to ask
itself to remember what life use to be about.
Even though Gus' past is in no way my own,
I am still thinking about how my ideals have
changed over the years. Griller was quite
enjoyable. -

Bogosian has also enjoyed much success
with his renowned play Talk Radio, which
netted him a role in Oliver Stone's film ad-
aptation of the play. His resume also includes
collaborating with Frank Zappa.in 1986 on
an album and creating the 1997 ABC televi-
sion series High Incident, with Steven
Spielberg.

His other acting roles include starring in
Under Siege 2, Delores Claiborne and Rob-
ert Altman's The Caine Mutiny Court Mar-
shall.

Anne Butler/Rat's Web
Whether you celebrate Christmas, Ha-

nukkah, Kwaanzaor A'Ya Meha this time of
year, it all comes down to one thing ... PRE-
SENTS!

Well, okay, there's more to the holidays
than presents, but that's the most important
thing, right?

So, have you considered shopping online
this year?

No? Well, why not?
It's easy, and they can even help you find

gifts!
Ah, but is shopping online safe? Well, if

you're using Netscape, there's an easy way
to tell. As long as the little symbol in the left
bottom corner is of a closed, yellow lock, it
means you're using a secured server, and
you're info is secure. I've shopped many
times and haven't yet had a bad experience.

Let's start with the granddaddy of them
all:

Amazon Books (and other stufT):http:!
/wwwomaion.com

The world's largest bookstore has more
than just books! They have CDs, videos, toys,
and even tools! It's even got a present finder
that lets you pick gifts according to a person's
personality. I used this and found some great
stuff. If you're looking for a book that is rare
or unusual, try here or:

Barnes and Noble: http://www.bn.com
While not as extensive as Amazon, it does

have the power of a big name brick and mor-
tar bookstore behind it.

This site also has many nice'features, like
the ability to buy software (which Amazon
offers to a lesser extent) and the ability to
buy _Starbucks Coffee.

Also, be sure to check out the New
Yorker cartoon of the week. I like last week's,
myself.

The. Perfect Present Picker: http://
www.presentpicker.comlppp/

Don't know what to get someone? Try
this. You can choose between several catego-
ries. Let's see, my dad is middle-aged, into
literature, reserved, and analyticaL. hmmm ...
they suggest Page Points (little markers for
passages in books). Cool!

Buy.com: http://www.buy.com
One of the Internet Superstores. You can

find nearly anything here, fairly cheaply.
Hmmm ... Pokemon DVDs ...

Ebay: http://www.ebay.com
Still can't find anything? Well, maybe

you can find something strange on this auc-
tion site. Read about how auctions work, and
then go to town. Be careful what you bid on,
though. You might want to use the escrow
service Ebay provides. Hmmm ... for 2000
bucks you can get someone a phone booth.
But a soul is only $36.

Weird-ass Site of the Issue
Zamu Video Game Quotes: http://

www.portalofevii.com/zanyvg
"You can't beat me with your superficial

martial arts!"

FEATURES

Cancer June 24 - July 23
Your nurturing nature may lead you into

trouble in the millennium. Be careful of those
stray needy cows; don't let those soulful eyes
charm you!

Horoscopes: Bringing in
the New Year, daddy-o!

CATltY PENOORF ANI) LISA STANLEY

FealUresWrilers

Sagittarius Nov.23 - Dec. 21
Your love of exploration will take you to

new places in the millennium. There's a life
beyond WMC? How about them apples! .)

Capricorn Dec. 22 - Jan. 20
Your ambitious nature fills you with new

ideas for the millennium! Urn ... don't worry,
you can fix anything with duct tape.

Aquarius Jan. 21 - Feb. 19
Remember that the millennium is the new

Age of Aquarius; revel in your indepen-
dence! Feel free to indulge in your eclectic
nature! Collect those raging parties, babyl!

Pisces Feb. 20 - Mar. 20
You are in a field of bubbles. Stop. You

are running toward the light. Stop. A swarm
of gnats are attacking your dog. No! Stop!
Maybe it's time to lay off the caffeine?

Aries Mar. 21 - Apr. 20
You always try to be a hero, fly into the

millennium with happy thoughts of snow-
flakes and bananas! Find a Scorpio, and get
jiggy with it! Don't forget the tights and the
cape!

Taurus Apr. 21 - May 21
In the new millennium, you will come

face to face with your obsessions. It's not
that uncommon to have such an ~nnatural
love of play dough ... I think.; .

Gemini May 22 - June 21
Don't let your love of gossip take you

away. Those Polaroids could be fake! Can
two-headed monkeys really do that!?!?

Leo July 24 -Aug. 23
Grrr, Leo, Grrr! The millennium will give

you even more chances to show off your
confidence; don't forget to let off those
mighty growls!! (Remember: Tuesdays at 6
pm in Glar!)

Virgo Aug. 24 - Sep. 23
Don't be too critical when entering the

New Year. Relax, grab some carrots, and
watch some toons! Maybe Wily Coyote will
get that damn bird this time!

Libra Sep. 24 - Oct. 23
In your quest for equilibrium, an extreme

shift will occur in your life. Maybe those
dreams of being' an underwater basket
weaver really isn't that far fetched!

Scorpio Oct. 24 - Nov.22
Your sensuous nature will take you out

into the town during the big millennium bash.
Ditch the dorks in the superhero costumes,
and find yourself a happening Aquarius to
party with!

You're going to have some
time on your hands over break.

Why don't you write some
poetry, take some photos, do

something
creative? And then submit it to

Contrast,
WMC'~ creative arts magazine,

when
you return in January.

#1 Spring Break Vacations!

Travel

Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Florida. Best Prices Guaran-
teed! Free Parties & Cover
charges! Book Early & Re-

ceive Free Meal Plan!
Now Hiring Campus Reps!

1-800-234-7007
Jwww.endlesssummertours.com

Personal

PREGNANT?
FREE CONFIDENTIAL

PREGNANCY
TESTING & CARING

COUNSELING
HELP 1-800-521-5530

CONTINUE EDUCATION AND
CAREER,

THE NURTURING NETWORK
800-866-4666

ACT NOW! GET THE
BEST SPRING BREAK

PRICES!
South Padre, Cancun, Ja-

maica, Bahamas, Acapulco;
Florida & Mardigras. Reps
needed ... Travel Free, Earn

$$$ Group Discounts for 6+.
800-838-8203/

WWW.LEISURETOURS.COM

Help Wanted

Immediate Openings!

Students earn $3751$575 weekly
processing/assembling medical I.D.
cards from your home. Experience
unnecessary ... we train you! Call

MediCard

1-541-386-5290, ext. 300

http://www.bn.com
http://www.presentpicker.comlppp/
http://www.buy.com
http://www.ebay.com
http://www.portalofevii.com/zanyvg
http://Jwww.endlesssummertours.com
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OYOTA-101
MORE VALUE/LESS MONEY

INTRODUCI NG THE ALL NEW

TOYOTA ECHO
Starting under $10,000 - About $12,000 well equipped.
THERE'S AN ECHO OUT THERE! Great looks on the outside, great room on the inside.

Cruise the highway at 40 MPG· ...very thrifty. Power? Plenty! It's a 1.5 liter hi-tech
16 valve DOCH engine with variable valve timing (new) that kicks out 1.08 horsepower

any time you want it. And best of ali, Echo starts at just $9,995t.

New UFinance Plan] thru Toyota Motor Credit helps those with limited
credit history buy or lease a new Echo or Celica. See dealer for details.

[®TOYOTAreal values. everyday.] WIN'N.gettoyota.com
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Movie Review:
Sleepy Hollow

ERIN JERNIGAN AND JENN Ross
Senior writers

It's back! A special y2k-free 60 seconds
Guaranteed to work on January 1

THE PHOENIX ASKS, WHAT ARE YOU DOING ON NEW YEAR'S
DAY?

photos and text by erin jernigan and jenn ross, senior writers

Once again, director Tim Bur-
ton dazzles audiences with his cre-
ative ingenuity. This time the story
is based on the old-time Hallow-
een favorite by Washington Irving,
The Legend of Sleepy Hollow. If
you leave your disbelief at home,
Sleepy Hollow, starring Johnny
Depp and Christina Ricci is surely
worth two hours of your time.

Depp's pale-faced curiosity and
fascination with weird metal ob-
jects are reminiscent of his role as
"Edward Scissorhands." However,
this by no means detracts from the
film. Rather, it induces fond memo-
ries that, when coupled with dra-
matic camera angles, make for one
exciting film.

The film was not without its
moments of corny-ness. Depp
could have been spared a few of
the groaners, and we should men-
tion the cheesy romantic subplot,
but in general it was witty and fun.

Music is an integral part of this
movie. Composer Danny Elfman
used his past experience with Bur-
ton to give the film a depth that sur-
passes most instrumental scores.

For the squeamish, be advised
that many heads will role, but the
gore is not gory, with the excep-
tion of one scene involving a tree.
The violence has a cartoonish qual-
ity that takes the edge off.

Writer Andrew Kevin Walker,
along with Burton, create a new
legend of Sleepy Hollow with
enough juice to take it to the mil-
lennium.

Grade' B+

"['m going to a 'Third Eye Blind'
concert in Baltimore. "

Stephanie Knight, freshman.
Bio Chemistry/Spanish

"Tanking Beer."
Mike Pulido, sophomore

"I don't know"

"I'm going to watch the service
at my church. "

Shaiah Gaddy, sophomore
Business fEcon

"l'll probably sleep. "
Mike Conroy, senior

Graphic Design

"Just sit and chill, maybe make "t'm not going to 42nd because
my own drink called y2k." it's too dangerous."
Rajit Chauduri, sophomore Lamont Wilson, sophomore

Graphic Design/Communication Communication

one a ha
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location.-With that settled, all 23 of us
crowded into the men's bathroom watch the
filming of OUf first student-written scene.

"It was a humbling experience," said
McCord of seeing his writing acted out, "be-
cause they changed around everything I
wrote."

Over the course of the semester five other
students, myself included, had the same odd
experience of watching their writing turned
into part ofthe film. As a result oftheir writ-
ing and ideas, the entire class had the expe-
rience of shivering in the cold while watch-
ing Loiacono crawl out of a first floor ANW
window, crowding into yet another bathroom
- this time in Blanche, or invading the sec-
ond floor of McDaniel on four separate oc-
casions - all in the name of filming a scene.

Still, the best part of the film making pro-
cess was watching the scenes after they had
been cut and edited together.

Slade, who is a full-time producer at
Maryland Public Television, used the edit-
ing suites at MPT to cut and edit the film,
even adding voice over and music to pull the
story together.

The result a film that could have looked
like a lame home video looks much more
sophisticated and savvy.

"There's no kidding anybody," says
Slade, "This is really DIY cinema."

Still, we laughed out loud when we saw
the first really well-cut version of the film-
I think there was even some clapping. It was
time for phase two - promoting the film and
planning the "world premiere."

Junior Lindy Rinck created promotional
fliers in her graphic design class, and George
Trejullio worked with College Activities in
order to make arrangements for the world
premiere.

Now, with the final scenes filmed, we are
waiting nervously for the day of the world
premiere.

ERIN HOWARD

WMC class produces first independent film: Down
SeniorWriler

When part-time communication profes-
sor Jonathan Slade used the words "big ex-
periment" and "class project" in the same
sentence on the first day of his American
Independent Film class, all 22 students (my-
self included) knew this was not going to be
an ordinary semester.

"The best way to learn is equal parts
theory and equal parts practice," says Slade,
who used the American Independent Film
course to put that theory to the test this se-
mester.

Instead of simply watching films, we
made our own. "I thought it would be a good
idea to watch films, then put those ideas into
practice," said Slade, a 1988 WMC gradu-
ate who wrote and directed his own inde-
pendent film, Forest/or the Trees.

The result: a 16 minute feature film
project titled Down which was written, acted,
and promoted entirely by students in the
class.

This article is a behind-the-scenes ac-
count of what it took to turn this offbeat,
experimental idea into a complete and fully
developed film project.

We knew something was up on the first
day of class when Slade entered the Hill Hall
classroom carrying a small, mysterious black
case and wearing a sly grin.

"This is for the experiment," he said plac-
ing the case on the lectern, and without an-
other mention of "the experiment," he started
class. Ushering quickly through the first day
formalities, he moved right into the lecture
(yes, he gave a full lecture on the firstday of
classl).

Finally, after two hours of letting us won-
der, he explained what the experiment was:
a class film project that we would begin film-
ing that evening. We would create a film
mimicking the innovative methods used by

independent filmmakers, he said. The plan
according to Slade was to "break down the
myth that you need millions of dollars to tell
a story."

The black case contained a video cam-
era. He already had the first page of our script
written and ready to hand out - we would
write the rest of the story week by week as
the semester went on. All we needed to get
started were two volunteers to act in the first
scene and a writer for scene two.
I would love to tell you that the entire

Down makes its
world premiere
in the Pub on
Dec. 14. Don't

miss it!

What they did not realize at the time was
that they would eventually evolve into the
film's two lead actresses, and they certainly
did not expect the twists and turns their fel-
low classmates would write for their char-
acters.

"It was the weirdest role you could give
a person," says Loiacono of her character's
eventual development. "[The character] had
every possible cheesy problem rolled into
one."

The first night of filming was enough to
prove Slade's theory. Since we were mak-
ing a "no budget" film we were really forced
to implement and recognize the type of in-
novations independent filmmakers use to
complete their projects.

We used handheld camera work - no
steadicam for us.

The actors improvised much of their dia-
logue - not enough time for thorough re-
hearsal. The director (Slade) played one of
the characters - no one else wanted to do

Spotlight on: WMC music professor Robin Armstrong
RYAN SEAVOLT

Sla!fWriter

What are the odds of finding a job you
really enjoy?

For WMC's Dr:-Rdbin Armstrong, assis-
tant professor in the Music Department, the
odds once seemed immense.

Why?
She explains that her field has been "very

tight" for the past decade.
After job-hunting for five years, and hold-

ing jobs such as free-lance writing, secre-
tarial, and security positions, she finally
landed ajob that fulfilled her desire to teach
music at the college level.

While trying to avoid sounding "sappy,"
as she put it, Armstrong says, "I really love
it! You can't get much better than listening.
to and talking about something you love."

After being hired by Dr. Margaret
Boudreaux, Music Department chair and di-
rector of Choral Activities, Armstrong came
to WMC and began teaching music history
and literature courses about five years ago.

Boudreaux recalls that Armstrong's ex-
perience, creativity, and ability to challenge
music majors contributed to her decision to
hire her.

A California native, Armstrong received
both her bachelor's and master's degrees in
Music History at the University of Califor-
nia, Long Beach.

She then proceeded to the University of
Michigan to earn her Ph.D.

class was jumping out of their seats with ex-
citement, but the initial reaction to the ex-
periment was, at best, low-key.

In fact, I sat there dumbfounded at the idea
that the course was going to require actual
work beyond just watching cool movies like
Clerks or Slacker (what can I say, I'm a se-
nior).

Acting in the film meant serious commit-
ment - no missing class in case your char-
acter was written into a scene. And writing a
scene for the script meant, well, writing a
scene for the script. Not many of us had ever
done that before.

Fortunately, sophomore Danielle
Loiacono and senior Tara Matusheski were
willing to take on the roles of the two char-
acters portrayed in the first page of the script.

She has always had an interest in music
and remembers her tendency as a child to
sing along with everything.

According to sophomore music/theater
major Brandi Crawford, who is a student and
advisee of hers, it is obvious that Armstrong
has a love for music.

Crawford describes her teaching style as
"discussion-oriented."

She feels Armstrong is very knowledge-
able in music; however, she never seems to
resort to "plain old lecturing."

Armstrong feels that music is an "ex-
tremely valuable educational tool" that en-
hances both language and math skills.

Boudreaux and Crawford agree that
Armstrong is extremely dedicated and never
reluctant to help others.

Boudreaux elaborates, saying she is
"willing to go the extra mile for things she
believes in and [for] people who turn to her
for support and advice."

Crawford adds, "She has a desire to see
students learn," and "she really cares about
students as individuals."

Recalling one of her early experiences
with music, Armstrong said that her brother
taught her to play the guitar when she was
eight years old.

The interesting thing about the guitar, she
says, is that "It is easy to become proficient
enough to enjoy in a short amount of time."
Perhaps that is why she began teaching the
guitar when she was in the sixth grade.

While her job description hasn't changed

it.
Still, despite what at first seemed like

lackluster conditions, the first night of film-
ing was also enough to get the entire class
hooked on the project. "Even if people
weren't overtly excited, they came every
week," says Slade, who adds that the class
had the highest attendance of any he has ever
taught.

Soon, ideas were flowing - we even had
someone willing to write the second scene.
Senior Andrew McCord, who had taken a
screen writing course with Slade, was-the
first to volunteer.

The second week of class we had to
"cast" two new male characters and scout
for a location in order to film McCord's
scene.

Seniors Mike Stokes and Ryan Bowman
reluctantly volunteered to be the actors, and
we settled on a Hill Hall bathroom for our

over-the years, her participation in different
activities has.

One of her recent, new experiences was
playing the title role in the opera, The Me-
dium, which was performed on campus in
the spring of 1997.

She has also been in the college choir and
concert band.

Of her first impression of Armstrong,
Crawford recalls, "She has a lot of energy!"

What does she do with all that energy?
In her spare time, Armstrong likes to read
mystery, science fiction, and fantasy books,
and of course, listen to music, her favorites
being vocal jazz and pop.

Since she lives on campus, she enjoys
walking around town, and on weekends
heading to a wooded park to walk for recre-
ation.

Although Armstrong feels that her great-
est accomplishment in life so far is simply
being alive, she does have several goals.

In addition to joining an electric bass
ensemble, she would like to both learn and
teach about all different kinds of music.

She has taught classical, pop, and West-
ern European, and as well as the music of
Africa, India, Indonesia, Israel, and Arab
countries.

She would like to continue to explore the
music of Native America, Asia, China, Ja-
pan, Korea, Thailand, etc.

In short, she says, "I'd like to get to the
rest of the world someday!"

Indeed, she should have no trouble meet-

ing those goals. Asked to describe her in one
word, Boudreaux responds with "ground-
breaking."

She notes that Armstrong shows up for
department discussions with suggestions and
is willing to carry her share of the load.

Overall, Armstrong feels that music has
affected her life in many ways, her career
being one.

More importantly, she refers to it as "a
creative outlet that proves vital at times you
don't even know."

Just as the writer writes, and the painter
paints, Armstrong uses music to release pow-
erful emotions.

Life affirmative
sayings to help ring

in the new year
"Insanity is doing the same thing and

expecting differem results"
---author unknown

"Ifyou don ~ risk anything, you risk
even more.

=Erica long

"In the depths a/winter, I finally
learned that within me there lay all

invincible summer."
---Albert Camus
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Anime review: Princess Mononke

Local
Restaurant

~ - ------Review: ~.
., cOlTer--yeu~b-u t t.

Paradiso S better yet, help cover your

[t.uition],.

Princess Mononke is an incred-
ible tour de force of some of the
best animation in the world today.
Created by the renowned genius
Hayao Miyazaki (My Neighbor
Totaro, Nausicaa of the Valley of
the Winds, Kiki's Delivery Service),
in 1997 it was the highest grossing
film in Japan's history.

Even now it is the second-high-
est grossing, only surpassed by Ti-
tanic.

Now Miramax Films has re-
leased this wonderful masterpiece
into theatres for limited run show-
ings.

It's showing currently in Wash-
ington. D.C., and at the GCTowsQn
Commons 8 pm in Towson.

The main characters in the story
are Ashitaka (voiced by Billy
Crudup), a cursed warrior, San
(Clair Danes), the wild wolf prin-

Hey! Just because
it's the end of the
year doesn 't mean

you can't still
fulfill your lifelong
dream and write
for the Phoenix
next semester!

Call x8600 for info

ERIN JERNIGAN AND JENN Ross
SeniorWrirers

Behind the Winchester Ex-
change, home of Locust Books and
Unique Jewelry, the old distillery
houses a classically Italian restau-
rant, Paradiso.

The dining room and bar in the
square brick building are subtly
decorated with dark wood and
green linens. The burgundy accents
lend a friendly touch to the decor.

Paradiso's menu offers a vari-
ety of entrees including quite a few
vegetarian selections (as well as
some veal). The dishes we ordered
were attractively displayed and
embodied traditional Italian tastes
from the pasta fazouil to the
tiramisu.

Our server was attentive and
friendly as well as knowledgeable
about the menu. The food was
served quickly enough for most
American tastes, but the waitress
and the atmosphere did not create
a hurried attitude.

Paradiso went willingly into the .
holiday season, providing its pa-
trons with music from the Nut-
cracker Suite and other beautiful
instrumental songs of the season.

cess of the title, and Lady Eboshi
(Minnie Driver), the leader of Iron
Town.

It's set in a lush world where
huge animal spirits protect the for-
est from the encroachment of hu-
mans (the local foundry, known as
Iron Town).

It is a war the spirits are losing,
and many of them are dying off.

Ashitaka is cursed by a battle
with one of these dying spirits and
sets off in search of a cure.

He ends up in the middle of the
battle caught between his love for
San and his affinity for the humans
of Iron Town.

This is perhaps the best example
of anime (or Japanese animation)
to yet be released theatrically. How-
ever, just because it is animated
does not mean it is appropriate for
children (check out Kiki s Delivery
Servicefor your young ones).

This movie has gore and blood

downright funny.
In "Who Am I?" Lex describes'

how he is different from other rap-
pcrs in the industry and how he
wishes to use his words to convey
a message of hope instead of cru-
elty and violence.

One aspect of the album which
differs from current rapper style is
the fact that Drill yon does not
sample much.

I liked this sometimes, but on
some tracks, his words were too
thin, and the melodies did not make
up for itin the way which some pop
samples would have helped.

Overall, OriUyon's new album
is worth a listen if you want to bor-
row it from me (x8223).

Otherwise, r wouldn't go to too
much effort to purchase it. It will
not "rock the house."

My advice: stick with Busta
Rhymes and Jay-Z for that kinda
thang.

as well as other themes that chil-
dren are not likely to understand.

Mononke is without a doubt the
BEST film I have seen this year. It
is beautiful, filled with profound
themes, and has a rich poetic trans-
lation done by Neil Gaiman.

It is Miyazaki's best work yet
and still continues to haunt me. Go
see it. You will most definitely not
regret it. Grade: A++

So you've been hankering for
some fresh news from the rap in-
dustry?

D.C. rap producer, CEO, and
wordsmith Lex Orillyon is a new
face in the crowd, with his self-
titled, self-produced debut.

He is a very personal rapper and
uses his experiences to convey his
message.

In another song, he describes
the time he approached a woman
at a club '(against his better judg-
ment--he is married) only to get
rejected.

He (as I) was shocked to find
out that she got AIDS from a blood
transfusion in the late '80's, and she
did not want to risk his well-being

He was touched, and the two re-
mained close friends until she died.

All of the songs are not as ma-
cabre as these two, and some are

So ya think doin'
Features would be
EASY, huh? Well,
the editorship for

this most fun section
is open for spring

2000. Show what yer
made of. Call Megan

atx8600

College can mean maneuvering through a tob of different th,ings, but. tuition payments

shouldn't be one of tnem. That's where Army ROTC comes in. Here, you 'I! develop

skills that'll last a lifetime. Meet friends you can count on. And have a shot at

getting a 2- or 3-year scholarship. Tafk to en Ar.my Rorc, ~dv;sor today, and find out

more about OUf scholarship pro¥.,am, We've got you coveted.

ARMY, ROTC UnHke any other college course you can take.

Visit Gill Gym or Call 410-857-2720
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Sara Fogler drives downfield against Washington College. The team didn 't finish as well as
/IIay have liked but still had what they perceived (IS an overall successful season

The women~' cross country team celebrates after winning this school's first
Centennial Conference title.

The Phoenix wishes
1=-- everyone good luck on

finals!

in overtime to Swarthmore just a few days
before by a score of 77-73,

Swarthmore was down by Illate in the
game, only to tie at the last second and take
the lead for good with 28 seconds left in
the overtime period.

The lone Terror positive was Ibex'sca-
reer high 25 points in the loss.

Brenneman led all scorers with 16
points as the Terror decimated Shenandoah
by a score of93-54.

Piccolomini came off the bench to go
four for five from three point range and
add 14 points to her career total.

Ibex had ten points and nine rebounds
in the game.

The Lady Terror have upcoming games
against Franklin & Marshall and against
York at home in the month of December.

CHRIS ANASTASIA

Asst. Sports Editor

The back and forth contest saw the Ter-
ror gain a one point lead with 29 seconds
left, only to lose the lead and eventually the
game to Vierow's free throw.

Miller lead the team with 15 points in val-
iant effort.

Before that, St. Mary's jumped to an early
18-6 lead and went on to beat the Terror 69-
63 in the final of the 18th annual WMCTip-
Off Tournament.

The Terror cut SI. Mary's (2-0) lead to
3'Z-27, but a bout of poor foul shooting, in-
cluding nine straight misses, did the Terror
in, Pope had 17 points off the bench to lead
the team, while Billman added 14,

Both Pope and Billman were named to
the all-tournament team along with Brandon
Jones and Harvey Davis (the tourney MVP)
of S1. Mary's, Henry Dorsey of Gallaudet,
and Jason Brooks of Rutgers-Camden.

In the consolation game, Gallaudet beat
Rutgers-Camden 59-56.

Women's-basketball
dunks Dickinson, 55-52

Billman, Pope, men's
basketball lose four straight

The Terror (2-2, 1-1) opened up their
lead to ten points late in the game, only to
see Dickinson come back to within three
before the game was over.

The Terror were down early, 8-0, but
came baGk. strong to take a 13-12 lead, The
Terror led the entire rest of the game.

Sophomore center Brooke Brenneman
had 11 points and 12 rebounds in the game.

All-league forward Jill Ibex led the Ter-
ror scoring with 13 points in the contest,
as well as dragging in six rebounds. Fresh-
man guard Jen Piccolomini had nine points
and two assists off the bench. Forward
Sommer Chorman had six points in the
win,

However, the Terror lost a heartbreaker

Freshman guard Adrean Pope came off
the bench to net 14 points and dish out four
assists but Western Maryland still fell to
Swarthmore (2-4) by a score of 68-58.

Junior forward Mike Furey had 13 points
on 5-7 shooting, and Curtis Miller had a
game high 11 rebounds in a losing effort as
the Green Terror men's basketball team fell
to a record of 1-4,

Editors wanted - all positions
call x8600

Earlier in the week, Senior forward Brian
Billman led all scorers with 20 points and
nine rebounds as the Terror fell to Division I
Army 70-49.

Anny (2-2) won the game on the defen-
sive side of the court, holding every Terror
player other than Billman under seven points.

Prior to that, junior center Eric Vierow
hit a late free throw with six seconds left to
seal a 68-67 victory for Mary Washington
over the Terror.
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The Sports View: Upon further review
taking a look at the positive side of sports

A guide to the NHL in 1999-2000 - the players to watch
MATT HURFF rently third in the league in scor- eluding Jason Arnott (5, 5, 10) and while also being a force on the to rival Detroit in return for pros-
SlaffWriter ing. Pelf Sykora (5, 6, I J). power play. peers who are not living up to ex-

How.ever, Roenick is not the The Flyers, however, have used Do the Flyers send back Gagne pecrarions.
Yes, that brisk December chill only player scoring for Phoenix, as the struggles in New Jersey as an or look to trade Jones or Replacing Murphy in the front

has filled the air, and that can only they spread their offense out be- opportunity to take control of the Brind'Amour? It would be wise to office, and as head coach, is long
mean coe.thing, the NHL season is tween the lines. Phoenix has 24 usually strong Atlantic Division. attempt to use a veteran player to time organization member Bob
heating up. ~ goals by forwards nor on their first Mark Recchi (10, 27, 32) ~as gain a package of rookies, espe- Pulford.

Currently, there are sevemroi=--line_____ been outstanding and has made Ill- cially this season, since there is an Pulford returns to the coachl
visional races showing promise for What hiiPfrent:d-t()-the..S.l~uries to Rod Brind' Amour and abundance of talented rookies on GM role after 13 years and hopes
April, most notably, the action in Cup Champion Dallas Stars? Cur- KeitllTonerin-consequential. the market. to correct the path ofa team with-
the Pacific Division. There, the sur- rently, they are stuck in a slump at Recchi has played with renewed However, that is unlikely. be- out direction.
prising San Jose Sharks, led by the bottom ofthe Pacific Division. strength and focus this season. cause Flyers' coach Roger Neilson The only scoring power for the
Owen Nolan (16 goals, 19 assists, where top scorers Mike Modano Last year he fell from his usual prefers veteran players. Blackhawks has been Tony Amonte
35 points) will have to deal with and Brett Hull have been ineffec- 40-50 goal standard playing for the Elsewhere in the NHL. the (13, 12,25) who has scored 23 per-
Phoenix, Los Angeles, Anaheim, live, and defensemen Daryl Sydor Canadians and Flyers. Last floundering Chicago Bl;ckhawks cent of the team's goals, ana the
and Dallas for the divisional cham- and Sergei Zubov have not been season's performance can be attrib- fired GM Bob Murphy after a defense has been atrocious, as seen
picnship of a historically weak di- involved in the offense. uted to the fact that he was playing much-maligned term at the helm. by the statistics of Bryan McCabe,
vision. Goaltenders Ed Belfour and with a severe case of pneumonia for Murphy was responsible for trad- who has a negative 20 plus/minus

The Pacific is far from weak this Manny Hernandez have been the entire season. This season he i"!.=:;==~Ch::n::'·S';Ch:::e;':lio:::S"':~L ,!"", __ ,,,
season. steady but have not been able to has recovered, which can be seen r

The problem for the Sharks lies offset an anemic offense. in his srats.
within their competition. Luc Don't count Dallas out yet, Meanwhile, goaltender John
Robitaillie just returned 10 Los though. Vanbiesbrouck (10-7-4) has been
Angeles' lineup on Tuesday after They have too much talent and exceptional in the past few weeks,
being injured for five weeks with a just need Modano or Hull to hit a going 3-1-2 in the pat six games
broken left foot. hot streak which should ignite the alone.

The veteran should give Los entire team. Recently, Vanbiesbrouck be-
Angeles a boost, as he already Meanwhile, in the Eastern Con- came the eighth goaltender, and
scored six goals and ten assists be- ference, there is a' playoff race first American goaltender, to play
fore the injury. brewing between the Philadelphia 800 games.

This. in addition 10 the fact that Flyers and New Jersey Devils. There is a chance, however, that
the Kings possess a potent offense Several weeks ago, the Devils controversy could strike the Flyers
with the accurate passing of Ziggy prepared for an intense Atlantic locker room soon.
Palfy (12, 15,27) and the Norris Conference battle by re-obraining Rod Brind'Amour is expected
Trophy winning defenseman Rob Claude Lemieux, the sparkplug for back from a foot injury suffered
Blake (10, 10,20), make Los An- their 1994 Stanley Cup Champion during the preseason, and Keith

" geles a force to be reckoned with. team. Jones just returned from knee sur-
Meanwhile, Phoenix recently However, the Devils' locker gery.

acquired goaltender Sean Burke room has been mired in contro- As a result, the Flyers must
from the Panthers, who is 2-0 since versy over the past few weeks. This make some room on the roster to
becoming a Coyote. seems to be a result of waning sup- allow them playing time.

They are riding a hot streak led port for Head Coach Bobby Ftorek Rookie Simon Gagne (6, 3, 9)
by perennial all-star Jeremy as several players have been com- has filled in for both players, man-
Roenick (IS, 20, 35), who is cur- plaining and asking for trades, in- ning the third line center position

CHRIS ANASTASIA

Asst. Sports Editor

Iam not going to lie to you, I
have no idea what to write about
for this issue. You have to under-
stand, the sports reporting busi-
ness is a pretty damn jaded pro-
fession.

What Iam trying to say is that
it is hard to write a professional
sports column about a bunch of
ungrateful millionaires and be
happy about it.
I mean, there are not many

positive things in professional
sports ... or are there?
Imean, what is more positive

that Baltimore's Cal Ripken?This
is a guy that goes to work every-
day and plays as hard as he pos-
sibly can just for the satisfaction
of winning one more champion-
ship.

Of course, he makes a lot of
money; he is an entertainer.

Every time Ihave seen him in
person, though, Ihave come away
feeling like my $17 ticket was
money well spent.

Ripken seems t'Q""b; the kind
of guy that one could be comfort-

able just talking to. He is real in a
world of superficiality, and that is
a much overlooked aspect in sports
today.

No handlers, drug convictions,
or mistreated wives here. Just a
good man who works hard and
likes what he does. Cal Ripken is
what is good about professional
sports.

And it has to be positive to see
that the Indianapolis Colts and the'
St. Louis Rams are both in first
place in the NFL.

To see these perennial losers,
for lack of a better description, hav-
ing great seasons is just a testament
to the hard work and pride these
teams have put into their on-field
product.

Both teams are reflected by
their quarterbacks. The Colts'
Peyton Manning personifies the
fulfilled promise that so few young
stars deliver, leading his team with
a sense of grace and pride uncom-
mon today.

For the Rams, Kurt Warner is
living the sports version of the
American Dream as he goes from
Arena League nobody to the NFL's
leading passer.

Both these teams have not only
made Sunday afternoons more in-
teresting and given their hometown
fans something to cheer about, they
are both true examples of what is
good in professional sports.

Other positive aspects of
sports:

-This will be Charles Barkley's
last season. God, Chuck ... quit
whining!

-Anna Koumikova ... Just look
at her, c'mon.

-Lou Holtz is back in coaching
at South Carolina.

This really isn't a big deal, l just
wanted to write Gamecocks in this
column.

-The Baltimore Ravens. These
inept bastards have given me
enough ammunition for four or five
columns, at least.

That, and the fact that actually
pay Scott Mitchell (you know, the
walking ham sandwich) to stand
around and get made fun of by
yours truly.

-Stevie Z. The best long range
shooter in the world. Attention
Western Maryland men's basket-
ball team.

-Master P is now a semi-pro

basketball player.
I hope this will cut into the

time that he spends making really
crappy rap albums.

-The NBA does not test for
marijuana use in its players. Jeez,
one work stoppage was enough.

You see, if they all were tested
for drugs, they would all be sus-
pended, thus no players.

- Deion Sanders. His missing
all of last season and part of this
one with turf toe (he stubbed his
toe, plain and simple) has given
me yet another new excuse for
missing work.

You see, there are still some
good things left in the sports
world.

Some are very humorous, or
were at least' intended to be, and
some were serious.

That is the beauty of sports;
humor and gravity are held in the
same space.

That is why I write this col-
umn.

That is what I think is good
about professional sports.

Have a great holiday and do
not be afraid to laugh; you can
tell I'm not.

Jill Krebs
named All
American

MIKE YESTRAMSKI

Sports Editor

Sophomore cross country run-
ner Jill Krebs became the first All-
American in that sport from West-
em Maryland.

Krebs finished 35th in a field of
213 runners at the NCAA Division
III National Championships at Wis-
consin-Oshkosh. The top 35 run-
ners make up the All-America
team.

Krebs finished the race in a time
of 17:40.4 which was her career
best in a 5,000 meter course by 68
seconds. She finished 54.2 seconds
behind champion Rhaina Echols of
the University of Chicago.

Krebs was only the third run-
ner to qualify for nationals in WMC
history.

Krebs, along with sophomores
Jayne Karolow, Diana Pool, Holly
Thompson, and freshman Blair
Heinke recently gave Western
Maryland it's first ever league title
of any kind in either men's or
women's cross country.
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Women's basketball preview: New season brings new
faces and new challenges to the Lady Terror's squad

GREG LEDERER team is a young work in progress, Patty Russo. A six foot forward, also looked very promising in pre- The team will have to mature
Staff Writer and they will experience growing Ibex is supposed to be the key post season practices and are expected quickly with one of the strongest

pains as they learn to play to- player in the front court for the to have bright futures. Division III schedules in the
Over the last two years, the gether." team. A defensive specialist, jun- The back court will receive con- country. With nationally ranked

WMC women's basketball team "As soon as our team plays as ior point and shooting guard, Patty tributions from junior Meghan Gallaudet University and other
has seen massive changes and one unit, we will be formidable," Russo is expected to provide a large Tracey and senior Megan .Linch strong teams like Johns Hopkins,
new faces in their starting lineup. she continues. portion of the offense from the back while sophomore Brooke, Elizabethtown, and Gettysburg

With only three seniors on this Martin is looking for strong court this season. Brenneman provides depth in the on the schedule, the team will be
year's roster, the young team has leadership from captains junior Jill Good things are also expected front court. hard pressed to have an easy
the potential to play well in the Ibex and senior Carney Brian, who from senior starting point guard In the early part of the season, game.
Centennial Conference for the is presently on injured reserve with Dena Morgan, who didn't play for team chemistry has been very The team will play with an up-
next couple years. a recurring knee .injury. Martin is the team last season, and junior for- promising for the coaching staff. tempo style including many fast

In her 19th year as coach of very positive about the team. "We ward Brianne Bray, who saw lim- Martin says, "The chemistry is ... breaks and pressing defenses.
the team, Emily Martin is very have more depth than past years," ited playing time on last year's [physically] very good with every- For this reason, it may be a
enthusiastic and excited at this she says. team. one working hard, but they still very competitive and exciting
year's prospects. Big contributions on the team Incoming freshman Jennifer need experience on the court to- season for the women's basket-

According to Martin, "The are expected to come from Ibex and Piccolomini and Kris Brust have gether." ball team.

SPORTS

MIKE YESTRAMSKI

Sports Editor

Conaway brings home gold from Lebanon Valley College

South Carroll High School's
own Charlie Conaway (184 lbs.)
became the first ever WMC wres-
tler to take home the gold medal
from the Gerald Petrofes Invita-
tional at Lebanon Valley College
this past weekend.

Senior captain Conaway, a
former Maryland State High
School Champion, breezed through
the competition by pinning three
opponents and scoring a major de-
cision over another opponent.

The defending Centennial Con-
ference Champion pinned Justin
Maltews of Newport News for four
minutes and 36 seconds into the

match. The closest match Conaway
had was with Justin Haren of
Mount Union, whom he defeated
by a major decision score of 10-1.

Conaway spent less time in his
semifinal and final match com-
bined than he did in the first match
of the tournament.

He pinned Jason Miklacic of
Thiel in one minute and 43 seconds

in the semifinals and flattened
Adam Musser of Messiah in just
two minutes and 31 seconds in the
finals to win the gold.

Conaway also came away from
the tournament with the award for
most pins at the tournament, which
he also won as a sophomore, as
well as the school record for career
pins (43).

The record was previously held
by current Assistant Coach Steve
Smiddy.

Senior Jon Pitonzo (125 lbs.)
placed fifth at the tournament.
Sophomores Chris McNally (197
Ibs.) and Mike Macey (141 lbs.)
placed seventh and eighth, respec-
tively.

RYAN SEAVOLT

Stoff,Writer

Long shadows left by exit of sports legends and hope for future

In the past year or two we have
witnessed the exit of some of the
greatest professional athletes ever.
Whether through retirement or
death, we have lost a flurry of great
athletes in a relatively short period
of time.

Take for instance the death of
the "Yankee Clipper," Joe
DiMaggio.

His record 56-game hitting
streak in 1941 will likely never be
surpassed.

Or the death of DiMaggio's re-
pla<;ementin-c:entel'=-field,Micke
Mantle, known to our parents' gen-
eration as simply 'The Mick," who
left us before DiMaggio.

More recently, we have seen the
untimely death of NBA legend Wilt
"The Stilt" Chamberlain, who once
scored 100 points in a single game.
Even more surprising was the death
of the NFL's all-time rushing
leader, "Sweetness" Walter Payton,
who died of complications arising
from liver cancer.

Both of these stellar athletes
leave behind memories of astound-
ing athletic play.

The sports entertainment busi-
ness also saw its share of tragedy
this year.

While trying to make a dramatic
entrance for his match by gliding
down from the rafters on a harness
into the ring. WWF Superstar
Owen Hart plummeted to his death
when his harness became un-
hooked.

Thousands of fans watched the
tragic results live on Pay-Per-View
as he tried to accentuate his "Blue

Blazer," the real American super- for the San Francisco 4gers, Sieve
hero" gimmick Young, is also considering retire-

But not all legendary athletes ment, due to the many concussions
who left us this past year have he has suffered over the years, in-
passed on. eluding at least one this season.

Many have simply retired from So the question is, who's next
sports. Such instances are even to retire?
more important to "Generation Will we see the aging Cal
Xers" because we remember see- Ripken or Roger Clemens retire
ing these athletes play and grew up soon?
idolizing them. Or perhaps Dan Marino will fi-

For example, the greatest bas- nally win his Super Bowl this year
ketball player of all-time, Michael with the Miami Dolphins and de-
Jordan, after leading the Chicago cide to make his exit.
Bulls to three straight champion- Even if such great athletes do
ships, retired, for the second timC;-move on, however, there will al-
last year. ways be new generations of profes-

s if losing Jordan wasn't sional athletes to take their place.
enough, John Elway, the quarter- There is still an abundance of in-
back of the Denver Broncos retired credible players to watch, and pro-
after leading his team to two fessional sports are still as exciting
straight Super Bowl victories. He as ever.
will always be remembered for his In pro-football we have Drew
patented last-minute heroics to win Bledsoe and Bret Favre at the quar-
football games. terback position to keep us amazed

The list doesn't end there. with long-bomb passes.
The "Great One" Wayne In basketball there are a num-

Gretzky, who was everything his berofexciting young players, such
nickname implies in the NHL, re- as Tim Duncan, Anfernee
tired from the New York Rangers. Hardaway, Jason Kidd, and
Barry Sanders, perhaps the only Shaquille O'Neal.
running back to ever rival Payton Perhaps best of all, in baseball
as the.best of all-time, is likely gone we have Mark McGwire and
from pro-footbalL Sammy Sosa, whose home run-

Even more recently, Wade recordsmayneverbeecJipsed,and
Boggs chose to retire after the sea- a ten year veteran by the name of
son that saw him collect his 3,000th Ken Griffey, Jr., whom we still call
hit. ''The Kid."

While it's true that Boggs did
not go out at the top of his game
like Jordan, Elway, and Gretzky, he
nonetheless finished with a career
.328 batting average, and his keen
eye at the plate will likely never be
matched.

Likewise, the star quarterback

At the all-star game in Boston
this year, we saw Red Sox great Ted
Williams (also known as "The
Splendid Splinter" and "Teddy
Ballgame") somewhat unknow-
ingly pass the torch to a younger
generation of superstars.

He did this by simply asking

questions and offering advice in-
stead of immediately throwing out
the first pitch of the ball game. So,
when heroes of the past leave us,
we will always' have new icons
whom we can look up to.

We can only hope that these
stellar athletes continue to demon-
strate awe-inspiring play, so that
when they-leave, we will have the

memories to conjure up and send /
chills down our very spines. ~

Nicole Rodriguez was killed by <II drunk driver while
walking next door to play with her friend,

What should you do to stop a friend Irom driving drunk1
Wha1ever you have to.

Friend. don't let friends drive drunk.
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Wrestling Swimming
Assts-Rebnds-PTS Name Assts-Rebnds-PI'S Name Weight- WIL-Pins Name

4 4774 Jill Ibex 30 68 Jon Pitonzo 125 8/6

125 7/6 2 Luke Page

21.75

13 27 46 Nick Alley

5

TotalPts.

Chris Clemmens 43.75

23.75

II 28 Mike Macey 141 8/8

12 36 Randy Williams 133 5/6 2 Matt Fields

20.00

3

Sumeer Chadra

2 20 Shawn Calhoun 149 4/4 0 Jon Soucy

2 17 24 Billy Bobbitt 157 7/5

5 17 EricBartczak 174 4/4

II 16 Charlie Conaway 184 8/5 4 Annie Linz

11.75

Jan, 29 vs. Muhlenberg Jan. 25 vs, M. Washington Jan, 22 vs, Ursinus

Feb. 2 vs. F&M Jan. 29 vs. Muhlenberg Jan. 26 vs. Gettysburg

13.75

Kara Wnukowski 35.00

Christine Joyce 19.75

16.00

Men's, women's
swimming sinks
to 0 - 3 in Pa.

CHRIS ANASTASIA

Asst. Sports Editor

Defending Centennial Conference cham-
pion Alice Bonarou led Swarthmore to vic-
tories in men's and women's competition
against Western Maryland by scores of 56 to
20 (men) and 64 to 27 (women).

Swarthmore (3-2 men. 5-0 women)
bested the Terror (0-3 men, 0-3 women) de-
spite strong individual showings.

Junior Kara Wnukowski won the 50
freestyle, junior Chris Clemmens took the
200 backstroke, and junior Belazs Szidor
took the 200 breaststroke.

Prior to that at Selinsgrove, Pa.,
Clemmens won the 100 backstroke and the
200 freestyle, yet the Terror fell to
Susquehanna 98-80 (men) and 122-61
(women).

Wnukowski won the 500 freestyle,
sophomore Christine Joyce took the [00
freestyle, and freshmanAnnie Linz captured
the [00 butterfly.
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Terror football makes "college'history, wins first ever
home playoff game yet falls to

He then fan the ball to the 19 goal and took a 16-3 lead into
himself. halftime.

MIKE YESTRAMSKI

Spor/sEdito,
He then hit Powell again for a The second half saw the Ter-

The Terror'came back from 13 five yard gain. ror punt away their first posses-
points down to score 17 unan- The progress was slopped sian without even getting one first
swered points and defeat visiting there, and Junior kicker nailed a down only to have Catholic punt
Catholic University 20-16 in the 32 yard field goal to put the Ter- right back.
first round of the NCAA Division ror up 3-0. Deal returned the kick to the
III playoffs. Catholic answered back on the Catholic 43.

After Catholic returned the ensuing series, marching 75 yards Sermarini came out throwing,
opening kickoff to their own 25 for the touchdown and the lead. tossing back-to-hack first down
yard line, they had to burn one of The drive was kept alive for passes and marching the Terror to
their time-outs before they even Catholic by a questionable third the six yard line, where Senna-
ran an offensive play. down pass interference call. rini connected with Powell from

"That gave us a great feeling," The Terror stalled on their. six yards out to bring the Terror
said Defensive Coordinator Tho- next offensive possession and back into the game, 16-10.
mas, "when we had them worried punted the ball away. Catholic Catholic and Western Mary-
enough on the opening play to -began their next drive on the Ter- land traded punts again before
force a time-out." ror 43. Sermarini broke a 50 yard run

Catholic gathered a couple After a huge pass that brought into the end zone to give the Ter-
first downs on the drive but were the Cardinals to the eight yard ror the lead. 17-16.
eventually forced to punt to Mar- line, the next pass was knocked The Western Maryland de-
vin Deal who returned the ball to down by Meiklejohn. fense was obviously pumped as
the Terror 37 yard line. Immediately following that they forced Catholic to punt on

The Terror and Catholic then play, Catholic scored from eight their next possession but only at-
traded punts for a few series. Deal yards out on a bobbled pass play ter laying down two huge hits on
did break: up a pass in the series, to go up 13-3. Notarfrancesco.
one that was very close to being The Terror were forced to punt The Catholic punt went short,
intercepted, as well as a few huge once again on their next posses- however, and was fumbled back
tackles by Matt Meiklejohn and sian. After a huge second down to Catholic.
Aaron Bartolain. sack, the Terror had Catholic in a The Catholic offense still

Meiklejohn came up big late tough position, facing a third couldn't get much done and was
in the first quarter with a fourth down and 35 to go on their own forced 'to punt once again, this
down interception to give the Ter- 10 yard line. time into the end zone for a touch-
ror possession around their own Catholic didn't back down and back.
30" yard line. handed off to senior running back Sermarini went to work irnme-

Senior quarterback Ron Ser- Andrew Notarfrancesco, ~dJately, gaming a first down on
marini hit a quick pass to Teran bulled 50 yards f20be.f.nst down two quarterback keeper runs, then
Powell to bring the ball out to the __and_put-ea:thoTic" in field goal launching a bomb to Powell for a
45. range. Catholic kicked the field 50 yard gain.

In a modern homage to trench war/are, the lines for Catholic and Western Maryland prepare to strike one
anothe{ during the Terrors 20 to 16 victory.

KASENIALANTZKY

Safety Marvin Deal (22) in action against Catholic at Bair Stadium. The
Terror won the game by a score 0/20 to 16.

The Terror then scored on an
18 yard screen pass but was called
back for holding. Sandrock hit his
second field goal of the game af-
ter that, a 38 yard boot, to in-
crease the Terror lead to 20-16.

Catholic and Western Mary-
land then went back to trading
punts, including a late one that
was downed on the Catholic one
yard line. Catholic, sensing their
demise, went back' to
Notarfrancesco and his punishing
running.

Then, with three minutes and
22 seconds left in the game,
Catholic went to the air only to
be intercepted by Deal.

After that, the Terror went to
the ground game and ran out the
clock, winning their first ever
playoff game. Sennarini ran for
86 yards and threw for 17.9 in the
game.

After the game, Catholic Head
Coach Tom Clark said, -"'Western
Maryland is a good team. Bad
teams don't make the playoffs.
They did exactly what we thought
they would do, and we just
couldn't stop them."

western Maryland Head
Coach.Tim Keating said, "It was
unusual to be behind at halftime.

We haven't had that happen in a
few years." Coach Thomas said
that he told his team. "We are
going to do the same thing we did
in the first half with one major
difference. We are going to tackle
people."

Tommy Selecky was happy
with his team's performance. "We
played as a unit, together. That's
all we could have asked for."
~ Sermarini was very proud of

his offensi ve line, saying, "They
did an excellent job. They picked
up the blitz; they protected me.
They made that big run for me,
between that and the downfield
blocking, I had no choice but to
score."

The following week. how ....ever,
the Terror faced off, against the
team that bounced them from the
playoffs last season and .saw the
same result. Trinity defeated the
Terror 20-16 in a come-from-be-

hind win.
A few positives about the

game were Sermarini's 256 yards
through the air and .63 yards on
the ground.

Jason Wingeart also recorded
his first career interception in the
game. as well as matching
Tommy Selecky with ten tackles.
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FRANCFSCA SAYLOR

Head of Writing Center dismissed Are WMC residents
safe from dorm fires?News Sduor

Some may not have noticed, but
there have been a lot of changes
occurring in the Hill Hall Writing
Center. With the dismissal in Janu-
ary of the Writing Center's admin-
istrator, Mark Honeycutt, rumors
have been flying about the details
behind it and what is in store for
the center.

Many people have their own
opinion about what happened, but
not all are as comfortable talking
about it as Honeycutt is. While he
feels he has nothing to lose by
speaking his mind, several English
professors feel the issue is a confi-
dential one. In fact, the English
department has been given strict in-
structions nOI to discuss the topic
because it is a personnel issue.

Yet, that has not kept Honeycutt
from revealing what he saw as in-
justices committed by the English
department. First of all, Honeycutt
claims he was not given a job de-
scription when he was hired, other
than a verbal one made between
himself and the chair of the depart-
ment, Dr. LeRoy Panek. Panek says
Honeycutt was given ajob descrip-

Mark Honeycutt appears in a photo for a 1999 interview for

rico when he was hired, which in- copy of the job description.
eluded his teaching English Com- Honeycutt says everyone
position 101. However, Dr. Erin seemedthriliedthatheheldaM.A.
Smith says his job description did -ir. Rhetoric-the·science of-writing
not include teaching, and it was when hired. He said Panek told him
added as an extra task. The Phoe- he could do what he wanted with
nix was unable to obtain an actual

SwffWnler

Ethernet set for freshmen dorms
continued Of! page 3

MICHAEl. STOKF-S

On the last day of January term
both Rouzer and Whiteford Halls
took one step closer to using
Ethernet, the very fast, widely used
system that accesses the Internet.

The completion of internal wir-
ing in the dorms was the second
part of the three-part process of in-
stalling Ethernet, according to
Christine Matthews, director of
Information Services.

The first phase was the instal

Inside
[ii·I"',,i§,ib';:
Cathy Orzolek-Kronner and the
Social Work Club urge students to
understand the consequences of
eating disorders.
IMii'i4 :.

Nykole Tyson reviews "Welcome
to the Movies" WMC's first dance

Iation of fiber optic cable in all of
the residence halls, except for the
Garden Apartments, which was
completed last semester.

Matthews said that the third part
of the process, the setup and admin-
istration of the equipment, is ex-
pected to be completed by March
I, at which time Ethernet will be
accessible.

The freshman dorms were cho-
sen as the first residence halls on
campus to be equipped with
Ethernet because of a $75,000 grant
the college received from Bell At-
lantic.

Dr. LeRoy Panek, the initiator
of the grant, said, "We received the

" grant in order to further the writ-
ing program for first year. students.
With faster Internet access, fresh-
men will be able to access tools
such as the writing center from their
room."

The installation of Ethernet has
many advantages, according to
Ethan Seidel, the vice president of
Administration and Finance.

production. "There is a consensus that im-
proved access to the Web is a high

®ffi¥ II ~;~:~\h~~~~~Y[t~: ~:li,ri~i~i~~
Check out the Scoreboard for the assignments or posting syllabi, and
latest stats on your favorite Green critiquing student papers using this
Terror athletes. communication," said Seidel.

"Additionally, students- want to be
able to communicate with friends
and family through the Web," he
said.

Matthews said that another ad-
vantage of Ethernet is that the net-
work connection is always on, so
students will only have to wait for
certain programs to load, instead of
having to wait just to access the
Internet.

And because there is a "port per
pillow" (one connection per student
in each room), students in the same
room will no longer have to share
just one Internet connection, and
the downloading process will also
be quickened by the use of
Ethernet.

Another advantage of using
Ethernet is that those students in the
rest of the dorms who will continue
to use the data phones to access the
Internet, will have faster access
because there will be less people
using them

However, according to
Matthews, not all of the computer-
owning students wiJ1 be able to
Ethernet.

"Some of the older computers
will not be able to use Ethernet, nor
will the small percentage of Macs
that exist on campus," she said.

continued on page 2

LISA DUE VAN AUKEN of Blanche Ward Hall during reno-
Sm/fWriler vaoons so badly that students had

California-Berkley. California to stay at the Comfort 11muntil the
University. University ofWiscon- floor was repaired.
sin. University of Pennsylvania. Most recently, a micro-fridge
All colleges that suffered fatal fires caught fire in Whiteford Hall and
within the last ten years. caused some minor damage to a

Fires on college campuses are student's room about three years
not as uncommon as some would ago, but no one was hurt, said Philip
like to believe. And after last Sayre, dean of Student Affairs.
month's fire at Boland Hall, a "We've had some fires at resi-
freshman dorm at Seton Hall Un i- dence halls here ... none that burned
versity, some are fretting over the buildings down, or killed anybody,
safety of dormitory living, and not but fires do happen," said Sayre.
without reason. According to published reports,

Like many other colleges, many students at Seton Hall did not
WMC has seen it's share of fire. take the fire alarm seriously when
About ten years ago, Rouzer Hall it sounded. Allegedly, the dorm had
was plagued by garbage-can fires been plagued by a number of false
set by vandals so consistently, that alarms, so students became apa-
Campus Safety was forced to thetic about responding to the in-
tighten security to protect students. tertuptions.
Also, about ten years ago in Au- Students at WMC have also
gust, a fire started in a storage been know to be lethargic when fire
closet that charred the first floor continued-on page 3

Coley balances dual roles
KRISTEN G. FRASER

SMffWriler

Acting President/Provost and
Dean of the Faculty Joan Develin
Coley is having a busy semester.
As acting president and Provost of
WMC, she is faced with juggling
two different agendas. For the most
part, the transition has been
smooth.

President Bob Chambers is on
sabbatical for the Spring 2000 se-
mester, and the Provost position is
the equivalent of a vice president,
so, it makes her the candidate 10
substitute. This has created a few
changes.

Dean of Student Affairs Philip
Sayre explains, "If any person was
chosen to take on the duty while
Bob Chambers [is gone]. it clearly
was and is Dean Coley."

She has had previous experi-
ence covering other dean positions
such as Dean of Admissions and
Dean of the Graduate Program.

Coley is essentially splitting
her previous job position.

During the morning, she works
in the Academic Affairs office,
continuing her duties as the Pro-
vost. In the afternoon, she physi-
cally moves to the President's of-
fice to complete her presidential
obligations ..

"One of the big changes is that
I'm not teaching a course. Also, the
real change is adding the presiden-
tial responsibilities, like hosting
lectures and events at. the
President's House. It's a new ex-

perience for me," she says.
Some of these duties include

besting alumni events, parent
groups, and the Board of Trustees.

However, Coley will be receiv-
ing help from other staff. Dr.
Michael Rosenthal, an outside con-
suftant. will be working in the Pro-
vost office to handle part of the
workload.

The majority of the work will be
shared between the three vice presi-
dents of the college, the Academic
Affairs Deans and Directors, and
the support staff that works in both
offices.

Sayre .comments, "The other
vice presidents and I met with her
earlier, and assured her that we
could lighten her load."

For the most part, it seems that
the semester should run smoothly.
"[The transition] has been surpris-
ingly seamless. It hasn't been diffi-
cult changing from morning to the
afternoon," says Coley.

Student Government Assembly
president Matt Gribbin says, "I feel
that based on the fact that I have
known and worked with Dean Co-
ley for the past four years, we are
in a good position to go forward and
serve [he student body better, what-
ever her official job position may
be."

"I plan to hand the college back
to Bob Chambers in the same shape
or better than when he left it. The
college is doing fine now. I'm en-
joying it, it'i really a learning ex-
perience," Coley promises.
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Whiteford and Rouzer prepare for faster Internet connections with the Ethernet

continued from page 1 work cards on campus, which Matthews said Ethernet backbone at the start of the fall se- tracted for the rest of the halls, a total cost is
That is because a network card has to be in- is even more beneficial to first year students mester because of the added work needed to not yet known.
stalled and configured in all computers that because they have no way to get to the store. take fiber optic cable to the complex," Seidel However, because the freshmen dorms
will use Ethernet, a task which will be As for the rest of the residence halls, "our added. are the largest residence halls, and consider-
handled by Advanced Computers on Main goal is to have (them) wired over the The cost of wiring both Rouzer and ing certain start-up costs,
Street. summer ...exceptfortheGardenApartments," Whiteford halls will be $150,000, according Seidel estimates that the cost per resi-

The company, which the college has an said Seidel. to Seidel. . dence hall will be less than the first two
agreement with, will selland install the net- "The apartments may not be on the Because the college has not yet con- dorms.
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Students, administration discuss
dormitory fire safety CampusSafety Blotter

continued from page J

• On 01/25100 at 1:25 prn, DoCS • On 01/29/00 at 12:25 am, DoCS 'On 01/30/00 at 3;58 am, DoCS
alarms sound. Danielte Loiacono,
a resident of Blanche Ward Hall,
complains of false alarms in her
buildings. Over Jan-term, she said,
the alarms were sometimes pulled
to break up parties, and she became
accustomed to them.

Loiacono also recalls-a incident
at Whiteford Hall last year in which
she heard her fire alarms beeping
at short intervals. A snowstorm had
knocked out the building's power
and the alarm was beeping. "It was
so early," she said; "and I didn't
realty know it was going off. I just
heard a lot of people running
around in the hallways, but it didn't
seem dangerous so I went back to
sleep."

To avoid an incident like the
Seton Hall tragedy, there are only
two fire drills per semester; one
announced, and one unannounced.
Yet if a real fire were to happen,
Sayre assures the students that the

college has taken many fire safety
measures. To meet fire codes, each
building offers students at least two
ways out in case of emergency.
Only Daniel Mac Lea does not have
at least two ways out for students.
To compensate, DMC is equipped
with a sprinkler system. Also,
dorms are also equipped with fire
extinguishers for emergency fire-
fighting.

Sayre said a fire would most
likely be caused by student's lack
of adherence to fire safety codes.
Cigarettes, candles, and other vio-
lations would be the most probable
cause, and Sayre warns students
against deactivating door closers,
and covering fire alarms with tap-
estries.

"Sure," said Sayre. "The Seton
Hall fire got everybody's attention,
and if it's going to not be
repeated .... it's important for stu-
dents to follow fire safety rules."

documented a low velocity impact
vehicular accident at Bair Stadium.
• On Dln5100 at 11:35 pm, DoCS
documented an alarm report for a
pull station at Whiteford Hall.
• On 01125/00 at 9:30 prn, DoCS
documented an intimidation of an

documented an alcohol violation of
underage possession at McDaniel
Hall.
• On 01129/00 at 6:28 am, DoCS
documented criminal mischief at
Rouzer Hall.

documented an alcohol violation
for multi-liter container at
McDaniel Hall.
• On 01/30/00 at I: 19 pm, DoCS
documented an alarm report for

to excessive parking violations at
Blanche Parking Lot.
• On 01/28/00 at II :45 pm, DoCS
documented a low velocity impact
vehicle accident at Gill Lane.
• On 01/28/00 at II :45 pm, DoCS
documented a medical report for
treatment rendered at Peterson
Hall.
• On 01n9/00 at 12;15 am, DoCS
documented damaging at
McDaniel Hall.

Writing test yields
33% failure rate

pm, DoCS documented an alcohol
violation for underage possession
at Rouzer Hall.
• On 01/29/00 at 11:47 pm, DoCS
documented an alcohol violation
for underage possession at Blanche
Hall.
• On 01/30/00 at 2:15 am, DoCS
documented a medical report for
treatment rendered at Blanche
Ward Hall.

accident at Whiteford Lane.
• On 02/01100 at 8:32 am, DoCS
documented a low velocity im-
pact vehicle accident at White-
ford Parking Lot.
• On 02/02/00, DoCS docu-
mented a medical report for treat-
ment rendered at Whiteford Hall.
• On 2/03/00 at 4:32 am, DoCS
documented a smoke detector at
Daniel MacLea.

SARAH RADICE Another possibility is that the
three new essay readers somehow
threw the grading process off.

A system of checks and bal-
ances requires that every essay
must be read by two readers, with
a third reader breaking any tie if
the team of readers disagree as to
whether a particular essay should
pass or fail.

"Because of the higher failure
rate, I pulled many essays and read
them out of curiosity, just to see
whether I thought the readers were
right in their decisions to fail the
essays. With the exception of only
two, the essays were flawed rhe-
torically or ridden with grammati-
cal errors and did not fulfil the re-
quirements of a passing essay,"
explains Olsh.

Students who failed could also
have just had an "off night," or
didn't use the full three hours al-
lotted for the test, perhaps not care-
fully proofreading or writing both
a first and second draft.

Finally, as Olsh comments, "We
can't overlook the possibility that
we have a larger number of stu-
dents who need to improve before
being able to meet the College's
writing standards."

Writing Center Tutor Jessica
Heil comments that, "I've seen
some pretty rough papers, real
rough papers ... Probably 80% of
the students I see are freshmen and
they have the most problems in
general."

Olsh believes that every effort
is made to see students pass the
WCT. Two sections of the Writing
Workshop were offered during
January Term. Additionally, a few
sections were opened for the
Spring semester. While the WCT
is being reviewed for ways to im-
prove it, at present there are no
plans to implement change.

Slaf!Wr;ler

WMC's Writing Competency
Test has been given since the early
1990's. Historically, the failure rate
has been approximately 17-20%.
However, when the WCT was
given in December 1999,227 out
of 338 students failed, yielding
higher than average 33% failure
rate.

In the WCT, students respond,
in a 500-word argumentative essay,
(0 a prompt based on an essay cho-
sen by members of the English
Department.

The purpose of the test, accord-
ing to English professor and WCT
supervisor Suzanne 'Olsh, is to
evaluate "students' rhetorical skills,
grammar and usage."

Students have to meet WMC's
writing standards and "write a co-
herent, thesis-oriented essay that is
free of grammatical, mechanical
and usage errors," explains Profes-
sor Olsh.

They must meet these standards
before they can exit the First Year
Composition Program.

Professor Olsh believes that no
one can explain December's unusu-
ally high failure rate with certainty.
She says that, "Certainly the figures
are an aberration since they reflect
a significantly higher failure rate
than usual; however I have no rea-
son to suspect these test results her-
ald a trend."

A number of variables could
have influenced the test's outcome.

One possible explanation for the
"aberration" is that the essay cho-
sen by the English department was
faulty in some way.

In the months prior to the WCT,
members of the English department
each contribute a possible essay,
spend hours in discussion, and fi-
nally choose an essay for the wcr.

English department looks to replace Honeycutt
continued from page 1

the writing center, but not make any
changes with the tutors too quickly.

In addition, Honeycutt says
there were personality issues within
the department, particularly be-
tween himself and Smith. "It all
boiled down to Erin Smith not hav-
ing the same philosophy I did about
the writing center," states
Honeycutt.

"He had a vision of the Writing
Center as just that, the Writing Cen-
ter whereas other professors
seemed 10 see the need to change
10 a more technology-based cen-
ter," says senior writing tutor Sum-
mer Byers. She cites the changes
in the technical writing class as an
example. The class, now called
"Professional Communication," ffi-

cuses on web design and other
forms oftechnical communication.

"The English department is
making a very bad mistake when
its technical writing class doesn't
teach technical writing," Honeycutt
says, referring to how that class has
changed. "Web site development
should be left to web site develop-
ers," he says, and is not a part of
writing. According to Honeycutt,
the writing center should not be a
place where students and tutors fo-
cus on the technological aspects of
writing like he saw Smith doing.
However, he asserts that he was
never unwilling to change the phi-
losophy of the Writing Center.

Panek believes there will now
be a "[move] toward web-related
research and PowerPoint, etc"

Having been successful with
students, Honeycutt remains con-
fused about why he was dismissed.
According to Honeycutt, 50 stu-
dents tried to sign up for his En-
glish Composition class, and stu-
dents were always coming to him
for help.

According to Dr. Pam Regis, the
department is already in the process
of looking at new applicants, of
which there are about 70.

"I think that students should
know that this is a department that
cares about students and would not
make capricious or irresponsible
decisions," says Smith.

Regardless of who is selected,
tutor Jess Heil feels that "the qual-
ity of work that comes out of the
[center] will not change"

lHonor and Conduct Board news
The Honor and Conduct

Board adjudicated a case in De-
cember 1999 involving a student
accused of elbowing a Campus
Safety officer and a nonstudent
guest as well as with disorderly
conduct. The accused was found
responsible and suspended from
the residence halls, placed on dis-
ciplinary probation through
graduation, required 10 make a
written apology, and sent to alco-
hol education class.

A second case was adjudicated
in January 2000 involving a stu-
dent charged with forging a fac-
ulty member's signature on a
form. The student was found re-
sponsible and given an "P' in the

course and required to submit a
written apology to the faculty mem-
ber.

They adjudicated a case in Janu-
ary 2000 involving a student ac-
cused of possessing controlled sub-
stances with the intent to distrib-
ute. The student was found respon-
sible, suspended from the residence
halls until reaching junior status,
placed on disciplinary probation
until graduation, fined $179.00, and
recommended to attend drug coun-
seling.

A fourth case was adjudicated
in January 2000 involving a student
charged with possession of drug
paraphernalia, alcohol underage,
attempting to assault a campus

safety officer, and failure to com-
ply with the directions of a col-
lege official. The accused was
found responsible for all charges
and placed on disciplinary pro-
bation through junior year, re-
quired to have a drug evaluation
and attend mandatory counsel-
ing, and given 15 hours of com-
munity service.

Finally, they met in January
to consider a charge that in the
fall semester a student had sub-
mitted a plagiarized paper in a
course. The student was found re-
sponsible for violating the Honor
Code, was given an "F' in the
course and required to write a ten
page paper.
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Valentine's day gives a
whole new meaning to love
Kate Esposito elaborates on the word is defined as: delight in; admire; greatly
true definition of Valentine's Day cherish.

for students. Love has no limitations. In other words,
it is also available to the currently uncoupled.
Send a valentine to your mother, your best
friend, your roommate.

How about the lady who empties your
garbage every day without complaint, or the

Well, it's almost that time again. The in-
formation desk and it's unfortunate attendant
are soon to be buried in flowers, balloons,
and cheesy stuffed animals.

Send a valentine to your mother, your best friend, your
roommate.

Campus mail will be overflowing with
little cards featuring everything from hearts
and flowers to Pooh to "The Rock". Yes,
Valentine's Day is again upon us; the day
for couples to bask in their bliss and for single
people to resent them.

In my opinion, this hol1day needs a
change of perspective. It should not be about,
"Shoot, I have to buy my girlfriend dinner"
or "hmm. .that guy that eats pudding with
his feet can't be all bad-at least I'll have a
date."

The main focus of this day doesn't have
to be a significant or insignificant other.
There is a universal theme here: love. This

post office workers who have to distribute
all this fluff?

I am not an enemy of romance. Trust me.
I love the' flowers and chocolate thing just
as much as anyone else. But to quote Ralph
Waldo Emerson, "A friend is the hope of the
heart."

In other words, when the road to true love
is rocky, your friends are always there to pave
it. Most people only fall in love a few times,
or possibly once-but you can never have too
many friends.

So, this Valentine's Day, let everyone who
touches your life know how much you care
about them. I'm sure they will appreciate it.

r-
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Monday, Feb. 14th - Lecture in the Forum, 8 p m I
From Corsets to Body Piercing: A Historical Look at Female Adolescence by Joan I

Jacobs Brumberg I

Scheduled Activities for National Eating Disorders Awareness and
Prevention Week
February 12-J9

Tuesday, Feb, 15th - Eating Disorder Screens, 11 am - 2 prn, location TBA
, After completing self-reports, those with eating disorder concerns may speak with

professional therapists ..

Thursday, Feb, 17th - Panel Discussion, The Forum, 7 pm
The panel will include a nutritionist, body-image specialist, psychotherapist, and

recovering bulimic, all with expertise in eating disorders.

Friday, Feb. 18th - Fearless Friday
Today is your day to take off from dieting.

During this week, information will be available on tables outside the cafeteria and in
Decker Center. This year's motto is: "Don't fight your genes, just change your

jeans."

The "Great Jeans Giveaway" also runs throughout the week. This event urges
students to think about the 'fit vs. fashion' dilemma and the pressures of our 'thin is
in' culture. Event organizers suspect that most students have jeans in their closet that
they are struggling to squeeze into. Students are encouraged to. 'stop fighting your
genes, and simply change your jeans.' A box will be available in Decker, in which
anyone can donate his or her jeans that do not fit. At the end of the week, the jeans I

will be donated to a residential setting for adolescents. After all, every Body deserves I
to be comfortable. I

L j

See related adfor information about
campus events promoting National
Eating Disorders Awareness and

Prevention Week.

Phoenix changes
Ienifer Sirkis announces the new
Phoenix staff for the Spring 2000

semester

Last year, Carrie's sorority sisters would
have described her as outgoing, energetic,
witty, and always ready to lend a helping
hand.

Eating disorders: Carrie's struggle
Cathy Orzolek-Kronner and the
Social Work Club discuss the
dangers of eating disorders.

Although there have been numerous theo-
retical contributions, the recovery rate of
those afflicted by an eating disorder re-
mains discouragingly low. Severe medi- With the departure of many editors on

staff at the end of last semester, this year
brings many new faces on the staff of the

This year, however, Carrie's sorority sis-
ters would describe her as preoccupied and
distant. Carrie's suffers from an eating dis-
order.

February 12-19 is National Eating Dis-
orders Awareness week nationwide, and we
will tell you Carrie's story of her battle with
bulimia. -

Carrie didn't know she had an eating
disorder and she didn't think her obsession
with food and weight had anything more
to do with then the desire to fit into stylish
clothes.

For Carrie her problem began during
high school just before the junior prom. She
wanted to fit into "that" sexy dress and she
was a little put-off when her boyfriend said
"she had a big butt."

Now, Carrie wasn't the type to take
those comments lightly and like any self-
assured teenager she told her boyfriend
where he could go.

She wasn't really hurt as much as she
was mad. Her best friend suggested she get
back at him by going to the prom in a
"knock -out -don' I-you- wish-you -had-me
dress."

Well, we all have these fantasies, and
we've all tried dieting, but Carrie was what
she called "determined." She began running
in addition to' daily field hockey practice.

In addition, late one night after eating
pizza her best friend introduced her to vom-
iting or purging.

"It's hard at first, but then your body
gets use to it, and you can eat as much as
you want and not worry about calories," her
friend said.

Carrie lost weight and made it to the
prom, but the dieting never stopped. Her
determination became obsessive, and by her
junior year in college she focused com-
pletely on food and weight.

Carrie fainted twice that year in college
at field hockey practice. After the second
time, the coach suggested she go to the

counseling center. Carrie is currently in the
difficult process ofdetennining if bulimia is
her friend or enemy.

"Right now," the counselor said, "bulimia
looks like your friend because you can lose
one or two pounds, but, in fact it will or can
rob you of a healthy heart, bones, teeth, and
may take your life."

Carrie has agreed to "think" about
whether she is just "determined" or "ob-
sessed" with food and weight. But Carrie is
nOI alone. Eating disorders have hit epidemic
proportions in the 1990's, and predictions for

Eating disorders are
complicated and not easy
to identify as Western

society promotes dieting,
rigorous exercise, and the
quest for ideal beauty.

the 21 st century suggest that numbers will
continue to rise.

Recent research from Eating Disorders
Awareness and Prevention, Inc. (EDAP)
indicates that approximately 91 % of college
women are on diets at any given time while
15-20% of college women currently engage
in eating disorder behavior.

These statistics' are startling and warrant
recognition, and it is also important to real-
ize that eating disorders are not specific to
the female gender. Increasing concerns about
body image are reported by males. Current
statistics from the Menniger Clinic suggests
that I to 3 percent of American males suffer
from anorexia nervosa. There are no present
statistics regarding bulimia in males, how-
ever, speculations from EDAP infer that
more and more males are experimenting with
the binge-purge cycle.

The origin of eating disorders continues
to puzzle mental health professionals today.

cal conditions and even death are common
consequences of both anorexia and bu-
limia. These disorders must be taken seri-
ously and halted as soon as possible.

Eating disorders are complicated and
not easy to identify as Western society pro-
motes dieting, rigorous exercise, and the
quest for ideal beauty. Conversations
around fat-free products, low-calorie reci-
pes, cosmetic surgery and the newest ex-
ercise video are commonplace today. In
this familiar context it is difficult to deter-
mine when body-image concerns have as-
sumed an obsessional nature.

You may want take a minute to con-
sider the following questions:

Do I avoid eating when I am hungry
because 1 do not want to gain weight?

Do I find myself often thinking about
food?

Do I exercise even when I don't really
want to because I feel I must bum off calo-
ries?

Do I sometimes go on eating binges that
I feel I may be unable to stop?

Do I feel guilty after eating?
Do I find myself continually thinking

about weight?
If you answered yes to anyof these

questions, you may want to take the time
to learn more about eating disorders. You
'may also have concerns about a friend or
family member and wonder what to do.

We will try to provide you with some
useful information and experiences during
National Eating Disorders Awareness and
Prevention Week, February 12-19. Preven-
tion is the key to successful outcomes. We
urge you to become more aware of your-
self as well as the messages you send oth-

Phoenix.
In the news section, Staci George and

Francesca Saylor have been made co-editors.
Kate Esposito is the new features section

editor along with her assistant Shauna
Dominguez.

Have an opinion? Well, Ed Schulthesis.
commentary editor, and Matt Hurff, assis-
tant commentary editor, are the men to talk
to.

Also, as you may have- noticed, Mike
Yestramski and Chris Anastasia have decided
to return as the sports and assistant sports
editor, respectively.

Finally, Matthew Thomas has taken on
the responsibilities of managing editor.

Laura Kelley and myself have taken on
the positions of co-editors-in-chief. We just
couldn't resist the temptation of spending
long nights in the office in desert-like con-
ditions and failing computers to lead the
Phoenix into the new millennium. In these
positions, we have several goals.

Laura and I will constantly strive to put
out a paper that is three things: accurate, fair,
and professional.

In addition, the Phoenix is now a mem-
ber of u-wire, a national collegiate media
wire. When implemented, the Phoenix will
have the capabilities of publishing stories
from colleges around the country, and staff-
ers will have the opportunity to get thoir sto-
ries published in other college papers. We
are also looking into adding color to some
of our pages, and hope to have this in place
for the next issue.

The Phoenix is always eager to increase
the size of our staff. If you are interested in
working for us, come to our next meeting,
Mondays at 6:30 pm in the DMC basement.

Finally, the Phoenix is your paper. If you
know of an event that is happening that, in
your opinion, deserves coverage, let us know
and we'll do our best to cover it.
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any reader of the Carroll County
Times can tell you, I am as big a
supporter of this move as any-
body.

I do not, however, support the
locking of the trash rooms in or-
der to do this. J understand that
the Ethernet control panel for
each floor had to be placed some-
where, but by locking the trash
rooms, students are literally in-
vited 10 [eave their trash in the
halls, not to mention the bath-
rooms.

And; that is another problem
in itself. Despite supposed exter-
mination attempts twice last se-
mester, the bathrooms are still
infested with roaches.

Now, I am no expert, but I do
not think encouraging students to
leave their trash in the bathrooms
is a viable option for getting rid
of pests. In fact, it would seem
that the roaches find the increase
in garbage quite inviting, but,
once again, I am no expert.

As I have said before, the so-
lutions to Rouzer's problems
have got to lie somewhere. I fig-
ured we would have found it by
now, being February and all, but
I guess we will have to wait a bit
longer.

In the meantime, I will pacify
myself with the notion that Iwill
soon be able to enjoy the advan-
tages of the Ethemet.i.Jn March
Until then, Iguess Iwill have to
contend with the garbage and dis-
order that has come to define this
place, and hope (hat the situation
docs not further escalate.

I do have one question,
though: Do the roaches have to
pay "Common Damage"?

face a political and media meet-

trapped in a sea of questions and controversy

cial Security, Education, and For-
eign policy could fix major prob-
lems with America today. Forbes
is a social conservative who has
been thrown aside by Bush and
McCain

Forbes is running third in nearly
every poll in the nation. This is his
third time running for the office; he
won two primaries in 1996 against
Bob Dole and Pat Buchanan.

Forbes has few problems, but
the media picks at them like a scab.
Forbes is not the most eloquent
speaker, he does not get his strong
message across like Bush and
McCain. He is also an outsider who
has never held public office. But,
is it so bad to get away from "poli-
tics as usual"?

Governor George 'w. Bush Jr.
the poster child for "politics as
usual".

His father is former president
George H. W. Bush, and his brother
Jeb, is Governor of Florida. Gov.
Bush has been the Republican
establishment's pick for over a year
now. He is seen as the only man
who can beat AI Gore. His views
are moderate and he calls himself
a compassionate conservau ve.

He is pro-life, and is a strong
defender of the second amendment.
Bush has been ridiculed by the lib-
eral media for as long as he has
been in the race. He is a likable
person to counter Gore.

Bush is not the greatest debater,
or the quickest thinker. He is an elo-
quent speaker, when his campaign
prepares his speeches. But, in live

His views are very idealistic and debates he is not the most influen-
could reform this country and its tial
people. Forbes is most famous for This is his first national elec-

tion, and has made a few mistakes.
His big weakness is Foreign POlicy.
He has been ridiculed for not know-
ing current leaders of foreign coun-
tries and hasn't really experienced
foreign policy before.

He does have a great staff, with
great advisors, and more money
raised than any other candidate, but
Bush is not a visionary.

So, this November, when you
cast your vote, vote Republican.
Because, anyone is better than AI
Gore.

Matt Hurff describes the
trauma suffered by young

Elian Gonzalez.

in place over Cuba. This particu-
lar group feels that Brian's moth-
er's dying wish should go an-
swered, allowing her son to grow
up in America with boundless op-
portunity.

Is it fair to place a young boy in
such a situation, especially when he
does not really know what is going
on?

The political candidates for
President also generally feel in fa-
vor of keeping Elian in the United
States as George W. Bush said in
the January 17 issue ofT/me Maga-
zine, "The Cuban boy's father
ought to come to America. He
ought to get a taste of freedom, and

Report from Rouzer
Michael Wiles gives his the Ethernet has begun in Rouzer
second report Oil the and Whiteford Halls. Now, as

Correction
'The photo of World Aids Day attributed to Karen

Pizzalato in the December 9, 1999 issue of the Phoenix
was actually taken by Katrina Threat.

conditions in Rouzer

This year the Republican Party
has one thing in mind ... victory.
After suffering through eight years
of scandals, bad tax plans and a
horrible foreign policy, the Repub-
lican Party has a good chance to
finally retake the White House.

This November our nation will
elect a new commander in chief,
there are now four Republicans still
going for the office. Four Repub-
licans looking to end the reign of
terror brought on by the Clinton/
Gore era. The party of the elephant
is looking to win big come Novem-
ber because so much lies in the
wings.

So, who are these candidates,
and who will be our nominee come
November? Only four republican
candidates are still in the race for
our nomination. The race started
with fourteen Republicans vying

. for our nomination. Well, money
and/or lack of support have cleared
the field.

We are now left with the estab-
lishments' choice, the centrist, and
two conservatives.

But, can any of these men beat
Al Gore? I believe they stand a
good shot to end the Clinton/Gore
era.

Alan Keyes, former talk show
host and ambassador under the
Reagan era, is a social conserva-
tive. He stands up fer-an unborn
child's rights, and strongly takes all
his views based on the constitution
and the Bible. He supports making
a national sales tax; a system Keyes
believes is what the founding fa-
thers wanted for our country.

The liberal media has given him
minimal coverage this year, only
asking questions about race. Keyes
is an excellent debater and outwits
all of his opponents. But, with his
lack of coverage, and lack of funds,
the media wrote him off before he
entered the race.

After placing 4th in the first
caucus and primary, Keyes hopes
seem to be fading. But, took for
Ambassador Keyes in thefuture,
perhaps when Amenca ",."WOCjOP>

they can accept an
can President.

They had succumbed
dration and fatigue from treading
water endlessly when their J7,:f~ot.
boat capsized due to awkward pas-
senger movement and panic when
weather conditions off of Florida
had worsened.

His mother's last action was to
tether six-year-old Elian to an in-
ner tube so that he could survive
and make it to America.

There, alone, Elian was left to

David Lee analyzes the
views of the Republican

nominees.

John McCain is the man in the
center. McCain is a former prisoner
of war in Vietnam, and current U.
S. Senator from Arizona. He's com-
ing off a strong victory in New
Hampshire, beating Bush by 18
percentage points.

His views are quite controver-
sial, one minute, he will be pro-
choice, then the next day pro-life.
He reminds me of a certain man
who has been manipulating the
press and the people for the past
eight years.

He has "Clinton-esqce" quali-
ties, but has his good points. He is
for advancing our military, and
keeping a minimum foreign policy.
His tax plan is one of the weakest
of the four remaining. He will not
push for a new tax code, but will
increase the 15 percent bracket for
middle class folks. This may help
the poor, but will not give much
help to the middle and upper-
classes.

McCain's liberal stance on most
issues has him-attracting indepen-
dents and Reagan democrats. But,
McCain has shoved aside the right
wing in favor of popularity.
McCain needs to get key wins in
South Carolina, Michigan and New
York ifhe wants to beat "w."

Steve Forbes is a multimillion-
aire magazine publisher from New
Jersey. He is paying for his cam-
paign out of his own money.

his 15 percent flat tax for everyone.
It is fair and eliminates loop-

holes for large corporations and the
rich. Forbes plans to eliminate the
Internal Revenue Service and the
tax code as it is today.

People will only have to fill out
a form the size of a post card and
simply mail it in. lt is a tax cut for
all and could save families thou-
sands of dollars. Forbes is strictly
pro-life, and will only appoint pro-
life justices.

His revolutionary ideas on So-

strom.
Now in America, young Elian

is subject to debate and political
agendas from such groups as Cu-
ban refugees, parental rights
groups, presidential candidates and
the Immigration and Naturalization
Department, not to mention Castro
and his communist supporters a
mere 150 miles south of Miami.

Most children his age are busy
playing child games, riding bikes,
and trading baseball cards, not em-
broiled in an international contro-
versy.

For the Cuban-Americans,
Elian has literally been a poster boy
for Cuban refugees. That is be-
cause a billboard of his likeness
hangs over 1-95 in Miami in pro-
test of the communist system still

For someone who plays by the
rules (most of the time), I seem
to be accumulating an interesting
collection of Campus Safety en-
counters.

Last Saturday night, around
I :30 am, I awoke to the sound of
Campus Safety knocking on my
door. I did not know what it was,
but something told me it was
them before Ieven answered the
door-which is why Idid not ac-
tually get out of bed .

I quickly went back to sleep,
learning th~~ ~as, in fact, Cam-
pus Safety at my door the next
day from my neighbor, who was
wimess to their visit

In the end, I guess it was all
my own fault: I should have
known better than to try to sleep
in Rouzer on a Saturday night,
and will surely never make any
such attempt again.

This story, I am sure, comes
as a surprise to nobody. We all
know that Rouzer is not exactly
conducive to silence and order,
nor does anyone expect it to be.
However, Ibelieve Ido speak for
most of my fellow residents when
Isay that it is expected that Rou-
zer maintains some standard of
sanitation.

Now, I understand that many
residents make the journey to-
ward cleanliness an uphill battle,
but an obstacle has recently been
placed in our collective way by
Information Services.

Yes, Information Services. In
the ongoing struggle to catch
WMC up with the rest of the
world, the process of installing

then he ought to make his decision
on what's best for his boy .. .! think
it's a mistake for the INS to send
the boy back to Cuba."

Should Elian be returned to a
country economically sapped and
technologically stranded in the
1950's where people still drive and
constantly maintain old American
cars, or should he remain in the
United Slates, where he can access
a great number of opportunities and
education? For me, the answer is
clear.

Send Elian home. He has cer-
tainly been through a great deal in
his short life. The last thing he
needs is to remain in this country
as a political tool for Cuban-Amen-
cans and politicians alike.

Instead, he should be sent home
to his Sf-year-old father Juan, a

security guard, who wants his son
back, and could certainly stabilize
his son's tumultuous young life.

Juan clearly loves his son a
great deal, as he is taking a stand
and not cutting his hair until Elian
returns, a task they usually do to-
gether.

Juan claims that Elian was "kid-
napped" by his ex-wife Elisabet. In
America, if a child was "kid-
napped" in such a parental dispute,
he would be returned to his other
parent.

Therefore, I feel Elian should
be returned to Cuba. Then, once he
is older, he could then remember
his time spent in America, and con-
template whether he would like to
return, or maybe fight to make a
change in the communist system in
Cuba.
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am completely for the First Amendment, but
there are exceptions when a person had no
right to speak out in such a manner and in
such a public forum as Sports tltnstrated,

The question of punishment now moves
into the spotlight. Does the punishment of
one month away from baseball fit the
"crime?" Should he even get a punishment
from the MLBA? While my answer on that
is not so clean-cut, I do believe that he should
be punished in some form or another. What
worse punishment is there then being
branded a homophobic, xenophobic, racist,
which he certainly exhibited in his state-
ments?

Imagine how the atmosphere will be like
when he walks out of the bullpen at Shea
Stadium facing the Mets. There is no greater
punishment than being hated, which John
Rocker certainly is by a vast number of
people. .

He can hide behind the First Amendment
but that only hides him from the law; he cer-
tainly cannot hide behind it when it comes
to what people think of him.

The reason that the MLBA suspended
him? So that they were not hated also for
letting it slip by with only a slap on the hand.
Not a great reason, but a reason all the same.
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Rocker puts first amendment to the test
After taunting New York fans during the Edward Schultheis discusses the

playoff series with the Mers, Atlanta pitcher implications of John Rocker's~:e:~~;:~:~~:~:~~~~~:~:e~~;~~~:~~~~ outrageous racist comments.
other racist remarks in a recent edition of said about? Has the sense of decency and
Sports Illustrated. His tirade brought swift respect just gone down the tubes in the past
action from Major League Baseball's com- years? What protects the people that John
missioner, Bud Selig, and Rocker was sus- Rocker so harshly criticized? Certainly, the
pended until May I Major League Baseball Association is at-

However, Rocker feels that the punish- tempting to rectify that situation.
ment was unjust and that he should not be While Rocker has the legal right to feel
punished for his "misguided speech." Does' anyway he wants and to speak his mind, he
he have a point? should have the "common" decency to con-

John Rocker and advocates claim the trot and contain himself and not offend so
statements he made are protected by the First many people. You see, since he gave the in-
Amendment, therefore he should not be pun- terview in Sports Illustrated, he was not
ished for his opinions. speaking as just a regular guy, but rather as a

Th?f~5'pposed to Rocker's case claim member of the Atlanta Braves organization.
that he is an employee of the Atlanta Braves This means that he is reprehensible for his
organization and can be punished for any actions.
statements made because they reflect the or- Among some of his inappropriate state-
ganization. menrs were references to one of his team-

Does the First Amendment really differ- mates who he called "a fat monkey." He also
entiate between the two, or is it rather an all- made comments about New Yorkers and for-
encompassing umbrella to protect any and eigners stating, "How did they get into this
all "misguided speeches?" country anyway?"

If the First Amendment really does pro- While these statements are governed by
tect everything anyone may say, then what the First Amendment, it certainly does not
protects the people that the things are being mean that it is right, fair, or even ethical. I

Writing Center's focus is questioned by Phoenix
WMC students know they can use the

Writing center as a supplementary source
for guidance about papers completed in
their classes at WMC.

By simply walking in, or setting up an
appointment with a tutor, help is easily
available; something that is unique from
all the other computer labs on campus.

However, with recent developments
within the Writing Center, it appears that
its future as a place for students to get in-
dividual attention and help with their writ-
ing is uncertain.

In our front page story about the dis-
missal of Mark Honeycutt, it appears to

The Phoenix discusses possible
changes to the WMC Writing

Center

the Phoenix, that due to the desires of some,
the Writing Center may be shifting its focus
to accommodate new technology including
web-site design and learning computer soft-

While it is always good for students 10
be able to use the most updated technology,
we at the Phoenix believe this might not be
in the best interest of all students.

This is evident by the 33 percent failure
rate of WMC students on the last adminis-

-rratton of the Writing Competence Test.
This statistic shows that current WMC stu-
dents, especially first-year students, most-
definitely need the extra help they can r~-
ceive at the Writing Center

We understand professors teach mul-
tiple sections of the English composition
class and assisting all students with their
writing skills is difficult. This is why the
Writing Center is a perfect complement to
any teacher aid.

Improving the Writing Center is a ben-
eficial goal. However, it should not come
at the expense of students who desperately
need the help it offers.

Whose bitter about the cold?

You tired of the monotonous winter yet?
Forgive me if Iwas nostalgic when I re-

member Christmas. It just that all those
candles, and foods, and wines, and lights, and
conversations, and songs worm their way
under my skin and don'tleave until the trees
start turning green again,
Iam left toying with remnants of Christ-

mas long after the happy holiday atmosphere
has faded from the department stores and
been replaced by pastel pink and purple plas-
tic grasses.

Yes, even after the last burnt-out Christ-
mas lights have fallen from the last ice-en-
crusted railings of the last house on my street,
Christmas stays with me.

'But thank God it does. Because a few
weeks after the Christmas sales have made
way for New Year's extravaganzas, it seems
we are punished for our orgies of overspend-
ing and gluttony with two months of barren,
frozen isolation. January and February are
the revenge of a jealous God.

For most of us, January is sandwiched
between two intense semesters of schooling,
and no matter how many times we go through
it, the shift from the holiday-induced chaos
of December to the tundra-Jike wasteland of
January is enough to leave even the most
misty-eyed winter snow bunnies shivering
with anxiousness.

First, we face the dullness of the weather.
Leaves have io~ggone and turned the entire

Lisa Dale- Van Auken longs for
the transformation of winter to

spring.

world a stale shade of brown-gray.
The sun barely looks down on the drab

landscape, unless it's to bounce bright, stab-
bing light off mountains of dirty snow, mak-
ing driving a painful experience. And the
waters of our great land stop in their tracks
to protest the sorry season, like a child hold-
ing her breath hoping her parents will give
in to her requests before her face turns too
icy blue.

And as if that isn't bad enough, there is
the dullness of activity. Did you even put a
moth in the refrigerator? No? Maybe a
glowstick then?

Well anyway, when January comes, it's
like the world turns into a giant refrigerator,
and it makes us all sleepy and slow, much
like our winged friend. People get slower
when it gets colder. Or maybe it's just be-
cause there's nothing to do.

Shops close early, days get shorter, and
the swings of neighborhood parks sway only
when gusts of winds blow in from the north.
Cabin fever is the only thing that runs ram-
pant. It makes people desperate for activity.

For instance, I'm not exactly sure whose
bright idea it was to buy my grandfather a
table saw for Christmas, but.J wasn't sur-
prised when I heard he was in th~.:mergency

room .... apparently, it had something to do
with an ice sculpture ...

Yet there is a final afffictlon that we must
all face: Jan. Term. While Ican hardly suffer
the drudgery of the January season at home,
with the ammunition of friends and trans-
portation to help fend off boredom, I cannot
even begin to fathom the restlessness of the
season if I were stifled in a dorm room.

So I'd like to send a message out to the
students who weathered Jan. Term. To those
of you who didn't make it: You arc justly a
martyr, and will not be forgotten. At least
not until the leaves come back.

To those of you Who got through it: Con-
gratulations.

Although it must have been a long strange
trip, you got through it somehow. Is it a co-
incidence that the local liquor stores thrive
in the winter? Am;1 just think. Even though
we're only half way through the season,
there's still room for optimism.

Look ahead. Squint your eyes hard
enough peering into the future and you might
break a sweat and think yourself into being
warm.

Or just continue to dwell in the cozier
memories our forgiving friend December,
and stoke your memory fire with Yule logs
and bourbon.

As for me .... I'Il try to get through it by
writing commentaries. I'm hoping all this
typing will keep my fingers warm.

mailto:phoenix@wm:Ic.edu


60 Seconds
Whats your ideal Valentine s

Day?

"A nice long bubble bath,
candles, followed by dinner

and music."
Veronica Estevez
Social Work '00

"Flowers delivered and a
nice romantic dinner."

juna Kacala
Undecided '03

by Trang Dam

"For my boyfriend to send
me flowers and take me out
to a romantic dinner. .. (hint,

hint}."
Malissa Morin

Political Science '0 I

"Going out to a nice and
fancy restaurant and catch-

ing a movie. "
Dan Harman

Exercise Science '''00

S.E.R.V.E / Circle K Auction

Thursday, February 24th
7 pm in the Forum

$2.00 Admission
Refreshments provided

Door Prizes * Silent Auction * Live Auction,
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Students reflect on semester abroad
On August 30, 1999 I flew to

Budapest, Hungary with J4 WMC
students. There I taught at the
WMC Budapest campus, and the
students earned credits toward their
WMC degree. We experienced liv-
ing in the city, as well as traveling
throughout Europe. It proved to be
an extraordinary adventure for ev-
ery one of us. For the same price
as a semester at WMC, plus the cost
of a plane ticket and travel money,
these students had the opportunity
to spend three and a half months in
Europe. It was wonderful, fantas-
tic, and at times, in memory, almost
dreamlike. Looking back, it's hard
for us to believe we were even
there.

'Below is an anthology of para-
graphs from essays some of the stu-
dents wrote for their travel writing
class.

I had the premonition that be-
ing on the Danube River, absorb-
ing alien surroundings and viewing
the postcard-perfect sites with my

for hours, talking and taking pic-
tures. We talked about what we had
done in Budapest already, muse-
ums' we'd wandered through, clubs
we'd been to, and movies we'd
gone to see. Then we talked of what
we were going to do still, trips to
Paris, Italy, and Amsterdam over
Thanksgiving, and the group trip to
Egypt with Pam. Later in the night,
we talkedabout the things that we
missed: washers and dryers, grilled
cheese, our own beds and rooms,
cars, pets. Even though we missed
these things, it didn't matter so
much that we weren't at home for
a holiday. We had our own little
piece of home.
-Helen Whitehurst

Prague looks like a painting.
-Doug Novielli

This is the land of Gaudf. Roll-
ing waves of mosaics, high laugh-
ter and Espafioi. Well, not exactly
Espanol. They speak Catalan here ...

My eyes were drawn to one of
many row houses along the avenue.
Its facade: smooth, gently curving
swells as one corner melts into an-

Frederic Chopin's birthplace.
The Warsaw Ghetto wall. Marie
Curie's childhood home.
Auschwitz-Birkenau. Though often
dismissed as a country not worth
visiting, Poland contains some of
the most fascinating sites in East-
ern Europe. Equipped with accu-
rate information and a well-planned
itinerary, one can easily enjoy the
country's many historical and cul-
tural attractions, spending an aver-
age of just $15 each day-hotel,
meals, and sight-seeing expenses
included.
-Nicote Novotny

Paris was lonely. Iwanted to be
with a girl I loved in the city that
belongs to lovers. When I thought
about Paris back in the states, I
thought about lovers atop the Eiffel
Tower ....

My eyes snapped a picture of
the look on her face: her elbow
leaning on the back of her chair.
Her thumb is pressed against her
temple. Her fingers are cradling a
cigarette. Her legs are crossed. Her
mouth is slightly opened ...

A view of/he majestic Danube River and Chain Bridge from (he top of Gelfert Hill in Budapest

rope; the Europe I had dreamed of
exploring since learning what was
on the other side of the Atlantic, as
I spent the summers of my child-
hood immersed in sal! water and
daydreams. -Joy Thomas, after
the Danube cruise. September.
I am staying at the Beta Hotel

Garden with a group of thirteen
American students .... This home,
forme, is spelled B-R-E-A-K-F-A-
S-T. Ieat a HUGE breakfast each
day, it is my favorite meal. Ispoon
the pears, in light syrup, on the yo-
gurt. Each morning I drink two
cups of creamy-smooth and hot
cafe au Iait. There is Swiss cheese,
smoked cheese, cream cheese,
Brie, and Camembert. Ihave eaten
apricots, pears, grapes, plums, and
cantaloupe. Unusual breakfast ad-
ditions are sliced green paprika and
wedges of red tomato. There is
dark, sliced, thick-crusted Hungar-
ian bread to coat with pale honey.
The hard, round, French rolls, get
draped with butler, jelly and slices
of cheese. -Laurina <rl!e. Octo-
ber. Budapest

We came to live in a European
city, travel Europe, or try school in
a new place. We have learned the
normal city things that were foreign
to most of us. We can use public
transportation, get a good taxi at
night, and maneuver through a light
crowd. We don't act like tourists
anymore.

So we sat together at the party

other seamlessly. Blue-green trans-
lucent tiles, a flawless imitation of
the sea. A small weather-beaten
plaque read: "Case Batll6--Antoni
Gaudf."

He could capture the Mediter-
ranean sea and transform its undu-
lations into walls .... The Mediterra-
nean lapped at the pebbly beach.
Gaudf's inspiration. Stripping off
our shoes, we ran to the water. Cold
waves licked toes and ankles as we
pierced the air with cries of shock
and delight. -Amanda Lesher. af-
ter returning from Barcelona.

Simplicity for a backpacker
translates into less worrying, over
what you are going to wear, how
you are going to look, and how you
are going to have to transport all of
your belongings. Less worry trans-
lates into an unclouded mind. Your
unclouded mind will be able to ap-
preciate what you see and experi-
ence more than your anxious, wor-
ried one would ....Backpacking is an
international practice, and you will
amaze yourself when realizing
you've met and gotten along well
with Canadians, Aussies, Brits,
Chileans, Swedes, South Africans,
Spaniards, Italians, Frenchmen,
and so on.

Absolutely essential to a poten-
tial backpacking trip is a European
railpass .... 1 would recommend the
"10 days-in two months Eurail
Flexipass." -Carl Schatz, after re-
turning from Amsterdam.

-Kris Sevillena

Iam neither at the beginning nor
at the end. Istand here, suspended
in the last few weeks of my jour-
ney, wondering what it will be like
to step foot on soil that was once
familiar to me and see it all for the
first time. Although Imiss home, I
know adventures like this one do
not present themselves frequently.
Time carries us along in its sweep-
ing current, daring us to grab on to
something and attempt momen-
tarily to anchor ourselves to the

present. Iam saddened to know that
the end is in sight, and growing ever
nearer. But Iknow, finally, that this
is only the beginning.

"We shall not cease from explo-
ration, And the end of all our ex-
ploring Will be to arrive where we
started and know the place for the
first time."

- T.S. Eliot, "Little Gidding"
-Joy Thomas, December

Complied by Dr. Pamela Regis

Amalie
Yourself

Study at WMC Budapest
Fall 2000

Information Meeting
Monday. Feb 27
6:00 pm HiII]08

Can't make this meeting?
Call Dr. Pam Reeis x437
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covered quickly and don'tthink that anyone
SraffWriler

Mike Lofton drove all the way from Vero
Beach, Florida to. watch his daughter perform
in WMC's first dance production; he and the
crowd were not the least bit disappointed.

Nothing but a dim beam of red lighting
filled the room at Alumni Hall main stage
Saturday night, as the dance production
"Welcome to the Movies", made its debut.

The performance, lasting two. hours, was
enthusiastically embraced by a crowd of ap-
proximately one hundred fifty, with ecstatic
cheers and screams from start to finish as
enormous positive energy filled the air. The
production was compelling, interpreting the
dress, style and ambience of the particular
time period in which a movie took place.

Directed by junior Melanie Cook with
assistance in choreography from her sister
Janet Cook, the end product of the perfor-
mance was' phenomenally choreographed.
The whole performance was captivating and
overwhelmed with great energy and a pro-
fessional, but fun performance.

The dancers acted out graceful steps with
bright smiles. The focus of the production
seemed more on having a good time than
having each step perfect. This strategy re-
sulted in maintaining the interest of the au-
dience and little error during the perfor-

The costumes were vibrant in color and
exotic in style. However, what made the pro-
duction such a success was not just the rhyth-

mic steps and the beautiful costumes, but the
confidence and excitement the dancers out-
wardly expressed and possessed.

A related movie clip was projected onto
a screen on stage. This added to the antici-
pation and excitement of each dance routine.
There was a balance between graceful and
free Flowing dance steps with electrifying
and fast-paced ones. Dazzling and energetic
are just some of the many words that can be
used to describe the witty and keenly com-
posed performance.

Joyous screams, cries and repeated
giggles was the audience's reaction to the
production. I found the audience's response
wonderful and encouraging not only for the
director and the participants in the produc-
tion, but also to those who might be inter-
ested in advocating programs on campus.

When asked how he enjoyed the perfor-
mance Ryan Ewing, a WMC junior replied,
"It was riveting. It is good to finally see
dancers with such talent at work. I enjoyed
it very much."

"From a parent's perspective it was ex-
cellent," said Mike Lofton who drove one
thousand miles in eighteen hours to see his
daughter, Amanda, perform. He expressed,
"the performance was worth every mile and
hour."

A reaction like that would make any di-
rector happy. In fact director Cook was not
surprisingly speechless after the production
was over, "words can't explain how I feel
right now; I feel amazing."

Nasty Nor'easter

Student Research and Creativity Grants for Spring, 2000
The deadline for applications for student research and creativity grants for

Spring, 2000 is February 29, 2000.
To apply for an award, a student must have a WMC grade point average of

3.2 and obtain the direct involvement or close sponsorship of a faculty member. The
awards are competitive.

The grants are intended to encourage special projects that complement
students' major academic emphases; they are not intended to cover the normal
expenses of a course. The project mayor may not be connected with a particular
course. It may be a special studies outgrowth of a course. A grant may cover the cost
of materials for such projects. It may cover travel expenses to libraries or special
collections. These are merely examples; Dean Coley would like to see what kinds of
creative proposals students may devise, in consultation with appropriate faculty.
Grants may range from $25 to $500. Applications are available in Dean Coley's
office.

Cook's thoughts the night of the show
were, "oh my goodness is this going to hap-
pen," and after they were "oh my gosh we
did it." These feelings of accomplishment
were well deserved

Prior to Saturday night's performance two
dancers commented on what they had been
practicing and there expectations forthe per-
formance.

"We have been practicing since last No-
vember, said sophomore Nichole Christman,
"but we have been practicing consistently
everyday for the past four weeks for three to
six hours a day."

She responded, "1 can't wait to perform;
I think people are going to be amazed by
what we do," after being asked how she felt
about the performance Saturday night.

A seco!!d dancer, sopbomor~~n,;my
Keil, also commented on the practice and
upcoming production, "the experience has
been a lot of fun." Keil had never danced a
choreographed show before and said, "it is
challenging and I am having difficulty with
the moves because they are different from
swing and Latin dancing with which I am
more familiar."

When asked how he felt about perform-
ing, Keil responded, "I have never danced
for an audience and do not know what to
think."

Minutes after the performance Keil said,
"I feel pumped and really good about the per-
formance," and pointed out that although he
messed up in a step or two, "I can say I re-

noticed."
Christine Johnson, a freshman com-

mented, "I am glad that my family came and
I am happy that our performance is the first
dance production. We were successful and
proved ourselves; all through the prcductlon
it was sheer excitement."

Two other dancers, sophomore Nia
Clements, and junior Alethea Desrosiers
agreed that the production was a lot of work
but it was worth every drop of sweat.

Other members of the WMC dance com-
pany include: Anna Royer, Jason Fitzgerald,
Matthew Gribbin, Kasenia Lantzky, Kelsey
Reichard, Stacey Roach, Shelley Sorensen,
Stacey Starfeper, Jeremy Trammelle and
ChristinaWatier.

Asked how she got the idea for the pro-
duction, director Cook replied, "I was try-
ing to design a major and realized that we
did not have anything involved with dance
and decided that I wanted to do a dance pro-
duction."

Sophomore ·communication/th~atre ma-
jor Maya Redfearn, who felt overjoyed, ex-
pressed her sentiments about th'e, perfor-
mance, ..

"I loved how everyone was sitting on the
edge of their seats·in anticipation, knowing
that what they were Witnessing was going
down in history as WMC's first dance pro-
duction," she said.

Redfearn and others hope the dance pro-
duction becomes a permanent par! ofWMC.

"It's all about the music, man"
Coffee House offers music, coffee, and low-key atmosphere

LISA DALE: VAN AUKEN trcduceaherself Eby is the conductor of the
SliiffWriler evening's musical motif, which has been

"Welcome to professional show busi- going strong since December. "There's a real
ness," snickers singer/songwriter Mike need for [this] in the community," she says
Maloneyaftershoutingdireclionsacrossihe smil'ing." [In westminster] there's nothing
room to the man at the sound board. Amid to do but bowl."
the laughter of children, the rumble of mas-
culine voices coming from the back table,
and the scraping of chairs on the tile floor,
Mike plays a few more Dotes and then pro-
nounces himself ready to rock.

I came to the Salvation Army tonight not
knowing what to expect, but as one always
looking for something new to try, I though
I'd give it a shot. I suppose the beatnik in
me can't resist the temptation of a coffee
house. Besides, it was only two bucks to get
in, plus free coffee and good music.

So I came here, and I feel strangely com-
fortable. It's a low-tech, grass-roots, laid-
back, commercial-less sanctuary that would
make any garage musician proud to profess,
"It's all about the music, man."

In fact, the atmosphere might be a little
too simple for some. There's not many
people, and r have the vague suspicion that
many of those who are here are related to
one or more of the acts. Still, the people here
are genuinely happy. Even little Katrina, who
has been making faces at me from under the
table for the last half-hour, is tapping her toes
in time to the tunes.

Diedra Eby sits down next to me and in-

Eby, who wiH be playing later with For-
gi ven. a Christian Rock band, tells me that
The Coffee Househas been a great place for
all kinds of people to come listen to music.
"It's not always Christian," she says. "Rut
it's always clean and tasteful."

As if on cue, Katrina wiggles. out from
under my chair, where she has been practic-
ing her acrobatics, and sticks her tongue out
at me. It's like she's trying to tell me "Ha.
ha. I'm allowed to be here too." I laugh.

Eby, however, suddenly strikes a more
serious note. She's sad because last week
some unknown vandal stole two speakers and
an effects box from the Salvation Army. r
am disgusted. Taking those speakers is like
stealing from the offering plate. Gross. Luck-
ily, New Song Guitar Center was good
enough to lend the Salvation Army the equip-
ment needed to carryon with the evening.

So, in case you're interested, The Coffee
House starts at 8:00 pm on Fridays at the
Salvation Army (across from Walmart) and
is two beans. For auditions, call Diedra Eby
at 410-239-1587. Youth Night is the second
Friday of the month, and will most likely be
moved to Saturdays later this month

SPRING BREAK 2000
CANCUN*JAMAICA*NASSAU

Space is limited

CALL TODAY!!!
800-293-1443

www.Studennfity.com

Erwood Smith (left) and Mike Devine, members of the WMC Grounds crew, take
from removing snow in from of Daniel MacLea. Two storms ripped through

the area covering WMC with between 15-20 inches of snow. The snow.forced classes
to be cancelled on January 25 and 26. Classes were also delayed on January 31 due to
treacherous road conditions.

http://www.Studennfity.com
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CATHY PENDORF

SwJJWriter

Valentine's Horoscopes: Falling in LOVE with the future!
Aquarius (Jan. 21 • Feb. 19)
Happy Birthday independent
Waterbearers! Don't let the winter
weather drag you down. Remem-
ber that it is the month ofluuuv and
anything could be hiding behind the
next snowdrift!

Taurus (Apr. 21 - May 21)
YourpracticaJ nature may bug your
friends during this Valentine's Day.
Don't be afraid (0 do something ro-
mantically bizarre: go to public
places, grab strangers, and
TANGO! The dance of love
will loosen anyone up!

Leo (July 24 - Aug. 23)
Your soul mate might be the one
watching you with the eyes of a
lovesick giraffe, or that rabid ani-
mal that escaped from the zoo!

Virgo (Aug. 24 - Sep. 23)
Although you long for a perfect
Valentine's Day, it might come in
strange forms. Whether it's a ro-
mantic dinner in Glar or a Slug

Wrestling Marathon,
you'll realize that as long

I as you're with someone
you care about, it almost
doesn't matter. (Someone
should wear a helmet
though, in case something
accidentally goes flying at
their head.)

Scorpio (Oct 24 - Nov. 22)
Being such romantic creatures, this
is your season! Have a Love party
and go all out! Hire a band, cater-
ers, and a petting zoo, and invite as
many Aquarians as you can find!
Oh and "try to stay away from the
small furry animals, they can get
vicious!

Pisces (Feb. 20 • Mar. 20)
Poor fish in your frozen lakes!
Think of the bright side - when one
is stuck under the ice, one is not
being eaten by bears! Wow ... can't
you just wait for spring?!?!

Gemini (May 22 -June 21)
Your double vision of ravioli
on a warm day is a sign of
good things to come. But un-

~~,t~:t s~~~~;!~~~~~~:=~~fjr-:!!.!~U'!F::.a~l~""""i~_i-I
to the luscious temptation of
Pokemon cards!

Sagittarius (Nov. 23 - Dec. 21)
Hibernating until spring?
Relax ..Jet the visions of green el-
ephants dance in the sun. When you
get back from your trip you will be
refreshed and ready to tango!

Aries (Mar. 21 - Apr. 20)
The love of your life may try to
sweep you off your feet for
Valentine's Day; maybe you should
. remind them early that brooms
aren't very romantic and dishing
out for a vacuum may be better! exist in your head!

tickets on line

Classified
'6'24

Mexico/Caribbean or Central
America $229 r.t. Europe $169

o.w. Other world wide
.destinations cheap. ONLY
TERRORISTS GET YOU
THERE CHEAPER! Book

www.airtech.com or
(212)219-7000

***ACf NOW' LAST
CHANCE TO RESERVE

YOUR SPOT FOR SPRING
BREAKI _DISCOUNTS FOR 6
OR MORE! SOUTH PADRE,

CANCUN, JAMAICA,
BAHAMAS, ACAPULCO,

FLORIDA & MARDI GRAS.
REPS. NEEDED ...TRAVEL

FREE. 800-838-8203/
WWW.LEISURETOURS.COM

#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica,

Bahamas, & Florida.
Best Prices Guaranteed! Free

Parties & Cover charges!
Space is Limited! Book it

Now! All major credit cards
accepted!

1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.com

GO OIRECf! We're the
Amazon.com of Spring Break!
#1 Internet-based company

offering WHOLESALE pricing
by eliminating middlemen! We

have the other companies
begging for mercy!
ALL destinations.

Guaranteed Lowest Price!
1-800-367-1252

www.springbreukdirect.ccm

Adoption

Devoted happily married
couple wishes very much to
adopt newborn. We will give
your baby a warm loving home
with strong family values and
financial security. Medical and

legal expenses paid. Call
Susan and Peter collect

410-336-0250

Libra (Sep. 24 - Oct. 23)
You' I! find that balance is
a little harder to achieve Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 20)
this month, beware of slip- Your quest for love is similar to the
pery sidewalks! To keep squirrels looking for their lost nuts.
from falling, grab on to Ignore the frozen grounds, you're
something you love, on not getting anywhere! One warm
second thought, lets not be day you will find your cashew in
obscene-hold onto a tree. . that spring valley of buttercups!

cover your butt.
better yet, help cover your

[tuii:ionje
College can mean maneuvering through a lot of different things, but tuition payments

shouldn't be one of them. That's where Army ROTC comes in. Here, you'll develop

skills that'll last a lifetime. Meet friends you can count on. And have a shot at

getting a 2- or 3-year scholarship. tetk to an 'Army Rare advisor today, and find out
more about OUf scholarship proi(am. We.'ve got you cove~ed.

AR MY ROTC Unlike any other college Course you can take.

Visit Gill Gym or call 410-857-2720.

http://www.airtech.com
http://www.endlesssummertours.com
http://www.springbreukdirect.ccm
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Wrestling

CHRIS ANASTASIA

Asst.SpomEditor

The Sports View: Weighing in on crime andsports
. .. ~

You know, it seems like this
column is a full time job. I mean,
it comes into play in nearly ev-
ery phase of my life. I always end
up being asked for my opinion
about the biggest sport stories of
the day just because I. write a
pretty good (I hope) column in
the paper. '

Now, I do not mean to com-
plain about the aCI of seeking my
opinion. In fact, I am greatly hon-
ored that people would think of
me when they have a quandary
about the ever-changing world of
sports.

Whatl find disturbing are the
very questions that abound today.
Questions have turned from what
a star middle linebacker's role in

a zone blitz is to what is a star
middle linebacker's role in a
double-homicide.

I am not going to lie to you; I
am out of my league in the "Law
& Order" field. Do these questions
need to be asked? Certainly. Should
I answer these questions? Abso-
lutely not.

In short, I feel really OUI of place
addressing .the police blotter, so I
will keep my comments on this is-
sue to this; ali people are innocent
until proven guilty in this country,
that, and the fact that a certain
Ravens middle linebacker should
be a little more careful about who
he chooses for friends.

Now that is out of the way, lets
talk about the new aim of this
columnist's venom (hey; the
Ravens deserve some time oft), the
Washington Wizards. Armed with

newly named head of basketball
operations Michael Jordan, the
Bul1s ....um ....Bullets ....err ...Wizards
moved into a new direction for the
21st century.

Jordan started quickly by firing
head coach Gar Heard and hiring
former teammate and former Bul-
let guard Darrell walker.

Walker may be a good fit for
this club, at least in the interim, but
a head coach should be the least of
Jordan's worries. The Wizards have
most of their payroll locked up in
players like Rod Strickland and
Juwan Howard who show no want
10 play here.

In short, Jordan made a smart
call in replacing Heard, who had
obviously lost his grip on this team.

The real task will be gelling rid
of Howard and Strickland, who
have crippled this franchise finan-

clally and in spirit .•
Just a thought on-this whole

situation though. Is. it just me, or is
Jordan riskinga lot on this club.
Jordan banks on his reputation,
both personalty and financially,
thus associating with such a dead-
end franchise like the Wizards
seems like a real risk.

What happens when all the fans
that loved Jordan the basketball
player find that they do not like
Jordan the businessman? Slay
tuned.

It seems that Wrestling pro-
moter Vince McMahon has inten-
tion to build a newjootball league
to supplement football fans after
the Super Bowl.

The new league, eXtreme Foot-
ball League (that's right, XFL) will
be a "faster, more action packed
type of football" and will take

GREG LEDERER

Staff Writer

Men's basketball, 3-15, hit wintery skid

Anonymous Aids
Testing

It has been a tough and difficult
season for the Western Maryland
men's basketball team.

"Right now, we're just playing
for our dignity," says freshman
swing man Mike Paesani. "A win-
ning season is an impossible task
this year so I'm looking 10 the fu-
ture and hoping for some good
things next year."

With players leaving the team,
and rumors swirling about the
coach's future, the team continues
to play hard in times of adversity.

The team has fallen to a 3-15,
1-7 record, but there have been
many positive moments of late.

In his II th year of coaching the
Western Maryland men's basket-
ball team, Nick Zoulias has had a
total of 83 wins and 175 losses
which has led to speculation that a
new coach will be hired soon

Recently, the Carroll County
times released an article that
changes possibly will ~ made very
soon.

Injuries and the loss of quality
players has hurt the team chances,
especially the loss of point guard
Adrean Pope, who transferred to
Messiah.

Earlier in the year, Pope played
very well and was named to the
All-tourney team at the WMCTip-
off tournament. His quickness and
scoring ability have been missed
over the last month of the season,
but other players have stepped up
to fill the void.

A bright spot for the team has
been the development of freshman
guard Greg Hill who started slowly
after coming back from being a
wide receiver on the football team.
He made a name for himself in a
January 19, conference game
against Gettysburg

Spring Semester 2000
11:30-12:30

Every Other Thursday

February 10 & 24
March 9 & 23
April 6 & 20

May 4

For whom: For students and Other Low to Low Moderate Income Taxpayers
Where: Western Maryland College - Gold Room B
When: '

Tuesday Thursday Saturday
7-9 pm 7-9 pm 12.3pm

February to February 12
February 15 February 17 February 19
February 22 February 24 February 26
February 29 March 2 March 4
March 7 March 9 (Spring Break)
March 21 March 23 March 25
March 28 March 30 April 1
April 4 April 6 April S
April II

Unaffected by his first career
start, Hill set a school record by
going 8 out of 8 from three point
territory and 27 pomrs carried the
team in route the team to a 63-58
win. He set a record for three point-
ers made in one game. The previ-
ous mark was 6 threes held by Eric
Watkinson, Pat Young, and Mike
Schmall.

The win snapped the terror's 10
game losing streak in the Centen-
nial Conference and their first con-
ference win in 361 days.

Another exciting game was a
January 24 classic against York
College. Down 48-41 at halftime,
the team went on a late rally to
close the lead to 77-74 with 8 sec-
onds left.

On the next possession, they
worked the ball to Paesani in the
comer who hit a buzzer beating
three point shot with only four sec-
onds left in ovenime

The home crowd went crazy scores
and everybody was fired upped to
root the Green Terror basketball MIKE YFSTRAMSKI
team to a victory. Sp(Jrt.~ Editor

Of the shot, Paesani said, "Hit-
ting the shot felt great, but what 49-0 over Lebanon Val1ey
really felt good was when the team 56-0 over Gallaudet
came off the bench after the buzzer 45-7 over Johns Hopkins
sounded 10 congratulate me. It felt 27-15 over Washington and Lee
like we were playing for the team 25-18 over Ursinus
and not for ourselves anymore. 54-4 over Swarthmore

Although York out scored the 60-0 over Howard
team 12-4 in overtime and won the 37-11 over Delaware State
game, the contest was a glimpse er
good things to come for the men in
the future.

The loss of experienced players
will hurt next year, especially lead- Title, meaning they will be confer-
ing scorer Brian Billman, but the cnce champs for three .straight
team has a good nucleus of experi- years.
ence and youthful exuberance re- ' Also, senior Charlie Conaway
turning next year. recently broke the school record for

The learn should see more fre- career wins, in addition to the
quent and positive moments over record for career pins, which he
the next few years broke last semester

FREE TAX HELP

viewers "where the NFL is afraid
to go," according to McMahon
at a recent press conference.

The league is set for ten teams
and a {en game season and a four-
team playoff. While I think that
this rria·y [urn out like other pro
footballleagues have in the past
(the USFL comes to mind), the
XFLhas two positives on its side.

First, is the new league's will-
ingness to work as filler between
the stop and start of the NFL sea-
son as opposed to working
againstit.

Second, McMahon, who has
shown that he can bring action-
oriented programming 10 TV
successfully, will head this
league. This should get very in-
terestmg very soon.

Until next time, I will see you
in the cheap seats

With their recent win over Hop-
kins, the learn has secured itself a
share of the Centennial Conference

Location -- Smith House
Call Ext. 243 for an appointment

By appointment only

Please call Serg Fayvusovich x8359 (on campus) or (410) 751-8359 (off
campus) to schedule an appointment
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~tatistics as of Feb. 6, 2000 "",,,
(,~ ~

M. Basketball W. Basketball Wrestling Swimming
Name PTS Asst. Rbnds Name Win Loss NamePTS Asst. Rbnds Name

Brian ·Billman-249 15 149 Jill Ibex- 271 19 141 Charlie Conaway 29 9 Chris Clemmens 157.25

Sean Pond- 127 10 31 Jen Piccolomini-ISf 46 90 Chris McNally 23 16 Matt Fields 88.75

Jim Hegmann-116 16 63 Brooke Brenneman-139 25 91 Mike Macey 19 - 16 Sumeer Chadra 80.00

Michael Paesani -106 13 46 Kris Brust- 131 6 72 Jon Pitonzo ·18 - 17 Luke Page 79.00

Michael Furey- 97 9 83 Patty Russo- 120 34 41 Billy Bobbitt ,17 - 12 Jon Soucy 56.50

Greg Hill- 90 24 23 Sindi Stem- 84 29 32 Scott Taylor 16 -13 Kara Wnukowski 159.50

Karl Friedheim- 87 12 60 . Brianhe 'B'raf- '28 -'6ri""26' Vinny Pedalino 13 3 Christine Joyce 95.75

Jack Kowalik- 74 11 28 Stephanie McPherson-51-14-33 Nick Alley 12 II Annie Linz 75.75

Erik Larson- 60 20 10 Sommer Chorman- 64 7 23 Rob Johns 10 Jenny Weddle 61.50

Curtis Miller- 48 37 5 Megan Linch- 24 15 35 Eric Bartczak 9 11 Kalli Patentas 54.00

Calendar of sporting events
WMCRM. Basketball W. Basketball Wrestling

Feb. 9 vs, Dickinson Feb. 8 vs. Dickinson Feb. 12 Tri at Messiah vs.
King's 1620Feb. 12 at Gettysburg Feb. 10 vs. Elizabethtown

Feb. 14 vs. Villa Julie Feb. 12 at Gettysburg Feb. 18-19 Centennial Confer-
ence Championships Do you want to be aFeb. 16 at Johns Hopkins Feb. 16 vs. Johns Hopkins at Johns Hopkins

D.J.? If SO, call Mike
Feb. 19 vs. Washington CoUege Feb. 19. vs. Washington College Yestramski at X8017

Indoor Track and Field Swimming for details.

Feb. 12 Bucknell Winter Classic Feb. 18-20 WMCR 1620 AM.
Feb. 25-26 Centennial Conference Champion- Centennial Conference Champi The Radio Voice of

ships at Haverford onships Western MarylandMarch 5 Last Chance Meet at Haverford at Franklin and Marshall
March 11-12 NCAA Division IT! Championships

. Total Points
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Women's basketball flattens F&M, grinds Galluadet

Hit the ground running. Thai's
exactly what freshmen are being
called on to do for Western
Maryland's (8-9,.4-4) women's
basketball team. No adjustment
period, no comfortable playing
time in blowouts, they're needed
now. And, oh yeah, after last
season's success, they're expected
to win.

After losing some of their most
talented players following last sea-
son, Western Maryland women's
basketball coach Becky Martin
knew the key to this season would
be how quickly her young learn
developed into a cohesive unit.

In fact, four freshmen: Jen
Piccolomini, Stephanie
McPherson, Sindi Stem, and Kris
Brust have all seen substantial play-
ing time this year.

"At the very beginning of this
season I had made comments that
this was going to be a rebuilding
year, and we were going to take it
on the chin early, but the faster we
matured, the more likely we were
to have an opportunity to get into
post season play," she said.

That maturing process has hit
full stride in recent weeks, and it
needed to. Prior to their January 22
tilt at Johns Hopkins, the Terror
were dealt an unexpected setback
when senior starting guard Megan
Linch suffered a concussion in a
sledding accident and was lost for
the season.

Not only did they lose a starter,
but they lost Linch's experience, a
commodity they can hardly afford
to spare.

"Certainly any time you go
from having an integral part of a
program that's there one day, and
not able to continue the next, it has
an affect on the program," Martin
said.

While the Terror could have al-
lowed such a loss to break them,
they have instead seemed to in-
crease the speed of their progres-
sion.

A good measuring Slick for that
development came on February 2,
when the Diplomats of Franklin
and Marshall (9-9, 5-3) came to
town.

Earlier in the season the Terror
let a halftime lead against the Dip-
lomats turn true a 16 point loss.
Once again the Terror took a lead
into the locker room, this time,
however, they were determined not
to let it slip away.

"This time we made up our
minds that we weren't going to let

them do that, and we were going to
step it up ourselves," said WMC
forward Jill Ibex.

A pair of freshmen led the
charge for WMC. Guard Jen
Piccolomini scored a career high 17
points, and center Kris Brust
notched two career highs, scoring
14 points, and pulling down eight
rebounds, matching a previous
best. .

Piccolomini has been a leader
on the court all season for the Ter-
ror, and. the conference is starting
to take notice.

"Jen came out at the beginning
of the year and made a name for
herself early on in the stars, and
already as a freshman coaches are
coming in aware of her, and hav-
ing to contain her," Martin said.

Martin believes that there are
big things in Brust's future as well.

"Krts is coming into her own
offensively, and she's going to be
a key factor," she said.

In their January 29 match up
against the then conference-leading
Muhlenberg Mules (I 1-6, 6-1), the
Terror's youth squad showed a little
of everything.

Exciting play, and the ability to
compete with the conference's best,
and at the same time the mistakes
that come with inexperience. In the
end, WMC was left with a 61-58
crushing defeat.

"The inexperience kind of shot
us in the foot. We are capable, when
we are playing well, of playing with
any team in the conference," Mar-
tin commented.

"When you get into pressure
games, and when you play better -
teams you learn, and you need to
learn, that you can't make certain
turnovers. and our decision mak-
ing process out there during that
game hurt us, "she said.

For the Terror, one inspiring
performance did come out of that
game, however; Forward Jill Ibex
was sick, and said that she felt "hor-
rible". This did not unnerve Mar-
tin.

"I joked with her a little bit be-
fore the game and told her that I
always felt as a former athlete that
when I didn't feel well, I actually
had better games because I didn't
take any guff off of anyone.

Ibex responded by pouring in 25
points, tying a career high

"I felt horrible so Ijust went out
there and concentrated. I think it
helped because I was more focused
on what I wanted 10 do, and how I
was going to do it," she said.

While this may have been a
banner game for Ibex, it is not far
from being consistent with the rest

of her season. The six-foot forward
has led the team in either scoring
or rebounding in all but one of the
Terror's games this year.

"My goal for every game is to
play aggressive, and do whatever I
can to help the team win," [bex
humbly said.

"She's played behind two of our
top three leading scorers in the his-
tory of the women's program in her
career, and she did well, but she
was in a supporting cast role, and
now all of a sudden this year, as a
junior, she's been asked to become
a leader on the court through her
play, and I think she has felt the
pressure at times," Martin com-
mented."

But I think she's handled it
well," she added.

Ibex's performance may have
been enough to gamer the Terror a
win had itnot been for Muhlenberg
guard Lindsay SI. Lawrence's 20
points. eight assists, and clutch, free
throw shooting. The sophomore hit
five of six free throws in the clos-
ing minutes to ice the game for
Muhlenberg.

"To this stage, this season, I
think that's one of the most dis-
heartening losses as a coach that
I've felt, because I believe that we
had plenty of opportunities to take
that game and turn it into a win, and
we just couldn't quite do it," Mar-
tin said.

Just two days earlier, January
27, in Washington DC, they seemed
only to have a slim opportunity, but
they look full advantage of it. Trail-
ing 73-59 to a Gallaudet (7-9) team
that had spanked them 107-62 at
home last year, and with only 4: 13
remaining in the game, the Terror
put on a run that left heads spin-
ning, and a bewildered Gallaudet
with an 81-74 loss.

"We started to fight back and we
made inroads with the score, and
the next thing you know the light
bulb came on with the players of
'we can take this game, we can do
it,' and they buckled down and you
saw the intensity and the confi-
dence in their eyes, and they just
wouldn't give in," Martin said.

Brooke Brenneman helped
spark the 22-1 charge, coming off

the bench with six points, a re-
bound, an assist (which came on the
bucket that put the Terror ahead),
and even a steal.

"She's kind of like the pit bull
that comes off the bench. When she
comes off the bench she is fierce
in that she wants the ball, she wants
to shoot, she wants to make things
happen, and she is a competitor,"
Martin said

"We kind of didn't really know
what to do, and she came in and
sparked the team and everyone was
like 'Alright, we can do this," Ibex
added.

With the strides that the team is
making, Marlin believes that the
team can still extend their season
past the February 19 match up with
Washington College.

"As of today we're still very
much in the hunt for a conference
playoff berth. It's not out of the
question, but we need to be at a
point. in our season when we're
peaking and we're doing every-
thing right," she said. ~

If their performance in recent
games holds, they're not far away.

The Green Terror Womens Basketball Team. in a classic show of hustle and determination.
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Computers hacked campus-wide
MICHAEL STOKES

On Wednesday, February 9, two
Western Maryland College stu-
dents temporarily damaged eight
campus computers in an attempt to
install potentially devastating soft-
ware.

The incident took place in both
the Charlson lab in Hoover Library
and the Writing Center in Hill Han.

The Charlson lab incurred the
most damage, in which six of the
eight computers were tampered
with. ~

After a "highly specialized in-
vestigation in which both Informa-
tion Services and Campus Safety
worked hand in hand," according
to Mike Webster, director of Cam-
pus Safety, the two students were
apprehended.

Both students are being charged
with violating the academic honor
code and the conduct code, which
includes a policy of 'responsible

use of computing resources.'
According to Philip Sayre, dean

of Student Affairs, both students
also violated state and federal laws
concerning tampering with com-
puters and could face criminal
charges.

"However, my job is to enforce
college rules, and I feel this is
something that should be kept
within the college," said Sayre.

The Phoenix has spoken with
one of the students, who declined
to comment on the situation until
after the Honor and Conduct Board
hearing.

Although the hearing was held
on February 22, the results were not
available until after the Phoenix
went to press.

Christine Mathews, director of
Information Services, called the in-
cident "a very serious one" because
the students could have harmed
someone else.

"We all have a responsibility to

use the college resources in a
proper way," said Mathews, "but
these students installed programs
that can be used to harass people
and even harm computers beyond
WMC."

According to Mathews, the stu-
dents first attempted to remove the
security software Foolproof from
the computers, which is used to
block access to certain directories,
programs, and functions that might
allow users to change settings or to
download and run other programs.

"A lot of evaluation went into
the decision to use Foolproof,
which is regarded as top-notch se-
curity software," said Mathews.

After causing several comput-
ers to shut down in their attempts
to remove Foolproof, the students
finally disabled the security soft-
ware.

Then they installed certain
types of software that Mathews said
can be used for malicious inten-

SraffWrirer

Vandalized pipe floods Blanche
Early Tuesday, February 8, resi-

dents of Blanche Ward Hall woke
to the sound of rushing water after
a student kicked a water pipe in a
third floor bathroom.

Although students like sopho-
more Mindy Bucey dismissed the
sound of running water as a typi-

cal sound from the bathrooms
across the hall, they soon discov-
ered that their bedrooms had be-
come bathtubs filled with three to
five inches of water.

At 2:00 am on Tuesday morn-
ing, students began calling Campus
Safety to report the water at the
same time that shorts in the fire
alarm system at Blanche began

The theatre department'sjirst production of the semester will
open this Friday evening in Alumni Hall. Above, senior Laura
Connor (who portrays Adela) and senior Megan Townsend
(Poncia) share an intense moment during a dress rehearsal for
"The House of Bernardo Alba. " See page 2 for the related story.

alerting them that something was
wrong. Some students complained
that Campus Safety did not respond
10 the problem quickly enough, al-
though Mike Webster, director of
Campus Safety refutes the accusa-
tions.

"It took a long time," said
Bucey. "I didn't know what they
were doing, or where they were.
[The water] just kept coming for
fifteen minutes after we called."

Webster said that two officers,
including himself, went to Blanche
as soon as calls came in. but it took
some time for Joseph Bentz, direc-
tor of maintenance, to arrive on the
scene to tum off the water. Because
both officers were busy either turn-
ing off the electric or the water,
Webster said "it makes sense that
people didn't know we were there."

Despite the complaints against
Campus Safety, students don't
seem to have complaints about the
time it took to clean up the mess.
Although the water that flowed
from the broken pipe was clean, the '
smell that lingered after the initial
mess was unbearable to some.

"The smell was so intense. It
was horrible. We couldn't live like
that, "said Bucey, who was forced
to sleep off campus for the week.
Meri Songer, Blanche's residence
life coordinator, did ask if Bucey
and her roommate had a place to
sleep, but they already had the situ-
ation under control, Bucey said.

Soiled carpets were replaced in
less than a week, and although

continued on page 4

However, Kane comments that
if the incident is considered group
related the possible consequences
are not exact.

"We don't have a very strict
schedule on if this happens then
these are the consequences ... " ex-
plains Kane.

He says they are determined on
a case by case basis and vary
greatly due to whether or not the
incident pertains to a group or an
individual.

In recent years, if an act of this
nature was found to be directly re-
lated to a Greek organization, it has

continued on page 3
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"Do not use" signs hang on several computers in the Writing Center
and in Charlson Lab as a result of recent hacking incidents.

lions. anyone who chooses to do so.
She believes the students ob- One of the programs that the

tained the software from the lnter- students had installed and at-
net, where certain individuals place tempted to use contained "mail
the programs to be downloaded by continued on page 4

Bid night tumed sour for one
Phi Alpha Mu pledge when she was
rushed to the hospital for alcohol
poisoning at approximately II pm
that night.

She came back to campus
around 3 am., according to Assis-
tant Dean of Student Affairs Scott
Kane.

Although Kane says the college
has yet to determine if the incident
was "group related" or an indi-
vidual act, it did occur on the sec-
ond floor of Albert Norman Ward
Hall, which is the Phi Alpha Mu
floor.

Kane says students notified
their resident assistant of the
woman's condition.

After the R.A. found her non-
responsive, Campus Safety and the
paramedics were called.

The exact blood alcohol content
has yet to be released by school of-
ficials.

While the woman is of legal
drinking age, it is still unknown as
to whether or not the incident will
be considered an act of hazing.

Kane says even if it is consid-
ered hazing, the college "probably
wouldn't notify the police."

Furthermore, Kane states, "we
don't typically involve the police
even for underage drinking because
we [WMC] have our own disciplin-
ary policy."

Inside
WMC alumnus, Jorge del
Villar, expresses his thanks to
Dr. Badiee for her support dur-
ing time spent at WMC.

Take a tour of Westminster.
Megan Martin and Kate
Esposito review two popular
Main Street businesses.

Dan Gadd and Greg Lederer in-
terview NFL-hopeful Tom Se-
lecky on his plans for the fu-
ture.
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SlajJWriler
One might also conclude that the birth of

the Black Panther Party was like a revolu-
lion all in itself.

This party was founded to assure the
rights of self-defense for the black commu-
nity.

Some of the things this political organi-
zation wanted and fought for included: hav-
ing influence in political issues, better edu-
cation, the fight for free and improved health
care, and the right to a fair trial (including a
multiracial jury).

The first Black Panthers were more WOf-

ried about the content of the organization
than the name.

Many audience members held miscon-
ceptions of the Black Panthers before Seale
came to speak.

"I thought they were a militant group,"
said sophomore April Epps. "I associated
them with black power but I was not clear
on their main cause."

Seale's candid approach was well re-
ceived with bursts of laughter and applause.
And, acting out the personality of Huey New-
ton was most effective in capturing the
imagination of the audience.

Giving a lot of credit to his friend New-
ton, Seale's facial expressions, hand move-
ments, and voice interpretations made the
audience roar with delight and temporarily
enabled them to feel what the I960s move-
ment was like.

An advocate for social and mind change,
Bobby Seale, who is best known for co-
founding the Black Panther Party, spoke
about the Party's focus along with his recent
work, to an audience of about 100 on Tues-
day, February 8 in Baker Memorial Chapel.

Together with his friend Huey Newton,
Seale starred clubs and organizations that
dealt with issues of racism and empowering
the black community.

Seale said they were so serious, and de-
termined to "capture the imagination of the
people." that they thoroughly researched and
were keen on every law and restriction that
they might have been accused of once the
Black Panther Party hit the streets.

"If you are going to cherish anything
about this democratic society, you must cher-
ish every black, white, Chinese, that contrib-
uted to what we have now." said Seale.

During Seale's speech, his strategy of
relaying stories was effective.

This is because he allowed the audience
to envision the time period Seale lived, and
painted images of what the time was like.

He brought us to the past and made it feel
like the present.

From his stories, the audience may con-
clude that this "Party" was not something to
be reckoned with.

Co-founder of the Black Panther Party, Bobby Seale spoke with conviction and emotion
during his February 8 speech.

Freshman Paula Castro commented on
her reaction to the speech, "He really sparked
an interest within me. I think he is a phe-
nomenal speaker." Castro added, "Hearing
him speak really made me proud of my cul-
ture."

Asked when the BSU started planning for
the visit of Bobby Seale, president Richard
Smith said, "we starred planning [he sum-
mer before school started."

The BSU was able to raise $4,500 to have

Seale speak by writing and sending propos-
als to various departments on campus.

"I never knew so many faculty members
until we started raising money for him to
come," commented Smith.

"I felt happy and proud that Bobby Seale
came," added Smith.

"Many people learned what the Black
Panthers were really all about, which I think
broke stereotypes, a goal of the Black Stu-
dent Union"

Fighting the winter blues
"House of Bernarda Alba" opens Friday night

New grading system debated
TAMMI SLATER

SlaffWriler-<O;
effects on their GPA.

They have posed the question, "Why
can't this new grading system apply to new

A few semesters ago, the college passed incoming students?"
the idea of a weighted grading system where The administration has concluded that
plus and minus grades receive different nu- - the computers can't run two different
mericaJ vaJues than regular grades. However, schemes of programs at the same time.
due to a lacking computer system it is not Before adopting this grading policy, fac-
yet in·effect. ulty members debated the issue.

As with any new policy, there is much Many hypothetical scenarios were dis-
debate over the new grading system. cussed to determine the possible effects of

The students seem to fear it, while the the system on students grade point averages.
faculty favor it. Despite a small amount of concern for

In a recent meeting with Dean Coley, sev- specific student situations, the majority of
eral members of the SGA voiced their dis- the faculty remained convinced in the
like for the new policy. weighted system.

In addition, through a recent poll, the They believe students will benefit as
SGA learned that a majority of students are much, or even more from the weighted
against changing the policy, as well as some grades system.
professors. Dr. Thomas Deveny, a foreign language

It is clear that there is a big difference professor involved in the committee, is in
between receiving an 80 percent and an 89 favor of the system as well.
percent. '" think that weighted grades more truly

Yet, without the weighted grade system, reflect a student's performance," he said.
there is no distinction. They are both re- Deveny feels that students and teachers
corded the same, as a B. strive for precision, therefore it should be

As of right now, beginning in the faJl2000 shown through the college's grading system.
semester, WMC will be implementing the Dr. Rebecca Carpenter, in the department
weighted grade system. of English, agrees.

In the meantime, those students opposed "I am highly in favor of it. I think it's
to this change will continue to work with the more fair. There's a big difference between
faculty in hopes of keeping the current sys- a B and a B+."
tern. Carpenter also believes. "Students should

This change has proven to be a long and be rewarded for their grades, and that dis-
tedious process to many students and fac- tinction can be made through weighted
ulty. grades."

Originally, the change to weighted grad- Throughout the next few months, the
es was approved by the faculty to occur in SGA will continue representing the students'
the fall of 1997. concerns about the weighted system.

It was then assumed that a computer up- In their meeting with Dean Coley, it was
grade would occur to run this system. suggested that the student voice should be

However, the computer upgrade still has presented to the Academic Retention and
not taken place due to the college's lack of Standards Committee.
technology needed to run the change. It was also suggested that students ap-

Many upperclassmen are worried that the pear before the faculty with their viewpoint
new weighted system will have detrimental explicitly discussed on paper in March.

LISA DALE VAN AUKEN

StaJJWriler

really fun to playa bitch," she said, laugh-
ing. "But it's not me .. .it's just acting."

Stacy is part of the Advanced Perfor-
mance Lab which actors and actresses are
allowed to join if they have taken an ad-
vanced acting course at the college.

Miller, who both directs the play and
teaches it, chose "Bernarda Alba" because
its all female cast corresponds with WMC's
abundant female talent.

"It is a quiet, intense drama," said
Miller, who has directed about 20 plays at
WMC. "Very little is revealed about the
characters' motives until the startling cli-
max."

Clad in full Victorian costumes, WMC's
actresses and actor will be performing the
play on Alumni Hall's mainstage. Audi-
ences will be seated behind the main stage
curtain where performers will act out the
play in an intimate setting.

"The House of Bernarda Alba" wilJ be
performed on February 25, 26, 27, and
March 2, 3, 4 at 8:00 pm.

Tickets are $5 for adults and $3 for stu-

Western Maryland College is fighting
off the winter blues with an intense drama
that will warm your intellect.

Under the direction of the Chairman of
Theater Arts Ron Miller, "The House of
Bernarda Alba," by Federico Garcia Lorea,
features thirteen ofWMC's most advanced
female actresses and one male actor.

The play, which was adapted by Emily
Mann, is a psychological exploration into
the lives of three generations of women
who live in a small 1930s Spanish village.

When her husband dies, Bernarda
(Krysta Stacy),' the mother of five daugh-
ters, is suddenly left to find a way to give
her daughters their dowries. Unfortunately,
there is only enough money for one daugh-
ter to be married. The situation takes a tum
for the worse when the groom-to-be's fi-
delity is questioned and Bemarda's efforts
to keep scandal away from her family ap-
pear futile.

Stacy, a senior with a dual theater and
communication major, has been enjoying
her role as the tyrannical Bemarda. "It's

dents and seniors.
For more information call the box of-

fice atx448.

S.E.R.V.E / Circle KAuction

Thursday, February 24th
7 pm in-the Forum

$2_00 Admission
Refreshments provided

Door Prizes * Silent Auction * Live Auction
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Physical Plant to fix
campus water leaks

FRANCESCA SAYLOR

News Co-Editor

_ The recent snow and ice may not
be the only thing tripping people up
lately. Many have noticed that while
traveling through Decker Center
there is often a bucket or trash can
collecting water, especially on the
lower stairs.

It tends to happen when there are
periods of extreme weather, which
happened rather frequently at the
beginning of the semester.

However, Joseph Bentz, direc-
tor of Building Operations and
Maintenance, says Physical Plant
has arranged for a roofer to come
fix the problem during the week of
March 21. He estimates that it will
cost only $200 to $300 and will fi-
nally resolve the issue that has
"come and gone over the past few
years."

There also used to be several
leaks right outside the Forum and
in Kriellounge. "That was our most
embarrassing [situation]," says
Bentz, but they were fixed when the
new terrace was put on the Pub
about a year and a half ago. Also,
new roofs were recently built on the
Garden Apartments and on Rouzer
Hall. Unfortunately, the skylight

ERIN McGRADY
COn/riburingWriler

As of February 2, the women of
the Phi Sigma Sigma sorority re-
ceived notice that they were chosen
as a pilot chapter for the very pres-
tigious Vision 2000 Project. Over
110 chapters of Phi Sigma Sigma
were in contention. However, only
three chapters were chosen, and the
women of the Gamma Psi chapter
at WMC were one of them. The cri-
teria for selection included aca-
demic excellence, leadership posi-
tions of members, philanthropic ac-
tivities, and recruitment success.

Being selected for this program
means that ten sisters will attend a
conference in the Baltimore area
during the last weekend in Febru-
ary. Then, in early August, those
same women will attend a week-
long convention in Tampa, FL. Dur-
ing the first meeting, officers from
the national office will train the sis-
ters for the session in August. When
they meet againin the summer they

over the stairs is still a nuisance.
Bentz says that Housekeeping

has been helpful in placing a
bucket there or a sign {O indicate
the floor is wet.

In addition, Bentz says the
roofer will look at the leak in front
of Carroll Hall that offers prob-
lems every once in a while. He
says the cause of the leaks there
are due mainly to the fact that the
house is so old and has an awk-
ward gutter system that recently
froze.

There is also a leak in the lobby
of Gill Gym that Bentz is hoping
will be repaired soon. He says it
involves moving an air condition-
ing unit out of the' way first.

While this may seem like a lot
of repairs to some, Bentz asserts
that Physical Plant has, "solved 95
percent of most leaks."

Sometimes being aware of
what is wrong is half the battle.
"We definitely try to take care of
everything we know about," says
Bentz, and he suggests that if a
Resident Assistant does not put in
a work order for a complaint in the
residence halls that the student
should make their residence life
coordinator aware of that.

Campus Safety Blotter
The Department of Campus
Safety documented the following
reports which include:
• 2/03/00 at 6:00 pm an arrest
warrant was effective on account
of interagency cooperation at
DoCS Office.
·2/04100 at 12:30 am stealing in
McDaniel Hall; at 3: 17 am an ac-
count of disorderly conduct in
Blanche Ward Hall.
• 2/05/00 at 12:45 am
a violation of resi-
dence hall policy in
Blanche Ward Hall; at
3:00 am treatment
was refused in Rouzer
Hall; at 5:03 am un-
authorized access to a
college facility in
Decker Student Cen-
ter; at 9:32 pm a case
of racial harassment
in Rouzer Hall.
• 2106/00 at 10:00 am
a towed vehicle due to
excessive parking
violations' in Rouzer Parking lot;
at 10: 15 am towed vehicle due
to excessive parking violations in
Whiteford Lane; at 2:12 pm un-
authorized use of a college facil-
ity in Decker Student Center.
• 2/07/00 at 9:45 pm damaging
property in Rouzer Hall.
• 2108100 at 1:58 pm damaging

ERIN
Members of Phi Sigma Sigma pose for a picture during their fal/formal.
The chapter is one often chapted'selectedfor the Vision 2000 program.
will develop ideas for polishing the munity and hardly anyone notices.
image of the sorority and then for- We achieve academically too,
mutate plans to turn those ideas while dealing with a number of re-
into actions. sponsibilities that other students

President of Phi Sigma Sigma, don't have. We need to publicize
Gina Rende says that, "For any ste- these accomplishments, and Vision
reotyped group, it is difficult to 2000 is just one more way to reaf-
overcome misconceptions. Greeks firm the goodness of the Greek sys-
at WMC do so much for the com- tern."

Bid Night alcohoi poisoning
COnfined from page J

resulted in the lossofa pledge class to speak.
for one full year, and the loss of Phi Alpha Mu president Krysta
'ho,usi,nW privileges. to include the Stacy refused to comment on the
grou-p's clubroom. situation.

For instance, in 1998, Alpha . The Phoenix also contacted the
Nu Omega had these privileges re- woman involved, however, she
. voked for a year after one member also declined to comment.
nearly died from alcoholpoison- The college is still investigat-
ing. ing [he matter.

So far the student has been

questioned once, but Kane says Editor's note: Francesca Saylor
there' ard other' witnesses with 'did additional reporting/or this
whom the college would still like article.

Do you have a nose for
news?

A flair for design?
A head for business?

If so, come join the _?hoenix

staff.

Weekly meetings are held on
Monday nights at 6:30 pm in

our office in the basement of

Daniel MacLea.
C~1lx8600 for more

information.

A week of observing
the nation's obsesston

property in Blanche Ward Hall.
·2/08/00 at 3:00 pm towed vehicle
due to excessive parking violations
in Rouzer Parking LOI; at 10:45 pm
damaging property in Rouzer Hall.
·2/09/00 at 9:45 pm a felony-theft
in Baker Memorial Chapel.
·2/10100 at 3:40 pm a case of ra-
cial harassment in Rouzer Hall, at
4:00 pm unauthorized access to a

college facility in Hoover Library,
at II: 15 pm treatment rendered in
Whiteford Hall.
• 2111100 at 10:20 pm treatment
rendered in DoCS Office, at 11:00
pm treatment rendered in Albert
Norman Ward Hall.
·2/12/00 at 7:45 pm defacing in
Whiteford Hall, at 12:32 pm bur-

STACI L. GEORGE

New," Co-Editor

Did you know that Americans
spend over $40 billion dollars a
year on dieting and diet-related
products?

When looking over researched
statistics, it's not surprising that 25
percent of American men and 40
percent of American women are di-
eting on any given day.

Both statistics came from a
handout that was available on a
table set up in Ensor Lounge dur-
ing the week of February 12
through 19.

Western Maryland College cel-
ebrated National Eating Disorder
Awareness and Prevention Week
beginning on Monday, February 14
and concluding with a "day off
from dieting" on the 18.

This year's motto was "Don't
fight your genes, just change your
jeans."

Throughout the week, students
had an opportunity to donate jeans
thai no longer fit to a worthy char-
ityorganization.

On Monday, guest speaker Joan
Jacobs Brumberg invited her large
audience of male and female stu-
dents on ajoumey through history.

The hour and a half adventure
took the audience members from
corsets to body piercing. Bromberg
included diary entries in her pre-
sentation, and it's inevitable that
women began opening up more and
more to their diaries over the course

glary in Englar Dining Hall; at
11:00 pm alcohol violation due to
underage possession in Blanche
Ward Hall; at II :05 pm alcohol
violation due to underage posses-
sion in Blanche Ward Hall.
• 2/1 3/00 at 12:05 am alcohol vio-
lation due to underage possession
in Blanche Ward Hall; at 12:15
am alcohol violation due to un

derage possession in
Blanche Ward Hall; at
2: [5 am a property
crime in Rouzer Hall;
at 2: [5 am disorderly
conduct in DoCS Of-
fice.
·2114100 at 10:32 pm
medical treatment re-
fused in McDaniel
Hall.
• 2/15/00 at 12:35 am
towed vehicle due to
reserved parking
space in Whiteford
Parking Lot; at 8:53
am towed vehicle due

to excessive parking violations in
Harlow Pool Parking Lot; at 8:53
am towed vehicle due to exces-
sive parking violations in Rouzer
Hall Parking Lot; at I :26 pm
towed vehicle due to excessive
parking violations in Whiteford
Lane, at 5:00 pm a case of sexual
harassment in Rouzer Hall.

of a century. Brumberg also used
advertisements to show how
women's beauty eventually in-
volved their entire body-the right
hair color, the perfect face, the ideal
weight, and creativity through body
piercing and tatoos.

On Tuesday, students could
complete self-reports and discuss
their concerns about possible eat-
ing disorders with professional
therapists.

Thursday's event was a panel
discussion with four women with
either a professional expertise or
personal connection to eating dis-
orders.

One of the speakers noted that
girls as young as 10 were already
becoming weight conscious.

Dr. Cathy Orzolek-Kronner, a
professor of the Social Work de-
partment as well as the coordina-
tor of WMCs spotlight on eating
disorders, commented, "There's
been a significant amount of par-
ticipation in the events we held. It's
nice to see the amount of males that
come to help and support a woman
they're concerned about."

On Friday, students were en-
couraged to splurge on their calo-
ries, and refrain from worrying
about gaining weight. -

In closing, here's one fact: the
average American woman is 5'4"
tall, 140 pounds, and wear a size
12. And the average fashion model
is 5' II", 117 pounds, and wears a
sizeOor2.
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as this one from happening, Mathews said
that she has talked with the makers of Fool-
proof and fixed the flaw that allowed the
hackers to disable the security software.

She also said that Information .Services
is always examining other safety programs,
but "it would be unreal to say that we can
make the computers completely secure, es-
pecially when systems such as the FBI's can
be broken into."

The Charlson lab will continue to use
surveillance video for security reasons; how-
ever, it is unclear what steps the Writing Cen-
ter (which does not use surveillance video)
might take, if any, to heighten security.

Dr. Pam Regis and Dr. Erin Smith, who
are temporarily overseeing the Writing Cen-
ter, refused to comment on this issue.

As for what punishment the students
might receive, Sayre said that the Honor and
Conduct Board could give them "anything
from a warning to expulsion, and anything
in between."

He said that there have been two disci-

Flood damages Blanche Ward Hall
continued from page 1

Bucey describes it as "a horrible week," she
said the college "did everything that they
could" to clean up the mess quickly.
- Not much of the Bucey's personal be-
longings seemed to have been damaged, but
Bucey did have a rug and some pictures ru-
ined because of the incident.

When asked if she was going to ask the
college for compensation, she said "it would
be nice" but she is not planning on pursuing
the issue.

Accordingto Assistant Dean of Student

Affairs Scott Kane, three students went be-
fore the Honor and Conduct Board last Fri-
day.

One male student was charged with de-
struction of college property, and two were
charged with falsification of information
All students have the opportunity to appeal
the Boards decision within 48 hours of
Kane's official notification.

The Phoenix will have more information
concerning the Honor and Conduct Board
when the official report is completed.

Males "have it their way" at
the Alpha Psi V-day dance

On Friday, February II, Alpha Psi Omega, the theatre honor society, held its 4th annual
Valentine's Day Formal ill Alumni Hall. Above, the men of APO lip-synced to the
Backstreet Boys and serenaded their dates. Alpha Psi members invited theatre faculty
members, alumni, and undergraduates ~ho have shown initiative 10 the theatre department
by either acting in or doing technical work for the 1999·2000 productions. WMCR
provided the music for the event. Spring theatre productions include "The House of
Bernardo Alba, .. which runs this weekend and next, and "MaratISade" that runs April 26·
29.

Correction
In the February 10, 2000 issue, the article on page three entitled "Writing test yields
33% failure rate," said that 227 out of 338 students failed the test. However, 227 out of
338 students passed the test, which yields a 33 percent failure rate. The Phoenix regrets
the error.

30 Hour Famine
The students of Western Maryland College are about to change the world! During

the third weekend of February, 60 members or our college community will join hands
with a million people world-wide to help save kids' lives. The 30 Hour Famine is a
program that tries to raise awareness of the 800 million people who face starvation
everyday. Those WMC students participating in the famine will began fasting on Fri-
day, February 25 and refrain from eating until 6 pm on Saturday, February 26.

Through their fasting, the students hope to help our community realize that while
we sometimes complain about Glar food, we are truly privileged to have food to eat.

The participants are also raising money which will go to those across the globe who
need food, shelter, and emergency relief. Much of the money raised at WMC will go to
help refugees in Rwanda, child-headed households in Kenya, and the starving children
of Korea, Tanzania, and Peru.

Please look for participants wearing famine badges this weekend and make a dona-
tion to help end world hunger!

Donations will also be accepted until February 25 through campus mail, box 1540.
Checks should be made payable to World Vision. Contact Jenny Weddle or Caroline
Daniels for further details.

Computer labs suffer from hacking incidents
continued from page 1

bombs," which can be sent to email addresses
and are used to literally shut down the email
system. Fortunately, the students were un-
able to use the software.

By the time the students were finished,
two of the eight damaged .compurers were
completely unusable, to the point where the
keyboards would not even work.

Four other computers were so damaged
that they could only be used for word pro-
cessing purposes, according to Mathews.

, Currently, all of the damaged computers
are clean and currently in use.

The process used to catch the students
was "pretty simple," according to Mathews.

Information Services first looked at data
from the computers that showed the specific
times the computers were damaged

They then obtained the surveillance vid-
eos from the Charlson lab, and with the help
of Campus Safety, were able to identify the
two students who were using the computers
at that specific time.

Webster said that the surveillance video
is not live, therefore it is unable to project plinary incidents involving computers be-
what is on each individual computer screen, fore.
and it is only used if there is a need for an One of'the incidents involved the suspen-
investigation. sion of a student; however, this is the first

In order to prevent future incidents such incident which involves computer hacking.

"1.0 is the minimum grade point average
for a first semester student and I think we
have reasonable expectations."

Another reason for transferring, accord-
ing Horneff, is that students want to be closer
to some or to their boyfriend or girlfriend.
Additionally, students may come to WMC
undecided about a major only to discover a
major that is not offered here, so they leave
to pursue that major at another university.

"But, we arc never satisfied with the loss
of any students," Horneff said.

Freshman Tekoah Forte, who is thinking
about transferring, describes her experience
here thus far: "In the beginning of my first
semester I did not feel like this was the place
for me to be; there is nothing here that ex-
cites me."

Horneff believes that "how you reach out
and associate yourself with people in clubs
and organizations plays a role in defining
yourself," and that is part of the process in
becoming and feeling a part of the commu-
nity.

Freshman Mandi Donaldson transferred
to WMC this semester from Catonsville
Community College. She said she transferred
here because, "I like a school where you are
not a number, but a name; not too big or
small."

However, not all students who leave
WMC remain at the school they transfer to.

For instance, sophomore Erik.Larson left
WMC last fall to attend Salisbury State Uni-
versity and has returned to WMC after only
one semester away.

"I initially left for financial reasons, but
while r was gone I recognized the opportu-
nity I would have at WMC would be greater
because it is academically sound," Larson
said. Larson also realized that the people he
would be around would be beneficial for him
and his future.

However, "Retention," .said Homeff "is
not always about students who finish at
WMC, it's about students who discover
themselves, who they want to become, what
they want to do, and then pursue it."

Dean Horneff discusses
WMC's retention rates

NVCOLt: TYSON

SloffWriler

Despite previous years in which WMC's
retention rate seemed significantly low, the
retention race of current classes is steadily
improving.

Out of the 413 members of the freshman
class, 23 left after the fall semester, seven of
which-were academically dismissed, accord-
ing to Barbara Horneff, associate dean of the
First-Year Program. The current sophomore
class started with 331 students, and 263 are
still here. This represents a retention rate of
79.9 percent. The current juniors arrived with
427 students, 320 of which are still here-a
retention rate of 74.9 percent.

Asked why the overall retention rate is
improving, Horneffsaid, "the retention rate
is better because students and families are
finding that WMC has what they were look-
ing for in a whole college experience, inside
and outside the classroom."

She also believes that the first year semi-
nar and peer mentor groups playa big part
in aiding students' feelings of being con-
nected to the WMC community. "I think the
first year seminar makes a big difference in
lening the student connect with his or her
peers," commented Horneff. "One of the
goals of the peer mentor is to help the new
students connect."

"However, there are some students that
go through the First-Year Program and peer
mentoring and still do not feel connected or
comfortable with the atmosphere at WMC,"
Homeff added.

Sometimes students who say they are
leaving for financial reasons are actually
leaving because of academic problems.
"What that translates to," said Horneff, "is
thai their parents told them that they were
not going to pay for their tuition at WMC
for them to have a social life and not do their
work."

Homeff does not think that it is unfair or
unrealistic to dismiss first semester students
with a grade point average below school stan-
dards. ''This is an ethical issue," Horneff said.

.j
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I have a problem about this
whole Internet thing.

See, the other night I was log-
ging on at about 9:55 and, expect-
ing a long wait, so I took out some
homework to do.

An hour goes by and I got con-
nected. I got all excited because I
had to talk to a friend and get some
important messages. But, as it
would turn out, the system
wouldn't let me log on to
"excite.corn," "yahoo.com," or my
instant messenger.

I got so mad because I had a lot
of important things to do on the In-
ternet and I had to log off. Then, I
had to wait for another twenty plus
people to log off in order to get
back on. And, after that, I got dis-
connected after waiting another
hour or so.

My problem is, if the service is
going to take so long to connect,
then they have to make sure that
when you log on, you are actually
logged on.

Mark Henry elaborates on
his experiences with the
slow internet service.

This brings me to my next point.
If so many people are waiting to
get on, and the Ethernet is hooked
up, why not let people start to use
it?

I mean, hey, you hook the thing
up in the two freshmen dorms and
you aren't using it yet?

Another thing, while they were
hooking the Ethernet wires in the
rooms, a couple of my friends and
myself had their rooms trashed due
to the process.

The workers leftthe dressers
and the cabinets in my room all
over the place.

The workers doing this didn't
respect the personal stuff in each
room. They just moved objects and
left them in disorder.

We were led to believe that we
would be using the Ethernet when
we returned from January break. So

The Aftermath of
Valentine's Day
Matt Hurff discusses the
commercialization of a
holiday meant for love.

Finally, the Valentine's Day
rush to purchase the perfect roses,
candies and cards for your signifi-
cant other is over.

Retailers, however, are not so
glad to see this holiday of love de-
part.

That's because this past
Valentine's Day was one of the
most lucrative ever, thus causing

consumers to spend approximately
"$1 billion on candy, $1 billion on
cards and $1.6 billion on jewelry"
according to Richard Feinberg, pro-
fessor of marketing at Purdue Uni-

This brings to question whether
Valentine's Day is a holiday of
love, or another time of commer-
cial exploitation?

I certainly agree with Graham;
Valentine's Day is an occasion
where people should do things for
each other because they want to,
not because they feel obligated.

That is why I disagree with.
massive over-commercialization of
the holiday, or any holiday for that
matter.

Previous to Valentine's Day, I

recall seeing an advertisement for
the holiday on most commercial
breaks, and constant reminders
popping up on my computer screen.

At first. these advertisements

far, we are still waiting for the
Ethernet cables, along with the
Ethernet cards, which most of us
still need to buy.

Also, when most of us go to the
Ethernet, what will the data phone
be used for?

If they are worthless, will we be
able to bring them back and get our
money back?

This whole process was poorly
planned and the student body hasn't
been provided with information
about this process and what it
means.

This whole Internet situation is
not student friendly. If you are go-
ing to make people wait, you bet-
ter make sure that the system is
accurately working.

If you going to make a promise
about having the Ethernet working
when we get back, then you should
live up !O it.

How do you expect a student to
do well when you don't provide all
the tools that they will need?

off the mark by Mark Parisi

Reflections of a semester abroad
Where is Hungary? Do they ride

camels there? Are you going to
have to wear a veil?These are some
of the questions I was asked upon
deciding to study abroad last se-
mester. I would mechanically an-
swer that Hungary is in central Eu-
rope where they indeed drive cars
on roads and the fact that they are
westernized does not dictate a new
wardrobe. I began to question my
decision, but tried to remain posi-
tive.

Before coming to Budapest, I
held a mental image of my life
abroad. My housing would be in a
hotel, classes would be conducted
three days a week, and Iwould take
advantage of the extra free days to
travel to as many cities as my Eurail
pass would allow. I saw myself
adjusting to new spices and food
concoctions as well as communi-
cation through gestures. All this
happened. However, throughout
my stay, I found rnyself experienc-
ing things I never expected.
I never thought [ would be re-

versity. did not bother me, but after awhile
This certainly was true in West- I noticed that they are all worded

minster; as the bustle for flowers in such a way that makes you feel
and gifts was at fever pitch at guilty if you do not buy a piece of
Dunerer's Florist on Pennsylvania jewelry, box of candy or send a
Avenue. bouquet of flowers.

Manager Lori Graham said that This is quite paradoxical to the
"they were extremely busy, espe- sentiments of Graham. lieved to see the Beta Hotel Gar-
dally since Valentine's Day fell on Therefore, Iagree with Western den after a long weekend trip or
a Monday." Maryland College Sophomore refer to it as "home." I never

She explained that Monday is a Lauren White when she says, "It thought I would be able to under-
particularly arduous day for would be great if people sent each stand and confidently use the city
Valentine's Day to fall on because other cards and gifts because they public transportation system. Ican
many tend to want their flowers really want to. Unfortunately, they go see a recent (at least for Budap-
delivered to schools and the work- don't. So that's why Valentine's est) movie for $3 with stadium seat-
place on this day. Day is so important." ing and assigned seats. I never re-

Despite this, Valentine's Day is In turn, that explains the com- alized I would be easily identifiable
her favorite holiday because "un- mercial explosion surrounding this as an American _ that clerks in
like Mother's Day everyone is in a day of caring. stores automatically greet me with
good mood and everyone wants to So next year, if you really want "Hello" before I say anything.
do something for someone else." to do something from the heart. be Beware of the little, old ladies

Graham added that on this busy spontaneous. That does not mean for they elbow, push, and shove to
day, the price of a dozen arranged you have to totally ignore get a seat and think nothing of it.
roses soared from the usual $40 Valentine's Day, but there are many Personal space is non-existent dur-
dollars to $55 dollars or higtwL other days that you can still show ing rush hour tram travel when it
when including delivery. 1/ that you care. n seems that everyonf in Budapest is

Laura Beth Kelley shares
how her semester studying
abroad changed her life.

on your tram and haven't show-
ered. Inever thought Iwould sit up
all night on a train just to save $20
instead of buying a couchette. I
never thought I would spend 54
hours on a train in one weekend just
to see Barcelona and be willing to
do it again. Inever thought Iwould
be awake while thieves robbed my
friend on a train from Spain to
Switzerland or end up rummaging
through all the trash cans in search
of her wallet.

I never thought I would see the
Mona Lisa and find her prettier in
person compared to all the prints
of her. I never thought I would
make it up all 284 steps to the top
of the Arc de Triomphe alive. Yet,
the breathtaking view of Paris made
it all worthwhile. I never dreamed
I would be part of a mar
riage proposal on the top of the

crazy, suicidal Italian. I never be-
lieved the word Schmuck would be
used as the name of a store. Many
people in Budapest wear the ever
popular San Francisco 5gers jacket.
I never thought cars would speed
up when you cross the street as if
they get money for every person
they hit. Inever 'thought Iwould
be nearly hit by a tram, not once,
but twice, or that I would get my
hand stuck in the door trying to
keep them open. I never thought the
sanitary conditions would be so low
throughout Europe that the contents
of the toilets on some trains empty
directly onto the tracks.

While away from Westminster,
I never thought I would say "I re-
ally miss wal-Mart." I certainly
never thought I would miss Glar.
Well, okay, maybe not the food, but
rather the idea of having the food
ready in one location every day and
not having to search for a restau-
rant.

If you told me a year ago I
would have been in Budapest last

"It would be great if people sent each
other cards and gifts because they really
want to. Unfortunately, they don't ... "

I strongly encourage anyone who has ever considered studying
abroad to do so. The experience has changed my life. My trip

exceeded my expectations.

Eiffel Tower. I never thought the
Alps in Austria and Switzerland
could be more majestic than any
picture I've seen. I never dreamed
my childhood fantasy of spinning
on the Untersberg Mountain sing-
ing ''The Hills are Alive" like Maria
in The Sound of Music would come
true. Inever thought my travelling
would take me to see [3 cities
around Europe, and even to Cairo,
Egypt.

While travelling, I encountered
funny incidents which will only
strengthen my memories. I never
thought I would stay in a hostel
dormitory room in Munich, Ger-
many with 24 other people includ-
ing six drunk German men and one

semester, Iwould have thought you
were crazy. Iwas one of those na-
ive people asking questions. I just
went to the information meeting
with a friend so she wouldn't have
to go alone. Some days I felt ready
to go home. Now that I am home,
somedays I wish J was in Budap-
est.

I strong! y encourage anyone
who has ever considered studying
abroad to do so. The experience has
changed my life. My trip exceeded
my expectations. It will be my un-
expected events that will provided
me with the most vivid memories
and the best stories to keep my stay
in Budapest fresh in my mind for-
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than they choose teachers, artists, or anyone
else who would fall into the "non-athlete"
category. With all the discussion and worry
about violence on television, shouldn't we
be focused on violence in sports? What are
we instilling to our future leaders?

More importantly, why aren't we doing
anything about the problem? Has everyone
forgotten the OJ. Simpson "Trial of the Cen-
tury?" Everyone was convinced that this
former football player was guilty, yet he was
acquitted. Is that the fate that awaits the two
football players?

I'm not saying that sports is the problem.
I'm saying that something is most definitely
wrong with a society that allows aberrant
behavior to continue unchecked. Especially
for an industry that affects the youngest gen-
erations of fans. I just hope I don't live to
hear the day when I hear a young child say
"I want to be like Ray Lewis when I grow
up."
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Professional sports mired in crime
Kristen G. Fraser examines the [ower than'"the percent of non-athletes,

recent criminal activity in This last argument is the least ccnvinc-
professional sports. ingofall. Young children across America are

choosing athletes as role models more often

Anything changed? A look back at last
semesters plaguing problems

This might just be a problem to leave to the ages, much like the smell in Rouzer.

In the olden days, sports used to be about
athletes participating in the game that they
loved with a select number of fans spectat-
ing. Now, the sports industry is riddled with
many problems. While some might label this
trend the result of business changes, it seems
that the true crisis lies within the crime prob-
lems that riddle the world of professional
sports.

Now, this column perhaps belongs in the
sports section, but it speaks more to the prob-
lems of the American people who continue
to support an industry that is obviously over-
run with violence.

In the past two months, two professional
football players have been arrested for mur-
der. The first is Rae Carruth, who shot his
pregnant girlfriend in a drive-by shooting.
She died some weeks later.

The second is more local. Baltimore
Ravens linebacker Ray Lewis is being
charged in a double homicide that occurred
in Atlanta. His face has been plastered across
the headlines for weeks, yet no one is at-
tempting to solve the real problem of this
detrimental social trend.

Now that the second semester of the
1999-2000 school year is officially in full
swing, I thought it would be a good time to
check in on some matters around campus.

As I am sure most of you are aware,
The Phoenix voiced many concerns re-
garding various matters around campus in
last semester's issues.

Two of the largest points of contention
seemed to be lack of parking around cam-
pus and the 'service (and quality) of the
Grill. So, in the spirit of progress and
change, Iwill now review some of the pre-

ious complaints and see if the situations
ave improved.

Let us begin with the parking situation.
st semester, many students expressed their

ismay over the fact that there never seemed
o be any parking spaces available on cam-
us.

This problem was attributed to the fact
at many spaces are filled by cars whose
wners do not possess parking penn its.

If this is true, then the solutions seem to
e simple: issue tickets to the people that do
at have permission to be parked on cam-

There are many other athletes who could
be added to the list. The high- profile life of
the professional athlete somehow often leads
back to drugs, domestic abuse, and count-
less OWl charges.

These issues lead to many questions,
which have mostly been asked in the last two
months. When did football become so vio-
lent? Why do athletes think that they are
above the law? Why is this continuing to
happen? Why do we only pay attention to
murder when it is committed by a profes-
sional athlete? What has happened to the ide-
als of the game? How can people in good
conscience continue to support athletic ac-
tivities?

There are many columnists and research-
ers who strive to find the answer. Some
blame the violence of the nature of profes-
sional football for the demise of character.
Some say that the statistics for violence COm-

mitted by professional athletes are much

Michael Wiles looks back at the
nagging issues of present and past

semesters.
pus. I know that this sounds unfair to the
freshmen who are not allowed to park on
campus. but Ialso think it is the only way to
insure that those who have the right to park,
can park.

But, the problem does not even end there.
With the harsh winter, a whole new problem
has been introduced to the parking lot: snow
removal. When plowing the parking lots,

the snow was pushed in front of the cars, or
behind them, making movement very diffi-
cult. For $30 a semester, I think that the
school should at least try to make sure stu-
dents can move their cars whenever they
want.

As far as progress goes, there has not been
any. This might just be a problem to leave to
the ages, much like the smell in Rouzer.

Now, on to the Grill. What does one say
about such a place? Although the staff is
friendly enough, they still seem to lack effi-
ciently.

I understand that most of the problems
that people encounter in the Grill occur
during peak times, such as between 7 pm
and 12 am (Fourth Meal hours), but I still
think that is not unreasonable to ask for an
order to take less than 40 minutes to pre-
pare. I mean, more amazing things have
happened. Of course, the answer here is
to hire more staff, at least during the peak
hours, in order to serve the students better.
Despite this obvious solution, as it stands,
Iam sorry to report that there has been little
progress in this area as well.

All in all, not much has' been done to
improve the various unsatisfactory situa-
tions in and around this campus. One might
wonder why the students complaints have
been ignored.

As a writer for the Phoenix, I think I
speak for my fellow staff when Isay I feel
pretty inadequate about the whole thing. I
guess the only thing for us to do now is to
think about our failures as we walk from
our parking spaces and wait for our food
in the Grill. Either way, we should have
plenty oftime.

Quirks: The registration process
Iopened the Phoenix's final issue of last

semester and was appalled to find several
complaints about the registration process by
underclassmen.

Apparently, they are upset because they
were not able to get the classes they wanted
and the process took too long.

Please allow me to point out the follow-
ing things:
1. You all don't need the classes! Upper-
classmen do! In order to graduate on time,
upperclassmen need to get specific classes
to fulfill that final BLAR or major/minor
requirement.

If they can't get that class then, gener-
ally, they'll be stuck here another semester
and many of us cannot afford it. Would you
like to have another senior here for one more
semester clogging things up because they
couldn't get a class they needed'!

Anne Butler explains the long.
tedious registration process to

underclassmen.
2. You have time to take the classes. Se-
niors and Juniors have a semester or two at
most in order to take the class and often its
only offered in one of those two semesters.

You all can wait your tum until it comes
around again. You can also fill another BLAR
or requirement and get that out of the way.
For most upperclassmen, they only have that
one BLAR to fill.
3. It takes a long time. Well so what? Do
you know what they did' before the current
system? You had to line up on your day. No
times were assigned. It was first come first
serve. People were often lined up at 5 am
just to get the classes they needed. Be thank-
ful that the system now is as smooth as it is!

4. Expand your horizons! Take a class on a
subject you don't know much about. 1 took
Media Ethics my firstsemester because it
seemed interesting. I didn't know much
about it at the time, but eventually Idecided
I liked the subject so much that now I'm
minoring in journalism.
5. TaI<ea(GASP)dective! Yes, classes don't
always have to fulfill something. Try taking
sign language or maybe an art course. Al-
ready done your Global Perspective? Take
another one, learn about even more of the
world. Going into business? Take Interper-
sonal Communication. Most employers rate
good interpersonal skills as what they look
for in a candidate.

Expand your horizons, and respect the up-
perclassmen.

Remember, we've been there too. and
look how we turned out.
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Pro sports: A lucrative business A simple "thank you"
from a former student

In recent years, what business
has been booming the most?
Some might say that it is com-
puter programming or sales or
maybe even the communication
industry. I have a different take
on it, however. The way I see it, I
believe that sports have become
the biggest business of our era.

It seems that every week there
is another blockbuster signing, or
a ground breaking trade. Just a
few days ago, Shannon Sharpe
signed with the Baltimore Ravens
for $13.2 million dollars making
him the highest paid tight end

Edward K. Schultheis
discusses the recent trends

in professional sports
manding higher salaries, demand-
ing incentives. and demanding at-
tention. They certainly seem to get
what they want all the time.

Is this the type of role models
that we need in our society? What-
ever happened {Q the role models
of the past, where they focused on
the good of society and not the lin-
ing of their pockets? Are these role
models long gone from our daily
living?

This is a noble wish, espe-
cially in this day of "When do I
get mine?" Heck, I would play
in Siberia or even Antarctica for
$10 million dollars.

It seems that athletes today
feel they can get away with
murder .. .literally. But really, they
keep upping their prices, while
still expecting the average fans
to be able to see their games.
How much does a baseball, a
football, or even a basketball
game cost nowadays? Just a little
too much for the average fan.

So most of us just have to be

Jorge del Villar writes to
thank Dr. Julie Badiee for

her inspiration.

Anthropology" was not my thing.
A friend then suggested I take the
class, "Art of India, China and Ja-
pan" with you.

By the end of the first class I
knew I loved Art History, an entire
new discipline for me. That class
broadened my perspective of the
world and of life.

It opened the door to the east-
ern hemisphere, of which we know
so little of in the western world. It
showed me new ways of viewing
life, new philosophies, new reli-
gions, and sophisticated empires of
which I had never heard before.
After that, 1took for more Art His-
tory classes to complete my minor.
Every single one stretched my sen-
sitivity and intellectual capabilities.

Dear Dr. Julie Badiee,
I write these humble lines be-

cause Iwasn't sure if Ihad formally
thanked you for having such an
enormous impact as a professor in
my life.

It is ironic that by nothing-else
than coincidence, I entered into a
class in the Fall of 1996 that would
make me grow in so many direc-
tions.

Originally, I followed Dean
Coley's advice and was registered
for "Cultural Anthropology." One
afternoon, she and Dr. Leahy liter-
ally spent hours registering 30 in-

Should sports players be role models anyway? How can some
players who are convicted of drug use, or spousal abuse, or

even accused of murder be our role models?

ver. Then there is the $15 million-
ollar man, Kevin Brown. He is
oing to make $15 million dollars
or the next seven years with the
os Angeles Dodgers, and is in fact
he highest. paid- player in Major
eague Baseball history.
The total Kevin Brown package

omes to the total of $1 05 million
ollars with other benefits such as
se ofthe Dodger's corporate jet.

You might wonder why this
ommentary isn't found in the
ports section, but I feel that it has
bigger impact on society then we
11 believe. We look up to these ath-
etes: we wear their hats and their
erseys and cheer them on at the sta-

Perhaps they ate residing here,
but they are simply overshadowed
by the money-grubbing players that
seem to grab all the attention to-
day. Should sports players be role
models anyway? How can some
players who are convicted of drug
use, or spousal abuse, or even ac-
cused of murder be our role mod;
els?

The answer is simple: "When I
grow up I want to make as much
money as they do."

Other players have other mo-
tives, such as MLB players Shawn
Green and Ken Griffey Jr. Both
players chose a team not based
solely on their salary, butrdther the
fact that they wanted to be closer

content with watching it on tele-
vision or catching the highlights
on ESPN.

Until the fans dictate what
they are willing to spend to go to
these sporting events, athletes are
free to jack up their prices way
past the point of sanity. So do
what you want, pay $100 for a
family to go to a game - just don't
complain when you're wallet is
empty. Either that or you can take
a stand and not pay for the
crooked athletes to buy new man-
sions, cars, spouses, or drugs.

What it comes down to and
what I am saying is that no ath-
lete, no matter how good he or
she is or thinks he is. worth $ J 5

In the name of all the students whose lives
you have changed, thank you.

ternational students at Budapest.
They explained to each student the
entire American college system and
the content of every class at WMC.
Being overwhelmed by so 'much
information, combined with jet lag,
when it was my turn to register,
Dean Coley assured me (hat Cul-
tural Anthropology would be my
thing.

She didn't explain why, but I
went ahead and registered for the
class. Without having any hard
feelings toward her, on the first day
of classes I realized that "Cultural

With every slide, you make stu-
dents think and feel, lifting up their
souls.

You give students the tools to
read, understand and interpret art
by themselves. What makes you
an excellent professor is merely a
reflection of your care towards stu-
dents.

That became evident in all the
invi'lations you and your husband
extended to international students
who usually don't have a home
nearby to go to.

In the name of all the students

tum.
We also look and see them de- to their homes. million dollars a year.

Alan Keyes: A forgotten man lost in the politicaJ"ys't)ulfl'enged.
David Lee discusses the

lack of media coveragefor
Marylander Alan Keyes.

As you just might be aware of,
the American media is ever so
slightly "left-of center." Alright;
let's face it. They're downright lib-
eral. With that easily discernible
fact in mind, it should come as no
surprise to anyone that Alan
Keyes-an ultra social-conserva-
tive and current Republican presi-
dential candidate-has garnered
almost no attention from the na-
tional media.

Alan Keyes has a .Ph.D. from
Harvard University, but you'd
never know it if you didn't follow

him on the campaign trail. Alan greatest speaker and their most right, decent) and outside of the Black-America needs to stop blam-
Keyes has run for the United States moving conservati ve-A Ian claw-grip of the beltway political ing poverty for their high crime-
Senate in Maryland and served as Keyes, has been totally ignored by machine. rates without being pegged as an-
an Ambassador to the United Na- the press. He's out-lasted a nurn- Yet the only place you'll see or other white, Republican racist.
uons. A few weeks ago, Alan ber of well-qualified Republicans hear from Alan Keyes is on CSPAN Alan Keyes can tell Jesse Jack-
Keyes finished a solid third in the that sought the party's nomination. at about two o'clock in the morn- son, Al Sharpton, and Kwei s i
Iowa Republican Straw Poll, with In all likelihood, Alan Keyes ing. CNN (the Clinton News Net- Mfume to stop crying "prejudice"
nearly triple the votes that John wilt probably finish third in total work) won't touch him, and the because there are so many black
McCain received. votes to be the party's nominee. national networks collectively have males on death row. Since Alan

However, over the last month, Keyes is very popular among decided to spike any and all reports Keyes is black, he can blister the
all we've seen on the nightly news Christians, and has increased his from his campaign. left on issues regarding "race"
has been the white-haired McCain approval among libertarians by ad- ,Why is it that the leftist-press without giving them their conve-
parading about New Hampshire vocating Constitutional judges, , in the United States blatantly re- nient counter-argument of direct
speaking about breaking some il- supporting a non-interventionist fuses to, cover the Keyes campaign? racism, and they hate him for it.
lusionary "iron triangle" in Wash- foreign policy, and by calling for It's simple, really. Alan Keyes does not fit in with
tngton, D.C. an immediate end of the federal The media is downright the "mold" for a black man in poli-

Before John McCain, Elizabeth income tax. , AfRAIJ? of Alan Keyes. First and tics, at least not in the media's eyes.
Dole tickled the fancy of the Alan Keyes is the only remain- foremost,Alan Keyes is a no-com- Instead, Alan Keyes has cried out
American Press by bouncingacross ing presidential candidate that 't promise conservative. Conserve- . for, a, moral-revival in America.
the United States with her "explor-'I< stands firmly by;R~raJ~ Reagan's rives that are so harsh and insensi- , Keyes has taken a sharp-sword to
'\\PJY y!.'mmittee,':.c~pturjn~ mF. .. pro-life plank in the Republican tive to. call abortion "murder" de- tqe .concept of big government,
hearts of the same c.of~~W that Party's national platform. Unl~~ J; ~~ry.e qq forumin the United Sta~rs .H~eWfro'!l the likes of Jesse Jack-
helped finance her husband's pri- Senator John McCain,Alan Keyes' (of course, if you support the par- son, John Lewis, and Charley

mary campaign four years ago. And
let's not forget Governor Bush,
who the cameras have been follow-
ing around the country for over ,a
year.

Despite the fact that he never
says anything new, each and every
one of his campaign events has
been covered, recovered, and then
covered some more. Yet, the Re-
publican Party's best orator-their

tial-birth abortion, that's okay).
Another audible conservative,
Patrick Buchanan has come under
similar attacks. However, it's
rather impossible for the nabobs of
news to peg those charges against
Alan Keyes, especially since Mr.
Keyes is black.

There's another reason that the
media despises Alan Keyes. He'~ a
black conservative. He can say that

Rangel. Keyes has appealed to the
need for "personal responsibility".

Simply put, the American me-
dia relies on sensationalistic jour-
nalism to sell their newspapers.
Their news magazines would get
less in the Nielsen ratings than
"Barney and Friends" if they
weren't 'allowed to use racism as
an issue for their personal gain.

When it comes to politics, all
the right-wing conservauves are
supposed to be white Southerners,
and all black males are supposed
to be liberal Democrats. This gives
the media the proper setting for
their sensationalism. Unfortu-
nately, Alan Keyes isn't willing to
comply with them. And since he's
not going to play by their- rules, he
doesn't get to be on TV.

Is Alan Keyes the only black
Republican to get ignored by the
press? No. j.C. Watts, a black con-
gressman from Oklahoma, spoke
during prime time at the Republi-
can National Convention in 1996.
Guess how much coverage he got?
Unless you watched CSPAN, you
might not have even seen him.
Keyes, like Mr. Watts. represents a
danger for the media.

They might let the secret out
that there really are. Black conser-
vatives in the United States-even
black REPUBLICANS. But of
course, so. far as the ine~ia goe!i
theywcin'tte1itfyou ....ao-ri·C -e-,

campaign isn't saturated with PAC-
money. Alan Keyes was never im-
plicated in the Keating-Five bail-
out, either.

He's the kind of presidential
candidate the media keeps remind-
ing us that we need-honest, forth-

He's the kind of presidential candidate the media keeps reminding
us that we need - honest, forthright, decent ...
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Politics prove that history repeats itself
Dave Lee discusses past politics
and their role in determining

future politics.

It is actually somewhat fun to see, really.
About every 25 years or so, a major po-

litical party in the United States is due for an
internal shake-up.

In 1775, George Washington's "no party"
philosophy carried the day. By 1800, every
living, breathing American patriot was either
a Democratic-Republican or a Federalist.

The Know-nothings and Whigs were both
somewhat influential for a few decades, but
both faded off into oblivion in short-order.
Afterthe American Civil War (or, "War of
Northern Aggression," depending on what
latitude you were raised in), the American
political arena was graced with only two
major parties. The Democrats, and the Re-
publicans.

And while it is true that Populist move-
ments have erupted occasionally over the
past 140 years (from William Jennings Bryan
to Ross Perot and Patrick Buchanan), most
have burned-out quickly, and haven't lasted
for more than a decade or two (thus was the
case with Robert LaFollette's Progressives,
as well).

By the late I96Os, the Democratic Party
stood in shambles after riots, protests, and
street-fights.

The 1968 Democratic convention was a
host itself to a literal "war on the floor," but
not over the party's platform.

Beer bottles, Confederate flags, and fisti-
cuffs proudly displayed the cracks in Frank-
lin Roosevelt's foundation. There was 25
years from the end of Franklin Roosevelt's
to the Brawl in Chicago.

In 1968, white-Southerners still voted for
Democrats straight down the ticket.

Union members voted for Democrats in
droves, and homosexuality was off the table
in National Politics.

25 years later, Bill Clinton was cam-
paigning as the "pro-gay" president, union-

members had fallen in love with Ronald
Reagan, and George Bush carried the South
despite losing his bid for reelection in 1992.
In 1965, a Democratic President sent Ameri-
cans into Vietnam. In 1990, a Democratic
Congress fought going into Iraq.

But throughout the 20th Century, the Re-
publican Party has followed the revolution-
ruletoa ''T,''too.

In the late 1920s and early 1930s, the Re-
publican Party had become "hands-off' in
just about everything.

Modem libertarians by modem defini-
tion.

The Republicans were totally against
taxes (as a matter of fact, there was no such
thing as an "income tax"), against Govern-
ment regulation, against just about govern-
ment-anything, really.

25 years later, Dwight Eisenhower, a Re-
publican president, was spending billions of
dollars on a federal highway-system. There
were taxes, more taxes, and even more taxes.

The Henry Cabot-Lodges that had op-
posed Woodrow Wilson had been supplanted
by the Republicans that fell in love with the
Cold War, and fell under the spell of the
Military-Industrial-Complex in the process.

In 1964, Barry Goldwater and a band of
hearty conservatives rose up against the Re-
publican political beast and buried a stake in
its heart.

Conservatism became a powerful force
in American politics.

Well-organized conservatives lined-up
behind Richard Nixon, unlike in Nixon's first
campaign against Kennedy.

Nixon defeated Hubert Humphrey, and

then beat George McGovern in a landslide.
With Richard Nixon's resignation in 1974

and Jimmy Carter's presidential win in 1976,
the future of the Republican Party hung in
the balance.

The Republican Establishment lined-up
behind former President Gerald Ford, and the
Goldwater Conservatives lined-up behind an
actor named Ronald Reagan.

Reagan supplanted Ford, and went on to
an eight-year presidency.

However, in 1989-EXACTLY 25
YEARS after the Goldwater conservatives
had captured the Republican Party-the Re-
publican Establishment gained their party
back, with the election of George Bush.

The Establishment, after a 25-year hia-
tus, nominated George Bush twice and Bob
Dole once. Now the Establishment is trying
to nominate George W. Bush, governor of
Texas.

However, the 25-year Historical "tune-
up" is repeating itself this year, and its do-
ing so again in the Republican Party.

In 1976, an antiestablishment Republi-
can named Ronald Reagan ran for president
and captivated the hearts of Independents and
Democrats.

Now, roughly 25 years later, an anties-
tablishment Republican named John McCain
is running for president, and has captivated
the hearts of Independents and Democrats
all over again (despite a loss to George W.
Bush in the South Carolina primary on Sat-
urday).

If history means anything, we should see
the Establishment Republican, George W.
Bush, lose a narrow election to AI Gore.
Gore will then be one of America's worst
one-term presidents, and a more conserva-
tive John McCain will become a two-term
president from 2005-2013.

That is, if the 25-year theory holds up.

Bradley's campaign hangs in the balance
Unfortunately for Bill Bradley, his

chances of winning the Democratic nomi-
nation are fading. At first, his character
seemed quite alluring for the American pub-
lic. He is a man who rose from a small town
in Missouri, was educated at Princeton ana
Oxford as a Rhodes Scholar. On top of that,
he was a star basketball player for the New
York Knicks and longtime senator from New
Jersey. His campaign had high hopes, as he
was called a reformer with a strong chance
of withstanding and winning a lengthy presi-
dential campaign.

Now the tables have turned and Bradley
is not attracting the demographics he origi-
nally intended such as blue collar workers,
women, minorities and young, eager liber-
als.

In New Hampshire. AI Gore faired far
better with those groups than Bradley. In-
stead, Bradley made a strong showing in
New Hampshire with older, affluent men,
which does not make up a large portion of
the Democratic Party. Unless Bradley can
win back his original constituency, he will
face problems in the remaining primaries.

Bradley has lost this edge due to the large
amount of focus drawn to AI Gore and the
impassioned John McCain of the GOP.

Bradley has not been able to replicate the
focus and dynamic of the McCain campaign.
U Bradleycan learn lessons from McCain,
he could certainly gain an edge over Gore.

Another major cause for Bradley's de-
cline can be attributed to losses in the Iowa
caucus and the New Hampshire primary.
These losses have caused major problems in
his perception by the media. Apparently,
most news outlets feel that two slim losses
to Gore mean that Bradley has conceded the

Matt Hurff examines the Senator's
chances of winning the
Democratic Nomination.

democratic nomination already, leaving him
far behind McCain, Bush and Gore in the
press attention.

Kathleen Hall Jamieson, dean of the
Annenberg School for communication at the
University of Pennsylvania·sums this decline
best when she says, ''The press is function-
ing as if the Bradley-Gore race is over."

In order to reverse this slide Bradley has
drawn more attention to his campaign by
gaining the support of basketball superstar
and owner of the Washington Wizards,
Michael Jordan.

Jordan is now participating in a Bradley
advertisement campaign in which the bas-
ketball great says: "I know the kind of
America I want for my children. It's a place
where every family has good health, and no
family suffers from thetragedy of gun vio-
lence.

It's a place where every child has a bright
future, and where skin color or eye shape
doesn't matter anymore. It's a place where
you can be proud to be an American. It's time
for us to believe in something that will give
every American an opportunity to succeed
and be viewed equally. That's why I'm sup-
porting Bill Bradley of president. Shouldn't
you?"

To me, this seems very idealistic and
vague. Nevertheless, the words of Jordan
should revitalize the Bradley campaign (es-
pecially in Chicago and North Carolina) and
allow Bradley to elaborate on how he plans
on achieving such lofty goals.

Bradley must act quickly to build on this

momentum provided by Jordan by showing
a more charismatic personality in addition
to elaborating on how he plans to achieve
his goals; not just vaguely stating his ideas.

Bradley has other powerful supporters
such as Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan of
New York and Senator Bob Kerrey of Ne-
braska.

Al Gore, however, still has the edge over
Bradley in this category especially since he
still has the backing of the White House.

Bradley definitely has the financial means
to withstand the tumults of a lengthy cam-
paign, as he still has $20 million to spare.
Yet, ultimately, what will determine
Bradley's staying power is "Super Tuesday."

This day, March 7 is dubbed "Super Tues-
day" because 16 states including Maryland
will vote to decided 30 percent of the Demo-
cratic Party's delegates. The key states on
March 7 will be New York and California,
where Bradley is currently busy campaign-
ing. These states will be where Bradley can
use his remaining funds most effectively, as
television ads will be vital to win over such
large states where he will not be able to per-
sonally reach the entire population.

At the same time, this is an area where
Bradley is particularly vulnerable; he has in-
experienced people working the campaign
trail for him.

Gore on the other hand, has Clinton cam-
paign vets and the labor unions working fe-
verishly by his side. This portion of the cam-
paign is stacked against Bradley, since Gore
has can utilize Clinton supporters to his ad-
vantage in addition to utilizing techniques
which have worked or failed for Clinton. The
deciding day will be March 7; time is tick-
ing for Bradley.

Voiceyour
opinions

Edward K. Schultheis
examines the status quo, and

calls for change
Some might wonder what is the pur-

pose of a commentary section or an edi-
torial page in a collegiate newspaper.
Some people might say that many of
the issues we present aren't relative or
don't really affect that many people.
Someone might even say that an edito-
rial can't evoke change.

However, that is a fallacy the stu-
dent body should not use as an excuse
to remain silent. While Iwalk around
the campus, I am sure to hear my fel-
low students voicing their concerns
about issues on campus or even on na-
tional issues. Yet I am still surprised
that every week, the only editorials and
commentaries that I receive are from
the staff.

Are people afraid to write anything
for the paper, are they not motivated to
even write for the paper, ordo they just
not even care? It seems that this is the
question of the ages. Have people just
stopped caring about change? Orare we
so wrapped up in our lives that we don't
care about evoking change?

The answer to the latter is actually
the simplest. Someone is always read-
ing the newspaper in hopes of coming
up with new ideas or ways to improve
something.

True, change won't always come
around right away, but persistence is
always a quality to initiate change. That
is the main reason of editorials in COl-
legiate newspapers such as the Phoe-
nix - to evoke change.

The whole idea of the First Amend-
ment is based around this principle.
This even seems to be the age of the
most frequent usage of the First
Amendment, such as John Rocker's
statements in an issue of a previous
Sport's Illustrated. However, it seems
that fewer and fewer people are using
their rights to their full potential.

There are many things that need
change, and while we might be inclined
tojust sit around and be happy with the
present and the way things are, we can't
let change go by the waste side.

This is the reason that we have com-
mentary and editorial sections in news-
papers.

While some might view the section
to be superfluous and unnecessary, it is
in fact an integral part of the newspa-
per.

The only problem is that so many
people are content with the status quo,
that people can't seem to find time to
try to change, yet they always find time
to complain about an exorbitant amount
of things both on campus and off.

The only difference is that these
people don't take the time to make a
difference, they just expect it to be
made for them.

This could be the only downfall of
the First Amendment, because it takes
for granted the fact that people will do
something about change, when in real-
ity it seems that everyone is able to
complain but only a few people can
actually make a push for change.

Do something for your fellow hu-
man being, and make a push for change,
the status quo only works for so long.



were still alive from the last movie
(Neve Campbell, David Arquette,
and Courtney Cox Arquette). They
converge on the set of the movie,
"Stab 3", which is based on the
murders that happened in "Screain
2". Dwight "Dewey" Riley
(Arquette) and Gale Weathers
(Cox) reunite to discuss what went
wrong with their relationship.

They are joined by the cast
members of "Stab 3" on some es-
capades to deserted houses, where
the killer has an easy "stab" at
them. Sidney (Campbell) mean-
while, is in hiding getting weird
phone calls. She eventually turns
up at the "Stab" set as well, and
helps to foil the mysterious killer.
Sooner or later, of course, they all
meet at a huge mansion where
Sidney ends up face to face with
the killer once more.

I must admit that there were a
few times when Iwas grabbing the
armrest, and other times 1 was
chuckling at the stupidity of a luck-
less Jenny McCarthy. However, 1
was still left expecting something
really unexpected to happen and to
be suddenly reassured that 1 spent
my eight bucks on a worthy movie.
Unfortunately, it was not to be so,
and Ican only reassure myself that
there won't be an attempt at a
fourth installment of this "success-
ful" formula.
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60 Seconds
What is the craziest daydream
you've had during class?

Words and pictures by Raini Wright

"/ was a star on Broadway
singing 'Luck be a Lady

Tonight'. "
Tricia Chin-Quee
Social Work '0 I

"/ was behind the scenes in
Glar playing bass with three

of my residents, "
Eric Brind ' Amour

Art '01

"That / actually enjoyed
statistics. "
Richard Smith
Sociology '00

"Top secret agents decide
that I have to go with them
because / know something

no one else does. "
Dave Hanyok

Exercise Science '01

"I was afemale action hero,
decked out in leather and

loaded with firearms,
fighting in a warehouse. "

Pam Murrell
Studio ArtlArt History '00

JOAN FAULKNER

"Scream 3": Too much of a good thing
Staff Writer

Everybody likes scary movies.
Of course, they're no fun unless
you're actually scared. Who cares
about some madman stabbing
screaming teen girls, unless you
actually leave your seat once to sit
in the stranger next 10 you's lap?

Sadly, the horror genre of mov-
ies used to be a lot better. Remem-
ber those horror "classics" from the
thirties and forties, referred to now
as the original "cheesies''? Now,
Hollywood models all of their hor-
ror movie plots after them. It seems
that we're really down 10 our last
"scare". No wonder these last few
decades have been filled with
brainless sequels to mildly enter-
taining originals.

When the first "Scream" hit the-
aters in late 1996, everyone went
wild. Here was a movie that com-
bined horror and laughter into one.
For once, a horror movie could
laugh at itself!

There was no surprise when a
new horror genre was spawned:
funny "I know what you're going
to do next" horror. So of course, "I
Kno.w What You Did Last Sum-
mer", "Urban Legends", and "I Still
Know What You Did Last Sum-
mer" followed.

But like every horror movie,
you can't be scared for long before

wondering why it suddenly got bor-
ing again. "Scream 2" tried, and
very hard mind you, to overcome
the staple of the bad sequel. It tried
to be just as funny and original as
its predecessor, while knowing that
it was the sequel in the movie.
Unfortunately, although I thought
Neve Campbell's boyfriend was
really cute, it didn't really live up
to the hype. It was, however, better
than most horror sequels.

So now we come to the third
installment. And what a surprise,
the name of the movie is "Scream
3". Ireally tried to enjoy this movie
though, despite what I knew about
sequels. I remembered that in a lot
of trilogies (note, 1 said trilogy, not
a series of Rocky's), the third is
often pretty entertaining, or at least
an improvement on the second. For
example, who didn't like the third
installment of "Back to the Future",
"Indiana Jones", or "Star Wars"?

Unfortunately, Wes Craven
didn't promise the trilogy. everyone
expected. I was hoping thai he
would get away from the same plot:
the killer chasing down a helpless,
unknowing, (and often sarcastic)
victim while cracking all of the
same jokes, just before the victim
realizes that this isn't a joke, and
that they really are in for it.

The plot of "Scream 3" con-
tained all of the original actors who

KATE ESPOSITO
Featuus&!ilOr

Stocks soar for "Boiler Room"
Crooked lawyers, evil doctors,

corrupt politicians; there is now a
new genre for the-society-is-out-
to-get-us film: deceptive stockbro-
kers. The film "Boiler Room" is
excellent at fueling viewers' para-
noia.

The movie stars Giovanni
Ribsi as Seth Davis, a college
dropout with a mind, or at least a
flair for business.

At the urging of his father, he
closes his illegal gambling busi-
ness run from his apartment. Un-
beknownst to him at the time, he
will ultimately become an even
bigger crook and wish for the sta-
bility of small time crime.

The main reason, Davis takes
the job at IP Marlon is to try to
make his father proud.

However, Marty Davis (played
by Ron Rifkin) is not easily ap-
peased. He is also none to quick
to say, "I told you so" whenever
his son screws up, as he assumes
he inevitably will.

Another sketchy character is
Greg Weinstein (Nicky Katt)
Seth's "friend" who lures him into
the business, then becomes jealous
of his success.

Throughout the film, he is seen
glaring across the room with an
omnipresent scowl.

The real reason Davis is con-
vinced to take the job is because
of Jim Young (Ben Affleck) who
assures groups of potential em-
ployees, "You will become a mil-
lionaire within 6 months." Unfor-
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tunarely, we later find out that
Young is so well to do that he drives
a Ferrari but still lives with his par-
ents.

Although Davis enters the finn
because of Young, he stays because
of Chris Varick (Vin Diesel) who is
one of the more likable characters
in the movie, though a bit opinion-
ated.

He tells him the "rules" of seil-
ing stock over the phone, such as
never let the customer hang up
without a sale, and badger them re-
lentlessly until they feel like they
have to.

Unlike Weinstein, he applauds
Davis's success and supports him.
It makes you wonder why he is
working as a stockbroker when he
would have an excellent career
ahead of him as a motivational
speaker.

The "boss" is played by Tom
Everett Scott. His main obligation
is to sit in his office shuffling pa-
pers and to provide rewards for

employees in the form of money,
drugs, alcohol, or prostitutes. It is I

a far 'Cry from his role as the nice
guy in "That Thing You Do".

Nia Long plays Abbie Halpert,
the firm's ill-fated secretary who
makes eighty thousand dollars a
year.

Along with working at a firm
that is all male except for a few
other secretaries, she is forced to
be the film's staple love interest.
There is a rather irrelevant fight
over her between Davis and
Weinstein.

Then, of course, to fit into the
movie formula of late, she becomes
key in the unraveling of the plot.

The real problem, however is
when Davis decides to develop a
conscience. He is also a bit coerced
by a certain government agency.
Suffice to say, Weinstein's will not
be the only scowling face.

This is an excellent film, despite
its flaws and sexism it's must-see
if you work in the phone center.

http://www.StudentCity.com
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exciting. The list of beverages, alone, is exten-
sive and enough to leave one in the land of in-
decision. You can order regular or specialty
coffees. Or you can order a pot of tea that serves
six cups and offers a variety of flavors. They
also have standard drinks such as soda, hot
chocolate, or iced coffee. They also have Ital-
ian sodas to fit every taste.

Their desert menu offers such things as
muffins, scones, and tiramisu. They have tarts
and other fine delicacies to tickle your fancy.
Fat Cat Cafe also offers you the opportunity to
order special occasion cakes, with advance
notice, for fairly reasonable prices.

Recently, Fat Cat Cafe started offering af-
ternoon tea. It is offered' on the first and third
Thursdays of the month. Reservations are nec-
essary.

The nice thing about Fat Cat Cafe is the at-
mosphere. The room we were in was small' -
six tables. The cozy arrangement is nice for a
quiet conversation at any time of day. The green
marbleized tables and chairs plus the rose pink
walls make for a soothing environment. Deco-
rating the walls and windows are paintings and
sun-catchers, all on sale, that are quitee'clectic
yet fit in with the decor. .

Fat Cat Cafe is located at _I72 E. Main
Street. Their normal operating hours are from
8 am to 4 pm for breakfast and lunch, Tues-
days through Sundays. On Friday and Satur-
day extended hours extend to 10 pm for din-
ner.

It's reasonable prices and excellent food
make for an enjoyable experience. Their lunch-
time fare will leave you begging for more. And
nothing's wrong with stopping in to sample a
dessert and some coffee 0)1 a weekend night.

Next time you're strolling down Main Street
with nothing to do, or if you have a Durning
desire for coffee, sweets, and atmosphere, stop'
in and see our friends at the Fat Cat Cafe; it's
one of Westminster's treasures.

SHAUNA DOMINGUEZ

Assistant Features Editor

Garrett on linguistics and life

She's been to Spain six times, lived in
Madrid for three months before going to grad
school, and plans to spend two and a half
weeks in Madrid and Barcelona for her up-
coming honeymoon. This woman is Susan
Garrett, part-time professor of Approaches
to the Study of Language - a linguistics
course. This is her second semester at West-
ern Maryland College.

The reason Garrett first got involved with
linguistics was an introduction to linguistics
course she took at University of Maryland
College Park. A professor had recommended
she take it as a BLAR-type requirement, and

she ended up loving it. Currently, she is pur- Susan Garrett, a relatively new addition to
suing her Ph.D. white teaching part-time both t{le/acultyat WMC
here and at Goucher College.

Garrett chose to teach here and at is grading compositions. "It's slow and there
Goucher because she has a history with both are so many things to keep in mind. It's so
schools. Her uncle was a student here and subjective." •
other family members have attended Onamorepersonallevel,Garretthastwo
Goucher. Another reason she likes WMC is cats, Cartes and Yohualli (which is the Az-
the personal atmosphere. She didn't want to tee word for midnight). She is a member of
be at a research institution and not know her the National Puzzler's League along with her
students. Also, she feels that the students here fiance. They both love puzzles and games of
are really into learning linguistics, even all kinds. In fact, her fiance proposed to her
though it can be very hard. in a puzzle that he created. She now has this

When asked how she got into teaching, puzzle framed, and it sits on the desk in her
Garrett said that she had always known she office.
wanted to teach. The opportunity presented Another hobby of Garrett's is making
itself while she was in grad school at Penn soaps. She enjoys this because, "It's fun and
State, and she seized it. She was offered a fast." She even sells her soaps on-line and in
chance to teach a night grammar course, and a shop at Cranberry Mall.
ended up taking over the course, rebuilding One would suspect that as a person who
it, and making it better. She even sought out spends a lot of time working with words,
new textbooks with which to teach the Garrett would have a favorite, and she does.
course. She continued teaching until she left The word is "esdrujula," a Spanish term
Penn. meaning "words stressed on the antepenul-

Her favorite thing about teaching is the timate (third from the end) syllabJe." She
teaching itself. She loves being in the class- finds it interesting that the word is an ex-
room and is very enthusiastic about her work. ample of what it means. And, she added, "it's
She commented that her least favorite thing just a fun word to say."

Rat's Web by Anne Butler
A look at Virii, Trojans, and Worms

You've probably heard of viruses, possi-
bly through one of the many e-mail hoaxes
that seem to keep being perpetrated. Maybe
you've even been hit by a virus and you know
first hand how much damage it can do. But
for those who have been fortunate enough
to avoid viruses, I'll explain just what they

A virus is a malicious file or part ofa file
that is intended to do damage to the files or
software on your computer. This damage is
called the "payload," and some viruses have
a very minimal payload (for instance some
may just display a message and then let you
get back to your normal computing). Others
can be more dangerous.

Many viruses can change your files or
even delete some of the files that your com-
puter needs to run, preventing it from even
starting up correctly. So far only one type of
virus can actually damage hardware; that is
the CIH virus and its mutations. They can

::::- damage the BIOS, or what allows you to
communicate with your computer. It only
costs around thirty dollars to fix, but can still
be annoying.

Macro viruses are a type that is particu-
larly devastating to Word. They can really
screw up the operation of the program or
delete document files. Finally, there are spe-
cial types of macro viruses like "Melissa"
that sends copies of itself as an attachment
to everyone in your e-mail address book. It
doesn't do much harm to-a computer, but it

can shut down businesses by overloading
servers.

Trojans you probably haven't heard
about. No, I'm not referring to the condoms
or the horse. I'm referring to a program that
exists on your computer that allows a hacker
with the corresponding program to have ac-
cess to your computer. They can delete files,
steal passwords and credit card numbers, and
generally play hell with your computing life.
If they delete any files Windows needs in
order to run, you will not be able to start up
Windows.

A Worm is a special type of virus that
infects your files and tries to send a reply to
every e-mail you receive, attaching a copy
of itself and attempting to spread itself fur-
ther. The labs were plagued by this type of
virus early on last year.

Next issue, I'll tell you just how you get
any of these malicious things and how to find
out if you have one. I'll also give you the
URis of some programs to use to get rid of
them. For now, l'tI give you a simple tip:
Do not download or accept files from a
source you do not trust!

Weird-Ass Site of the Issue

Kurumi's Humble House of Roadsdom -
hltp:llwww.kurumi.com{roadslfreeway.hlpll ~.
Are you a road geek? Br.no.I mean REAt .
roads like with the yellow lines and every-
thing? This guy is ... --.-.

MEGAN MARTIN

Student Adviser

Fun times at the Fat Cat Cafe
On a Saturday afternoon, a friend and

I decided to take a stroll down Main Street.
Saturday afternoon, however, is not the
best time to look for adventure in down-
town Westminster. Most places were ei-
ther closed by 2 pm or about to close within
the next few hours. One of the more entic-
ing places to stop that was actually open
past 5 pm was the Fat Cat Cafe.

We entered Fat Cat Cafe around 4 pm,
and, as far as we could tell, we were the
only people there. We arrived right before
their dinner "rush" started. Both of us or-
dered sandwiches and coffee. Ipersonalty
recommend the Kosher Style Sandwich.
This sandwich was excellent - lean corned
beef, sauerkraut, and meltedSwiss cheese
on toasted rye bread with a side of Rus-
'sian dressing (yum). The sandwich was
presented neatly on a clear glass plate with
a generous scoop of potato salad (second
only to Mom's), a pickle, and fruit - an
orange slice, a grapefruit slice, and grapes.

For those of you who would prefer
something else,' Fat Cat Cafe has a range
of sandwiches that includes the traditional
and the slightly exotic. If you happen to
be a vegetarian, there are also several
choices for you. They offer a veggie burger
and a portabello mushroom sandwich,just
to name two options. Plus, there are al-
ways salads - fruit, house, and caesar - to
choose from.

Fat Cat Cafe also offers breakfast and
dinner. You can get omelets, Belgian
waffles or something as simple as oatmeal.
Dinner usually starts sometime around.S
pm and is served until 10 pm but only on
Fridays and Saturdays, according to the
banner displayed outside the restaurant.

The back page of the menu is the most

KATE ESPOSITO

Features Editor

Locust Books offers atmosphere

Do you like books? No, I am not talk-
ing about textbooks or anthologies, but
actual interesting pieces of literature you
would read without being forced. If you
are tired of the rather limited selection
of these items at the WMC bookstore,
you need only take a short walk down
Main Street. There you wilt find Locust
Books.

Although this store is no Borders or
Barnes and Noble, whatever it lacks in
size, it makes up for in atmosphere.

Upon entering the store, you are
greeted by the clerk who seems genu-
inely happy to see you. Either this per-
son is a wonderful actor, or more likely
she is a friendly, welcoming person.

Playing in the background is inno-
vative new age or jazz. The store is di-
vided into sections, designated by pieces
of paper taped to the shelves. Although
there is not a huge selection, the store
definitely has variety.

The first section, located in the front
window is entitled "gift books". It con-
sists of small hard backs with quotes

. about love and friendship. There are also
handmade cards, bookmarks, posters,
and stickers ranging from Hercules tat-
toos to Pocemon. A perfect gift for a
roommate would be the Wubbulous
World of Dr. Seuss coloring book. They

~:r~~i~::~t~~e;}o~~~rt~:~~e~~;~tl.or-

Another interesting section features
bocks-on- mythology and philosophy.

There are collections of Celtic parables, books
on dream interpretation, and several titles on
eastern religions. If you are an education ma-
jor, or children's books are at your intellec-
tuallevel, almost the entire back of the store
is devoted to the under 12 set. There are pa-
perbacks, board books, and stuffed animals.

The humor section is also excellent. There
is a parody on almost every subject, from
dumping a guy to a book on how to become
a certified idiot-for dummies. The selection
does not stop there, however. The most un-
usual book that I noticed was a thick hard-
back written about the history of bookshelves.
For the more conservative, regular bestsellers
are also available.

There is a bargain section with books at
greatly reduced prices for the financiatty im-
paired. Unfortunately, those on a low budget
must be interested in a book on the movie
"We're Back: A Dinosaur's Story" or a biog-
raphy of Hanson- If not, bring. your parents'
or friend's crediLcard~ '.

If you are looking for a specific title, the
employees are happy to help you. Foregoing
the computer age, all of the books available
are indexed in an old-fashioned filing system:
note cards. This store is agreat place to spend
an afternoon, especially since the back con-
nects to the cafe next door.

You can spend an hour or two just brows-
ing with no overt exasperation shown by the
clerk if you fail to buy anything. This is also
a good form of procrastination if you are sup-
posed to be writi.~g a paper or studying for
an exam. \."

Another ham-related reason to go: there
is-a large seiection-of Cliff's Notes. _.
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Advice from the stars, the animals, and the horoscope goddess
CATHY PENOORF Gemini (May 22 - June 21) '" not! Your animal is the one-eyed.

SraffWrirer This month you will find a twin one-horned, flying purple people
Pisces (Feb. 20 - Mar. 20) spirit in the form of an animal.
Happy Birthday Fishies! Just when Whether you relate most to a two-
you think the ice is melting, a cold
front blows in. Don't worry, within
a few days your puddles should be
swimmable again! Your lucky ani-
mal is the octopus.

Travel

Classified

eater.

SagJUarius (Nov. 23 - Dec. 21)
The beat of the drums is in your
blood and you wonder where the
music will take you. Is that the
army calling? The Salvation
Army?!?! Your lucky animal is the
wallaby.

Aries (Mar. 21 - Apr. 20)
This is your month to be creative
with fruit! You will realize thai Red
Square would look a lot better with
a fruity sculpture of Freud. Ride the
edge! Go for it! Your lucky animal
is the platypus.

Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 20)
Do not live in fear of the future!
Chinese Fortune Cookies will not
hurt you! Much ... Your lucky ani-
mal is the capybara: a four foot
long web-footed South American
rodent.

Taurus (Apr. 21 - May 21)
You are a hull charging into the
mist and smoke. Remember, when
you start to feel a little too trippy,
stop breathing. Your lucky animal
is the coati: a tree-dwelling mam-
mal with a long, flexible snout.

Mexico/Caribbean or Central America

$229r.1. Europe$1690.w. Other
world wide destinations cheap. ONLY
TERRORISTS GET YOU TIIERE
CHEAPER! Book tickets on line

www.airtech.com or
(212)219-7000

Aquarius (Jan. 21 - Feb. 19)
This month you will start to ques-
tion life. Muddled words take your
places. Turn away, and face damp-
ness. Your lucky animal is the emu.

..... ~ LAST CHANCE TO

RESERVE YOUR SPOT FOR
~DISCOUNTSFOR
.6 OR MORE! SOUTH PADRE,

CANCUN, JAMAICA. BAHAMAS,
ACAPULCO. FLORIDA & MARDI

GRAS. REPS. NEEDED ...TRAVEL
FREE.800-838-8203!

WWW.LEISURETOURS.COM

#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun,Jamaica,

Bahamas, & Florida
Best Prices Guaranteed! Free Parties

& Cover charges!

Space is Limited! Book it Now! AI!
major credit cards accepted!

1-800-234-7007
www.endJcsssummcrtours.com

ALL destinations.

cover your butt.
better yet, help cover your

[tuition]ru
GO DlRECf! We're the Amazon.com
of Spring Break! #1 Internet-based
company offering WHOLESALE

pricing by eliminating middlem~n! We
have the other companies begging for

mercy!

Guaranteed Lowest Price!
1-800-367-12.52

www.springbreakdirect.com

Devoted happily married couple wishes
very much to adopt newborn. We will
give your baby a warm loving berne

with sarong family values and financial

security, Medicalandlegalellpenses
paid. CaUSusanandPetercollecl

4J0-336-()250·"'}M"".BEST SUMMER JOB YOU'LL
EVER HAVE! Top-notch Maine

summer camp for beys seeks
counselors to instruct either

OOsketball.lennis,lacrosse,basebalJ,
hockey,golf,hiking,ropescourse,
archery, swimming,booling, water-

skiing. arts & crafts,photography,
video,music. June 23--August 16.

Highest camp salaries plus travel,
room,board,laundryservice,

internshipcredil. Great facihties,
beautifullake-fronlsetting.Weseek

fun, dynamic, responsible role-

models who enjoy working with
children. Call 410-337-9697 or
emaiISlr::ylemar99@aol.com

College can mean maneuvering through a lot ofditferent things, but tuition payments

shouldn't be one of them. That's where Army ROTC comes in. Here, you'll develop

s'kiHs that'H last a lifetime. Meet friend,Syou can count on. And have a shot at

getting'a 2- or 3-year scholarship. Talk ti/an A'rmY.Rorc,,8dvisor today, and find OU~

Adoption

more about our scholarship, pro(.~am. covered,

Unlike!,nY,~her college course you can take.

I

http://www.airtech.com
http://www.endJcsssummcrtours.com
http://www.springbreakdirect.com
mailto:emaiISlr::ylemar99@aol.com
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Reflections: Black History Month
RAINI WRIGHT nificance of this month-long celebration.

Staff Writer

9:30 Club hosts V-Day Love Out
MIKE YESTRAMSKI AND CHRIS ANASTASIA due to their combination of. high energy

sound and their witty and sometimes puz-
zling stage antics, and this show only
helped to reaffirm thai belief.

The opening adrenaline shot of ''The
Misfits" to the last sad refrain of "Year-
book," kept the crowd going from start to
finish. The high point of the show was dur-
ing "The First Thing About Regret," where
they brought an audience member on stage
to play the cow bell with them. This typi-
fies the unpredictably that makes a
Splittsville show one to remember.

Finally, Mary Prankster came on stage,
sporting her bright red cowboy hat as well
as her red leather "rocker pants" and
launched into a raunchy rendition of her
hit "Valentine." After a slight introduction
of herself and her band to the audience,
Prankster played hits off of both her debut
album "Blue Skies over Dundalk" and her
recent release, "Roulette Girl:"

Although most of the die-hard fans in
the audience enjoyed the performance, we
felt that Prankster lacked the energy that
was such a crucial part of the evening for
the other acts. This might be due to the fact
that the songs off of her new album lacked
the spirit and sense of rebellion that was so
prevalent on "Blue Skies over Dundalk."

Overall, the show was a hit. Fans of any
of the bands did not leave disappointed.

At a time in history when the number of
hate crimes appears to be growing larger and
larger, surprisingly some critics have often
questioned the validity of specific times set
aside to honor various cultures.

It seems as if acknowledging the many
traditions that served to make the United
States the "land of opportunity and diversity"
that it is today, has become a crime in and of
itself.

One such time that has received criticism
from some, is Black History Month.

Designated by Americans as way to give
recognition to those people whose contribu-
tions often went unnoticed, Black History
Month has been scrutinized because it spans
an entire month instead of one week or one
day.

However, there is a reason for this month
long celebration.

On February 19,1926CarterG. Woodson
created and established Negro History Week
because he discovered tha1 no schools in the
U.S. taught the history of African Americans.
woodson, the second black to receive a doc-
torate from Harvard University, was a lead-
ing historian in the United States at the time
and is often called the Father of Black His-
tory,

He chose February as the month in which
this week-long observance would occur be-
cause the birthdays of both Frederick
Douglass and Abraham Lincoln are in this
month, the 14 and 12 respectively.

Douglass and Lincoln were two pioneers
in the emancipation of slavery.

In 1970, Negro History Week became
known as Black History weekand was des-
ignated by Woodson as a week in which all
Americans could learn about and honor the
many achievements of African Americans.
It was later extended to Black History Month
in 1976 because many Americans were still
unaware of the contributions made by blacks.

In the spirit of Black History Month sev-
eral WMC students were asked to give their
opinions about what they felt was the sig-

Sports Editors

Here's what they had to say: On February 12, the two of us decided
to go to the 9:30 Club in Washington DC
to see Mary Prankster and Splittsville for
the annual Valentine's Day Love Out.

Finding the 9:30 club is relatively easy,
if you don't mind driving through some of
the seedier parts of Northwest DC. So, af-
ter searching for a parking space, we went
into the club.

Entering the club was hassle-free and
not very expensive either. What was expen-
sive, however, was the beer that one of us
purchased.

Don't worry though, the water fountains
were clean and readily available.

The dance floor was small, but it fea-
tured a stage that was only three feet from
the ground, thus allowing a better connec-
tion between performers and audience.

At 9:30 p.m., the Joiners hit the stage
as the opening act. After a slow start due to
technical reasons, they jumped into a hard
rocking set of their signature sound, which
was an eclectic mix that borrowed equally
from both George Jones and the Clash.
Overall, for an opening act, they were good,
but the real show was still to come.

Next on stage was the Baltimore power
punk trio of Splittsville. Splittsville is
quickly becoming one of our favorite bands,

"To promote and learn about positive black
history"

Aleya Horn '0 I

"Respect and recognition of
African Americans' role in

. American history"

Penelope Miller, '03

"Education"

Mithona Dan '02

"To heighten aware-
ness in the community"

- Joe Lucas, '00

" portrays the reality of
history and mistakes made
in the past, helps us to plan
better for the future as a
society"

-Mohindra Ramphal '03

"Learning about the real history of black cul-
ture and not just what
they teach us" ............................................
Jessica Hurwitz '02 Got something to sell?

Try a Phoenix classified.
Only $1 for studentsl

Contact Matt Thomas @
x8600.

"To educate people that
don't know about black
history, to make people
more aware, to reemphasize history"

- Shaiah Gady, '02

"Tries to make up for the lack in our exist-
ing educational framework"

- Camille Cooke, '00

............................................
Amaze

You.rseJf
In Fall 2000, study at WMC

Budapest

Information Meeting
Monday, Feb 28 6:00 pm

Hill 108
Can't make this meeting?
Call Dr. Pam Regis x437
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Selecky pursues NFL dreams
continued/rom page 16

At the currenr ume Selecky has
no tryouts lined up, but believes
that they will come.

In the mean time he continues
to train everyday, and is currently
putting together a highlight tape
from his WMC days for his agent
to distribute.

He says he considers the Arena
League a good starting point.

This is the same league that pro-
duced this year's Super Bowl MVP

KurtWamer.
No matter where Selecky's pro

football career takes him, the
fanner sociology major says that he
does plan to return to school to fin-
ish his degree.

He is one full year away from
graduation because he did not take
the spring semester of his sopho-
more year.

No matter how close Selecky is
to graduation, Keating is uncertain
of Selecky's return to school.

"I think that if you look at it his-
torically, it's a very difficult thing
to do, coming back, finishing your
degree," he said. "There's so many
other things that occupy your life,"
he added

But Selecky is obstinate on this
point.

"I will return to school," he said.
But whether or not Selecky does

return to school, one thing is cer-
tain, he will not be returning to
Western Maryland. While he loved

Tommy Selecky prepares to attack during a home football game.

his days here, both on and off the
playing field, he says that being
here full time would be too pain-
ful.

"I don't want to be there and not
play," he said. While he most likely
won'tgraduatefromWMC, and he
may go on to bigger and better
things on the football field, one
thing is clear, Tommy Selecky was
more than just a football player, or
a student at Western Maryland, he
was a personality, and he left an in-

delible mark on the WMC commu-
nity.

"I like to remember Tommy on
the football field, and the passion
and the passion that he had in go-
ing after the man that he was to
crush, and he talked about that to
the press, but I think that the
Tommy that I'll always remember
is the one with the smile on his face
and the glint in his eye," Dean
Horneffsaid.

DAN GAOl)

SIa!fWriter

Selecky faces scare

Tommy Selecky has always
been a passionate indi vidual, who
goes after what he wants with ev-
erything he's got. This is truer of
his pursuit of a pro football career
than anything else. It is his life's
mission.

But his mission, and his life, al-
most carne to an end recently with
one fell swoop of a glass bottle .•

Selecky, who has avoided alco-
hol since leaving school in order to
further his training, decided to put
that on hold one night so that he
could be with a friend who was
heading back to Penn State the next
day.

They went to a crowded bar.
The last night celebration was go-
ing fine until Selecky's friend sud-
denly came out of the men's room
yelling for help.

Selecky ran into the bathroom
where he found that his friend was
involved in a fight.

Selecky stayed out of the fight,
allowing it to continue as long as it
was one on one. But when another
guy jumped into the fray and
started attacking his friend, Selecky
jumped in and grabbed the second
guy.

Selecky says he threw the guy
against a wall, but he then grabbed
a beer bottle and broke it over a
sink.

As Selecky tried to dodge the

now armed man, he slipped, allow-
ing him to stab Selecky in the top
of the head with the broken bottle.

Selecky suffered severe wounds
on the top of the head, and the glass
also cut through his bottom lip. "I
was bleeding like a stuffed pig,"
Selecky said.

As he began to bleed profusely,
blood started (Q blur his vision. This
is when the events took a nearly
fatal turn.

Trying to regain his vision, Se-
lecky used his arm to wipe the
blood out of his eyes.

There was one major problem,
however, glass that was lodged in
Selecky's head severed his arm,
cutting three arteries.

At this point, he began to suffer
massive blood loss, and nearly bled
to death before doctors saved him.

The injuries left Selecky with a
lot of scarring, but other than that
he has made a full recovery.

Despite the seriousness of his
injuries, they have not slowed him
down one bit from the pursuit of
his dreams.

After sitting out for two weeks,
he was back to his Full regimen of
running and lifting, and is now back
to 100 percent.

If anything, he is surprised by
how quickly he has recovered "I
thought it was going to slow me
down, but it didn't," he said.

In fact, he says he has even im-
proved in some areas of his train-
ing since the incident.

Men's basketball finishes season 4-19, 1-11 in conference
GREG LEDERER ter jumping. out to a 22-5 lead, One example was a February 12 Erik Larson's 8 rebounds and ca- chance to develop and show theirSta!fWriter Ursinus used conference scoring conference road game against Get- reer high 15 points led the team to ability this season,

leader Richie Barrett's 19 points to tysburg. a 84-76 overtime win over Villa The difficult season will serve
The 1999-2000 Western Mary- take a 95-57 win. In a back and forth contest, the Julie thus ending their seven game as a learning experience for it won't

[and College Men's basketball team A bright spot for the team was team lead 53-48 in the second half losing streak. be long until the Men's basketball
(1-11,4-19) has had a very diffi- sophomore shooting guard Erik before a 12-2 Gettysburg spurt With under two minutes left in team will be competitive and win-cult and trying season. Larson's team leading 12 points. turned the game to 60-55 lead with the .game, senior center Jim ning once again.

Injuries, absence of key players, In their next game, Dickinson just over five and half minutes re- Hegmann buried two crucial foul
and rumors about the coach's fu- came to town and despite freshman . ~ .

shots to give the team a 66-63 lead,rnanung.

Sports Writerslure have left a void on the once point guard Greg Hill's 18 points, The Green Terror cut the lead but Villa Julie tied it 66-66 all at
promising team's roster. 4-6 from three point land, the home to 64-62 with two minutes left, but the end of regulation.

and Photogra-There have been many exciting team fell 99-74. turned the ball over three times in In the overtime period, WMC
moments this season, although the Despite their losses of late, the the last minute and a half to allow scored the first five points and used
guys record isn't what they were development of young players like the opposition a 70-62 win. timely foul shooting to gain a hard phers needed.hoping for. Hill and Larson has brought about It was a heart breaking loss to earned victory.

It has been a learning expert- optimism that the team will pros- a team that they beat last month, As the season closes down for Interested?ence for the team with conference per in the near future but a breakout game for junior for- the Green Terror, there have been
rivals Johns Hopkins, Ursinus, and This development and promis- ward Mike Furey. many exciting moments and posi-

Call Mike atFranklin and Marshall all having ing play has led to some very ex- Coming into the game shoot- rive plays that point to success for
good seasons. citing and positive games over the ing just 36% from the floor, Furey the team over the next few years. Ix 8600 for moreLately, the team has fallen upon few weeks. went 8 for 8 and scored a game high
hard times, but continues to com- Recently, it seems whenever the 17 points. He fell one short of the The loss of seniors like Brian

information.pete every night. team plays well, they seem to come school record (9-9), which was set Billman, Jim Hegmann, and Jeff
On February 5, the men visited up short, despite tremendous efforts by John Trumbo in 1973. Myers will hurt the team, but many

East division leader Ursinus. Af- in all aspects of the game. In their very next game, guard young players have been given the
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CHIUS ANASTASIA outstretched, knowing that what- dreamt of making myself. Just because some guy or girl I do not know the answer, and
Asst. Sports Editor ever that transpired would be grand This is the gist of this column. that was simply blessed with good frankly I do not want to know.

As I sit here and type this col- and glorious indeed. I, probably like many of you out genes or a driving parent or with You can not judge yourself by
umn, I begin to think of how I Then, we all grew up. there, once believed that being a boundless energy and self-determi- the things you have not done,
spend my hard spent tuition I remember dreaming of being pro athlete would mean living a life nation does not make them any dif- only for the things you have.
money at this fine institution of a pro athlete growing up. well beyond the normalcy of us ferent than you or I. Let those who lead that life
learning. In short, I wonder if it I dreamed of dominating the regular folk. They make millions and have worry about themselves. I have
is all really worth it. gridiron every Sunday. Was this my To be put upon a pedestal and thousands of fans. They also are the a hard enough time just writing

I mean, I bust my *ss in a actual dream? Well, no. to be free of persecution and first ones that we see on the news this column.
number of classes, and if I am It was a dream instilled by a trouble. To, in a word, be immor- for drug possessions and murders. P.S. If you hate this column,
successful, if I truly do well, I brother who was a great player I tal. Well, that's where you would That is the life they live, they get or for the three of you who actu-
may end up with a high five-fig- admired, and by a father that was be wrong. the perks and they get the punish- ally read and enjoy this little slice
ure salary pushing paper past my only noticed by his absence. Rae Carruth was not above the ment. of life, e-mail me your comments
desk and aggravating an ulcer. law. I am willing to bet that Ray Fair trade? You decide. "d questions at

I recall the sense of adventure Well, a severe knee injury put Lewis wishes to God right now that Thus leads me back 10 my origi- cma002@wmdc.edu.
in my youth when it came to an end to that little dream of mine, he were not held on such a pedes- nal point. (If I do, in fucr, have one) I will be more than happy to
thinking about the future. It was but I had other dream, I wanted to tal. Did I waste my adolescence answer any question or piece of
just a great ambiguous fate that be a writer, I wanted to document Payne Steward proved to us all studying when I could have been hate mail that I get, and I may
we all reached out for with arms these great and colossal achieve- that no athlete, no matter how good, trying to throw a fast ball 100-mph even use it in a future column.

ments of sportsmen that I had once is immortal. left-handed? Later.

Sports View: The question of sports life versus real life

Women's basketball falls just short of reaching playoffs
DAN GAUD they are a first place team, and went
Staf!Writer ona 13-0run. Hopkins guard Katie

Western Maryland's playoff Fitzgerald ('00) triggered the run,
bubble has burst. hitting consecutive uncontested

Despite recent optimism, 12 three pointers.
midnight has struck for the West- "You can't do that to a team like
em Maryland women's basketball Hopkins, you can't go to your end
team, and maybe just a little too . offensively and have to work hard
quickly for the team that was seem- for every shot you get and then al-
ingly improving every week. low the other team open uncon-

Needing just to beat Washing- tested shots," WMC Head Coach
ton College (10-14, 4-9) at home Becky Martin said.
on February 19 to force a tie Hopkins would extend their
breaker game with Franklin and lead to seven, but with 2: 14 remain-
Marshall to decide the Centennial ing the Terror would come storm-
Conference's final playoff berth, ing back. We just looked at each

.• the Green Terror (11-12, 7-6) were other and we told each other that
upset 66-54. basically 'we're either going to win

Washington, who hadn't beaten it, or we're going to go out trying
the Terror in five years, dominated our hardest,' so we put everything

_~ the first half and went into the we had into those last two min-
locker room up by 16. That lead utes," WMC center Kris Brust (03)
was increaMCI to 21r early in the said. After cutting the lead to three,
second half. . WMC put the ball in the hands of

But with their season on the guard Jen Piccolomini (,03), and
line, the Terror, like they hair done with II seconds remaining she
so many times earlier this season, drained her fifth three of the game,
refused to fade away. knotting the two teams at 54 apiece,

Trailing 58-41 midway through and sending the game to overtime.
the second half, WMC rattled off WMC jumped out early, scor-
12 consecutive points to pull to ing the first bucket of overtime, but
within five points. That was all it was all down hill from there. The
they could muster, however, as they more experienced Hopkins team
missed their last eight field goal wentona 13-2run to ice the game,
attempts of the game, allowing 67-58.
Washington to escape with the 12 "It was just unfortunate. Down
point victory. the line in the last five minutes,

This game, however, was not Hopkins has been there a few more
the only chance that the Terror had times than we have. From my per-
to extend their season. spective, we looked as if we tried

Heading into their February 16 !O play the last five minutes in one
match-up with first place Johns minute. Five minutes is really a lot
Hopkins, Western Maryland trailed of time, and we just did some things
second place Franklin and Marshall in a hurry," Martin said.

I by one game in the Centennial Con- Thinking that their playoff
ference standings. hopes were dead, coach Martin was

With F&M playing at'Iast place headed across Gill Gym following
Dickinson that same day. it seemed the game when a reporter notified
that the best the Terror could do was her that Dickinson had upset Fran-
hold the distance at one game. kIin and Marshall. She immediately

With this in mind, WMC gave went back to the locker room to let
the Johns Hopkins Blue Jays (18- her team know that they were still
5, 10-2) all they could handle. alive.

Having been in front for much "It was like being on a low from
of the game, the Terror opened their knowing thai we could've beaten
lead to 40-32 with 9:00 remaining Hopkins, to a high on, we can still
in the game. play them again," WMC guard Jen

Hopkins, however, showed why Piccolomini said, recalling her re-

action to Coach Martin's news. 49 defeat.
The loss to Washington three The Terror looked as if they

days later ended that possibility, were upset minded in the first half,
however. going into the locker room trailing

Piccolomini finished the game by just a point, 30-29.
with 17 points to lead the Terror and Elizabethtown, however, opened
Jill Ibex ('01) added 16 to go with the second half with an 8-2 run, and
13 rebounds and five blocked shots. they continued to widen their mar-

The big game was nothing new gin as the second half went on, un-
for Ibex, who was named the Cen- til it finally grew as large as 24 late
tennial Conference's Player of the in the game.
Week two days prior to the Hop- "We played an excellent first
kins game. Her week included a half, offensively and defensively.
three game tear against Dickinson, In the second half, I think that the
Elizabethtown, and Gettysburg in skill, and the composure, and the
which she scored 57 points: and experience of Elizabethtown took
pulled down 33 rebounds. fits toll on us. To be honest, we

"We can always count on her. played a very good game, but I
Even if she's not having a good {"think they were just better than us,"
shooting night she still does so Martin said. Guard Abbie Fabian
many other things for our team, if ('01) was a good example of this
it's rebounding, or if she gets her- ~ta[ent, as she lit the Terror up with
self to the foul line, she makes big [6 points, five assists, and an amaz-
plays for the team, and she did that ing nine steals, tying a WMC op-
all week long," Piccolomini said. oonenrsjrecorc.

This was certainly true of the For WMC's Brust, playing this
then crucial February 12 match-up kind of talent was a new challenge.
at Gettysburg (12-9, 6-6). I personally have never really seen

With both teams hoping to find players that have as much quick-
a place in the conference touma- ness as they do, and as much skill.
ment, Ibex pulled down [I re- Usually they have one orthe other,
bounds and scored five of her 15 but not both combined," she said.
points from the charity stripe in The victory was Elizabethtown's
helping the Terror to a 69-56 vic- 24th consecutive against the Terror.
tory. Dickinson must have felt the

Ibex got help from fellow co- ""-:7'"-"--""'~-=------rr--:-l
captain Patty Russo ('Ol) who'
poured in a season high 16 points
in the win, and Brust, who added
15 points, and more importantly, 15
rebounds.

The Terror controlled the game
throughout, but the Bullets tried to
make it close, pulling 10 within six
midway through the second half.
WMC, however, squelched that
advance by going on a 6-0 run and
never looked back. The win was
the fourth consecutive Centennial
Conference victory for the green
and gold.

Western Maryland was not for-
tunate two days earlier, however,
when a very talented Elizabethtown
(17-4) team came to Westminster.
Despite a well fought first half,
Elizabethtown eventually pulled
away and handed the Terror a 69-

same way playing at Western
Maryland on February 8. That's
because the Terror tandem of Ibex
and Piccolomini tore through Dick-
inson like a pair of tornadoes
through a trailer park. Piccolomini
scored a Terror season high 26
points to go with five rebounds,
four steals, and three assists.

Ibex added another 24 points,
as well as blocking four shots and
grabbing 13 boards. Her 13 re-
bounds gave her 459 career re-
bounds, placing her Tn Western
Maryland's all time top ten. Dick-
inson was not strong enough to
handle an inside and an outside
game. When Jen was hot and they
came out, we were able to go in-
side to nn. and vice-..fetsa, when
they sagged in on Jill to try to con-
tain her, we were able to go out-
side and score-from the perimeter.
It was a great tandem," Martin said.

With 9:38 remaining in the
game, Dickinson cut the score to
60-55, but a Sindi Stem ('03) three
starred a 13-0 run that buried the
Red Devils, and WMC went on to
cruise to a 86-68 victory.

While Western Maryland fin-
ishes with its first losing season in
six years, a bright future appears
on their horizon with all five start-
ers returning next season.

len Piccolamini shoots for two in a recent home game.

mailto:cma002@wmdc.edu.
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Statistics as of Feb. 20, 2000 St:orelloanl
M. Basketball W.Basketball Wrestling M Swimming WSwimming
Name Pts.-Assts.-Rbnds. Name Pts.-Assts.-Rbnds. Name Wins-Losses Name Total Points Name Total Points .:...

B.Billman 297-21-183 Jill Ibex 361-23-196 Vinny Pedalino 17-4 C.C1emmons 223.75 K.Wnukowski 208.00

Erik Larson 103-15-46 Piccolomini 259-60-125 Jon Pitonzo 23-18 Luke Page 122.50 C. Joyce 132.25

Greg Hill 143-36-33 KrisBrust 183-11-111 Mike Macey 22-18 Matt Fields 118.25 Annie Linz 101.25

J.Hegmann 155-24-83 Patty Russo 154-43-57 Billy Bobbitt 19-15 S. Chadra 116.50 Jenny Weddle 73.00

Mike Furey 13?-!H03 'SindiStem 125-50-53 Rob Johns 13-2 Jon Soucy 68.50 K;lIli Patentas 66.50

Sean Pond 135-15-34 Brenneman 143-30-100 Scott Taylor 20-15 Martin Wisor 63.50 Brooke Pierce 62.25

Mike Paesani 129-19-59 Brianne Bray 28-6-26 Eric Bartczak 12-13 Balasz Szidor 3.00 Ellen Miller 51.00

K. Friedheim 107-16-73 S.McPherson 54-15-39 Charlie Conaway 34-9 Kelli Rostkowski 43.50
•Curtis.Miller 61-5-46 S.Chorman 68-7-23 Chris McNally 27-17 Alice Litsinger 15.50

JackKowalik 91-11-33 Megan Linch 24-15-35 Brian Jones 2-2 Melissa Grimmer 7.25

JetTMyers 85-44-28 Dena Morgan 34-21-19 Nick Alley 12-11 Sara Gregg 2.7

Anonymous Aids
Testing

Spring Semester 2000
11:30·12:30

Every Other Thursday

February 24
March 9 &23
April 6 & 20

May 4

Location •• Smith House
Call Ext. 243 for an appointment

FREE TAX HELP
For whom: For students and Other Low to Low Moderate Income Taxpayers
Where: Western Maryland College - Gold Room B
When:

Tuesday Thursday Saturday
7-9 pm 7-9 pm 12-3pm

February 24 February 26
February 29 March 2 March 4
March 7 March 9 (Spring Break)
March 21 March 23 March 25
March 28 March 30 April I
April 4 April 6 April 8
Aprilll

By appointment only

Please call Serg Payvusovich x8359 (on campus) or (410) 751-8359 (otT
campus) to schedule an appointment.
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and photogra-
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Wrestling wins league championship, sends 4 to NCAA

Former linebacker Selecky faces long journey to pro's
DAN GADI) AND GREG LEDERER game day intensity," WMC Head "His dream is to play outside of reason and either found himself or Dean Horneff doesn't buy into'

SwJfWrilers Coach Tim Keating said. this place, and I believe the man herself and went on to do some- what the prognosticators might say.
For Selecky, who has had a life- needs to follow his dream," Barb thing different," Dean Homeff said. however.

Former Western Maryland long love affair with the game of Horneff, Associate Dean of the "He came here to do what he She believes that the kind ofte-
standout linebacker Tommy Se- football, the decision to pursue a First- Year Program, and Selecky's did and he did it and I think that naciousness with which Selecky
lecky has elected nOI to return to career in pro football was a natural Faculty Advisor said. was the closure that he reached goes after things puts him in a po-
school this semester in hopes of one. "It means everything that I'm From Keating's perspective, when he made that decision," she sition to beat the odds. She points
fulfilling his dream of playing pro alive for, it's something I know I however, by leaving school early continued. For Selecky, there is no to the spring semester of '99, when
football. can do," he said. Selecky has given up something debate, his decision has been made Selecky set the goal of acquiring

The Delaware native has thus But despite all of the things that special, something he will never be and it is in the past. 3.0 GPA.
returned home to train full time in he has done on the football field, able to regain. what Tom's done by He is now focused on making "If he had something to prove
order to realize this dream. and the passion that he feels for the leaving early is he's not going to it at the nextlevel, and as with any- he put ISO percent into it, and I

The-former Green Terror was a game, his decision is questioned by graduate with his class. thing else that he sets his sights on, think that the semester he got a 3.0
three lime All-American, and be- some who feel that finishing an That might not mean so much he has tunnel vision on accomplish- he put 150 percent into it, and I be-
came only the second linebacker in education should come first. right now, I have a feeling that the ing that goal. lleve that is exactly the way that he
Centennial Conference history to "I guess that I was a little bit importance of it could increase in Despite this, however, the odds lives his life," she said.
be named 1st team all conference disappointed in it, but I can't tell later years," he said. seemed stacked against him. Mike Wood('OI),a WMCfoot-
three times. Selecky was also you that I didn't see it coming. My For Dean Homeff, however, re- "If you look at the statistics, ball player, and teammate of
named the CentenniaJ Conference's desire has been ... I want everybody alizing your individuality is every even if you went to Maryland, or Selecky's at Brandywine High
Defensive Player of the Year this to come here and have a great ex- bit as important as finishing a col- Penn State or something like that, School in Delaware agrees.
past season. It was not the awards, perience and graduate," Keating lege education. the odds are against you," Keating "I've never met anybody who's
however, that will remain in the said. "I'm not into slandering him, said. that intense, and that determined to
memories of those who saw him Selecky's situation, however, I'm not into telling him that he But in Selecky's case, Keating reach goals. He picks what he's
play in a Green Terror uniform. presents a special case for some made a bad decision anymore than is quick to point out "It's impos- going to get accomplished and it

"My memOries will always be, because of his open and long-stand- I would any other student who had sible to measure what's in a guy's always gets done," he said.
when a lot of other things fade, the ing desire to play pro football. come to Western Maryland for one heart:" continued on page J 3
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The Terror wrestling team con-
tinued their trend of dominance,
that has been so prevalent this sea-
son, this past Saturday at the Cen-
tennial Conference Champion-
ships, held at Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity, by walking away with 10
place, winners and 9 medalists.

This is the first time since the
school joined the Centennial Con-
ference and only the second time
in school history that the Terror has
had 10 place winners.

The Terror won the tournament
title with 102.5 points, which set a
conference record for margin of
victory.

Their closest opponent was Get-
tysburg, who finished with 68
points.

"This was supposed to be a re-
building year for us," said recent
Centennial Conference coach ofthe
year award winner John Lowe.

"We are very young and things
just weren't clicking at the begin-
ning of the season, so we just went
back co basics.

• The freshmen and sophomores
just went on a tear after that."

Senior Charlie Conaway won
the gold medal at 184 Ibs. for the
second year ina row, flattening his
first two opponents in 57 seconds
and I :06, respectively.

Conaway won the final with a
14-4 major decision, bringing his
school record totals for pins and
victories to 58 and liD, respec-
tively.

Conaway won both the out-
standing wrestler award as well as
the first ever Chris Clifford Memo-
rial Award.

The Clifford Award was made
to honor the memory of Chris
Clifford, a Gettysburg wrestler who
was killed in an automobile acci-
dent.

The award is given to the senior
who was amassed the most points
in the Centennial Conference Tour-
nament over their career.

Conaway will be competing in
the NCAA D-II1 championships at
Wartburg College in Waverly, Iowa
on March 3rd and 4th.

He will be joined by teammates
and fellow gold medalists Vinny
Pedalino(l25Ibs.), Rob Johns (157
Ibs.), and Chris McNally (197Ibs.).

Conaway .said that he is "real
proud of the team. They did an ex-
cellent job."

He's also very happy that the
school is sending four people to the
national tournament.

Having four NCAA qualifiers is
a Western Maryland College
record.

Johns, a sophomore transfer
from Wagner College, also com-
pletely dominated his weight class
by pinning his first two opponents
in 2: 10 and 45 seconds.

He scored a 15-6 major decision
in the finals.

Sophomore standout Vinny
Pedalino made his second career
trip to the conference finals and
came away a winner this season
with an 8-5 decision.

Western Maryland College

Pedalino lost last years final on
a controversial call in overtime.

McNally, who spent his fresh-
man season backing up junior Scott
Taylor, made the most of his start-
ing opportunity by winning an 8-6
decision in the finals.

Sophomore Mike Macey (141
Ibs.) came up just short in the fi-
nals, losing a heartbreaker 4-3.

Taylor(l65Ibs.) and fellow jun-

ior Brian Jones (275 lbs.) both fin-
ished third, along with senior Jon
Pitonzo (133 lbs.) and freshman
Eric Bartczak (174Ibs.). Freshman
Billy Bobbitt (149 Ibs.) finished
fourth.

The Terror finished the dual

The Terror defeated Kings 23-
IS, but lost to Messiah 27-18.

Despite the loss to Messiah, the
Terror finished with their best
record in thirty years and their third
best record ever.

The Terror also finished the dual
meet season with a share of the dual
meet Centennial Conference Title.
In the words of Lowe, "[the team
is] rebuilt now."

meet season 12-3.
The final two bouts came in a

tri-meet against Kings College and
Messiah.



Phoeni
WMC student slain
close to campus

Chad Lee Weiler, 36, a resi-
dent of Westminster and Western
Maryland College student, died
on Thursday, March 2 from head
injuries that he sustained from an
apparent attack. The incident took
place on February 22 outside of
Best Pizza on Pennsylvania Av-
enue, approximately one block
from the college.

Weller had been' delivering
pizzas for Best Pizza when his
unconscious. beaten body was
discovered in an alley behind the
store only ten minutes after he had
apparently stepped out of the back
door to smoke a cigarette, said
Westminster Police Captain
Randy Barnes.

Weller's truck, a GMC
Sonoma pickup, was found aban-
doned at the intersection of West
Main and Union streets a short
time after he was discovered.

According to police, no sus-
pects have been identified yet and
they are still looking for any in- 3 edition of the Carroll County
formation that might lead them to Times.

Campus deals with
more vandalism acts

MICHAEL STOKF,S

SlaffWriler

FRANCESCA SAYLOR

News Co-Editor

While unrelated to the Blanche
Ward Hall vandalism a few weeks
ago, there have been at least two
other incidents of vandalism on
the Western Maryland College
campus. Although there does not
seem (Q be a correlation between
the two events, both have been
equally disturbing for those in-
volved.

The first occurred on Monday
Feb. 28 in the post office when a
student urinated into the campus
mail slot, ruining several pieces
of mail. Campus Safety called ev-
eryone who was due to receive the
mail to inform them of the inci-
dent after the mail bin had been
left out in the sun to dry.

Students like Rachel Spencer
were "disgusted" when they heard
the news. Spencer said she was
supposed to receive a Papa John's
gift certificate. She said that
"more than anything else it was a
hassle" because she was going to
give the certificate to another stu-
dent as a Bingo prize. She feels
like she is letting her fellow stu-

the person or persons responsible.
The Westminster High School

graduate had gone back to school to
study political science, according to
Mary Weller, his mother. He had
attended Carroll County Community
College before his recent two and a
half-year stay at WMC.

Not only did Weller attend col-
lege and work at Best Pizza, he was
also a volunteer at Resurrection
Farm, a refuge for homeless people,
his mother said.

Ken Doyle, a senior sociology
major who lives on West Main
Street, just 100 feet away from the
murder, said "Students have to
watch their backs nowadays, they
have to be aware of their surround-
ings, especially off of campus."

"It's sad that I have to call this
neighborhood home," said Barrett
Gugliotta, a senior physics major
who also lives on West Main Street.

More information concerning
this incident will be available in the
next issue of the Phoenix.

Much of the information in this
article was obtained from the March

dent down by making him wait, even
though it is not her fault that she will
have to go through the whole pro-
cess of getting another one.

Spencer said Campus Safety was
really good about the whole matter
and she understands why they had
to burn all the unsalvageable mail
after two days because of the over-
whelming smell.

Mike Webster, director of Cam-
pus Safety, said there are no suspects
at this point. He also stated that since
there are usually only two officers
on duty at a lime, it makes it diffi-
cult to prevent such an occurrence.
He is still unaware of why the
perpetrator(s) would have done this
because "it didn't inconvenience
anyone but the postal workers."
Webster said it is often the case in
crimes of vandalism that the person
mainly affected by the act is the jani-
torial or maintenance person who
has to clean it up, not the college or
a particular individual, so he sees it
as rather "juvenile."

One postal worker said an inci-
dent like this happens every year
around Spring Fling when students
are drunk; however, he speculates

continued on page 3

Grace Atmandres; Director of Multiculturat Sen-ices, discusses
an upcoming event, This is only one of tlte many tasks she has to
take care of in a busy day like today. See page three for all
interview with Ms. A/mandrez.
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FRANCESCA SAYLOR

Co·News Editor.

The Honor and Conduct Boar"
and the college's disciplinarians
have been rather busy this past
week. The Board first met on
Feb.18 when two students were
charged with "damaging college
property" in the Blanche Ward Hall
flooding incident. It met again on
Feb. 22 regarding the computer
hacking on campus when two stu-
dents were charged withvviclaring
WMC policy in regard to respon-
sible use of computing resources."
In addition, Scott Kane, assistant
dean of Student Affairs, met with
the student involved in the Feb.11
alcohol poisoning that took place
in Alfred Norman Ward Hall.

Although two students were
charged in the Blanche Ward Hall
incident, only one was found re

STACEY M. MEYERS

SlaffWrirer

continued on page 2

Students react to Ethernet in dorms

YOU ARE IN QUEUE. ALL
LINES BUSY. 34 WAITING
AHEAD ... The days of waiting to
get online to do research, check e-
mail, or chat with friends may be
over for some WMC students,
thanks to the successful instaifalion
of the Ethernet in both freshman
dorms. Rouzer and Whiteford were
wired for Ethernet over January
term, but it was not activated and
available for student use until Feb-
ruary 28. The response to the new

system has been extremely posi-
tive, but surprisingly low.

"I'm very excited," says fresh-
man Jenny Wetzel on the new
Ethernet system. "I hate getting cut
off and having to spend a really
long time trying to get on."

The Ethernet is one of the lat-
est innovations in Internet technol-
ogy. This system allows students to
be hooked up to the Internet 24
hours a day, seven days a week,
without ever getting kicked off or
having to wait to get on. It runs at
higher speeds than the traditional
modem hookup and allows the

Sounds of Silence hosts
Deaf AwarenessWeek

KRISTEN G. FRASER

SmffWriter

Last week's Deaf Awareness
Week may have been overly quiet,
but that didn't make itany less suc-
cessful. The use of American Sign
Language just doesn't require
much noise.

Sounds of Silence, WMC's sign
language awareness group on cam-
pus, sponsored the First Annual
Deaf Awareness Week. The event
included week-long events, start-
ing on Monday February 21 and

continuing until Friday the 25th.
The week opened with an ASL

story-telling competition. The con-
test was open to students and fac-
ulty. Deaf professor Brian
Brizendine opened with a story ex-
plaining the unique deaf experience
associated with driving.

Many other ~tudents followed
with various renditions of personal
anecdotes, children's stories, and
the like.

Sounds of Silence President Joe
Lucas comments, "There were 16

continued on page 4

phone line to be kept free while stu-
dents are online. Students have shown
very positive reactions to the installa-
tion of the Ethernet and are thrilled
about having it here at WMC.

The program is working, the
students are happy - the Ethernet
should be a big success, right?
Well, not exactly, says Christine
Mathews, director of Information
Services. "We sent out information
to about 400 students, Mathews
claims, but so far, we've only got-
ten about 70 responses." She esti-
mates that approximately 75 per

continued on page 2

Inside
tv'an Hurff and Jessica Fitzgeral
f-ke a stand on the weighted grad
ystem scheduled to be imple
tnented in the fall 2000 semester.

rom Cheazy-E to Cecile B - Se
ior Eric Barry is scheduled t

rake his Hollywood film debu
ith Melanie Griffith in August.

hauna Dominguez talks wit
hris Clemmens about his recor
reaking season in swimming.
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Honor and Conduct Board Decisions

sponsible.
The offense is a violation of proscription

six of the Honor Code. According to Phil
Sayre, dean of Student Affairs, the Board re-
manded that the student be suspended for two
semesters, pay the college in excess of
$6,000 for damages, serve fifteen hours of
community service with the Department of
Campus Safety upon his return to the col-
lege, and live off-campus upon his return to
Western Maryland. Sayre said the outcome
is being appealed to Acting President Joan

. Coley, and the final result will not be known
until March 8 or 9.

Concerning the computer hacking of-
fenses, the first decision of the Board was
appealed and the final decision, which did
not vary from the first, was released by Sayre
on March 6. While the two students were
originally charged with violating Proscrip-
tions one, two, three, and 12 of the Honor
Code, they were only held responsible for
violating one and 12.

The students will pay the college restitu-
tion in the amount of $742 for the approxi-
mately 36 hours it took Information Services

says. "Timing was a problem. Maybe if they
had it up and running right after break I
would have got Ethernet. Plus, why should I
have to pay for Ethernet, when I have to still
pay for the data phone which I would not be
using?" Baln wonders.

Others, like freshman Craig Johnson,just
did not read the notice. Even though he can-
not use the phone and the Internet at the same
time, he says he's "satisfied with the current
connection - pretty much - but the Ethernet
would be better. I wish they'd send out an-
other notice," he adds.

WMC has finally joined the information
age with the new Ethernet connection, but
the benefits are not just for freshmen. The
upper-class dorms are next on the list, and
according to Mathews, will be done as soon
as possible, hopefully by the beginning of
fall semester.

Soon, all WMC students could be echo-
ing Jody Ullery's response to the Ethernet.
"It is a lot more convenient for me because I
can quickly get on the net and J don't have to
wait in line to connect to the school server,"
she says. "I love it!"

What's up with the SGA?
Class of 2000 -Issues about Residence halls and campus
- Selling Orioles tickets, and class t-shirts activities
- Announcing the senior gift: a grandfather Meetings every Tuesday 9 pm in the Pub
clock for the soon to be renovated Ensor
Lounge!'! Public Relations
- Watch out for a possible 50 day party. Need to publicize an event? Get the word
- Questions? Call Kelly Dunnavant x8010. out.

Meetings every Monday 8 pm SGA Of-
Class of 200 1 fice
- Class meeting Thursday in Hill Hall room
llO at 6:30 pm (1st meeting of SENIOR Academic Committee
PRIDE!!!) Issues with the Honor Code, +/- system,
- Questions? Call Jeremiah Kelly at x8l14 and registration?

Meetings every Monday 9 pm in the pub
Class of 2002
- Selling Class t-shirts

$8 short sleeve
$13 long sleeve

If you have questions call Steve Sharkey at
x8646

Class of 2003
-4v4 Basketball Tournament in mid-April
-Revival of Mr. WMC contest
-Class meeting Monday March 6th @ 8 pm
in the bottom of Hill Hall.
Questions? Call Jamin Bartolomeo x8421

SGA
Campus Life Committee

Social Committee
Campus Clean-up Information (Sunday
April 2nd, 9 .a. - 12 pm
-Community Service projects
Meetings every Thursday 7 pm on the first
floor of Hill Hall.

THERE WILL BE AN OPEN FORUM,
"WHAT'S YOUR BEEF?" TO ALL STU-
DENTS. BRING YOUR PROBLEMS TO
THE SGA TO BE SOLVED ON THURS-
DAY MARCH 23RD IN THE FORUM.

FOR ANY MORE INFORMATION CON-
TACT MATT GRIBBIN AT X8222

Basement room of Lewis no

RICH SUCHOSKI

longer remains a mystery
Di~tribIl/iQnManage,

Many rumors have circulated about what
the sub-basement of Lewis Hall of Science
was used for.

Ernie Ogle, who has actually been down
there in 1990, said it was the fallout shelter
for the Secretary of the Department of Ag-
riculture. Every high ranking government
official had somewhere to go in case of a
nuke attack, which is why the elevator does
not go all the way down. When a squad of
Soviet bombers were launched, the secre-
tary would be escorted here to WMC and
descend into the sheller to wait out the
nuclear winter. This is not feasible, accord-
ing to Ted Gup in his article "How FEMA
learned to stop worrying about civilians and
love the bomb."

Dean Sayre only. knew it was leased out
to the federal government and nothing else,
though he did have some interesting history
on the fallout shelter sign on the outside of
Daniel Macl.ea. Since the basement there
is above ground it would not make sense to
have that be a fallout shelter. The sign was
probably stolen from Lewis and put there.
A couple of years ago there was a coffee
shop on Friday and Saturday nights called
the Fallout Shelter, but that died out after
two years.

Ethan Seidel was the closest to explain-
ing the true nature of the sub-basement. He
said it was a space leased to the federal gov-
ernment to be used in the case of a national
emergency.

The exact amount of the lease was not
disclosed, but it seems to have been a small
amount of money. The specific purpose of
the sub-basement was also not stated, but
Seidel did say there is a book in Hoover li-
brary describing what was down there.

One facultymember revealed that the
name of this book is Dave Wise's The Poli-
tics of Lying. In it, the entire story of the
sub-basement of Lewis is disclosed.

The sub-basement was created back in
the 1960s when the second addition was
being added to Lewis Recitation Hall. Its
purpose was to house the United States Of-
fice of Censorship, created during the
Eisenhower era, and was only to be estab-
lished in times of national emergency.

Because the word "censorship" sounded

too unpleasant, the organization's name
changed during the Nixon administration to
WISP (as in whisper), the Wartime Infonna-
tion Security Program.

The function of this group was to censor
all military and diplomatic information from
the news which could leak to an enemy. The
eight men who were to report to the WMC
campus, one of which was the current direc-
tor of the Physical Plant Eugene "Stoney"
Willis, would censor all American news
media. Television, radio, newspapers, and
magazines were not even allowed to publish
or broadcast the weather without an okay
from the men in the sub-basement of Lewis.

The second part of WISP were the thou-
sands of other people on call to "censor all
mail, cables, telephone calls, and other com-
munications entering or leaving the country"
at other strategic locations.

As if this view of war is not scary enough,
this book was printed back in 1973, yet the
US government relinquished their lease this
year. That means if a Russian operative de-
cided to read this book, WMC would have
been on the map as a government continu-
ance site for the past 27 years.

Considering the government was look-
ing at the threat of "ten thousand warheads
coming in," and there are only about 285
metropolitan areas in the US, WMC could
have easily been just another direct target.

Even after the 1970 press release of the
1965 internal government memo Wise men-
tions, the sub-basement of Lewis was still
in use, but only until around 1990. Papers
found there consisted of a log sheet noting
visits from secret and top secret members of
FEMA and the CIA, along with other orga-
nizations.

Other things found there include the fol-
lowing: a 30cc bottle of epinephrine, two
shortwave radios, lots of green-screen com-
puters, two soundproof rooms, blueprints
dating back to 1957, and a big brown bottle
of rhubarb soda laxative.

Within a week all these things disap-
peared as maintenance cleared the five to six
thousand square feet of usable space for its
next purpose.

What happens to the space now is still
up in the air. Ogle says it should be converted
to storage. Seidel would like to see the extra
space used for storage, faculty offices and

COURTESY OF NYKOLE TYSON

continued from page J
to fix the computer problems, and will serve
100 hours of community service each with
the Department of Housekeeping.

In addition, Sayre said one student will
be placed on disciplinary probation for the
rest of his college career while the other will
be on disciplinary probation for the remain-
der of the spring semester.

Despite the serious health issues involved
in the alcohol poisoning, the student was not
brought before the Honor and Conduct Board
because it was a first offense and she was
over 21, Sayre said. However, Scott Kane
spoke with her on Feb. 15 and the issue was
handled through the college's disciplinary
system, Sayre said.

Because he is concerned with .the issue
of the Phi Alpha Mu sorority's involvement
in the incident, Sayre met with an advisory
group on March 6 to discuss it.

The group consists of two students in-
volved in Greek leadership, two faculty
Greek advisors, Assistant Director of College
Activities Betsy Chimock, and Health Edu-
cation Coordinator Bonnie Bosley. The out-
come will not be known until Mar. 8 or 9.

Seventy freshman take advantage of Ethernet
continued from page one

cent of the students in Whiteford and Rou- In addition, there are about twice as many
zer have personal computers, so a response men using the Ethernet as women, Mathews
rate of only 23 percent seems quite low. comments, although she notes that the men

So what is the problem? Some people, seem to have more trouble getting the sys-
like Samantha Bain, do not feel it is worth tern hooked up. UsuaUy, however, the setup
the investment. "I am not currently using has gone very smoothly. "Once the students
Ethernet because it was a waste of money tum their forms in, we've been able to get
for just two months, and I do not want to go the system activated within an hour or two,"
through all that trouble installing it," she she claims.

On Wednesday, March I, a Black Woman's History program called "A Woman's Nia;
Sisters United We Stand Divided We Fa/l" was held at 7 pm in the Forum. This is the
first program of this kind ,but many hope that it becomes part of an annual tradition. It
was directed and performed by sophomore Maya Redfearn along with WMC students
Angela Chapman, Yolanda Hill, Nykole Tyson, Rasheeda George, Shaiah Gaddy, and
Tonya Condello The program was also part of the month-long celebration of Black
History Month, sponsored by BSU ,which encouraged women to love and support one
another by standing united. -NT



The Department of Campus
Safety reported the following in-
cidents:
2116at5:30 pm towedvehicle due
to blocking traffic in Whiteford
Parking Lot.

-at 7: 15 pm damaging in Rou-
zerHali.

-at 7:26 pm damaging in Rou-
zer Hall.
-at 9:45 pm damaging in Rou-

zer Hall.
-at 9:59 pm harassment in Cam-

pus Telephone System.
2117 at 1:30 am damaging in
Decker Student Center.
-at 9:30 am lewd conduct in En-

glar Dining Hall.
2/19 at 3:35 am damaging in
Blanche Ward Hall.
2120 at 5:15 am tampering with
fire preventions in Whiteford
Hill.

-at 11:45 am low velocity im-
pact vehicle accident inWhiteford
Parking Lot.
-at 7: 10pm theft of a motor ve-

hicle under investigation in

NEWS

Campus Safety Blotter
Whiteford Parking Lot. -at 9:55 am failure to comply to lation for excessive speed in Rou-
-at 7:23 pm a smoke detector on security personnel campus wide. zer Parking Lot.

Pennsylvania Avenue. -at 10:00 am defacing in Rouzer -at II:25 pm a case of treatment
-at 10:45 pm not ren-

towed vehicle
due to excessive
parking viola-
tions in Harlow
Pool
2/21 at 2:47 pm
stealing campus
wide.

-at 6: 10 pm
rendered treat-
ment at Harlow
Pool.
2122at 12:50pm
a towed vehicle
due to multiple
factors in Rou-
zer Parking Lot.

-at 9:05 pm
tampering with
fire preventions in Rouzer Hall.
2/23 at 11:50 pm refusing to fur-
nish in Albert Norman Ward Hall.
2/24 at 8: II am damaging in
Decker Student Center.

dered in
Blanche
WardHall.

-at 9:00
pm steal-
ing in Al-
bert Nor-
man Ward
Hall.
2/27 at
12:05 am
al cohol
violation
for under-
age pos-
session in
Blanche
WardHall.
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-at

-at 10:37 pm visible smoke on
Pennsylvania Avenue.
2/28 at 12:10am failure to comply
to security personnel in Hoover
Library.
-at 12:47am low velocity impact

vehicle accident off campus.
-at 10:00am a confirmed fire in

McDaniel Hall.
-at 7:38 pm panel trouble in

Lewis Hall of Science.
-at 9:40 pm misdemeanor theft

in Lewis Hall of Science.
2/29 at 5:09 am unauthorized use
of a college facility inAlumni Hall.
-at 2:00 pm unauthorized access

to a college facility in Rouzer Hall.
-at 5:15pm treatment rendered

in Pennsylvania Avenue.
-at 10:25pm harassment/intimi-

dation of an individual at 2 Cam-
pus Wide.

-at 11:15 pm stealing in Albert
Norman Ward Hall.
3/0 I at 9: 15pm defacing in Albert
Norman Ward Parking Lot.
3/02 at 12:30 am harassment/in-
timidation of an individual.

Hall.
-ar 4:40pm violation of resi-

dence hall policy inAlbert Norman
Ward Hall.
2/26 at I:57 am parking/traffic vio-

12:lOam alcohol violation for un-
derage possession in BlancheWard
Hall.

-at I :00 am disorderly conduct
in Blanche Ward Hall.

More vandalism
on campus

continuedfromfront page

that this incident may have had
something to due with the outcome
of the Honor and Conduct Board
hearing on Feb. 25.

However, for another student,
who wishes to remain unnamed,
she has no idea why someone
would want to destroy her prop-
erty. On March I her car was van-
dalized in the parking lot behind
Alfred Norman Ward Hall: She
parked near the tennis courts at
9:15 am, and when she returned to
her dark blue 1999Volkswagen at
I: 15 pm the damage was done.

Her car had been keyed the
whole way around and the word
"PENIS" had been etched into the
passenger side in 6-inch letters.
She immediately notified Campus
Safety, although there was little
they could do unless there was an
eyewitness, said Webster.

He said he does not recall ever
solving a case like that because
there is little evidence, and since
it takes so little time to commit the
perpetrator is rarely seen. While
Campus Safety officers have mini-
mums on the building checks they
must perform,

Webster said there is no way to
control the frequency of the patrols
through the parking lots because
there are so many unforeseen cir-
cumstances during their shifts.

The student is still rather up-
set, though. "I would hope that I
could park my car on this campus
safely, and I would expect that if
Campus Safety didn't see it that
my fellow students who did would
report it," she said.

She said her mom was disap-
pointed because she did not expect
something like this to happen on
such a small campus. At this time
the student is waiting to hear from
her insurance company.

RESERVE e 0 R P S

SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE ON THEIR WAY TO THE TOP.
If you didn't sign up (orROTC as a fresh-
man or sophomore. you can still catch
up to your classmates by attending
Anny ROTC Camp Challenge, a
paid six-week summer course in
leadership traininq,

By the time you have graduated from
college, you'll have the credentials of

an Army offlcer. You'U also have
the self-confidence and discipline
it takes to succeed in college
and beyond.

ARMYROTt
THE SMARTESTCOLLEGE
COllBSElOU CANTAKE.
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Campus looks forward to
Reel Big Fish concert

STACI L. GEORGE

News Co-Editor

Earlier in the semester, the College Con-
cert Committee (CCC) informed the cam-
pus that the Huntington Beach, California
good-time ska music band Reel Big Fish
will perform at the annual WMC spring
concert event.

The CCC meets Tuesday nights in Gold
Room A at 9:00 pm. Along with Mitchell
Alexander, director of College Activities,
and Dave Meckley, the CCC chairperson,
everyone involved has been working hard
to plan and organize this event.

Junior Jason Bhargava was selected as
head of security the day of the show. "I'm
a big fan and have seen them in concert
before, and I can't wait until the concert,"

Bhargava said.
Sororities and fraternities were also sent

a letter inviting their organizations to vol-
unteer to assist with security, set up, and
clean up. They were also asked to help with
ticket sales the day of the show.

With only a little more than a week left
until the concert, the March 25 concert
ticket sales have started to increase. Stu-
dents can purchase tickets from II :30 am
to I :30 pm outside ofGlar all this week and
also the week of March 20-24.

Tickets will also be available at the door
on the day of the concert. Tickets are $! 2
for WMC students and faculty.

The opening band will begin at 8 pm
and Reel Big Fish will startaround9:15 pm
and perform for more than an hour.

JEFF BENDER

The band members of Reel Big Fish have been entertaining ska fans since the early nineties.

Grace Almandrez discusses her plans for this semester
Last week reporter Nykole Tyson sat

down with Mary GraceAlmandrez, Direc-
tor of Multicultural Services, to find out
what projects she is currently working on
and what goals she has for her position.

Almandrez came to WMC November
1998 after graduating from the University
of San Diego with a degree in Sociology
and a minor in Spanish. At UCSD, she was
the president of the Filipino Organization
and director of multicultural issues.

Below are the questions Tyson asked
and the paraphrased responses Almandrez
gave.
How do you like your job so far?
ALMANDREZ: I love my job! It is one
of the most rewarding experiences! I am
fortunate [0 have a supportive boss, inspir-
ing colleagues, and energetic students with
whom I work.
What programs are you working on now?
And of them what is your top priority?
ALMANDREZ: Most of what I do is co-
ordinate co-sponsored events. This year, I
am helping with Women's History Month
(March), Multicultural Awareness Month
(April), and Asian Pacific Islander Heritage
Month (May).

However, the five projects I'm currently
working on for this semester are: Phenom-
enal Women Recognition Luncheon (March
9), Minority Student Weekend (March 24-
26), Diversity Conference {April 2), Diver-

sity Day (April 6), and Multicultural Lead-
ers Banquet (April 22).
Do you see a change in the students' think-
ing since you have been employed at WMC?
Are they or do they seem more culturally
aware or interested?
ALMANDREZ: I've seen significant
changes. For example, there has been a
great improvement in the types and quality
of programs student organizations plan.
There is an effort to include educational
events in heritage celebrations.

In addition, more students are concerned
about curriculum Changes (e.g., pushing to
have Deaf Studies, making African-Ameri-
can Studies a strong major, etc.). However,
there is always room for improvement.
What is the most rewarding aspect of your
job?
ALMANDREZ: The most rewarding as-
pect is seeing my student leaders recognized
whether through award ceremonies or
graduation. My job is to ensure that my
students have the opportunity to achieve
more than I've achieved.

Another rewarding and humbling expe-
rience is to see my student leaders ap-
plauded for their hard work and effort by
other members of the community.
What is the most frustrating aspect of your
job?
ALMANDREZ: One challenge is to get
the students to be more politically vocal and
a9tive on campus and in the community.

Also, r would like to see more faculty mem-
bers involved in diversity issues and pro-
grams.
What has been your biggest obstacle so far
in accomplishing your objectives at WMC?
ALMANDREZ: The biggest obstacles are
getting the faculty more involved in the
office's efforts and the budget. I've done a
lot with the money the Budget Committee's
allotted for my department, but I can always
use more. The budget did increase almost
100% for this school year, but there are so
many other programs I'd like to implement
on campus if only I had the necessary funds.
How would you describe the typical WMC
student in terms of his/her multicultural
awareness?
ALAMANDREZ: I see the average student
as willing to learn more about diversity is-
sues but not really taking the opportunity to
expand their base of knowledge. Many stu-
dents are well aware of issues; however, not
everyone views diversity as a priority on this
campus. I'm fortunate that I get a chance to
work with students that are committed to an
take part in trying to institutionalize
multiculturalism.
When you are not at the job, what do you
most enjoy in your leisure time?
ALMANDREZ: I enjoy reading and (hon-
estly) doing crosswords}! r also love to shop,
catch up with friends, and go out dancing.
How long do YOII plan to stay at WMC in
this job?

ALMANDREZ: My goal is to earn my
Master's of Science degree in Human Re-
lations Development in two years. So, in
order to get my degree and make signifi-
cant changes on campus, I would like to
stay at WMC for at most three more years.
I think in that time I would have accom-
plished many of my short-term goals, while
paving the way for my long-term goals.
Ten years from now whet do yon hope to be
doing?
ALMANDREZ: I will be living in Dallas,
TX with my husband and three children. I
will have a successful home-based consult-
ing firm dedicated to race relations train-
ing. I want to also work with higher edu-
cation institutions in creating and maintain-
ing multicultural centers. Additionally, I
want to be politically active in my commu-
nity while also working with young students
and corporations.
Do you have any specific long range goals
for Multicultural Services?
ALMANDREZ: I would like the office to
actually expand to a whole Multicultural
Center with a staff which would include an
Assistant Director, graduate assistants and
srudenr workers. Furthermore, I'd like more
contact with other departments, including
athletics, [and the] academic skills center ...

Additionally, I would like to see more
institutional support on both a student (Mul-
ticultural Services position in CAPBoardl
SGA) and administrative level.

Deaf awareness heightened on campus through activities sponsored by Sounds of Silence
continued from page J

people telling stories and 40 people there.
I was very impressed for a Sounds of Si-
lence event."

Tuesday evening was marked by a spe-
cial game night, running concurrently with
the Sounds of Silence weekly meeting. The
meeting is no-rmally held at 8:30 pm on
Tuesdays, and last week was no exception.

However, this game time was much qui-
eter with the only noise emanating from the
games themselves, not the signers.

Wednesday evening featured an event
co-sponsored by CAPBoard. The Oscar-
winning movie Children of a Lesser God
was shown in the Pub.

This movie portrayed the love story of
a deaf woman and a hearing school teacher,
starring Marlee Matlin and William Hurt.
Due to technical difficulties with the tele-
vision, the movie was shown without

sound. However, this added to the experi-
ence of being deaf and using closed
captioning.

Thursday's event was a panel discussion
entitled "ASL as a foreign Language at
WMC."

Sounds of Silence members, as well as
many in the graduate Deaf Education pro-
gram support the labeling of ASL as an of-
ficial foreign language, like on some other
college campuses.

The panel contained Becky Carpentar,
a WMC faculty member who sits on the
curriculum committee, Celia Stroope, ajun-
ior planning to enroll in the graduate Deaf
Education program, Lynn Ballard-Weiner.
a WMC ASL instructor, Associate Dean
Henry Reiff, Penelope Miller, a deaf fresh-
man, Dr. Judy Coryell, head of the Deaf
Education, Matt Burger and Sarah Mitch-

ell, representatives of the SGA, and mod-
erator Mitch Alexander.

American Sign Language (ASL) discus-
sion was entitled ASL as a Foreign Language
at WMC. Sounds of Silence and the Deaf
Education department are among the propo-
nents of ASL being accepted as a foreign
Language at WMC.

Many students had strong reactions to the
panel. The main opponents to ASL becom-
ing a foreign language were not present at
the discussion.

Junior Rasheeda George says "It made
me upset that there were people against this.
But, they were not there to speak their opin-
ion about it."

Burger stated, "SGA supports Sounds of
Silence. They should continue to bring ideas
forward and use the SGA as a forum."

students met in GLAR, and communicated
only through sign language. These dinners
provide a way for students to practice their
skil Is, in an environment with other students.

Overall, Sounds of Silence viewed the
week's events as successful. "We had 150
people in attendance. I think that it height-
ened general awareness and having 150
people, with such a small college, is signifi-
cant. This will be good to continue our pres-
ence on campus and we hope to continue it
into the future," said Lucas.

Their work is not entirely finished. The
students are planning to distribute informa-
tion about American Sign Language at the
next faculty meeting. Recently, a Deaf Stud-
ies minor was approved by the Curriculum
Committee. However, the faculty will need
to approve a decision made by the commit-

Friday's event was a silent dinner. The tee.



Hackers threaten school reputation
COMMENTARY

tum.

WMC is an institution that gen-
erally does not encounter serious
crime. I am proud to say this, and
with the exception of a few alco-
hol-related incidents, r know I can
do so without fear of contradiction.
This was all true, of course, until
February 9.

As must of you are aware, on
February 9, two WMC students at-
tempted to hack into the school's
computer network, damaging sys-
tems in both the Charlson lab and
the Writing Center in Hill Hall.
Although these students were not
only unsuccessful but also appre-
hended, the story only becomes
more distressing. In the February
24 issue of the Phoenix, Philip
Sayre, dean of Student Affairs, is-
sued a statement saying that the
disciplining of these students
would be a matter kept within the
college, and that the authorities
would not be notified, despite the
fact that both students broke fed-
eral and state laws.

This course of action makes me
question what the administration is
trying to hide. It would seem that
they find the situation shameful,
and that, were this matter to be-

Michael Wiles examines
the recent computer hacks
and their implications.

come public information, some sort
of black cloud would befall the
school. I see it quite differently. In
fact, r see it the other way around.
By not reporting these students to
the police, WMC is in effect, pro-
tecting two criminals, which is no
less than a shame, if not much
more.

There is no question as to the
guilt of these students. Not only did
they fail to carry out a mission that,
however illegal, most anyone could
have achieved, they also had the
intelligence to attempt it in
Charlson Lab, which is well known
to utilize surveillance equipment.
For this alone, these students
should be prosecuted.

What is more, Infonnation Ser-
vices makes the seriousness of this
sort of crime known to all students,
as it is part of the agreement stu-
dents with school e-mail accounts
are contractually obligated to up-
hold. Now, one could argue that
these students do not have school
accounts and therefore were not

aware of the policy, but I would not
advise it. Ignorance of the law is
no accuse.

What these two students did
was planned and meant to be harm-
ful. These two students decided to
wage war on the faculty and stu-
dents of this school by setting out
to damage the computer labs and'
network we rely upon to complete
our work. For this, they should be
charged.

Why protect them when they
have no respect for us?

As a school, we put up with too
much, and Western Maryland Col-
lege is quickly becoming soiled by
it all.

If the administration is inter-
ested in protecting the school repu-
tation, and I believe they strongly
are, they need only do one thing:
prosecute these students.

It is time this school sends the
message that it will not, in any way,
tolerate the acts of those seeking
to harm it. The administration owes
it to the students of this school to
see that these criminals are charged
with their crime, if not to" them-
selves. "The Defining Moment"
has come.

Commuters face an uphill battle
when it comes to parking

Tammi Slater discusses the
everyday problems of

commuting and parking.
as you pass other fellow commut-
ers your aggravation is eased as you
remind yourself that you are not
alone in this struggle. They, too,
express their frustration and lack of
patience on their faces.

Additionally, we faced the win-
ter weather months which entailed
yes, that pretty white stuff, that
proved to be not so pretty after all
for commuters. Shortly after re-
turning from the winter break,
more snow visited the Westminster
vicinity. As the snow fell, and
painted the scenery white, resident
students as well as commuters,
found the white stuff plowed be-
hind their cars. Not only did this
evoke anger in the students, but the
action was simply illogical.

The general consensus among
the students, was that apparently no
one was supposed to leave campus
due to the weather, so why not just
ensure that students cannot depart
and plow them in! However, for
obvious reasons, this method was
not well received nor was it neces-
sary or helpful. Students who had
to get off campus to go to a job,

A familiar scenario is as fol- the store, or wherever simply could
lows: just when you spot that not.
"open" parking spot and you think Furthermore, commuter stu-
it's all yours, you're faced once dents were left with even less of an
again with the life-size "Faculty!
Staff Parking ONLY-Towing En-
forced" sign.

By now you have become quite
frustrated, your plan of arriving
early to beat this nonsense has been
obliterated, and you are now ap-
proaching minute number 10 in
your parking spot search. However,

Commuting to Western Mary-
land College is not a very popular
or common occurrence among stu-
dents here, although it does affect
a fair amount of students that at-
tendWMC.

I, for one, am a commuter to
Western Maryland, and find no
problem with the drive or any other
factor involved in commuting. The
commute is not the problem, park-
ing is.

.As many students already
know, whether you are a commuter
or not, the parking situation here is
in need of improvement. Despite a
fee requirement to receive a park-
ing permit, the problem still pre-
sents itself.

Students have become rather ir-
ritated with this recurring problem
and are anticipating changes in the
near future.

As a commuter, the most com-
mon problems that keep resurfac-
ing involve, finding a place to park,
the weather, road work and safety
concerns.

As you arrive to school, perhaps
ten to fifteen minutes before your
first morning class you are con-
fronted with the arduous task of
finding a parking spot. This under-
taking is a mission in itself.

option and chance of finding a
parking place due to snow pushed
into open parking spaces. Weather
only intensifies the parking di-
lemma here at Western Maryland
College.

This in tum leads to yet another
issue at hand with parking-road
work. Road construction does not

pose nearly as great a controversy
as the weather implications do;
however, they.should be addressed
as well. At the entrance of the lower
parking lot located by Winslow
Center, it seems that the same sec-
tion of the road has been fixed nu-
merous times within the past few
months.

Although the complications are
unknown to us passerby's, it does
leave one to wonder. As stated ear-
lier, this event does not create a
large problem, but it does place a
time delay on students when time
is what we do not have.

Parking worsens as well when
special events are held on campus.
Every year the high school state
wrestling competition finals are
held here at Western Maryland. The
event was held over the first week-
end of March this year. The event
attracted participants and specta-
tors as well, but further deepens the
predicament of the parking issue.
Students that live on campus, and
have access to a car as well, claim
that they refuse to move their car
on this weekend due to the large
amount of attention it receives.

Although their choice means
spending the entire weekend on
campus, students remain adamant
in their decision in fear of losing
their parking place for days follow-
ing the event.

In general, the parking concerns
on campus canbe improved due to
some changes and adjustments
within the college, but in the mean-
time, students are left with no
choice other than to grin and bear
it. Until then, good luck in your at-
tempts, remain hopeful for amends
in the near future, and hold onto
your parking spaces!

Glar: Still serving
people indigestion

Why does this bother me so,
you ask? Well with all the money
I spend on this fine institution, I
sort of expect normal food in re-

Heck, under this kind of system, you
would think that napkins would be

replaced with a product similar to toilet
paper. Oh wait, that already happened.

Chris Anastasia looks at
how EngJar Dining Hall

has evolved lately.
After a long day of classes and

studying, any self-respecting stu-
dent likes to head down to Englar
Dining Hall for a fine meal. When
one goes to the dining hall, that
student expects to find any num-
ber of different kinds and variet-
ies of food. This is of course a
good idea, but sometimes this
variety is used at the cost of some
of the more traditional types of
foods.

You would never know that
Glar is lacking in any kind of
food. Just looking at the sandwich
line and seeing every different
type of bread imaginable would
make someone think that this din-
ing experience would be great. Of
course, I hope nobody would be
looking for .... white bread. Yes,
regular, generic, bleached white
sandwich bread. This seems a

little too simple for our school to
stock.

Moving down the sandwich
line, one will find any number of
cheeses, ranging from Swiss to
Muenster to Provolone. Of
course, if you were looking for
normal American cheese, well,
you are out of luck.

This is not just a problem that
exists in the sandwich line. Go to
the main line and you can get a
heaping portion oLMexican la-
sagna? Now, this is not to be con-
fused with traditional Italian la-
sagna, which uses tomato sauce,
instead etc.salsa?

I mean variety is a fine con-
cept and one that people tend to
appreciate in moderation. Some-
times, though, one looks for sim-
plicity in their dinning choices.
Glar, unfortunate,>" does not of-
fer that.

Of course, they do try to ap-
pease us with one evening a
month of steak and shrimp. Re-
cently, this too has gone away. (I,
for one, do not consider day-old
London Broil steak in any way)
With an average of about seven
and a half dollars spent per meal
by students who have the 220-
meal plan, regular food staples
should be found in our dinning
establishments.

Heck, under this kind of sys-
tem, you would think that napkins
would be replaced with a prod-

uct that is most similar to toilet
paper in our dinning hall. Oh,
wait, that already happened.

My point is that we pay a large
some of money to eat at this fine
dining establishment. If you live
on campus, you must have the
220 meal plan. For all that money,
the least we should receive,
no ... deserve regular food.

Of course, this is the same
school in which it takes at least
10 minutes to get a (flaming
hockey puck) hamburger, so I
guess we will just have to grin
and bear it. Or just go and get an-
other salad. '
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The new reality for a new millennium
My mom says that I'm just cynicat... My Edward K. Schultheis discusses great world, but constantly I find myself

girlfriend says I'm just plain difficult.i.My
dad says I act just like my mother ... But that's
another story.

Does my mother have a point, however?
Have I become a cynic? Have Ijust decided
to look for the bad in everything} My father
once told me, "Anyone can write a negative
story, but it takes a real writer to write a posi-
tive story." The problem is I never really
thought about it until I sat down to write this
story.

We live in a time where violence, hate,
and destruction are so prevalent that we just
integrate them into our lives, and exhibit
them at any given time. We have also be-
come a society full of depression, sarcasm
and one laced with-vcolortut metaphors."
When did this happen? Or have we always
been like this?

We look at the news and we see violence
stretched out across the whole broadcast. We
look at movies and we see violence that is
even more gratuitous then we saw five years
ago.
I remember when Mortal Kombat came

out years ago. It created such a response from
parents; that instead of discontinuing the
gruesome game, years later games with 10
times the violence have appeared on the
shelves.

One might wonder what I am trying to
say here. And in fact, while I continue to type
away at my computer I wonder what I am

the new reality that has become
the mainstay of today 's society.

saying also ... But then I remember .. .I'm sup-
posed to be writing a positive story. The only
problem is, it's not as clear-cut as I though it
was going to be.

I look around me and see such beautiful
things, I see children playing at the play-
ground, I see a wonderful environment, and
I see a truly perfect existence here in 2000.
Then I think about the things we are doing
that is destroying that existence ... I see chil-
dren shooting other children, I see an envi-
ronment being destroyed by pollutants, Isee
so many things that darken my perspective
on an ideal world.

So as you can see, Imay be looking for a
utopian life, or perhaps I am even looking
from a pessimist's perspective, but what I
do not understand is why we continue to do
such horrible things.

Just this past week, there were numerous
shootings around the United States, includ-
ing one where a 6-year-old walked into
school with a gun and proceeded to shoot a
classmate almost point blank. Maybe this is
the reason 1 have such a hard time thinking
about the good of the society. Certainly, it
does not help.

There are so many things that I am happy
for here, and there are so many things that I
appreciate about this great country and this

meandering over to the cynical side of life.
Maybe my own problem is the problem that
is plaguing our society today.

Maybe I'mjust a freak and other people
view the world as being perfect, and that it's
great and nothing needs to change ... These
are probably the same people that believe
politicians nowadays ... oops, there is that
cynicism again.

We sit at home, we talk on the computer,
we spend more hours in front of the televi-
sion than we do talking with our friends in
some cases, does this bring us closer to our-
selves and one another ... My guess is No!
While r might have not made any construe-
tive point in all this, r did try my best at a
purely "positive" editorial; and while Imight
have failed, perhaps it has helped you. in see-
ing that the world isn't always so black and
white, that it is completely gray.

Some might say that Iam a pure utopian,
that I want a society that will never
exist...Others might say that I'm a pessimist,
looking for the bad in everything, looking
for a way to tum good into bad. I think what
it comes down to is that I'm a realist, in that
I realize that the world is so good, but some-
times, that pure wholesome goodness is de-
stroyed by our selfishness.

Oh well Dad, sorry, at least Itried. Inever
realized it would be so hard, but then again,
maybe mom is right...Maybe Ijust have be-
come a cynical person.

Do "special" months segregatB~ng~~tX~,!-:1~b~r1,
Iam sure most of you know by now (es- Brian Griffiths exammes the or gender? Condensing all of the history of

pecially since the media has been reminding implications of having special blacks and women into separate months
everybody every chance they get) that Eeb- months for people and groups. each? Does this outrage anybody else nearly
ruary was Black History Month. as much as it does me?

And I am sure some of you know that of history gets top nod. While Iam at it, multiculturalism is a big
March is "Womyn' s Herstory Month." My second point deals with curriculum. problem too. I respect the fact that every-

And if you are anything like me, you Public schools in the state of Maryland are body has different cultural beliefs, practices,
should be outraged that two such months supposed to, and I quote from the Anne and customs based on their ancestry or reli-
exist at all. Arundel County School Schedule, "devote gion. But why do we have to remind every-

(And as a side note, what person dreamt an appropriate amount of time to exercises body that we're different?
up the spelling of "Womyn's Herstory respecting certain holidays, including Black Shouldn't we be promoting unity and fo-
Month?" I mean really, if you're going to History Month." cusing on our similarities and not our differ-
have a special history month, at least have Now what does that mean to John Q. ences? The majority of us are Americans.
the common decency to spell the names Public's kid? It means that lessons contained The people of this country should be
right. J understand that hardcore feminists in the regularly planned curriculum are proud that no matter what religion or race
do not like anything with the word "man" in shunned in lieu of Black History Month les- we are, whether we are white, black, yellow
it, but these words are derived from the origi- sons. or green, whether we are Catholic or Protes-
nal Latin. Please respect the spelling that Black History and Womyn' s Herstory tant,Unitarianorvegetarianthatweallshare
the world has used for the last one thousand Month's are just microcosms of a much big- the common thread of being American in our
years.) ger problem. I know that I'm going to get hearts.

Don't get me wrong. I believe that labeled as a racist for my comments, since it Conservatives get an absolutely miser-
women and blacks have done very impcr- seems that any time anybody points Out the able rap when it comes to race relations. The
tant things in the history of this country. I ludicrously of such things like this, they ob- media always portrays them as racists, stuck
believe that our children should learn about viously can't be for equality. And that is just in the ways of the Old South, throwing out
their accomplishments as much as those of what the problem is. The liberals in the press Strom Thurmond and Jesse Helms as rae-
people of other races based on their impor- have decided that separation of the races is a lsts. Don't get me wrong, some conserva-
tance to the history of this country. But there good thing. tives share some of these views.
are serious flaws with the creations of these This is why such moronic programs as But a majority of Conservatives believe
months. Affirmative Action still exist. Liberals be- in equality for all races, creeds and sexes.

Anybody notice the Womyn's Herstory lieve that setting quotas for the hiring of mi- We remember that the Declaration of Inde-
Month bulletin board next to Glar? Notice norities is a good thing to ensure that they pendence has a phrase in it that you might
it is approximately 25 percent filled up with get jobs. have heard of; "All Men are Created Equal."
pictures primarily of models? . And it looks good ... on paper. Until you It is LiberaJs who insist on keeping programs

First off, let me give you at hypothetical realize that people who are not qualified for and promoting ideology that makes them un-
example. J am a WASP male. If there ex- their jobs get them based on quotas. True equal. .-
isteda white history month, I would be pretty story. In 1983, American Airlines was hir- Dr. Martin Luther King.Jr. said in his
mad. why? Because it would seem to me I ing a pilot for a specific route. The field of most famous speech, "I have a dream that
that white history would have been deemed candidates was whittled to two: a white male one day this pat\?n wi,l,I.rise uP. a9~ li~e our
unimportant and irrelevant except during this and a black female. the true meaning of its creed: We hold these
one month that comes every year. That The white maJe had higher qualifications, truths to be self-evident, that all men are ere-
people should only be forced to learn about more experienced, was described by his su- ated equal ... J have a dream that my four little
white history during that month of the year. periors as an excellent pilot, and was even- children will one day live in a nation where
I have several female and black friends who tually hired. they will not be judged by the color of their
believe the same about these two respective The woman sued ... and won ... $4 million skin but by the content of their character."
months. based on Affirmative Action because Ameri- That was nearly forty years ago.

That the history of blacks and women re- can A'irlines did not hire nearly enough mi- With the continued existence of such
spectively are so irrelevant that they are dealt norities to suit the government. things as Black History Month and Affinna-
with one month out of the year while the rest Does anybody else see a problem here? tive Action, we still have a long way to go.
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Sharing opinions on a
plethora of subjects

Eric Barry shares his
views on sleep, classes and

stress relievers.

Moving off campus is a great
opportunity. For once you are truly
on your own. No RA's no RLC's,
no Campus Safety.

Sometimes I wish I had Cam-
pus Safety at my house. Anyhow.

Many things change when one
moves off campus.

Finally you are allowed to have
a normal message on your answer-
ing machine.

Having a cheesy message is
synonymous with living on cam-
pus.

The burden of living "gay" is
lifted. If someone chooses to live
like this, that is wonderful. How-
ever, living in the dorms is very
homoed.

Sleeping is extremely personal.
And one is very vulnerable while
asleep. All right go rerrt a trailer,
you'll thank me later.

Next topic- stress. Everyday I
hear people whining about stress.
People griping about papers and
roommates and laundry and the
whole nine-nine.

I was working 15 hours a day

and still taking classes and keep-
ing up (sort of).

You didn't see me smoking any-
thing but toothpicks.
One day I woke up with rock solid
abs because the whole night I was
flexing them subconsciously. I was
so tense.

Relax, your freshman compost,
rion paper will be a synch. Don't
stress yourself.

All right go rent a porn, you'll
thank me later.

Let me share some more wis-
dom. Every semester I use to get
stuck in classes I didn't like so I
pondered what to do.

This is what I came up with. If
you need 4 classes, sign up for 6.
Then during add/drop sign up for
2 more classes. Now you have a
total of8 classes.

Then from here you can priori-
tize your wants. Do you want a
class that is interesting, easy, diffi-
cult, or has a small workload? Do
you want a seasoned professor, a
demanding class, a class with the
girl you are stalking, etc? What-
ever you want you can pick it.

Hopefully out of those eight
classes you can find four that you
like.

Quotes of the week
"The great pleasure in life is doing
what people say you cannot do."

-Walter Bagehot

"Sometimes I have believed as many
as six impossible things before
breakfast. "

-Lewis Carroll

Corrections
In the February 24, 2000 issue, the article on page one entitled "Van-
dalized pipe floods Blanche," incorrectly attributed quotes said by
Susan Werley to Mindy Bucey. The article also stated that it "took
some time for Joseph Bentz to arrive on the scene to tum off the
water," however, it did not mean to imply that it took an extensive
amount of time for Bentz to arrive. The Phoenix apologizes for any
harm this may have caused.

In addition, the article entitled "Physical Plant to fix campus water
leaks" incorrectly stated that roofers were scheduled to fix Decker
leaks during the week of March 21. However, the problems were
scheduled to be fixed on February 21.

The Phoenix regrets the errors.

Pro: The new weighted grading
system should be implemented

It is definitely time that some Mat~Hurff approves of the in the long run.
progression is made on the new weighted grading system After all there is a great nu-
weighted grading system. Since and calls for action. merical difference from a 8- to a
1997, the administration has kept While many fear then GPA's 8+, but until the system is revised

~~:u:t.u~i~~ ~~~~~:tss~:~~~t~~~ dropping severely, I do not feel that :~e~ t~r: ~e:u~~~:~~? :sfOu!~a:~~~
Will it be implemented next se- the drop will be drastic. That's be- to be true when I spoke with high
mester? Now is the time to end cause people must consider the rise school friends over winter break.

this confusion. :i~I~~S~::~:~~~~~~~:~~e:a:~~~ They feel that the systems at the
This constant delay hasteen a8+willcauseaslightriseinGPA University of Delaware,

~~~~::t~~'~~~~co:a~~~~,?~l;;:- from the 8's they once were ~:~~~~:f~~e:~l~~~;:~:~~j~~

sonally find this hard to believe; equ~vha~~:~~~~, I agree with the and fair. They also felt that they
and if it is true, it is time 10 up- benefited from the system.
gradetheadministrativecomput_ If the weighted Upon arrival at Western

:;: e::~~a\l: i:i~~:s7:I:r~0 i;:r~ system were intact ~:~~~~~;::!~7~~Is~~~~~t ~::

;~~eo. computers for under for everyone, then it ~:i~~~~~:r~tt:~;~~:s~~:!~

The college is already in the would certainly be to the weighted grading system

~:~~i~~ t~f ~tb~~i~~ ~~s!~~:~~fair. ~~on~~;:~e~he~a~~edi~~~s~:~

modernize the grading software dard at our high school.

too? Western Maryland College staff in We concurred that if the
Why use antiquated comput- Tammi Slater's article which was weighted system were intact for

ers and software when the tech- printed in the February 24 edition everyone, then it would certainly
nology and the means to upgrade of the Phoenix. The staff feels that be fair. Therefore, if the upper-
are easily accessible? in many ways "students will ben- classmen are concerned over the

While many students are efit as much, or even more from the new system, the weighted system
against this new policy which graded systems." should only apply to their future
would give GPA credit for plus This change in grading policy grades, or maybe it could be set
and minus grades instead of has been implemented at other col- up so that their grades are exempt
lumping them under one letter leges and has been viewed in a from the new system.
grade, I feel that the implementa- positive light because it allows for It is said mat the two systems
tion would be positive in the long greater precision in grading and cannot work at once-I find that

l;on: The curreni'"gra'cilngOsystem
is adequate enough for students

Given the ongoing discussions
about the possibility of weighted
grades, it is apparent that no one
can reach a consensus as to
whether it is more beneficial or
detrimental to students to reward
"plus" grades and punish "mi-
nuses".

While some would claim that
students should receive more
GPA points for pluses, and that
this is the only fair way to distin-
guish in a GPA system between,
say, an 89.5% and a 80%,

Jessica Fitzgerald
applauds the current

grading system.

trating for those students who are
considering graduate school.

After four years of studying,
to have a students GPA fall over
a weighted grade system would
be highly unfair.

If the weighted grade system
is enacted here at WMC, the stu-
dent body would be hurt more
than it would be helped.

When hard working students
end up being penalized for mi-
nuses on their report cards, then
it will end up lowering the aver-

While one might argue that this
would mean that some students
would get a GPA above a 4.0.

lfthat is the case, let them have
their higher GPA!

If the point of the weighted
grade system is to distinguish those
students who try a little harder, man
it should not stop only at those who
receive A's and below.

It would be so frustrating for a student who fought for their
grades to suddenly be penalized, even after all their hard work.
This would be especially frustrating for those students who are

considering graduate school.
weighted grades would still hurt
more students then it helps.

Under the weighted grades
system, only certain pluses are
even rewarded.

While a student who received
a B+ would receive more points
than usual, a student who receives
an A+ is not affected.

This hardly seems fair.
Why is anA+ any less deserv-

ing of a reward?
A+ students worked very hard

to achieve those grades. and if
students who work hard to receive
a B+ are going to be given addi-
tional points, the same should
hold true for A+ students.

This aspect certainly isn't fair
in me revised grading system.

It is true that a weighted grade
system would help to raise some
students' GPAs.

However, it is also true that
many students' GPAs will fall if the
weighted grade system in enacted.

We must stop and consider if it
is worth helping a few students
when so many who struggled with
a subject and managed to pull off a
B- will lose GPA points.

It would be so frustrating for a
student who fought for their grades
to suddenly be penalized, even af-
ter all their hard work.

This would be e~peci~ly frus-

age GPA at our school, and, most
likely, end up hurting us all.

The Phoenix welcomes any
feedback regarding the new
weighted grading system.
To have your letter to the
editor published, place text
article on a disk and include
a hard copy with your name,
extension, and year of
graduation in the green box
at the information desk in
Decker College Center.
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Republicans McCain and Bush appear on
two popular late night talk shows

This past week, both George W. Bush and
John McCain made questionable appear-
ances on late night television. Bush appeared
on "Late Night" with David Letterman via
satellite relay from St. Louis.

His appearance was meant to prove to
Letterman and his viewers that he is not a
"pinhead," which is a running gag on the
Letterman show. However, in my mind, Bush
merely reaffirmed Letterman's suspicions.

When asked questions, Bush gave short,
one or two word answers and stared blankly
into the camera. Meanwhile, the satellite feed
from St. Louis was a bit slow, making it seem
like Bush was contemplating Letterman's
questions for quite a bit of time, making him
seem very dim witted.

His attempts at jokes were obviously
forced, and not funny, while his one ill-ad-
vised attempt at improv aimed at Letterman's
recent heart surgery, was met with boos by
the "Late Show" audience (what's so funny
about heart surgery?).

That sounds like a line from Jerry
Seinfeld. "I mean really, what's the deal with
cancer?" Seinfeld didn't receive much ap-
praise from his fake television audience on
that one either.

Near the end of the interview with
Letterman, Bush held up a 'It-shirt he created
for the host which had "Dweebs for Bush"
inscribed on it.

Matt Hurff looks at the effects
each candidate had during a
lighter time of their campaign.
Needless to say, Bush really did not en-

dear himself to the crowd.
This could really hurt Bush in the long

run if you think back to the Kennedy-Nixon
debate, where Richard Nixon was ill and was
not as appealing on television as John F.
Kennedy, swaying the vote to Kennedy. Thus
showing that appearance on television is
highly important in modern political elec-
tions.

How he carries himself on a late night
show such as Letterman could have a major
role, in swaying younger voters to his cor-
ner, especially the ones who may only ex-
posed to him through such appearances.

McCain on the other hand, faired better
on "Tonight" with Jay Lena. Lena seemed
much more apt to building up his guest,
rather than mockery like Letterman. This was
apparent in Lena's introduction of McCain,
in which he called him" Arizona senator and
a war hero."

McCain was very smooth, chatting with
actress Neve Campbell while discussing
Minnesota Governor Jesse Ventura and his
lucky shoes which put him over the top in
New Hampshire (I guess he wasn't wearing
them in the subsequent primaries).

He also used these discussions to intro-
duce some brief plugs for his universal health
plan and his goal to break up the "iron tri-
angle" of Washington politics as usual.

However, neither candidate was as effec-
tive as former Nebraska senator Bob Dole's
appearance on "Saturday Night Live" sev-
eral years ago. Too bad for Dole, he appeared
on this late night parody show after his cam-
paign had already failed to Bill Clinton.

During his appearance, he mocked Bob
Dole impersonator, Nann McDonald for his
stereotypical impersonation style; a truly hi-
larious sight.

Don't get me wrong, by no stretch of the
imagination do I feel that presidential can-
didates should appear on late night sketch
television, nor do I find it totally appropri-
ate, since it likens them to actors just trying
to promote their new movies in order to earn
more money.

By far the presidency is much more im-
portant than a film, despite the fact that many
of the happenings in the White House could
be made into a film, but that is beside the
point.

If a candidate feels so inclined to make
such an appearance on such shows however,
they better make the best of it, loosen up,
and be somewhat funny. Otherwise, you may
look like George W. Bush.

Super
Tuesday
Predictions
Edward K. Schultheis predicts
the winners for the upcoming

Super Tuesday.

While I know that by the time this
story comes out next week Super Tues-
day will already have come and gone. I
am merely using this as a way of seeing
if the waves of this week, carryover to
the primaries of next week.

Over in the Republican race, Bush and
McCain are battling it out for the
frontrunner status, but after last weeks
bashings in Virginia, and Washington,
Bush has clearly established himself as
the frontrunner once again. These wins
came in the wake of Senator McCain's
wins in Arizona and Michigan.

It has been hard for either Republi-
can to actua!ly gain the necessary mo-
mentum to actually make a move on the
delegates who are holding the primaries
in the balance. Ipredict Bush to win the
majority of the primaries on Super Tues-
day.

On the Democratic end, since Gore
. has had a commanding lead for most of
the race, I predict him to win the major-
it of the rimaries.

John McCain: The right man at the wrong time

Quirks: "Talk" with Robert broadened horizons

Eight years ago. Bill Clinton won the
presidency' from incumbent George Bush by
supporting a moderate platform that focused
upon fixing national problems like the
economy, poor schools, and raising unem-
ployment.

Clinton rode a wave of change all the way
to the White House and won re-election in
1996. Now, with the 2000 elections loom-
ing, a different situation has occurred. The
U.S. is in the best shape it has been in for
quite some time. The economy is at an all-
time high while crime and unemployment
are at their lowest levels in decades. This sets
the stage for campaign 2000, in which the
Republican Party has a fight on their hands
not only to beat Vice President A! Gore, but

Anyone who knows me probably knows
that I'm a huge fan of Japanese animation
(anime). Heck, I'm president of the anime
club (CATS) here on campus. Recently, Ihad
a chance to attend a three day convention of
anime fans in Virginia (it was called
Katsucon).

I had a lot of great experiences at
Katsucon, but the one that stands out most
in my mind was meeting Robert.

See, some of us fans met each other and
decided to go to McDonald's. There I first
talked with and got to know Robert. Er, well,
Iguess talked is not the right word. You see,
Robert is deaf.

While I always knew it was technically
possible for there to be a deaf anime fan, I
never knew that some actually existed.

Thus, Iwas surprised to meet Robert and
learn that being a deaf anime fan is actually
pretty feasible.

After all, a whole lot of anime is subtitled
and there would be no problems reading
manga (the comics anime is often based on),
so one does not lose out on much of the ac-
tual anime.

Talking with Robert did take a little do-

Chris Anastasia examines the
reasons why McCain is not the

man for this election.
to even pick a nominee. Most conservative
party members favor Texas Governor George
W. Bush. Bush has been the projected nomi-
nee since he announced his intentions to run,
due mostly to his likability and charisma that
he has shown in Texas, along with his obvi-
ous name recognition to the party faithful.

It seemed that Bush would have the nomi-
nation with no trouble at all, but then along
came McCain.

John McCain, Arizona senator and one
of the few major politicians to favor cam-
paign finance reform, has shot into the na-

Anne Butler discusses her "chat"
with a deaf man, and her pride in

the ASL program.
ing. He didn't read lips much because he
felt he wanted people to deal with his deaf-
ness on his terms.

He did have a notebook that we passed
messages back and forth with.

Now because I worked in the computer
lab and often have to help the deaf students
I learned a few signs from a friend, Penelope.

Even the few signs I knew helped im-
mensely and allowed our exchange to flow
more freely.

Why am I telling you this?
Well, Robert was surprised that I knew

any sign language. Indeed, he told me that
often many people don't even know exist-
ence of deaf culture at all (which has been
echoed by others).

I felt a surge of pride that I went to a
school that had allowed me to learn my few
signs so readily, and I proudly told him of
our college's thirty-year-old deaf education
program.

tional spotlight with his message of fixing
the problems of government and taking the
big money interests out of Washington.
McCain has gained a majority of support
from independents who are disillusioned
with the political process. He has also gained
support from Democrats who want a change
from the scandal-ridden Clinton years.

If this were the General Election, McCain
would be running a dream campaign. With
a good economy and a lack of social prob-
lems, McCain's focus on removing special
interests from lawmaking will be a key cam-
paign issue. His moderate stance, like the
one held by Clinton eight years ago will
prove to be beneficial to gaining across
party-lines support in a General Election.

I'm not sure I'd ever been happier about
attending a school that is so "in touch" with
the hearing-impaired.

Now that I think about it, however, I'm
got sure we're that in touch at all.

Sure we do have the decades old deaf
education program, but that's really only for
graduate students.

And yeah, we do offer several levels of
American Sign Language (ASL), but it
doesn't count for anything. not even a for-
eign language.

I doubt the majority of students know
any sign language. Even with as little as I
know, I think I'm in the minority.

Still, if ASL actually counted for some-
thing then probably more students should
take it.

It's now only an elective and most people
have to set it aside in order to take some other
BLAR.

A Deaf Studies minor is being formed,
but I don't think that's enough. We need to
let ASL fiJI the language BLAR.

It's as complex as Spanish or any of the
other languages. But the argument is that it
cannot fulfill the requirement because it is

Their is only one problem with this idea. You
have {Q win your perry's nomination first.

In his campaign so far, McCain has
shown his moderate side and thus is losing
support to Bush among Conservative Repub-
licans. Since these conservative voters will
in fact decide the, nomination, McCain will
need to gain these votes to earn the nomina-
tion.

On the other hand. the Independents and
Democrats that McCain has garnered sup-
port from will be necessary for whomever
the Republicans nominate if they are 10 win
in November. So, in a hope to select their
favorite in George Bush, Republicans may
in the end cost themselves the election by
not backing the majority's choice.

not "foreign."
I wonder if the proponents of that argu-

ment have ever watched deaf people com-
municate with ASL?

It certainly seems as foreign to my ex-
perience as two people speaking Spanish
does.

Knowing ASL is also a highly useful
skill, just look at me, even with the few signs
I knew, I was able to'hold a conversation with
Robert.

Who knows what we could have dis-
cussed if I had taken a semester of ASL?

Are we going to squander one of the great
things about this college by not allowing
more people to learn about deaf culture?

Was I wrong to be proud WMC during
my dialog with Robert?

Should I instead have felt shame about
how we're preventing the hearing students
from learning from the deaf ones?

I actually do feel shame about the oppor-
tunities we're wasting. I wonder if those who
oppose ASL as a BLAR aren't the real deaf
ones. Maybe if they had an encounter like I
did then these people would, for the first
time, begin to truly hear.
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You've just won one million dollars
on "Who Wants to be a Million-
aire?" Where would you go for

Spring Break?
by Trang Dam

"Go, to London or Paris."
Chris Dietzel

Communication/Engiish '00

"I'd probably end up going
to Europe and just traveling

around. "
Martin Wisor

Communication '00

"Someplace very warm
where there are lots of
people, like Florida or

Cancun."
Devon Potoczniak

Exercise Science '01

"Travel to the other side of
the world and visit different

countries. "
Camille Cooke
Biology '00

"Home to Boston."
Maria Portuondo

Biology '03

SwjfWr;/er

Ward is the hero of Student Affairs

work full time. describes her as "warm, caring, and worker who often works with
About nine years ago, once motherly." Ward, says that she is a "wonder-

Ward's children were grown, she While Ward sometimes works ful person." When asked about
came to WMC and was first em- for Dean Sayre, she usually works Ward, Castro's face lights up.
ployed in the accounts payable and for Assistant Dean of Student Af- "When I had some personal
receivable section of the Bursar's fairs Scott Kane. Kane recalls problems last year Bobbi gave me
office. many instances when Ward did her phone number and offered her

She then transferred to the much more than expected. house for me to stay in until my
Graduate Education Department On a Friday afternoon about a problems were resolved," Castro
before arriving at her current posi- year ago, he and others in the of- says. "She's like a second mother
tion almost three years ago. fice were involved in a serious to me."

She did not mind changing po- Honor and Conduct Board hearing. Ward says she definitely be-
sitions at the college and has no The hearing was scheduled to lieves "the more you give. the more
complaints about her time at end by 4:30, when most employ- you get," and her co-workers agree
WMC. "I enjoy change", Ward ees (including Ward) leave for the that they are indebted to Ward for
says, smiling. However, she prefers day. However, this hearing ran all of her hard work.
her current position to her former quite late. Perhaps the general consensus
jobs. "I enjoy it here the most be- When it finally concluded at on Bobbi Ward can be summed up
cause 1 have the most contact with 6:30, Kane stepped out of his of- in the words of her supervisor. Says
the students." fice and, to his surprise, discovered Kane, "From our perspective,

A diligent work ethic was Ward was still sitting at her desk Bobbi is the office."

Spring Break: Where will it take you?

RYAN SEAVOLl""

By most accounts, Bobbi Ward
is one of the hardest-working em-
ployees of West em Maryland Col-
lege. But she is not a dean, a presi-
dent, or a professor. She is an of-
fice manager.

Ward's smiling face is the first
image you see when you enter the
Student Affairs office. She is the
office manager for Scott Kane, the
assistant dean of student affairs and
director of Residence Life. How-
ever, long before she came to work
at WMC, she was a homemaker
and mother to three children.

This graduate of Hereford High
School in White Hall, MD raised a
family, worked part time in sales
at a craft store, and even volun-
teered to mentor a 4-H group of
about 40 kids. She says she worked
very hard at her Job and taught the
children in her 4-H group about
everything from cows to rockets.
However, her family was very im-
portant to her and she wanted to be
available for her daughter and two
sons while they were growing up,
so she made the decision not to

SHAUNA DOMINGUEZ

Assistant Features Editor

Most students pack up their cars
and head to the beach for spring
break. According to several
websites, students all over the
country flock to various spots in
Florida, including Daytona Beach,
Key West, Panama City, and Or-
lando. Other popular places include
Myrtle Beach in South Carolina,
South Padre Island, Texas, and
Cancun, Mexico. In a random sur-
vey, students on campus were
asked where they are going for
spring break this year.

Two girls will spend their break
in South Korea with the family of
one of the girls. They are going to
be busy with sight-seeing, as well
as many family-oriented activities.

Another student will find him-
self in the Bahamas with his
mother. He plans on doing nothing
but swimming and relaxing.

One student is going to avoid
the beach scene ahogether and go
camping for a few days in North
Carolina with a friend.

Also, about a dozen students are

present in Ward when she arrived
at WMC, and it would appear to
remain with her today.

As an office manager, Ward
takes notes, schedules alcohol-edu-
cation classes, prepares conduct
and misbehavior forms for dealing
with students who violate campus
regulations, types letters, and
works with students with questions
about housing and discipline,
among other duties.

Ward often deals with students
upset about disciplinary actions
being taken against them. She tries
to comfort them, while at the same
time informing them of their rights.

"I'm not here to judge them;
I'm just here to give them some-
one to talk to concerning the pro-
cedures," says Ward.

Although very busy with her
job, she still finds time to teach a
knitting class every Wednesday
evening. In fact, she started the
course over a year ago.

When it comes to Rabbi Ward,
co-workers have nothing but
praise. Dean of Student Affairs
Philip Sayre, for whom Ward
sometimes does secretarial work,

going on the fishing trip to the
Florida Keys with Dr. Herb Smith.

Other students will travel with
friends to places such as the Outer
Banks in North Carolina, Ft. Lau-
derdale, Philadelphia, and Atlanta.

In the same survey, students
were asked what they would do
during spring break if they were
offered an all-expense paid trip to
anywhere in the world.

The most unique reply was a fe-
male student who said that she
would want to go to Tom Cruise's
house on a hot day and watch him
garden in really tight pants and no
shirt.

Another student would want to
go to Cancun because "they have
hopping spring breaks". One stu-
dent said he would go to the Car-
ibbean somewhere because there is
nice weather and lots of girls. Ad-
ditionally, a student said that he
would go to Amsterdam, Holland
for a wild and crazy time.

Australia and New Zealand
were also popular answers among
students as several expressed a de-
sire to travel down under.

waiting to see ifhe needed any as-
sistance.

Judith A. Hart, Ward's co-
worker in the Student Affairs of-
fice, remembers that when she was
leaving the office a few days ago
to go home for the evening, she
noticed Ward sitting on the floor,
working on a poster for resident
assistant selection.

As it turns our, a student worker
was responsible for constructing
the poster, but had difficulty obtain-
ing the proper materials, and did
not have time to put it together.

Rather than let the student
worker take the blame for not mak-
ing the poster, Ward made it her-
self.

"Practically every day you no-
tice something that Bobbi has done
for someone else that was above
and beyond the call of duty," says
Hart.

However, Ward is not con-
sumed by her work. She finds time
to volunteer for SERVE and Circle
K, which participate in good works
like obtaining food and housing for
the poor.

Paula Castro, a student clerical

One student would enjoy going
to New Zealand because he's heard
it's a very beautiful place: plus he
said, "it's summer there right now".

Another student would choose
Australia as his destination because
it, "sounds awesome to him". He
also said that he wants to see a kan-
garoo in the wild. Others would
like to go to Australia because they
just like it and everything they've
heard about it.

Other places people would want
to go include London, Paris, Bar-
bados, the Galapagos Islands, Ja-
maica, Hawaii, and the Cayman
Islands.

It may be too late to start plan-
ning for this year's spring break,
but it's never too 'soon to start on
next year. There are many websites
available to check out to help plan
your spring break.

They have hints about where to
go, places to stay when you get
there, and tips to use to avoid get-
ting cheated out of your money.
Two of these are
www.studentadvantage.com and
www.realcollegelife.comltravel.

http://www.studentadvantage.com
http://www.realcollegelife.comltravel.
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know what will happen."
Chapman stresses the importance of tak-

ing every day as it comes. She concluded,
"In anything worth having you have to take
a chance."

CLAIRE AOAMS

Cheazy-E goes Hollywood in a John Waters feature film

i~ ...,StajfWriter

Like many Hollywood stars, from Will
Smith to Jennifer Lopez, one ofWMC's own
is making his mark in both the music and
movie industries.

Senior Eric Barry, known as "Cheazy-E,"
wasn't expecting to land a role in a Holly-
wood film. He had been hard at work on his
second CD, "Girls Wanna Get with Shorty,"
when his manager called him about the au-
dition.

Nearly a week later, Barry was cast as
the character Fidget in the comedy "Cecil
B. Demented," along side Melanie Griffith
("Milk Money"), Stephen Dorff ("Blade"),

NVKOLE TYSON

StajfWriter

Many people spend their lives looking for
them, wondering where they might be. But
how many are actually fortunate enough to
find their soul mates? Do they even exist?

According to many Western Maryland
College students, there is a good chance of
meeting the person you want to spend the
rest of your life while in college, but it is not
definite.

''There is no predetermined time, it just
happens," commented Aleya Horn, ajunior
sociology major. "Whether in high school,
college, or later in life."

Sophomore sociology major Maribel
Calderon said: "It is just a matter of being
fortunate enough to actually find them in
one's life span." But how long does one have
to wait to discover one's soul mate?

"Only a few months after knowing [her]
I knew I wanted a long-term relationship,"
said sophomore English major Doug
Novielli of his girlfriend Helen Whitehurst,
also a sophomore English major. The couple
has been together since the fall of 1998 and
are now engaged.

Many fall in love and believe that their
partners are human works of art. Their mis-
sion [0 love, to hold, and cherish each other
begins long before marriage is even an is-
sue.

So how does the game of love work? Do
you start out as friends? Is it love at first
sight? More questions than answers seem to
exist on this subject.

When asked if their relationship was love
at first sight. both Mike O'Dell, a senior so-
ciology major and Susan Werley, a sopho-
more psychology major said, "yes".

They were introduced by a friend of
O'Dell's in the dining hall during the first
week of November 1998.

"I can remember the exact thing he was
wearing, how he was sitting, everything,"
said Werley of O'Dell.

They started dating eighteen days later.
'The night of the meteor shower, Susan and
1 went out on the golf course," said O'Dell.
"1 took a blanket out," and beneath the stars,
"I asked if she would be my girlfriend."

captive movie star. The director of thejilm,
Cecil B. Demented himself, is played by
Dorff.

Witt plays Cherish Oh Lordy,
Demented's porn-star girlfriend. Barry de-
scribed his character, Fidget, the youngest
of the movie-making clan, as a "dweebish"
costume designer.

Barry enjoyed his first taste of acting and
said, "It was nice to work with John because
he was so relaxed and he takes his movies
seriously."

The movie, which Barry feels could be a
hit, is currently in the post production stage.
It is scheduled to appear at the Cannes Film
Festival in May and then premier at the Sena-
tor Theater in Baltimore in August.

Marcus Helton and Aleya Hom (left). Helen Whitehurst and Doug Novielli (middle), and Susan Werley and Mike O'Dell (right)found love
while students at WMC.

O'Dell and Werley, have been together
for a year and three months and their rela-
tionship is still strong and growing.

Horn did not believe that "finding my
soul mate was a definite thing that would
happen." She hoped that she would meet
someone sometime and she said, "it just so
happened that it was in college."

Her boyfriend, Marcus Helton, a sopho-
more communication major, did not expect
to meet someone right away, "But r am glad
I did," he said. Their friends are part of the
reason they are together today.

Asked how he felt when his friends re-
vealed his crush on Hom, Helton said, smil-
ing, "I was scared to death!" He jokingly
added, "I shouldn't have been, because I
know she wanted me."

What are your thoughts on finding your
partner in life? When, where, and how do
you think it will happen? Do we have soul
mates?

There are varying views on the probabil-
ity of one finding his or her soul mate in col-
lege.

Dr. Dan Rees, a licensed clinical social
worker who has had a private practice work-
ing with couples for 24 years in Columbia,
teaches a family class with a heavy empha-

sis on culture and how it impacts romantic
love and parenting.

Backed with years of experience he gave
his thoughts on meeting your soul mates in
college.

"If you asked me ten years ago if most
people meet their mates in college I would
have answered yes. But because young
people are waiting to marry; a younger trend
is not marriage but cohabitation."

Reese added, "Not only are couples wait-
ing longer, they co-habitate because they
don't want to commit." Additionally he said,
'The commitment to live with each other is
not enough."

Being a romantic, Calderon said that in
high school she held the idea that, "I would
meet my partner for life in college. But once'
I arrived reality struck that it doesn't always
happen that way."

Before she enters into any romantic re-
lationship she says that she wants to be
friends first.

Angie Chapman, a sophomore commu-
nication major, believes that there is a about
a 50-50 chance of finding your soul mate in
college.

She said, "Personally I did not come to
college to find my soul mate, but you never

Ricki Lake, and Alicia Witt. He decided to
take fall semester off for the filming. It be- Barry, a communication major, became
gan in Baltimore on October 4 and comin- interested in entertainment his freshman year Eric Barry poses with his co-star Melanie Griffith during shooting of his
ued into late November. at WMC. "Cecil B. Demented."

Prior to making the movie, Barry had p~:/~t:;:~i~7'~~:ulr:~d;~~ ~~~~:~~ ~:: ~:s~:~~,w~~~ ~al:t~:t s:~~e~:l:n~d~; c!oo~S~y is already on the fast track to star-

~;;:~:~~!:,~t:'~~:;:r~~~,~~~;~~ne~~t~~~ plain or you can do something about it." interest they want. dom. He has auditioned for "Blair Witch

nore Barry's relatively bare resume to give led ~:;t: :~~~v:'i~~ t~t~:~~u hpi~:~!:yU~~ Kir~c~:e~~~~aat~~~ed p~~~s~:~ fil~o~ !!~:~:d~~~~:~~nm~:ey. to New York City af-
him a chance.

"Cecil B. Demented" is essentially a film ~~R~~~.aa~h~ ~~~::~~~~e~~,t i~af9;~~um, ~::l~~~~~~~s~~~~~:::~t~~t~~:i~:; is, Plu~g~~~ ~~~~~ ~~r:z~~~~"that he'll "keep

within ~l filmakwhe:_ a group hof ;spir~n~ After coming to WMC from Canton, NY He continued, "Acting in a real movie For more information on Eric Barry and

~:~~; ~d~: ;;~l w~;; a~t~r: t/;: ~n in 1996, ~arry found that there was a ben- gav~ him a real-worldexperie.nce that is pro- upcomi~g events, visit his website at
their independent film. Griffith plays the efit in gomg to a small school. By not hav- fesslonally valuable and will open other www.chirprecords.com.

Do most students find their soul mates while in college?

WE PAY FOR YOUR
COWGE EDUCATION

By being. member of IhtMaryland
Army National Guard you can recese a
FREE college education. When you
serve part-time in1he Guard, you can
attend school full.time while earning edU-
cational benefiIa like the State Tuition
Waiver (25'1\ 105(IA reduction), 1he
Montgomery GI Bill and an exIr.! pay-
check each month. Some schools even
giv. academic credit for Guarti1n!ining
and smice. Fmd out how Ibe Maryland
Guard can be your l'artIItr it! EducaIiotI·
CaIlToday: MARYlAND

1.aoo·GOoGUARD •

http://www.chirprecords.com.
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"American Beauty" looks
at the American family

KATE ESPOSITO this is their daughter Jane who is
significantly more mature than ei-
ther of her parents. She feels alien-
ated from her family which is com-
pletely understandable when both
of your parents are crazy. To the
dismay of her friend Angela, she
becomes fascinated with the
creepy boy next door.

This boy, Ricky Fitts (played
by Wes Bentley) has his first sig-
nificant role in the movie as
Lester's drug dealer. He is also the
scary boy that films everything and
finds beauty in such things as plas-
tic bags and dead people.

Eventually, he and Jane fall in
love. He tells his mother Barbara
(Allison Janney) that he and Jane
are going to run away together. Her
response is. "Okay, bring a rain-
coat."

This is one of her few lines in
the film. She is usually seen star-
ing straight ahead, though never at
anything. She can be categorized

The plot advances as 42-year- as "not all there".
old Lester has a mid-life crisis and Married to a woman like that,
decides that he needs to rebel you can imagine that Ricky's fa-
against something, though he is a ther also has issues. Colonel Fitts
bit old for it to be his parents. (Chris Cooper) is a ROTC boy-

With the help of Ricky Fitts, gone bad. He tries to regiment all
who lives next door, he gains a new factors of his son's life. It turns out
perspective on life and is whisked that his rough exterior is all a mask
back to his teen years in the 70s. to hide his secret

Continuing in this theme of new This leads me to the stat-like
found youth, he also falls for a 16- aspect of the film. It can be deeply
year-old friend of his daughter. An- analyzed which led to its popular-
gela, played by Mena Suvari, is a ity.Ir isa satiric take on the Ameri-
annabe model with an ego the size can dreams, surface appearances,

of several small countries. and the true meaning of beauty.
..J:~ife in family one, Caro- All of the characters feel inad-

~:~~ :h~arse~:ah;~~~~:~~~~:n:a;a~h;'yhi~~.iSF~:~ t~~~

to care much about her husband. beautiful Angela who fears she is
However, she is especially friendly ordinary, to the soon to be dead
to a certain male competitor. Lester who feels that his life is

She also goes through a mid-life going nowhere.
and decides to "no longer be a vic- To discover more deep mean-
tim." She then begins to carry agun ings buried in this film, see it len
in her handbag. times and write a paper. Until then,

The unfortunate victim of all of just see the movie, at least once.

Escort service introduced
MOHINDRA RAMPHAI. Campus Safety is always striv-

SraffWrirer ing to keep students safe, but they
What kind of service is that? are often busy patrolling the cam-

Where can I get it? Well, Jason pus and regulating dorms.
Bhargava, member of the future While Campus Safety is busy
service organization, Alpha Phi keeping order, volunteers from
Omega, is in charge of this new es- Alpha Phi Omega will cater to the
cort service. The service is open to needs of any student who feels
the whole campus Monday through unsafe walking alone on campus
Saturday, 9-12 pm. and would like an escort. Trouble

If you ever need an escort, call will be prevented before it starts
campus safety and they'll gladly and students will hopefully not be
provide the proper people to give hesitant and fear the surrounding
you the service. community by having this service.

Amy Hickman, a sophomore The future service fraternity
biology major commented, "it's a has both male and female students
good service because it promotes a escorting students, so you can

good mood and a safer,;eeling for ~~~s: :a~~~~~:~~~e,Ct~:r~I~~~~

a~ ~~i~:;:~ho:~~~:j~·~a~e,j;tighii:: to your destination.

gest campus, students don't always The escorts have radio contact
feel safe walking back to their with Campus Safety at all times,
rooms late at night. This is one of so if anything happens help is on
the easiest ways to get into unsafe the way. Take advantage of this
situations. Nights in the surround- service if you ever need it by call-
ing Westminster community are not ing Campus Safety (x 202) as fel-

. .too safe-and having an open cam- low students help to make our
.pus is the perfect combination for home a safer and better place to
troubie~ . ~ - - li~e.

Features Edirar

Are you interested in seeing a
film that can make you laugh out
loud? How about one that can make
your brain hurt as much as study-
ing for a stat exam? Watching the
movie "American Beauty" can sat-
isfy both of these desires.

It is a contemplation on life and
the American dream masquerading
as a dark comedy. On the surface,
the plot is about two middle class
suburban families with more than
their fair share of serious issues.

Family one consists of Lester,
Carolyn, and Jane Burnham. They
are played by Kevin Spacey,
Annette Bening, and Thora Birch
respectively.

Lester is the narraror-bf the film
who begins it by saying, "In less
than a year I will be dead. Of course
I don't know that yet, and in a way
I'm dead already."

Cancer (Jun 22 - Jul 22) are your best guide to the future.
Assi;-t(11!/Features Sditor You may wander, but you are not

lost. And remember the heart is Libra (Sep 23 - Oct 23)
Many unique personali-
ties will cross your life
and spark your imagina-
tion. However, they may
come in any form, so re-
member to admire a rose
for its beauty- but don't
forget to beware of its
thorns.

Aquarius (Jan 20 - Feb 18)
People will be watching
you so give them some-
thing to talk about.

Pisces
(Feb 19 - Mar 20)
You are at your best when
you challenge yourself.
Several challenges may
face you this week, so
you'll be at your best. Scorpio

(Oct 24 - Nov 21)
You are loved by more
people than YOIl realize
so stop being so hard on
yourself.

Aries
(Mar 21 - Apr 19)
You have a talent for read-
ing pe9ple so always go
with your instincts in busi-
ness and romance. Sagittarius

(Nov 22 - Dec 21)
This is the year when ingenuity is
high on your list. You will be for-
tunate with opportunities presented
to you.

wiser than the brain.
Taurus (Apr 20 • May 20)
Instead of giving advice, try listen-
ing for a change. What you hear
may surprise you.

Leo (Jut 23 - Aug 22)
Butterflies of sudden delight will
rest upon you because your charms
have not gone unnoticed.

Gemini (May 21 - Jun 21) Capricorn (Dec 22 - Jan 19)
The truth is out there. Let the flow- Virgo (Aug 23 - Sep 22) Don't bury your talents. Make op-
ers bloom and they will show you It's about time you follow through portunities for yourself instead of
the way. on your dreams, after all, dreams waiting to find them.

of student volunteers to assist THE DEFINfNGMOMENT

College in. April for two milj~r events

D'I- "ep.
Our om", is ~ two major eveiltSinApril: 'Friday,Apcill~
and_gain on the week~.dofFri~y -e- Sun'day,ApnI.28-30;
We need over 100 volunteers to ~e them ~ success!

.'.'•T'!n~.San'di Millef ~text, 792 (siniIItr@Willdc"an)
toil at ext., 258 (rb_@wmdc.eohl)
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mance was a few hours longer we would care
more for the nearly two dozen important
characters. However, I do not think I could
handle Miss Gilchrist much longer with her
acidic personality and generally annoying
character.

I was most displeasedthat she was not
shot at the end. That might happen in the
third act. I hope so.

Anyway, in the current production no one
emerges from the ensemble. Each character
emerges from the plethora of cast tfaembers
on stage for a short moment and then returns
without leaving the slightest impression. All
I see is a bunch of people drinking and ger-
ling it on in grand fashion.

Refrain from viewing this play. Irene
Lewis was stellar in her direction of Oscar
Wilder's "An Ideal Husband" earlier in the
year, but "The Hostage" pales in compari-
son. She includes several clever ideas, but
they do not seem to mesh as anything greater.

There are some talented actors repre- ...
sented such as Willy Conley who is well
known for his appearances on the children's
program, "Festival Hl" ..

Peter Rogan's makes his third appearance
in this particular play after performing in
Connecticut and New York. I did not really
notice anything exceptional regarding his
performance.

I imagine that is indicative of the play, as
well. Brahan's original work was written in
Gaelic and was quite serious. No doubt
something was lost in the translation.

If you do not mind a bar with a $26 cover
charge then you might want to take in the
Head Theater Cabaret at Center Stage. In-
stead of a lousy cover band playing in the
corner, you get a marginal play to watch. The
Hostage is running until April 2. Tickets
range from $24-29, depending on the show
time.

Center Stage is located at 700 N. Calvert
Street, Baltimore, MD 21202. Call (410)
332-0033 for tickets.

"The House Bernarda Alba" captured audiences'
ested in money and outward appearances youngest and most passionate of the daugh-
than their happiness. ters, does not care about disobeying her

Because Bernarda can only afford one mother if it means that she can spend time
dowry, the eldest daughter is the only one with him. On the part, Conner commented,
allowed 10 marry and leave home. The "It's more than [freeing herself]. She's in
younger four must stay single and childless. love with him and obsessed with him."
What Bernarda sees as a practicality is justi- The play was extremely well acted, and
fiably perceived as a punishment. The focus had a very intense emotional core. The ac-
of the plot is the examination of the effects tresses portraying the daughters keep their
of that punishment. behavior and feelings toned down and

Krysta Dawn Stacy played Bernarda, and showed little emotion while they really had
whata tremendous job she did. You could so much passion just waiting to explode:
see how intense and demanding the part was The roles of the two servants, (played by
by her wrenchingly emotional expressions. Megan Townsend and Faye Ingram) were
The actresses playing the daughters also had used to co~vey the inner turmoil of the out-
difficult roles, trying to portray the horrible wardly normal home.

The daughters of Bernada"Alba wrestle their senile grandmother (Alison Smith) afte;~hNe OWEN ~~J::ssion and yearning for freedom in their duc!~~: a~~i~~~: t:~t~:~~ ~~:~~~~ hi;~:~~

escaped from her confinement. The one man in the play, Pepe el Romano, allowing them to see what really goes on in-
JOAN FAULKNER of-the-century performance is that of a Span- is the most handsome man in town, whom side it as opposed to what everyone in town

SrajJWriler ish household ruled by an old tyrant named all the daughters are in love with. Pepe thinks.
When one first sees "The House of Bernarda Alba. She presides over a house- (played by Albert Pero III) is seen periodi- Since they see what goes on in the house,

Bernarda Alba," which was performed at hold filled with silence, darkness, and long- cally throughout the scenes strutting his stuff, but do not actually interact with the house-
Alumni Hall February 25-27 and March 2- ing. and Flamenco dancing. hold, they are there for the audience to know
4, one might be really confused by this emo- It is very cloistered and Alba manages it Director Ron Miller described him by that the outside world is still sane, just the
tiona! play. under the shadow of the church, which is be- saying, "he's a demon and devil, but all the household isn't.

Although it takes a while to stay with ing affected by passionate resistance. Her life [the daughters] have." The entire cast and crew obviously put a
the story and try to understand its message, husband has just died and she makes her five Miller added the Pepe figure (which is lot of time and energy (viewed by audience
the effects are extremely rewarding. daughters stay closed up in the house for not present in most productions) because he as lack their of), into making the playa very

Going in, I expected there to be a tragic eight years as part of the "proper" mourning saw Pepe as poetic to the play and wanted to emotional experience.
atmosphere, but never such an intense, al- period. "make him into a dream figure." The highs and lows' that "The House of
most spiritual experience. It seemed as if Bemarda doesn't let them have any free- All the daughters yearn for Pepe, al- Bernarda Alba" present are harrowing in
what I was watching didn't seem to be part dam at all. She scolds them for crying and though no man could ever bear the weight their depth. What will happen to each of the
of this life at all. demands them to obey her or else she will of what these poor women have conjured up daughters in the future is left to the imagi-

Written by Federico Garcia Lorea, the very likely inflict her cane on them. Although in their minds for so long. nation, but in my mind, these empty lives
play is set in the 1930s. The plot of this turn- she loves her daughters, she is more inter- Adela (played by Laura Conner), the are not worth living.

Audience not captivated by "The Hostage" at Center Stage
S/(JjJWriler

On the 23 of February I saw Irene Lewis's
version of Brendan Behan's ''The Hostage"
at Center Stage. I usually compose a quick
review commenting on aspects that I find
particularly interesting. Unfortunately, I am
at a loss here. It was the most disappointing
professional production I have ever attended.

I can think of nothing that would impart
you with the unpleasant taste that is still left
in my mouth. I have never given a poor re-
view for a Center Stage production and I feel
somewhat dispirited that I am forced to do
so at this moment.

The Hostage takes place in a brothel,
which encompasses the entire Head Theater.
Pub-style chairs and tables litter the floor for
the audience and a fully functional bar is lo-
cated at the back. The assimilation of the
audience into the brothel is quite marvelous.
The fascinating atmosphere at least made the
play tolerable.

The characters emerge from the crowd
to take the stage, joining in an Irish jig for
good measure. The music dies and we be-
gin to learn the many facets of each charac-
ter. Pat (Peter Rogan), a crippled veteran of
the Anglo-Irish War is the owner of the
brothel.

He tells a few stories of the good old days,
and gives his charity to Monsewer, his se-
nile compatriot in the war.

Meanwhile, his girlfriend, Meg Dillon
(Caitlin O'Connell), dresses the beds, serves
the Guinness. and shares some tales of her

Peter Rogan (L) and Willy Conley star in "The Hostage" at Head Theater

connections. As the gallows are being pre-
pared for the hanging of a young Irish boy,
the Irish Republican Army (IRA) responds
by kidnapping a young British soldier (Reese
Madigan).

The brothel is commissioned to detain the
soldier until the authorities' free the Irish teen-
ager. With this twist, Irene Lewis's brilliance
comes forth again with her use of Irish sign
language.

She incorporates an IRA associate (Willy
Conley) who is deaf and uses sign language
to communicate. It is another remarkable

own. idea that gives the play so much potential.
Rio Rita (Tom Flynn) and Princess Grace The story continues with the British sol-

(Kyle Primous), frequent one of the many dier endearing himself to the brothel with
rooms located in the brothel, yet still have his stories of the orphanage and cricket
enough energy to assault a communist and - Lewis's ingenuity emerges once more as
sing a catchy tune about their sexuality. Miss Meg Dillon breaks out into song and then
Gilchrist (Jennifer Smith) rounds out the supposedly sings an extra verse about the
notable elements of the brothel with her re- brutality between the Irish and the British.
Jigious hypocrisy. The cast breaks out of their roles

The central story arises from Pat's war and accents, proceeding to lambaste each

other on their respective inadequacies. Un-
fortu~ately, it reduces down to a mere nov->
elty like the open bar and the sign language.
They are good ideas, but they really do not
present the play in any unique fashion.

The play ends. I know that much because
we all clapped, the lights turned on, and they
graciously allowed us to leave. Other than
that, I have no clue how it ended.

I know tiny specifics like who shot. whom
and all that rot, but I do not know what hap-
pened. I took a friend along and she did not
know either. I even asked other people and
listened in on severat-conversanons, yet all
of us were oblivious.

Maybe there is a third act. r imagine it is
possible that I left during the second inter-
mission. Or else it was one of those choose-
your-awn-adventure type plays where you
make up the ending yourself.

''The Hostage" is just plain disappoint-
ing. The characters are superficial and lack
any emotional pull. Perhaps, if the perfor-
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Terror baseball team feels the power of aluminum bats

BEST SVMMER Jon YOU'I L

EVE,R HAVE! Top-notch Maine
,ummer'camp for boys seeks
counselorstomsrruct euher

baskcrbatl, (ennis, l~crosse. baseball,
hockey,golf,hiking,ropescQurse.

a:~;~~t~~~~;r-
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Highest camp salaries plus travel,

roomboard.Laundry service,
internship credit. Gm31facilities,

beautifullake-Jront sentng. we seek
fun, dynamic, responsible rotc-
models who enjoy working with
children. Ca11410-337-9697or
email$kylcmar99@aol.com

In August 1998, the NCAA
made a relatively simple statement
that turned 1999 into a statistical
freak show for the Centennial Con-
ference.

At that time, they announced
that beginning on August I, 1999,
aluminum bats would have to un-
dergo some minor modifications,
and be certified by the NCAA in
order to be used in competitive
play.

These modifications would sup-
posedly make aluminum bats per-
form more like wood bats, and re-
duce their power.

They did this for two reasons.
For one thing, it was felt that the
increasing technology used to cre-
ate these bats had shifted the bal-
ance of the game into the hitters'

Classified
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dollar". Students can advertise ~nything
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Like the wise words of Pharaoh Moneh,
this is the truth! Send your ad and cash
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cover your butt.
better yet, help cover your
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College can mean maneuvering through a lot of different things, but tuition payments

shouldn't be one of them. That's where Army ROTC comes in. Here, you'll develop

skills that'll last a Hfet.me. Meet friends you can count on. And have a sttot at

getting a 2- or 3-year scholarship. Talk to an Army ROTC -.1cfllisol" today, and find 01)i

more c7bout our scholarship pmgram. We"le got you covered.

favor, and the number of runs be-
ing scored was making a mockery
of the game.

The second reason for these
modifications was players' safety.

With increasing exit velocity off
of the bats, it was becoming more
and more difficult for players, es-
pecially pitchers, to defend them-
selves.

While the NCAA questioned
the safety of these bats, they did not
outlaw their use for the 1999 sea-
son.

This caused a problem for many
colleges and universities.

The minute they made that
statement, a lot of schools started
saying 'wait a minute, if you're
telling us the bat's not safe, we
shouldn't be using it now' ,"WMC
Manager Dave Seibert said.

Schools and conferences be-

came wary of lawsuits.
In reaction to this, some confer-

ences outlawed aluminum bats for
the 1999 season, until the new re-
quirements went 'into effect, and
manufacturers had time to make the
certifiable bats.

The Centennial Conference was
one of these.

Anyone questioning the differ-
ence between aluminum bats and
wood ones need only look at the
Centennial Conference's 1999 sta-
tistics, and compare them to
1998's. Several disparities jump
out

In 1998, for instance, the
conference's home run leader had
nine.

Just one year later, four was all
it took to lead the league.

The most glaring difference
comes in pitchers' ERA. In '98,

the conference's ERA leader fin- bat. That's the only reason the
ished with a 2.08 ERA. pitching stars got better as far as

In '99, six pitchers beat that I'm concerned," he said.
mark, including the leader's 0.50. The new. buts did more than just

In fact Western Maryland, Get- reduce the offensive statistics, how-
tysburg, and Ursinus all finished in ever, they changed they style of play
the top ten nationally in team ERA. in the Centennial Conference.

For Western Maryland, the ''The wood bats definitely made
switch to wood bats meant a big changes. We had a lot of one run
drop in home runs more than any- games, especially down in Florida
thing. (where the team plays during

In fact, the team didn't hit a . springbreakeveryyear),weplayed
single home run in '99. down from at least three or four...where it came
eight in '98. down to a sacrifice bunt in the last

But in the process, Brent Fuchs inning, or moving the runn.er, and
1.01 ERA broke a team record for it didn't come down toa homerun,
single season ERA with at least 50 or a slugfest," senior outfielder
innings pitched. Ryan Legge said.

For Seibert, there can be no While t"is difference in style
other reason for decrease in offen- may not please some hitters, it suits
sive numbers. Seibert just fine.

"I think the only difference in "1 like the game with wood bats.
the game last year was simply the continued. on page 15
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CURlS ANASTASIA

SpOrts Editor

The SportsView: Age, not Yankees, is the O'sbiggest foe

Sometimes winning is not everything: Chris Clemmens
and the swim team show the true meaning of sports

Now, I know it is still techni-
cally winter, but you could have
fooled me. It is sunny and mod-
erately warm out, and the air is
just a little crisper than normal.
Of course, there is another rea-
son that spring seems to be here.
Yep, you guessed it, spring train-
ing is here once again.

For Orioles fans, spring train-
ing means a visit to the retire-
ment villa yet again. This year,
the O's will boast (if you can

SHAUNA DOMINGUEZ

Assi. Features Editor

At the 2000 Centennial Confer-
ence Swimming Championships
held at Franklin and Marshall Col-
lege, junior Chris Clemmens broke
two records and won a silver medal
in the 100 backstroke.

The two records Clem mens
broke were not conference records,
but that doesn't make them less
meaningful.

Clemmens broke his previous
school records of 56.79 in the 100
backstroke and 203.28 in the 200
backstroke.

His record-breaking times art"
55.85 and 200.64, respectively.

Training for two and a half
hours every day from mid-October
until the championships, which
were held February 18th through
20th, really paid off for Clemmens
this year.

Besides holding two personal
records, Clemmens also holds a

truly call it that) the oldest infield
in the league.

This would not be so bad if
these veterans were still at the top
of their games, but sadly, this is not
the case. First Baseman Will Clark
is coming off of yet another injury-
riddled season is still occupying a
starting position despite the late
season charge of Calvin Pickering
in Clark's stead last September.

The same situation exists at sec-
ond base, where Jerry Hairston, Jr.
played very well last season but
will still be backing up injury-
prone Delino DeShields.

record from last year's champion-
ships with the 200 Medley Relay
team.

In the same order they raced in,
the relay team consisted of
Clemmens, Scott Hoover, Luke
Page, and Aaron Corbett.

The record time they hold is
142.80.

The sociology major said that
this season was "my personal best
season in my swimming career, not
only because I trained harder, but
because Ihad more dedication th~T\
ever."

Not only was it a productive
season for Clemmens, but likewise
for the entire team.

Clemmens said 'there was a big
improvement over last season.

Part of this is due 10 their dedi-
cation to swimming and to the
team.

As Clem mens put it, "When
I'm in the pool during a race, ev-
eryone else on the team is in the
pool with me."

DeShields has done little to earn
a starting spot since arriving in
Charm City. His inability to stay off
the disabled list crippled the al-
ready weak running game and left
a large hole in the lead-off spot.

Hairston filled in admirably for
the injured DeShields both in at the
plate and in the field in his 50
games last season, making no er-
rors at the crucial middle-infield
position.

The problems with young play-
ers breaking into the starting line-
up are not unique to the infield.
Top pitching prospect Calvin

As for his future, Clemmens
said he would love to keep swim-
ming, whether through coaching or
teaching lessons, because "swim-
ming is a big part of who I am."

Although Clem mens doesn't
want to give up swimming alto-
g~ther, he also thinks that he won't
be competing anymore after col-
lege.

Clemmens made reference to
the Carroll County Times reporter
who. in an interview about last sea-
son) asked him how they felt about
going to meets knowing they would
lose.

Clem mens' reply was simply,
"if heart and soul won swim meets,
Western Maryland, without a doubt.
would be undefeated .."

"The team really sticks together,
and when one of the swimmers is
victorious, the whole team feels the
pride and gratification that is due:'
he added.

After al!, CJemmens said,
"we're all family."

Men's B-ball coach Zoulias retires

The Western Maryland College
Men's basketball team will have a
new coach next year.

On Tuesday, February 29, the
school reported the resignation of
men's basketball coach Nick

--~G~RE-G'LCCECC"E=R"'ER--- c teenth head coach in 1990-91.

SlajJWriler In his II seasons, Zoutlas had
84 wins and 180 losses and the
team never enjoyed a winning sea-
son under his control.

The team's best season was in
the 1994-1995 season when the
Green Terror went 11-14,7-6 and
made the playoffs, the only post
season berth since 1980.

The team lost that year in the
semifinals of the conference tour-

Zoulias.
The news wasn't very surpris-

ing because there had been rumors
for weeks that changes were com-
ing soon.

Zoulias started his basketball
coaching career at Mount Anthony
Union High in Vermont as an as-
sistant coach from 1969-1974.

He served as acting head coach
in 1983-1984, and succeeded Alex
Ober when he retired from coach-
ing the team in 1990.

A Keene State, VT alum,
Zoulias began his coaching career
at Western Maryland College as the
team's assistant coach starting in
1977, and became the team's four-

nament to Muhlenberg.
Over the last two seasons, the

men's identical 4-20 records were
among the worst in school history.

Compounded with absence and
injuries of key players, heavy criti-
cism has fallen on the program and
much of it on the coach.

While many of the players had
confrontations with the coach such
as former point guard Adrean Pope,
some players stood by him.

"He's a great guy and coach and
I wish him well," said freshman
swingman Adam Hynes.

The athletic department has be-
gun the search and interviewing
process for a new coach while as-
sistant coach Kevin Selby takes
over as interim coach and will be
in charge of recruiting in the mean-
time.

A former high school guard at
Northern Garrett High in rural
western Maryland, Selby gained
experience as an assistant coach last
fall instructing the Division III Col-
lege Select team which was a all
star team that competed in Europe.

Selby earned his bachelor's de-
gree from Frostburg State Univer-
sity, and a masters from WMC.

However, many supporters want
to bring in a whole new coaching
staff so many of the assistant
coaches jobs are up in the air.

Presently, Selby works as an
academic advisor in the college's
Academic Skills Center.

"He is the new guy right now
and we are behind him 100%,"
added Hynes of Coach Selby.

Madura will probably wilt in
Triple-A while journeyman Pat
Rapp toils in mediocrity.

Obviously the front office must
realize that these youngsters have
the talent to play well at the major
league level, but they are still re-
signed to letting these talented
players sit the bench or stay in the
minors.

The Orioles are at a crossroads.
They must decide if they want to
stick with the veterans, whom the
team has many millions tied up in,
or if they will start these young
prospects and hope that they can

continue to improve at this level.
The state of this team and

how well they do this season is
very much in the hands of the .
Angelos family and new man-
ager Mike Hargrove. If
Hargrove, who is known in base-
ball circles as a veterans' man-
ager who favors experience over
raw talent, does tire of Clark and
DeShields, how quickly if at all
will he turn to Pickering and
Hairston? This, more than any
bottom-of-the-ninth strategy,
will be the biggest decision of the

Junior Chris Clemmens broke IWOschool records ar the Centennial
Conference Championships this season

WMC Soccer club
membership rises

Courtesy of College Soccer Club

The Western Maryland Col-
lege Soccer Club was officially
recognized by the College Ac-
tivities office prior to the Spring
1999 semester.

In the last year, membership
has steadily increased to the cur-
rent number of 21 students.
There are also more students
who wi!! be attending the up-
coming meeting in order to join.

The membership is open to
any students who enjoy watch-
ing or playing the game. The club
has also organized teams to play
at the Carroll Iridoor Sports Cen-
ter for the past three semesters.

Also, with the help from
Keith Reitenbach, the club has
developed an intramural indoor

Jack Craig 4lO-857-3847
Clint McKay x82 IO
Erik Higginbottom x8453
Ryan Flynn x8342

soccer league for the spring se-
mester on Monday nights from
9:30 to 11:00 pm at the old gym.

At the upcoming meeting,
planned discussion includes or-
ganizing planned trips to DC
United, Baltimore Blast, or US
National Team matches, commu-
nity service activities, fund rais-
ers, and further publicizing the
club on campus.

If interested, students should
contact one of the following:
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With only 13 players returning from a
team that went 5-9 last season, there wouldn't
seem to be much reason for optimism head-
ing into the new campaign for Western
Maryland's men's lacrosse team.

Yet for those involved in the program,
there is a quiet confidence that a big season
is in store. Very big.

They got off on the right foot Sunday with
27-1 pasting of Stevens Tech at Johns Hop-
kins' field, setting a school record for mar-
gin of victory. Attackman Tom Brown led
the charge with eight goals, and Brett
Sweeney added five more.

"Our number one goal is always to com-
pete for the Centennial Conference champi-
onship," WMC Head Coach Keith
Reitenbach said.

This is no small task considering that the
Centennial Conference is considered one of
the toughest conferences in the country. In
fact, the Centennial's champion has finished
in the top three in the nation in all seven years
that the conference has been in existence.

According to one preseason poll, two of
the nation's top six teams are in the Centen-
nial Conference this year, those being num-
ber 3 Gettysburg, and number 6 Washington.

If the Terror can beat these high-caliber
. teams, in their minds there is no reason they

can't go farther than a conference champi-
onship.

"We're not talking about our goals being
anything less than winning every game,"
Reitenbach said. "We may not go unde-
feated, but that is none the less our goal," he
continued.

If the Terror are going to have a magical
season, however, they are going to have to
overcome two problems-inexperience and a
lack of depth.

With only 13 players returning from last
year's squad, nine of the team's 26 roster
spots are filled by freshmen, and another
eight are sophomores.

Coach Reitenbach believes he can ad-
dress this problem.

"We are going to make up for il by supe-
rior conditioning. We're going to have to
try and control the tempo in games so that
we don't get into the kind of run and gun
game that will tire us out unduly," he said.

Despite this lack of experience, there is
one area on the team where depth is a
strength-defensemen.

Both starting defensemen, Gaelen Cross
'00 and Jason Wiles '02, are back for the Ter-
ror.

Besides these Cross and Wiles, Tomas
Urbano '00, Vince Hackler '01, Scott
Armstrong '02, Greg Elko '03, and Steve
Mason '02 will all be part of the regular ro-
tation.

Reitenbach likes having this many play-
ers in his defensive rotation, and says that it
compares favorably to those of the '96 and
'97 teams, which had a combined record of
21-7

While the strength of this rotation will
be a key for the Terror this season, Cross is
the standout of the group.

He was recently named a preseason Hon-
orable Mention All-America by Face Off
magazine. According to Reitenbach, Cross
will be playing the role of Mr. Everything
for the Terror this season.

The reason for this optimism goes beyond He will line up on the wing for face-offs,
pure talent or statistics. For those in the pro- he will take face-offs, guard the opposition's
gram, there seems to be a connectedness un- top attack men, and be part of any special
like-an in recent history. defensive packages WMC puts in this sea-

lot :~t~:~::de:~~~~;:~~~ ~:v~_a son. t€snorg()ln~o-lcave-the field. He's

team this year. It was there the past two going to play every minute he's capable
years ... but not like this year," co-captain oL.he's going to be a force," Reitenbach
Dave Riley '01 said. said.

Aluminum bats raise safety issues for baseball
team

continued from page J 3

I like the low scoring games. Games aren't
as long. It's the game of tradition," he said.

This low scoring style was a one-year
phenomenon in the Centennial Conference,
however, as they will be going back to alu-
minum bats this spring.

The new bats will have to meet some new
criteria to be certified by the NCAA, such as
a reduced barrel width of 25/8 inches, down
from 2314 inches, and a length to weight ra-
tio of minus three, meaning that is 33 inches
long can weigh no less than 30 ounces.

The bats must also be tested for exit ve-
locity, as this number must now be below 97
miles per hour.

Most, however, do not feel that these
modifications will change the performance
of the aluminum bats.

"I think the aluminum bats now and the
aluminum bats before are very similar. 1
don't see that much of a change from hitting
with them. I think the stats are going to go
back to where they were before," Legge said.

While the verdict is still out for Seibert,
he believes that things will return to the days
of old.

''I'd like to see the aluminum bats become
more like wood bats, which is what they sup-
posedly have done, although I don't know
that I agree with that. We're using alumi-
num bats now that have to be certified, and

I'm not so sure that they're going to be down
to wood standards," he said.

Although from a hitter's standpoint Legge
prefers using the aluminum bats, he feels they
may be bringing an element of danger back
to the game with their return to the Centen-
nial Conference.

"I've seen a lot of pitchers get hit through-
out my years of playing, and it was getting
worse as the bats were getting more high
tech," he said.

Although the new bats have to meet the
new criteria for certification, he isn't sure that
will make them safer.

"They're just going to keep finding ways
to get around these standards and make the
bats more high tech," he said.

He points to the practice of some compa-
nies who have added weight to the knob of
the bat, below the grip, in order to meet the
weight requirement.

This actually increases a hitter's leverage,
allowing him to hit the ball harder. Legge
said he feels that the NCAA might someday
have to switch to wood bats permanently to
solve the problem.

One thing is for sure, however, with the
power that aluminum bat makers have in the
bat industry, and the long term inexpensive-
ness of aluminum bats, that day is a long way
off.

FREE TAX HELP
For whom: For students and Other Low to Low Moderate Income Tax-
payers
Where: Western Maryland College - Gold Room B
When:

Tuesday Thursday Saturday

7·9 pm 7·9 pm 12·3pm
March 9 (Spring Break)

March 21 March 23 March 25
March 28 March 30 April I
April 4 April 6 April 8

April II

By appointment only

Please call Serg Fayvusovich x8359 (on campus) or (410)
751-8359 (off campus) to schedule an appointment.

ANONYMOUS AIDS TESTING
Spring Semester 2000

11:30-12:30
Every Other Thursday

March 9 & 23
Apri16 & 20

May 4
Location •• Smith House

Call Ext. 243 for an appointment

Playing behind the defensemen will be
Brian Nottingham '02, who returns to the
team after a one year hiatus. His return
couldn't have come at a better time, as the
Terror lost their two goalkeepers from last
year's team. Nottingham started for West-
ern Maryland two years ago, and brings a
high caliber experience to the team.

Nottingham played his high school days
at Gilman High School in Baltimore, one of
the top lacrosse schools in Maryland. They
also play some of the best teams in Mary-
land.

"When you play in that league, you see
the best players in the country," Reitenbach
said. "To have a quality team, you have to
have a quality goaltender, and we feel we
have a quality goaltender."

Also making a return to the team after a
year off is midfielder Anthony Burgos '00.
Burgos brings the type of speed to the team
that will cause havoc for slow footed defend-
ers.

In fact, Reitenbach proclaims Burgos to
be the "fastest man playing Centennial Con-
ference lacrosse."

But as Riley points out, Burgos brings
more to the team than just speed.

Besides being a leader for the young
team, "he knows the game well, he's a de-
fensive master. He also, right now, is going
to be one of our top offensive guys too," he
said.

Joining Burgos on the first midfield will
be speedsters Mike Coleman '02, and Riley.
Reitenbach is looking for big things out of
this trio.

"We've got some true midfielders. We've
got some guys who can play both ends of
the field, and that can make a lot of very ex-
citing things happen," he said.

Riley who began to show signs of domi-
nance midway through last season could gen-
erate much of this excitement,

"There is no question that he is our num-
ber one midfielder;" Reitenbach said of the
junior captain.

If the Terror have one major strength, it

is speed.
Not only are the Terror playing with a

quick first midfield unit, they've got speed
to burn at the attack position.

The first unit will be made up of the
speedy Joe Ellis '03 and Brett Sweeney '01,
and last year's freshman phenom Tom
Brown. Despite being only a freshmen,
Brown led the team in scoring. Brown fin-
ished last season with 25 goals and 16 as-
sists. and is an early candidate for all con-
ference honors this season.

"No doubt, he's the go to guy. He's big,
he's a great ball handler, he's a great shooter,"
Riley said.

What could be even more frightening for
opponents, however, is that by all accounts
Brown has made major improvements in his
game.

"He's learned that he's not the one man
wrecking machine that he was in high
school," Riley said.

Riley says that Brown has learned to
move his feet more, and spread the ball
around in order to create offense, instead of
trying to force tough shots. Not being a one
man show has taken some adjustment on
Brown's part, but it appears that he's doing
just that. .

"He's adjusting to that great, and he's
playing that much better this year," Riley
said.

Reitenbach believes that the talent and
speed for the Terror at attack could cause
some real match up problems for the oppo-
sition.

Opponents may be able to contain one,
or possibly two of the three auackrnen, but
it will be difficult for most teams to come
up with the speed to stop all three.

The combination of last season's 5-9
record, and the heavy losses suffered by the
Terror could cause some to write them off,
but if Nottingham plays like Reltenbach
thinks he will, and the team's speed on of-
fense and in transition, and depth on defense
come through for them, this could a very big
year for Green Terror lacrosse.
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Three All-Americans lead Green Terror wrestling
team to top 20 finish at Division Championships

MIKE YESTRAMSKI

Spons Eduor

The Terror wrestlers walked
away from the NCAA Division III
championships at Ohio Northern
University with three all-Ameri-
cans and a 17th place finish.

The Terror, whose finish was
the highest ever from a Centennial
Conference team at nationals, also
set a league record with three all-
Americans in one year.

The Terror, who had no seeded
wrestlers in the tournament, re-
ceived their first ever all-American
last year in Andrey Brener.

This season was supposed to be
one of rebuilding after the losses
of Josh Elfin, Brener, and Rodney
Stine, though it instead ended with
a record score in the victory at the
Centennial Conference Champion-
ships, the best record in thirty years
for the team, and now, a national
ranking.

"Every season," said Coach
John Lowe, "I tell the kids that if
they work hard enough, we can win
the conference, have some AIl-
Americans, and be nationally

Western Maryland College

Sophomore Vinny Pedalino takes down an opponent en rOUle /0 yet another of his many victories this season

ranked. I always knew they could ror was sophomore Vinny ner up barely missed the nationals
do it, but to sit back and actually Pedalino, who finished fifth at 125 last-year-losing the conference-fi-
see them do it, it's just great." pounds. The former New Jersey nal on a controversial call in over-

The highest finisher for the Ter- high school state tournament run- time

Terror Baseball hopes to build upon last
season's success and win conference

GREG LEDERER

SlaffWriler

In the history of baseball at
Western Maryland College, there
have been many great teams and
moments.

The 2000 squad promises to
follow in their illustrious foot-
steps.

The experienced and senior-
laden roster is looking to have
another great season.

In his 20th season as manager,
Dave Seibert returns 21 lettermen
from last year's team that went
18-13,12-6.

They missed winning the con-
ference title by one game.

A former Maryland's College
Coach of the year winner in 1995,
Seibert is "cautiously optimistic
about this year's team."

However, Seibert added, "we
have good experience and lead-
ership."

With a well balanced lineup
with speed and power, this year's
team should be tough to handle
for the opposition.

The team will need strong play
from captains Tim Smith, Brent
Fuchs, and Mike Wolfe.

A honorable mention all confer-
ence last year, Smith lead the
league in RBIs with 25 and lead the
team with a .354 batting average.

The senior third baseman is
looking to have even better nUIT!--
bers this season.

A fellow honorable mention in
the conference, senior pitcher Brent
Fuchs will lead the staff on the
mound this year after posting a
team leading 5-2 record and 1.01
earned run average.

Junior Mike Wolfe will help
patrol the infield at shortstop this
spring.

Big contributions to the team
are also expected from senior
Barrett Gugliotta.

A second team all conference
selection, the 6-2 pitcher and des-
ignated hitter was second on the
team in batting average, hitting
.306 last year.

On the mound, he went 3-3 with
a 2.45 earned run average and
threw a one hitter in a game against

Washington College last year.
Other seniors Sean Giblin, Ryan

Legge, Marc Alegi will cover the
outfield while Jon vadernat will
catch for the team.

The pitching staff will be an-
chored by Fuchs, Gugliotta, Alegi,
and Eric Winkler.

The senior-dominated staff has
experience and should be very
tough this season.

The team is also looking for
production from the incoming
freshman class this year.

"I'm reluctant to [comment]
about them now, but they look
promising," Seibert added.

The younger players should
gain experience from the many se-
niors on this year's team.

A change from last year, the
team will use aluminum bats this
year.

As opposed to wooden bats. of
the past, teams can expect higher
and longer hits with stronger bats.

With a strong and experienced
pitching staff, the Green Terror
should have an advantage over less
experienced pitchers when adjust-

ing to the new rule.
The team's main goal is to

win the conference title which
they fell just a game short of last
year. Seibert said
"we should do very well, if we
avoid complacency this season."

The team faces a tough
schedule this year with a spring
break trip to Florida to begin the
season.

After spring break, the Ter-
ror faces a very competitive con-
ference, with defending league
champion Ursinus, Johns Hop-
kins, Gettysburg, and
Muhlenberg all very strong again
this season.

In the early part of the sea-
son, the team chemistry has been
very good, according to the
coaching staff.

Seibert added "the chemistry
is excellent so far."

Falling a game short in a loss
to the league champion Ursinus
last year, the combination of ex-
perienced veterans with promls-
ing youth may very well get the
team another championship title.

Sophomore transfer Rob Johns,
who attended Wagner University in
New York prior to arriving here,
finished seventh at 157 pounds.

Senior Captain Charlie
Conaway ended his wrestling ca-
reer with an eighth place finish and
the tournament award for most pins
in the least amount of time.
Conaway pinned two wrestlers in
four minutes and eight seconds,
including one in thirty-six seconds.
Conaway, a former Maryland High
School State Champion, ended his
career as the Western Maryland
record holder in both victories and
pins.

Sophomore Chris McNally fell
just short at nationals, losing a one
point match to the third ranked
wrestler in the country and a three
point loss to the tournament's fifth
seeded wrestler.

"This just wasn't my time," said
McNally. "I was pleased with how
I wrestled however, especially con-
sidering I was a third string wres-
tler last' season. I was glowing to
just being able to go to nationals."

"Chris is right there," said
Lowe. "To go from a third string
wrestler with a losing record to a
conference champion and a na-
tional qualifier is wonderful. Next
season, he will be a force."

For a rebuilding team, the Ter-
ror was obviously still a danger to
other teams across the nation. "This

v year was just amazing," said
McNally. "The coaches, all the
wrestlers, everyone just worked
hard and did a great job this year."

The Terror will have a difficult
road ahead of them next season
with the losses of Conaway and
fellow seniors Jon Pitonzo and
Scott Taylor, but Lowe isn't worried.
"We've got some great freshmen and
some amazing back-ups. With a good
recruiting class, we could be even
stronger next season."

There is a long off-season ahead
of the Terror, but if last year was
any indication of how they respond
to adversity, they will continue to
be a force to be reckoned with by
teams all across the nation.

Wanted:
Sports writers
and photogra-

phers
CaIlx8600



Phoeni
Former Aryan Nation
director warns campus

LISA DALE VAN AUKEN

Stuf!Wr;/er

Speaking with urgency and pas-
sion, Floyd Cochran came to WMC
last week bearing a warning for all
people, especially youth between
the ages of 11-25.

As an ex-member of The
Church of Jesus Christ Christian
and former Director of Propaganda
for the Aryan Nation, Cochran
came to speak of his experiences
being part of a hate group, his dif-
ficult mental detox, and his concern
that hate-group activity is spread-
ing rapidly throughout Pennsylva-

nia and into Maryland.
According to Cochran, Pennsyl-

vania is currently the capital for
hate group activity in America, and
the number of hate groups is grow-
ing. Ten years ago, said Cochran,
there were six hate groups in Penn-
sylvania, but now there are more
than 45 which are active in encour-
aging hatred and violence against
Jews, people of color, gays and les-
bians, and other minorities. Despite
the growing number of hate groups,
Cochran said that people do not
take the growth seriously.

continued on page 2

Faculty and students
debate January Term

Bu.r.rs Jo SHORB

SraffWriler

January Term. It all began in
1969. It is a program that WMC
borrowed 31 years ago from
Eckard College, in SI. Petersburg,
Fla. The question is, has it outlived
its purpose?

The concept "sprang from that
radical 1960s idea that learning can
be exhilarating and challenging,"
says Dr. Herbert Smith, chair of the
political science department at
WMC. Smith, after teaching only
his second consecutive Jan Term
since the 1970s says he has been
"reborn into the program!"

Unlike Smith, most full-time
professors choose not 10 teach Jan
Term courses. In fact, according to
Dr. David Herlocker, professor of
chemistry and member of the Cur-
riculum Committee, less than half
of the courses are being taught by

full-time professors.
If full-time professors are not

teaching the courses, then who is?
Part-time professors, other campus
staff, and outsiders are currently
teaching the majority of the
courses, says Dr. James Lightner,
semiretired math professor and di-
rector of the Jan Term program un-
til 1984.

Professors used to be required
to teach a Jan Term course every
other year, says Lightner, and they
still needed outsiders to teach be-
cause the overall student interest
was so vast. When the student re-
quirement went from two Jan
Terms to one around 1986, teach-
ing became optional for professors.
Now they need the outsiders be-
cause interest from faculty is dimin-
ishing, says Lightner.

Why are most full-time profes-
continued all page 3

Reel Big Fish per/armed at Western Maryland College on Saturday,
March 25 along with opening act Beat Soup to a crowd of over 500.
See a es eight and nine for more in ormation and crowd reactions.

Guest speaker Floyd Cochran addressed students 011his experience
with A/yan Nation and other hate-groups 011March 25th ill Hill Hall.
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Main Street
area closed

STACI::Y M. MYERS

SI{4fIVriler

By this time next year, Western
Maryland College will have re-
ceived a face lift. The area of West
Main Street that runs between
Union Street and the campus road
behind Levine Hall will be closed
off and turned into a park.

According to Ethan Seidel, vice
president of Administration and
Finance, this new park is part of the
State Highway Administration's
project to update the old sections

JOAN FAULKNER

continued on page 2

The mystery of campus recycling
StnffWriter

A~ you gulp down the last sip
of Diet Coke and turn to throw

the can out, you suddenly real-
ize that the aluminum recycling
receptacle is four floors away on
the ground-floor level. However.
your laziness gets the better of
you and you hastily toss the can
out.

There never seems to be a re-
cycling bin around when you
need one. Or are they there but
simply not getting much atten-
tion from students?

Whatever the reason, the
amount of trash that can be re-
cycled on campus has dropped
from 20% to 14% over the last
six years. Mel Whelan, the build-
ing services coordinator on cam-
pus, says this has occurred be-
cause "there is a big lack of stu-
dent interest. [In the recycling
bins 1 students put potato chips,
pizza, snack bags, and garbage.

Students are doing very little."
However, this lack of student

interest in recycling was not always
~-.1o~~9~
vironmentat atfinity group earned
out community clean-ups and
projects like Save Our Stream. For
one year, they even went to each
dorm and personally collected the
recycfubtes there. Then they sold
the cans collected as a fund-raiser.

In 1991, the senior class raised
$8,000, and donated it toward the
purchase of a large dumpster near
the water tower, according to Dean
Sayre, vice president of student af-
fairs. This dumpster is where the
campus and community can de-
posit aluminum cans, paper, glass,
plastic, and tin cans.

The same year, the club SEAC
(Student Environmental Action
Coalition) was formed to promote
recycling. SEAC, which lasted at
least five years, involved a lot of
activities. including a march on
Annapolis rtuu focused on environ-

mental issues. says Sayre.
The club also organi7.ed com-

mittees that dealt with the recy-
~~ ut,4ilve.rware. re-~~:~d:::;;~:;~;~~=.~~
1991 issue of Time magazine,
WMC student Megan Zioloskwki
was named environmental stu-
den! of me year.

Though these clubs prospered
for a while, the interest died when
the club leaders, most recently
David Seydel, graduated.

So now. instead of student
groups organizing the recycling,
and thus cultivating student-body
interest, the responsibility has
fallen to the housekeeping staff.

Charles Biggus, or lppy as
most people call him. acts as the
foreman of housekeeping under
Whelan. Biggus says that house-
keeping "gets lots of recycling
from the dining hall, the admin-
istration buildings, and newspa-

continued on page 5

Relationship between
DoCS & WPD defined

FRANCF.SCA SAYLOR

News Co- Editor

After last issues' stories about
college vandalism and underage
drinking, many students have been
questioning exactly which inci-
dents the college reports to the
Westminster police and which ones
it handles through the Honor and
Conduct Board.

The answer seems to vary based
on who is answering the question.

In the last issue of the Phoenix
Scott Kane, assistant dean of Stu-
dent Affairs, is quoted as saying

that the college does not have a
"very strict schedule on if this hap-
pens then these are the conse-
quences" as far as college policy on
offenses is concerned. He said the
consequences are determined on a
case by case basis by the Honor and
Conduct Board.

However, he, as well as Cam-
pus Safety Director Mike Webster,
says that when it comes to drug use
the matter is immediately turned
over to the Westminster police.
Webster says that underage drink-

continued on page 4

Inside
The 20(}() Campus Concert fea-
tured Beat Soup and Reel Big
Fish. Look inside for a review
and interviews with the bands.

Kristen G. Fraser criticizes the
events surrounding the "Who
Wants to Marry a Millionaire"
television special.

Dan Gadd highlights the unde-
feated Green Terror Men's la-
crosse team as they break the
nation's top 20.
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Road construction on Main Street causes traffic congestion for the college and local drivers

continued/rom page 1

of West Main Street. Currently, West Main
is a considered a state highway, so the re-
sponsibility of tearing up the pavement, re-
placing the old water lines, sewer lines, and
storm drains falls into the hands of state con-
tractors.

The construction going on in front of
WMC now is the last phase of this project.
Over the past few years the state has refur-
bished East Main Street and parts of West
Main Street. Now they will finish in sections,
finally completing their work when they
reach Route 31.

"The Highway Administration has been
really good about working with thecoIIege,"
says Seidel. "They're doing the construction
in phases to minimize inconvenience.
They've made an effort to schedule the con-
struction so as to not close all the entrances
to the college from Main Street at one time."

Once the construction is done, the road
will become the property of the city, Seidel
says. In fact, that is how the college was able
to get this section of West Main turned into
a park. The city of Westminster was con-
cerned about the increase of traffic on
Uniontown Road, a city-owned road that
runs into West Main Street.

In order to help ease the congestion
caused in this area, the city decided to close
off the area of West Main between Union
Street and the college road that runs behind
Levine Hall. This would cause all westbound
traffic to be routed from West .Main onto
Uniontown Road, where drivers could then
bear right and rejoin West Main.

Here is where the college comes in. The
city also owns Uniontown Road and ispl~n-
ning !<Orne. fu~u~e ~e...o"V..~ions lhat WIll in-

clude widening the road and altering parts
of the embankments to improve visibility.

However, the college owns the land where the officers "have seen a substantial increase
the embankments are. in non-college traffic using the road behind

"We were able to work out a nice agree- Levine as a shortcut." This is a problem be-
ment," says Seidel. "Now the city won't have cause the college road is a private one and is
to pay for the upkeep of the park, and they'll not designed to handle such traffic.
be able to renovate Uniontown." Webster has a solution, though. "We're

The nice part is that it will not cost any- planning on closing the road right behind
one anything. The new park is simply an Little Baker Chapel," he says.
extension of the land that the arch now sits The road block will be constructed of
on, and there was talk of moving the arch to chain, orange snow fence and large traffic
a more prominent position ,::.._-----___::.._----___::.._--------------,
so that it could be easily
seen as people approach the
college on Main Street.
However, Seidel says the
Board of Trustees made the
decision not to move the
arch because it was simply
too expensive.

In order to move the
arch, it would have to be
completely taken apart and
then reassembled in a differ-
ent location. Furthermore,
all of the utility lines would
have to be moved because
the arch cannot sit on top of
them for practical reasons

"All told, with moving
the utilities and dissembling
the arch, this project would
probably cost the college
about $250,001)," explained
Seidel. "The trustees
thought there were better
ways to spend that money."

Unfortunately, the con-
struction i" causing so .....e
problems for the campus.
According to Mike Webster,
director of Campus Safety,

control cones, and should be up by Satur-
day, March 25.

Once the road block goes up, the only
access 10 the Whiteford and Garden Apart-
ments parking lots will be off of Pennsylva-
nia Avenue, says Webster. "I think-that's
where most student come in anyhow," he
speculates.

The State Highway Administration could
not be reached for an interview.

UNIoN 5T

West Main Street.

Illustration showing where the new
park. will be 10cated by the junction of
Uniontown Road, Union Street, and

GINGER BANDJ<:EN

C(>ntriblll;lIgWriler

Sleeping under the stars
Have you ever wondered what it might

be like to be homeless? Have you ever
wished that there was something you could
do here at Western Maryland College to
stand up for what you believe about justice
and equality? Have you ever wanted to be
a part of something that could make people
believe that students today are not apathetic.
that we""'4re about the world around us and
that we can still make a difference?

As a senior social work major here at
WMC, I have spent four years studying
people and their strengths and weaknesses.
I have worked for different social agencies,
including a shelter forwomen and children
who were homeless, J have volunteered at
a soup kitchen. And J have learned a lot
more than just how to serve soup or super-
vise a shelter or give people supportive
counseling.

l have learned that people in this coun-
try are not as different from each other as
we sometimes might think. The only real
reason that I am a student at Western Mary-
land College and not a resident of a shelter
is that} was lucky. I happened to be born to
parents who were able to provide me with
food, shelter, and clothing and help me with
my schoolwork and support my efforts to
go to college.

I happened to make a few lucky choices
about relationships and drugs and alcohol.
I have not had any health problems that
were not covered by our insurance, and I
have [Jot needed treatment for a mental ill-
ness or for a childhood of abuse. Very little
of my current situation is thanks to me. It is
mostly thanks to chance. Scary, but true.

You can not work with people who are
homeless - who were nOI as lucky in the hand
they were dealt - without noticing how simi-
lar we all are as people.
. In the United Slates today, children make

up the largest age group of people who live
in poverty, Poor families with chi.ldren are
the fastest growing population of people
who are homeJess. A person working at
minimum wage would have to work. 103
hours a week in order to afford a two-bed-
room apartment for their family. And one
half of all women and children who are
homeless are fleeing from violence.

I am not telling you all of this just to scare
you or upset you. J am telling you so that
you'll understand why we're going to have
a sleep-out on Saturday, April 8 at 7:00 pm
in Red Square to stand up for social justice.
It is going to be a good night. Speakers are
coming from places that serve people who
are poor/homeless and at least one speaker
will talk about his personal experience with
homeless ness. There will be some interac-
tive things to participate in and maybe some
music. I'll provide tarps and lanterns so all
you need to bring is a sleeping bag or blan-
ket and an open mind. Please come and give
it a try, I think you'll be happy you did.

In the next two weeks, I'll be giving pre-
sentations about poverty and homelessness
in different classes and for different organi-
zations. If you would like to come and hear
more about all this before sleeping out, there
will be olle that's open to everyone on April
3 at 8:30 pm in Hill Hall, Room 110.

Thanks so much for taking the time to
think about all of this. I look forward to see-
ing you soon! If you have any questions,
I'm at extension 8309.

Speaker Floyd Cochran discusses why he left the
Aryan Nation after twenty years

continued/arm page 1
Citing an "if we ignore them, they will meruly against racism, a collective prejudice

go away" attitude, Cochran warned students and even hatred of gays and lesbians is com-
against blowing off the activities of white mon to both hate groups and some religious
supremacy groups, such as the Klu Klux groups.
Klan, Nco-Nazis, and The World Church of "Pull out a Bible, and racism becomes
the Creator. acceptable," he said, adding that there are

All of these groups have bases in Penn- over 50,000 followers of the "Christian Iden-
sylvania. Because most people think that no tity" movement.
one takes hate groups seriously, and that they Nearly 20 years after his first involve-
constitute a small, inconsequential percent- ment, Cochran left the Aryan Nation after
age of the population, the groups have had he was informed that his son would have to
the opportunity to thrive, said Cochran. be euthanized because of a minor "genetic

He became a member of the Aryan Na- defect." Although his son's sentence was
tion when he was just fourteen years old, shocking, it took Cochran three months to
when he was at the target age for hate group build up the courage to leave.
recruitment. Hate groups playoff adoles- Still reeling from the effects of his expe-
cents' fears, lack of self-confidence, and riences with the Aryan Nation, Cochran has
awkwardness by offering them a supportive been speaking our against hate groups for the
community with a common bond, he said. past seven and a half years despite harass-

ment and death-threats.
He also said racist seeds had been sown

in his mind by the media, friends, and fam-
ily prior to his recruitment, so the transition
to active racism was not drastic. Hate groups,
in which "racism [is] the unifier," give ado-
lescents the sense of belonging that they
crave, he said.

According to Cochran, many hate groups
justify their racism through "Christian Iden-
tity," which is not so much a religion as a
system of hatred. Through their interpreta-
tion of the Bible, white supremacy hate
groups "teach that only whites created things;
therefore [they] are entitled to the planet.';

Furthermore, hate groups also justify
anti-Semitism by claiming that Jews are the
descendants of Satan, he said. Cochran also
noted that although many people are vehe-

He has appeared on numerous talk-shows
and newscasts, such as "48 Hours" (CBS),
"Dateline" (NBC), and "Good Morning
America" (ABC). He has also been called to
help in the fight against hatred by various
organizations, including churches and
schools.

Cochran was sponsored by the History
Department, Multicultural Student Associa-
tion, Black Student Union, Jewish Student
Union, Asian Community Coalition, Allies,
Office of Student Affairs, Alpha Phi Omega,
Gamma Sigma Sigma, Phi Mu, Phi Kappa
Sigma, Hispanic Latino Alliance, College
Activities, and the Office of Multicultural
Services.

For more information, visit Cochran's
website at www.geocities.comJCapitoIHili/
7701.

http://www.geocities.comJCapitoIHili/


student on campus during January
is required to purchase a 36 block
meal plan for $225. Horneff agrees
with that suggestion.

In response to Ewing's sugges-
tion, Dr. Ethan Seidel, vice presi-
dent of administration and finance,
says, "The pricing structure for
board in the fatl and spring semes-
ters is constructed so as to break
even for [each] semester. Thus,
there are no resources left over to
allow for free meals in Jan Term."
He compares Jan Term to summer
school, saying that it is designed to
stand alone, with separate charges.
There is a "real cost in providing
food," he says, "and it needs to be
paid for in some manner."

Opinions about Jan'Term are
widespread. Now the question is,
what should become of it? Light-
ner believes that it has gone from
"a mainstream idea' to the "back-
burner." However, he says that ev-
ery time it is analyzed (he result is
to keep it While he cannot predict
the future, Lightner thinks the pro-
gram might eventually become
four-credit courses that can be used
as electives requiring more hours.

He says that rnost of the other
schools that had the program, like
UMBC, Goucher, and Notre Dame,
have "long since dropped it," and
WMC may be among a few dozen
schools across the country to stin
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continuedfrom page 1
the course was worth it and "a lot
of fun."

With Jan Term "comes a dra-
matic range of courses. A student
can satisfy the one-term require-
ment with anything from Fly Fish-
ing and Star Trek to the History of
China.

One may begin to wonder
whether all Jan Term courses have
academic value. According to Le-
mieux, each professor must submit
a form with the course they wish
to offer explained in detail. The
forms then go before the Curricu-
lum Committee for approval. They
look for an academic element as
well as a level of diversity. In his
experience on the committee for the
past three years, no courses have
been denied, Lemieux says. That is
because courses are usually well-
defined, and the professor's "ratio-
nale" and "purpose" is clear. Oc-
casionally the committee has asked
for a course objective or format to
be modified or explained further,
he says.

Another student, sophomore
David Kemp, describes his Jan
Term experience as "extremely
beneficial." He took Mime and
Mask: Movement for the Actor,
taught by Dr. Elizabeth van den
Berg, assistant professor of theatre
arts.

As a dual theatre and commu-
nication major, Kemp says the
course gave him a chance to "Io-
cus on the acting concepts of the
class" by not having to worry about
work for any other courses at the
same time.

Several sophomore students
who have not taken a Jan Term say
it is because they have not found
one that interests them.

Nearly every student ques-
tioned, with or without a Jan Term

experience, said the one thing they
would like to see changed is the
amount of courses offered.

The enrollment at WMC has
consistently grown in recent years,
so one would assume that the
course offerings would also in-
crease. According to the Jan Term
catalogs, that is not the case. In
1970,38 courses were offered; in
1980,54 courses were offered. That
makes sense. However, in 1990 and
2000, only 29 courses were offered,
which shows a significant decline.

Horneff believes that the writ-
ten philosophy is still very much a
part of Jan Term. However, stu-
dents are choosing to take more
internships and independent stud-
ies.

Last January there were 574 stu-
dents enrolled in the program. Of
. that number there were 26 indepen-
dent studies and 66 internships, the
most Horneff has ever seen. Al-
though the interest in those types
of Jan Term courses has increased
and they are often very productive
ways to satisfy the requirement,
Horneff would still like to see more
on-campus course options avail-
able.

Junior Ryan Ewing completed
an internship this past January. He
described the experience as "neat;"
however, he has a few complaints
about expenses.

He says. "If you are going to re-
quire one Jan Term to be manda_
tory for graduation, you better d-
well make sure that the cost of tu-
ilion AND BOARD is free ... It isn't
right that people should have to
give upa money-earning job to pay
extra money for food in Gfnr."

Ewing recommends allowing
students to use extra meals they
have from the fall or spring semes-
ters during Jan Term. Currently, a

Need

in from the cold and enjoy time
together drinking coffee or hot
chocolate. He describes Jan Term
as a time for the college to be "a
unified whole" for three weeks.

With all that effort being
poured into the program, it is no
wonder that enrollment was up.
Lightner says the student enroll-
ment percentage during the 1970s
was about 85 percent. The remain-
ing 15 percent was most likely
freshmen who wanted to spend
their first long break at home, he
says.

So what happened? Lightner
recalls the calendar constantly
changing. In 1970, the Jan Term
was actually from Jan. 19 to Feb.
6 since first semester did not end
until mid-January. Then by 1980
the term was from Jan. 7 to Jan.
30, because the first semester
courses were completed before the
holiday break.

Not only was the calendar
changing but the very purpose of
Jan Term had begun to evolve. Ini-
tially, the purpose of Jan Term was
to give "students and faculty an
unusual experience." Breadth and
depth remain vital components of
the liberal arts education as well
as the third dimension of "inten-
sity" which should ideally be pro-
vided by Jan Term.

According to the philosophy of
Jan Term, written by Lightner.
which can be found in any course
catalog, students can benefit from
Jan Term in three different ways.
First, it can give a student the op-
portunity to "pursue indepen-
dently" an area of deep interest.
Secondly, it can give a student the
opportunity to enroll in a course
even though they have "no previ-
ous background" in that field.
Thirdly, it can be a time of "ex-
ploration" in their field or another
one. For all students, it is a time
of "concentrated study" beyond
the normal courses.

Although the philosophy has
not changed much on paper, in re-
ality it is a different story. Is Jan
Term still purposeful? "In theory,
yes. In practice, maybe not," says
Alles, who taught one Jan Term
in 1990. He senses that many stu-
dents expect little to no "academic
content" in a Jan Term course. He
knows faculty who refuse to teach
it because they felt that "when they
did, students weren't interested in
doing any work outside of class,
such as reading." As a result, Alles
recommends "making the experi-
ence required, but without credit."

On the other hand, Lemieux
believes that it still serves an "ex-
cellent purpose," that is to "round
oneself out." He believes that the
program will have its high and low
points, and it will even be altered
over time, but never "axed" alto-
gether.

Senior Sushama Rajapaksahas
only praise for her experience in a
course called The Game of Mah
Jongg, taught by Ms. Susan
Milstein, a business and econom-
ics professor. She says that since
she had to be on campus for her
job as a resident adviser anyway,

Controversy arises regarding the effectiveness and purpose of Jan Term

have it.
Senior Malt Gribbin. who givCls

tours for admissions, says. "When
I tell families about our Jan Term
program they are so intensely in-
terested that you wouldn't believe.
The parents always say how much
they would love the chance to go
back to school and do something
like that."

It definitely seems to remain a
selling point for WMC.

sors opting not to teach Jan Term
courses? There are several reasons.
Full-time faculty see January as "a
time to catch up a little on their writ-
ing and research obligations," says
Dr. Gregory Alles, chairperson of
the department of philosophy and
religious studies.

Another reason some choose not
to teach during January is because
they would like the break to spend
with families and relax before start-
ing the new semester, says Dr. Rob-
ert Lemieux, assistant professor of
communication and chair of the
Curriculum Committee. Finishing a
course just three days prior to start-
ing the spring semester does not
leave very much time for planning.

Likewise, Smith says professors
may be less interested in offering a
course for financial reasons. Sala-
ries for offering Jan Terms have not
changed from $800 for study tours
and $1500 for on-campus courses in
years, he says.

Barbara Homeff, associate dean
of the first-year program and direc-
tor of Jan Term until this past year
when the registrar took it over, dis-
agrees with Smith's comment. She
says, "There was a recent change!"
The salary for a Jan Term course
went up 7 percent this year; now on-
campus courses are $1600 and study
lours are $800, she says. Indepen-
dent studies and internships go di-
rectly through the sponsoring pro-
fessor, not the Curriculum Commit-
tee. Not all professors who sponsor
independent studies or internships
over Jan Term are paid, she says. It
depends on' the number of hou~s
spent with the student.

What about faculty members
who teach 20 students? Do they re-
ceive the same salary as one who
teaches only a few students? "You
will not find equity in teaching
numbers .. .in numbers of advises ... in
workload," says Horneff. However,
there is a minimum enrollment of six
students in a Jan.Term course, or it
gets canceled, she says. In fact,
Horneff recalls canceling her
husband's first Jan Term course in
1996.

One should also keep in mind
that the faculty has changed quite a
bit since the Jan Term program was
adopted at WMC. Since the program
started 31 years ago, it is possible
that some new professors may not
understand the philosophy behind it;
therefore, they might be less in-
clined to offer courses for it, sug-
gests Lightner.

Not only has the faculty interest
gradually declined over the years,
but so has the student interest. Ac-
cording to Lightner. when the pro-
gram was started neither of the two
required Jan Term courses could be
used to satisfy a BLAR or major re-
quirement.

Aside from it being a require-
ment for students, Lightner says Jan
Term used to be packed with events.
He would type up a calendar of
events, and each block would have
something in it for the students to
do. One activity he fondly remem-
bers is the Monday afternoon cof-
fee-times in McDaniel Lounge. Stu-
dents and professors used to come

The WMC Institutional Advance.rnent Office is ill

of student volunteers to assist

Dr
College in Apt'il for tw-o :major events

Help!
Our office is husting two Inajor ,--veot'!;in April: Friday, Aprill"
and again ()11 the weekend of Friday_ Sunday, AllI·iJ 28-:-10_
We need over]oo vo"Ul.t~n to n_ke lhem a succes,<;!
Contact-SaudiMUlerItt exL 79'.1 (sntiller®-nldc.edu)
Or Robin Brenul>Ont exe, 258 (rbrenl.On@WnttJc ..edll)
.end sign np tndny! No experience nece8S8.ry!
Groups can eat-" contnlunity service poil1lS and iodividuuL'I

<tu. enjoy sel"Ving Ole College COlnmunily.
Work fo..a few huurn or aU four days-jt."s up to yO"!
Give US a call for ",ore infonnalion!
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DoCS:v guidelines and relationship with WPD Aweekend of fun at WMC
continued from page J

lug is also always reported to the wesunin- parrmenr. It states that it does not exist "in
ster police and that there were indeed of- response to difficulty between these agen-
fleers present for the Feb. II alcohol poi- cies" but rather "so that the excellent rela-
sontng. despite the comments made by tionship'' between the two "be maintained,
Westminster Police Maj. Dean Brewer. and hopefully strengthened." This document
Brewer does not seem to think the college outlines the guidelines DoCS officers are to
notifies the police department about very follow when dealing with misdemeanor and
many Issues at all, and he says he hears of felony offenses on campus.
most instances ofcrime on campus through It stares that "DoCS policy require the
rumors. immediate response by WPD to felonies nn-

Yet, Webster views things differently less the campus safety officer can safely act
and stresses that some matters may be bet- and time is of the essence to protect life or
terhandled by Campus Safety while others health." When necessary DoCS officers may
would best be solved through police in- "effect [sic] citizen arrests for felonies where
volvernent. He also states that if there is a the identity of the felon is known as a vir-
non-emergency offense committed on cam- tual certainty."
pus that the victim should contact Campus The document further says that "juris-
Safety in order for them to call the police diction of the campus area will be joint with
instead af calling them directly. Webster original and primary jurisdiction retained by
says, "other people may have otherimpres- WPD" and that "summary statistics" are
sions. but when it comes to college policy made to WPD Chief Roger C. Jonekis
of notifying the police, I'm the final arbi- monthly regarding campus crime.
tratcr of that." When it comes to hantlling offenses the

According to Webster, any time the col- Memorandum has this to say: "Violent
lege as an institution is the victim, the po- crimes or serious crimes in progress will be
lice are notified. The exception to this is the original and primary jurisdiction of
when it is a small offense and the college WPD. In cases where DoCS is first to the
knows who the perpetrator is. In those cases scene, the campus safety officer first arriv-
restitution is handled here through the ing will establish a perimeter, controlling
Honor and Conduct Board. Webster says to and recording access, protecting evidence,
involve the public criminal justice system and denying all access until directed other-
would not change the outcome much in wise by a supervisor of either DoCS or
those instances. WPD." On the other hand. "misdemeanors

On the other hand, when a student is the such as alcohol violations, minor thefts ha-

e S Sal r us is because
there is a different burden of proof when
matters are dealt with on campus versus
through the criminal justice system.

"The standard of proof for an Honor and
Conduct tria] is far more easy to achieve"
because it deals with the preponderance of
evidence instead of proof beyond a reason-
able doubt, says Webster. Chief Jonekis was
unable to be reached for comment.

vices, and Patrick Young, admissions coun-
• Slaff Wriler selor. This program is one of the strategies

At least six prospective students who at- WMC has implemented to increase the num-
tended the Minority Student Weekend, sport- ber of minorities that attend the college.
sored by the Oft1ce of Mulitcultural Services, The number of students who attended the
March 24 -26 agreed that WMC made a fa- program this year has more than tripled from
vorable impression on them and have de- the 12 who attended last year.
cided to attend WMC in the fall. According to Dean of Admissions Mar-

Approximately forty prospective stu- tha O'Connell, admissions has been doing
dents attended and were hosted by WMC more direct mail contact, sending out invita-
students so that they could experience col- tions out earlier as well as making more
lege life. phone calls to increase the attendance of more

"Everyone has been real, no one has been minorities at WMC.
phony and are not just trying to tell us all The minority student weekend has been
the good stuff about the campus, but the a 'very small program in the past. "Five to
things we want and need to know," said pro- six years ago, only six students attended the
specove student Natasha Coleman, a Mary- weekend and now the number of minorities
land resident. She said, "I am definitely com- attending the overnight stay has dramatically

;;c~~~~'n M;u7o::a~e!~ ~ __ ~_ ~~~e:~~~,;;.c~~;:~~:d~~~

agreeing even more since I the application poet of mi-
have been here." norities isalso up 25 percent

"I am 99 percent sure from last year.
that I will be attending "Marketing [by] word of
WMC" said Chris Assing, mouth is a key factor," ex-
from Prince George's pressed O'Connell, "and that
County. He said that the factor adds to the success of
people and atmosphere at WMC." From these changes,
WMC is what made his de- they have increased the num-
cision. ber of minority students that

The activities they took attend the fall and winter visl-
part in during the weekend ration days.
included: a Dean's chat, Darren Chang, a resident
scavenger hunt, rap session, ~~~,,;:~:,:n~,~:,~:,:;~.i~':;::r.of Greenbelt, Maryta~d: is
pool party and wo~kshops another student who VISited
such as "Finding the Actor Within," "Per- for the weekend. He relayed his anticipation
sonal Marketing," ''The History of Black about the program during check-in in Ensor
Music," and multicultural issues. Lounge, "I am nervous because Ido not know

Tierra Jolly, from Suitland Maryland, is what is about to happen, but I am looking
another student who decided from the week- forward 1.0 having fun."
end event that she will enroll in the fall, "the Asked how many of the students she ex-
campus is beautiful and WMC has all the pects will enroll at WMC in the fall,
majors I am contemplating." O'Connell commented, "I am an optimist, so

The weekend was funded by the admis- I would say 100%." Realistically, O'Connell
sions department and organized by Grace admitted she would be satisfied with 75 per-
Almandrez,. director of multicultural ser- cent.

~~~Ro'!!,~~~~ryS !!;E~!"!~(~!!12~le'Y~~e~~~~weekend. Start
land will host its first Reunion Weekend. an experience.) On Friday afternoon, there ing at noon on Saturday, alumni will display
Alumni from 16 different classes have been will be groups of alumni louring campus to their class pride and march from Big Baker
invited back to enjoy a weekend of activi- set: the changes in the buildings and admire 10 Gill Center led by the WMC Pep Band.
ties. The alumni eel- the recent renovations. Come out and cheer them on, they will re-
ebrating reunions this Get jazzed for the ally appreciate the attention. The parade will
spring graduated in Friday night perter- lead into the Alumni Association Awards
classes from 1925 mance. We will be host- Luncheon. Four alumni will be honored for
through 1995, every five ing a Mardi Gras-style their support and work for the Western Mary-
years. In addition, your followed by a land Alumni Association.
friends who graduated WMCjazzconcel1. This Saturday afternoon, alumni are invited to

just last year are invited Ge B k event is open to the en- cheer on the Green Terror at the home sports
100. t' tire WMC community. events or to explore campus. Then in the

In thepast,WMC has ac Dinner costs $17.50 evening, they will be gathering around cam-
celebrated reunions dur- without a meal ex- pus and Westminster for individual class

~~~:~~~~i :~;~~~~~~ To WHERE You ONCE BEWNGED! ~~~n:,e~n~:oa ::~~~nl~hi: cel~~a~~~~~y morning, alumni have been

with Homecoming. dinner, you will need to invited to participate in the lacrosse teams'
Therefore, there has not WMC Reunion 2000 provide your id number second annual "Martin" 5K Memorial Run!
been much interaction the cost for dinner Walk. Also, the Alumni Association will
with students and fac- will be $15. Theconcert hold its annual memorial service.
uity. One of the goals with the new program is free; however, you will need a ticket. You There are several opportunities for stu-
is to invite alumni to experience a busy cam- can get a ticket from the Reunion Programs dents to be involved in the weekend. If you
pus and meet studenls and faculty. Not only Office located on the second floor of Elder- would like to volunteer to help out during
will there be many alumni mingling around dice. the weekend, please contact Robin Adams
campus during this weekend, there are sev- Saturday morning the WMC Gospel Brenton '86 at x258.
eral specific activities mixing alumni with Choir will be performing in Alumni Hall at Since we will be having all of these
students and faculty. 9:00 am followed by a College update from guests on campus during the weekend, we

On Friday morning, alumni may be vis- Acting President Coley. Then the visiting will be making special parking arrange-
iting your classroom to observe what cur- alumni will be scattering around campus to ments.
rent classes are like. Many of these alumni attend workshops, exhibitions, and seminars. We appreciate everyone's assistance and
graduated from WMC over 50 years ago, so This means if you have a work of art on dis- cooperation in making this a fun and memo-
they are very interested in seeing what top- play in The Kathryn E. Wentz Student Art rable weekend for alumni. If you have any
ics are currently taught and how teaching Show or a poster display in the Science Cen- questions or concerns, please contact Laura
methods have changed (They certainly didn'l ter, there will be more people admiring your Russell '87, Associate Director for Reunion
use computers in the classroom!). After work. Programs at x255.
classes, some alumni may be going through Everybody loves a parade, and we have Courtesy of Laura Russell

.Mark your calendar
Thursday, March 30
* SGA Organizational Representative
Meeting; Hill HaU 104 at 8 pm.
Friday, March 31-
'" $200 housing deposit due
Sunday, April 2-
* College Clean-up Day; 9-12 p.m.; call
Kelly Dunnavant at 8010 to get involved
'" Trip to see "Grease".
Tuesday, April 4
* WMC Wel/ness Fair; 11:00 am- 1 pm
in the Forum
Thursday, April 6
'" First Thursday; Red Square 12:00 noon
Friday, April 7
'" Spring Formal on the Odyssey; bus
leaves at 10:00 pm; dance lasts from
11 :00~2:30 am.
Monday, April to
'" Last day to register for the Mathemat-
ics Proficiency Tests; register by noon.
Tuesday, April 11
* Fall Class Registration for Class of
2001
Wednesday, April 12
'" Mathematics ProficiencyTests; Decker
Lecture Hall of Lewis Hall of Science at
12:00 noon; bring ID and two pencils.
'" Fall Class Registration for Class of
2002
'" Room Registration
Thursday, April 13
'" Fan Class Registration for Class of
2003
Friday, April 15
* Spring Fling
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Recycling: the big mystery on the Western Maryland College campus
pers and magazines from the li-
brary."

But Biggus adds that "in certain
dorms we have recycling cans, but
there's trash mixed in with the cans
[so we] just have 10 get rid of it,
instead of sorting through it."

In the residence hall trash
rooms, Biggus says, there used to
be boxes for plastic, bottles, or
glass, but people would come into
the dorms and ruin the boxes by
filling them with trash.

The Student Government As-
sembly is trying to gel students in-
terested in recycling again, accord-
ing to secretary Dana Jacobson, a
senior biology -major. Their goal
is to get special bins for recycling,
make an incentive program forcer-
tain organizations, and in general,
Jacobson says, "make people more
aware of [the bins] and restart re-
cycling."

Depending on student interest,
a new club may be organized to
promote and protect the environ-
ment. Several colleges near WMC
already have some sort of recycling
organization organized. For ex-
ample, at Goucher College the
group EARTH (Environmentalism
and Animal Rights Together in
Harmony) is dedicated to cleaning
up the planet as well as making it a
safe place for living creatures, ac-
cording to their website. The club
sponsors campus cleaning, com-
munity-service projects, and cam-
pus tree plantings.

At Villa Julie College, there is
an Environmental Club that pro-
motes awareness of environmental
issues as well as health-related is-
sues.

Also at Juniata College, located
in Huntingdon, PA., there are col-
lection sites for all types of paper,
cardboard, aluminum cans, glass,
and plastic. The college tries to
improve recycling on campus by
placing more paper and plastic bins
on each residence floor and putting
more bins in the academic build-
ings.

All these clubs were found on
their college's web page. WMC,
however, has nothing on their web
site about campus recycling except
for a section about the Honors re-
cycling effort at Daniel Mac Lea
Hall. In this program recyclables
are collected from each suite every
Thursday and taken to the recycling
dumpster, says junior Jon Bearr.
Otherwise, WMC does not make it
known that recycling occurs on
campus.

Many students feel that to pro-
mote awareness of recycling, there

should be more receptacles around
campus. Out of nine students who
were asked what should be done to
make students more aware of re-
cycling, seven said there should be
more recycling cans.

Jeff Grever, a sophomore,
thinks that having a recycling re-
ceptacle next to each trash can
would help promote recycling
awareness. When there is both a
trash can and a recycling can in
front of me, I recycle," he said.

Nicole Novotny, also a sopho-
more, is dismayed by the whole
situation. "I try to recycle when I
can, but the low availability and
inconvenience of recycling often
discourages me from going out of
my way to recycle a can or boule,"
she said.

Sophomore Alison Rupert says,
"They should have one thing for
cans on each floor, or if not.cat least
at every resident building. For
people that do want to recycle it
would be more convenient."

However, Rupert thinks the pa-
per receptacles at the library and
post office are very useful because
there's a lot of paper put in them.
"A lot of people would throw it in
the trash if it wasn't there," she
said. "I'm not a devoted recyclist.
I don't think about it too often so
the [recycling bins] help."

Senior Rich Suchoski is one of
the few devoted recyclers on cam-
pus. He will gladly move paper
from the trash to a green recycling
bin, which is often right next to the
trash can. Suchoski will also lug
paper from his room to the post
office boxes. The biggest problem
with recycling on campus, he says,
is that "people are just lazy. The
recycling bins are there, but
[people] just put [recycJables] in
the trash anyway. A lot of students
just aren't aware because they
didn't grow up with it."

Jon Bearr, a junior biology and
environment major, agrees with
Suchoski but sees other reasons
why students don't recycle. Bearr
says recycling needs to be made
more accessible in not only the resi-
dence halls, but also in Glar and the
Pub.

"Recycling programs need to be
run by students to encourage the
practice," he says, "A concentrated
movement with good support
should encourage aid from the
school [and] hopefully generate co-
operation with future environmen-
tal programs."

Bearr has been thinking about
starting another environmental
awareness club, but has been

Honor & Conduct Board
The Honor & Conduct Board

adjudicated a case in February in-
volving a student who failed to
complete sanctions from a previ-
ous incident. The student was
fined $JOO plus $20 each week
untilthe previous mentioned sane-
lions are complete. Additionally,
the student was given an addi-
tional 7 hours of community ser-
vice. Finally, if all sanctions arc
not com Jete by May 19, the stu-

dent will not be allowed to walk
during grnduution.

They also adjudicated a case
in March involving a student who
scratched a racial epithet on a
laundry room door. The student
accepted responsibility for the
violations and was required to at-
tend a diversity workshop, enroll
in a multicultural sensitivity pro-
gram or course, and issued five
hours of communl!Y_servicc.

continuedfrom page J

stalled by various obstacles, such, in them sometimes, but that most cycling going."
as course loads and conflicting of the time, they're taken to be re- One of the major efforts of a
schedules. cycled. Also, if there's a trash can previous campus group was to

David Seydel, who graduated in with some cans in it, Bowers says, move the recycling responsibility
1999 as an environmental science "We usually pull [the cans) and over to the Physical Plant which
major, was the last' president of make sure they get put in the recy- Whelan, "very graciously picked
SEAC before it dissolved a year cling bins." up ... several years ago," according
age. The main problem with the "We need student participation to Iglich. Because of groups "just
recycling bins is that there are not and it's just not there," says Whelan. dumping garbage, vomit, and ev-
enough of them, he says. "Recy- "If students would get together and erything in the recycling boxes,"
cling without economic backing is start a recycling group, then myself Iglich says, "1 couldn't blame the
pretty much a voluntary thing, es- and others would join them." physical plant people if they didn't
pecially on campus," Seydel adds. Whelan points out that ifpeople have the time or energy to clear it

Seydel also thinks that the would notice the dumpster near the all out."
housekeeping staff doesn't recycle water tower for recyclables, and the Not only should another group
the material. "I remember last year black-and-white bags around cam- form, Iglich believes, but it should
doing a petition for recycling," says pus that separate trash and extend beyond recycling to other
Seydel. "The largest student com- recyclables, they would see that environmental issues such as hu-
ment is that they thought that the WMC does indeed recycle. And man environmental health issues,
school was not doing any thing with sure enough, after noticing the endangered species loss, and loss
the material in the recycling bins many white bags with paper and the of wild spaces in general
so why should they bother." abundance of cardboard, paper, "We tend to only deal with top-

One administration staff person, bottles, and tin in the dumpster, it ics that impact us directly on cam-
who wished to remain anonymous, is safe to say that this campus does pus," she says. Nonetheless, "If
said that another staff member does recycle, students are interested enough to
not separate the bags anymore, Dr. Esther M. Iglich thinks, very do something to support the envi-
even though they separate paper highly of Whelan's efforts to pro- ronment I'm willing to support
and trash. mote recycling on campus. Iglich, their efforts as much as I can,"

Despite these accusations about who has taught in the biology de- Iglich affirms.
lack of recycling, Mel Whelan is pertment for 20 years, believes that Mike Weilbacher, host of an en-
adamant that the school recycles many people on campus do not vironmental radio show in Phila-
everywhere except in the residence know what is really being recycled. delphia, describes environmental
halls where there is "almost no re- "[Whelan] has always been a great education programs like WMC's in
cycling being done," As Whelan supporter of recycling on campus," Researcher Environmental Educa-
said earlier, this is because of lack Iglich says. tion magazine as "rare when stu-
of student interest. Teaching such courses as ecol- dents actually decide, plan, and

Housekeepers, Kelly Bowers ogy, environmental biology, envi- implement the action themselves."
and Kay Glaken, said that they al- ronmentat health, and botany over Jon Bearr thinks that, "A group
ways recycle the paper on campus, the years, Iglich has been support- on campus would put environmen-
and try to recycle the cans when ing student environmental groups tal issues back into the minds of
ever possible. Glaken says that for two decades. She's been in- students." If this happens, students
she's going to the physical plant to valved with five major ecology might realize that the school does
"have [the bins] better marked and groups during that time. However, strive to recycle, but it needs their
more clear;" Iglich st...eases IhM "Ir take.~ (he full support to push the recycling

G~eeks';~it~iiii~;'a;;~d~"'~~re~ony
GINGER PARK~;

COlllribulinK Writer

The Mu Omicron Chapter of the
National Order of Omega and the
Epsilon Zeta Chapter of Gamma
Sigma Alpha at Western Maryland
College cordially invite you to at-
tend the 4th Annual Greek Awards
Ceremony to be held on Wednes-
day, April 12, 2000 in McDaniel
Lounge at 7:30 pm. Please join us
to salute the outstanding accom-
plishments of fruternity and soror-
ity life. Dress is business attire.
Wine, cheese, and desserts will be
served.

The following awards will be
presented:
Most Improved Chapter

Presented to that fraternity and
that sororuy' deemed to have
achieved the most notable im-
provement between the years of
1998 and 1999.
Philanthropic Service

Presented to that fraternity and
sorority deemed to have achieved
their highest potential in the Greek
ideal of public service during 1999.
Outstanding Greek President

Presented in recognition of the
fraternity and/or sorority president
deemed to have most successfully
fulfilled the responsibilities of lead-
ership and advanced the chapter.
Outstanding Professor

Presented to one faculty mem-

ber deserving of recognition and
honorable mention for their com-
mitment to education and the stu-
dents of Western Maryland College.
Outstanding Chapter Advisor

Presented to one fraternity and
one sorority chapter advisor deserv-
ing of recognition and honorable
mention for their commitment to
chapter advising.
Outstanding Greek Athlete

Presented to that male and fe-
male individual who have achieved
the highest standards in WMC ath-
letics.
Distinguished Service Award Cer-
tificates

Presented to members of the
WMC Greek System deserving of
recognition and honorable mention
and who may not be otherwise rec-
ognized through the individual
awards or chapter executive officer
positions.
Martin Oswiecimka Memorial
Award

Presented to thai male or female
individual who has achieved the
highest standards of overall excel-
lence at Western Maryland College.
Greek Man and Woman of the
Year

Presented to the male and fe-
male who have achieved the high-
est standards in the WMC Greek
community.

*Nominations for this award

will be announced at the ceremony.
The awards will be presented at the
Senior Investiture.

Chapter Scholarship, Gamma
Sigma Alpha GPA Award CertiJi-
cates, and Outstanding Academic
New Member Class will also be
awarded.

The WMC campus community
is invited to auend this event. Door
prizes will be awarded.

Come out and support the
Greek community at Western
Maryland College •

Wanna write?
Wanna take
pictures?

Join the Phoenix!

Meetings are held
Monday nights at
6:30 pm in the
basement of

Daniel MacLea.
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Don't be a fool on April Fool's Day-read your horoscope

CATHY PENDORF ANO lieving they are blenders. TRY to be support- to skip town. But think twice before you go If a friend invite's you to a ratly that involves
LISA DAI_E VAN AUKEN ive! chase rain- credit cards, dynamite, and a vast supply of

StaffWriten bow s. mountain climbing equipment, it might be a
Aries (Mar. 2 I-Apr. 20) Leo (July 24- There's good to pass!
Happy Birthday you April Foo!!! Don't let Aug.23) pie n t y
anyone tell you your shoes are untied. Wear This month t re a sure
Velcro! your love life where you

will be your are. Just
mane event. So I 0 0 k
get going! around.
Jump head first
into everything
you do. Carpe
Diem.

Taurus (April 21-May 21)
Remember you are tough, talented, and to-
tally in control. Don't let anyone give you
Bull! You are NOT a kitchen appliance!

gemini (May 22-June 21)
Whoa was that your twin?!?! No! April
Fools! Don't be confused, everyone thought
it would be funny to dress like you for the
day!

Cancer (June 24-July 23)
Tomorrow a friend will call you and ask you
for advice. A massive identity crisis is un-
derway and people are walking around be-

Staff Writer

For ten years, physical education profes-
sor Joan Weyers made each of her students
handicapped. 'She put them in wheelchairs,
robbed them of their sight, and made them
amputees.

But this was only for one hour, three days
a week during her Adapted P.E. class, where
she showed them what it is like to be a dis-
abled athlete.

Weyers, a resident of Lutherville, MD,
has recently retired from teaching full time
but still devotes a large amount of time to
helping others, from assisting physically dis-
abled chi\d~",.. in ",_h\",,_\cs..... ._u'_onng at ..
local women's prison.

"I like to take on the cause of the under-
dog," Weyers explained, "especially if the
underdog does not have the ability or the
means to help him or herself."

Weyers, a graduate of LaCrosse State
University in Wisconsin, joined the WMC
staff just after earning a masters degree in
physical education from the University of
North Carolina-Greensboro in 1963. After

Virgo (Aug.24-
Sept.23)
You will tend to
be discontent
this month.You
hate the rain,
flowers make
you sneeze, and finals are making you want

many years of teaching physical education
courses and coaching the women's field
hockey and tennis teams, she "inherited" the
Adapted PE. course from fanner trainer Fern
Hitchcock.

Dr. Carol Fritz, WMC physical education
professor and Associate Director of Athlet-
ics explained that Weyers used her Adapted
P.E. class as a vehicle for her own interest in
volunteering.

"She got deeper and deeper into helping
physically challenged people because of the
class, and was always looking to show stu-
dents how to get involved," said Fritz.

Weyers explained her motives by saying,
"My main goal was to teach the students that
people with disabilities can have just as much
fun playing sports as able-bodied athletes."

Until she retired in 1999, Weyers put her
students in the shoes of disabled athletes
through a myriad of classroom activities. For
example, students were challenged to play
sports such as basketball in a wheelchair and
golfblindfolded.

Sophomore Mami Schlenker explained,
"We were actually thrown into the situation
in class, which gives you a greater apprecia-

JEN DENZER

ComribUlingWriter

Art show gets face lift
Each April the Art Department holds

• a student art show at Rice Gallery in
Peterson Hall.

Senior art and art history majors are
required to show at least three of their
works in this exhibit in order to graduate;
but it is open to all students. Because each
year there are more students participat-
ing and more works to judge, the Peter-
son Gallery Committee in cooperation
with ETE, the Art History Honor Soci-
ety, has decided to change the format of
the show.

In an effort to reflect a higher level of
quality and professionalism, we are di-
viding the artwork of the show into the
following five categories;
Drawing: Including pencil, pen and ink,
dry pastel, colored pencil, and
printmaking
Painting: Including acrylic, watercolor,
tempura, egg rempura, oil pastel, encaus-
tic, and fresco
Three-dimensional: Including sculpture,
.ewelry, and ceramics

Graphics and Computer Design: In-
cluding graphic arts and design projects,
computer design, mix<?d media, and
copier art
Photography: Including black and
white, and color

There will also be new prizes awarded
which did not exist in previous years.
There will be a first place monetary prize
in each of the five categories, eight hon-
orable mentions chosen from the entire
show, one monetary "Best of Show"
award, and a "People's Choice" award
voted for by students.

Works must be submitted, ready to
hang, by Friday, April 7 to Stacey
Coverstone in Peterson Hall. Ballots for
the "People's Choice" award will be
available in Rice Gallery from Tuesday,
April 11 until 7:30 pm April 12 when vot-
ing closes.

The opening reception will be
Wednesday, April 12 from 7-9 pm in the
gallery, at which time prizes will be
awarded. If you-have any questions con-
.cerrung the show, please contact Stacey
at x595.

Beware of
a mysteri-
o s
stranger
com i n g
into your
life. Look
out for sus-

picious people with dark hair, eyes, and legs.

tion for those who live with disabilities ev-
ery day. She wanted to make us aware of the
disabilities that exist, but at the same time
show us that they don't necessarily have to
slow you down."

Students were also put to the test each
semester by competing against the Maryland
Rayens Wheelchair Basketball Team. "It
gives them a great awareness and they gain
a great appreciation for disabled athletes,"
said Weyers.

For the past 12 years, Weyers and other
WMC professors, along with Carroll County
schoolteachers, have worked together to
form a day of athletic events for children
with physical disabilities, called the "Tour-
nament of Champions."

Each spring a crowd of young athletes
gathers on campus along with WMC students
for a day of competition and fun. And each
year Weyers is found smiling as she coordi-
nates and takes part in the tournament.

She explained that the most rewarding
part of the day for her has been, "watching
the faces of the athletes as they participated
and again when they received their medals."

Now, as a part-time faculty member,
Weyers has even more time to devote to help-
ing others. This past fall, she enrolled in the
graduate course, "Reading Methods and
Strategies" so she could teach others to read.

When people need help Joan is usually
one of the first to volunteer," said Fritz.

Since October, Weyers has volunteered
one day a week at the Maryland Correctional
Institution for Women in Jessup.

There, the inmates are mandated by a
judge to take the reading class for 90 days,
explained Weyers. Then, they can either stay
in the program or drop out and work in prison
jobs.

Weyers said that she chose to work with
adults instead of children because they are
less willing to ask for help.

Although this is true, she has found that
many of the women are eager to learn.

Susan Witlin, a special education and
reading teacher at the prison, commented,
"Joan came into a very different, very new
experience and jumped in right away. She
is always received well by the students."

"J sometimes think it's more rewarding
for me than the person I helped," said
Weyers. "You just feel good about having
done something."

Volunteering is a large, meaningful part
of Weyers' life. ''Those of us who have good
lives should give back to those less fortu-
nate," she said. ''That's why r volunteer."

Libra
(Sept.24-
Oct.23)

Scorpio (Oct.24-Nov.22)
You might be getting spring fever, but stick
to the routine and it will payoff in good
grades, happy parents, and a windfall.

Sagittarius (Nov.23-Dec.21)
Are you imagining that there are little green
men living in your underwear drawer? You
need to start seeing things more clearly. It's
time to have your prescription checked.

Capricorn (Dec.22-Jan.20)
Seek exotic places; look under your bed for
once and clean up that mess. Just steer clear
of anything that glows green.

Pisces (Jan. 21-March W)
Okay, so you are a flsh- what do we care?

Classified
Adoption

Devotedhappilymaniedeouple
wishes very much to adopt newborn

We will give your baby a warm
loving home with strong family

values and financial security.
Medical and legal expcnsespaid

Call Susan and Petcr collecr
410·336·0250

Help Wanted
BEST SUMMER JOB YOU'LI_
EVER HAVE! Top·notch Maine

summer camp for boys seeks
counselors to instruct either

basketball.tennis, lacrosse, baseball,

hockey,golf,hiking.ropeseourse,

archery,swimming,boating,water.

skiing, arts & crafts. photography,
video,music. June 23.-August 16

Highest camp salaries plus travel,
room,board,laundryservice,

internship credit. Great facilities.
beautifullake·frontSelling. Wescek

fun. dynamic, responsible role-
models whocnjoy working with
children. Call 410-337-9697 or
emaiISkylemar99@aol.com

Escape to the Shenandoah
Mountains of West Virginia.

TIMBER RIDGE CAMPS,
coed. seeking energetic, fun-loving

statTtowork wnb chlldrcn this
coming summer. 90 miles from Wash.

oe. Top salaries. travel allowance
Ifinterested,

caJII·S()()·258·2267or
email TrCamps@ao1.com

Student
Wanted:

A lovely lady for

days and nights of pleasure
Must like new jack swing

Am willing to acquire
bearskin rug and CK One
for our mutual enjoyment.

Money a plus.
Call meat x8223.

Attention Smdents!
The Joy of Your World is a student
c1assifiedinThePhoenix. $1f50
words or less. Call x8600 or email

phocnix@wmdc,edu
for moreinformation

Travel

Mexico/Caribbean or Central America
$229r.[. Europc$1690.w. Other

world wide destinations cheap. ONLY
TERRORISTS GET YOU THERE
CHEAPER! Book tickets on line

www.eincch.com oe
(212)219-7000

mailto:emaiISkylemar99@aol.com
mailto:TrCamps@ao1.com
http://www.eincch.com
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Rat's Web: Trojans & Worms II
ANNE BUTLER have such a policy (such as an FTP post even more frequently, so keep

SlaffWrifer site,) be careful. You may be gam- on top of them.
After an issue hiatus I'm back bling with your computer's life! Anti-virus software is one area

to present my wealth of Web wis- Finally, warez are extremely where I recommend that you do not
dam to you. Last time I explained dangerous (also illegal) and have a use freeware or shareware. Pay the
what Trojans, Virii, and Worms are; high chance of containing a virus full money for a good current copy
now I am going to tell you how to or Trojan. Only accept files from of Norton or MacAfee'sAnti-virus.
guard against them. those you know and trust. This in- I have Norton's myself, but I also _

Trojans, worms, and most vi- eludes files sent as email attach- use a free program called
ruses are transmitted through files ments or sent by programs such as InnoculatelT as a backup. I keep
passed via the Internet or taken AOL Instant Messenger or ICQ. both up to date.
from another computer. For the Even if you know the person,
most part they can only be passed they could unwittingly send you an Some links to anti-virus programs
in files that end in .zip, .com, .bat, email attachment that contains a and other resources:
or .exe. Picture files (.jpg, .tif, virus. A new trick of viruses and
.bmp, .gif) are safe as are most text an old trick of worms are that they
files (.txt). Word documents (.doc) send an email to everyone in your
can possibly help spread macro vi- address book and attach copies of
ruses (which screws up Word) so it themselves as attachments. It is
is best to be careful with them. best to check all attachments with

cos CO) §®~ CIDlID cdl§
The members of Reel Big Fish com-
ment on their favorite Muppets:

Words and pictures by Trang Dam

"Animal"
Carlos De la Garza

Drums
Norton's Antivirus - informa-

tion on the Norton product and its
updates:
http://www.norton.com/nav/
indexA.html

So how can you protect your-
self? First and foremost, know
where you are getting your files
from. Don't download files from
just any site on the Internet. Gen-
erally downloading from the ma-
jor company sites is alright (such
as microsoft.com or netscape.com,)
as they are very careful about vi-
rus contamination.

If the site is not a from a major
company, check 10 see if they states
that their files are virus-free before
uploading them. Sites that have
such a guarantee include
www.nonags.com and
www.otakuworld.com.

If you are going after shareware
or freeware from a site that doesn't

MacA fee's Antivirus Centre -
an updated anti-virus program.

Speaking of anti-virus pro-
grams, these should be your stron-
gest defense for your computer.
These programs can be set to scan
frequently for viruses, Trojans, and
worms. They can also "clean" a file
if they find it infected or, if all else
fails, they delete the file.

lt is imperative that you keep
these programs updated with the
latest virus definitions. In many
cases this is as easy as clicking the
mouse a few times. To find out
precisely how to update your virus
definitions, check the help file that
comes with your program. Most
anti-virus companies post new defi-
nitions every two weeks and some

info On the McAfee product and
updates:
http://www.mcafee.com!centers!
anti-virus!

InnoculatelT Homepage - a free
anti-virus program best used with
one of the others: http://
antivirus.cai.com/

"Doctor Teeth-keyboardist
for the band Dr. Teeth and

the Electric Mayhem"
Dan Regan
Trombone

Weird-Ass Site or the Issue
Ah, Americans and their politicians
are ever so stupid. Don't believe
me? Check out some of these
Dumb Laws http://
www.dumblaws.com!Hmmm ...
It's illegal to throw bales of hay
from a second story window in
Baltimore. Damn, there goes my
weekend plans! "Crazy Harry is great. "

Scott Klopfenstein
Tumpet &Vocals

"!like Grover. I've always
liked Grover. "

Matt Wong
Bass

"Kermit-me and my brother
used to have the whole

'Mavin' Right Along' song
and dance down. He was
Fozrie and! was Kermit."

Tavis Wertz
Trumpet

Hyoudidn't sign up for ROTC as a fresh- By the time you have gtaduated from
man or sophomore, YOU can stW catch college, you'll have the credentials of
uptoyourclassrnatesbyanending .ian Army officer. You'll also have
Army ROTC Camp Challenge, a the self-confidenee and discipline
paid six-week summer course in it takes to succeed in college
leadershiptraining. andbeyond.

HLf •

ARMY ROTC
"Rizzo the rat"
Aaron Barrett
Vocals &Guitar

THE SMAIlTEST COLLEGE
COIJIISE1OU WlTAKE.

http://www.norton.com/nav/
http://www.nonags.com
http://www.otakuworld.com.
http://www.mcafee.com!centers!
http://www.dumblaws.com!Hmmm


Reel Big Fish and Beat Soup
Fishing for answers from the Fish: the zany interview

After pretending as though it was some- These days the guys of Reel Big Fish arc
thing they'd never heard of before, Barrett having rehearsal every weekday because
said, "it's cool," about the Florida Marlins they arc working on a new album. The al-
using "Trendy" as their theme song at their bum will hopefully come out by the summer
baseball games. of2000. This album is the follow-up to "Why

Barrett also said it was cool opening for Do They Rock So Hard." It was released in
Kiss, Coolio, The Cure, The Blues Brothers, 1998.
among others, and playing with Don Ho. "It's The band also re-released their album
cool" seems {Q be a favorite response of "Everything Sucks" but with additions to the
Barrett's. The band also appeared in the Uni- original version, The new version that was
versa! Pictures' film, BASEkelbali where they released on January 25, 2000 has new art-
played themselves. work, some "lost recordings" and even in-

They described the experience as trippy. eludes a video, that can be played on a com-
They also said it was one nonstop party the puter, for the song, "Everything Sucks."
whole time and they were surprised the According to the Mojo Records January
movie actually got done. So what do these 25,2000 Press Release, the members of Reel
guys do when they aren't touring? Accord- Big Fish "wanted fans to be able to own a
ing to Klopfenstein they, "play video games." piece of their history at a fair price, rather

When asked why they think they work than having to pay exorbitant prices for ille-
well as a band when all of them are so dif- gal copies."
ferent, Barrett replied, "we're all one per- The very random silly moments tended
son." Werts jokingly added, "one really to revolve around Wong wbo said at one
schizophrenic person." point, "Cheeros are good on Sundays." Later

As for what type of crowd they prefer at in the interview Wong made a big claw with
concerts, they said it's not the quantity of the his hand and then spun his finger around in
fans, but the quality that counts. Barrett a small circle.
added, "we like to play in front of anybody." The rest of the band explained that the

These guys were goofy throughout the en- gesture means "Bear claws all around." Ap-
tire interview, but when asked why they op- patently, the guys like to eat pastry bear
pose moshing they got serious. "We don't claws.
like violence. We want everyone to have a And Reel Big Fish sarcastically reminds
good time," said Barrett. De la Garza feels us that "everything you read is true." For
that "they should save that shit for the foot- more information, check out Reel Big Fish
ball field." Klopfenstein said simply, "vio- on the web at www.reelbigfish.com.
lence is stupid."

Right after that they joked, "thanks for
the downer question" to get back into the
laid-back. mOre comical mood of the inter-

SHAUNA DOMINGUEZ

Assistant Fewures Edilor

They're zany. They're comical. They're
loud. They don't always give straight an-
swers because they're too busy joking
around, They're a ska band. They're Reel
Big Fish.

Within Reel Big Fish, the guys are di-
vided up into "mini-bands." The Backseat
Boys are drummer Carlos De la Garza and
bassist Mal! Wong.

Party Incorporated is trumpeter Tavis
Werts and trombonist Dan Regan. Las I
but not least are Jambo Jambo and Jambo J,
a.k.a. Aaron Barrett (vocals and guitar) and

Scott Klopfenstein (trumpet and vocals) re-
spectively.

This band from Southern California has
been around since 1991. They got their start
at LosAlaminos High School. The credit for
naming the band Reel Big Fish goes to
Backseat Boy Wong.

Collectively, Reel Big Fish list Led Zep-
pelin. Jimmy Hendrix, KC & the Sunshine
Band, No Doubt, Sublime, and "love" among
their influences.

If they could tour with any act they
wanted to, they would tour with Def
Leppard, but only in the 1980s otherwise

wouldn't do it. .

SIIAUNA DOMINGUEZ

AS.1i,<tanl pemures Edilor

(L·R) Dan Cuetara, Tom Healey, and Robin Haynes a/Beat Soup

Is Beat Soup something you can eat? No
way! Beat Soup is a "ska pop" band from
Massachusetts.

They consider themselves "ska pop" be-
cause they have a ska foundation, with some
pop and a little splash of reggae.

Beat Soup consists of Tom Healey and
Dan Cuetara on guitar/vocals, John Jackson
on drums, Art Cohen playing bass, and the
three brass players: Robin Haynes (tenor
sax), Karl Schneider (trombone), and John
Deane (trumpet).

The band got started in 1991 and the only
remaining original members are Cuetara and
Healey.

They attribute this to the fact that some-

times i.t takes a while for the right mix of
people to get into a band. The group of seven
now known as Beat Soup have been playing
together for approximately two 10 three
years.

This group of Bostonians have opened
for groups such as The Toasters, The Slack-
ers, 311 (before they were famous), and now
Reel Big Fish.

"We play clubs," Jackson replied when
asked if they preferred larger audiences or
smaller ones. "We'd rather have thirty people
dancing and having a good time than lots of
people not," added Cuetara.

So where did the name Beat Soup come
from? The members in the original band all
thought of a bunch of names and Cuetara ex-
plained that his Beat Soup was the least lame

One of the alternative names was "Love
Salad." Do we see a food theme going on
here?

When asked what it's like being the only
female in the band. Haynes explained that
it's fun, and that the guys are a great group
work with. "I make them behave," she added.

The Beetles, Bob Dylan, Slayer, Cracker,
Red Hot Chili Peppers, and the Mighty
Mighty Bosstones are among the groups
which influenced their music.

With so many different tastes in music
among the members. it seems to work well
and come together for them. They feel their
diversity makes them a better band because
they have more to draw from.

So with so many different dispositions,
who would Beat Soup tour with if they could
tour with any other group in the world?
Healey's reply was "Madness - in their
prime." Schneider said, "I'd go on tour with
anybody."

Beat Soup writes their own songs for the
most part and according to Cuetara, "songs
just come." He also explained that they.
"started off backwards than most bands" be-
cause they began with their own songs and
started playing covers later on in their musi-
cal careers.

Their debut album. Start from Scratch,
has been out for a little while and the band
hopes to have their next album out by the
end of the summer. The album will feature a
video that can be played on a computer.

Although they have risen in popularity
over the years, each of the band members
also holds a "grown-up" job. Among them
are a web-designer and an elementary school'

Additional information from the Mojo
Records January 25, 2000 Pre ss Release.
Additional interviewing done by Jenijer

Sirkis.

Schneider explained, "we do it less than
part-time," when talking about how much the
band is together, both rehearsing and per-
forming. Even though they have regular lives
and the band, Schneider said, "some of us
haven't grown up yet."

To learn more about the band, hear their
music, or to see their performance schedule,
check out their website www.bearsoup.com.

John Deane (L) and Tom Healey

http://www.reelbigfish.com.
http://www.bearsoup.com.


head of security.
Bhargava said the "typi-

cal moshing and crowd surf-
ing" took place but com-
mended those that helped
were very attentive and did
their tour of duty to their
fullest.

Sinclair added that the
Reel Big Fish concert went
off without many hitches
that occurred during past
concerts.

This concert also had the
quickest setup and clean up
in her four years.

"This concert definitely
went off the best," said

satisfy appetites for music
Poor attendance, positive
reviews mar RBF concert

Reel Big Fish played to a
crowd of over 500 people at
Western Maryland College on
Saturday, March 25 and they
received stellar reviews.

"They rock," said Emily
Scott Parizer, a ju~ior psy-
chology major.

She had a great time at the
concert, but was disappointed
by the small turnout.

"They came all the way
from California and took time
out of their East Coast tour to
play at our school and the
crowd was mostly Westmin-
ster High School students,"
said Scott Parizer.

Nicole Sinclair, vice presi-
dent of CAPBoard, who has
been involved in planning the
concert all four years here,
felt the concert was a success
but also noticed the atten-
dance was lower than ex-
pected.

"It was a little below the
average amount," said
Sinclair.

She didn't know the exact
number, but knew a couple
hundred more people usually
attend the campus concert.

With the smaller crowd,
fewer problems with the
crowd would be expected.

This was the case.
Only one person was

asked to leave the concert, but
four warnings were issued,

according to Jason Bhargava. With lead singer Aaron Barrett masoueruding as Superman, the members of ReI'! Big Fish Pllt on an energetic show

The dish about the Fish: Bios of the band members

Tavis Dan Scott Matt Carlos De Aaron,
Werts Regan Klopfenstein Wong laGarza Barrett

He has a tattoo on his He began his career He is the backup vocalist The bassist and oldest He is a new addition to He enjoys wearing tow-upper right arm of a playing trombone while in for the band and also sporadi- member of the group, he the band; having just joined els on his head and Hawai-trumpet, which he also the high school band. He catty plays trumpet. He en- hails from Westminster, CA. in the fall of 1999. He was ian shirts. His favorite colorplays (the trumpet-not his says that he and Tavis joined joys singing, scratching his That's California-so don't previously the drummer for is plaid. His idol is the singerarm). He is also skilled at the band after seeing an ad head, twitching his right leg scour Main Street trying to the bands Suburban Rhythm Morrissey. He spends thirtythe flugal hom. He collects in a local music store. As a while playing the trumpet, find his house. His favorite and Action League. The minutes a day modelling hismemorabilia of the Quik member of Party Inc., he is and watching the movie "Ur- bands include 311, The members of Reel Big Fish hairstyle after him. He com-Bunny and also enjoys the known as "Woo" and Tavis ban Cowboy" with John Deftones, and Korn He has agree that he is a "hettie," mented, "I gotta get it justchocolate beverage. He as "Ha!" He communicates Travolta which is his all -time many tatoos which he "got however he is currently en- right. It's very important tohates being called "Travis". using grunts and whistles. favorite. out of Cracker Jack boxes." gaged. me."

LAURA BETH KnLEY

Co-editor in chief
concert matched the others as
far as intensity is concerned.

"The charisma [of the
group] was energizing. The
whole group had a grip on the
crowd," Stanley said.

Sinclair said, "Reel Big
Fish were extremely friendly
and were good with the au-
dience."

Amanda Cameron, a jun-
ior English major, said her
favorite part of the concert
was the audience participa-
tion.

"The lead singer [of Reel
Big Fish] actually came
down and talked to us after

Fans in the front row cheer enthusiastically as Reel Big Fish performs "Everything
karaoke of their song "All I said. from the opening band (Beat
want is More." The highlight of the Soup)."
The lucky participant was evening for Cameron was Cameron summed the
Eric Krause, a student at when she and her roommate show up the best by saying,
Villa Julie College. got their picture taken with "Awesome. They were awe-

I

Sinclair. the show," she said.
Lisa Stanley has at-

tended several Reel Big Fish
During the concert, Reel

Big Fish chose an audience



a "special" month comes up or when the
school has to lie to state evaluators when they
come for a visit.
The bottom line should be to get your facts

straight before you start to critique why
things exist. Actually, I'd be happy if you
were able to' develop a clear point in your
writing. Stop complaining about the blood
making a mess without tending to the wound
and consider this: if we say no to Affinna-
tive Action and/or "special" months. what
do we say yes to? What would we replace
them with?
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Money can't buy love or a decent TV show
By now, you've heard the hype and Kristen G. Fraser discusses the nally revealed. She could have said no when

~;;~; :v~i~~i:nn~~;eS?h~h~~~::~~~h~~ effects of the TV special, "Who ~~ea{~dsghee~~~~dd h[~V~:: ~~e:h~n~h:;~~

bother anyone? Wqnts to Marry a Millionaire." pers were put in front of her.
If you happened to miss the show, let.me ceremony. (The prenuptial agreement that Did she really think this marriage would

summarize it for you. Fifty women parade she signed doesn't allow for them to become succeed? The current divorce rates suggest
around on a two-hour show, complete with formally "unmarried" for one year.) She was that marriage is not an easy task. Addition-
biographical information, dresses, and a repulsed by kissing him, according to ally, statistics on short-term engagement pe-
bathing suit competition. Does that sound Newsweek. She didn't spend time with him riods show that those marriages are even
like a beauty pageant? on their honeymoon, and instead has only more likely to fail .:

Well, the show ends with the grand-prize one request-that she receive her life back. However, it is doubtful that there are any
winner being "crowned" a winner. However, Now, before the. pity pours out for this statistics for 5 minute acquaintance engage-
there is one difference. poor young woman, I think there are many ments.

The judge is composed of a forty-some- reasons why she doesn't deserve pity. She seems like a smarr enough person.
thing male, who happens to be worth about First of all, what would possess you to She's college-educated, and worked as anAir
2 million dollars. The prize? The winner, go on a show like that? The first clue should Force nurse in the Persian Gulf.
Darva, got to be married to this nice gentle- have been that the Fox Network produced What would possess a person to partici-

This production is a mockery of marriage, romance, decency, common sense, and
most of all respect for women, This show would have never achieved the popularity

that it did had it been with male contestants,

Mr. Griffiths,
Your article on '''special'' months segre-

gating us further' might be an interesting
point but Iwas having trouble following it.

You started with having a problem with
spelling, being a WASP male, and Anne
Arundel County Schools, to ending up with
Affirmative Action, American Airlines
in 1983, and Dr. King. I wasn't Terry
Dalton's best journalism student, but I dis-
tinctly remember him underscoring the im-
portance of making points you can support
and tie together with an overall theme; you
clearly missed Dalton's lecture. In any
event, you seem to be as misguided as your
"several" female and black friends about
this.

Instead of wasting time
discussingpictures of models outside ofOlar
or Conservative thinking, consider this:

-What essential, crucial pieces of informa-
tion do we receive about Blacks or Women's
contributions to our society if we didn't have
a month to talk about it? While I agree we
shouldn't need a particular month to ac-
knowledge these and other contributions, the
fact that we do underscores that these con-
tributions are not made part of "mainstream"
education.

When Iwas a student at WMC less than
10 years ago, the only time I received any
information about the contribution of blacks
to a particular field of discipline was when
I asked about it. I never ever learned about
William Grant Still, the "dean of American
composers." In fact, it wasn't until I inter-
acted with Dr. Glenn Caldwell, a Black
Music Professor, that I'd even heard of him.
Still's work went largely unnoticed, even to
this day, even lhough his work represented
and was more true to American Art Music
than just about any other composer, living
or dead If it weren't for Dr. Caldwell's gen-
erosity with dispensing infonnation, I may

man, Rick, on national TV, on the basis of
him choosing of her,

So, the two were married on TV, whisked
off on a free honeymoon, and onto the hap-
piJy ever after. However, there have been
problems.

Apparently, the couple doesn't apprecl-
ate the media circus that accompanied their
hastened act. And, (here is the pesky prob-
lem that the groom's ex-fiance has a restrain-
ing order against him, and she alleges that
he tried to assault her.

Hmm. The plot thickens. Darva regrets
marrying him, and can't wait to annul the

have remained an ignorant, young, black
unaware of my own history.

How many other students, white, black or
otherwise, might miss out on an opportunity
to learn something beautiful about our cul-
ture because teachers and administrators de-
cide for us what we want to learn? Every"
time you turn on Shania Twain, DMX, Kid
Rock, or Brittany and Christina, you are lis-
tening to the influence of black culture on the
world. Anything we can consider "American"
or "Pop Music" has an Afro-American root.

Why can't we teach students that outside
of the 28 designated days we have? Because
someone else decides no one would be inter-
ested in it, or it isn't important enough to
learn.

And while I mention the word ignorant,
allow me to say this. Iam so sick and tired of
people like you using Affirmative Action as
a way to support your thinking. If Affirma-
tive Action is worth your outrage because it
worked for this under qualified black female
you mentioned in your article, why isn't it
working for the average black in cities all
across this country? If white people are los-
ing jobs, who are they osing it to? Under
qualified blacks? I'm extremely offended
when people like you throw in to your pa-
thetic dialogue phrases like Affirmative Ac-
tion when you don't place along with it cur-
rent and relevant information to support your
point of view.

Last time I checked WMC isn't overflow-
ing with a multi-cultural faculty. (I can per-
sonally attest to being confused for Glen and
Glen for me because of the lack of minorities
on campus). Last time I checked Carroll
County Public Schools hasn't stepped up ag-

gressive recruitment of multicultural teach-
ers, even though the county is growing more
multicultural each year. According to my

wife, a high school math teacher, the only time
diversity is implemented in learning is when

the show. That isn't brain surgery. The classy
shows that air on Fox should have been the
first hint that maybe this wasn't a good idea.

Secondly, the mountain of legal docu-
ments should have been a hint. According to
testimony from a Maryland contestant who
spoke on a local radio show, each woman was
required to sign mountains of paperwork, in-
cluding an additional set of papers for an al-
ternate millionaire if the first bachelor chose
to back out.

Speaking of backing out, last time I
checked, this woman still had the right to free
will. She could have said no when he was fi-

Eric Byrd

To the Editor,
I have read both letters posted around the
pub as to its service and both miss the mark.
The SGA letter demands that the pub become
more clean and efficient at delivering food.
Meanwhile, the letter from Richard Gebhardt
says that the pub is an outstanding eating
establishment.
I agree with both of them. I believe that

Mr. Gebhardt visits the pub during the day,
and like myself, finds that food is delivered
in a clean and quick manner during this time.
But, like the SOA members I have also vis-
ited the pub at night when the wait for food
often reaches an hour.

The SGA demands that the pub change
its ways, but offers no suggestions as to how
it may achieve this. The biggest problem with
the pub is the time it takes for food to be
served at night.

THE ONLY WAY FOR THE PUB TO
SERVE FOOD FASTER IS TO INCREASE
THE AMOUNT OF COOKING SPACE.

If the SGA wants to help us out by mak-
ing the pub bener. perhaps they need to cough
up the money to renov~te the pub and give
them more cooking space.

Until that happens we will be unable to
get our food at night in less than an hour.

Jeremy Keil

pate in this show? Was she desperate? Was
the two million, that she will obviously not
receive ANY of, worth it? Was she having
self esteem problems?

This production is a mockery' of marriage,
romance, decency, common sense, and most
of all respect for women. This show would
have never achieved the popularity that it did.
had it been with male contestants. Perhaps
because there aren't male beauty pageants
onTY.

1 personally hope this is the end of these
shows. A return to financially arranged mar-
riages seems to be in order if not.

mailto:phbenix@wmdc.edu
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Palczynski and police hold Dundalk's citizens hostage
Dave Lee discusses the stormed that place Friday night and decision that leaves a lot of higher-
results of Palczynski 's ended this standoff then. ups with a lot of explaining to do.

Dundalk hold up. hou~ea:n;~~:~~~~~~~~~ri~~;Fri:a:d~~~~~~~~:~:~~~~~~~~:
rage standoff. Night, this would have been over proposition that I favored then and

Since Friday, the Baltimore in a matter of seconds, and nobody still favor-today), the three hostages
County Taxpayers (i.e., us) have other than Palczynski would have would have been less likely to have
been paying for Joe Palczynski's: been hurt. been killed, and an entire neighbor-
bacon, waffles. hamburgers, and Over the last week, Baltimore hood wouldn't have had their lives

Search efforts are uncoordi- french-fries to be delivered by a County has spent millions of dol- put on hold for this felon.
nated, and the presence of federal "special" {i.e., EXPENSIVE) ro- lars (expect a tax-hike) screwing Now, that womanizer (a.k.a.,
authorities disallows the Baltimore bot. around with that nut-ball. They dis- Bill Clinton) will likely use this

And while the good folks on placed a whole block of families example to support his gun-control
Lange Street were put out of their from their homes, they closed a resolution. So will Parris
homes, while elderly people were public school (Remember "Spendening" for his "smart gun"
kept from their medicine, and while Glendening's "attendance is impor- program.
an entire neighborhood of children tant' campaign?), they trapped pets The deaths of five people (in-
had their week at school disrupted, inside of houses (who's gonna pay eluding the unborn child) and a
"poor little Joey" Palczynski got the cleaning bill?), and they closed hostage crisis will be exploited by
hot meals and got" to be on the streets for blocks and exit ramps the left to argue that only people
nightly news. coming off of Merrit Boulevard all that can steal guns (like Palczynski}

Despite that fact that Joe to accommodate a murderer and a should be· able to attain them.
Palczynski was a murderer, a nut man with a history of mental ill- God forbid private citizens want
case, a batterer of women, and had ness and battering women. a handgun to protect themselves
taken three hostages, Baltimore They even went out and bought from guys like Palczynski. Wait
County Police catered to this man this vile miscreant lunch, and put until the bleeding hearts and do-
for nearly a whole working week. it on the taxpayer's tab. The most gooders cry about Palczynski's
Anybody see anything wrong here? alarming issue is that three inno- "unfortunate" death. Wait until we

The Palczynski story ended re- cent lives were left inside of a hear the left cry about how "cruel"
cently when Paramedics declared house with a nutcase for a span of it was to kill someone that needed
him dead. He had been shot to five days. "help." And God forbid, wait until
death by the Baltimore County At any time, Palczynski could we hear about how Palczynski's
SWAT team. Now, I'm not going have killed anyone (if not all) of civil rights were violated. What a
to say, "I told you so," (even though them. Leaving innocent people in load of crap ... How typically
I did) but the SWAT should have his hands was a terrible risk, and a American.

Well, you can write-off any
chances of Dutch "Apple Pie"
Ruppersburger becoming Gover-
nor. Or even running for governor,
for that matter.

Now all of Maryland (and
thanks to CNN, most of the coun-
try with Cable Television) has seen
what a disaster Baltimore County
has become.

Higher Property Taxes, escalat-
ing drug sales, rising crime-rates,
incoherent sanitation workers,
"pothole expressways," Section 8
Housing for criminal miscreants-
and, oh yes, a County Police de-
partment that's handcuffed by
goof-offs and half-wits in the ex-
ecutive branch.

Roger Hayden, come hither ...
Does it bother anybody else that
this Palczynski thing was such a
disaster to start with?

The guy gets released from jail
two weeks ago after a lengthy
record of violence and mental ill-
ness and departs from the "authori-
ties" (who they have authority over
seems to be somewhat of a mys-
tery) in a foul mood.

Over the next week, Joe
Palczynski murders an innocent
couple sheltering his girlfriend,
kills their neighbor in the process,
takes his girlfriend hostage, and

then kills a pregnant woman in a
failed car-jacking attempt a few
days later. Over the last two weeks,
the FBI, the ATF (Bureau of Alco-
hol, Tobacco, and Firearms), and
the Baltimore City Police invade
Baltimore County getting mixed up
in a manhunt for "poor little Joey."

County Police the authority to
shoot-on-site should they have en-
countered Mr. Palczynski.

That's right. the Federal Gov-
ernment even got involved. From
the people that brought you ''The
Slaughter of Innocent Lives at
Ruby Ridge," "The Mass Murders
of Innocent Children in Waco," and
the "100 Day, $30,000,000 stand-
off in Montana to get four freemen
out of a cabin" comes the Baltimore
County thriller "the endless search
for Joe Palczynski, the guy that fre-
quentsthe7-11."

Bu_t hey, the government is in
charge (surpriseds). The Baltimore
County Police, knowing that Mr.
Pal-nutski 'had a vendetta against
the Whitehead family and their kin
FAILS 10 put any surveillance or
patrol on a house which later be-
comes the scene of a five day hos-

Coming to the defense of the Pub
If you are a student, faculty

member or involved at Western
Maryland College even remotely,
~ou were aware of the rather harsh
leuer that Matthew Gribbin, SGA
president, displayed outstde the
Pub on March 20 .

His clear disapproval with the
Pub's service, preparation, and
cleanliness was made outwardly
apparent to all. Everyone that is,
including the staff workers at the
Pub.

As a student at Western Mary-
land College, I have eaten in the
Pub and experienced first hand the
service, and food quality.

Never once, have I had a prob-
lem with the staff or food in all the
times I have chosen to eat there. As
a result of being a commuter, I of-
ten eat in the Pub, and my experi-
ence there has been nothing short
of satisfactory.

In fact, through visiting the Pub
on a fairly regular basis, one begins
to run into the same familiar faces
repeatedly.

What keeps them coming back?
One could only surmise the ex-
tremely friendly service, the
promptness, preparation and food.
The same reasons that I too, find
myself stopping in for a quick bite
to eat between classes and appoint-
ments.

Personally, I found the letter
Matthew Gribbin addressed to the
Pub workers downright offensive
and unnecessary, and I know oth-
ers felt similarly.

The letter complained that the
Pub "is not maintaining high stan-
dards in food preparation, cleanli-
ness, nor service." Students feel
that they should have the same

Tammi Slater defends the
integrity and reputation oj
the pub and its workers.

rights in the Pub that they would in
a private Commercial food service.
However, myself and others found
the letter inappropriate and wrong.
Many students and workers on
campus expressed their concern,
and disapproval of the derogatory
message.

The pub staff is
consistently very
friendly to its

customers, warmly
greeting each

person with a smile.
The Pub staff is a bunch of hard

working, dedicated, friendly, indi-
viduals who take pride in their con-
tribution at Western Maryland Col-
lege. Naturally, the letter created a
lot of turmoil and hurt feelings
among the Pub's regular staff mem-
bers.

Honestly, I don't blame them
for feeling offended. These indi-
viduals work to serve others, and
they do their job well. Whether eat-
ing in the Pub or walking by, one
will notice the same familiar faces
behind the grill everyday.

The members work everyday of
the week, from morning to night to
provide an alternative eating selec-
tion to us college students, when
the thought of eating in The Glar
has been worn out. How students
can be critical of this option that
weare so graciously provided with
is unknown.

The Pub staff is consistently
very friendly to its customers,
warmly greeting each person with
a smile and "Hi, how may r help
you today?" Perhaps for those stu-
dents who feel that they are not
friendly, expressing your gratitude
arid manners to them would change
that.
Ihave witnessed the impatient,

rude, and unappreciative students
that act as though a simple "thank
you", "please" or "hi, how are
you?" is a struggle to say.

Students often do not consider
the amount of students and orders
that the Pub has to respond to. Un-
like The Glar, where you serve
yourself, and the food is prepared
ahead of time, the Pub is different
in this regard.

Perhaps, the next time you visit
the Pub you will think twice about
criticizing their service, staff, and
preparation.

March 22, the day following the
posting of the le*. a former West-
ern Maryland College student and
local resident, Mr. Richard J.
Gebhardt delivered a reaction let-
ter telling of his exasperation and
strong disagreement to the com-
plaint.

This gentleman expressed his
high impression of the Pub on "the
quality and presentation of the food
and the exceptional, cheerful and
friendly manner of the regular
staff."

This customer, told of his de-
sire and want to continue to revisit
the Pub "or both the fare and the
good vibes of the staff."

And if I must say so myself, I
could not agree with you more Mr.
Gebhardt.

Westminster: Is it
safe to walk around?

that. wherever I go, there wi II As I watched them, I began to
most likely be a friend of mine think about the illegal activities

Several programs are in progress to
solve the drug problems in Westminster

and Carroll County ..
close by. While many students that would be occurring right out-
here at WMC find Westminster to side those homes in a few hours.
be unbelievably small and boring, These children are the reason
I still care a great deal for my little the drug problems in Westminster
hometown, and the people who must be solved. If crimes around
live here. their homes can't be stopped,

However, Ihave recently been these children could become in-
quite disturbed by what I see in volved in the illegal activities as
Westminster. Drug deals have al- participants, or worse yet, as vic-
ways been an issue on Pennsyl- tims.

Jessica Fitzgerald
examines the atmosphere

surrounding WMC.

Having grown up in Carroll
County, I consider myself fairly
familiar with the people of West-
minster. It seems recently that I
can't even go down Main Street
without running into someone I
know.

It's a real comfort to know

vania Avenue, but it seems I am
reading more and more reports of
arrests of young people.

If this is not enough to
frighten you, perhaps the recent
death of a former WMC student
behind Best Pizza will.

As I read about more and
more crimes in the Phoenix, it
causes me 10 wonder ifWestmin-
ster is still safe.

Of course, the vast majority of
Westminster is absolutely safe.
On'the whole, I would feel safe
walking at night, never once feel-

ing threatened or insecure. What
most concerns me, however, Is
the few areas where drug deals
occur almost nightly, rhe same

places where teenagers get intro-
duced to crimes and, frequently,
end up arrested.

Driving down Pennsylvania
Avenue around three in the after-
noon, I saw groups of middle
schoolers walking home with
their friends.

Several programs are in
progress within the police depart-
ment to solve the drug problems
in Westminster and Carroll
County.

However, these programs will
never be effective unless people
in the drug-ridden areas are in-
volved. Problems in our commu-
nity must be solved through a
community effort.

Otherwise, more and more
children will be hurt and arrested,
and Westminster will never really
be safe.
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Matt Hurff examines the recent
fires that have plagued dorms in

the country.

COMMENTARY

not always the best behaved people either. I
call your attention to a Phoenix article a few
years ago by Eric Barry about his experience
as a Pub worker.

Toilets: A place to read
It sort of locks, but it still opens when

someone pushes on it. l've already walked
in on two people going to the bathroom (not
together).

I can't believe some people don't layer
the seat with paper before they sit down.

I'm so paranoid. I stand up while going
to the bathroom. And 1 mean standing up on
top of the toilet seat. This entails removing
one's pants. People in the neighboring stalls
get nervous when they see my head above
the stall wall.

I usually pretend I am cleaning the ceil-
ing, so they don't get scared. It was about
time someone wrote an article about toilets.

Last issue there was an article entitled
"Escort Service Introduced." I called expect-
ing to talk to a pimp but instead it was some
buff guy wanting to walk me across cam-
pus.

It wasn't what I expected but I think it's
a good idea. Students should take advantage
of the service. Good Night.

Anne Butler discusses the new
SGA regulations about the

conditions of the Pub.

Quirks: Pub Standards Is WMC ready after recent
dorm fires at other colleges?

He clearly states that the patrons where
the worst part of his job; they were consis-
tently rude to him, and treated him as if he
were a servant. These people are NOT ser-
vants, they are just trying to get their job done
in the best way they can.

The Pub is a popular place to eat as evi-
denced by the crowds in there at night and
during meal times. People from outside the
college even routinely visit the Pub in order
to eat and relax.

One man from this group has written a
letter to the president of the SGA (it is also
posted near the cash register in the Pub) and
states that he finds the Pub staff courteous,
the place clean, bright, friendly and the food
excellent. If so many people outside of this
campus enjoy the Pub's atmosphere and fare
how' can it do anything but reflect well on
the college?

It's also worth noting that the Pub does~~~:~~~ac~r~~~~~::~~~~s~~::a:~e:~~a:~This situation at Rouzer seems like a dangerous
that loses money fer the college. and per- combination that could lead to a fire, especially if
~:;:I~tC:~::~I:eS::;t::~e~'~~: :~:;:;':o:t someone inadvertently dumps cigarettes that have not
By damaging thePub's reputationand post- been completely extinguished into a room laden with
~~~i~;~~t~cu~~~~~~~~~~~:s~~~::;:~r~~ paper and cardboard.
whole enterprise down. Do we truly wish a can be directly attributed to the residents of MacLea hall currently has sprinklers in-
campus without any other dining options but Rouzer Hall. However, unless there is a mas- stalled because it does not have two exits for
Glar? ter plumber in our midst, Idoubt that it would it's residents.

If the SGA truly wishes to improve con- . be possible to improve the sprinkler situa- To be proactive on this issue, I think it
ditions at the Pub they should look into get- tion. would be wise to consider further sprinkler
ting Fourth Meal hours extended so that large This situation at Rouzer seems like a dan- installation plans.
crowds would be more evenly spread gerous combination that could lead to a fire. If sprinklers were installed, then costly
throughout the night. I recommend they also especially if someone inadvertently dumps repairs could be avoided by the system
look into helping the Pub to recruit more cigarettes that have not been completely ex- promptly extinguishing any flames {hat may
staff. tinguished into a room laden with paper and arise.

Anything would have been better than cardboard (call me crazy). This initiative would certainly help con-
that hastily and badly chosen idea to put that In addition, as I walk through the base- tain any future fire, and keep Western Mary-
poster outside of the Pub. Even now as I pass ment of Daniel MacLea...hall to the Phoenix land College from receiving any bad, fire
the thing I feel a surge of anger and disgust office, it is impossible to ignore the stifling related publicity. I hope that I haven't jinxed
at the rude and distasteful actions our gov- heat. WMC with this article.
ernment has taken. Please, let this obnox-
ious piece of cardboard be removed from
outside the Pub with all do haste.

Despite my strong opinions on this mat:
ter I wish to be fair and consider the other
side, therefore, I am calling on the SGA to
use this forum here in the Phoenix to answer
the questions and issues I have raised in this
piece.

I have been told that this is due to the
many steam pipes that encase the basement,
supplying hot water and heat to rooms and
bathrooms.

This heat makes the basement very hot
and dry, creating a potential tinderbox. Pos-
sibly. an improved ventilation system could
ameliorate this-situation.

Fortunately, Western Maryland College
has not major fire for abo~t 10 years n~w.
However, I reason to believe that neither
Seton Hall nor Bloomsburg Universities have
had to deal with the issue of fire until just
recently either.

In my mind, this laissez faire attitude is
dangerous.

In the February 10 edition of the Phoe-
nix, Lisa Dale Van Auken discussed the cur-
rent fire prevention measures in tact at West-
ern Maryland College.

In this article, it was said that only Daniel

You probably have all seen it if not read
it by now. I'm talking about the SGA's inva-
sive poster set up outside of the Pub listing
the "Pub Standards and Quality Act" that
apparently the SGA voted on.
I have fully read through that poster and

frankly Iam shocked and appalled at the au-
dacity of the SGA in posting the document.
I do not understand precisely where these
complaints are coming from as I have never
had any problems with the pub and find it a
wonderful and inviting place to have a meal.
However, I guess other people have had
trouble and wrote to the SGA.

Even if they had received complaints I
still find the SGA's actions abominable. Did
they attempt to contact the head of the Pub
and bining Services and present their com-
plaints?

I would suspect they did, but nothing on
their Act indicates that this was done. Have
the SGA investigated the instances of these
complaints to the full extent of their capac-
ity? Again there is no evidence that they
have. What is the volume and nature of com-
plaints that caused the SGA to act in the
manner they have?

Did the SGA get any feedback from the
Pub staff themselves? I doubt they have. In
my own discussions I have found the Pub
staff to always be friendly and amiable and
they do not deserve to be credited with the
unruly behavior that the Act implies they
have committed.

As a journalist and as a person it is im-
portant to get both sides of the story. I do not
feel the SGA has gotten the side of the story
from the Pub sta.ffthemselve~. Indeed. I don't
lh-lIlk the members of the SGA are even
aware of just how much pressure is on these
poor souls.

During the Fourth Meal hours as many
as a hundred or so students can be in the Pub
and there is generally only four or more staff
to handle all of them. Working food service
is not fun, as anyone who has done it can tell
you. It's even worse if there is a large crowd
(as exists every nearly every night in the
Pub). Add in the fact that there is few staff
available and the combination of all three can
tum even the best worker into a babbling
wreck.

There's also the fact that the patrons are

Eric Barry discusses his problems
with public bathrooms and the
writing found on the walls.

Who thought up putting those signs with
HIV statistics in the bathroom. The last thing
anyone wants to read when sitting on a bac-
teria ridden toilet seat is something about a
disease.

Also, I think they could find a more ef-
fective place to put these signs. No one thinks
about sex white they're on the toilet. These
signs belong ijllhe dorms where all the booty
shaking takes place. Better yet in the lowest
level of the library where my booty shaking
takes place.

Better signs to possibly put in the bath-
room could be - statistics on how many
people contract herpes or crabs from toilet
seats.

Speaking of bathrooms, someoue please
fix the lock on the bathroom door of the com-
mon room in the library.

Is Western Maryland College prepared
fora fire?

1n light ofrecent fires at a Seton Hall Uni-
versity dorm, and a frat house fire at
Bloomsburg University, I feel this is a topic
which should be discussed to a greater ex-
tent ar Western Maryland College, especially
since some existing conditions here could be
problematic.

As I dispose of my garbage, I notice that
there are some major deficiencies in the trash
rooms.

While there is a smoke detector, the trash
rooms do not contain sprinklers. In addition,
trash tends to be strewn throughout the small,
poorly ventilated room.

Yes, I realize that the trash on the floor

A boring 2000 election?
Chris Anastasia towards the No, actually I believe the solution to our

upcoming elections with boredom problems is hidden within the Russian elec-

and disgust over the system. toral system.
It seems that the Russian presidential

When confronted with the rather depress- ballot has, along with a list of Presidential
ing news that the two major parties in the candidates, a box that is marked "none of
US were nominating Republican George W. the above." If the majority of the votes are
Bush and Democrat AI Gore respectively, I - tallied for "none'of'the above," than the elec-
could only think about how uninspired this non is thrown out and the parties must se-
election for president will be. lect new candidates to run in a new election.

It is safe to assume that this election will What a great concept! A system in which
garner the lowest voter turnout in our his- you do not have to vote for the lesser of two
tory. Whatever hope of an exiting or well evils.
appointed election day was scraped when a Often in our political system, we cast
hopelessly trailing John McCain withdrew votes not for our favorite candidate but to
from the campaign. prevent the other candidate from winning.

With this maverick gone from the scene, This is not a good system by any reason.

With this maverick gone from the scene, we as a
country are subject to a spoiled, smirking rich kid and
an incredibly lifelike android to choose from as the

leader of the free world.
w~ as a country are subject lO a spoiled, This year in particular, Wit need a "none
smirking rich kid and an incredibly lifelike of the above" box on the ballot more than
android to choose from as the leader of the ever.
free world. If we do not like the major parties candi-

This has me thinking off our former Cold dates, then lets throw them off the ballot and
War sparing 'partner, Russia. Now, I know get two new candidates. Maybe this is the
what you are thinking, but a KGB hit squad only way that we will get an actual candi-
is not the recommendation I would give to date that is actuaily worth our time and more
fix this situation (as tempting as that COIl- importantly, our vote.
cept may actually be).



The Western Maryland men's
lacrosse team had high expecta-
tions to start the season, and thus
far they have lived up to those
hopes.

Their 17-12defeatofVillalulie
Saturday capped a banner week for
the team.

That victory earned them the
title in the inaugural March May-
hem tournament, which they
hosted, and ended a week that saw
the Terror crack the nation's top 20,
and end with a spotless 6-0 record.

It didn't come easy for the Ter-
ror, however. as they were chal-
lenged by both teams they faced.

After trailing for much of the
first half Saturday, the Terror man-
aged to lie up the score prior to half-
time.

WMC look the lead early in the
third quarter, but it wasn't until af-
ter a thunderstorm delayed play
with just over II minutes to play
that the Terror were able to pul!
away from the Mustangs with five
straight goals to take the title game.

The Terror won in similar fash-
ion on Friday to earn a spot in that
title game.

After going into halftime dead-
locked at six with the Messiah Fal-
cons, WMC opened up the second
half with five consecutive goals.
and never looked back.

Uave.Ri~:t '01 led the charge
with a career higtr-nve goals, and
Brett Sweeney '0 Idished out seven-
assists to go with his three goals.

Sweeney had 12 assists in tour-
nament play, earning him the
March Mayhem Offensive MVP

JULIE DEVEUN

SwifWril~r

The Western Maryland
women's tennis team fell to
Muhlenburg 7-2 in a Centennial
Conference match on March 25.

Winning in singles action for
the Terror (3-1) was No.3 junior
Becca Lyter, who defeated her op-
ponent 6-0,6-2.

The team was forced to play
indoors due to rain at Muhlenburg,
and according to Lyter, conditions
were less than favorable.

"1 think mentally [the team] was

award.
The Terror swept the MVP tro-

phies as Gaelen Cross was named
the tournament's defensive
standout.

Prior to the tournament, the
green and gold traveled to Cabrini
(2-2) for a March 18 match-up.

The Terror dominated from the
start, pulling out to 7-2 first quar-
ter lead, and cruised to a 19-8 vic-
tory.

Tom Brown led the team in
scoring with an incredible eight
goals, the second time this season
that the attackman has reached that
number.

Brown is currently on pace to
break some of WMC's single sea-
son scoring records.

Having scored 37 goals in just
six games, Brown needs 17 in the
season's nine remaining games to
break the team record of 53.

He is also on pace to break the
team's record for points in a sea-
son.

With his 15 assists, Brown al-
ready has 52 points. The Terror's
single season mark is currently 102.

Brown's efforts earned him the
Centennial Conference Player of
the Week award for the week end-
ing March 21.

The Terror'S biggest victory
thus far came in a March 15 show-
down with then 24th ranked Vir-
ginia Wesleyan (3-1).

Riley got WMC off on the right
foot, scoring just 18 seconds into
toe.contest.

The mid-fielder's goal helped
the Terror jump out to a 5-1 lead,
and they never looked back, hold-
ing on for the 14-lO win.

not prepared to play indoors, and
we didn't get off on the right foot
because of that," Lyter said.

On March 23, the team im-
proved their record with an 8-1 win
over York College. Leading the
way for the Terror were seniors
Lara Henderson, who picked up a
6-2,6-2 win in No. [ singles action,
and No.2 Alethea Desrosiers, who
defeated her opponent 6-0, 6-0.

Lyter, No.5 senior Julia
Wiederholt, and No.6 junior Jaime
Connelly also picked up victories
in the non-conference match up.

SPORTS

Tom Brown had another big
day, scoring six goals and handing
out two assists. Rileyended up with
four goals, and goalie Brian
Nottingham. '02 had a career high
23 saves.

Four days prior to the Virginia
Wesleyan tilt, Western Maryland
put on an offensive display at home
against first year York College.

After opening up the game with
a record breaking 12 goals in the
first quarter, WMC rolled to a 29-3
whitewashing.

Tom Brown alone accounted for
five goals in that quarter, as he fin-
ished the day with seven. Thirteen
players scored for the Terror, and
Sweeney, Tyler Mercer '01, and
Mike Griffin '02 each added a hal
trick.

It was the second consecutive
game in WMC defeated their op-
ponent by 26 points.

Despite their 6-0 record, WMC
has no room for complacency, as
the toughest part of their schedule
approaches.

WMC's next two opponents are
both undefeated: Swarthmore and
Gettysburg.

Gettysburg is currently second
in the country. .

After traveling to Gettysburg on
April 8, the Terror come home to

take on fifth ranked Washington
and Lee on April 12.
They also have a future match with
Washington, who is currently
ranked sixth.

The type of threat WMC will be
in the Centennial Conference, and
even at the national level will be
decided in these upcoming games.

Henderson broke a WMC
record with her thirty-third career
singles win on March 9, when the
Terror took on Goucher College.

Desrosiers, Lyter, Wiederholt,
and No.4 junior Jamie Maxcy also
were victorious in the 8·1 non-con-
ference win.

In the season opener on March
6, the Terror were flawless, defeat-
ing Johns Hopkins 8-0 in Centen-
nial Conference play.

The match marked the debut of
new head coach Michael Coleman.r---------------- ~

Indoor courts lead womens tennis
team to a 7-2 fault at Muhlenberg

WMC Wellness Fair
April 4th 11-1pm

Forum
Stop by for free stuff!

--------------------------------
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Softball slaughters
Swarthmore 2-0, 7-0

MIKE Y..:sTKAMSKI pitcher in Leah Clelland.
Clelland tossed a two-hitter in

the victory.
Catcher Courtney Wunderlich

and centerfielder Lauren Henry
each hit a pair of doubles in their
first two at-bats in the game.

Over spring break, the Terror
finished in a tie for fourth place
out of twelve teams at the Seagull
Invitational Tournament at Salis-
bury State.

The Terror began the tourna-
ment with a 6-3 defeat of
Moravian before losing a close
game, 3-2, to Cabrini.

They rebounded the follow-
ing day with a 12-2 thrashing of
SI. Joseph's of Maine and a 5-2
victory over Wilkes.

Sports Ediror

The Terror softball team (5-
1, 2-0) continued their domi-
nance of Swarthmore (0-9, 0-2)
this past Saturday with a sweep
of the double-header by scores of
2-0 and 7-0.

Swarthmore has not beat
Western Maryland since 1983.

The first game saw freshman
Amanda Donaldson pitch a no-
hitter in the shutout.

Third baseman Katie
Swierkos, a junior, hit a double
in the second inning of the game
to drive in both the Terror runs
for that game.

Game two of the double-
header featured another rookie

&Cuba

The
Centerfor

Cross-Cultural
Study

Seville, Spain
• Semester, Academic Ycar,};lIluary, & Summer terms'

• Courses at alllevels taught in Spanish ".Small classes' College credit.
• Financial aid • Hcmesrays • Internships' Field trips • email •

Havana, Cuba
• Winter & Summer terms: :3 or 6 weeks, 4 or 8 credits;

courses in English or Spanish •
• Fall Semester: up to 16 credits at Universidad de Ia Habana •

Call for catalog and free video

1-800-377-2621

For whom: For students and Other Low to Low Moderate

Income Taxpayers

Where: Western Maryland College - Gold Room B

When:

Tuesday
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Thursday
7-9 pm
March 30

April 6

Saturday
12-3pm
April!
AprilSApril 4

April!1

By appointment only

Please call Serg Fayvusovich x8359 (on campus) or (410) 751-8359
(off campus) to schedule an appointment

ANONYMOUS AIDS TESTING

Spring Semester 2000
1"30-12:30

Every Other Thursday
April 6 & 20

May 4
Location -- Smith House

Call Ext. 243 for an appointment
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The Sports View: NCAA basketball tournament troubles
and insights into the upcoming baseball season

CHRIS ANASTASIA

Sports Editor

All right, be honest, who else
got screwed on their NCAA Tour-
nament bracket? I am not going to
lie to you, I really got burned.

This seemed to be the year of
major upsets throughout the brack-
ets.

It seemed that anything that
could have happened did happen
this year.

Some believe that this is the
beauty of college basketball in gen-
eral and isjust an anomaly that ex-
ists in team sports like basketball.

In reality, two major factors
have contributed to this most inter-
esting, if not a slight bit irritating
tournament.

First, with early defections to
the pro's by some of the best col-
lege basketball hoopsters has led to
a narrower margin between the
great teams and the also-rans.

Another big reason is that the
structure of the tournament, a suc-
cession of one game playoffs, fa-
vors disciplined and hard working.
clubs as opposed to those less or-
ganized or motivated.

This is the reaSOn that a teaTll
like Wisconsin (the only thing on
my bracket Ihit on was Wisconsin
in the Final Four, and f have the
bracket if you don't believe me) can
make a big splash in the tourney
with a disciplined defensive game
plan.

Congrats to Coach Dick
Bennett and his Badgers club for a
really exiting time so far and con-
unued success.

And, on that note, I should give
a shout out to the "Final Four" big-
gest disappointments. They are, in
no real order:

1. Indiana: Bobby Knights club
was obviously rattled by the reports
of a violent episode between
Knight and former player Neil
Ried.

How else can anyone explain
why a team once considered the
most talented and balanced in
Knight's tenure could fall as easily
as they did?

2. Maryland: The Terp's got
trashed in a game against the hot
and cold UCLA squad that was
ugly.

I do not know of many that
thought Gary William's team was
Final Four bound, but I don't think
anybody could have foreseen this
athletic a team just being man-
handled.

3. Duke: A talented but young
team simply just wore'down after
a hard fought regular season and
ACC Tournament.

Maybe next year for this tal-
ented group; that is, if they stay in
school.

4. Temple: John Chaney'S
Owl's did not do anything wrong
in their losing effort.

With their suffocating match-up
zone, second round opponent Se-
ton Hall would have to have a su-

perhuman game of three-point
shooting.
. They did. Good-bye Temple.
Well, with that traumatic expe-

rience out of the way, lets look at
the spring training of the majors.

Many teams retooled this sea-
son, while some major favorites
like the Yankees and the Braves
played it safe and made few real
changes.

One team to keep your eye out
for this year is the Philadelphia
Phillies.

This young team nearly had a
wild card berth and a few key ac-
quisitions may make them a force
in the 2000 season. The biggest of
the adds was that of Andy Ashby
to a pitching staff that already in-
cludes All-Stars Curt Schilling and

Paul Byrd.
Ashby is in the final year of his

contract, so a big season from him
would be great for the Phillies play-
off chances as much as to his bank
account.

This is in conjunction with the
bullpen add of Mike Jackson (no,
not the king of pop, the one who
wears the one glove ... .I mean ...oh
never mind) to a solid, if unspec-
tacular relief staff.

The Phillies have made big
steps in their minor league system
too. If Scott Rolen and Mike
Lieberthal were not enough of an
example of this fact, then maybe
newcomer Pat Burrell may con-
vince you.

Burrell, a big-time slugger can
hit the ball a long way and will be

a great addition to an already
stacked lineup that also features
Bob Abreau and Doug Glandville .

If everything comes together for
this club, like staff ace Curt
Schilling returning healthy to the
team by the end of May, then the
Phillies may give the Mets and
Braves a run for their money in the
National League.

Speaking of Major League .in-
juries, it seems Cubs strikeout king
Kerry Wood is making a tremen-
dous recovery from serious elbow
surgery.

Wood, who is still not due back
in Chicago until mid-June, has been
phenomenal in recent spring train-
ing work. .

Throwing just fastballs and
change-ups, Wood has shown the

dominance that helped him
throw a 20 strikeout gem against
the Astros his rookie season.

As much as Iam a huge Cubs
Fan, I think waiting for a fully.
healthy Wood is the best bet.

There is no need to rush him
back without the proper time for
his elbow to heal after surgery.
If Wood makes a full recovery,
he could very well be one of the
most dominant pitchers this
game has ever seen.

Well, thai about does it for an-
other Sports View. Remember to
keep your feedback, facts and
questions coming to
cmaOO2@wmdc.edu, and I will
answer them in my next column.

Until then, I will see you in
the cheap seats.

/'

cover your butt.
better yet, help cover your

[tuition]s
CQllege can mean maneuvering through a lot of different things, but tuition payments

shouldn't be one of them. That's where Army ROTC comes in. Here, you'll develop

skills that'll last a lifetime. Meet friends you can count on. And have a shot at

getting a 2~or a-year scholarship. Talk.to an Army ROTC advisor.loday. and find out

more about our scholarship program, We've got yeti covered.

ARM Y ROTe Unlike any other college course you can take.

Visit Gill Gym or call (410) 857-2720

mailto:cmaOO2@wmdc.edu,
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Track and Field team
breaks school records

Golf wins
WMC Spring
Invitational

Womens
lax loses
tough to
Washington

MIKE YF.sTRAMSKI

SporlSEditQr
Jen Bruce, a freshman, set a school

record for women's pole vault with a
height of 7-0. David Hose, a sophomore,
set his own school record in the hammer
throw with a toss of 83-7.

This past Wednesday the Terror
women won the second annual WMC
Twilight Relay Meet by winning nine of
the twelve events and topping second
place York by 11 points.

The men were also victorious, win-
ning eight of twelve and just beating York
by a score of 46-42.

Gettysburg finished third in both cat-
egories.

Powell and Jeff Groff each played a
part in four victories for the men. Hydom,
Hamilton, and Brad Turner each partici-
pated in three victories.

Falcone, Horn, and Bayly each con-
tributed to three victories for the Terror.

The all-freshman relay team of Bruce,
McPherson, Holly Thompson, and Mel-
issa Merson broke a school and meet
record with a time of 2:02.6 in the 800-
medley relay.

Christine Johnson teamed with Bayly,
Falcone, and Horn to break school and
meet records in the 4 X 200 relay with a
time of 1:48.3.

In all, the women set five meet records

Much like during the winter season, the
spring track and field team has been
smashing meet records allover the place.

At the BridgewaterCollege Invitational
this past Saturday, the Terror set six meet
records and three school records.

Junior Jamie Falcone won the women's
lOO-meter dash in 12.54 seconds, a meet
and Jopson Stadium record. She also won
the 200-meter dash in a record time of
25.52 seconds.

Falcone, a five-time Centennial Con-
ference gold medalist, was also a member
of the record setting 4 X loo-relay team.
The other members were Thea Bayly,
AJeya Horn, and Stephanie McPherson.

Their time of 49.52 seconds was not
only a meet record, but also the third fast-
est lime in school history.

Defending Centennial Conference
champion Teron Powell broke both a
school and meet record with his 45 feet,
II and 3/4 inches triple jump.

Sophomore Erik Larson won the 400
hurdles with a meet-record time of 55.96

Western Maryland took a major step to-
ward a berth in the NCAA Division III golf
championships Saturday by topping II other
schools to win its own WMC Spring Invita-
tional for the first time since 1993.

The Green Terror shot a combined ID-
over-par 290 at the Western Maryland Golf
Club to beat favored Wesley by four strokes,
with Shenandoah third at 303 and
Susquehanna fourth at 305.

Wesley entered the day ranked No. I in
the NCAA's District II (Mid-Atlantic region),
three spots higher than Western Maryland.

The top four teams in each region earn
bids to the national championships."

John Mikiewicz of sixth-place King's
won the individual crown with a I-over-par
71, the same score as Western Maryland's
Ryan Reid and Wesley's Andy Ferrario.

Kim Adams scored her first career
hat trick and fellow sophomore Erin
Mulhern equalled her career high with
three goals,

But Western Maryland's comeback
bid came up just short in a 12-11 Cen-
tennial Conference loss at unbeaten
Washington College (3-0, 2-0).

The Green Terror (2-3, 0-2) fought
back from an early 6-1 deficit and trailed
12-9 with 7:49 remaining after
Washington's' Jordan Holt scored back-
to-buck goals, her fourth and fifth of the
game, in a 46-second span.

WMC junior Amy Bittinger cut the
margin to 12-10 with 5:14 to go, and
Mulhern made it a one-goal game with
2:07 left.

But the Green Terror lost the ensu-
ing draw and never got the ball back.

Senior midfielder Meaghan Giomo
had two goals and three assists for West-
ern Maryland, and Maggy Kilroy
matched her for Washington.

Mikiewicz earned the nod on the basis of
matched cards by birdieing the final hole.

Western Maryland's John Wheeler fin-
ished one stroke back at 72 and teammate
Matt Lender two back at 73.

Craig Zabora shot a 74 for the Green Ter-
ror and Jason Pyle 78.

seconds.
Powell and Larson were also members

of the record breaking 4 X 400-relay team
with Chris Hydorn and Chris Hamilton
(3,25.25).

Courtesy of Sports Information Courtesy of Sports Information
and the men set two.
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Baseball bashes competition in Florida, leaves with a
five game winning streak and a strong start to season

Sto.ffWrirer

Smoking! It has been a great
start for the Western Maryland Col-
lege baseball team as they finished
their early season trip to Florida on
five game winning streak.

Despite key injuries early in the
season, other players have stepped
up their game to thrive on the tough
competition.

The team began the season with
a spring break trip to Florida.

On opening day, the team split
a pair of games against Mount St.
Mary's (NY) and St. John Fisher
of Canada.

ln their first game, the Green
Terror jumped to the lead in the
fourth inning with catcher John
vanccrnat's two-run triple and first
basemen's Kacy Jenkin's sacrifice
fly to grab a 3-1 advantage.

However Mount St. Mary's
scored 3 runs over the next three
inning to take a 4-3 win despite a
strong nine strikeout performance
by WMC ace pitcher Brent Fuchs.

The team gained better results
in their second game of the day
against St. John Fisher.

Behind the five scoreless inning
of junior pitcher Dan Elbaz, the
team used Vandemat's three RBis
and Jenkin's first career homerun
to register a 5-1 win.

It was also the first homerun by
the team since a April 24, 1998
league game against Dickinson.

In their next game against
Clarkson of Potsdam, New York,
the Green Terror jumped out to a
early 7-1 lead with a six run sec-
ond inning.

Jon Vandemat continued his hot
play this spring with a two run
double that gave him seven RBI 011

the season, already equaling his
total all of last year.

Unfortunately the team couldn't
hold the lead, as the pitching staff
gave up eight walks en route to a
14-9 loss.

The Green Terror did get good
production from senior third
basemen Tim Smith who had a
double and two RBis.

Later that night, the learn con-
tinued to struggle as they were
jumped on for a four run first in-
ning and beaten 8-2 by Bridgewater
State,MA.

Junior rightfielder Paul Oakes
drove in the two runs for the team.

At 1-3 overall, the team re-
sponded convincingly in the fol-
lowing gam~ against vassar -,.,,~.

Unfazed by his first career start
on the mound, sophomore pitcher
Jack Griffith gave up only two hits
and struck out seven and led the
team to a 16-0 victory.

Replacing senior RBI champion
Tim Smith, sophomore Guy Sheetz
had a sparkling performance with
a double, triple, and three RBI to
lead a potent offense that had
twenty-two hits on the night.

Senior outfielders Sean Giblin
was 2 out 3 from the plate with
three RBis and sophomore out-
fielder Jeremy Merrell had two
RBis to pace the offense.

The team was unfortunate to
lose their junior catcher Rich
Steigerwalt 10 a fractured knuckle
on his right ring finger.

The three year starter behind the
plate might miss the rest of the year
which is bad news for the team
si~ce third string catcher Josh Sil-
ver is rehabbing a shoulder prob-
lem.

Sweigerwalt and Smith's inju-
ries are a bad break for the team,
but players like Vandernat and
Sheetz stepped up big on this night.

The team continued to play well
in their next games against on
March 16, against Richard Stock-
ton and Keene State.

In their first game, the Green
Terror played a intense and close
game against Stockton that went
into extra inning tied at 7-7.

In the extra inning, sophomore
Jack Griffith's two-run blast was
the difference as the Green Terror
pulled out a 9-8 win.

Senior outfielder Ryan Legge
had a triple and 3 RBI for the team.
It was the second basemen's first
career homerun.

In the nightcap, Dan Elbaz con-
tinued his good work on the mound
with three unearned runs and al-
lowed just three hits as the team
registered a 8-3 come from behind
win.

Down early 3- I, the team re-
sponded with sophomore outfielder
Kevin Culbertson's first career
homer and triples by senior Barrett
Gugliotta and Vandernat in a five
run fifth inning.

Playing with tremendous con-
fidence, the team blew away
Brockport State, New York on
March 17.

Sophomore Guy Sheetz's
bases-loaded triple in the eighth
inning led to an eight-run rally that
finished off the opposition for a 13-
I victory. Junior Ace Dan Elbaz throwing some heat last season

Combined, with Gugliotta'S five

Western Maryland College

inning of scoreless ball on the
mound, the offense used Jenkin's
three hits, Paul Oake's two doubles,
and Ryan Legge's two hits to rout
the opposition.

Finishing up their trip in
Florida, was their toughest compe-
tition of all, nationally ranked
Brandeis, Fla.

The Green Terror rose to the
challenge with a impressive 8-0
shutout of a team ranked in the top
five in many preseason publica-
lions.

Third basemen Sheetz drove in
three runs on the day with a double
and single and Senior pitcher Brent
Fuchs tossed a four hit complete
game.

After some bad weather post-
poned two games, the team had its
first home game on March 25,
against St. Mary's.

In a tightly played contest, the
opposition's pitching appeared too
much as the Green Terror were shut
out 2-0.

"Brent Fuchs and Dan Elbaz
both had great pitching perfor-
mances.

The team played well, but we
just didn't put everything together"
said freshman pitcher Justin
Raynor.

On a good note, senior third
basemen Tim Smith returned to the
team after being out with a injured
hand.

With key players of Smith and

Steigerwalt's caliber being out, oth-
ers players have stepped up for the

While Smith was out, sopho-
more Guy Sheetz has hit .450 to go
along with nine RBIs, compared to
his .200 average in only 10 at-bats
last year.

With their winning streak cut
shon; at five games, the team looks
forward to conference play.

With a experienced team and
promising young talent, it looks to
be a very exciting season for the
Green Terror.

team.
On the mound, junior Dan

Elbaz is 2-0 this year which already
ties his win total all of last year.

He hasn't allowed a earned run
in over 12 inning of work this sea-

Senior Jon Vandernat has seven
RBIs this season which also ties his
total from last year.



Defining Moment
campaign reaches goal

STACI L. GWRGI':

News Co-Editor

The banners that proudly wave
through the breeze outside of Hill
Hall contain three words that epito-
mize WMC and what it has recently
come to stand for: "The Defini?g
Moment."

To celebrate the Defining Mo-
ment Campaign's success, a cel-
ebration will take place on April 14
and 15, Trustees' Weekend.

However. reaching the celebra-
tion phase has required a lot of
work,

The Defining Moment Cam-
paign, whose fund-raising goal was
set at $40 million, began in 1996
and took more than four years to
complete.

On December 31, 1999, the
largest campaign in this liberal arts
institution's 132-year history
closed.

tion.
Shribman, a 1995 Pulitzer Prize

winner, explained that his biggest
surprise in the primary season was
that both the media and the Repub-
lican party fell for the New Hamp-
shire primary voter predictions that
McCain would lead the race for the
Oval Office. Povich, who reported
directly from McCain's "Straight
Talk Express", said that the media
had a love affair with McCain be-
cause he gave them unlimited ac-
cess, a privilege that most candi-
dates do not grant.

West cautioned that the press
politics are a way of life."

On April 5, the Inaugural
Resnick Lecture was given by
Baltimore SIIII national corre-

continued on page 2

FRANC&<;CA SAYLOR

New.~ Co-tdiror

Imagine an organization to
which you belong has been plan-
ning an important dinner all semes-
ter to take place in the President's
Dining Room, and once it finally
happens, as one of your keynote
speakers is about to talk, water be-
gins leaking from the ceiling into a
big metal tin. The sound of water
hitting tin so rapidly is enough to
prompt one of your guests to get
up and put cloth napkins in the tin.
How would you feel?

If you think this is a hypotheti-
cal question, it is not. It is exactly
what happened on Monday, April
3 when Phi Alpha Delta Pre-Law
Fraternity hosted its Second Annual

SlajJWriler

College reviews OCTA
after the fall of 2000.MICHAEL STOKES

No other four-letter word asso-
ciated with WMC freshman orien-
tation causes recent freshman,
sophomores, and juniors to frown
than the word OCTA.

The alcohol awareness program
that was first conducted in the fall
of 1997 will enter its fourth and
most likely final year during fresh-
men orientation in the fall of2oo0,
Despite heavy criticism from the
student body, the program has re-
mained a staple of freshman orien-
tation during the last three years.
However, the fourth and final year
of the OCrft. contract .~i!l.t::xp.ire

Bonnie Bosley, health educa-
tion coordinator, first discovered
the program from a friend at the
Carroll County Alcohol and Drug
Prevention Center Junction.

Her friend was teaching the pro-
gram down at Clemson University
in South Carolina, and Bosley
thought that it might be a good pro-
gram for WMC. She then went
through the training process to
learn to conductthe program, and
then presented it to the entire Stu-
dent Affairs office. "Many of the
faculty and staff had wanted to do
more to educate first-year students

continued on page 4.

Thursday, April 13, 2000

English
offerings
decrease

Law Dinner.
Phi Alpha Delta President Matt

Burger commented, "It is really
embarrassing to have a guest
speaker come in and then have
water gushing out of the ceiling or
anything [happen] that makes our
school look like ,it belongs to the
inner city ghetto."

10 Bentz, director of Building
and Operations Maintenance, said,
"The problem with the PDR is that
the dining hall is right above it. All
the drain lines there are the exist-
ing 30-year old pipes."

Fortunately, though, Bentz said
10 feet of pipe was just replaced in
the days after the dinner. He said
he has plans to replace all of the

continued on page 2
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Class of 200 I President Jer-
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peted against each other for fun.
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The military in print; the
media losing the battle

FRANCESCA $AYWR

News Co-editor

Do you know who the current Joint
Chief of Staff is? If that question "is too
difficult, how about this: do you know that
Madonna is going to have another baby?
If you were able to answer the second ques-
lion but not the first you are not alone. That
was the response of most in attendance at
John Robinson's lecture on Wed., March 29.

Robinson posed those' questions in or-
der to peak the interests of the many stu-
dents and faculty members present.

As managing editor of Defense Daily,
where he has worked for the past eight
years, Robinson had several thoughts to
share about the difference between the
public's reaction to popular culture versus
their reaction to the military. He feels as if
"there's a gap right now between the mili-
tary and the media."

For instance, Robinson cited a recent
Gallup Survey in which 1000 General of-
ficers in the military and 1000 members of
the media were polled.

It found that 75 percent of those in the
military favored prayer in school while only
20-30 percent of those in the media did.

Robinson said surveys find that most
people in the military identify with the Re-
publican party, unlike most in the media.
In addition, most in the military are from
the South and West while most in the me-
dia are from the Northeast. The "military
is becoming less and less representative of
society at large:' said Robinson'.

Because of (his, he said the "mititary
feels more and more disenfranchised" and
upset with media coverage since it focuses
more on sex issues involving the military
than foreign policy issues in the media.

Robinson pointed out that the U.S. still
spends nearly $1 billion a year in Iraq, with
a total of$300 billion a year on the military
in general.

He said there is little interest in military
policy discussion and that is due mostly to

John Robinson discussed the gap between the
miliJary and the media in his recent lecture at
WMC.34

the cultural division between the media and
the military.

It "sets up a problematic situation" when
the public relies solely on the media for news
about the military, especially when the two
groups are so different, he said.

"I see these two sides really polarizing,"
said Robinson.

Although he dislikes how films portray
the military's hierarchical society as nega-
tive, he also commented that the public and
media have a right to be critical of the mili-
tary as well.

Since he feels as if there is not enough
media coverage of the military, he suggests
people conduct Internet research on their
own to learn more about the military.

Dr. Volker Franke of the political science
and international studies department, who
organized the event, said Robinson told him
later that he was very pleased with level of
questions students asked. In fact, Franke said
Robinson thought some of them even re-
quired that he conduct more research.

Franke said he was impressed with the
attendance and is hoping Robinson can be
invited back in the future.

Spring Z~1l£l3000
Ventriloquist Dan Horn 9:00 pm in the Pub.

Wednesday, April 12
Drive-In Movies, co-sponsored by SGA, Bair Stadium
9:00 pm Austin Powers II - 11:00 pm The Matrix

Thursday, April 13
Karaoke Night 7-11 pm in the Pub.

Friday, April 14
Comedian Spanky 10:00 pm in the Forum.

Saturday, April 15
Spring Fling Day: 10:00 am-12:30 pm. Gamma Sigma
Sigma Double Dare Event in Red Square, 3-7:30 pm
Student Organization Booths open/other activities, 3-
4:45 pm Pop Band Apartment Three, Dinner (picnic
outsideifrom 4:45-6:30 pm, 5:15-7:30 pm Top 40/Ska
Band Public Service, 10:00-2:00 am BSU Pajama

Jammy Jam in the Forum.

Leaking matters still extremely problematic
continued from page J

piping, but it can only be done during the Attached to this was a pipe that directed the
sporadic times when the dining hall is closed. water down into a bucket.

On another note, Dr. Volker Franke, as- Disgusted with looking at the contrap-
sistant professor in the political science and tion, FrankecalJed Vice President of Admin-
international studies department, was present istration and Finance Dr. Ethan Seide! about
at the dinner and had his own story about the problem. He said within two hours the
leaks to share. This time the problem was in drain was removed and the ceiling tiles were
his third floor office in Hill Hall. once again replaced.

When he came to visit last summer he and "There were people up on the roof sev-
Dr. Herb Smith, chair of the political science eral times, but no one ever explained to me
department, decided to renovate the whole what the problem was or if the leak was
office, which used to be Smith's. It was then fixed," said Franke, who now keeps his im-
that he first noticed water stains on the ceil- portant papers and personal belongings on
ing, but those were soon replaced. the other side of the room, just in case. Bentz

However, there was a small leak in Sep- said things should be fine now though.
tember, and so Franke notified Bentz. Smith said the problem, which occurred

He was then informed that there had been at other places on the third floor as well, is
a leak in that office for years, and it seemed due to the flat roof that the building has.
to Franke that although the ceiling tiles' had However, Bentz said, "A lot of it is just age
been replaced, the leak had not actually been and wear and tear."

fixed. Winslow Hall, for instance, is 40 years
His theory appeared valid at the begin- old, said Bentz. Complaints about leaks there

ning of this semester, when there was a huge are not difficult to find.
snowstorm. When Franke arrived back to Senior Lauren Hein, who has several
school he realized that his entire office had
flooded.

"My printer was soaking wet," he recalls.
Also drenched were the walls, his rug, and
everything on his desk, including class notes.

Even more bothersome was that a book,
which he had borrowed from a student, was
also ruined. He has since replaced it, but at
the time he called Tom Steback, director of
Human Resources about the damages that had
been incurred.

According to Franke, Steback told him the
college would replace any WMC property,
such as the printer, but that any other per-
sonal items under $1000 was his responsi-
.. and that he should present the matter

to his home owner's insurance company.
Franke did not see how his homeowner's in-
surance would be able to help him. Steback
was unavailable for comment.

Franke-feels it is a shame that he is lim-

classes there, explained that every time it
rains there is a huge tarp with a hole in the
center that is attached to the ceiling so that
water can spill out if it into a bucket on the
floor.

"If you're going to go through all that
effort, why not fix the ceiling!" exclaimed
Hein. Bentz said that leak should have been
fixed months ago so he thinks that complaint
is an old one.

However, Bentz said one of the problems
with complaints is that he does not always
hear about them, and he promises to double-
check on all the leaks mentioned in this story.
"If I know the leak I'm more than happy
and qualified to get it fixed," he assured.

He said that the leak- on the stairs of
Decker College Center should have been
fixed again on April 7 although he originally
thought it would be fixed during the week
of March 14, when he told the Phoenix roof-

ited to making his office feel more "personal ers would be coming to the school.
and cozy" because of this. "The problem with leaks is that you do

He said that after the incident physical something that may fix it, but you don't
plant installed "what looked like a reverse know if it does until it rains again," ex-
plastic shower drain" to the office ceiling. plained Bentz.

College sponsors journalism speakers
continued from page 1

spondent Ann Lolordo, who was a Middle ing the workshops.
East correspondent from .1996 to 1999. WMC Society of Collegiate Journalists
Lolordo, who began her career in journalism president, senior Kristen Fraser explained,
as a copy girl, spoke about her experiences "The students were really able to interact
covering news in Israel, Iran, Lebanon, with the speakers."
Sudan, Iraq, and Egypt. Among the workshop speakers were

Iran, she explained, Molly Rath, senior writer
is a "bright spot," which at the Baltimore City Pa-
isrefonning, butacoun- per, Chris Hampson, the
try that is constantly de- NBC News London Bu-
monized by American reau Chief, Scott
media and government. Blanchard, editor of the
"Unless you go to Iran, Carroll County Times,
you cannot understand Tim Maier, writer for
all that they have to deal The Washington Times
with and all that they Insight magazine,Janelie
face." Erlichman, of the Wash-

The week concluded
with the 2nd Annual
Press Day sponsored by
the WMC Society of
Collegiate Journalists.
Students from Mount St.
Mary's College, Wash-
ington College, and Get-
tysburg College joined
WMC students to take part in journalism
workshops.

Mount St. Mary's sophomore Esmond
Marvray explained that the program was ben-
eficial to students because it "offered both
the teaching side and the experience side,"
with both professors and journalists conduct-

ington Post, and college
journalism professors.

The keynote
speaker, Jake Oliver,
CEO oftheAfro-Ameri-
can Company, discussed
the important role of the
black press. "Our role is
to stimulate thought and

to promoteeducation ... so we can have a bet-
ter understanding of what we do to each
other," said Oliver.

Roughly 60 students attended the Press
Day, which concluded with a panel dis~us-
sion about censorship of student publica-
tions.
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The Pub continues to make changes after recent SGAAct
RICH SUCHOSKI

Distribution Manager
turnaround time from ordering to
receiving food, started as students'
"beef' about the Pub to the SGA.
Last semester these complaints be-
came as the Pub and Grille Stan-
dards Act of 1999. It was signed
by Matt Gribbin, president of the
SGA and presented to members of
the administration in the fall se-
mester of 1999.

The original plan, explains
Kelly, was to have Alan Dolid, di-
rector of Food Services, Barry
Bosley, director of Facilities Man-
agement and Auxiliary Services,
and Ethan Seidel, vice president of
Administration and Finance, sign
the Act.

This would be used as a writ-
ten recognition that these are real
problems in the Pub, mainly at
night during the rushes which the
fourth meal plan brings. It was also
to signify that steps are being taken
to fix them.

Seidel would not sign the Act
because he felt it looked like he is
condemning the workers in the
Pub, who ultimately work for him.
However, he invited the SGA to
talk to him about problems they see
or hear about in the Pub. Dolid and
Bosley took the same stance, blam-
ing not the workers but the space
in which they work.

The current size of the Pub was
adequate for the amount of busi-
ness done before the fourth meal
plan was introduced. Originally it
was to have one feature per night,

from iOpm-midnight, causing a tre- while receiving his food and drink
mendous rush during that time. It in a timely manner "both in the
was then spread out from 7pm- morning and evening". However,
l2midnight, but the IOpm rush re- he does not indicate if he has been
mained. in the Pub at night to witness the

The only way to correct this effects of the fourth meal rush.
rush, as Dolid points out is "to in- One of the reasons the SGA felt
crease the amount of cooking the Standards Act had to be posted
space." Unfortunately, this much is because the reasonable expecta-
needed gutting of the Pub will take lions outlined in the Act were not
hundreds of thousands of dollars being met and nothing was being
and put the Pub out of commission done to correct these shortcomings.
for several-months. With a price Only recently have changes to fix
tag this large, it does not take pri- these problems occurred, possibly
ority over the renovation of dorms because the contract between So-
or creation of more parking spaces. dexho-Marriott and WMC is up for

Seidel says the long term goal renegotiation in a few weeks.
is to raise money and redesign the Kelly admits the presentation
pub, but there is no money allo- of the Act on the board without an
cated from this year's budget, explanation is a bit harsh. There
planned out the March of every were plans to put a letter out to the
year, so the changes are not going campus and a decorative art board
to happen even by next spring. If presenting the Act before the break,
plans are started now we could see but the resources to do so fell
changes by the 2001-2002 aca- through.
demic year. There have been changes in the

Seidel says "80-90 percent of Pub though. Within the past couple
the statements [of the Act] are self of months new tables and chairs
evident" and did not need to be have been added to the porch sec-
posted in this "inflammatory" rnan-: tion at a cost of $6,000. In addi-

new freezer for the back. Lastly, the
fryer was rewired so it will not
break down during fourth meal
rush. Future renovations will in-
clude a new cash register, a new
freezer under the counter, a larger
hood, and more fryers.

The other reason the SGA felt it
needed to post the Act is because
they do not have an effective link
back to the general student body to
inform students of the changes
brought about by the actions of the
SGA. This will hopefully change
with the SGA website moving to the
student server, found at
stuweb.wmdc.edu

The SGA has also not been in
contact with Bosley, Dolid, or
Seidel about renovations since they
presented the Act to them in the fall.
None of them have heard from
Kelly or Gribbin since the fall, ex-
cept about the posting of the Act.

Seidel felt he could not do any-
thing to stop them from posting it
because he did not want to tread on
their freedom of speech.

Bosley sums up the feelings of
the administration: "It's dishearten-
ing to go through this process."

Surely you have seen the Pub
and Grille Standards Act posted
outside of the Pub. Students have
praised it, faculty and alumni have
condemned it, but not too many
people have actually read it, much
less read into what prompted it.

Last semester, the Campus Life
Committee of the SGA, under the
leadership of Jeremiah Kelly, made
a list of goals for the Fall 1999 se-
mester. The goals outline a number
of sweeping changes for the cam-
pus. Included were a recycling ini-
tiative, which will make recycling
more prominent on campus, the
bathroom initiative, which will
brighten up the bathrooms in
Decker and on second floor
Blanche, and the information initia-
tive, which will put a Cyber Cafe
in the Pub, including a computer
given to each student paid for by
tuition, and more.

The goal of the beautification
initiative was to make Decker Col-
lege Center more of a place where
students want to hang out. This ini-
tiative makes provisions to change
the look of Decker by modifying the
structures and replacing the furnish-
ings of the Pub, gameroom,
lounges, and coordinating the color
scheme in all of Decker. These
plans also include adding a stairway
from the Pub to the Gameroom and
remodeling the entire Pub to give it
a sports bar atmosphere.

Some of the items listed in the
beautification initiative, such as

tion to a new ice machine and anero
Dolid agrees and adds that even

though it is only a list of expecta-
tions, it hurt the workers, making
them ask themselves, "What are we
doing so wrong here that they don't
appreciate us?"

The most forceful objection to
the posting of the Act is a letter
from Richard J., Gebhardt, class of
1961, whictiwrls posted alongside
the Act and by the main register in
the Pub. Gebhardt raves about the
"[fairJ and good vibes Qfthe slaff'

April 12: CAPBoard Drive-
in movies; Room selection.

April 13: SGA meeting Hill
Hall I iO at 7:30 pm; Karaoke
Night in the Pub at 7 pm.

April 16: Spring Awards Cer-
emony in McDaniel Lounge at 4

in Baker Chapel at 7:30 pm.
Wed. April 26-Sat. April 29:

Marat/Sade: Alumni Hall at 8 pm.
April 27: Gospel Choir Conce

in Baker Chapel at 7:30 pm.

April 30: Band concert; Alumni
Hall at 7:00 pm.

May 1-2: Student Ensembles i
Baker Chapel at 7 pm.

May 3: Brass ensemble, Bake
Cha el at 7:00 m.

Ever thoughl about wnal il was like
to be a student at WMC in 1he
'40's, 'SO's, "60's, 70's or 'SO's?

Wonder what ce'lebra.ting a reunion
is all about on !he Hill?

Wan~ to meet some Interesting aiuJ'I'lni
who ar.$.,relu~l"1lin9to campus 10 enjoy

food, fun, and relJowship?
If your answer is "'yes" 10 any or allot Ihesa

questions. join UlS as we ce'!3brate
ReunionWeekend 2000. ~Jlil 28-301

Some students, facuJty and staff w[U be par1iiciipating irnactivities on this weekend,
many Ihave vd.!onteered to help, and all are Invited to ...

\;q.I. I~" J,tk N~ t;lkI<f., Ian e~ ~ t/,.~4 'lUMe'&._
~ ~ IsJ ~:&~. _ ~ ItlpUl2.8, Is- 9-:Ff"'_m qdl ~

GetBack
To W!WE You ONCEBno~GIJ!

YOU MUST HAVE A TlCIKElI' TO ATTEND' TtHlS FREE EVENT!
'nOIwls wui bee 8\f!j1l~bI",~n lronl 01Gl;OIr0" WeClnesda'll.Aprll 19 $ ThU~, Apci 20' (rom 11 am - 1 pm.

Questions? CO!"ltact the Reunion Office at EliXt. 254.
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Adminstration discusses the aCTA agreement ., English course offerings reduced next semester
on alcohol awareness, and I thought that
this was a real solid program," said Bos-
ley.

"In order to make a decision. we thought
that we should experience OCTA first-
hand," said Philip Sayre, dean of Student
Affairs. "So we went through (he program,
which at the time was the fuJI seven hours.
There were some doubts about the program,
but we thought it contained really good in-
formation and we decided 1'0go with it."

The college then signed a four-year deal
with the Prevention Research Institute, a
not-for-profit organization who developed
the research-based aCTA program.

Why did the college Jock in a deal for
so long? Mainly because "the program of-
fered $35,000 worth of free training," said
Sayre. The only thing
the college had to pay for was the student
manuals, which the freshman orientation
budget covered,

Another reason that Sayre ultimately
decided to go with OCTA was that "we felt
that we could adjust the program to better
fitWMC."

The original program, was mainly based
on a lecture format, OCTA presents the four
phases of alcoholism, it gives lessons on
tolerance, il provides guidelines on how to
drink responsibly. and it deals with the
long-term effects of drinking.

"That is one of my criticisms of the pro-
gram, that it deals too much with the long-
term effects," said Sayre. "There is not as
much immediate impact on students be-
cause it doesn't focus on the 'one night
problems' that so many student have."

Another criticism that Sayre has is that
the program was too repetitive. Many stu-
dents who were first to take the program
agreed with Sayre, and after OCTA's first
year, the program was cut in half. Since that
time the program has been revised again,
mainly due to student criticism, according
to Sayre.

"We have tried to pay attention to
aCTA's criticism and respond to it, and I
think we've done that," said Sayre. "We
could have gotten our of the contract and
ended the program," he said, "but we've
been changing it enough so that we are rela-
tively happy with it."

continued from page 1
But are students happy with it? An in-

formal poll recently conducted by the
Phoenix proves that in no way are students
satisfied with the program.

Out of 15 freshmen. sophomores, and
juniors polled, all agreed that aCTA was
a waste of time. Freshman David Johnson,
a communication major, said "No one re-
ally took it seriously. II was too long and
too boring."

Only one student had something posi-
tive to say about aCTA, and he didn't even
participate in the program. Kelly
Dunnavant, a senior theater major, said,
"Even though people hate aCTA, the fact
that they know about the material they
teach is important"

Bosley still sticks up for the program,
saying that "It is a good program, but we
are never able to successfully present it.
Students want to be entertained. they don't
want to learn, and the way we teach acTA
in a three hour lump contains 100 much
.Jecture and it rushes the presenters."

Scott Kane, assistant dean of Student
Affairs. agrees with Bosley that it is a good
program, and "there are parts of it that are
important to students," he said. "However,
the strength of the program is its instruc-
tors, and in order to gain the full benefit
we need to become better teachers, espe-
cially myself."

Kane, unfortunately, will probably
only have that chance for one more year.
" In all likelihood, this is probably going
to be the last year aCTA is taught to first-
year students," said Sayre.

He has several reasons 10 support his
decision. "For one thing, OCTA still gets
a lot of crtticlsrn," he admits.

Sayre also cites that a change in what
you are teaching every couple of years is
good, ~d that the teachers of OCTA are
probably getting a little bored with it

Bosley said she is actively looking to
replace aCTA with II new program.

Sayre believes that one possible re-
placement program is Alcohol 101, a
computer-based program that is currently
being used to deal with students with mul-
tiple alcohol violations. "By the end of the
fall of 2000 we will know exactly what
program we are going to use," said Sayre.

continued from page I
ing a full-time professor when Dr. Panek, class, depending on how well the students
English department chair, leaves on sabbati- test," states Bendel-Sirnso.
cal forjbe 2000-2001 school year. Dr. Panek The English Department will be offering
would normally carry a full course load, 20 sections of Composition and Reading in
teaching three classes per semester. the fall 0[2000, which significantly impacts

Instead, Dr. Pam Regis will be filling in the number of higher level courses that can
as department chair while Panek is away. be offered. In reality, claims Bendet-Simso,
However, she will not be able to take on his only 16 literature courses can be taught by
course load, so that will still leave the de- fuJI time professors in a semester, not includ-
partrnenr short three classes. ing any honors, journalism or grammar

Second, the department is offering more classes,
first-year seminars than ever before, says Dr. According to college policy, the faculty
Mary Bendel-Simso, assistant professor of must give half their courses to majors, which
English. accounts for eight courses, and half to lim

"It is the faculty's responsibility to make year service courses. However, between
sure the seminars work - and we're mak- first-year seminars and Composition .and
ing a contribution," claims Panek. Because Reading, the course load tends to shift in fa-
of this commitment, the English department vor of the first year students. Although they
will be offering six seminar courses to in- do try to keep things balanced, Panek re-
coming freshmen: two sections of Great marks, "it's difficult to serve all things
Works of the Western World, three literature equally."
classes, and an Introduction to Journalism Another shift in the scheduling for fall is
class. the disappearance of Professional Commu-

The freshman seminar program has nication, formerly known as Technical Writ-
grown since it was started in 1995, says ing. Because Composition and Reading
Bendel-Simso. Originally, the seminar was places such a high demand on the Writing
optional, and WMC only offered between Center during the first semester, Professional
eight and 15 courses across the entire cam- Communication had to be moved to the sec-
pus. However, the seminar became rnanda- ond semester, Panek explains.
tory in 1997, and now WMC offers about Although most of the English majors in-
32 courses from which first year students terviewed said that the lack of course offer-
can choose. The large number of seminars ings is not causing them serious problems,
being offered does lie up the full time pro- they did express dissatisfaction with the fall
fessors'schedules. schedule. "After a spring semester. that of-

Since the English department has an ad- fered 16 different courses to English majors,
junct staff of six, it would make sense 10 have I am disappointed in the lack of variety of
some adjuncts teach first-year seminars, thus classes being offered," says sophomore En-
allowing the full time professors to spend glish major Erin Clarke. :JL

.Il).9re time working with the English majors. English major Jared Miller agrees, "[It's]
q\!.,~wever, while the department has excel- slimpickings," he;refi?,arks, ".
lent adjuncts, says Bendel-Simso, :'[we] '. True, this dors.oop.e.em t9 be reo big of
want to a~oid the situation where a student's a deal - with nine courses being offered"
first intro [to WMCj is with someone not statistically there would be less than ten
attached to the college." people in a class - more than enough room

"We wish to have students relying on for aIL
people who wiJl be here [because it] But what happens if the courses offered
builds a better relationship with the college," are not the ones one needs? "We have ulti-
Regis adds. mate control over whether or not someone

Finally, the department also has a re- graduates," says Regis, encouraging dis-
sponsibility to provide Composition and gruntled students to talk to their advisers
Reading to all students who need it. "With· about scheduling problems.
.420 incoming freshman, we really need to "Nobody is going to go without the stud-
offer b~tween 18 and 22 sections of this ies they need to graduate," adds Panek.

participation by students in the committee,
and if students want to change something,
they need to be a part of it."

If security is the biggest issue, then what
would be the problem if "Johnny's" friend
was standing next to him at the entrance of
Glar, asking that the card be swiped twice?
Both Dolid and Bosley said that it all boils
down to a security issue, and "that practice
is in direct violation of school policy."

Sayre, however, said "I don't see it being
a security issue if it's your card and you're
standing there inviting a friend in."

As for the punishment for this offense;
director of Campus Safety, Mike Webster,
said that the incident would be referred to
one of the residence life coordinators, who
will then deal with the matter. Webster said
that they have documented a coupl'e of those
violations this year, and that he considers the
incident to be a '''minor theft."

Can this policy ever be changed? Accord-
ing to Sayre, Bosley and DoIid, yes it can.
"~Anything can be considered," said Sayre, "

"U's up to the students. They have to chal-
lenge the policy,"

So for all of you "Johnnys" out there, go
to the food committee meetings.

Students cannot share IDs as Glar tightens security
MICHAEL STOKF,S "Twenty years ago when you attended this

Staff Writer college, you came here and you had the one
Recently a WMC student named and only meal plan. You paid for room and

"Johnny" was very hungry. He was a com- board, which was meant to provide for each
muter student without a meal plan, who student's needs. That was it."
yearned for one of the infamous Glar Sayre said that students now have more
lunches. So, "Johnny" borrowed an ID card options with their meals, including the num-
from one of his on-campus friends, and at- ber of times they can eat in a day, the hours
tempted to gain entrance into Glar on that they can eat, the number of meals they have,
fateful Wednesday. After checking the pic- and even the fact that they can use some
ture on the card, the dining service atten- meals to eat in the Pub. "Four years ago stu-
dant denied "Johnny" entrance into Glar. dents didn't even have those options," he

Luckily for "Johnny," Campus Safety said.
was not notified about the incident, and he As for the school's strict policy of not
was able to eat at Glar by way of a friend's sharing ID cards for the use of loaning out
guest pass for three dollars and fifty cents. meals, Sayre said that the cards are like csedir

This incident upset "Johnny" and many cards, wbich are only to be used by the
of his friends because they felt that, as-adults, bearer. "I see where those students are com-
they should be able to use the meal plans in ing from [those who believe it is ok to share
whatever way·they desired. They felt that if mealsl, but it is very difficult to balance the
"Johnny's" friend wanted to "treat" him to system. It is in place as security for the stu-
lunch at Glar, there should be nothing wrong dents, so that people don't go around steal-
with that, since Johnny's friend pays for his ing others' cards for their own benefit."
own education, including his mea1 plan. - Sayre added that Western Maryland Col-

Why is the meal plan policy is so strict? lege is "an extremely well-behaved campus."
Philip Sayre, dean of Student Affairs, He does not believe that if students were

said students now have a lot more freedom _ a1lowed to use other students' cards for meals
with the meals than in previous years. the campus would tum into a crime haven.

Barry Bosley, director of Facilities Man-
agement and Auxilary Services, is the pri-
mary overseer of the ID cards. He said that
the cards are strictly for personal use and
are mainly for protection for the students,
saying that check.ing the cards at GJar's en-
trance is like "checking [D's in a bar." Bos-
ley went on to say that the practice of bor-
rowing cards is not ok, and that if students
want to gain access to Glar they can use other
options, such as using money on their de-
clining balance or using a guest pass.

"How do we know that the student gave
permission for their friend to use their card,"
said' BOSley. "Why even have pictures if
you're going to change that plan? We have
an obligation as the college, and security is
the biggest issue."

Alan Dolid, director of food services,
agreed with Bosley. He said overa11 there has
been "improved 'Customer satisfaction"
among the students concerning their meal
plans over the past four years, and that a lot
of the changes have benefited the students,

"A lot of the changes that come about
are initiated in the food committee, which
students are encouraged to be a part of," said
Ootid. "Lately, there has been ahnost zero
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Mactea.
3127 at 10:25 am tampering wit
fire prevention equipment in ROll

zerHall.
* at 8:57 pm disorderly conduct a
Whiteford Parking Lot.
* at 8:59 pm disorderly conduct i
Blanche Ward Hall.
3/28 at 7:52 am obscene conduc
in Decker Student Center.

3/30 a

rreatmen
renderedi

• Blanch
WardHaU
*at 7:2

pm treat
ment ren

dered in McDaniel Hall.Student Center.
3124 at I :53 am treatment ren- * at 10:04 pm tampering with fir
dered in Daniel Maclea. prevention equipment in Alber
*at I :32 pm tampering with fire Norman Ward Hall.

4/01 at 5:15 pm gaining access t

college building in McDaniel Hall
* at 8:00 pm tampering with fir
prevention equipment.
4/03 at 7:39 am underage posses
sian of alcohol in Rouzer Hall.
at 10:00 pm treatment rendered i
DoCS Office.
*at 11:01 pm a low velocity im
pact accident at Whiteford Parkin
Lot.
4/05 at 12:50 am failure to abid

*at 4:45 am driving under the in-
fluence at Gill Lane.

"at 9:35 am fire code violation. by Residence Hall Policy inAlbe
3/26 at 5:39 pm theft in Daniel Norman Ward Hall.

NYKOI_E TYSON

SluJJWriler

Minority student retention improves after 11 years

continuedfrom page 1
Switzerland right now. He's prob-
ably more ecstatic because he was
the one who envisioned the cam-
paign and put it into action."

Kief strongly believes that,
''This campaign's success is a de-
fining moment for Marty Hill, the
Campaign chairman and a trustee
of the college, the entire Board of
Trustees, the faculty and the staff,
the alumni, and the parents and
friends and other donors who made
it happen."

Much effort has gone into mak-
ing this victory celebration mirror
the initial celebration when The
Defining Moment Campaign began
in 1996, according to Debbie
Leazer, coordinator or Donor Re-
lations.

The celebration kicks offat4: 15
pm on Friday as students eat in the
Forum, instead of Glar.

Tbe menu includes herb
chicken, Pizza Hut pizza, chicken
wings, and tacos.

In Englar Dining Hall, there
will be a Trustees' Dinner resem-
bling the one they bad four years
ago when the kicked campaign be-
gan at 6 prn.

There will be cocktails and a
dinner for top donorsand key vol-
unteers to the campaign.

Dr. Joan Develin Coley, acting
president of Western Maryland
College, Martin K. P. Hill, National
Campaign Chair and trustee of
Western Maryland College, and
James I. Melhorn, chair of the
Board of Trustees, will be the
speakers.
, Also during the Trustees' din-

ner, Michael Bair, class of 2003,

"I think retention is more im-
portant than recruitment, but the
two go hand in hand," said Henry
Reiff, associate dean of Academic
Affairs. He empathizes with the
fact it is a somewhat difficult ex-
perience for black students attend-
ing a predominantly white school.

Reiff says that the "thing to look
at is the graduation rate" of black
students because "the ultimate sta-
tistic is those who get their degree."

Reiff said the graduation rate of
black students who entered WMC
in 1987 and graduated in 1991 is
45 percent.

During those four years, 58 Af-
rican American students entered
WMC and 26 graduated. For the
period from 1992-1995, Reiffsaid
54 black students enrolled and 27
graduated, making the retention
rate 50 percent.

The figures for the college's two
most recent graduating classes are
as follows: of the 13 students who
enrolled in 1995, seven graduated
in 1999 yielding a 53.9 percent re-
tention. However, of the 13 that
entered in 1994, only four gradu-
ated in 1998, which represents a
30.8 percent retention rate.

Additionally, graduation rates
in the late J 980s were considerably
lower. For example, of the 10 black
students who enrolled in 1987, only

had a more diverse h'9s8 --.cc-f---..=--i---:;--+--=;-----I
student body."

Philip I Sayre,
vice president and
dean of Student Af-
fairs, say~ WMC is
more focused now

than ever during his """"'-020,,---+-=,---,--,--+---.=----1
16 years here in the
recruitment of mi-
norities.

He says WMC
provides more. financial support to
Multicultural Services ,0ff~cF for
more programs. and there is.a more
deliberate p.I:Rgram to retain ~fri-
can American studerus by Grace Al-
mandrez, director of ~l!lti.c.u!tural

Services. If II.,',. •

These changes have beep made
but what elsecan and r,et;d,s.m be

will be performing during cocktails
as well as Linda Kirkpatrick and
the flute choir.

At 9:00 pm the WMC campus
community and the Westminster
community are invited to join the
Trustees for an illuminated tour of
the campus.

The tour begins in Ensor
Lounge and ends at Ward Arch.

A sparkling cider toast, student
countdown to the unveiling of the
Campaign total, anda special light-
ing of the Ward Arch will begin at
9:30pm.

A Baltimore lighting company,
Sky tech, will be responsible for the
lasers and computerized lights that
will be viewed by the trustees and
all who attend the lighting cer-
emony of those buildings affected
by the Campaign.

Illumination of the buildings
will take place between 9:30 and
!0:00pm.

Over 50 students have volun-
teered to help with the evening's
details, in addition to the WMC stu-
dents and faculty members who
will provide entertainment during
tours.

"I have ..to believe that when
people see the beautiful buildings,
and they see how much we've been
able to do here on the Hill, it's clear
that WMC is a wonderful place to
study," Coley emphatically com-
mented.

"This success, and future suc-
cesses, will help to ensure an ex-
cellent liberal arts education for
future generations of Western
Maryland students throughout the
21st century!" Kief added.

one graduated four years later. The
attendance of black students has
grown significantly since then and
is expected to continue increasing.

The college is classified by the
Carnegie Foundation as one of the
most elite liberal arts schools, but
there is more to staying at WMC
than status. So what needs to be
done to improve retention penna-
nently?

Reiff believes
that WMC would

Campus Safety Blotter
The Department of Campus

Safety reported the following in-
cidents:
3/17 at I:02 pm a smoke detec-
tor in Lewis Hall of Science.
3/21 at 4:00 pm a low velocity
impact accident in at Winslow
Parking Lot.
3/22 at 5: 16 pm trespassing in

Garden Apartments on PA Av-
enue.
3/23 at

2:59 pm
stealing
in Englar
Di ni n g
Hall.

, at

11:15 pm
obstruc-
tion of
other col-
lege ac-
tivity in
Decker

prevention equipment in Rouzer
Hall
3125 at 12:00 am damaging at
Rouzer Parking Lot.
*at I :55 am stealing in the

Blanche Parking Lot.
*at 4:00 am failure to comply

with security personnel.
*at 4:30 am misdemeanor theft in
Whiteford Lane.

done?
Sayre suggests that implement-

ing more clubs and programs of in-
terest of black students is impor-
tant.

Reiff additionally notes that
there needs to be a change in the
curriculum and its Eurocentric fo-
cus.

He says, "If we had a diverse

l\olinority Retention

1996

various backgrounds together,
which ieads to much better class-
room debates and better critical
thinking skills."

Sayre says that WMC should
not focus on just making the cam-
pus more diverse but making it a
healthier place where the students
feel included.

He also added that ideas can
come from the ad-
ministration, but he
feels that "most
should come from
students and get sup-
port from the college
administration."

According to
Reiff, an African
American female
will join the sociol-
ogy. department next
semester.

"WMC has also
made some progress
in addressing issues
of race within the up-

coming academic year, said Reiff.
While overnight change is an

unrealistic expectation, W,MC has
taken strides to ensure growth in the
black student population,

faculty and administrators
agree that if WMC i/~to t>el=1o~e a
truly diverse community., the
growth must continue. ;;; r

paign Western Maryland College
ever conducted was for $8 million
for Daniel Maclea renovations.

"This was a large endeavor. We
were well organized. We had good
leadership from the trustees," she
stated.

In order to raise the money, rep-
resentatives from the College made
individual visits to each trustee.

"II was extremely critical to get
each trustee in order to demonstrate
to other people that our trustees
have a lot of faith in us," Coley
said.

"Honestly, the trustees were
magnificent, simply magnificent,"
she added.

Coley only identified one chal-
lenge that temporarily stood in the
way of reaching the $40 minion
mark.

The challenge was having to ask
corporations and foundations for
large gifts while still encouraging
the small gifts.

WMC wanted parents and
alumni to contribute so they too
could own a piece of the college.

"I was absolutely thrilled, as
was anyone else who was in-
volved," said Coley. "When we
started, there was a huge question
as to whether or not we could get
$40 million. Not only did we meet
the goal, but lwel surpassed
it. ..People should have a lot of pride
because we succeeded the goal-
those businesses, individual, and
corporations who helped us."

When asked if President Cham-
bers would be making a return trip
to campus for the celebration, Co-
ley said, "President Chambers is in

While the retention of black stu-
dents on Western Maryland
College's campus has shown a sig-
nificant improvement over the past
II years (1987-1998; see chart),
there is still difficulty in retaining
them throughout their college ca-
reer.

WMC has been working hard to
recruit more African American stu-
dents with moderate success. The
number of black students who en-
rolled last semester was 35, which
is a significant difference from the
18 who enrolled in 1997.

However, the question arises as
to whether the school's work is in
vain because many of those stu-
dents decide to transfer or leave for
some other reason prior to gradua-
tion.

For example, freshman Marsel
Spears, an African American, will
be transferring next semester to the
tjnivershy.of Maryland at College
Park. "",MC dge~ not have my
major. I do not likejhe location and
1 feel subtle racism in the math and
cqmp,uter ~cienc:;e.department."

.Spears said that these problems
are p.is'i~~rag~g and certainly not
healthy.
I Ad¥,irV,~tra~orr'i.agree that reten-
tion and recruitnjent are important.

1995

50%

curriculum we might attract a more
diverse faculty," resulting in the at-
traction and retention of more
black students.

Commenting on diversity on
campus, English professor Becky
Carpenter says, "College years are
a time of thinking and growing. It
helps to bring other students of

27.3')."0
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Letter to Editor
COMMENTARY

DearMr. Lee,
I would like to disagree and comment

on a number of sections of your last article
on Palczynski. Before being dismissed as a
"bleeding heart liberal" whom you decry,
your conclusions and statements are some-
what confusing. You made a number of state-
ments that contradict the logic of your own
arguments, fail to clarify several issues, and
jump to some rather skeptical conclusions.

First, you start off on a general diatribe
against sections of Baltimore County. For
those of us from different locations whom
you would like to actually understand what
you ar~ writing about, you need to clarify or
justify some of the following statements.
Who are these "incoherent sanitation work-
ers" and why are they incoherent? Why is
this important? And what are you referring
to as "Section 8 housing for criminal mis-
creants?"
Iwill agree with you that this man should

probably never have been released from
prison. I am all in favor of the longest jail
terms and stiffest punishments for crimina!
offenders.

Yet Idid not sit in on the parole hearings,
and do not know all the facts of the situa-
lion. Perhaps you did, and if so, you should
make some mention of that fact or the trouble
you have with the penal system, either
county, state, or federal.

Regarding your anti-federal statements
involving Ruby Ridge and Waco, it is very
odd that you insist on a storming tactic. I am
not a qualified squad military tactician, so
that Iwould hesitate to tell the brave men of
Maryland SWAT what to do in a given situ-
ation.

If you are a qualified tactician you should
make reference of such training to establish
reader credibility. That being said, the two
previous situations involved armed law of-
ficials storming a location in order to appre-
hend a wanted person; with disastrous re-
sults.

Yet this is precisely the course of action
that you prescribe when you state "had
SWAT surrounded the house and bull rushed
in on Friday Night, this would have been over
in a matter of seconds, and nobody other than
Palczynski would have been hurt.v.Yes. it
would indeed have been over, but what I
question is how is Mr. Lee to know that no-
body else would have been injured?

Again I am not a hostage, crisis, or stand-
off negotiator and will not provide my in-
put. Again, Mr. Lee, if you have received
such training you should say so in the ar-
ticle. In the cases of the Montana freemen
and this standoff, I do not believe anybody
wanted to see a killing of hostages.

Therefore I believe in letting the profes-
sionals handle the situation, and trust that

they know best.
If they felt that giving Palczynski food

would prevent him killing or harming the
hostages then it was worth it. I am not going
to put a price on the safety of human life. If
you are able to put a dollar value on human
safety and life then do so, if otherwise then
do not complain about the cost in having
these operations.

I would like to add that name calling in
the course of an article does nothing to lend
any credibility to your arguments. Referring
to him as "Pal-nutski" does nothing but make
your argument seem juvenile.

In a similar vein, while you may not like
the president for political or moral reasons,
he still is the president. I may not care for
former president Reagan or Nixon, but Istill
refer to them with some respect. Again, by
spouting off with such an insult you lose
credibility in your own argument.

In conclusion, I would like to state that
nobody has decried the fate of Mr. Palczynski
as Mr. Lee as predicted.

Mr. Lee closed in saying "What a load of
crap ... How typically American." If Mr. Lee
does not like America or how things are done,
then perhaps this is not the culture for you.
But this being America, everybody has the
option to either work for change, sit and com-
plain, or simply do nothing at all.

David Canty

The reasoning behind the SGA's actions
We have all seen the Pub and Grille Stan-

dards Act of1999. If you have nor, I invite
you to stroll in front of the Pub, take a few
seconds, and read it.

It very simply states, in a non-critical
manner, the expectations of the student body
in regard to the performance of services in
the Pub. Many have said posting this act .is
inconsiderate and even wrong.

Ask yourself, would someone write a
commentary on the ineffectiveness of the
SGA or bad conditions in the Pub had the
SGA not taken an action on this subject? I
can, with certainty, say yes because there
have been and always will be problems with
the Pub and people who are displeased with
theSGA.

Take a second and think about your ex-
perience in the Pub in December and then
compare it to the experience you had last
night. Tell me the SGA has not done you a
favor.

The mere discussion of passing an act
stating our expectations and posing it has lit
a spark under the feet of those in charge of
the Pub.

In the last issue of the Phoenix, the SGA
was asked whether or not they spoke with
the head of the Pub and Dinning services, or
Pub workers? r think Ican answer your ques-
tions because Iwas the person who met with
them.

First semester, over 50 students expressed
discontent with the Pub service and as'ked
the SGA to take action.

The SGA, specifically the Campus Life
Committee, spent five months talking with
Alan Dolid, director of Food Service, Philip
Sayre, dean of Student Affairs, and Ethan
Seidel, vice president of Administration and
Finance, about our displeasure with the con-
ditions of the Pub.

We discussed the problems and possible
solutions, however, months passed and im-
provements were not seen.

On behalf of the students, the SGA de-
cided to take a proactive step to create stu-
dent momentum (three articles in the last
edition of the Phoenix is enough proof the

Jeremiah Kelly discusses the
reasoning behind SGA 's Pub and

Grille Standards Act.
SAA achieved that), establish student expec-
tations, and, in partnering with Food Ser-
vices, sign the Pub and Grille Standards Act
of 1999.

Well, the director of Food Services de-
clined to sign the document, citing it was
already fulfilling these expectations.

With little improvement seen, it was de-
cided to post the students expectations in
hopes students would assert their right to
receive quality performance of services in
the Pub as outlined in the Student Guide and
Date Book.

You can be critical of the SGA with re-
spect to educating students about issues such
as these and not informing them properly of
actions taken.

You can not, however, criticize the SGA
for not getting information or meeting with
the right people.

The SGAcrosses it's "t's" dots it's "i's"
in that category, unlike the Phoenix writer
who criticized the SGA for not contacting
anyone involved but who, also, failed to con-
tact the SGA for information herself.
I have had the privilege to be an SGA

member for three years now, and while Imay
not speak on behalf of the SGAin any way, I
do feel the need to defend the SGA when it
is being wronged.

In three years, Ihave seen the SGA evolve
from an organization which had no input or
power to help its student body to an organi-
zation that has influence and an "in" when it
comes to decisions made that will affect us
all. Along with this evolution, there is still
progress to be made.

The SGA has been able to take student
concerns, formulate policy, and effectively
seek and receive change.

The SGA's next step in that evolution is
to communicate that information back to stu-
dents. You have no idea how much the SGA
does for all of us behind the scenes.

Picture twenty of the most caring and rno-

tivated students on this campus giving upev-
ery Thursday night, while most people are
down the street at Champ's, to sit around and
debate how they can make college life bet-
ter for the student body they represent, even
down to ensuring that you don't have to take
a shower without a shower curtain.
Iwish our SGA was perfect. I wish it had

the money to have its own SGA newspaper
to communicate issues to students. I wish the
SGA had enough money to renovate the Pub,
create more work space, and hire more work-
ers.
Iwish people came to SGA meetings on

Thursday nights (at 7:30 in Hill 110 ifl con-
vince you in any way) or our open forums
besides SGA members.

The factofthe matter is it isn't, it doesn't,
and people don't. r urge each of you to look
at the Pub and Grille Standards Act and know
that the SGA, as a group of 20 students, are
working for your best interest. The SGA has
come a long way from its ineffective state
my freshman year.

Although you may not agree with what it
does, always keep in mind it is working for
you. I ask you to criticize less in the Phoe-
nix and come to our meetings and tell us how
we can do it better because we listen.

I ask that you, instead of ripping down
the Pub and Grille Standards Act, come and
tell us why you don't like it because we are
open minded.

I know the SGA will be taking steps to
bring its turnaround full circle by educating
students and working harder to get their in-
put.

Just a few weeks ago it passed an act to
create an SGA newsletter to go to all stu-
dents (I know your thinking more junk mail
but at least you'll be informed if you take
the time to read it).

The SGA never has been apathetic, nor
ever will be because as long as there are 20
caring students willing to give up a night in
Fell's Point, there will be an SGA to work
for you, the student body. Please take these
words into consideration when you are en-
joying your prompt, hot meal in a tidy pub.

mailto:phoenix.@wmdc.edu
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The Pub: Can't please everyone
COMMENTARY

This whole Pub thing has gone
far enough. And while you might
be thinking that why if I am so tired
of it, why am I writing about it. I
am writing about it because I have
come to the realization that no mat-
ter what, you are still not going to
satisfy everyone.

I read the different viewpoints
and r look over the differing com-
mentaries and I know that no mat-
ter what happens in the Pub, there
will always be someone moaning
and whining about the service or
the food or the long wait and the
list just goes on forever. Ijust don't

see what the big deal is.
Last month, I had my girlfriend

and her friend up for the weekend
and I decided to give them a taste
of the Pub's food. Now these are
prospective students mind you. The
food was great, the service was
good and the time that it took to
prepare the food was reasonable.

In fact, the lady taking our or-
der even joked around with lIS

about how it looked like we just got
up. It was in fact, very late in the
afternoon.

The fact of the matter is that I
didn't have a problem with the Pub
then, and I don't have a problem
with the Pub now.

Some people say that it takes an
hour to getxour food during fourth

Edward K, Schultheis
expresses his concerns

about the Pub's problems.
meal, and I can say that on occa-
sions it does take awhile, but so far
it has never been an hour ... and trust
me, I eat down there enough dur-
ing fourth meal hours to warrant
my claim. And actually, whenever
I do have a problem with my food,
such as missing fries, I simply point
that out and they take care of it for
me.

While I have looked over the
Pub and Grille Standards Act, I feel

that it isn't going to help anything.
I mainly see it as a political state-
ment made by the SGA. If the SGA
places these regulations outside the
Pub and magically thinks that all
the food in the Pub will be piping
hot and speedily served, then they
have to leave their "fantasy world."

The Pub, with all of it's faults
and quirks, is still one of the cheap-
est and most accessible places to
eat at and around WMC. I even
showed it to a couple of prospec-
tive students before warning them
that they were coming in. But I am
not saying that the Pub is perfect.

[am merely stating that the Pub
is mainly student run and while we
would like for it to be a perfect din-
ing establishment, there are only so

many angry, hungry people the Pub
can take care of at once.

It is because of these restrictions
that the Pub gets bogged down so
much, especially during the fourth
meal hours. I'm sure the workers
aren't back there laughing it·up
while saying, "we've been holding
this order for 40 minutes, let's see
if anyone notices ... ha-ha." That's
just absurd.

While I don't think that the Pub
is perfect, Ialso don't think that it
is as problematic as many people
would have you believe. And even
if the Pub standards do help speed

up the process, there are still going
to be hungry people whining over
the "devastating" long 20-minute
wait on their food.
I am not condemning the Pub's

food or service, nor am I specifi-
cally praising it.

I am stating that there is only
so much that the Pub workers can
do at once, and until something
about that happens, then I guess
either suck it up and wait for the
food or buy yourself some
microwavable pizzas and eat alone
in your room.

I think I'd rather sit in the Pub
around 11 prn, chatting it up with
my friends, and listening to every-
one complain about how much time
they have beerl.JWaiting.

Sharing thoughts on
a variety of subjects
Eric Barry wonders

whether Westminster is
safe to skateboard.

Enou-gh about the sign outside
the Pub. Personally, I don't think
anyone cares if the Pub employ-
ees smile arnot.

I think people want food in
less than an hour, which is impos-
sible during fourth meal. As for
the alumnus who visits campus
once a month, obviously he
doesn't have a full understanding
of the "Pub dilemma."
I can tell you Westminster is

the greatest town in the world, but
J only see parts of it at certain
times, and usually it's during the
day.

Ask the 5-0 who see things
day in and night out, and they'll
tell you some messed up stories.
Same applies with people that eat
Pub food every day.

I am sure they have some sto-
ries that would not be allowed to
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ment.

Can Norris clear
Baltimore's streets?
Chris Anastasia discusses new officers and reassigning of-
Baltimore's future under ficers from desk jobs and special

Edward Norris. nonenforcement job areas to
street duty, allowing for more po-

Quirks: The last true hero
Many songs have lamented Anne Butler discusses the soda) and the values of capitalist

"There are no heroes anymore." lack of heroes in today's society.
They are wrong. One hero remains American culture. Why do I like Pepsi man? Well,
to free use from these troubled he's just cool, I guess.
times. Pepsi man has been the star of sev- J mean, he breaks into people's

He is the last hope that we have era! commercials, a popular action houses and gives them Pepsi.
of saving the world from the har- figure line and has even appeared That's just cool in and of itself.
rowing times that have befallen it. in a video game (Japan's version Plus, he's from Japan, you know
He has arisen from our corporate of Fighting Vipers). and I'm kinda of a Nihonophile.
culture in much the same way as Pepsiman has rocketed to the Finally, I need a hero in life. I
Superman, Batman, Wolverine, and height of popularity in Japan, and need something to tell me what's
Wonder Woman, but he is not the' has found a place in their hearts good and bad, and to be something
same as these comic book charac- (which he fills with his carbonated for me to live up to.

ters. goodness). I think every person does. Af-
No, some may call him a super- But what are Pepsiman's super- ter the whole mess with O.J.

hero, but he himself would never powers, you ask? Well, they are Simpson, we can't look up to sports
admit that he is. In fact, he rarely phenomenal because he can sum- heroes anymore, and after Clinton
talks just does his job and leaves. mon Pepsi to wherever he is. I think politicians hardly seem like good

He also not from America, he he can also fly or something. role models either.
is from Japan, but he is also far dif- His mission is to "bring refresh- A local teacher was accused of
ferent from the pocket monsters, ment to the world" which seems to pedophilia, and a minister tore a
speed racers, and power rangers. consist of breaking into people's stuffed animal in two to show how
He is almost unknown in ourcoun- houses and giving them Pepsi. it's evil. The police are beating in-
try and this ls a shame, because we I wish he would break into my nocent people and mother is con-
have great need of him. donn room and give me Pepsi. Par- victed ofm~rdering her two young

I am talking about the one, the ticularly since I don't have any sons. ,

only: Pepsiman l right now. Superheroes are fictional char-
Yes, that's right, Pepsiman. So what does Pepsi man repre- acters, and every celebrity seems

While we are stuck with the annoy- sent? Well, that's a bit harder I sup- to get involved in at least one ma-
ing little girl in the Pepsi advertise- pose. Obviously, he represents jar scandal.
ments, the Japanese get Pepsiman Pepsi and "refreshment." Given all these groups that are
instead. You could also say he battles supposed to be good role models,

What have we done to deserve against alcohol (except that con- we find that they are all tarnished,
the annoying little girl? taining Pepsi) because he does not corrupt or aren't what they appear

Have we scorned Pepsi-Cola in give beer or sake, no our sober hero to be.
some fashion? I say we deserve gives only a cool refreshing Pepsi. Pepsi man appears like a saint
Pepslman as well! There's also no denying that compared to most of these people.

He should come over and kick Pepsi man says no to drugs, because Is there anything left to believe
the annoying little girl's ass. obviously he fights against "Coke." in? Or are kids today going to have

He wears a silver, red and blue Pepsiman is the epitome of truth to settle for advertising gimmicks
full-body suit that covers his face. and justice (as far as it applies to like Pepsiman?

The city of Baltimore, long
considered a haven for high crime
rates while the rest of the nation
experiences drops in violent
crime, has hired a new police
commissioner recently.

Normal1y this would only
spark a modicum. of interest from
the public, but this case is differ-
ent.

This commissioner, Edward
T. Norris, made his name as one
of the creators of the New York
"zero tolerance" policy that has
caused a drop in crime in New
York, but has also caused many
citizens to bristle at the cities rae-
tics and use of force.

Many see the hiring of Norris
a misstep in the fact that the prob-
lem New York has had with po-

be posted on any sign anywhere
in public.

Westminster, is getting pretty
ghetto. All these white-trash
homies trying to be down with the
"Westside."

A couple of my friends were
skate boarding behind the new
Lowe's and SOme thugs in ski
masks held them up at gun-point.

A brand-new video camera
and everyone's jewelry was
jacked.

Walch out in Westminster
cause everybody's seen "Cool as
Ice" and they're trying to be hard,
yep yep. I'm laking the first Benz
ride out of here.
I am negotiating a contract

with "Tiger Beat" right now, yep
yep.

There are advantages to look-
ing 16 after all. I go buycigareues
and beer and then return the stuff
and say Idon't drink or smoke I
was just doing a SOCiology ex peri-

lice on the street.
Norris is also pushing for

more investigations of the police
force itself.

In a recent survey conducted
in which 80 percent of the over
3,000 police officers on the force
responded, 23 percent believed
that at least a quarter of the force
was engaged in'some form of il-
legal practice on duty.

Norris has come out to openly
examine these allegations to their
fullest. Also, it has been theorized
that police training is inadequate
and thus causes citizens to not
trust the very people sworn to
protect them. Norris has made
police training a top priority, in
hopes of strengthening the bond
with the community.

Last year, over 300 people were
murdered in Baltimore.

lice brutality in cases like Amdahl
Diallo and Abner Luirna. The
common belief held by those op-
posed to the Norris hiring is that
Norris will bring the same prob-
lems that have hit New York to
Baltimore.

While his opponents and
naysayers have been quick to
mention the rather aggressive
policing tactics that the New York
police have been accused of,
Norris has not.

What he has introduced is a
general attitude as well as an in-
crease in the use of technology
and "computer-generated crime
statistics" to pinpoint trouble
spots in the city. Norris proposes
accelerating the hiring system for

Even with all the things that
Norris and Mayor Martin
0' Malley have said to earn the
trust of the citizens, people stilI
have their doubts. I believe that
Baltimore must give Norris and
his system at least a chance .'

Last year, over 300 people
were murdered in Baltimore. That
is nearly a person a day. That is
far lOO staggering a number for
any city anywhere to stand for.

It is my belief that we must
give Commissioner Norris and
his system at least a chance to
help to bring this police force out
of the ashes.

Norris is the first step to en-
sure no more lives are lost due to
the ineffective police force.
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Reflection on the Reel Big Fish Concert

Coming to the defense of the SGA

Alright, I am not above admitting when I
am wrong, and I was about a recent event on
campus.

When J first heard that "Reel Big Fish"
would be performing on this campus, I was
not too optimistic about the results. I imme-
diately wrote the band off, assuming that they
were a no-name group (since I had never
heard of them,) and felt pity for CAPBoard
for planning an event that was so certain to
fail.

Well, the actual outcome of the March
25 concert only goes to show one thing: I
know absolutely nothing. As those of you
who were there know, as well as the rest of
us who were not (like me), the concert was
huge success. Like I said, this comes as a
large lesson to those like myself who pur-
port to know everything.

Although "Reel Big Fish" proved them-

The Student Government Assembly has
taken a lot of flack for its recent posting of
the infamous Pub Standards Act, which
serves as guidelines that if followed pre-
cisely, the WMC community will receive
the best quality of food and service at its
campus eatery.

In the last issue of the Phoenix, there
were two commentaries that harshly repri-
manded the 20 members of WMC's gov-
erning body.

I'm fully aware of the fact that some
may perceive there to be a conflict of in-
terest with me writing this commentary,
seeing how I serve as co-editor of the News
section, and also as a class of 2003 repre-
sentative.

However, over the course of the year, I
have sat on the sidelines while the SGA has
been the center of "bad publicity." And not
until now have I felt so adamantly about
expressing my feelings.

The posting of the "Pub Standards Act"
has once again caused the SGA "bad pub-
licity" as the student body has begun to
question the credibility of its governing
body.

Like everything else, Food Services is
not as easy as it may look, especially when
one minute there is no one in the restau-
rant and a sudden, mad rush occurs, and
50 people instantly demand fast service.

But that is as sympathetic as I am go-
ing to get at this time.

I do not think that the SGA has acted
falsely or without careful discussion be-

I forehand.

Michael Wiles reflects on his
experiences at the concert and his

mixed feelings afterwards.
selves to be quite entertaining, I still main-
tain the belief that WMC could stand to bet-
ter. With other colleges such as University
of Maryland booking large name acts and
events such as the "MTV Campus Invasion,"
I do not see why WMC students should miss
out on the fun.

I still do not understand why CAPBoard
could only afford a $12,000 band in the first
place. With all this school charges in tuition
and other expenses, one would think their
would be more money available for enter-
tainment such as a campus concert. This, I
am sure, has more to do with CAPBoard's
poor funding than with anything else, but that
is an issue for another time.

Staci George reaffirms the SGA s
position in relation to the new Pub

and Grille Standards Act.

I propose the class of 2003 should start
thinking ahead. Ifwe begin to pool and raise
money now, we will more than likely be able
to afford a band or group with a more di-
verse appeal, such as ''The Roots" or even
"The Goo Goo Dolls," who Towson Univer-
sity hosted last fall. Also, there has been
some talk of WMC pooling resources with
other colleges for a day-long festival some-
time the future.

Undoubtedly, there is no shortage of ideas
in this regard. I am sure everyone has a fa-
vorite band they would enjoy having visit
WMC, and, with the proper planning, these
hopes can become reality. Once again, I ap-
peal to my fellow classmates to begin pre-
paring for the future as soon as possible. I
mean, "Reel Big Fish" are great, but I can-
not help but believe WMC deserves some-
thing a bit "bigger."

tion Mike Blundin's and other SGA's rea-
soning for mandating that at least half of
their organization participate in the annual
Campus Cleanup, held on Sunday, April

Most of the people who disagree with the 2.
SGA are those who experience the Pub dur- However, SGA allocates funding to
ing the day, when fourth meal is not in ef- each group through an interview process,
feet, and business is not booming. so it's only fair to ask these organizations

But, between the hours of 8 pm and 12 to give a little in addition to receiving a lot.
am, the Pub was a different place until the Only 20 students are in SGA, the gov-
act was posted. eming body of Western Maryland College.

Tables did not get adequate attention, These 20 students 'also participate in
food took an average of half an hour (on a several campus organizations in addition
good night) to be prepared, and at times the to their involvement with the SGA.
workers lacked energy to offer friendly ser- They are 20 students with diversified
vice. -opinions, a high level of achievement in

For once, I would like the student body their classes and schoolwork, and serve as
to see the SGA as I have seen them. student representatives on faculty commit-

They are nota body of students who pur-
posely offend people, nor are they people
who hurtfully post a sign outside of the Pub
and demand radical or reactionary change of
the campus restaurant.

Instead they are a body of students who
time after time advertise their desire to lis-
ten to the problems, concerns, and issues of
their peers.

They have an Open Forum each semes-
ter, in which they invite students to come and
discuss their "beef."

At the last Open Forum held on Thurs-
day, March 23, six non-SGA members at-
tended 'to discuss their "beef."

And, at an organizational representative's
meeting held on Thursday, March 30, I sat
in the room taking notes while I listened to
an unha rou of campus leaders cues-

tees.
To clarify, we the SGA, are your peers,

and we do not put ourselves on a pedestal
over the student body, but are intermixed
with everyone, trying to give each and ev-
ery WMC student what they deserve.

I cannot speak for the other classes, but
I personally know that class of 2003's meet-
ings have been poorly attended this entire
year.

The best attendance was ten people at a
meeting early in the fall.

So in closing" before you decide to rep-
rimand the SGA for what seems like an
unfair attack on a less powerful opponent,
you should contact the SGA, or attend a
weekly meeting (Thursdays at 7:30 in Hill
104), and get the facts before assumptions
are made.
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SCJ commended for
dedication regarding recent
journalism conference

If so, join the Society
for Collegiate

Journalists!

Applications and membership
information are available at the

Information Desk

Applications are due by noon on
April 17 via campus mail to

Francesca Saylor. If you have
any questions, call Francesca at

xB031

SCJ Adviser Terry Dalton praises
the journalism honor society for
the success of College Press Day.

I just want to take a moment to extend
my warmest congratulations to WMC's
chapter of the Society for Collegiate Jour-
nalists for putting on such a well-organized
and informative College Press Day on Sat-
urday, April 8.

Special praise goes to the conference's
main organizers, Kristen Fraser, Erin
Howard and Kate Hampson, who worked
tirelessly for months to assure the success of

this important day-long event.
And thanks, too, to the many fine speak-

ers who enriched and enlivened this second-
annual gathering of student and professional
journalists, plus journalism educators.

Naturally, we are especially grateful to
the representatives of the three colleges who
joined us this year: Mt. St. Mary's, Gettys-
burg, and Washington.

Thanks to the devotion and detennina-
tion of student journalists such as the ones
who attended this conference, the flame of
press freedom burns brightly on college cam-
puses across this land.

Baseball
takes on a
new look
Matt Hurff questions the 2000
Major League Baseball season

opener in Japan.
Ah yes, it is now April, the smell of

freshly cut grass, peanuts, hot dogs and
sushi permeate the air. Sushi? I don't
remember that being served at the
ballpark last summer.

Well, at least for the Chicago Cubs
and New York Mets, sushi was on the
menu as they began the 2000 season with
a tour of Japan as part of a new plan by
Major League baseball to spread its popu-
larity throughout the world.

This plan was created so that future
Major League players may be used in
international competitions similar to
soccer's World Cup and the NHLexperi-
ment in the Nagano Olympics.

The experiment was certainly suc-
cessful, as the Mets and the Cubs sold
out the 55,000 seat Tokyo Dome, a build-
ing modeled after the Minneapolis
Metrodome. (Why would anyone want
another Minneapolis Metrodome?).

In addition, players on both teams en-
joyed the trip as they were able to pick
up Pokemon memorabilia for their chil-
dren.

As a result, Major League Baseball is
considering a similar beginning to the
season in South America or the Caribbean
because of the large number of players
in the league who originate from coun-
tries such as the Dominican Republic and
Venezuela.

I really do not feel that repeating this
experiment in the same way is the most
prudent decision by Bud Selig, commis-
sioner of Major League Baseball.

How many people here in the United
States were able to catch these games?
The final pitch of each game was thrown
around sunrise EST; my guess is very few
viewed the games live.

Heck, it is difficult to stay up when
your team is playing on the West Coast,
let alone the Far East.

Don't get me wrong, I do think play-
ing regular season major league games
internationally each season is an excel-
lent idea.

However, not on opening day.
Opening day is the one day where hy-

pothetically, every team still has a chance,
and there is still an air of anticipation for
the fans.

The games on this day should be
played under the sunny blue skies as the
icicles of the winter have been removed,
not in Japan under a dome.

By playing the first game abroad,
however, I feel that major league officials
weakened the allure of opening day for
Mets and Cubs fans.

Instead, Major League Baseball
should consider playing games interna-
tionally at some point in the middle of
the season as the Padres have tried in
Mexico City.

Ken Caminiti, third baseman for the
Padres at the time, became ill with food
poisoning, but other than that, the trip
went well.

Yes, internationalization is a great
idea, but, please, not on opening day.
What is next, the World Series in Paris?



of despair while getting her way seemingly inept lawyer (played by
through the use of hard work, dedi- Albert Finney) is unable to get her
cation, perseverance, and strategi- reimbursement for her medical
cally fitted clothing. bills. This is possibly due to the fact

After being divorced twice, she that her behavior in court is a bit
is left by herself to raise three chil- unreserved to say the least.
dren including an infant, and has a However, instead of firing her
hard time finding a job due to the attorney due to the loss and calling
fact that her only experience is as a Stephen L. Miles, she instead in-
wife and mother. sists that he give her a job. Due to

To make matters worse. after her constant presence in his law
her most recent unsuccessful inter- office and her loud and persistent
view shown during the beginning ~ nagging, she is eventually hired.
scene in the film, she is hit by a car Unbeknownst to everyone in
and injured, not to mention her ve-. the office, she winds up becoming
hide is also missing a passenger the greatest asset that the finn has
side door. - ever had. Somewhat by accident,

Although she is not at fault, her her status changes from being the

filer and coffee makertoa crusader
for human rights.

She ends up fighting against a
large energy corporation, PG&E
after finding out that they have
been contaminating the local
groundwater with the chemical
chromium six.

For those of you who are not
chemistry majors, suffice to say
that this is a bad thing. She takes
on the voice of the common towns-
people who were lied to by the
seedy official types.

As a result of the contamina-
tion, local residents have become
seriously ill from the effects of the
water running through their laps

and filling their swimming pools.
A good time is had by all as her

campaign takes off, except for her
boyfriend (played by Aaron
Eckhart), who is somewhat un-
kempt and hairy but has a good
heart.

Problems arise when he decides
(justifiably) that would rather be
riding his Harley iota the sunset
than playing Mr. Mom while his
girlfriend is off campaigning.

So how will it turnout?Will Erin
kick some corporate butt?There are
two ways to find out. (I) Can the
real Erin Brokovich, although her
number is probably unlisted or (2)
See the movie.
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Ever wanted to take revenge on
the energy industry for destroying
the environment? How about an-
other worthy cause?

You avengers out there could
learn a lesson from Erin Brokovich.
This film, which is based on a true
story, proves that you don't have

_ to be a politician, or an organiza-
tion leader, or even gainfully em-
ployed to make a difference.

The lead character (Erin
Brokovich for those of you who
haven't been paying attention) is
played by Julia Roberts who goes
from emotional highs to the depths

Expressions 2000: Photos of the recent BSU fashion show

Greek Speak: Meet the four social sororities on campus

runway with clothes provided by JC Penney, DEB, Belk, and Maurices. Fashion categories included
evening wear, sleepwear, and swimwear, to name a few. Even "Will Smith" and "Stsqo" joined in on
the fun for the Wild Wild West experience. As you can tell from the above photo, the night was all
about fashion and attitude! There was also an aspect of eloquence as seen in the evening wear photo
at left. Photos and text by Trang Dam

GINGER PARKE mascot. In 1941, the Phi Alphs of- College in Macon, Georgia. It be- ing sisters fanned the first nonsec- Lutheran Village.Contributing writer ficially fused with a brother frater- came Phi Mu in 1904 and was the tarian sorority. Their colors are In conjunction with AlcoholAlpha Nu Omega nity, Gamma Beta Chi. second female fraternity formed in king blue and gold, and their mas- Awareness week, they lit over 100The sorority of Alpha Nu Their mission is to, "promote the U.S. cot is the skunk. luminaries in Red Square, repre-Omega was founded in Ocean City, love, trust, loyalty and respect be- The Phi Alpha chapter at WMC As a national sorority, they senting the number of alcohol re-Maryland during the summer of tween each sister and to support formed out of Delta Sigma Kappa have over II0chapters all over the lated deaths in Maryland in 1998.1979 by a group of 15 close friends growth and learning as individuals in 1989. Their colors are rose and world, ranging from Manitoba to
who attended Western Maryland and as a group while providing ser- white, their flower is the rose car- California. They are based on three Write for theCollege. vice and compassion to our com- nation, and their mascot is the lion. core values: diversity, leadership

It is a local sorority, only exist- munity thereby ensuring survival of The national sorority partici- through service. and academic'ex- Phoenix!ing at WMC. The Omegas partici- the group and the groups ideals." pates in many philanthropy events. cellence.
pate in numerous community ac- Phi Alpha Mu participates in Their national philanthropy is the The Gamma Psi chapter of Phi You know youtivities such as Adopt-A-High- many community service activities. Children's Miracle Network, sup- Sigma Sigma has a 78 year history

want to.way and working with the elderly Two deal mainly with women's is- ported by fund-raisers such as on campus, dating back to its ori-
ata local nursing home. During the sues. such as Rape Awareness (the bowl-a-thens and candy sales. gins as the WW Club (founded Oc-
spring they participate in the walk Clothesline Project) and Eating They have participated in other tober 7, 1922), progressing to
for multiple sclerosis. Disorder Awareness. community activities as well, in- Sigma Sigma Tau (founded Octo- Come to theThey currently have 30 active They have adopted a highway, eluding volunteering for the ber 5, 1936) until finally becom-
members. Their colors are baby go Christmas caroling at a local Lineboro Haunted Hayride, visit- ing Phi Sigma Sigma in 1981. meetings-blue and white and their mascot is nursing home, and participate in the ing the children in a Baltimore hos- Phi Sigma Sigma's national
the panda. Walk for Diabetes. The Phi Alphs pital, participating in the Race for philanthropy is the National Kid- Mondays atPhi Alpha Mu also are active in floor projects, Rainn and the Multiple Sclerosis ney Foundation.

6:30Phi Alpha Mu is a local soror- with topics that include Fire Safety Walk, and visiting a local nursing Last year they completed 22
ity that was formed in 1926. It was and Basic Car Maintenance. home. service projects, both on and off

Basement ofthe first sorority on the Hill. Its PhiMu Phi Sigma Sigma campus. During the year, sisters
colors are purple and white, and its Phi Mu was founded originally Phi Sigma Sigma was founded participate in the Race for the DMC Section 4flower is the purple pansy. in 1852 as the Philornathean Sod- November 26, 1913 at Hunter Col- Cure, Lineboro Haunted Hayride,

The purple cow is the sorority ety by three ladies at Wesleyan lege in New York. The ten found- and Christmas caroling at Carroll



There will be an illumination of Ward
Arch at 9:00 pm, followed by a dessert re-
ception as the campaign is celebrated.

SHAUNA DOMINGUEZ

Spring Fling 2000: a preview of the upcoming festivities"
Aui)"/(lnl Features Editor

Saturday's CAPBoard sponsored Spring
Fling festivities include many old favorites
as well as some new events and games.

Starting at 3:00 pm and ending around
7:30 pm, there will be plenty to do with all

TIM WALKER

COlllribu/;ngWriler

For Dr. Mohamed Esa, being a German
professor at Western Maryland College is "a
big burden."

Every day, he wakes up around 6 am and
drives 90 minutes to Westminster from Sil-
ver Spring. After work, he faces the same
lengthy drive. Since his wife, Andrea Shalal-
Esa, ajoumalist with Reuters, usually works
evenings, he takes care of his two children
in the evening. He tries to get them to bed
around 9 p.m. But they won't drink their
milk. They want a story. They won't go to
bed. When they do, he's too tired to do any-
thing else. He never gets to bed before Jam,
and five hours later he has to do the same
routine all over again.

Nevertheless, Dr. Esa shows up at WMC
every day in a good mood and full of enthu-
siasm. When it comes to teaching, Esa has a
few philosophies. First, there's the psycho-
logical part, then there's alternative assess-
ment.

The psychological part to Esa's teaching
involves making students complete different
types of presentations. He believes this to
be essential, especially when dealing with
foreign languages. Esa knows that presenta-
tions do more than perfect a student's un-
derstanding of German or any other lan-
guage. They also help build self-confidence.
"Believe in your abilities," he says. "You are
able to do what you want."

The key ingredient in Esa's psychologi-
cal aspect are "graffities," his own innova-
tion. Esa has students create "graffhies" by
having them present ideas by drawing illus-
trations and/or words on a large sheet of pa-
per pinned to a wall. He then has them dis-
cuss their work with the class.

Esa uses this method as an alternative to
lecturing. He believes that, "students don't
learn much from lecturing." Not only do the
students learn, but Esa does as well. He re-
ceives different perspectives and different
ways of analyzing subject matter.

Students also see this method as innova-
tive. Senior Katrina Threat says' that, "Some
teachers just lecture. With this method, one
could just sit there and still feel part of it."

Bsa intends on sharing his innovation

Dr. Esa displays one of his many "graffities"

with other foreign language teachers. He has
presented this idea at numerous conferences
for German teachers. To date, Esa's
"graffities" have only recently made their
debut outside of his German classes. Span-
ish professor Dr. Thomas Deveny recently
used them in his Spanish Literature class.

"It worked great," Deveny said. "It was
a great technique."

Besides the psychological aspects, the
alternative assessment involves students be-
ing able to expand their creativity by mak-
ing films or radio shows for grades. This is
especially helpful when students don'tdo so
well on papers and tests. Esa attributes this'
alternative assessment to another teaching
philosophy, "the Holistic Method," which
lists different types of ways of grading stu-
dents.

"Students are not the same," Esa says. "A
teacher needs different methods to appeal to
different students."

Esa also believes that such alternative
assessments, such as films or radio shows,
could help students realize their interests.
When Michael Gibbons first came to WMC,
he was a business major. After making a film
for one of Esa's intermediate classes.he re-
alized that he had an interest in filmmaking.

Gibbons graduated in 1997 as acommu-
nication major with an emphasis in film. His

senior project was a full-length feature sci-
ence fiction film shot on campus called "Cold
Solstice"

Threat, also a communication major with
an emphasis in film, says that Esa kept her
motivated in film studies. As a film appren-
tice, the only films she has made were for

classes.
Besides his teaching methods, Esa de-

votes a large amount of his time to extracur-
ricular activities. Every year, he hosts a Ger-
man-American Day at WMC and also takes
students on trips to the Holocaust Museum
in Washington, D.C. He also sets up confer-
ences for German teachers every year.

Esa recalls taking students to a ballet at
the Kennedy Center his first semester at
WMC in 1993. In one day, he drove from
his home outside of D.C. 90 minutes to
WMC, then two hours to the Kennedy Cen-
ter in D.C., then another two hours back to
WMC, and 90 minutes back home again. He
did this because the students had never been
to a ballet. "J really wanted to do it," he says.
"I'm willing to sacrifice the time."

Recently, Esa brought a few students to
the German Embassy from around 5 p.m.
until close to midnight. They went to see a
premiere of a new film about the Holocaust.
Threat recalls that Esa "knew everyone
there!" Also, last semester, Esa sacrificed a
Saturday to bring students to the Goehte Fest
in Philadelphia to pay homage to the 250th
year since the German writer's birth.

Aside from taking students on trips, Esa
also allows them to meet in a relaxed atmo-
sphere on campus by throwing parties in the
German Suite. He says that it is a chance to
meet students from a different perspective.
"It's where students are just being them-
selves."

Senior Rob Middlemiss says of Bsa's
participation with the suite parties, "lt's
something you don't see in most professors
but should."

Esa works longer than he has to on cer-
tain days. He also tends to get no more than
five hours of sleep on a weeknight. Never-
theless, he still considers the time and ser-
vice he puts in essential to his job.

"Teaching is crucial," he says. "It's the
most heroic thing."

Adoption

Devoted happily married couple
wishes very much to adopt newborn

We wiH giv!l.your baby a_warm
loving heme with strong family

values and financial security.

MedicaJ and legalexpenses paid
Call Susan and Peter collect

410-336-0250

games and student organization booth's
spread throughout the Quad.

Among the things to do are Powerball,
Extreme Adrenaline - an obstacle course, the
Velcro Wall, and Trampoline Thing.

Also featured are two bands. Apartment
3, an acoustic/pop band, and Public Sen/ice,
a Top 40/ska band, who will both be play-
mg.

The College Activities Office is sponsor-
ing a Balloon Man who will be making bal-
loon animals, hats, and such.

Some of the student organization spon-
sored things include a lollipop game, a Su-
per Mario Kart tournament, face painting, a
jail bail, a ball toss, duct tape a professor,
and a target shoot.

A sampling of the things that will be on

sale are t-shirts, shot glasses, cups and food A group of dancers perform on the quad as part of a previous year's Spring F/~ng festivities
such as hot dogs, popcorn, cotton candy,
Krispy Kreme donuts. The annual Picnic Dinner will be from pm in the Pub. This event is cosponsored by

A few of the organizations participating 4;45 to 6:30 pm. IGC and CAPBoard.
are ASAP, Gamma Sigma Sigma, Alpha Psi From 10:00 pm to 2:00 am is the free Friday night at 10:00 pm in the Forum,
Omega, and Catholic Campus Ministries. Pajama Jammy Jam sponsored by Black SIU~ comedian Spanky will be performing.

New this year is Gamma Sigma Sigma dent Union. The Jam will be held in the Po- In addition, Friday, April 14 marks the
sponsored Double Dare. The game starts at rum. end of the Defining. Moment Campaign
10;00 am and will last to approximately Leading up to Saturday's events are sev- which raised over $40·million.
12:30 pm. All proceeds from the games go eral activities being planned for the end of

A student scales a wall during to the American Cancer Society in the name this week.

Esa innovativei;; JteacheOsfGerma';t c~iiaiirea'7oo
Classified

Help Wanted
BEST SUMMER JOB YOU'LL
EVER HAVE! Top-notch Maine

summer camp for boys seeks
counselors to instruct either

basketball.jcnnis, lacrosse. baseball,
hockey, golf, hiking, ropes course.
archcry,swimming,boming, water-
skiing, 3r1S &crafL~, photognlphy,
vlceo.mus!c. Junc23--August 16
Highest camp salaries plus travel,
roornboard.Jaundry service,

intcrnshipcredit. Great facilities,

beautifullake-front setting- We seek
fun, dynamic, responsible role-
modelswhocnjoyworkingwith
children. Call 410-337-9697 or
emaiISkylemar99@aol.com

Escape to the Shenandoah
Mountains ofWcst Virginia
TIMBER RIDGE CAMPS,

cocd,scckingenergctic.fun_Ioving
staff to work with children this

coming summer. 90 miles from Wash
DC. Top salaries, travel allowance.

lf interested,
cull 1-800-258-2267 or

email TrCamps@aol.com

Need money?
Earn up to $500.00 plus a week for
yourorganlzallonasslsllngvanous
promotions·onyourcampus.We've

helped thousands of groups raise the
money they need. Call 800-592-2121,

cXI.72S.

Travel
Mexico/Caribbean or Central America

$229r.t. Europc Sttic o.w. Other
world wide destinations cheap. ONLY

TERRORISTS GET YOU THERE
CHEAPER! Book tickets on line

www.airtech.comor

(2[2)219-7000

mailto:emaiISkylemar99@aol.com
mailto:TrCamps@aol.com
http://www.airtech.comor
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Taurus (Apr. 20-May 20)
Your sign, the bull, represents
power and strength but this
month, the only bull you'll be
full of is the kind that comes
out in liquid form. Stop BS-
ing, pop down some Pepto,
and get to work!

Gemini (May 21- June 21)
Let loose your wild side dur-
ing Spring Fling and show ev-
eryone those new Backstreet
Boys dance moves you've
learned (you know you want to).

Cancer (June 22- July 22)
Remember that life is full ofpossi-
bilities. Follow your heart and' it
will lead you to distant places.
or at least the nearest McDonald's.

SlajfWriler

You knol'£, I really Jove video
ga;"es. They're a whole lot of fun,
and nowadays there's a game for
nearly everyone! Whether you play
Pokemon, Final Faritasy, Gran
Turismo, Lunar or Smackdown,
this Rat's Web is for you!

It's good to stay on top of your
gaming news when you're as into
'em as r am. Otherwise how would
I know when the games I'm wait-
ing for (Lunar: Eternal Blue, Kirby
64) are coming out? And how do
you know what games are good?
The following sites offer up to the
minute news, reviews and previews
of the newest releases. /

Videogames.com
[www.videogames.comJMyfavor-
ite video games site (and not just
because of the easy to remember
eddresst); this site offers daily news
and interesting features. "The His-
tory of Nintendo" was fun, as was
"Top Ten Villans of all Time."
There are also codes, previews, and
reviews for the latest games, but not
for older ones unfortunately.' also
find their logo to be a great eye-
sore.

Another site is Happy Puppy
[www.happypuppy.com ].

This site recently changed their
design, and I'm not particularly
fond of the new one. Still, they of-
fer good reviews and news. They
don't cover the handhelds (Game
Boy etc.) unfortunately, which
makes them lag far behind
videogames.com in my eyes. They
also offer good computer game in-
formation.

The major console players out
there are Nintendo [www.
nintendo.com] (featuring Nintendo

you want to leave, leave! Scorpio (Oct. 24- Nov 21)

Pay close attention to your dreams
Virgo (Aug. 23- Sept. 22) this month and stop wetting your
The planets are aligned and this is bed.
your month. You will accomplish

everything on your "to-do" list ex-
cept your laundry, but Virgos are
supersmart and know how to flip
things inside out.

Libra (Sept. 23- Oct. 23)
Your exercise routine could use a
little of Richard Simmons' help.
Gel off the couch and start sweat-

64 and Gameboy), Sony at
www.playstation.com (Playstation
I & 2), and the surprisingly return-
ing Sega [www.sega.ccrn/
homepagej (primarily Dreamcast).
Others are about 10 enter the fray,
(most notably Microsoft with its X-
Box) but for now these remain the
big three.

Having trouble with a game? I
can't think of anything more frus-
trating then getting stuck in the
middle of a game I love (Grrr ...
FB!). The following sites can help
you escape this fate.

GameFAQs-www
gamefaqs.com

(FAQ = Frequently Asked
Questions.) In this case the ques-
tions will be about whatever game
you look up. There's an incredible
selection here with the Nintendo 8-
bit, Super Nintendo. Sega Saturn,
and other "dead" systems repre-
sented. 'regularly visit this site and
have found it most helpful.

GameSages_
www.gamesages.com

One of GameFAQs sister sites,
this site provides codes, tricks and
hints for tons of games from nearly
every system. Got a Colecovision
(Why?) then they have codes for
you.

Finally, here are some miscel-
laneous video game related sites:

Seanbaby's NES Page [http://
www.seanbaby.com/nes]
This guy is freaking hilarious!
Man, if you had an 8-bit Nintendo
as a kid or ever played one, you
have to check out this page!

Zany Video Game Quotes [http:1
Iwww.portalofevil.comlzanyvgJ
I featured this page before, but it
more then deserves a return visit.

Sagittarius
(Nov. 22- Dec. 21)
You are known for your quick
wit and knowledge of useless
facts. Put these skills to good
use and try on that fake dol-
phin nose.

Capricorn
(Dec. 22- Jan. 19)
Stop underestimating your tal-
ent, you too can be the next
Cheazy E.

Aquarius (Jan. 20- Feb. 18)
You look good this month!
Shake that booty and get some
too!

Pisces (Feb. 19- March 20)
You dance like a fish out of water,
but don't worry there is still hope.
Hook up with a Gemini for the lat-
est dance moves.

IT today is your birthday:
Remember one thing during Spring
Fling: beauty is in the eye of the
beer holder.

Sak and Lago have compiled some
of the weirdest video game quotes
all into one well-organized site.
Who can forget, "Fight Megaman 1
For everlasting peace!"?

Zeroes Unlimited [http://
zeroes.overclocked.org]
This guy has an even more bizarre
sense of humor then Seanbaby. He
reviews bad video games. And I
mean bad, like Mega Crap (the ac-
tual name), or Violence Fight, or
the ever-inscrutable Hangly Man.
He also has other stuff here like info
on the cut sex scene from Tron.

Super Smash Bros. Official Site
fhttp://www.smashbros.com/
enter.htmlJllove this game. How
many ways do I love this game? I
love playing Jigglypuff and putting
Link to sleep when he has a bomb
in his hand. I love bodyslamming
someone as the ultimate puffball
Kirby.
l love kicking Fox in the tail

with Samus and r love kicking my
friend's asses in this Nintendo
fighting game. And don't forget the
all-powerful Shoe Scuff attack!

Well, I guess that's about it for
now. If you'll excuse me I have to
go walk my cows in Havest Moon
(Gowy gets cranky if Idon't.) Good
luck in your games and remember
to beware the puffball!

Oh right, it's the Weird-Ass Site
of the Issue:

Qatar International Desert Mara-
thon - www.conceptad.com/qtdm/
I know next to nothing about the
tiny Middle-Eastern country of
Qatar, but thanks to this site I now
can follow the QIDM from my
home computer!

What is your favorite memory of
Spring Fling?

Words and pictures by Erin Owen

"Sophomore year hanging
out with my 'photo shoot'
friends in secret while

watching the thunderstorm
roll in."

Krysta Stacey '00

"Performing with the show
choir-our tape broke and
there was a rush to use the

microphone. "
Melanie Weinzirl '02

"How the whole campus
came together and we just
had fun like a community

should. "
Maya Redfearn '02

"Getting drunk and
rioting. "

Matt Libber '01

http://www.playstation.com
http://www.gamesages.com
http://Iwww.portalofevil.comlzanyvgJ
http://fhttp://www.smashbros.com/
http://www.conceptad.com/qtdm/


Dr. Eshleman, WMC's only professor 0/ computer science i.~often found ill the Lewis Lab

Hero of Computer Science
Another student of hers, junior Christa

Farrar, said that she doesn't know of another
professor "who is as available, open, or pa-
tient as she is with her students." In addi-
tion, "She is always willing to stop what she
is doing to help a student, even if it means
leaving her office to come to the lab."

A time when Eshleman's availability was
especially helpful occurred late last semes-
ter. At 8:30 the night before the Computer
Programming II final, two students found
themselves in need of her assistance.

They called her office and sure
not only was she there, but she let
over for help. She ended up staying and
teaching them for another half hour. Why
would a professor spend so much extra time
on campus? Eshleman's motivation is for the
sake of her students.

She said she loves to work with students
because it "keeps me young."

Some would say her loyalty to the stu-
dents goes beyond learning and into friend-
ship and guidance. "She is also interested in
us as people," says Farrar. "Even though she
is not my advisor, she has been willing to
help me plan my classes for my major."

Eshleman not only goes out of her way
for her students but also her colleagues. Ac-
cording to Boner, she taught classes for him
and led department meetings.

Helen Thompson, the department secre-
tary, can recall several occasions when
Eshleman taught her how to use computers
and printers in the lab and office.

Another time when she went beyond the
call of duty was about eight years ago when
her colleague, Dr. Richard Claycombe, a
business and economics professor, asked her
to help him rewrite a FORTRAN simulation
to make it interactive with other computers.

The experience took a great deal of time
throughout the summer. Eventually, it was
completed and ready for students that fall.

Senior Mike Morgan, commented, "She From the evidence mentioned, it would
is always available for help, which is criti- seem difficult to deny her the characteristics
cal in the kinds of classes she teaches." of a hero. Her job requires a lot of behind-

She describes computers as "constantly the-scenes work that many do not realize.
changing," which is one reason why some- Why? There simply is no visible way to
one who teaches in this field must continu- measure her efforts, except by the expansion
obsly learn new things about it. ' of the department.

Eshleman devotes tremendous hours to Bonercommented, "outside.ofthe'depart-
her job. She is on campus from 8:30 in the merit, no one really knows what she does." 11

morning to 10:00al night on four weekdays, Likewise, Farrar mentioned that except for
andusuallycbmes back on Sundays for five students that have seen her efforts;" people
hours.' Morgan describes her dedication as are not aware of the time, patience. and
exemplary. "I don't know anyone who puts knowledge it takes for one person to db all I

in as much time as she does," he says. that work."

BILLIE Jo SHORB

SlaffWrittr

Loyal, devoted, humble. outgoing, patient
and honorable ...

Not every WMC employee deserves
words of praise like that, but then Dr. Linda
Eshleman is hardly your average associate
professor of math and computer science.

After working at WMC for 30 years, her
work ethic has not changed. "You can't get
much more dedicated," says her friend and
colleague of30 years, Dr. Robert Boner, also
a math professor.

Eshleman, originally from Fort Lauder-
dale, FL earned her masters degree in math
education from Florida State University. She
then taught high school math for seven years
before coming to WMC.
, While working here, she earned her Ph.D.

in applied math at the University of Mary-
land of Baltimore County. Shortly after re-
ceiving her Ph.D., Eshleman was approached
by the dean of the faculty and asked if she
would consider going back to school to learn
to teach computer science.

At this' time, w~t had very few com-
puter courses and only one computer lan-
guage, FORTRAN, was being taught. She
agreed to take a sabbatical and went to Geor-
gia Tech where she completed postgraduate
studies in computer science in 1979.

Upon her return, the computer science
department was formed, and to this day she
remains the only professor teaching com-
puter science courses. "She developed all of
the computer-science courses." said Boner.
Now, it is possible for a student to major in
computer science.

For Eshleman, this is when the days grew
longer and her dedication was tested. Along
with computer science courses came a big-
ger responsibility. She now had to maintain
a lab for her students to work in and be avail-
able to assist them.

FEATURES
Exhibition Shows OfrWork'
of Student Art Majors

Student art work will be on display April Before his wife passed away, Mr. Wentz
12 through May 3 in the Esther Prangley Rice enrolled in art courses at WMC. This is how
Gallery.

The juried Kathryn E. Wentz Art Show
features work by WMC's art majors and in-
cludes sculpture, print making, drawing, pho-
tography, painting, and computer graphics.

An opening reception, which will be free
of charge as well as open to the public, will
be held Wednesday, April 12, from 7-9 pm
in the gallery. In addition to the featured exhibit, the Al-

The final show of the spring semester was bert and Eva Blum collection is on conunu-
renamed in 1984 to honor the late wife of ous display in the Rice Gallery. For hours
Harold F. Wentz, a retired Pennsylvania phar- and more information call x595.

he fell in love with painting.
His generous gift to the college in her

memory is used to fund awards and ribbons
which are given for the best art work pre-
sented at the final student show.

The gallery, located on the top floor of
Peterson Hall, is open Monday through Fri-
day.

Courtesy of Public Information

"It couldn't happen to me."
"I am too careful. "

"I always look out for what is best for me at
parties."

This is what one out of three college women
say before they are raped.

Support Rape Awareness
Candlelight Vigil
April 18,2000
<Red Square

All WMC Students are invited 10

AN EVENING
OF ILLUMINATION

The Celebration
Of the

Defining Moment Campaign
Frid,,)'. April 14. 2000

W.$tcm MAryland Corrog.
westnnnster, M.ar)'I~nd

CA~lPUS ILLUMINATION
1iJur o!.C«lnpus to begb~ tJt
Memoriqi Pltna

C_~~IPAIGNFINALE
Ward Memorial Areh
Join CQUcge7rllslees, Fa~lI!J (UJd
StqjJ in celebrating Ihe Dftjlnln.g
Moment Campalgll W(to'U-

LlfJlli re/n'f>/ililt:ftC ......wUl
be StYlJed_
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MIKE YESTRAMSKI

The Terror softball team (14-3,
7-1) swept a doubleheader against
Washington College by identical 4-
I scores.

Freshman pitcher Amanda

Donaldson won the first game and
is now 10-0 on the year. Freshman
Leah Clelland won the nightcap.

Donaldson won both games ear-
lier in the week against F&M, one
starting appearance and one relief.
The Terror won the opener by a
score of 8-0, powered by a two-run

homer from senior rightfielder
Jacie Mathias. The Terror won
game two by an 8-7 score.

Freshman Selena Smart ripped
a two run homer in game one of a
doubleheader against Lebanon Val-
ley to ignite a five-run sixth inning
which lead to a 11-5 Terror victory.

Western Maryland split a recent
doubleheader with Urstnus by iden-
tical 4-1 victories by each team.
The Terror and Ursinus have each

last six years.
Smart hit her first collegiate

SraffWriter

Men's lacrosse suffers first loss of season to Gettysburg
that we had," WMC head coach smarter shots," Brown said of the showing what he can do," Brown
Keith Reitenbach said. second half. said of his teammate.

A slow start finally cost the
Green Terror men's lacrosse
team.

After making a habit of com-
ing back to win games after slug-
gish starts, the Terror fell at Get-
tysburg to the second ranked
Bullets (8-1, 2-0) Saturday, 18-
9.

The Joss ended their dreams
of an undefeated season, as the
Terror fell t07-1, I-I

Western Maryland spotted
Gettysburg a 7-0 lead before
Brett Sweeney's '01 second
quarter goal put the Terror on the
board.

The two teams battled fairly
evenly from this point on, but the

Terror never got within five goals
for the remainder of the game.

Gettysburg's All-America
goalie Andrew Barter was a big fac-
tor in the Bullet's success, as he
held the high powered Green Ter-
ror attack to under 10 goals for the
first time this season.

They also kept the nation's lead-
ing scorer Tom Brown '02 off the
scoreboard, allowing him only one
assist.

One week earlier, the Terror
were able to come back from a slow
start to beat an up and coming
Swarthmore team (6-1, 0-1).

WMC managed just four goals
in the first half, and went into the
locker room tied.

"We allowed them to control the
tempo in the first half by not con-
verting the transition opportunities

Reitenbach knew his team
needed a spark, and it was most
likely going to have to COme from
his usually high scoring attack men.

"At halftime [ talked to Brett
[Sweeney J and the other attackmen
and said, 'you guys goua stcp it up
here, we've only scored four goals
this half'," he said.

They responded in force, scor-
ing 15 goals in the second half, in-
cluding a 12-3 run to end the game
pulling away from the Garnet Tide
19-10.

Sweeney led the charge. with a
career high six goals, and Brown
added five.

"We started playing more like
we could, a faster game. We started
possessing the ball longer, t~king

"Our superior depth and supe-
rior conditioning allowed us to put
togetber a run," Reitenbach added.

Despite the convincing victory
over previously unbeaten Swarth-
more, the Terror fell out of the na-
tional ran kings.

For his performance against
Swarthmore, Sweeney was named
the Centennial Conference Player
of the week.

Sweeney, who leads the confer-
ence in assists with 28, is also
among the conference's top goal
scorers with 24 following the Get-
tysburg game.

"He's just been stepping it up
lately, and he's taking more shots,
like he should. It seems that his
confidence is rising, and he's just

"Brett is just doing a tremen-
dousjob. We feel that our attack
is being very productive as a unit,
and that's because defenses are
going to have a real hard time
matching up on all three of our
guys," Reitenbach added.

Prior to the Swarthmore
game, Sweeney was fourth in the
nation in assists per game (3.86),
and he was sixth in points per
game (6.67).

Teammate Tom Brown was
leading the nation in both points
per game (8.67), and goals per
game (6.00).

Western Maryland's next
game is at home Wednesday
against fourth ranked Washing-
ton and Lee.

and the team celebrated a big win
tp end their losing streak going into
(eague play.

la.!~~~~~~f~~~:~~~;e~a~~s~~~h:
doubleheader against Muhlenberg.
In tlle":{i.(St game, both offenses
were conta1nei.fin...a-!i_ght.pitching
duel between Muhlenberg srarter
Josh Carter and WMC senior Brent
Fuchs.

Muhlenberg struck early in the
first inning to go up 1-0, but would
only muster four hits against Fuchs
and never score again. With their
pitching keeping them close, the
Green Terror rallied in the last in-
ning with a one run triple by senior
designated hitter Barrett Gugliotta
and a throwing error by the oppo-
sition to pull off a 2-1 come from
behind win in their last at bat.

In stark contrast to the fi.rst
game, game two was a offensive

Pitcher Fuchs honored as baseball team climbs back from their disappointing regular season start
continutedfrom page /6

The offense started its attack in
the second inning when Ryan

Legge smackTd o,l],e!,pf his ty.'o
doubles on the nighl,to 9rjlfc in.the
first run and juniorl Kacy Jenkin's
sacrifice fly in the fifth and RBI
single in the seventh was all the
team needed on this night.

Sophomore second basemen
Jack Griffith also went 3-4 with a
triple to help pace the offense. The
team improved its record to 9-8
overall with the victory.

On April 5, the team played a
important home game against con-
ference leader, Gettysburg.

The Green Terror used two er-
rors by the opposition and RBI
singles from seniors Ryan Legge
and Tim Smith-to grab a early 3-0
lead, but Gettysburg would come
back.

With the game tied at 3-3, the
opposition pounced on a Green Ter-

StajJWriter

On Saturday, April I, West-
ern Maryland's women's golf
team participated in their first
spring invitational among. four
teams including UMBC, Mount
SI.. Mary's, Gettysburg. and
Dickinson.

Unfortunately, despite. the
team's outstanding efforts the
Green Terror fell short with an
incomplete team ofthree golfers,
including Maggie Kolman, Julia
Richardson. and Stacey Roach.
The Green Terror finished the

showcase for Muhlenberg as they
used a seven run fourth inning and
sixteen hits in route to a convinc-

i,!& 14-6 ~il"!J ...~.k-.
The Green Terror did gel home

runs from Ryan Legge, Kacy
Jenkins, and Guy Sheetz to pace the
offense.

During the week, senior pitcher
Brent Fuchs was honored for his
performance with the Centennial
Conference pitcher of {he week
award for his efforts on the mound
against Lebanon Valley and
Muhlenberg. He is 2-2 with a spar-
kling era of 1.86.

In their following game, the
team played host to its first ever
meeting against Villa Julie.
Unfazed by his first collegiate stan,
freshman pitcher Brent Kahuda
threw a masterpiece by allowing
only three hits and striking out
eleven in nine innings.

tournament with Maggie Kolman
shooting a 99, Julia Richardson a
153, and Stacey Roach a 157.

UMBC walked away from the
tournament with an individual
crown when Janelle D' Allesandro
led UMBC to a team title with an
II-over-par 83.

UMBC shore combined total of
348, topping second-place Mount
SI. Mary's (420) by a huge 72-
stroke margin.

Finishing third was Gettysburg
with a 467, Dickinson fourth with
a 493 and Muhlenberg fifth at 506.

The Green Terror .competed in

their second tournament of the sea-
son on Monday, April 2nd at the
inaugural Gettysburg Spring Invi-
tational.

At the Gettysburg Country
Club, Western Maryland's club
team finished third among four
schools ..

The host Bullets won the title
with a combined 473, however,
Dickinson finished second at 506,
and the Green Terror came in at a
close third with 519.

Muhlenburg also contested for
the title, but due to short numbers
in players fielded an incomplete

ror error with the bases loaded to who was driven in on a triple by
score three runs in the seventh and sophomore outfielder Kevin
added two more in the eighth to Culbertson.
secure a 8-3 win. The home team Senior catcher Jon Vandernat
had chances to open a bigger lead continued the rally with a RBI base
with their twelve hits but were ne- hit and Senior outfielder Sean
gated with three double plays by Giblingotanotherhit.Afterapitch_
the opposition. ing change, senior Barrett Gugliotta

Left Fielder Legge had another drove in both runners with another
big game with two more doubles hit and Kacy Jenkins doubled him
and an RBI. The team looked for in.
redemption in their away rematch
with Gettysburg on April 7. Using
senior ace pitcher Fuch's eleven
strikeouts and a late inning rally,
the team pulled out a 10-4 win.

Geuysburgjumped on the board
first with two unearned runs in the
first inning, but the Green Terror
responded and the game was tied
4-4 going into the last inning.

In the ninth, senior Ryan
Legge led off with a double and
was replaced by junior Albert Pero

"ream.

For Western Maryland,
Maggie Kolman finished fourth
at 112, Shannon Seibert shot a
122, Julia Richardson a 141 and
Stacey Roach a 144.

As a result of the program
getting started up, the Green
Terror look forward to im-
provement in the remaining
competitions and more partici-
pation from students.

With another tournament
still left, Western -Maryland
looks to contend strong and fin-
ish in good placement.

To complete the onslaught, third
basemen singled in Jenkins to com-
plete the six-run charge and beat the
league leader. On the mound, it
was Fuch's fifth consecutive com-
plete game and third straight win.

Only two game behind Gettys-
burg, the team looked to continue
their solid play in another home
game against Swarthmore.

From the stan, the Opponent
didn't have a chance as {he Green
Terror jumped on them for a 10-0
third inning lead and a eventual 18-
2 win.

On the mound, Jack Elbaz re-
ceived the win and was helped by
home runs from Ryan Legge and
Jon Vandernat and doubles by
Gugliotta, Mike Wolfe, and Albert
Pero. The second game was rained
out and is going to be rescheduled.

Despite a early season slump,
the team seems to be returning their"
usual winning ways in league play.
There have been injuries, but play-
ers like Ryan Legge (.415 average)
and Kacy Jenkins (.371) have
stepped up to provide the offensive
load while the pitching of Brent
Fuchs has continued.to be solid and
spectacular.

The Green Terror look like they
have the ingredients and leade.rship
to continue their successful playas
the· season continues.
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are high?
* If Pat Rapp wins 15 or more

games this year, I will write the
man a formal apology and hand-'
deliver to his house the multi-page
letter about my doubts of his abil-
ity.

But just between you and me, I
am not worrying about what to
write just yet, ifyou know what I
mean.

*And finally, Sports Illustrated
picked the Boston Red Sox to win
the World Series this year.

OK, insert your own favorite "if
the Red Sox win the world Series,
the world will end" joke here.

Until next time, I will see you
guys in the cheap seats.

The Sports View: It's that time of the year again; Insights
and analysis of the 2001 baseball season

CHRIS ANASTASlA

Sports Editor

The sun is shinning, the sky is
clear, and the grass is green. This
must mean that baseball season is
upon us again.

There is nothing I love better
than sitting down with some
friends, some food, and some
drinks and enjoying a good
batlgame.

This seems to be the season for
watching baseball, 100. I have never
really seen the league this wide
open in quite a while.

Last years finalists. the Braves
and the Yankees, are still strong, but
a number of teams have made im-
provements and should pose a sig-
nificant challenge.

The St. Louis Cardinals are one
• team that will definitely be a force
come playoff time.

The Cards strengthened a lineup
that already boasted Mark
McGwire, Fernando Tatis, and J.D.
Drew with Fernando Vina and Jim
Edmonds.

The Cards biggest additions,
however were in the pitching de-
partment; where Daryl Kile and Pat
Hentgen will help anchor an effec-
tive, but often injured, rotation.

With so many teams in conten-
tion this year, it seems that some
individual efforts will be the dif-
ference for most teams in making
the playoffs.

Here are a few of the players
that I think will need a big year for
their club to have a great season.

*Lee Stevens, Expos: Now I
know what you are thinking, the
Expos have no chance of going to
playoffs this year. Yes, but the key
phrase is "this year."

The Expos have finally made a
long-term commitment to winning
(i.e. money).

Stevens, a good longball hitter
with Texas the last few years, gives
a young Expo's lineup some much
needed punch and will allow this
team to grow into a more offensive
unit.

*Rick Reed, Mets: With a solid
one-two punch of Mike Hampton
and AI Leiter, the Mets will win
their fair share of games.

What New York needs from the
former replacement player Reed is
the basics from a solid third starter,
14 to 16 wins, and more impor-
tantly 200 innings.

*Paul Konerko, White Sox:
Konerko, a former top prospect of
the Dodgers, lost some of his hype
while bouncing around the league
last season.

There is still hope for the young
slugger if he can find the hitting
stroke he showed in the minors be-
hind Magglio Ordonez and Frank
Thomas for the South Siders.

A live bat for Konerko could
push the White Sox into contention
for the wild card.

*Jeff Cirillo, Rockies: Cirillo,
who was virtually unknown in Mil-
waukee, has gotten a second chance

cover=you.r butt.
better yet, help cover your

[tuition]s
College can mean maneuvering through a lot at different things. but tuition payments

shouldn't be one of them. That's where Army ROTC comes in. Here, yo~J'1Idevelop

sk~lIs that'Il tast a liletrme. Meet friends you can count on. And have a shot at

gett,ng a 2~or 3-year scholarship. Talk to an Army ROTC adviser today. and find out

more about our scholarship program. We've got you covered.

AR MY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take.

Visit Gill Gym or call (410) 857-2720

to be a star in Colorado. Hopefully,
Cirillo's bat can carry him in the
mile high city the way it carried
him in. the home of beer and

up? Did r miss the meeting for the
new ERA calculation system or
something.

This must be the new math that
tells the Orioles front office that
Will Clark is both young and a bar-
gain, right?

Now, before I go, here are some
quick hits about the young 200 I
season.

*Andres Galarraga has made a
big impact for the Braves already
this season.

It is great to see a player come
back from as great a setback as can-
cer, and to do it with as much grace
as Galarraga has makes you think
that there maybe still-some good
left in pro athletics.

"Poor-Tony Gwynn. Healthy for
the first rime in a year and he gets
hit by a pitch in his season opener,
and is put on the injured list.

This eight-time N.L. batting
Champion is due some good luck,
and worked very hard over the
summer to stay in shape. Lets all
hope that this soon-to-be Hall of
Farner will be back in the lineup
soon.

*Charles Johnson has had an
awesome start this season and
should have a great offensive sea-
son.

Anybody think this is not be-
cause Johnson is in the last year of
a contract and is due for a big pay-
day at season's end if his numbers

Bratwurst.
The career .300 hitter should

find the spacious home of the
Rockies a haven for line drives and
for giving opposing pitchers head-
aches.

**Quote of The Week**
Baltimore Orioles ace Mike

Mussina, on his four run perfor-
mance in the season opener versus
the Cleveland Indians. "Even
though it shows r gave up four runs,
I didn't feel like four runs."

Uhm, ok. Well, Mike, how
many runs do you THINK you gave
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Reitenbach said.
StaJJWriter But as last season wore on, Reitenbach

began to see Brown's development take form
last season.

"He did make significant improvements
during the year last year, as a feeder, and as
a ball carrier, as a shooter," Reitenbach said.

Brown furthered his development this
year by deciding not to play football in or-
der to participate in fall bal!. His one year of
college experience, and his participation in
fall ball have paid big dividends for the Green
Terror lacrosse team this season.

"!'mjust more accustomed to the college
game this year. I had a big learning year last
year, ana1'm still learning, but a lot of the
things that coach was teaching me all year
last year finally started to sink in," Brown
said.

But it's not just his ability to score that
Reitenbach sees major improvements.

"Tommy's worked very hard to become
a better feeder, become a better ground ball
guy, to incorporate his skills into the team
offense," he said.

Brown is certain to break WMC's single
season scoring records, and is still in good
shape to be the nation's leading scorer come
the end of the season, but he says these things
don't interest him right now.

"I don't have any statistical goals, 1 just
want to try to keep improving, and never
slow down, always keep improving and just
playas hard as I can all the time," he said.

Western Maryland's 7 0 start in men's
lacrosse garnered the team national attention,
as they flirted with a top 20 ranking.

The Terror dominated the offensive sta-
tistics in the Centennial Conference, both as
a team and individual leaders. But one player
has done more than that. WMC's attackman
Tom Brown has dominated the national
scene.

Only a sophomore, Brown leads the na-
tion in scoring with an astounding 42 goals
and 18 assists. Prior to the Swarthmore game,
in fact, he was a full point a game ahead of
the next-leading scorer

There were signs of his offensive prow-
ess during his freshman year, as he led the
team with 41 points. and showed a knack for
getting the ball in the net.

"He's a pure shooter. He's always been
very good at putting the ball past the goalie,
between the pipes," WMC Head Coach Keith
Reitenbach said.

It seemed, however, that there was going
to have to be a lot of improvement in Brown's
game before he could be truly dominant.

"Last year, as a freshman, having not
played fall ball (in order to play football) he
really struggled to overcome the bad habits
that he carried with him from high school.
They didn't prevent him from being success-
ful in high school, but they prevented him
from being very successful at this level,"

Wanna make money?
Do you have an interest in sales and marketing?

The Phoenix is looking for an AdvertisinglBusiness Manager
for the Fall 2000 semester.

Duties include selling advertising, maintaining financial records, and

Exact compensation will be discussed betweenthe applicant and the
Editors-in-Chief.

If interested, please pick up an application from the Phoenix Box at the
Information Desk.

After viewing applications, interviews will be conducted.
If you have any questions call Laura or 1enifer at x 8600.

Deadline is April 27th! Send applications through campus mail to
either Laura Kelley or Jenifer Sirkis.

Centennial Conference and
NCAA D-III lacrosse stats

Conference Scoring:
1st. Tom Brown 59 Pts
2nd. Brett Sweeney 48 Pts.
3rd. C. Anderson 33 Pts.

Conference Goals:
1st. Tom Brown 42 goals
2nd. C. Anderson 22 goals
3rd. B. Sweeney 21 goals

Conference Assissts:
1st. B. Sweeney 27 assts.
2nd. Tom Brown 17 assts.
3rd. Joe Ellis 17 assts.

*Western Maryland College
players' names in italics

ANONYMOUS AIDS TESTING

Spring Semester 2000
11:30-12:30

Every Other Thursday
April 20
May 4

Location -- Smith House
Call Ext. 243 for an appointment
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Student-athletes showcase hidden talents and abilities as
they participate in the first ever NCAA "Athletes' Day"

GREG LEDERER Conditions weren't great and many where the speed and quickness of
SlujjWriler athletes were not present at the the WMC athletes was put on dis-

event, but from the start the partici- play. The winner in a tight finish
pants were having fun. was team orange whose members

"It is fun, but it would have been celebrated their victory in jubilant
nice to sleep longer," said freshman form.
Colby Cook. Another fun event in the com- water balloons to each other while

On April 2, athletes from many
sports teams at western Maryland
College got together for fun and
games during Athletes' Day.

The event was planned to have In one of the first events of the
day, the athletes competed in the
football toss where there was a big
board with holes that counted for a
certain number of points.

petition was the hula-hoop contest
where people had fun laughing at
each other's attempts to go the
longest time without stopping.

While people proved very good
at balancing the hoop, others took
their failure in good humor and
people had fun in the process. "It
was funny to watch" said spectator
David Johnson

The event that drew much ex-
citement and laughter was the ob-
stacle course.

In the event, athletes showed
many talents including doing a
somersault, riding a bike, jumping
over hurdles, and kicking soccer
balls into a net. From the begin-
ning, people were able to have fun
and laugh at each others mishaps
through the course. "It was exhila-
rating" said swimmer Sumeer
Chadha.

Many athletes had fun while
doing the obstacles and cheering on
their fellow teammates. A truly
funny, while sometimes called dis-
gusting event, was the jello-eating
contest.

Each team picked about five
people to run up to an table and
with their hands behind their back,
and eat some jello out of bowls.
The teams made fun of each other
and applauded their teams effort
throughout the sticky event.

"It was awesome because we
won our second event and we just

ten or so teams competing in events
ranging from the football throw to
a jello-eating contest.

T-shirts were sold ccmmemo-

rating the event and prizes were to
be given out to the worst through
the best team of the day.

It was a planned day offun and
competition where the athletes
could relax and play with their
peers.

On a gloomy Sunday morning,
the athletes met in back of the gym
for the start of the competition

The team with the most points
won the event and many of the men
and woman were able to show off
their quarterbacking skills for their
peers. Laughter and applause were
shared by everyone as they cheered
on their team members throughout
the event.

In the next event, the teams
competed in a 4xl00 meter relay

sucked it down you could say. It
was key because we needed the
points to win" said a member of the
winning team, Tim Youngblood.

A wet event was the water bal-
loon contest where athletes tossed

trying to avoid them from explod-
ing.

The competition saw many ath-
letes getting wet and dirty to win
the event. ln the final event of the
day, the teams went to tug of war
with the championship on the line.

With the rain starting to come
down the field, it was difficult for
people to get a good grip without
slipping on the wet grass. The ath-,
letes were pushed on by their peers
throughout the event and every per-
son gave it everything they had left
in the competition.

When the events were over and
the final scores were tallied up, the

teams received all kinds of prizes
such as t-shins, Baltimore Ravens
gear, and fruit drinks.

The champions of the event
were the white team who all re-
ceived Athlete's Day trophies and
envy from the other participants.

"It was great" said freshman
Annie Linz on winning the com-
petition.

The day was marked by gloomy
clouds, but almost all of the athletes
were able to have fun and excite-
ment throughout the competition.
There were many people who were
not present for the event, but the
athletes still seemed to enjoy them-
selves despite the lack of partici-

patic;v~r:~, ~a;:~s~~~Lday for

the athletes to compete again~n_
other and hang out with friends and
look forward to much of the same
in the future.

The Hula-hoop contest was one of the popular "Athletes' Day" events

Baseball breaks out of early slump; defeats Gettysburg
GREG LEDERER pivotal 6th inning with the game In their next game on March track. desperate situation, WMC man-

Staff wruer tied at 7-7, the team was ignited by 29th, the team played host to an- The Green Terror looked to ager called for a rare relief ap-
After a hot start in Florida, the junior Paul Oakes's two run homer other non-conference opponent, turn around their recent woes in a pearance from senior staff ace

Western Maryland College base- and had a five run rally to take a Catholic. March 31, non-league game against Brent Fuchs.
ball team (11-9, 3-2) has cooled 12-7 lead. Unfortunately, the oppo- In a tightly contested pitching Lebanon Valley. The very next batter slapped
off lately over their last few nent responded with four runs in duel, Catholic freshman pitcher In the first inning, the team used the ball right at shortstop Greg
games. Despite some injuries and the bottom of the sixth and added Adam Weiss shut down the WMC a Jenkins's 2-run single to grab a Shelton who made a incr~dible
pitching problems, many players another five in the seventh en route attack by yielding only three hits early 2-0 lead and extended that play by gunning down the oppos-
have stepped up their perter- to a 16-12. over eight innings. lead in the fourth with another 2- ing runner at the plate for the sec-
mance as the team continues Despite designated hitter Down only 2-1 after seven in- run base hit by senior catcher Jon and out of the inning.
their pursuit of the Centennial Oakes's career high four hits in- ning, the Green Terror were struck Vandernat. After walking the next hitter,
Conference title. eluding two doubles and homer, the with a late four run eighth inning Down 4-0, Lebanon Valley Fuchs got the following batter to

On March 28, the team expe- pitching fell short on this night. in route to a 6-1 defeat. Senior first didn't go away and rallied with hit a ground ball right at third
rienced a heartbreaking loss at a Senior centerfielder Sean Giblin basemen Kacy Jenkins went 2 for three runs in the seventh inning to basemen Guy Sheetz who tagged
non-conference foe, Messiah. went 3-4 with 3 RBIs and sopho- 3 and drove in the teams only run. close the gap to a one run contest. out the runner for the third out

In a slugfest, the Green Ter- more third basemen Guy Sheetz In the midst of a four game los- In the ninth, the opposition struck and a spectacular finish.
ror used nineteen hits to grab a was 2-5 with 2 RBIs in a losing ef- ing streak, the team was determined again by putting runners on first The home crowd went crazy
12-7 in the sixth inning. In the fort. to fight to get back on the winning and third with only one out. In a Continued on page J 3



Chambers resigns as WMC's Seventh President
Coley named interim president as plans to search for the next president are being developed

MICHAEL STOKES

SwjJWriler
On April 10, 2000, Robert

Chambers officially resigned as the
seventh president in the history of
Western Maryland College.

Chamber's resignation hap-
pened during his 16th year as presi-
dent of this institution.

He was on sabbatical for this
spring semester when he decided
that it was time to move on.

According to Charlie Moore, a
WMC graduate and Trustee of the
college since 1993, Chambers told
the Board of Trustees that upon re-
flection during his sabbatical 'he
decided that the timing was good
for him to move on in his life.

According to many, including
Moore, his decision to leave the
school was "certainly of his own
volition." ~

Chambers could not be reached
by the Phoenix to comment for the
story. Moore said that it was his.
understanding that Chambers is
moving to Florida, ana that he does
not seem to have any plans for the
future at this time.

Regardless of his future, Cham-
bers will surely be missed by many
at the college for the contributions
he has made to WMC.

Nancy Godwin, executive assis-
tant to the president and secretary
to the Board of Trustees, said, "I
am devastated that he is gone. He
was my colleague and my friend,
and a wonderful boss to work for."

Godwin points to just a few of
his accomplishments that reveal his
impact on the college, including the
building of the new $13.4 million
science center, the establishment of
the Budapest, Hungary program,

Honor and Conduct

FRANCESCA SAYLOR

Board hearings were made open to
the campus community? Would
you care? Would if affect your life
at all? What affect would it have
on the campus as a whole?

A recent survey of students and
faculty revealed that many feel a
public hearing process would serve
some purpose on campus.

However, Director of Campus
Safety Mike Webster feels doing so
would be "bad thing." "If someone
wants an open, public trial they can
file a criminal charge," he said.

He questions what would hap-
pen if a sorority sister accused a
fellow sister with hazing, saying,
"Is the gain achieved by opening
the process offset by the chilling

The WMC Theater department closed the semester with their rendition oj
MaratlSade. Pictured above is Don Todt, who played the character oj
Duperret, a comedic nymphomaniac. For a complete review, see page 10.

and the successful completion of
the $40 million dollar Defining
Moment Campaign,

"I was surprised and very sorry
to see him go." said Philip Sayre,
the dean of Student Affairs.

Sayre was the first person
Chambers hired back in 1984. He
too said that Chambers was a good
friend and a wonderful boss.

According to Sayre, one of
Chambers' most important accom-
plishments was that "he raised the
level of sophistication and reputa-
tion of the college.
"Among other things, he estab-
lished lectureships and concert se-
ries, he said. "The tone of the cam-
pus, because of him, is much bet-
ter today than it was in the mid-
1980s."

Sayre also believes that the
Continued on page 4

Dr. Robert Chambers, who will be leaving WMCjoliowing his Spring 2000
sabbatical, nos been credited for improving the college by renovating
camp!IS buildings and envisioning the Defining Moment campaign

CLAIRE AOAMS

StqjjWriter

Do athletes receive select treatment?

What if a special pair of shoes
could get you a free WMC edu-
cation, an apartment, and better
grades'! What if that particular
pair of shoes had to be cleats, and
you had to be a WMC Green Ter-
rorathlete?

Many WMC students believe
athletes receive preferential treat-
ment in various forms. regardless
of NCAA Division III school
regulations. From special housing
to gender inequalities within ath-
letics, speculation is prevalent on
and around Terror playing fields.

WMC athletic department fac-
ulty explained NCAA Division III

regulations state specifically that
<lthletes should no! receive prefer-
ential treatment in any fonn.

One WMC student and former
wrestler explained his personal
glimpse at preferential treatment.
After being recruited to come to
WMC, the former wrestler told the
assistant wrestling coach, Branden
Totten, that he could not afford to
attend the school. He recalled that
Totten replied. "I'll take care of it:'
and had him send his financial aid
papers to lhe Athletic Department.

To his surprise, after graduating
with a 2.7 CPA in high school, he
was given a 100ai of$23,000 a year,
$5000 of which was an academic
scholarship.

Board is questioned
effect of people coming forward? r

News Co-editor mean, we are a private college." He
What if the Honor and Conduct thinks that making the hearings

public is comparable to making dis-
ciplinary hearings in the workplace
public, which is not common prac-
tice.

Dean Philip Sayre said that
Honor and Conduct Board pro-
ceedings are a "confidential mat-
ter of the student" and that conduct
records are a part of record by fed-
eral law. He mentions the Buckley
Amendment or FERPA (Family
Educational Records Privacy Act),
passed in several years ago.

Similarly, webster said, "I
wouldn't have a problem with it
[publishing names of those found
guilty after adjudication], except
that it'&, not legal."

continued

While wrestling during his
freshman year, he was severely
injured and decided to stop wres-
tling. Three weeks after his decl-
slon. the Financial Aid office in-
formed him that they had made a
mistake and had to reduce his fi-
nancial aid to $15,000. He also
unexplainably losr his academic
scholarship, despite having satis-
factory grades.

He also said he believes many
athletes are given slack when it
comes to academic assignments,
grades, and class attendance.

Another WMC athlete,junior
softball player Stephanie Bell, be-
lieves that there are gender tneq

continued 011 page 3

English department
plagiarism increases

STAC};Y M, MYERS

SraffWriler
Students at Western Maryland

College are learning the hard way
that there is no easy way out of
writing a paper.

In the past two weeks, six cases
of plagiarism in the English depart-
ment have been reponed to the
Honor and Conduct Board. Accord-
ing to Philip Sayre, dean of Student
Affairs, this is a substantial increase
over past years.

Between 1995 and 1999 only 14
cases of plagiarism were reported;
however, the 1999-2000 school
year has brought a total of eight

new cases, Sayre says.
Sayre believes this increase

may be due to the accessibilityof
student papers on the Internet. In
the old days, he says, [if you
wanted to plagiarize] you had to
hand copy it, and then type it in
yourself - you might as well use
your own words. Now, with the
Internet, students have access to
professional as well as student pa-
pers, and [plagiarism] is much
easier.

Henry Reiff, associate dean of
Academic Affairs, has other ideas
as to why this rise in plagiarism is

continued on page 7

Inside
Raini Wright talks with seven se-
niors about their experiences at
WMC and their plans after
graduation.

Brad Widner comments on the
recent parking issues caused by
outside groups who hold events
on campus ..

Greg Lederer follows the base-
ball team and their continuing
pursuit of the Centennial Confer-
ence title.
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STACI GEORGE

Co-News Edttor

the campaign was due in a large part to the
help of Robert Chambers, who was not
present at the dinner.

It was he who envisioned the campaign
and put it into action, she said.

II was the next speaker, James I.Melhorn,
chairman ofthe Board of Trustees. who pre-
sented Hill with the medallion.

Hill was the provider of the campaign's
largest gift ($1.5 million) presented by a liv-
ing individual, and the third-ever recipient
of the prestigious John Smith Memorial Me-
dallion.

John Smith was the first chairman of the
Board of Trustees, as well as one of ihe three
founders ofWMC.

Additionally, he was a contributor to
higher education "in a major way to its
strengths as a primary part of the American
experience," according to a public informa-
tion press release.

Hill's association with WMC dates' back
to the early nineties.

In 1990, Hill's daughter transferred to'
WMC'and g;raduat.~d i'n, I 993.

In 1995, Memorial Hall was renovated
and renamed Hill HalL

After being presented with the award, Hill
took over the microphone and began his ac-
ceptance speech by stating, "I didn't know
this would feel like the Academy Awards.
[pause for air and a big smile as he looks
around the room] I feel like I've just won
Best Director. There will be no contest with
the lights of LA as we walk across The Hill
later."

Following Hill's speech, a parade of stu-
dent volunteers gave the dinner guests and
students who came to celebrate an illumi-
nated tour of the campus and those build-
ings improved because of the campaign ..

The tour concluded at Ward Arch at 9:30 '
pm, and was followed by a toast of sparkling
cider and the illumination of the arch.

These included the new science building,
Hill Hall, Peterson Hall, Levine Hall, and
Hoover Library.

A Baltimore lighting company, Sky tech,
was responsible for the laser and computer-
iz~d li'ghii.hg's~ow. . .

John
Emens,
WMC
Class of
1966

Dinner honors Trustee Martin Hill and
celebrates the Defining Moment success

Do you know what Western Maryland
Railroad, the Defining Moment Campaign,
Hill Hall, sparkling cider, and Glar have in
common?

As reported in the last issue of the Phoe-
nix, the Defining Moment Campaign dinner
celebration was held in Englar Dining Hall
on Friday, April 14 to welcome trustees, ad-
ministration, faculty members, spouses, se-
lected students, and special guests whose
commitment to the college helped to reach
the campaign's $40 million goal.

But that wasn't the only reason to cel-
ebrate that night as Martin K. P. Hill, Chair
of the Defining Moment campaign, was pre-
sented with the John Smith Memorial Me-
dallion for his continuing support of the col-
lege.

After dinner, Acting President and Pro-
vostJoan D. Coley walked up to the podium
and welcomed everyone to the special occa-

~o~:"" 'f • ,'" ,', , ' ,

, ',SneaJsocommentedthatt~e success of

Kelly
Hill.

wife of
.Martin

Hill

"J think the college has outdone itself by
the dinner tonight-only surpassed by the
campaign. The success of the campaign

is special to us."
Com iledb Staci Geor e'~ "

Public presence in question regarding Honor and Cor:duct Board hearings
continued from page 1

However, President Clinton signed the states that the normal sequence of events Board, according to Sayre. it seriously" if he or she had gone through
Accuracy in Campus Crime Reporting Act listed within its guidelines are not required The student applicants can receive rec- the trouble of filing the report.
(ACCRA) that became effective Oct. I, to take place. ommendation from the current Board in the Mclean feels that perhaps if the impor-
1998, Which, among 'other things, included Furthermore, no distinction is made be- fall and are then elected by the Student Gov- tant cases were made public more people
the lifting ofFERPA restrictions on campus tween academic (plagiarism) and conduct ernmentAssembly.The faculty members are would take the Board's decisions to heart.
court proceedings, and a broadened and en- (vandalism, violent acts) cases. nominated by the Faculty Council and are "It sometimes seem like were a kangaroo
hanced annual report on campus crime sta- Leahy feels strongly that the hearings then elected by the facuity at large for the court," said the senior, recalling a case that
tistics. oI:'shoul~J:lemade public, perhaps to act as a " po.§.j"tl~n\ . _,.. " ..... ,.,j.', "'I~ ~•,~!ld,tol be pu§he:? b~S~ ~~Q~ .sey~~ ,timfS ~t,

According to O¢ ~1J;jarp ~aw!>fil!gh, ~4t:rwp'p.rtctott!efS;'i.fnpt.IJing else" except in 'Wl' any grven hearing, explains -5ayr~" the re~uest of the' accused .: , ,I; • ,,:.1, I.,
Chair of the Campus Crime Task Force, "fi- cases where the identity of the victim needs 'there ke two s'tudentsa-rid two' faculty mem-' .rI, .. b~-the'btlibr hand; Mclean said 'making'
nal draft regulations were issued by the US. to be protected (e.g. date rape). bers present. Kane presides over the conduct the hearings public could be "problematic"
Department of Education on Nov. I, 1999." English professor Dr, Becky Carpenter cases and Sayre the academic ones in order for Board members. "It's one thing to deal

Lawbaugh is quick to say he believes that agrees with Leahy that "we have these weird to make sure the proper procedures are fol- with the accused alone. It makes it more dif-
there are only three places in the world where interpretations of civil liberties" and that lowed. ficult for the accused to possibly confess if
private hearings are held: Cuba, China, and public hearings could have a preventative He said they usually do not vote unless his friends are there," he explained.
on college campuses. affect. there is a tie but that happens very rarely Also, he said due to the way the Board is

Sayre does not cite exactly which laws When it comes to hearings being public since the group comes to a consensus most formed on such short notice, he doubts many
protect Honor and Conduct hearings from be- Carpenter says, "Obviously it's better to pre- of the time. , ., other students would attend because there
ing made public. ., vent offenses in the first place than doll out Perhaps it is these types of situations that would not be enough publicity time.

On the other hand, Mark G,003man,a rep- ,"pci:ni:S~,m'e"nraftert,he fac£. If even 10 percent "Goodman is. leery of when he said, "There'~ _ In addition, Mc1e~n thinks th.e .Boar~
res-eni~tiv'e of (he SiLdent Pre~~ Law Center" of the peoplethat do thatjcommit offenses] ,~. s~)mubh'pb'tentfal fof, abuse 'When you have, "~would beco'me ahbther battlegrouna he-
in Arlington, Virginia, cites the sixth think twice ... I'm all about thai!" Carpenter a secret system like this" becau~e e~en . t,v:een the.college and the Greeks" ,and that
amendment's guarantees that "the accused added. though everyone assumes no harm IS being he does not know if that fight needs to in-
shall enjoy the right to a speedy and public volve the Honor and Conduct Board.

~ii:tl;i!y :~e~~~at~~a~:~: ~~~l\~~~eb::~ "We have these weird interpretations of-civil tob~6~a;e~~:i~:~~~:~~~e~;i~:t~~~~::~

committed." liberties." -Dr. Becky Carpenter involyed,.espe_cjapy iq~eynderlyingreason
Associate professor of political science for the offense.is.their jovwvementwith al-

and international studies Dr. Christianna She said the issue of making the Board's done. it is impossible to know_forsure if oth- cohol or a group of bad friends.
Nichols-Leahy said that in her experiences hearings public has never arisen before, most ers ar~' not allowed to witness it. .' "We want them'to finish tneir' degree, but
in dealing with the Honor ~q Conduct Board likely'because "the Board never meets as a Webster said, "Anyone without integrity 'i[they're a danger to the cominunitY we want
that the part above pertaining to witnesses group," but she adds that there is no' reason can pervert the system." Explaining how the to get them off camllUs," explained Mclean.
does not seem to be of particular interest to why they could not. Slie points 'out that in Board works, Sayre said it tries to rotate the He thinks the Soard is' doing' the best it
the Board. the "wider world" people endure public tri- student and faculty as much as possible, but can with what it has to work with right now,

For instance, she has been called in as a als all the time. the final decision over wh~ will sit for the but that if students wimt it;ari initiative for
character witness for the accused in several' ,"I'm aiways shocked at the things we're hearing usually revolves around making the open hearings should come from SGA. '
cases but has not been allowed to comment allowed to know or that parents aren't al- schedules of everyone fit, sald Sayre. • Sayre does not ever foresee the hearings
on the case. She said Assistant Dean of Stu- lowed to know who are paying for their Although there is no rule in its guidelines becoming public. "f think,itonly prop~r that
dent Affairs Scott Kane refused to let her children's' education," said Carpenter. on the number of times a phson is a!1owed stildents' intenictionS'with'the college should
speak when she asked permission. When it comes to' releasing information to sit ,on the Board, Carpenter said a case was tie prIvate," he said. "

Moreover, she said the way in which the to the public at large Webster said, "1 don't once postponed because the accused dis- If, however, there is a threat to the cam-
Honor and Conduct Board rules are written release my records because there's no com- agreed with her being there because of her pus community, Sayre said the college will
seem to "require students to give up their pelling law to make me do so." presence in a previous case involving the publish a notice as soon as possible, perhaps
constitutional rights." Regarding the severity of the punish- accused. even publishing the student's name if it is

For example, on page nine of the Honor ments, Carpenter said in her personal opin- Alex Mclean, a student member of the 'needed to 'protect others.
Code handbook section E states, "Formal ion some of the penalties established by the Beard, said there are other discrepa'ncies Webstet explains that private colleges
rules of evidence will not be applicable to Board should bave been harsher, but she still within the system as well. His examples in- like WMC work very hard to make their pri-
disciplinary hearings, and any evidence or thinks the system works well overall. Car- elude problems with evidence or Campus vate distinction clear and that it is fair if
testimony which the Board believes to be penter likes the fact that students are there Safety not taking the case seriously enough. WMC is allowed t6 limit some rights because
relevant to a fair determination of the charges for the hearings, "playing an active gover- He said in some instances the witnesses do of the (unwritten) contract students make
specified in the notice may be admitted. Pre- nance role." not even attend. with the school by attending.
hearing procedural questions must be raised There are a total of 10 students and lOin response to this claim Webster said he A copy of the Honor Code booklet may
at the initial hearing or be waived." It also faculty members on the Honor and Conduct "can't imagine that an officer wouldn't take be found in the Student Affairs office.
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Athlete treatment on campus -debated

continued/rom page J
uities within the athletic program cause of his success on the field.
as well. "Male teams gel more pub- Selecky's first advisor, profes-
[icily," she said, "and there's going sor and chair of the exercise sci-
10 be preferential treatment of male ence department, Dr. Alex Ober,
athletes no matter where you go." explained that like many freshman

For instance, the WMC softball who come to WMC, Selecky
team has enjoyed continuous sue- merely came here to play football.
cess and even placed third in the "He had the ability to do well,
NCAA East Regional Tournament but he didn't take his classes seri-
in 1998, but it is less known than ously," Ober commented. "Some-
the football team's success. "If you how he was able to appease the
asked WMC students, all of them standards. I question why he was
would know about football and able to continue to stay here and
maybe 30% of them would know return when he was not progress-
about softball," says Bell. ing in a normal fashion as a stu-

Many other students believe dent."
that top WMC athletes receive bet- Ober believes that for a large
ter housing both on and off cam- part most athletes at WMC do not
pus. A 1999 WMC graduate ex- receive preferential treatment, but
plained that she knew one athlete Selecky was a "good example of
who, in exchange for playing foot- an exception."
ball, had his.apartment rent paid for Associate Dean of the First-
by the Athletic Department. Year Program Barbara Horneff,

Preferential treatment may in who was Selecky's second advisor,
tum aid the success of the team. explained that many people prob-

One current WMC football ably question Selecky because he
player who asked to remain anony- was vocal about coming to WMC
mous said, "I think football play- to play football.
ers do get preferential treatment, "Everybody that comes here
from scholarships to housing. The comes here with an agenda," she
success of the team has made the said. "I can't be critical of a per-
faculty and administration more son who has a different agenda. J
lenient, which in turn has helped don'tplayGod,nordolplayjudge
boost the football team's success. and jury."
They've built on top of each other." Homeff explained that Selecky

The football player recalled a had to meet the same standards as
conversation with other teammates every other student at WMC. "He
in which they were discussing the did not come to a dean and say
large academic scholarships they 'Keep me in school." Too much
received. He explained that eachof emph~sis has been put on this
the players admitted to being be- Torrtmy Selecky thing. There are
low-average students in high things thathave beenexaggeiated."
school and did not know how they Part of the confusion may have
earned the scholarships. its roots in the admissions and fl-

~'There is so much evidence that nancial aid process.
would indicate there is something Dean of Admissions Martha
going on," he said. "Not all of it is O'Connell explained that there are
true, but some of it has to be be- academic scholarships and finan-
cause I hear athletes talking about rial-aid packages that are compiled
it all of the time." He continued to separately for each student. She
explain that many athletes brag believes that when students receive

"I think football players do get preferential
treatment, from scholarships to housing.
The success of the team has made the

faculty and administration more lenient. "
-Unnamed team member

about receiving a large academic"
scholarship while having a poor
academic performance in high
school, Other students would claim
that the accusations are all hearsay.

Senior, football player Greg
Dubell believes that the idea of
preferential treatment for athletes
at WMC is based completely on
rumor. "Look at the stereotype of
athletes. Then compare OUf school
to Division I schools," he said.

Head football coach Tim Keat-
ing was astonished to hear that stu-
dents believe preferential treatment
is given to athletes at WMC. "In
my seven years of experience here
at WMC I've never heard of it or
seen it, but it occurs at other Divi-
sion III schools without question,"
he said.

Some wonder whether former
football player Tommy Selecky re-
ceived preferential treatment be-

need-based aid packages, they
sometimes get them mixed up with
academic scholarships. "I certainly
understand why families get con-
fused," she said, "because the titles
are used interchangeably."

O'Connell aJso commented that
coaches, among other WMC fac-
ulty members, often inquire about
admission and scholarships given
to certain perspective student ath-
letes. If coaches find out that an-
other institution is offering more
money in a scholarship, O'Connell
explained, they want to know why.

However, some athletes may
expect preferential treatment based
on their experience in high school.

Homeff explained that some
athletes might have received pref-
erential treatment in high school.
She recalled two students specifi-
cally that had grades altered in their
high schools because they were

Campus Safety Blotter
The Department of Campus Safety Blanche Ward Hall. >I< at 8:00 pm treatment rendered
reported the following cases: >I< at 5:45 underage alcohol posses- in DoCS Office.
416 at 9:20 pm treatment rendered sion in ANWIDMC "Quad". 4117 at 12: 12 am unauthorized ac-
in PELC. >I< at 5:58 pm violation of rules/ cess to a college facility in Peter-
4/7 at II :35 pm parking/traffic crime in Albert Norman Ward Hall, son Hall.
violation for an illegally parked >I< at 9:59 pm possession of para- >I< at 12:45 am towed vehicle due
vehicle in Blanche Parking Lot. phernalia in Rouzer Hall. to excessive parking violations at
4/8 at 12:34amdamaging in Rou- >I< at 10:14 pm underage alcohol Elderdice Parking Lot.
zer Hall. possession in Daniel Maclea * at 9:25 pm stealing in Rouzer
>I< at 12:47 am treatment ren- Hall.

dered in Albert Norman Ward 4118 at 6:55 pm towed vehicle
Hall. due to parking in reserved space
>I< at 3:09 am damaging in at Whiteford Parking Lot.
Blanche Ward Hall. 4/19 at 4:30 pm treatment not
419 at 12:55 am treatment ren- rendered in DoCS Office.
dered in DoCS Office. >I< at 9:30 pm dishonesty in Rou-
>I< at I :55 am disorderly conduct zer Hall.

in Albert Norman Ward Hall. >I< at 11 :30 pm a hit and run ve-
4110 at I:32 pm a fire alarm for hicle accident at Albert Norman
unknown reasons in Rouzer Ward Parking Lot.

Hall. 4/20 at 10:05 pm treatment not
4/13 at 2:20 am trespassing in rendered Off Campus.
Whiteford Hall. 4/21 at 1:19amassaultin Rou-
>I< 3:30 pm a hit and run accident
at Pennsylvania Avenue.
4/14 at 11:45 am treatment refused

>I< at 10:30 pm underage alcohol zer HaJL

.* at 1 :30 pm stealing in Blanche
Ward Hall.
* at 10:55 pma towed vehicle due
to blocking traffic at Whiteford
Parking Lot.
4/15 at 12 am underage alcohol
possession in Rouzer Hall.
>I< at 7 am possession of "kegs" in

possession in Rouzer Lane. * at I:45 am disorderly conduct
* at 10:40 pm tampering with fire in Blanche Ward Hall.
prevention equipment in Rouzer * at 2 pm damaging in Albert
Hall. Norman Ward Parking Lot.
4/16 at 12:05 am possession of al- 4/22 at 10: II pm towed vehicle
cohol in Gazebo. due to excessive parking viola-
>I< at I:30 am unauthorized access tions at Department of Campus
to a college facility in Blanche Safety Office.

Ward Hall. * at 10: 15 pm towed vehicle due
* at 2: 13 pm trespassing Campus to excessive parking violations at
Wide. Daniel Maclea parking lot.

athletes.

Also, students may forget the Gamma Sigma Sigma
difference between e Division I and ,
Division III school. "Sometimes

~~~st~q~.nf~tl(lvebi,vi~i6B~·~iri< 'a'W;"""ar"~d'e\"'l~charter
tality,th;nkingthey'ligetO;v;s;on ' .ac' "U .' . , ._._"0' "".
I treatment ata Division Ul school,"
Homeffsaid. "I don't think there is
a division between athletes and
nonathletes at WMC."

WMC Director of Athletics
James Smith explained, "We take
pride in treating students equally."
Smith blames the accusations on
general misconceptions about the
difference between Division I and

in DoCS Office.

JOAN FAULKNER

StajfWriler

Watch out Greek life! There's
another sorority on campus now!
As of April 30, Gamma Sigma
Sigma officially received their
charter after a year of hard work
and dedication.

With 48 members, Gamma
Sigma Sigma has made itself the
largest Greek organization on cam-

Some students believe that pus.
WMC has attracted such talented It has been a colony at WMC,
football players by offering money. and was eligible to be chartered in
Keating explained, "We do every- February. President Amanda Cline
thing we can in regard to federal has been "on the phone pretty much
regulations on giving financial aid every day calling someone from
packages." He believes that the ath- nationals to make sure this [the
letes are drawn to WMC because charter] happened."
of its great reputation. Cline says earning the charter

Bell and other athletes stilI is like "moving from being a terri-
claim that being a Green Terror ath- . tory to a state, in the nation of
tete helped their financial aid pack- Gamma Sig."

ages. Since the group's debut as a
Keating explained that he as- colony a year ago, "bylaws and

sumes the rumors are due to incor- standing rules had to be passed by
rect perceptions. "Any time you the colony and sent to an executive
have success, people want to tear branch," says Cline. Two visits and
you down.vKeertng said. "Some- two reports were also required.
body wants to find something Cline goes on to say that the
wrong, and they'll exploit that." chartering "would not have hap-

As far as upholding the impor- pened without these women. Ev-
tance of academics, Keating ex- eryone has been so enthusiastic and
plained that if he finds out one of positive."
his players is not attending classes, Joan Coley, Acting President
he will not allow them to play in and Provost, spoke at the Gamma
games. "Football and other sports Sigma Sigma's formal held last
without an education will get them March, and strongly supported this
nothing," he said. community service organization.

Homeff agreed, "If a student Coley said that "this organiza-
isn't going to class and isn't doing tion will no doubt contribute ina
their .work, that jeopardizes the positive way to the campus. Given
team as a whole." the service hours that they have al-

Division III schools.

ready completed, they have al-
ready shown their dedication to
the ideals of the sorority."

Jennifer Jorio, vice president
of service for Gamma Sigma
Sigma, says the idea for starting
the sorority was when Carrie
Newman, Michelle Voight, and
Mary Anne Tyler wanted to start
a service sorority.

They assembled a group of 12
students, and went to Betsy Chi-
mock, assistant director of Col-
lege Activities, to look at all the
national sororities.

However. they chose Gamma
Sigma Sigma, a national commu-
nity service organization.

The group "wanted to start an
organization on campus that was
social, Jorio says, but a dry so-
rority that concentrated solely on
service, friendship, and equality."

"It was a ton of work," says
Jorio, because they had to "fig-
ure out officers, pledge them-
selves, plus make their own con-
stitution."

But Jurio believes that the end
result was definitely worth it.
"Community service makes you
feel that you're actually making
a difference in the world," she
says. "

We give back a little to soci-
ety of what we've gotten from it."

The sorority's mainstay, Jorio
says, is the idea of a nonselective
group because we "want every-
one to feel included and have
fun."

Rush for the next pledge class
will be held in the fall of 2000.
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Students andfaculty members react to Chambers' decision to resign

overall beautification of the campus over the
past few years is due in large part to Cham-
bers' desire to improve the campus as a
whole,

There are many other members of the
administration and facultythat are sad to see
Chambers move on.

Joseph Carter, a professor of economics
and business and member of the faculty since
September of 1988, said, "I hate to see him
leave. We'll definitely miss Bob, he was a
unique combination of a business man and
an academic."

Jane Sharpe, the associate librarian in
Hoover library and member of the staff for
almost 30 years, said, "During his tenure as
president, there's been a lot of advancements
at the college."

The one faculty member that has been
most affected by Chambers' resignation is
Joan Coley, the former provost and now in-
terim president ofWMC.

Coley had been serving as acting presi-
dent since late December and on Saturday,
April 15 at the spring meeting of the Board
of Trustees was unanimously elected by th~

Board to serve as interim president.
"He was a great president, and I can't

think of anyone I would rather work for,"
admits Coley, who has been working in the
morning as provost and in the afternoon as
president.

"It's been overwhelming, as both presi-
dent and provost of the college, but I'm com-
fortable with what I am doing, mainly be-
cause it is interesting and challenging," said
Coley.

A few days ago Coley was relieved of her
provost duties when Dr. Samuel Case, pro-
fessor of exercise science and physical edu-
cation, was designated as the college's new
provost.

"I don't think that we are going to lose
any momentum," said Coley, in response to
the new changes.

"Because the executive teamis still here,
including myself and the three vice presi-
dents of the college, we are going to be able
to stay focused on the shared goals that were
developed by all of us, including Bob," added
Coley.

She went on to say that part of her presi-

continued from page J

dency will be to continue what Chambers
did; however "the other part will be to form
a future vision for the college with the com-
munity."

Coley has not yet made a decision as to
whether or not she wants to be considered
for the full-time position as president.

"I was happy being provost, but I am still
weighing the pros and cons of the position,"
she said.

No one knows exactly how long it will
take to find a new president, but the transi-
tion committee, which is made up of trust-
ees, alumni, faculty, the administrative staff
and select students is scheduled to meet early
in May.

They hope to "begin the development of
aplan that will lead to the recruitment of the
eighth president," according to James
Melhorn, chairman of the board of trustees.

No one knows who is going to be the next
president, but many of the same people who
adored Chambers feel that Coley is well
suited for the position.

"Joan has served in many positions on
campus, including both the academic affairs

office and the ad~issions office. There are
few on campus tha't kriow the college better
than her," said Godwin.

Sharpe also agreedwirf G6dwin,-saying
"We are fortunate to heave Joan, especially
someone with as muchexperience as her."

Dean Sayre also believes that Coley
would be a good fit for the. president.

Although "there area lot of strong people
on the. faculty and also H1e campus that are
capable to fill, the position," said Sayre.

Even though th'e'administration may be
overwhelm~d in some ways with dealing
with the transition, an informal poll showed
that nine out of 10 students could care less
about what is going on right now within the
administration.

One senior, who wishes to remain anony-
mous, said, "I'm more worried about
Siouxsie the [president's] cat then J 'am. WOf-

~i::t.~bout who is g_oi~g. to become presi-
, . ,I

Many students are more worried about
finals, and others feel that the college will
continue to do just fine, no matter who sits
in the president's office.

FRANCIS (SKIP) FENNEI,I,

Thanks for the Memories, Bob
culture of the Deep South. deal. He enjoyed the robe, the medallion, the

Did you know Larry Bird recently met hat, the whole gig. His introductory com-
his maker? Not the former hoopster and cur- ments at virtually any ceremony were always

Over 15 years ago I was honored to have rent coach of the Indiana Pacer, but Bob and something to behold, whether these were
been elected by the faculty to serve as one WMC's own Larry the Bird who had a about the late Tip O'Neil!, a friend, guest
of three faculty members involved in the prominent perch in the President's home. speaker, you name it. Trust me, we all want
search for a successor to Dr. Ralph C. John And then there is Siouxsie. What will be- to receive a Chambers tribute.
as President of Western Maryland College. come of this campus legend? That cat has His remarks at my being named the
Dr. Mary Ellen Elwell of the Social Work had more press than several academic de- CASE - Carnegie Foundation Professor of
Department, Dr. Eth~n.A. Seidel of the Eco~ . partments on \,his, campu~.. ... .. th.e Year, for Maryland (1997) are my spe-
n~~ics/~u~j~e~s Adm;n1.~t;ati~n Deparl- n' "A~ ~·resj"dert~of.VVMC, BODth·u'mbers· ....·d!tl memories \n this area.~B~b's t.aped re-
in'ehi,lygs lhe sam~l D'r~:SejdeC ~ndme.' , wa's th{iliHii n-;dn at'th~'·righni~(He' IS a 1 marks at the memorial seF;}ice'forhls prede-

As now Vice-President for Administra- man of incredible enthusiasm, interest, and cessor Dr. Ralph John are but a recent con-
live and Finance Seidel likes to reporr, I was vision. He clearly wanted to make WMC bet- tribution-tc his expertise as an orator. Bob
in charge of copying the resumes of (he hun- ter in every way. He did. Look around. Most Chambers was certainly a ceremonial presi-
dreds of candidates who clearly wanted to
become President ofWMC, but that's an in-
side joke.

The search took about a year. This guy
from Bucknell was highly recommended by
a former Middle States evaluator of WMC

Professor of Education CASE - Carnegie FOllnd(l-
lioll Professor of the Year _Maryllmd, 1997

Bob Chambers used to drive me crazy with his
unfailing ability to seem to know something about

everything.
as a possible candidate for our-presidency .. _ ~ ..... _ ~ , ;>0 _,

His name was Robert HunterCha'mbers, III ... r\1ad~r~ won't rem.em~er when Red-$qu~re
Nice pedigree too - Duke, Yale (where he was an ugly parking lot (for administrators
taught Gary Trudeau and Kurt Schmoke and guests only) fronting a woefully inad-
among others), and Brown. It was my task equate library.
(other than copying) to make phone calls to Other significant physical improvements
all those who chose to recommend this include but are not limited to the Hill Hall
Chambers person. makeover of the former Memorial Hall, the

Of course all of these folks supported his new life given to what used to be called the
candidacy. I remember one such reference Art Building, now Peterson Hall. The growth
informing me that Bob Chambers would of Levine, the remake of what used to be my
definitely become a president; it was just a former office and those of others in the Edu-
matter of time. So Bob Chambers came to cation Department into the admissions suites
Baltimore for his interview. in Carroll Hall. And on and on - including

He was the only "top candidate" who the newest jewel on the Hill- Lewis Hall. A
could answer then Board of Trustee Presi- bricks and mortar president, sure that could
dent "Woody" Preston's standard question work as a legacy.
regarding the second baseman of the Win- Ah, there's more. Bob Chambers used to
ston-Salem, North Carolina minor league drive me crazy with his unfailing ability to
baseball team - seems to me the answer was seem to know something about everything.
Earl Weaver, but Seidel would remember. Worse, when he didn't he could fake it bet-
Anyone who knows Bob Chambers knows ter than most. As anyone who knows Bob
he schmooses well. He was an easy top Chambers can attest, Bob is a schmoozer par
choice of our search committee. The Cham- excellence. He can meet and greet with the
bers Era began on the Hill. There are liter- very best. Everybody is a friend.
ally a myriad of memories and thoughts What's more, when he was prepared no-
flooding this composition about the Cham- body could toP. Bob Chambers from the po-
bers Years on the Hill. dium. I think Interim President Joan Coley

The mugs in his office, the Pez stuff, his coined the phrase that Bob eats adjectives
fascination with the King - Elvis Presley. I for breakfast. He just loves to pontificate.
always hated Elvis. I figure Bobjust couldn't If there is a ceremony anywhere - send
leave everything about the South even' Bob. He brought back Baccalaureate. He
though·he despised the redneck attitude and made introductory Convocation into a big

- ... -~
dent: that is probably an understatement.

Bob Chambers was a colleague. Bob en-
joyed the fact that he was a faculty member.
He taught - always. He was interested in what
his faculty colleagues were doing - always.
He loved to poke even provoke faculty de-
bate and discussion.

During the time when the faculty debated
the wisdom of moving from 3- to a-credit
courses, I still believe Bob drug out the fac-
ulty meetings, enjoyed the heated debates,
and seemed to ask the dumbest questions just
to keep folks engaged in the process - per-
haps fray is a better word.

Bob Chambers loved a pany, mostly as
an observer of people and behavior. He flits
well. He can't dance -little kno'wn fact.

He established the fall faculty football
gathering, regularly hosted events at the
President's House and enjoyed hosting guest
speakers and others for social events on the
Hill. Senior Week was also Bob's thing. The
baccalaureate speech he gave at least 15
times always highlighted the gala party in
around and over Decker Center the night be-
fore commencement.

But Bob truly enjoyed all of his col-
leagues - facuity, staff, students, you name
it. He was Bob Chambers. Call me Bob was
his sorl of standard line. He valued the con-
tributions of all members of the campus com-
munity and celebrated them.

Bob Chambers continues to be the sort
of classic frustrated jock. Many have heard
Bob's old tale about missing some impor-
tant field goal as a kicker on his North Caro-
lina high school team (maybe it was an ex-
tra point). NOI an athlete, Bob was enam-
ored by athletes, and athletics. In fact Bob
continues 10 be enamored by people in power
athletically or otherwise.

A regular supporter of campus and re-
gional sports events, Bob was proud ofWMC
accomplishments in all sports' Mosi k·nbw
that Bob Chambers continues to be an ac-
tive runner. Not very far, certainly not very
fast (oh, I hope he reads this line!) Bob is
out there trudging his three miles most ev-
ery day of the week. He tells me it is every
day now!

Ah, but probably the classic Bob Cham-
bers sports story was the time he played sec-
ond base for the faculty team in a softball
game with the graduating seniors the after-
noon of Baccalaureate. A line ~ho( ii-bill a
senior arrived at Bob's nose prior to his mitt.
Baccalaureate that evening had Bob regularly
dabbing a still bleeding nose. To my knowl-
edge that was the President's final appear-
ance in the faculty softball team's lineup.

Bob Chamber's forte is the English lan-
guage, so he reads - a lot. Many of us were
always amazed at the number of books he
had stacked in his home ready for reading.
Did he-really read all those books? We'll
never know. Well-read and knowledgeable
about writers and their genre, film seemed
to be his passion, particularly quoting lines
from films. I found this odd, but he enjoyed
it - still does. I can still recall him matching
film titles and actual lines with Professor
Herb Smith on more than one occasion.

But, our president was fascinated by other
things - travel, culture, and politics t9 name
other topics and issues which to this day con-
tinue to vie for this man's time.

This is long enough. For over IS years
Bob Chambers has been president, leader,
mentor, colleague, and friend to many of us
during the Chambers Years. He had a lot to
do with defining who we are on the Hill.

His persona defined for many of us good
years,' fond years on the Hill at Western
Maryland College. Defining Moments - in-
deed. Good luck Bob - Thanks for the Memo-
ries.
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Amanda Lesher had the opportunity 10
take Chambers' class in spring of 1998,

Bob Chambers changed the way
we think of ourselves as a commu-
nity and a college. When reflect-
ing on his legacy, it is tempting to
focus on the beauty of the campus,
the singular library, the extraordi-
nary laboratory building. But these
ar~ only physical manifestations of
Bob Chambers' lasting contribu-
tion to Western Maryland College.

More than anything, Bob taught
us to raise our sights. If he had
never been in our midst, we still
would have expanded the clearly
inadequate library, but would we
have built one that is the envy of
our sister institutions and the cen-
terpiece of our campus? If he had
not been our leader, we would built

Classof '01
When my advisor suggested

that I take a class with President
Chambers, I did not know what to
expect. As a freshman, I hadn't had
much contact with him. I was un-
sure about what I was getting my-
self into and very intimidated.

On the first day of Religion and
Literature, I sat at the enormous
conference table in the President's
conference room surrounded by my
fellow classmates. Five in all. And
we waited.
He was late.
After he sat
down, Dr.
Chambers
spread out
several yel-
lowed sheets
of notebook
paper with
not e s
scrawled
over them in
red ink. He
glanced
about at the
expectant faces surrounding the
table. After greeting those students
whom he already-knew, he called
roll and smiled at us each in turn.

Immediately, he asked us for

, ,
Seidel helped hring Chambers 10 WMC.

others aspire? How many of us
would have thought it appropriate,
even possible, for a small liberal
arts college in central Maryland to

short autobiographies about our
religious backgrounds and our pre-
vious English experiences. Dr
Chambers listened intently and
seemed genuinely interested in us,
not only as students, but also as
people. This first class set the tone
for the rest of the semester.

As our class explored contem-
porary American literature and its
relationship to religious beliefs, we
formed friendships with each other
and Dr. Chambers.

Also, Dr. Chambers required us
to teach a
class on two
of the 13
texts that we
were reading
during the
semester.
This meant
that we had
to do outside
research and
be prepared
to lecture and
discuss the
novel for the
majority of

the three hour class period. By
throwing us into the teacher's role,
he helped us to think in depth about
literature and figure out how to
present our ideas {Q our peers.

During Chambers' tenure 01 WMC, one oj his contributions was the use of
Gary Trudeau's Doonesburv cartoons un college admissions materials.
Chambers is pictured above with a cut-out character from the cartoOIl.

football team was on the verge of
setting a Division III record for
consecutive losses. Who among us
imagined that he would be leaving
having celebrated our third con-
secutive undefeated season?

Or that with the spring season
still in progress, our varsity teams
would have already won five Cen-
tennial Conference champion-
ships?

As an academic dean and then
as a college president, Bob never
stopped thinking of himself as a
teacher first and foremost. The de-
sire to be the best in every en-
deavor, to not compromise in the
quest to be the best, this is the last-
ing lesson he taught us.

At the close of each class, Dr.
Chambers would summarize what-
ever we had discussed and provide
his own insights to help clarify our
thinking and raise other issues. Of
the three papers assigned, his re-
quirements allowed creativity and
original thinking. My classmates
and I turned in collections of po-
ems, and short stories, as well as
analysis based papers. Dr. Cham-
bers always offered constructive
criticism tempered by ample praise
of the student works and was will-
ing to look over a draft for anyone.
It was obvious that he took his po-
sition as professor seriously and
cared about his students.

I feel very lucky that I took my
advisor's advice and enrolled in
Religion and Literature with Presi-
dent Chambers. It was a wonder-
ful introduction into the English
department and my studies here at
Western Maryland College.

News Co-editor

the students, and admin-
istration have all had the oppor-
tunity to reflect upon the signifi-
cant impact Bob Chambers has
made upon our entire college
community. I would now like to
share a few of my personal reflec-
tions from the perspective of an
Alumni and a Trustee.

First and foremost, J consider
Bob to be a dear friend, These arc
not words to be taken lightly, for
I truly feel that friendship is an
aspect of personal relationships
that has to be earned. Bob has
clearly earned this status through
his outstanding leadership and
service to the institution I dearly
love. Bob has provided:
* Strategic leadership to The

Board of Trustees
* Intellectually sound leadership
to our faculty and administration
* Compassionate leadership to

our student body; and
* Enthusiastic leadership to the
thousands of volunteers who give
selflessly of their time and money
to nurture the quality of this great
institution
How do I define Bob's leader-
ship? To me it is very simple.
Bob's leadership had four key
characteristics:
* Bob Created A Vision:
He clearly excelled in his ability
to creatively challenge each of us
to "think outside of the nine dots"
and to push all of us beyond our
previous limits.
* Bob Led The Way:
He never missed an opportunity
to put forth the personal time and
energy to insure his Vision was

lot for WMC. If you look at the
buildings and the appearance of the
campus, this is the testimony of ef-
fectiveness of his presence," he

Moore worked with Chambers for
almost 15 years 011 the Board.

"' Bob Providcd The Resources:
He fought many battles and left
no stone unturned to insure that
the financial resources were avail-
able for the College to respond to
its multitude of competing priori-
ties.

"' Bob Expressed Sincere Appre-
ciation:
When Bob thanked us for our ef-
forts (which was often), he did it
in a manner that made us feel
deeply appreciated. For over 15
years we have been blessed with
Bob's leadership and friendship.
However, the thousands of stu-
dents who will Come to WMC in
the years ahead will more deeply
and richly feel the true benefit
these gifts.

Bob, our greatest wish for you
is that you are leaving us know-
ing that you have woven an intri-
cate web consisting of the many
people who will be forever grate-
ful for having the opportunity to

The WMC email system has
been busy over the past few weeks;
first it was the campus an-
nouncement of President
Robert Chambers' resigna-
tion and now it is the an-
nouncement that Dr. H. Sam
Case'will be the acting pro-
vost.

Effective for the 2000-
200 I academic year, Case, a
professor of exercise science
and physical education, will
fulfill the duties as the
College's provost while
Dean Coley becomes in-
terim president.

Case said that he is
gradually working himself
into the provost's duties, and
his first event as the acting
provost was the Honors
program's annual banquet
on April 27. He is no Casewillserve(ls~'o!legeProvostllextyear.

stranger to WMC's Honors
program; years ago he was the as- said. To quote the email Coley sent
sistant director, along with Nancy out campus wide, Sam Case has it
Palmer. all: "the respect of his colleagues,

So how did Case feel about abundant historical perspective,
Chambers' resignation? "Sur- and a publishing and writing
prised. Dr. Chambers has done a agendathatserveasafin~example

of scholarly pursuits."
Case, a WMC graduate in the

class of 1963, has been teaching
here for 35 years. During this time,

he has coached wrestling,
track, cross-country, lacrosse,
and was an assistant football
coach. Before becoming a
Green Terror professor and
coach, he worked at other in-
stitutions and has held other
administration positions.

"Coaching involves ad-
ministration-you have to plan
practices, schedule meetings,
and motivate people," said
Case, as he drew a parallel be-
tween his experience as a
coach and an administrator.
Besides teaching and coach-
ing, Case has also devoted his
time to the Mid-Atlantic
Chapter of American College
Sports Medicine, which he
just ended a term as president.

He has published works
in scholarly journals and has

served as associate editor for two
~ational journals. Additionally, he
has done research in Antarctica,
which he will be giving a presen-
tation on soon-before he picks up
the duty of an acting provost.
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members of the World Church of the Cre- knowledge., _ 'j rt.. side of thehouse. -)IJt.11 ,Ii.; ,. i Iii':! 1::1;
at9f placed recruitment pamphlets on cars in .: W,MC sociology professor Jean Shin ex-, .!I Byrd erplainedthat theywanted ro spread
,WMG parking.lots. plained that the lack.of knowledge people]. ' the message that.ltwe shall noebe-moved.vc
l' IDirectorofMulticulturalSendcc_s Grace, nave. gets; translated into a; blame on e.cer, .)f. ,1.,Recently, WMG:~ulturallgr0upsJand'

Almandrez explained that "Borhf Carroll :! tain group.fora societal.problem .. "1 • -Greek.organizations-worked togetherao pro-
County and WMC are small communities ' Explanations coupled with the use of re- tuole,,a stronger community by bringing
that are mainly white. I think there's a mis-, ligion can be quite attractive to impression- former Aryan Nations propaganda leader,
conception that hate crimes and bias-moti- able people, he said. fI FJoyd Ccchrcn.to.campus., ,_,~b ;1.rlJ· l1i
vated incidents do not occur. Therefore, both Collins believes that the.hate crimes corn- Since then Multicultural Students Asso-
communities are reactive versus proactive." mitted on campus and in the area have
,rWhile WMC has made diversity an, im- .broughr issues to the forefront at WMC. '''I

portent goal, much of Carroll County needs think there's a stronger level of diversity,"
to also. he said.

SWffWriler.

Imagine confronting hale (ace to face.
One WMC campus safety member did,

while stopped at a red light il'! Manchcster.t
While his tinted car windows hid his.iden-

'my to Ku Klux Klan members rallying
nearby, he could see quite clearly what was
about to take place.

Hate approached his car and knocked on
the driver's side window unknowingly.
That's when the white-robed Klan member
surprisingly came to find that the driver was
not white, but rather a person of color.

Campus Safety senior supervisor Chris
Collins recalls from his experience, "I could
see the fear in his eyes."

While, Collin's experience occurred
nearly 10 years ago, hate groups are still ac-
tive in Carroll County and hate crimes still
threaten many count)" residents.

Diversification and multicultural aware-
ness have become main goals ofWMC fac-
ulty and students.

The Southern Poverty Law Center, which
keeps track of-active hate groups all over the
country, found that in 1999 Maryland was
home to roughly 12 hate groups.

The groups range from the World Church
of the Creator in Finksburg and Towson to
the KKK in Woodsboro, 20 miles from West-
minster.

Manchester police Chief Timothy
Timmons reported that while the same KKK
group that Collins encoun~er .is still .in
Manchester, they've been "relatively curet
lately."

The last reported hate crime on campus
took place in November 1999, when three

Carroll County National Association for
the Advancement of Colored People mem-
ber and WMC music professor Eric Byrd
explained that currently there are no African
American teachers in the county public
school system.

"This world is so diverse, so the county
should be also," Byrd said

Byrd, a WMC graduate and Carroll
County resident, went on to explain that
while he feels diversification is poor in the
community, he thinks WMC has largely im-
proved since he first attended in 1988.

In 1992, racial epitaphs were burned into
the WMC golf course and sprayed onto the
tennis courts,' and National Alliance pam-
phlets were placed in campus mailboxes.

Campus Safety director Mike Webster ex-
plained that individuals were targeted when
hate flyers were put under the doors of mi-
nority and international student residents in
Rouzer.

Byrd recalls, "At the time there was a
polarization. People were either shocked and
outraged and others didn't care."

Most people blame hatred on lack of

Awareness in response_ to the crimes has
come from some Carroll County leaders.

Westminster Mayor Ken Yowan com-
mented, "Obviously, in our country we have
freedom of speech and people are allowed
to say things covertly. Individuals espouse.
hatred that many of us find revolting. On the
other side of the coin, I think it is incumbent
upon leaders to speak out against what these
groups and these people stand for."

Yowan describes himself as being "cau-
tiously optimistic" about Carroll County's
future in diversification and believes that
parents have to playa large role in educat-
ing children about related issues.

"Prejudice is not something we're born
with, it's something we're taught," he said.

WMC has made efforts to reach out to
the community and support diversity.

In 1997, a single African American
woman was planning to move into a new
house in Taneytown with her children. Be-
fore she was able to move in, a racially mo-
tivated perpetrator destroyed the house.

The WMC Gospel Choir in turn raised
roughly $250 for her and held a rally out-

ciation PresidentCamille.Cook has received
pamphlets on how to react to hate crimes
from Cochran.now the director of the Edu-
cation and Vigilance Network.

Cook hopes that in the future the MSA,
Black Student Union, and other campus or-
ganizations can work together and educated
area teenagers about diversification and fac-
ing batred.

Fear and ignorance are promoted through
bate crimes, Cook said. "Hate crimes drive
people apart and force them to become hos-
tile and hesitant toward positive relation-
ships."

Webster feels that the 1992 incident was
a catalyst for increase racial awareness and
attention on campus.

"Although it was a sad thing," he said,
"it was also a good thing."

While the multicultural clubs have pro-
vided many educational programs, Alman-
drez said she would like to have more stu-
dents and groups take part.

"If diversity was infused in all our cur-
ricula, if more people attended multicultural
programs, if there was a community effort
to make diversity a priority, I believe there
wouldn't be these hate crimes, she said.
"01 Education and an open mind are key to
change."
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apparently so dramatic. He ex-
plains that the new Honor Code
policy puts more responsibility on
faculty to report violations; there-
fore, the number of recorded cases
is growing.

"I make the assumption," says
Reiff, "that cheating is somewhat
endemic for college students in
general- it's a social phenomenon.
I believe that honor is a sacred trust,
and that given the opportunity,
people respond to this sacred trust.
However, this takes education, it's
a long-term goal instituting a
new Honor Code is not going to
change a culture overnight. [By
doing this] we set ourselves up to
be an island of honesty in a sea of
deceit."

The plagiarism violations were
discovered by Mr. Bill Spence, a
senior lecturer in the English de-
partment, and by Dr. Robert
Kachur, assistant professor of En-
glish. All of the discoveries were
due to the teachers' detective work;
there were no cases where students
turned in their classmates.

Spence says all three of his
cases came from the same writing
assignment, due the week after
spring break, and all involve first-
year students. He discovered the
first two cases when two students
independently submitted the same
paper to him.

Once he presented them with
the evidence, they both confessed
to taking the paper off the Internet,
and he was able to go online and
find the original.

He is unable to comment about
the discovery of the third case at
this time, but it is also an instance
where a student has downloaded a
paper off the Internet and submit-
ted it as their own work, he af-
firmed

Plagiarism problems plague English Department
conrinuedfrompage 1

you know that little voice
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this summer,
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not original, it is not worth putting
down, says freshman history ma-
jor Patrick Dougherty. He feels that
students who are caught plagiariz-
ing should have the option of fail-
ing the assignment or recopying the
entire work they cheated from by
hand. "If they want to write out of
a book they should write out of a
book," he concludes with a grin.

Sayre, although emphatic about
the severity of plagiarism, is still
willing to give most students the
benefit of the doubt concerning
their motives.

A lot of students come here
from high-school situations where
plagiarism is not as serious as it is
here, he comments. Combined with
the pressure ofa deadline and gen-
eral inexperience, the temptation to
plagiarize can be very strong, he
believes.

"In some cases, a student who
is feeling pressured for time might
simply run across a paper on the
Internet and not be able to resist the

temptation to make a copy," says
Spence, "That's what I would like
to believe."

Sophomore English major
Rebecca Carswell agrees that pla-
giarism is not acceptable, but ar-
gues that plagiarism is not always
clear-cut. "A lot of times I don't
know whether I'm plagiarizing or
not," she said, adding, "If they
know they're plagiarizing, they
should be punished harsher [than
if they don't know.]"

Kachur believes that the temp-
tation to plagiarize is probably due
to stress, but says it sometimes
leads to students turning in copied
work that is not any good, which,
even if they're not caught, can re-
sult in a failing grade.

It takes almost the same amount
of effort to get the right kind of
help, Kachur explains. The key to
all of this is communication. In all
of these cases, I would have wel-
comed [the students] to come ask
for ideas or extensions or both. At

least then the teacher is still in-
volved in the learning process.

So what can be done to prevent
plagiarism before it happens? Ac-
cording to Dr. LeRoy Panek, En-
glish department chair, the change
needs to come from within the stu-
dent body itself.

"Dishonesty is something, I'm
afraid, as old as human kind, and
plagiarism is dishonesty," he said,
"Rather than oaths and policing and
trials and sanctions, I suspect that
the way at least to minimize cheat-
ing would be to work to establish
the kind of community in which re-
spect for knowledge and the desire
to acquire its benefits were the val-
ues that shaped individuals' behav-
ior ... substantive change happens
because of leadership and vision."

Kachur agrees, commenting
that the college needs to open a dia-
logue with the students about the
importance of honor. "We should
admit that, by asking students to
abide by the Honor Code, we are

Kachur's story is similar, al-
though he is unwilling to tell in
which class(es) he is finding pla-
giarism. "I want people to under-
stand that as much as we don't want
to police our students, we have be-
come newly sensitive to the issue,"
he said. Because it is an insult to
students who are doing their work,
we are working very hard to iden-
tify and report breeches of the
Honor Code to the Honor and Con-
duct Board.

According to the new Honor
Code policy passed last year by the
SGA and the faculty, all cases of
suspected plagiarism must be re-
ported to the Honor and Conduct
Board for hearing and sentencing.
The 1999-2000 Student Guide and
Date Book outlines the penalties for
plagiarism, explaining that trial by
the Honor and Conduct Board usu-
ally results in the student failing the
course if the plagiarism was inten-
tional and committed on a major
assignment.

However, lesser punishments
may be meted out in cases where
the plagiarism was minor or unin-
tentional. Second-time offenders
face the penalty of suspension.

Some students feel that this,
policy may not be severe enough

to-get the~!~sage acro.~lI. If i~~ -'~~~~~=-~--------~~~~-------=~~----~--~

Visit Gill Gym or Call
410-857-2720

in some ways asking them to act
counter culturally in a society that
often rewards appearance rather
than substance, and achievement
rather than integrity," he said.

However, there may be other
ways to reduce the rate of plagia-
rism, suggests Spence.

"I suspect it's extremely diffi-
cult to completely prevent plagia-
rism, but I think w~ can set up our
assignments to make plagiarism
more trouble than it's worth," he
said. "That may entail more in-
class work on writing assignments
or perhaps giving students less free-
dom in selecting topics for papers."

The six cases were scheduled to
be heard by the Honor and Conduct
Board before the end of the semes-
ter.

According to an email from
Sayre, three separate cases have
already been heard, and each stu-
dent "admitted the Honor Code
violation and was given the follow-
ing sanction: 'F' in the course."
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SGA questions the new grading system
LISA VAN AUKEN favor of the system and those who are not.

One unnamed student wrote: "I don't
want to be punished for getting an A-minus
so that someone who gets a C-plus can feel
better about it."

Some seem to consider opposition to the
new measure as simply whining, writing
such comments as "Suck it up and stop com-
plaining."

But whether or not the decision was right
or wrong, one student was discouraged with
the ordeal, wondering "why isn't the fac-
ulty taking our thoughts into consider-
ation?"

The decision to convert to the weighted
grades system was initiated in 1996 by a
group of students and faculty members.

The system was not installed prior to
now because of a computer problem in the
registrar's office.

Although the students who helped get
the ball rolling have long since graduated,
it appears that current WMC students will
not have the final say in the matter.

"I think perhaps most of the faculty
agrees that in the end, it should be a faculty
decision," said Coley.

Steve Sharkey, SGA sophomore class
president and chair of the academic com-
mittee, is optimistic about the faculty's re-
sponse to student dissatisfaction.

Sharkey said that the SGA is pushing to
make the new system similar to the old-
BLARlnew-BLAR system currently in ef-
fect.

In the SGA's opinion, the new system
should only affect incoming students so the
transcripts of current students are more uni-
form, and the system should not be on a 4.3
scale.

"They'll listen to what we have to say,"
Sharkey said, after outlining the SGA's fu-
ture plansto continue its campaign.

Coley, however, sees problems with the
SGA's proposals since students are classed
by their total credits, not their years in atten-
dance at WMC.

The class of '04 might not be entirely
composed of freshmen, so implementing the
new system on the incoming class might
mean that some sophomores would have
weighted grades.

Currently, the faculty will begin discuss-
ing the 4.3 scale that the new system would
work on.

Meanwhile, members of the SGA will
continue their efforts to make the faculty re-
consider' their position, but the future is still
uncertain.

"I think the faculty did [consider student
opinion]," said Coley. "And [they] dis-
agreed."

Stuff WriterJOANNA KRAfT

CQnTribUI;flgWriter Although the faculty has announced its
decision to implement a weighted grades
system in the fall of this year, it seems that
students are not finished hashing it out with
the administration, the faculty, and each
other.

And although students seem to be call-
ing for change, the WMC faculty is resolute,
according to Joan Devlin-Coley, interim
president.

Because of a difference of opinion be-
tween the students and faculty, the Student
Government Assembly is spearheading a
campaign that hopes to give students a fo-
rum for their opinions.

They seek to educate them about intro-
ducing a new grading system in the middle
of student's'Wlvlc career.

Last week, the SGA sent fetters to the stu-
dent body highlighting the negative aspects
of weighted grades and encouraged them to
respond.

It also invited students via voice mail to
a meeting discussing the measure.

The SGA also set up a board outside of
the Tnfonnation Desk in Decker Center for
students to jot down their opinions.

So far, student's views seem to be polar-
ized between those who are completely in

The story that emerges is one of hope.
No matter how bleak a situation looks, ac-
tion by our club members can make a dif-
ference."

In March. a group of about 15 students
came together to form a new organization
at WMC. The new organization is called
Club WMC Amnesty International
(AIWMC).

The idea of forming a new club at WMC
stems from the mission of Amnesty Inter-
national. According to Sharon Klinder, one
of the founding members of AIWMC, the
organization's main goal is to raise cam-
pus awareness of human rights protection.
AIWMC's advisor is Professor Leahy from
the political science department.

Although this new organization is not
a direct affiliate of the greater organization
of Amnesty International, the organization
uses the name Club Amnesty International
WMC since it has adapted the same mis-
sion statements as the original organization.
The original Amnesty International was
formed in 1961 with the idea to interna-
tionally campaign protection of human
rights. The work of Amnesty International
goes beyond national, cultural, religious,
and ideological boundaries and members
of Amnesty International does not work
with cases in their own countries.

The word amnesty, according to the
Merriam-Webster Dictionary (1997),
means "to grant pardon to a group of indi-
viduals." Amnesty International works on
freeing all prisoners of conscience, that i~,
people who are being detained because of
their beliefs, ethnic origin, sex, color, lan-
guage, social and/or national origin, eco-
nomic status, and have not used or advo-
cated violence. Publicity and letters are im-
portant to Amnesty International, but there
is never a "claim for fame" after being suc-
cessful in releasing a prisoner of con-
science.

The constitution of the club WMC Am-
nesty International, states the following.:
"The purpose of this organization shall be
to create support and work impartially for
the release of prisoners of conscience, fair
trials for political prisoners, abolition of the
death penalty, and an end to extra-judicial
execution and 'disappearance' ."The mem-
bers will actively work on raising aware-
ness about prisoners of conscious on cam-
pus by writing petition letters to be signed
by as many students as possible. These let-
ters will be sent off to the country and
prison in question and will hopefully help
in freeing a prisoner.

So far, AlWMC has planned on work-
ing on two cases for the remainder of the
semester. One case concerns a woman.
Khadija Yahya Bukhari, who was arrested
eight years ago at the Beirut Airport in
Lebanon. Little about her whereabouts is
known, but supposedly she has been in
front of a military court, has been tortured,
and suffers from poor health.

The other case concerns a teacher and
human rights activist from Nepal, Bishnu
Pukar Shrestha. He was kidnapped in 1999
and is currently held at an unofficial place
of detention. He may be at risk of torture
and possibly death. The club wi!! start rais-
ing awareness about these cases and let-
ters to sign will be posted around on cam-
pus.

Anyone interested in joining AIWMC,
cal! Yuri Basnett at x8462.

Thefts hinder campus organizations
ics and business Dr. Susan Milstein says be-
fore the theft of their organization's two
brand new laptops equipped with tax soft-
ware, anyone could have gotten the key to
th'e'dosef where they were stored. VITA op-
erated out of Goldroom B, and the closet
there did not have restrictions on who could
gain access to the key at the information desk
until after the theft.

In hindsight Milstein said, "Had I known,
I never in a million years would have put
that stuff in there." Now access to they keys
is limited to her and a select few students in
the program and are only given out by Cam-
pus Safety.

Webster wonders if that was actually
where the laptops were when they were sto-
len; he said the equipment had been loaded
in the back of a pick-up truck and driven to
the Harlow pool parking load to be unloaded.
''There were few people who knew they were
being stored there [in the closet]," said Web-
ster.

The event really saddened Milstein be-
cause it was the first year
VITA had been given
computers by Informa-
tion Services and the IRS.
She estimates their value
at approximately $2000 a
piece.

"It's a shame. Here we
are doing a good deed for
the community ... It's
kinda stealing from a
cause that's trying to help
other people [that can not
afford the help]," said
Milstein. There have
been no leads in that case

the time of the theft were questioned by
DoCS in this case as well as in the others.

In the Lewis Hall case of March 6, when
a laptop was reported stolen, DoC~ con-
ducted an inven~orl of all the' c"orrfifufers
there and found out through checking serial
numbers that one reported stolen in April
1999 had since been replaced without their
knowledge.

Webster said that is one of biggest prob-
lems in reporting these thefts; organizations
do not keep good records of their machines'
serial numbers and other important data.
Because of this Webster wonders if the miss-
ing laptop has been returned by now. "What
I think happens is someone borrows it and
then returns it [without saying anything or
confessing]," said Webster.

webster-said it is doubtful these cases are
related or are done by someone who wishes
to sell the equipment. "If someone were go-
ing to 'fence' the computers, they would have
taken all of them," he added, referring to the
VlTAcase.

News Co-editor

While recent thefts of computer equip-
p1~nt, includi";£ ,a printer ~t:r0~ltSGA, two
laptops from VITA (Volunteer Income Tax
Assistance), a scanner from the Phoenix, and
a laptop from Lewis Hall remain unsolved,
Director of Campus Safety Mike Webster
says they should not be considered related,
nor should it be considered a "crime wave."

Webster says the amount of thefts is small
in comparison to those at other colleges. He
also states, "Some of this stuff is so minor
I'm not going to spend 60-70 hours in in-
vestigating. lt doesn't make economic sense.
Just buy a new one." Of course the organi-
zations affected do not see the incidents as
minor, though.

The Student Government Assembly's
printer Was stolen on Jan. 22 when someone
took it from their office located near the laun-
dry room of Rouzer Hall. According to Matt
Gribbin, SGA president, a report was filed
with Campus Safety immediately, but so far
they have had no luck in locating it or the
perpetrator.

Gribbin said he has no idea who could
have taken it. Webster speculates that some-
one took it for personal use. "Obviously
someone was in there for a 'while looking
around," he said, because only the printer and
its manual were stolen. Meanwhile there is
other expensive equipment in their office that
was not touched.

Gribbin said he is "pretty sure" the of-
fice was locked at the time, and only five
SGA members have keys. However, he said
that Christian Fellowship shares part of their
office and that they had been having prob-
lems with the door being left unlocked. Since
the theft he has spoken with Christian Fel-
lowship president Jenny Weddle about it and
asked her to spread the word. There have
been no problems since.

VITA's theft occurred between the eve-
nings of February 10 and 11 and is also sus-
pected of being another case of breaking and
entering, according to VITA student helper
Sergey Fayvusovich. Professor of econom-
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either.
Another unsolved

theft, that of a $95 scan-
ner from the Phoenix of-
fice, was reported on
March 26. Webster re-
fused to comment as to
whether or not those who
had signed out the keys at
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A Child Haunted:

Pick argued
that inaction by

On April 27, Club Amnesty In- people cause
ternational W\vfC sponsored a Hun- things like the
garian Holocaust survivor, Gyorgy Holocaust and
"George" Pick, to come and share similar kinds of
his story and memories of the Ho- genocide to
loeaust on campus. happen. So

During the Second World War, what can we
about six million innocent Jews learn from the
were killed by the Nazis and about Hoi 0 c a u s t ?
500,000 of them were Hungarian Pick's story is
Jews. George Pick was one of the one of his fam-
15 Jewish child victims in the war ily' and what
who survived by luck and small happened to the

acts of kindness by certain people 253 members of Gyorgy Pick encouraged students to accept one participants gather to review leg-
• who 'i:,u;e~·en.9ugr tR show sympa- the family dur- another in his speech about the Holocaust islauon. elect the next year's of-
thy for thy hauntedJews. -, ing' the war.' , ficers, and award the work of the

Pick .QpeJled,hi~ speech by pos- His story is about the horror of compassionate people. previous year.
ing the question whether we still death and torture, bomb raids, be- The persecutions in the Hoto- This year's Annual Session oc-
can-learn anything from the Holo- trayal, and hatred that he, as a 10- caust were not done by a few luna- curred April 14 through 16, at the
caust or if it is too far removed for year old child, had to live with and, tics, but through cooperation be- Annapolis State House. The par-
us in time to be relevant anymore. later on, learn to cope with. But tween nations and governments. rlcipatmg schools were WMC,
The Holocaust's existence is ques- . Pick also remembers the random The perpetrators in the Holocaust Towson University, College of
tioned to.day~y sQf!1e people, bU,t acts of kind?e.ss that few ~e?Rle were no victims; although, they Notre Dame of Maryland, Univer-
how ~ any?pe t~rnaway from the, showed to him and his familyand liked to paint the~selve~ a~' that"J sity of Marylantt-College Park.
thousands and thousands of wit- ho"; these little things could m~ke after the war. Th~se wh~Jdid' noth- Frostburg State University, Uni-
nesses and documents there are a great difference in Pick's destiny ing against the genocide and stood versity of Maryland-Baltimore
from the Holocaust? as a Holocaust survivor. passive, ultimately became perpe- County, and Salisbury State Un 1-

The Holocaust was a system- The story of Gyorgy Pick was trators. "Ignorance is not a bliss, but versity.
atic, state-sponsored genocide in very personal and without going in a curse", Pick argued. The governing body of all of
which killed millions of innocent to any detail, the audience was truly Pick's final message to the au- the schools is the Council of State,
people. Genocide is still existing in touched by the story. Pick ended his dience was to "[earn tolerance, ac- which functions in the same gov-
the world, Pick argued. speech by summarizing what he ceptance, and respect for each erning way as the Maryland gov-

After the Holocaust, there has personally learned from the H010- other's differences". Club Amnesty ernment, with a governor, Secre-
been over 50 genocide instances caust. He learned that those who International WMC (AIWMC) tary of State, etc.
around the world. "You know, the survived did not survive because of likes to thank those who came out The WMC delegation took
J;I,?loc~us.~. is ~today I also I in I. their intelligence, but,'bec~\Jst of '» to Iisten to'.this very important mes- many awards for the year, includ-
Kosovo ... People don't learn." luck and a lillie help from a few sage and speech. ing a number of positions for next

year's Council of Stale.
The most prestigious award

won by the delegation is the Most
Outstanding Delegation Award.
WMC also took individual
awards.

Senior Brian Griffiths was rec-
ognized with the Best Orator
Award.

Contriburinglllrirer

A sign of the times: American
Sign Language now WMC minor

KRISTEN G. FRASER

Slliffwrirer

A n((w minor has been intro-
duced officially on campus after the
April faculty meeting.

Starting in the fall of 2000, stu-
dents may register for classes in the
new Deaf Studies Minor.

The official title of the new mi-
nor is Deaf Studies: Language and
Culture of Deaf People.

This 24 credit minor contains
three parts. The language/linguis-
tics concentration counts for half of
the minor requirements. It includes
American Sign Language 3, ASL
4, and Linguistics of ASL, which
is cross-listed as a graduate course
in the Deaf Education graduate pro-
gram.

The other section is a cultural/
literature concentration, also con-
taining t 2 credits. It includes a
classes entitled "Life experiences
of Deaf people," and "American
Deaf Culture," which is also cross
listed as a graduate class.

The last choices are ASL Litera-
lUre and Deaf Literature or Inter~
national Perspectives on Sign Lan-
guage and Deaf Culture.

The last requirements for the
minor involve some demonstration
of language skills. One semester at
Galluadet University orone year at
the "ASL Immersion House," is

required. The house is to be simi-
lar to the foreign language houses
already established, such as the
French or Spanish housing on cam-
pus.

Students who are interested in
the minor must also pass the ASL
Proficiency Interview test with a
score of 2.0. This test costs $75.

The minor was started by Dr.
Judy Coryell, in the graduate Deaf
Ed program, due to undergraduate
requests for undergraduate studies
for students who would eventually
take part in the Deaf Education
graduate program.

Before the minor was enacted,
ASL classes functioned as elective
credits, with no way to count them
towards any academic program.

Requests for a Deaf Studies
major have been turned down twice
in the past two years. This action
prompted the adaptation as a mi-

The minor was turned down
once, due to its large size. At that
point, ASL I and 2 were removed
as requirements for the minor.

However, for most students,
they will need to take the two
classes in order to be proficient
enough for the higher level ASL
classes

The major was denied for two
major reasons.

According to one Curriculum
Committee member, the major
turned down because there was not
strong enough foreign cultural as-
pects and because of Western
Maryland College's status as a lib-
eral arts college, the major was con-
sidered too specialized.

Student reaction to the minor
has been optimistic. Joe Lucas,
president of Sound of Silence, the
ASL awareness organization on
campus, feels that the minor is a
good first step.

He says, "I think it's a great
thing, especially if there is not a
deaf major. It will help Deaf Edu-
cation grad students with their ASL
skills."

Other students are intimidated
by the requirements for the minor.

According to junior Sara
Hoover, she was interested in tak-
ing the minor, but could not fit the
required hours into her schedule.

She says, "I think it's a little
overwhelming. The other foreign
language minors are far less inten-
sive. I think this one is huge. It's
hard that you can take ASL ! and
ASL 2 and nO{ get credie"

Lucas hopes that this will not
be the end of the road for the new
minor. He says, "I hope people will
follow up on this next year, to es-
tablish a Deaf Studies major.':

SL students excel at
he Annual Session

Meri Songer resigns
JOAN FAULKNER prove themselves.

StaffWrirer Junior chemistry major Jenny
After working at WMC for two McKenzie, an RA at Blanche for

KRIS'H:N G. FRASER

$taJfWrirer

The WMC delegation of the
Maryland Student Legislature
wrapped lip a successful year af-
ter taking numerous awards at the
organization's Annual Session.

The organization functions to
simulate actual Maryland legisla-
tion. Students write and propose
bills and resolutions, to simulate

years as Residence Life Coordina-
tor for Blanche Ward Hall, Meri
Songer will be resigning at the end
of this year to gain experience else-
where.

Despite the fact that many
RLC's and RA's are not liked be-
cause of their reputations of being
uptight and strict, Songer says,
"I've had a good experience here."
She even adds that in the future, "1
would very much like to stay on a
college campus. I'm looking for a
place where I could continue work-
ing in student affairs."

At the same time, Songer says
she would .also like to concentrate
on getting her graduate degree in
conflict and resolution studies.

As pan of her job, Songer has
tried to get students to work better
with their RA's and improve living
in the dorms. Songer's main re-
sponsibilities were to "oversee [stu-
dent] housing, housing require-
ments, and any other problems that
may arise." Sometimes she a~so
helped Greek organizations im-
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Junior Jeremiah Kelly re-
ceived the Most Outstanding Del-
egate.Award.

Sophomore Kate Boyle re-
ceived the Thomas V. "Mike"
Miller Award for Up and Coming
New Members, an award recog-
nizing outstanding achievement
within the organization for two
years or less participation.

Three of the five Council of
State positions were won by
WMC students as well. The Gov-
ernor of MSL for the 2000-2001
school year will be Kelly. The
position of Attorney General will
be filled by Boyle. The position
of Secretary of State goes to fresh-
man Holly Smith.

The students who attended
were excited about the trip, and
about receiving the award. Ac-
cording to junior Matt Burger.
who served this year as Chief of
Staff, and who will serve again
next year, the trip was successful.

He says. "We went down there
with strong leadership and a defi-
nite set of goals. We brought on
new members, worked as a team,
got to know everybody, lind we
relied on each other. Basically.
when we were done. there was no
doubt in anybody's mind that
WMC had outperformed all the
other delegations in the state."

Advisor Dr. Herb Smith com-
ments on (he success of (he rerun,
especially the Best Delegation
award.

He says, "The WMC sweep
was the logical consequence of a
year's hard work, intelligence.
and determination. While 1was in
Annapolis. r heard our delegation
praised by participants from Col-
lege Park and UMBC. The praise
was earned and deserved."

the past year, says Songer's desire
to resign is "because she [Meri]
wants to broaden her work experi-
ence and sees a potential for more
goals somewhere else."

Junior biology major Cody
Brenneman, an RA for two years,
says "[Songer] was awesome! She
was a wonderful people person and
was great for the job."

Commenting on the duties of
her job, Brenneman says, "she was
an easy person to talk to about cer-
tain problems, and there was very
little friction between her and the
sororities and fraternities."

In fact, Brenneman also re-
marks that she was great as an "ar-
bitrary party between certain so-
rorities and fraternities."

McKenzie admits that she is
disappointed to hear of Songer's
resignation because "She was a
good person to work with and I
wanted her to come back."

Currently, Songer is not certain
what she will be doing after her
duties at WMC .are complete.
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Profiles of two of Western Maryland's finest students
Rouzer RA Hussein Samater SGA Matt Gribbin

MAlT HURFf'

Assistant Commentary Editor

Sometimes it is easy to overlook or take
for granted the remarkable effort a Resident
Assistant exerts on a normal day. Just take
the case of Rouzer RA Hussein Samater.
Hussein, a sophomore political science ma-
jor and graduate of Newport Prep in
Kensington, MD can usually be seen sitting
behind his desk working on paperwork,
strolling the hails, mingling with residents
or improving the dorm in any way possible.

While balancing his Resident Assistant
job, which he calls "sometimes tedious"
Hussein is also active in the Student Gov-
ernment Association, Black Student Union,
International Club, Multicultural Students
Association, CAPBoard, and is a tour guide
for prospective students.

Hussein does all of these activities in a
seemingly effortless manner. He is very
prompt in returning phone calls, keeping the
floor updated, and filing work orders and in-
cident reports. He also has the task of remem-
bering the 56 names on a floor. "People re-
ally get mad if you forget their name. For
the first few weeks of the semester, it was
really difficult to remember all the names,"
Hussein said.

Michael Wiles, a freshman resident of
second floor ROUZer, feels that Hussein is
able to do his job well because he is "acces-
sible and approachable."

Beth Rosko, director of housing adds,
"Hussein has a great rapport with his resi-
dents without sacrificing his credibility as a
RA."

In addition, Rosko feels that Hussein ful-
fills the main duties of a Resident Assistant,
which is to "deal with acclimation issues,
develop appropriate interpersonal and social
skills" and the ability to "respect the rights
of others."

Evidence of this can be seen through the
manner in which he handled an April 3 inci-
dent on his floor. Apparently, a Rouzer resi-
dent lit a paper bag on fire and left it in front
of a second floor room. Hussein was quickly
on the scene, extinguishing the fire while at
the same time looking for answers.

While he was all business during such a
serious time, Hussein soon returned to his

normal, calm demeanor. This can be attributed
to what Wiles calls his "ability to be both a
friend and an authoritarian."

Hussein decided to be a Resident Assistant
for severa! reasons. First, he needed ajob. This
job was ideal because it made him "a part of
the college staff and it is also helpful in teach-
ing leadership and organizational skills," he
explained.

In addition, Hussein wants to "help students
and be a role model."

Before attending WMC, Hussein, a Soma-
lian in nationality and Islamic in belief, lived
in Saudi Arabia and received his education
through the British education system.

Hussein first visited the US in 1981 and
then again in 1990. When he was here in 1990,
"it wasn't a huge culture shock. I already knew
English and was exposed to American music
and television. However, my father was not as
prepared when he came to college."

While visiting the United States, Hussein
traversed the eastern seaboard, from Massa-
chusetts to Florida. Eventually, he would at-
tend his senior year in high school at Newport
Prep.

From there, he decided to attend college in
the Washington DC/Maryland area. WMC fit
this requirement.

In retrospect, he feels that he made a good
choice. He is only disappointed that it is diffi-
cult to visit his favorite places such as Wash-
ington DC and the Baltimore Inner Harbor
because, "it is only possible to make it offcam-
pus if you have a car or money."

While at WMC and Newport Prep, he has
found that while most Americans are very
friendly, there is a hint of American national-
ism and "an inability to understand other cul-
tures at times." That is why he feels invalu-
able to the WMC campus, for he can offer an-
other perspective.

He occasionally feels homesick, missing
his family, religion and culture; there are not
many mo~ques in Carroll County. Despite this,
Hussein remains steadfast to his culture and
faith, and tries to pray five times a day. Addi-
tionally, he does nor drink, smoke Or eat pork
in order to remain dedicated.

If you ask any of his residents, supervisors
or friends, they will tell you that Hussein is
one of the most dedicated individualsatWMC.

Each Thursday, senior Matthew J.
Gribbin enters Hill Hall 110 at 7 pm. With
a backpack over top of his WMC wind-
breaker and his laptop computer under his
arms, this campus leader and SGA presi-
dent prepared for the weekly Student Gov-
ernment Assembly meeting that began at
7:30 pm.

There were usually many issues to deal
with and the meetings ran as late as 10:30
pm. But this was not time wasted, nor did
the 19 SGA members get bored of watch-
ing their energetic and charismatic presi-
dent present the issues. And once in a
while, he would make a suggestion to play
his favorite game, "The Hookey Poky" as
a way to break up the monotony.

So what brought Matt Gribbin to West-
ern Maryland College, and what made him
stay? He came up as sort of ajoke and was
ready to go down south to a "real college;"
WMC was just a chance to have a practice
interview. He came in the fall when- the
leaves were changing color.

The recipe of a picturesque campus,
helpful Admissions staff, and friendly fac-
ulty members made Gribbin consider the
possibility of making WMC his alma
mater. Four years later, he has been to all
but three of his professors' houses for din-
ner. Overall, he sums up his college years
by admitting, "It's been wonderful; no re-
grets whatsoever."

Gribbin's smiling face, engaging per-
sonality, and inspirational views have been
an integral pan of Western Maryland
College's SGA for the last four years. Dur-
ing his first day here, he "finished unpack-
ing and went door to door and introduced
myself to everyone in DMC." Later he ran
for and was elected Class of 2000 presi-
dent. Then he worked his way up the SGA
hierarchy as treasurer during sophomore
year, vice president in his junior year, and

Marat/Sade WOWS audience
SIIAUNA DOMINGUEZ Duperrer (Don Todt), to the serious Marat and

Assi"/(ml Commentary Editor Sade (Jon Reynolds and Kelly Dunnavant re-

spectively), to the two scary Attendants (Jus-
If you've taken Art History you are prcb- tin Adkins and Dav Kemp), to the wonderful

ably familiar with the 1793 painting Death singing and dancing from the rest of the mem-
of Maret by Jacques Louis David. But do you bers of the cast.
know the story behind Marat's death? The play was very well performed and it

Well if you were fortunate enough to see was obvious how much hard work went into '-;:====:::;::====::;;;~====:::;:=::;;;;;:;;;;;;:::;;;-
the Western Maryland College production of each actor/actress's role.
The Persecution and Assassination of leal/-
Paul Marat as Performed by the Inmates of
the Asylum of Charenton Under the Direc-
tion of the Marquis de Sade (referred to as
Marat/Sade), then you have seen it per-
formed.

The audience was thrown into the psy-
chotic atmosphere of the show the moment
the doors to the lobby opened and some of
the inmates appeared to collect the tickets
and hand out programs.

Right away the audience met several of
the characters face to face and gal a taste of
what was to come.

Once the play started there wasn't a qull
moment. MaratlSade contains everything a
person could want in a play from the goofy

finally president senior year.
His impact on the campus due to his

involvement with SGA has encouraged
him to "go out and meet all those I rep-
resent. I like the closeness."

The one thing he dislikes about SGA
is "putting up with all the B.S." The
needless hassle comes from uncoopera-
tive students and faculty members who
show little support for WMC's govern-
ing body. He sometimes he feels as if the
SGA isn't getting anything done. How-
ever, "in the long run, it does lead to the
betterment of the campus. We're getting
the job done," he believes.

Gribbin's best friend Anna Beth
Boyer has been impressed by him time
and time again. Does she think that he
and the SGA have made the right deci-
sions? Undoubtedly, yes. "He's ethical'
and very honest. He stands up for what
he believes in and does what he knows
is right even if it's not the easiest thing
to do," she said.

"We've gone deeper and have become
a much stronger SGA than any in the past
and have built the structure to strengthen
the past," Gribbin commented when
asked about the number of accomplish-
ments this year.

In a recommendation letter to Penn-
sylvania State University'S College of
Medicine, Barbara S. Horncff, Associate
Dean of First-Year Program, emphati-
cally writes, "Without a doubt, he is an
excellent candidate, the leader of his
class, a champion in the classroom, a
team player on the baseball field, and a
gentleman to all who know him. Matt
leads by example."

Gribbin's next phase is medical
school.

"I'm going to play doctor for the rest
of my life." In five years, "I'm going to
be in family medicine or pediatrics be-
cause I love children, married to an ab-
solutely incredible woman who fulfills
all my dreams and possibly fills my first-
born's bedroom with baseball memora-
bilia. And a little dog running around the
house," he said.

He will keep his medical practice in
"Maryland somewhere close to my par-
ents and WMC so I can come back, raise
hell, see old friends, and play free golf."

Finally, he has the following message
for the Class of2003 officers: "Don't take
it all too seriously. Y.ou're here to work
for the betterment of every student's life
here at WMC. However, you're also here
to live your own life and enjoy yourself.
Keep that in mind when you're doing all
this work!"

It had to have been a difficult task to learn
and perfect the character of a mentally ill per-
son. The acting was very realistic and each
character was uniquely portrayed.

The stage was impressive, giving the whole
theater the atmosphere of an insane asylum,
right down to the jail cell-like bars and chains
and drab colors.

The costuming was also very well done
from the awful stained canvas outfits of the
patients to the exquisite suits of the Marquis
de Sade and Coulmier (Andrew McCord) to
the beautiful gowns of Coulmier's wife and
daughter (Faye Ingram and Roxann Ingram re-
spectively).

Two thumbs up to the director, cast, and
crew of Marat/Sade! Pilar Vilaplana polices inmate Don Todt as Missy O'Brien sleeps during MaratlSade.
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Students were all smiles during the Saturday festivities.
Clockwise from top left: Mary Muro and Dave Trader show

off their balloon hats, Tricia Chin Quee gets a henna
tattoo, Betsy Hanway (I) and Jen Bruce take a photo break,

Rich Suchoski "hangs out" on the Spider Web, Missy
O'Brien (I) and Julie Keough relax on the quad, Danielle
Kehm laughs in betweenjlips on the Trampoline Thing.
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Reflections on WMC: Seven seniors share their memories
sad to be leaving friends, but it's time to
move on."

Laura Conner (Theater, transfer student)
"I transferred to WMC, so I have only

been here three years. In those years how-
ever, the theater department has grown.
There are more male students involved now.
I like and dislike living on campus. I do not
like the lack of privacy in the dorms and.the

noise. But, I have enjoyed living on campus 'CI ·f· d
becauseitha~givenmethefreedom.tQmake'l as.sl Ie
my pwn.chOlces and It;qrn abou,t IIfc. I,am r .,', t. ,,' ,

Inspiration for Seniors
".;V~ fogA down to. ledt tIk fY«JlUld Gef<ue taAing: fj4Wt neat dlep. {!!-"4f lie wIio 1ieep4 Iii.>

eve fia:ed on tIk {att IiMizon wilt find tIk 'tigIit wad."
- Dag Hammarskjold

"~ fj4Wt file, ~ (IDU cUt and etWtfIOIW (IDU meet ~ 011in MJI1W tUaff. Smne
6it of ~ (IDU eapeaence Jtarp willi etWtfIOIW (IDU'oe Ibwwtt, and tUJ/Aing- id f&Jt"I - Harriet Doerr

Is there life after WMC? It's only a mat-
ter of days before the senior class says
goodbye to a life they have known for sev-
eral years, and begins to answer this ques-
tion.

And what will they miss - dorm life, trips
to Wal-Mart, overnight visits to the computer
lab? Or what do they regret - leaving behind
friends, eating the food, missed opportuni-
ties?

In the spirit of graduation, various seniors
were asked to reflect on their experiences
here at WMC. They had to limit these expe-
riences to three questions: What has
changed? What are your likes and dislikes
about WMC? What are-your feelings about
leaving? Here's what they had to say:

Katrina Threat (Communication, screen
writing & directing)

"Gtars changed - there's more variety of
food. I disliked the lack of communication
from students to faculty, students to students,
and faculty to students, but I am grateful that
I learned a [at from my teachers and the col-
lege experience. However, r am ready to
leave. It's becoming claustrophobic!"

Megan Milesky (Business/Econ., future
entrepreneur)

"Since I've been here the food has
changed for the better. There's a better se-
lection and constant variety. I really enjoyed
my experience here, and J feel that r have
learned a lot. I have to say though, that r did
meet a few people who were small-minded
and spoke ignorantly which I cannot toler-
ate. And YES, I am looking forward to gradu-
ation. I am really looking forward to the next
stage of my life. I feel like my time here is
up."

Jon Reynolds (Communication, theater
performer)

"The student body has grown a lot over
the past few years; when I came here the
school definitely felt smaller. I really enjoy
the accessibility of the teachers, because I
feel like I can be friends with them. [don't
like feeling trapped on campus though, some-
times it feels so isolating. I've been here five
years and almost all my friends have or are
graduating, so it is definitely time to go."

Nicole Sinclair (Sociology/Criminal Jus-
tlce, CAPBoard/Collcge j'\ctivities)

"Px~rthe last four years, the diversity

on campus has increased, and there is a lot
of new construction and renovation. I really
like the closeness between people here and
the peaceful atmosphere. I dislike the lim-
ited range of majors offered here and the cost
of tuition - it's realty expensive! In regards
to leaving, r have mixed feelings. I am glad
to be leaving the work, but r will miss the
friends that will still be here."

Kelvin Wilkes (Sociology, non-traditional
student)

"Since I've been here, the buildings and
the computer labs have improved. There's a
lot of new construction. Ilike the people here,
but I dislike the lack of variety in the on cam-
pus events. Yes, I am ready to move on, be-
call;se everything has run it's course."

KATE ESPOSITO

Features Editor

Earth Day in DC: a calf to' coiisclousness
This year April 22 was more than just

the day before Easter. It was Earth Day,
more than just a day.for hippies, it was a
day of concern, reflection, and hope. Clean
energy now was the focus of this year's cel-
ebration on the mall in Washington DC.
Old and young, liberal and conservative,
came together to honor their "mother".

Although the main draw was said to be
even! sponsor Leonardo Dicaprio, those
over the age of 15 also remember dynamic
speakers ranging from US Congressmen,
to organization leaders (such as the presi-
dents of The National Organization for
Women and The Children's Defense Fund),
to TV and film celebrities. Usually sarcas-
tic film stars such as Tom Arnold proved
to be more than just talking heads. Arnold,
after cracking jokes about predecessor Bill
Nye the Science Guy made a passionate
argument against factory farming in his

native Iowa.
Other well-known stars included The In-

digo Girls, blues singer Keb Mo, and singer,
Maya, who seemed less inspired; she sang
her hit "Angel of Mine" then quickly left.
The main event for the parent generation was
a collaboration between David Crosby,
James Taylor, and Carole King. Taylor also
gave an excellent rendition of Janis Joplin's
"You don't know what you've got 'til it's
gone".

Westminsterites may have enjoyed the
performance by country singer Clint Black
who wrote a song for the event with such
insightful lyrics as "Earth Day, a rebirth day"
which seemed a bit more appropriate for Mr.
Roger's Neighborhood then communicating
a serious message. Third Eye Blind per-
formed the two hit songs from their new al-
bum while admitting that they were "com-
pletely off topic".
, Equally as important as the performers

were the five tents located south of the capi-

tal building. These were dedicated to en-
vironmental, animal rights, and human
rights organizations.

Visitors left these areas with a barrage
of fliers and bumper stickers, along with
exposure to new ideas (such as golf tees
made out of corn, carpet and pencils made
from recycled cardboard, and new c1~an
and efficient forms of energy), and a
chance to make their voice heard through
petitions and postcards.

Even the weather seemed to respect the
event; the gray sky refused to rain. In the
end, the only drawback seemed to be time
as the event was cut off by the park ser-
vice due to time constraints, with several
speakers and musical acts left to go.

Overall the day was at most inspiring
and at least entertaining 10 all present. It
also increased awareness to the fact that
anyone can have a voice. It let anyone
working for social change realize that they
are not alone.

Prize winning poet Henry Taylor speaks

The 14th annual B. Christopher Bothe
Memorial Lecture was held Monday April
10,2000 in McDaniel Lounge.

Bothe's family and friends established a
fund for an annual event where one writer
visits western Maryland College and gives
a lecture or reading. The writer also spends
the day of the lecture at the college meeting
students.

This year the reading was by esteemed
poet Henry Taylor. Taylor is Co-director of
the MFA Program in Creative Writing as well
as a Literature Professor at American Uni-

versify in Washington DC.
He has several published collections of

poetry, the first of which was published in
1966. The Flying Change, Taylor's third po-
etry collection, won the Pulitzer Prize in
Poetry in 1986.

Although it is the most well known prize
Taylor has won, the Pulitzer isn't the only
honor on his list of achievements. Taylor has
won several awards, including the Golden
Crane Award of the Washington Chapter of
the American Literary Translators Associa-
tion in 1989.

At the lecture, Taylor spent about an hour
giving the audience a taste of his poetry, from
the very comical to the serious. He read both

short poems and long ones, showing the di-
versity of his style of writing.

Taylor is an interesting speaker and there
wasn't adull moment during the lecture. The
poetry Taylor read was full of brilliant im-
agery and very colorful language. His po-
etry was also easy to understand because he
was able to convey the point of his poems
without usint overly bookish language.

Melanie Weinzirl, who attended the lec-
ture for a crass. said, "He was entertaining
and a good story teller. His poems were very
vivid."

Taylor W.1S a great choice for the Bothe
Lecture and he will be a hard act to follow
for next year's speaker.

Raphael Taylor (Music, Gospel Choir &
Football)' I

''The music department has greatly ex-
panded since I've been here. There are many
more students involved now. And the rela-
tionship befween the Gospel Choir and the
administration has become better: Since f am
seriously involved with music, I'm upset that
the college doesn't have a performing arts
center.

I have enjoyed the opportunities to do
internships and collaborating with professors
outside of the classroom. I am happy that
my time as an undergraduate student is over,
but I will be back-for graduate school."

As you can sed, the variety of experiences
and perspectives of these seniors varies.
However, one thing thHtn}<lW6f t~e students
in this year's graduating brass agr~e on is that
the college experience has run its course and
it's time to begin life after WMC.

BEST SUMMER JOB YOU'LL
F.VER HAVE! Top-notch Maine

summer camp for boys seeks
counselors to instruct either

basketball, tennis, lacrosse, baseban,
hoekey,golf,hiking,ropeseourse,
archery, swimming, homing. water-
siding, arts & crafts. photography,
video, music. Junc23--August 16
HighestcampsaluriespluSIWvel.

room,board.laundryscrvicc.
internship credit. Great facilities,

beautifullnke-Irontsetting. Weseek
fun, dynamic, responsible role-
models who enjoy working with
children. CaJJ410-337-9697or
emaiISkylemar99@aol.com

Escape to the Shenandoah
Mountains of West Virginia.

TIMBER RIDGE CAMPS,
coed. seeking energetic, fun-loving

staff 10 work with children this
coming summer. 90 miles from Wash
DC. Top salaries.jrnvelallowance

tfinterested,
call 1-800-258-2267 or

email TrCamps@aol.com

Need mone ?
Eamupto$500.00plusaweekfor
yourorgamza\]onasststtngvanous
promotions on your campus. We've

helped thousands of groups raise the
moneyth~/nccd.CaI!800-592-2121.

eXI.725

Travel

Mexico/Caribbean or Central America
$229r.1. Europe$1690.w. Other

world wide destinations cheap. ONLY
TERRORISTS GET YOU THERE
CHEAPER! Book tickets on nne

www.atrtech.cnm or
(212)219.7000

Pregnant?

PREGNANT?
FREE CONFIDENTIAL PREGNANCY TESTING

& CARING COUNSELING HELP
8005215530

CONTINUE EDUCATION At-iD CAREER,
THE NUTURING NETWORK 800-866-4666

Correction
The article in last issue on Professor Linda
Eshleman incorrectly stated that there is a
computer science major available at WMC,
At this time, there is only a minor avail-
able.

mailto:emaiISkylemar99@aol.com
mailto:TrCamps@aol.com
http://www.atrtech.cnm
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Taurus (Apr 20 - May 20)
Happy birthday to the mighty bulls!
This is your day to sit back, relax,
contemplate the meaning of your
existence, and not do a damn thing,
and tomorrow when the shit hits the
fan, blame it on the Phoenix.

Gemini (May 21 - Jun 21)
Promise of sultry summer days in-
spires you to dress up as Judy Gar-
land and sing "Surf City" in the
middle of Red Square. Be sure to
throw a big smile at my window
because I'll be taking pictures.

Cancer (Jun 22 - Jul 22)
This summer you will get in touch
with your lost childhood; splash
around, blow bubbles, play in the
sand, and don'tthinkyou'retoo old
to watch all the Muppet Movies!

summer
OK to indulge for a little while.
Wait til finals are over to start!

Virgo (Aug 23 - Sep 22)
During a 70s moment, you and
your friends are sitting around in a
circle urn ... "talking" when you

have a vision of James Earl Jones
in tye dye singing "It had to be
you ... " AAAHHH!!!

Libra (Sep 23 - Oct 23)
Ever want to pick up the phone and
call someone you don't know?
Why don't you? Say something
nice or funny to brighten their day.

Leo (Jul 23 - Aug 22)
Grrrrr Lions! Usually ambitious, Scorpio (Oct 24 - Nov 21)
the lovely summer days will leave "Summer lovin' had me a blast,
you feeling a bit lackadaisical. It's Summer.lovin'·happened so fast. .."

SARAH RAOICE

, ,
The brains behind Common Ground on the Hill, Walt Michael. lias brought
together anists from around the world 10 WMC [or the past six years

SraffWrilef

For two weeks this summer, the
spirit of the 60s wi!! be reborn on
campus as Common Ground on the
Hill gears up for its sixth year of
operation

Common Ground is an indepen-
dent traditional arts organization
affiliated with WMC that runs a
program every summer bringing re-
nowned artists, dancers, writers,
and musicians together to put on
two weeks of workshops, classes,
dances.end concerts.

Its purpose is to seek racial and
cultural harmony through the arts,
and to preserve traditional arts by
exposing new generations to them.

"lit's) 500 people playing mu-
sic and doing aIT," says Professor
Zepp, a member of Common
Ground's Advisory Board who has
been involved with the program
since its inception."

"The whole campus just comes

alive ... It's wonderful to see these
people just jamming on their own
outside ... The primary focus is
art-we artists get together and
have a ball and find out there's a
lot more in common than we
thought there was, beforehand.
[Common Ground is) a real contri-
bution to the world."

Common Ground is the brain-
child of Wah Michael, a WMC
graduate who has spent the last 28
years traveling the US, Europe and
Canada as a folk musician.'

During his time here in the 60s,
Michael was an active participant
in the civil rights movement, do-
ing community action work with
the Student Opportunities Service
in Appalachia and voter registration
in the Deep South-activities that
sparked Michael's lifelong passion
for civil rights.

By [993, Michael was seriously
disturbed by what he saw as the
wave of racial separatism and ill-
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Sagittarius (Nov 22 - Dec 21)
Feeling stressed out? Light a candle,
put on some Enya and eat Tofu.

Capricorn (Dec 22 - Jan 19)
Are you really going to study all
weekend? Nah! Take some timeout
and go dance in the fields!

Aquarius (Jan 20 - Feb 18)
Here's your assignment, today in-
corporate as many Freudian slips
into your conversations as possible,
then tell your friends they have dirty
minds for reading something sexual
into everything you say.

Pisc-:s (Feb 19 - Mar 20)
Studying for finals leaves you rest-
less; take a break, jump in a lake,
and take up water polo.

Aries (Mar 21 - Apr 19)
The last weekend of school, what
to do? Hey those weirdos in the field
look like they're having fun!

Common Ground on the Hill will
celebrate its sixth season this July

commumcarron,
"I came to a point where I didn't

like what Iwas seeing in the US-
I couldn't have imagined we'd be
so separate in 1968, we'd have so
many unanswered questions in
terms of racism." r

So he returned to his alma mater
and pitched the proposal for Com-
mon Ground 10 President Cham-
bers. Six years later, while still little
known to WMC students, Common
Ground has attained national rec-
"ognition for excellence, and has
been compared to the Chautauqua
and Lyceum movements.

Former senator and Democratic
presidential candidate Bill Bradley
has even cited Common Ground as
an outstanding example of a pro-
gram that engages the races and
promotes cultural dialogue.

The first week of Common
Ground (July 2-7) will focus on tra-
ditional arts, with classes' on topics
ranging from "beginning mando-
lin" to "poetry of the blues" to
"Anishnawbe arts and spirituality."
A few of the distinguished instruc-
tors include: Dr. David-Carrasco,
Professor of Religious Studies at
Princeton University; C. Randall
Daniel-Sakim, an Apalachicola-
Creek tribal king, folk musician,
and traditional herbalist; Bill Keith,
one of the greatest banjo players of
all time.

The second week (July 9-14) is
the first annual World Percussion
Gathering. Master teacher and
drummer Glen Velez, and drummer
and Kora player Fode Sissodo are
two of the featured instructors.

In between the sessions, Com-
mon Ground is sponsoring an
American Music and Arts Festival
(July 8-9) at the Carroll County
Farm Museum. For more informa-
tion, contact Walt Michael or visit
www.commongroundonthehill.com

cos CO) §®~ CO-Hm cd] ~
Jfyou could change one thing
WMC, what would it be and why?

"Room selection; If we.are
satisfied with our rooms,
allow us to keep them

instead of putting us back
into the lotto system. "

Kelvin Wilkes '00

"Allow hard liquor in the
dorms."

Sergey Payvusovlch '00

"Change administrati:::
because it is very slow,

unreliable, and ineffective. '
Istvan Olejnyik '01

make them nicer. And
bigger closets!"
Martha Tudor '00

"The tuition expenses and
Senior Week expenses. "

Lolita Johnson '00

http://www.commongroundonthehill.com
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Interview with maintenance
worker S. Glenn Martin
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Stanley Glenn Martin, known as Glenn
on campus is a floor care attendant/house
keeper for Rouzer, Whiteford and the [ower
level of Decker Center. Martin, 32 has
worked at WMC since 1987. Recently he sat
with Nykole Tyson for an interview.
Tyson: How would you describe your inter-
action with students?

Martin: It is good. I don't have any prob-
lems with students, unless they tick me off
when they write with magic markers on the
floor after we have waxed it. Or when they
rip the stall doors off after new ones have
been installed. Those are the things that tick
me off. but everything else is fine.

TYson: Do students make your job harder or
~sier?Why?

l J .' ,
Martin: The students sometimes make my
job harder and sometimes easier. Sometimes
the dorms are a complete mess with trash all
over the place and other times it is clean.
Tuesday through Friday the buildings are
mostly clean, but they are messy on Mon-
day and Tuesdays from weekend parties.

Tyson: What are the pros/cons of your job?

Swf!Writer
his incredible skill in swordplay. Pippa
Pearthree (The Days and Nights of Molly
Dodd, Village of the Damned) plays Lady
Macbeth and entreats us to an over-ambitious
character that is crushed by her heavy guilt.
Roland Bull, who has performed with Sir
Alec Guinness, Sir Laurence Olivier, and
William Shatner, credibly shoulders the roles
of Duncan and Siward. His vast experiences
shows through in his eloquent acting style.

Other notable cast members are Craig
Mathers and Julyana Soelista. Mathers
makes a successful return to Center Stage,
playing Ross, the porter, arid a messenger.
Last year he appeared in the critically ac-
claimed run of Travels with my Aunt. You
may recognize him as Drew Rifkin on Spin
City or Fenwick on As the World Turns.
Soelista, a one-time Tony Award nominee,
powerfully assumes the roles of a witch,
Macduff's young son, and a simple gentle-
woman. It is quite remarkable to see an ac-
tor perform such a wide variety of charac-
ters so admirably. She was a pleasure to
watch.

The show is quite good because the play
is quite good. This performance is a good
general rendition of.the play. II is an incred-
ible step forward in comparison toThe Hos-
tage. If you have never seen Macbeth, I ad-
vise you to take the Center Stage perfor-
mance in, but if you have already seen it,
you are not missing anything revolutionary.
If you do decide to see it, hurry. The show
closes the second week of May. Ticket prices
vary show to show. Call (4!0) 332-'0033 for
tickets.

JON BEARR

Macbeth takes Center Stage
Tyson: How did you get into this line of
work?

As a member of the student press, 1 en-
joy many privileges. Before the show we
were invited for a dinner buffet with the di-
rector, dramaturg, and all three witches. Af-
ter the meal, a long question-and-answer
period ensued.

The pre-show meal left me too exhausted
to really pay attention to the first act with
the whole setting up of the plot. 1 could see
the actors' lips move, but 1 could not focus
on the words they were saying. Luckily, it is
Shakespeare, so I know the story anyway.

During the intermission I took a short cat-
nap that rejuvenated me and let me ad-
equately critique the second act. Macbeth
(Ritchie Coster) and his wife (Pippa
Pearthree) have aspirations of ruling Scot-
land, so they plan and accomplish an assas-
sination to ensure their rise to the throne.
They have trouble dealing with the murder
and so begin a rapid descent into psychosis.

The strange behavior of the king makes
the underlying power structure question the
king and rebel against him. In one of
Shakespeare's darkest works, humor and
tragedy alternately take control of the stage.
The spectrum ranges from a porter's (Craig
Mathers) lighthearted monologue as he
drinks up a brew he mistakenly regurgitated
to the violent lynching of Macduff's family
who was left behind during his exile.

The solid cast of twelve performs quite
admirably. A buff Ritchie Coster (The Tho-
mas Crown Affair, New York Undercover)
assumes the role of Macbeth, showing off

Tyson: Do you have any concerns with your Martin: The benefits are great, but the
job? housekeeping department is well under paid.

WMC could be a better employer by improv-
Martin: I have never had any problems with ing the pay and the residential dorms such
my job except for the roof on the lower level as Rouzer and Whiteford. They have been
of Decker. For iO years it seems like every working on modernizing buildings; however,
lime it rains the roof just leaks a lot. I con- the walls still need painting.
stantly report it and they [physical plant] al- The-rooms have been somewhat im-
ways try to fix it, but the roof leaks even proved, but they could still be a little better
more. Things like this make my job harder than how they are presently. WMC did a
because the other maintenance workers and great job of implementing drop ceilings, but
I have to get buckets and put them on the the walls could have been painted over with RICI-lARD ANDERSON

stairwells and by the game room, which are a brighter color; the color they use now Joy Ehrlich ptays a witch during the performance at Pearlstone Theater

Se;;:;ral studelitsUZsharetheir upcomin summer plans
NYKOtE TYSON ing to be working at a golf center and will where he might travel to Somalia agdo an fun in the sun? Jamila Connor will be gomg

Staff Writer also be doing an internship for United Way internship with a relief organization. While home to the island of SI. Thomas in the Car-
Relax, Relax, is what most WMC stu- in the Medical field." She is hoping to gain in Saudi Arabia he plans to spend some time ibbean for summer employment. "I will have

dents are yearning top do for the summer. experience and find out what she is really with family, play catch up with old friends, two jobs," she said. "One will be with the
Tests, papers, and oral presentations are the interested in. and get back into his religion by visiting government and the other ata hotel as a night
demands of most WMC students before ex- Sophomore Rajit Chaudhuri has the same Makkah Medina, the Holy City of Islam. clerk." She will be also be going to the is-
ams. Most are looking forward to packing idea. He will probably be doing an intern- Some WMC students will be. taking land of Anguilla for a week in August to par-
up bags and shipping out as far away from ship at a designing firm in Baltimore to gain courses at other colleges that are considered ticipate in their carnival.
Westminster as possible. more experience in his future profession of a killer here. Sophomore Angie Chapman Additionally, senior Lloyd Salang said,

But when you exit the premises of cam- graphic design. , will take statistics at a community college in "I am going back home to Malaysia where 1
pus you may begin to wonder what others Also with career opportunities in mind, Baltimore and will also be focusing on a fe- will chill with my brother, play ball and catch
are doing during the summer. . sophomore Jennifer Yi said, "I am doing a male group she is a part of in which she will a tan, and that is allI expect to do."

Some students will be making "dough," research project in Virginia. lt deals with the be going on showcases in various states. Also traveling a long way home for the
traveling, doing internships, taking summer Maryland curriculum committee and I will All work and no variety is not the motto summer is senior Sushama Rajapakse. She
classes, and others will be, yes, relaxing. be doing research about school curriculum of sophomore Joan Faulkner. She will take will be going back .to Sri Lanka for part of

Although many students see the summer as a whole and the status of immigrant farm Spanish classes in Spain for a month because the summer and traveling to. various coun-
as a relief from the academic obligations of workers." she is thinking about minoring in Spanish. tries in Southeast Asia including Malaysia,
college, others see it as an opportunity to Others will be gaining experience and Wanting to study abroad at some point, Singapore and Bangkok, Thailand. She will
further explore their scholarly interests. relaxing abroad. Sophomore Hussein Faulkner seized the opportunity this summer. be retumjng to Maryland in early.August to

Freshman Kat~ Facciponte said, "I am go- Samater plans to head home to Saudi Arabia Meanwhile, who will be able to having go ~o graduate school,

Martin: Ineeded ajob and so I applied and
have been here ever since.

Tyson: What do you see yourself doing five
years from now?

Martin: in the next five years Iexpect to be
here doing floors. 1 have been here for 13
years; so, 1 just figure I might as well stay.
The benefits are good and I figure that the
pay will get better. Ialso like the people- stu-
dents and a lot of the staff.

Tyson: What are some of your hobbies and
how do you spend your leisure time?

Martin: In my spare time I like to charter
fish on the weekends in the months' of April
through December. It is a six-man charter
where we troll around looking for Blue Mar-
lin, Dolphin, Wahoo, and Striped Bass. Ihave
been charter fishing since 1985.

In my leisure 1 like 10 watch professional
wres(ling a~d listen to heavy metal, classic
rock and the blues. Some of my favorite blues
artists include Tracey Chapman and local
bands such as Kelly Bell and Chris James
Band.

Martin: The proof being a custodial worker
is when we do our job and it looks good; it
feels good. The con of the job is when you
are doing a job and more work is thrown on
you while you are doing something else. An
example of this is when someone is out sick;
you have to pick up his or her job. The solu-
tion to this problem is to hire more help.

Tyson: Do you consider WMC to be a good
employer? How could they be better?
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Capturing the public's political minds
David Lee describes the effects of

major national events on the
pUQiic'5 political mentality.

What do a four-foot Cuban, a Texas gov-
ernor, and southern bumpkin baseball player
have in common? All th~ce have captured
our political minds for this past year. -

Whether it' was the iIlegal Cuban boy This upcoming November when Amen-
named Elian, presidential hopeful Dubbya.' . cans head to the ballots they will find three
or the baseball player who spoke his mind names on the presidential ballot.
John Rocker, we the people of America have Early last year when George "Dubbya"
had something complain about each and ev- Bush look center stage in the presidential
cry day. race, polls indicated that the Texas governor

The discovery in Novemberof6-year-old was the best thing since sliced bread. Well, a
Cuban refugee Elian Gonzalez, lost at sea year later, our hero has beaten the liberal in
after the boat carrying his family to Miami disguise John McCain and is ready to beat
capsized, sparked an international custody Al Gore like a drum.
battle that has pitted Miami's Cuban-Ameri- Vice-President Al Gore won in a land-
can community against Havana, igniting the slide election over former Senator Bill Bra-
biggest threat to US-Cuban relations since dley, while Dubbya thumped McCain with a
the missile crisis of 1962. huge Super Tuesday win on March 7th.

And why is this young child still here? The dark horse in the upcoming race will
Why is he causing so much trouble? Most be the Reform Party candidate, Pat
people have their opinions. Some say let him Buchanan. The question with Pat is who will
stay. They wonder how we could send him he hurt more, Gore or Bush?
back to communist Cuba. Some would con- Although Pat will take some of the die-
sider this a win for Fidel Castro over our . hard Republican votes from the more mod-
government. erate Bush, Buchanan will likely take a good

However, others actually see the right percent of the teamsters away from our Vice-
side. They see that this young boy is being President.
taken away from his father and given to his Buchanan plans to appoint teamsters
uncle. I know if I were the father 1 wouldn't President James Hoffa to a cabinet position.
want my son taken in the middle of the night, This race promises to be the closest in re-
nearly eaten by sharks, and.then kept away cent memory and should provide much ex-
from me to make a political statement. citernent for the rest of this year.

We have a vice-president trying to win "I would never play in New York. I would
an election, going against our president and retire first. It's the most hectic, nerve-rack-
attorney general, just to swerve a few votes ing city. Imagine having to take the [Num-
in his favor. But for once, Clinton and Reno ber] 7 train to the ballpark, looking like
have it right. you're (riding through] Beirut next to some

Finally after six months they are doing kid with purple hair next to some queer with
the right thing by taking this illegal immi- AIDS right next to some dude who JUSt got
grant boy and reuniting him with his father. out of jail for the 'fourth lime right next to

some 20-year-old mom with four kids. It's
depressing." . ,

This statement made in Sports Illustrated
is what sparked the most controversy since
our dear President was almost impeached for
lying under oath about an intern named

1 Monica.
John Rocker was on a hunting trip with a

SI reporter when he uttered these shocking
words. And only a few months later, one of
the best relief pitchers in baseball was sus-
pended for speaking his mind.

God forbid a few people feelings are hurt.
But, this is what society has resorted to, pun-
ishing a man because he offended some
people. Would this have happened to any-
one else? Rocker was punished for not fit-
ting the mold.

A few bleeding heart liberals were of-
fended by the comment, one of which hap-
pened to be Ted Turner, owner of Rocker's
baseball team, the Atlanta Braves. So, what
happens?

Rocker is suspended the first month of
the season, but that sentence is cut in half
because of the player's union case.

in this day and age, you can murder the
unborn, illegally keep a foreign boy, pass
laws to take away our second amendment
rights, but don't speak your mind on some-
thing or you will be punished.

This past school year has been quite
eventful. I am sure that the summer will pro-
vide more illegal acts by the government,
charismatic politicians doing anything to get
into office, and the remainder of our rights
slowly being taken away from us by the gov-
ernment.

Again I have to say, how typicaU~ Arneri-

Microsoft poised to take a major fall
In May, the Microsoft-Gmpar::J1ion.iace;;,_M.atthew-l1!g[f elaborates on

division by the US government due to the Microsoft'S troubleSiifRllr's-juture
!893 Sherman Antitrust act. This division
was prompted by US District Judge Thomas
Penn field Jackson, who issued his rulings on
the unfair business practices of the software
corporation.

This 43-page report could dismantle the
software giant in the same way that Bell was
divided into such groups as Bell Atlantic,
Bell South, and PacBelL

As a result of events earlier in May,
Microsoft's stock value has been sliced from
around $1 15 dollars per share at the begin-
ning of the month, to 66 5/8 Monday.

This initiative was made because
Microsoft has inhibited other corporations
from entering the same market by including
Internet Explorer on its Windows operating
platform.

As a result, 19 states, including Maryland
are following suit and suing Microsoft. These
states are in favor of dividing Microsoft into
two companies, one of which would sell In-
ternet software, while the other would sell
Windows. Should Microsoft be divided be-
cause of this?

I feel thai they should not be divided so
hastily. When I bought my computer, it came
installed with Netscape Navigator and
America Online, therefore, not only show-
ing favoritism to Internet Explorer. Further-
more, Windows does not inhibit me from
installing any other web surfing programs.
Therefore, J do not feel that they are violat-
ing any antitrust laws.

The Free Cell game installed in Windows
98 is created and copyrighted by Microsoft's
Jim Home; however, I do not see the gov-
ernment griping that Microsoft has a dan-

in the computer industry.

gerous advantage in Free Celltechnology.
Previous to Jackson's report, the software

giant could have settled the case out of court,
but instead decided to let the court decide
it's fate. Why?

Jonathan Zittrain of Harvard Law School
feels [hat Microsoft is thinking strategically
with this issue.

Microsoft officials can drag their feet
through the summer and into the fall when a
new administration would replace Clinton.

These officials are willing to do this be-
cause they expect the Republicans to take
over the White House. "A new administra-
tion, especially if it is Republican, might
decide the antitrust battle' against the com-
pany pointless and drop the whole issue,"
Zittrain adds.

This whole maneuver may be effective
for Microsoft, especially if they can show
that new linux technologies are challenging
Microsoft's prominence.

It would be effective because the corpo-
ration would avoid the costly settlement with
the government and also has a chance to win
their case with a republican administration.

In addition, the company would certainly
regain the money they lost in the stock mar-
ket within several months:

Should Microsoft be able to escape
again? Is this good or bad for the nation?

Many people feel that Microsoft is the
"Great Satan" of the computer industry,
while others can not conduct everyday ac-
tivities without their software.

Microsoft makes a great deal of software

to run PC's. and corporate computers. If the
software giant has its hands tied behind its
back, what will happen?

Then again, if Microsoft is successful,
what does this mean for the small compa-
nies vying for a place in the software mar-
ket?

In my opinion, they should not be divided
like Standard Oil and Bell. Both of these
companies were divided by regions, but
Microsoft cannot because it is based around
Redmond, Washington.

While this antitrust case is going on, how-
ever, the federal government has seemingly
ignored large mergers that could potentially
become monopolies.

In November, the Federal Trade Commis-
sion approved the merger of two oil giants,
Exxon and Mobil. Meanwhile, AOL and
Time Warner are planning to merge, and
Viacom and CBS are also a pursuing a simi-
lar deal.

Certainly, the AOL and Time Warner
merger would offset Microsoft's Internet
dominance

With such large mergers occuning, the
government really seems hypocritical by
breaking up Microsoft, yet-letting these po-
tential monopolies slide.

Where I live in New Jersey, Mobil and
Exxon are the dominate gas stations. In many
cases, they are across the street from each
other. Certainiy that must be a monopoly.

Only time will tell, what will be the out-
come of this battle.

J just want them to do something with
those "illegal page faults" and "illegal op-
erations."

If the federal government can do some-
thing about that, then I'll be happy.

The Elian
Gonzalez
Saga
Edward K, Schultheis examines

the saga of the ti-year-old's
struggle in America.

It has gotten to the point where no one
really cares anymore. It has lasted for
over five months and most people just
want the situation to go away. It is some-
what reminiscent of the Clinton-Lewin-
sky saga. What is that? The Elian
Gonzalez story.

It is amazing to me how much poli-
tics has been involved in the life of a 6-
year-old Cuban refugee. Will he go? Will
he stay? Will the turmoil ever end? Well,
right now, it doesn't look like anything is
going to happen over the next couple of
weeks.

In fact, according the Associated
Press, the Miami family is happy that
their appeal to retain the boy has not been
turned down but they are still angry over
the fact that they can't visit Elian, who is
staying with his father in Maryland. Both
he and his father, Juan Gonzalez, have
been temporarily moved to Maryland fol-
lowing 'the early morning raid where
Elian was seized by federal officials.

Photos of the incident, which have
been pasted in every paper around the na-
tion, have sparked controversy over the
force that was shown by the FBI and US
Marshals.

The Miami family complained that the
child would be scarred for life by the raid
that Attorney General Janet Reno billed
as the last resort. However, a psycholo-
gist contradicted this by stating that the
raid would not have any permanent ef-
fecton the child.

Obviously, the Miami relatives were
not cooperating in any way so Reno took
the necessary steps.

What is the big deal though? Isn't he
like any other refugee that is caught cross-
ing the 90-mile body of water that lies
between the United States and Cuba?
Shouldn't he be sent back to Cuba any-
way?

Apparently not, when we see how
long he has been residing on American
soil at the cost-of over a million dollars
to pay for the family's expenses, protec-
tion, airline costs and other expenses that
have been building up since Thanksgiv-
ing day.

This has become such a big deal that
it is front-page news every day. This is
absurd. There is more news than the
troubles of a 6-year-old who is in limbo
between Cuba and the US.

It is the father's responsibility to take
care of his child now that his mother is
gone and if the father wants to take his
son home, then so be it.

We the people should not continue to
give his Miami relatives money when it
is dear that they don't have Elian's best
interests in mind.

The answer is clear, let Juan Gonzalez
take his son back to the country that he
loves. Do not continue to let this inno-
cent child be the pawn for the ongoing
feud between Republicans and Demo-
crats. End this saga which has dominated
headlines andpit family members against
oue another before herea1ly does become

r Iif
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tions known. For instance, chair of the art!
art history departments Susan Bloom said
that as a freshmen each major student is given
a department handbook made "in house"
which outlines all important dates, deadlines
and requirements. She said she thinks this
helps make the students feel more at home.

Requirements for honors in art/art history
seems to be the most stringent, however. One
must have a 3.5 GPA in their art courses and
a cumulative GPA of 3.0 and must either
compile a substantial body of work for a
show (art) or give a public lecture on their
extensive research (art history). Also, a re-
sume, a recommendation, and a statement of
eligibility must be submitted for honors con-
sideration. According to Bloom, only one
student applied this year.

That may not seem like a lot, but I
couldn't find even one who applied for de-
partmental honors in communication. In fact,
everysingle major r asked had no idea, and I
couldn't get reach any of the faculty. One
student has a 3.78 GPA, yet says no one ever
told her the requirements, which' think is
quite ironic since she has been studying com-
munication for four years with the same fac-
ulty. I also couldn't believe that some stu-
dents even asked me what receiving honors
meant!

Sadly, regardless of the department, it
seems that only a few apply for honors each
year. In fact, I did not apply. However, I
would hope that in the future students are
made more aware of what honors means,
what they have to do to receive it, and that
the distinction means just as much in one
department as it does in any other.
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Inconsistent honors requirements are unfair
Do you know what the requirements are

to receive honors in your major upon gradu-
ation? If not, you're not alone. Many ofthe
people Iasked had no idea what the answer
to this question is. And several of them were
seniors, even seniors with excellenl grades
that probably would have been eligible.

Yet, they didn't even know, or care to
know, if they were eligible. Perhaps this is
because. some might have trouble even find-
ing where the requirements are listed. When
I asked for them at the registrar's office no
one could help me. A secretary quickly
flipped through a guidance bulletin and told
me that would be of no help. I looked on the
school's web page, but weren't all compiled
(here either. So, Icalled the chairs of several
departments (since even many secretaries
weren't sure of them) in order to find out,
and some of them referred to the guidance
bulletin.

The variation between departments is
amazing! Now, don't get me wrong, I obvi-
ously understand that art is not the same as
biology and so forth, but one wonders ifsuch
vast differences are necessary. Yes, it is true
that each department is responsible for cre-
ating its own criteria; however, how is it that
someone in one major may have to write a
'50 page paper (political science) and deliver
a lecture about it while others merely have
to turn in their notes some projects they have
already completed, along with a short sum-
mary (theatre)?

For the most part, each department has a
requirement of at least a 3.2 GPA (3.5 in
some) in the major. Although this seems to
be rather uniform across campus, the require-

Francesca Saylor comments on
the varying ways to receive

departmental honors by major.

ment of a project in addition to the senior
seminar paper/project is not. Some depart-
ments, like history, base their decision to give
a student honors on GPA and the senior semi-
nar paper itself. Also, the faculty as a whole
decides whether or not the student is deserv-
ing of honors by taking into account the type
of course work the student has completed.

In fact, all departments seem to decide
as a group, but the stipulations beyond that
range from two semesters of an independent
study totaling four credits with an hour lee-

Some departments seem to
be more fair than others
when it comes to making

their [honors]
expectations known.

ture on the topic (math) to a paper of an un-
determined length totaling one to three cred-
its (exercise science). Chair of the exercise
science and physical education departments
Dr. Alexander Ober commented that he was
very interested in fairness when it came to
deciding on honors candidates and that there
hasn't been a reason to change the standards
yet. I'm sure everyone is interested in fair-
ness when it comes to this process, but some
departments seem to be more fair than oth-
ers when it comes to making their expecta-

"Rouzer Hall: Last criticism of the semester
With practically days standing between

us and the end of the Spring 2000 semester,
I must now look back, one last time, upon
my favorite target of criticism: Rouzer Hall.
Over the past two semesters, I have regaled
all of you with stories "from the inside"
things that have made you both repel in shock
and laugh out loud, or, more accurately, both
at the same time.

In looking back, I have begun to wonder
if anything has changed over the past two
semesters, for better or for worse. Have my
observations and snide remarks really done
any good? With those questions in mind, I
now give you my last report from Rouzer
Hall.

Let us take this issue by issue. First of
all, the problem revolving around the Com-
mon Damage policy has not improved by any
means, and has, in fact, gotten much worse.
Interestingly enough, and purely for the sake
of honestly, I must say that this is not en-
tirely (he fault of the residents.

As of the latest bill, Common Damage,
at least on my floor, is at an all-time monthly
high.

Now, although this sounds like it could
be the fault of no one but the students who
cause the damage, one must first examine
what exactly this costly "damage" is. One
item that struck me as odd on the current bill
was the $15.00 charge for a "desk chair re-
moved from [the] hallway."

Now, honestly, does it cost $15.00 to
move a desk chair left in the hallway? lun-
derstand that leaving a desk chair in the ha!l-
way is irresponsible, but charging for its re-
moval is laughable.

In fact, it seems quite illegitimate, since
Common Damage is defined as student re-
imbursement for the actually costs dealt to
the school to have damage repaired. If the

Michael Wiles discusses once
more his favorite topic of
criticism: Rouzer Hall.

removal of a chair from a hallway actually
requires an investment of money from the
school, I highly suggest Residence Life re-
consider the contract they have with the
Housekeeping Department.

This, actually, brings me to my next point.
For all the cleaning the Housekeeping De-
partment does, Rouzer stills seems to be for-
ever dirty and filled with an odor words can
not do justice to.

Although Housekeeping does do regular
rounds, these rounds usually consist of cov-
ering th~ floors with tepid water and then
leaving them {hat way.

Leaving the floors wet is not only highly
unsafe, but the use of water that is clearly
dirty is obviously counterproductive to the

Despite all the time I have spent trying
to figure out why this place is the way it is, I
am still as clueless as I was when I moved

Now on to the narcissism. Have my peri-
odic editorials about Rouzer Hall made any
difference in the way people think about it,
or inspired anyone to take action?

Probably not.
However, one of my neighbors did post

a section of my first article on his door dur-
ing the first semester, which made me feel
like Iwas at least reaching someone. How-
ever, upon recent inspection, I noticed that
my article has long since disappeared, and
has been replaced by a bikini-dad woman
holding a surf board.

As Inear the end of my slay in this build-
ing among buildings, I must say I have no
regrets.

Without any doubt, Rouzer Hall has given
cleaning process. me many good stories; events and occur-

As for the bathrooms, they are cleaned rences that I can shock all of my University
in much the same way, which is to say that· of Maryland friends with over the upcom-
they are left in an entirely unsanitary condi- ing summer.
tion. And, to that same end, it has been much

What is more, it would seem that these more than a collection of semi-criminal in-
conditions are distinct to Rouzer, since no cidents and filth, but a phenomenon like no
one would ever attend this school if the whole other.
place looked and smelled the way Rouzer
does.

The irony is, since Rouzer is a freshman
donn, why is it not one of the cleanliest build-
ings on campus? You would think that the
school would want to use it as an attraction
to incoming students, but, then again, Rou-
zer is never shown to prospective students
on tours, which really makes this point a
mote one.

Anyway you look at it, though, this build-
ing is a mess, plain and simple, just as it al-
ways has been.

From Common Damage bills to the early
morning visits from Campus Safety, Rouzer
Hall has been an experience all its own: a
WMC original.
Iwould be truly hard pressed to ever find

another place just like it; if only because
those who live beyond its walls can never
quite believe what goes on here every day.

In the end, Rouzer Hall is certainly a place
worth locking away in the scrapbook of the
mind, and truly shows that there is at least
one lesson here at WMC not taught in the
classroom: survival.

mailto:phoenix@wmdc.edu
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You may have seen the recent

reports or overheard the reactions
to the Dr. Robert Chambers' resig-

Saying farewell to a great leader
Tammi Slater discusses
life at WMC after Robert
Chambers's resignation.

This dedicated and hard work-

nation as President of Western
Maryland College.

Chambers, who has been on
sabbatical leave since late Decem-
ber [999, felt that now was his time
to resign.

Chambers who took sabbatical

to come to an end. 'However, he is
going out with a bang as the Col-
lege recently completed the $40
million Defining Moment Cam-
paign.

This incredible and highly irn

ing man has brought much inspira-
tion and change to WMC and its
community and he will be sorely
missed by all those he touched.

His time served at WMC is the
second longest tenure of any other
WMC president, and he is one of
the longest sitting presidents of any
liberal ans college in Maryland.

off the mark by Mark Parisi

/lJ.l.. RIGJ.\r: •• WHICi-\oNeo~YoU HAt:,
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This dedicated and hard working man has brought much
inspiration and change to WMC and its community and he will be

sorely missed by all those he touched.

leave in hopes of having time to
reflect on what he has accom-
plished over his 15 years at WMC,
found that despite his love for his
job and the college, now was his
time to depart-what has been a life-
time experience for him. What he
says to have been, "a wonderful
career with WMC," he fell needed

pressive fundraising success is only
one of the many things Chambers
has made possible at WMC.

Among his many accomplish-
ments are the creation of the first
American College in Budapest,
Hungary, and the renovation of ev-
ery major academic building on
campus.

It is for all these reasons and
many more that WMC students,
faculty, administration, and the
WMC community regret to see
Chambers go, although his great
leadership, vision, contributions,
and accomplishments will remain
with them forever and for this they
are forever grateful.

A Hero of the '80s: Corey Haim
Being that this is my final ar-

ticle for the Phoenix, I want to
make it special. J am dedicating it
to the one and only, Corey Haim.

No he is not dead. He just deserves success with teen flicks soon had
some text. him type cast, and eventually out

He solely exemplifies the es- of work.
sence of the 80s. He was-the sfarof In the late 90s, Haim got fed up
many cheazy 80s movies. Charlie with the lack of role offers so he
Sheen, Jim Varney, Winona Ryder, started producing his own films,
Nicole Eggert, Gary Busey, and which eventually led to his declar-
many others all have worked with ir.!.&.. ~ankruptcy in the state of Cali-
Ifi'fIn. -, forma.
~eing from Toronto didn't My sources close to the-star, say
hinder Haim's career at all. He had he is a little on the chubby side.
the California look and the Ne- However, with the expected release
braska charm. Ho. ever, instant of "Groove Society" approaching,

A call £"0~-r-c:-h-a-n-ge-of;;-t:-e-e-n-a-p-athy
A year has come and gone and

so the sun sets on my first year in,
college,,;, ,L

SO much has happened, and I
have witnessed so much during this
past year.

Of course, the most obvious
news is that the long-time Western
Maryland College president, Rob-
ert Chambers, resigned.

Although I never personally
knew him, I still feel a sense of loss
of having never got the chance to
meet him and to know him as some
of the older students did.

There have been several na-
tional and international events dur-
ing the past year which have also
caused controversy and sparked
political revolutions.

The most obvious example of
this is the Elian Gonzalez case,
where a 6 year-old boy's future
hangs in the balance thanks to the
politics of today.

The other most unexpected turn
of events was John McCain.
McCain, who is a Vietnam War vet-
eran, was never really expected to
make an impact on front-runner
George W. Bush.

However, after McCain's upset
of Bush in the New Hampshire pri-
maries, he was finally taken seri-
ously - both by critics and by. Bush

Eric Barry says farewell
with a tribute to actor

Corey Haim.

Edward K. Schultheis
examines the trend of teen
apathy in today's society.

himself.
Even though McCain evenru-

ally lost the Republican Primary to
Bush, he still gave the supposedly
unbeatable Bush a run for his
money.

Not only has WMC lived
through these national events we
also endured a variety of local
events.

The point being is that while I
have only been here a year, I have
still witnessed many events, both
on campus and off.

I have tried to write positive
commentaries, but have at the same
time written negative editorials
whenever I felt they were needed.

If I can do it, and so can other
writers for the Phoenix, why can't
the rest of the student body?

This is the age of apathy it
seems, and judging by how many
young people voted in the prima-
ries this year, it seems that they
could care less.

Then they wonder why no one
listens to them when they complain
about the system.

It's this kind of apathetic atti-
tude that makes me wonder about

J guess we will all get 10 see for
ourselves.

Actually we will probably have
to wait until it goes to video or the
USA channel. Corey Huim isn't
exactly good box office fodder in
the new millennium:

To make some cash he does
signings at conventions and what
not. He also steers clear of the other
Corey (Feldman) to avoid the

stign;,~~~s~aim IS like"'phu! ~

Reubens (Pee Wee Herman). They
don't have any hip credibility in the
year 2000, but seeing them in a film
is as good as it gets.

my generation.
I constantly hear how there

should be more writers for the pa-,
per, and how there arc many other
stories that aren't covered.

But, when you ask those people
to write about it, they can't.

They have enough time to com-
plain, but to try to make a differ-
ence, that's a bit too much.

This was McCain's message.
He consciously made an effort

to draw in the younger generation,
he tried to change the apathy that
had been building up for years.

Even though they flocked to
him, and voted more so for him
than any other candidate, it wasn't
enough to halt his defeat.

Our generation, the generation
that is just coming into power, is
capable of so much.

Until we get out of our rut of
constant complaining with no sup-
port, things will never change.

Our generation will always be
apathetic, and people will always
be complaining about the Pub or
SGA or supposedly racist months,
but it takes action to bring about
change.

Our generation needs someone
to step up to the plate and make
change happen.

Are you that person?

More parking
needed for students

We pay around $30 dollars per year to
park on campus, a rather modest amount
compared to other colleges, nevertheless,
we should be guaranteed a parking spot

when we pay this money.

Brad Widner calls [or
changes in the WMC

parking system.
In recenr'iTiootM,ifhe tiMe

campus has made itself open for
major weekend events such as the
Maryland State Wrestling Tour-
nament, several admitted student
days, and most recently, Western
Maryland College Reunion
weekend

This has caused a major prob-
lem for current WMC students;
there is not any parking left.
:1 During the Maryland State

W~stling Tournament, I had to

maneuver my way through a
maze of buses, cars and people.
In the end, J had to park off cam-
pus.

This disturbs the lives of cur-
rent WMC students immensely.
Many students said that they
would not move their cars in fear
that they would not be able to
park on campus for the remain-
der of the weekend. Is that fair?

I agree that admitted students
day and Reunion Weekend are
necessary events, but there must
be something we can do about the
parking.

As for the Maryland State
Wrestling Tournament, I do not
think it is possible to accommo-
date such an event here at WMC.

WMC is a small college, pos-
sibly half the size of many high

schools wrestling at the tourna-'
rnent. How are we supposed to
handle this number of students
alollgJwjtj)t!MiJihmi!ies?

Yes, WMC does earn money
by holding this event here, but
why not used this money to im-
prove the parking facilities so that
WMC students do not have to
park off campus the next time an-
other such event rolls around?

Maybe instead we should
make more spectators of this
event find parking elsewhere.

I'm sure.any commuter would
agree with me til'M the parking
situation is inadequate. More

parking spaces would certainly
help their situation when battling
for a spot just so they can make it
to class on time.

We pay around $30 dollars per
year to park on campus, a rather
modest amount compared to
other colleges, nevertheless, we
should be guaranteed a parking
spot when we pay this money.

Furthermore, in the winter, the
snow removal crew should do a
better job so that we do not have
to back our cars out of a giant
snowbank the plow so thought-
fully placed behind our cars. I feel
like I'm in Antarctica, not Mary-
land. Thankfully winter is behind

Will any of this happen?
Probably not, but it's always nice
to dream.
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New Maryland gun bill: a shot in the foot

Truth be told, crime rates are actually lower in states where there are fewer
handgun restrictions then in states with more.

Just when you thought that the State of
Maryland couldn't possibly do any worse.

On April 3, a date that will surely live in
infamy, The House of Delegates passed Sen-
ate Bill 211. This is the bill that requires all
handguns sold in Maryland be sold with a
gun lock after October I and to be con-
structed with an integrated lock after Janu-
ary 1,2003.

Thus, the State of Maryland has made it
that much harder for an honest citizen to uti-
lize their handgun for the purposes of self-
defense.

Once again, government has ignored the
second Amendment and moved towards fur-
thering control of all guns in America.

Some of you are probably wondering
what is wrong with gun locks. Why the re-
quirements for gun locks has any bearing on
the second Amendment to the Constitution.
And ho_w in the world this will affect you,

Brian Griffiths examines the
effects of the newly instituted

Maryland gun law.
The people on this side of the issue have

used every political tool at their disposal to
try revoke our second Amendment rights and
take guns out of the hands of honest, hard
working Americans.

They've used the media. Lots of times
on news programs you'll see stories about
"America's Gun Problem." If you believe
these stories, guns are solely responsible for
all of the crime that exists in this country.
This just lends credence to the statement
made by Florida State University criminolo-
gist Gary Kleck when he said, "In the war
over guns, the first casualty was the truth."

Truth be told crime rates are actually
lower in states where there are fewer hand-
gun restrictions then in states with more re-

Rifle Association or Gun Owners of America
publicize these numbers, the media gener-
ally identifies them as fanatics.

Politicians who advocate gun control gen-
erallydon't like the reporting of these kinds
of things either. Then, they might be stuck
in the position that Maryland State Senate
Judicial Proceedings Chairman Walter M.
Baker finds himself in presently.

State Senator Timothy Ferguson from
Carroll County had introduced Senate Bill
234 this legislative year, a bill that would
loosen the restrictions on concealed carry
laws in Maryland.

Baker was originally in support of
Ferguson's measure. But Senate .President
Mike Miller came down on Baker and basi-
cally forced him into a position where the
bill was killed in the Judiciary Committee.
Problem was, Baker called the vote while
Senator Ferguson was in the bathroom and

John Q. Citizen. But there is almost no doubt
that SB 211 will be most detrimental toresi-
dents of Maryland.

Have you seen the locks that Governor
Parris Glendening has been preaching for?
They are locks that are put into the gun where
the magazine is loaded. A key is placed into
the lock and from there it can be unlocked,
and the gun can thus be fired normally. Only
problem is that it is very difficult to remove
the lock under pressure.

During a press conference, it took
Glendening nearly two minutes to unlock the

~t~r;~~~~r~~;:;y~~; ~:~~e:~;p~~:~~~

familiar with firearms and that's why the gun
would not unlock. Parris Glendening is an
intelligent man. If it took him nearly two
minutes to unlock the weapon in a situation
where his life is not in danger, how will the
average citizen possibly be able to use the
'weapon in self-defense?

While gun locks are bad, what is most
reprehensible is the way in which the poli-
tics of the situation have played out. The
entire gun control debate has sprung about
from the desire of certain elements of soci-
ety to completely disarm the American pub-
lic.

strictions. In his excellent study "More Guns,
Less Crime" Dr. John R. Lou, Jr. of the Uni-
versity of Chicago examines the crime rate
data from the various states.

He divides them into two types of states;
non-discretionary carry states, which allow
virtually anyone to carry a concealed
weapon, and other slates which usually have

unable to vote for his own bill.
The politicians cannot overtly bring gun

control to our state and our nation. They try
to sneak it in through the back door by-pro-
claiming their interest in "the public safety
of their constituents." This is the reason why
SB 211 was passed. It is one more step to-
wards the abolition of firearms, the aboli-

various restrictions on carrying or outright . tion of the 2nd Amendment, and the aboli-
outlaw carrying. Maryland is one of the lat- tion of the right of the American citizen to
ter states. defend themselves.

What did Dr. Lett's studies reveal? The The numbers speak for themselves. The
states with the lowest rate of murders were less gun control bills enacted, the safer it is
ones that allowed anybody to carry a con- for the American citizenry. We've already got
cealed weapon. 1 ...f '"'T. £: ~ /20,000 gun laws on the books that aren't

Violent crime is 81 % higher in states that being enforced. The rights of the citizens
restrict the citizen's right to carry; it's 86% have held up in the courts by cases such as
higher in states that outlaw handguns. When 1833's Simpson v. State ofTennessee, 1850's
criminals have no way of telling who is State of Louisiana v. Chandler, and 1894's
armed and who is not, the crime rates gener- Miller v. State of Texas.
ally are lower. So if the abolition of all hand- Unfortunately, gun control advocates in
guns is the answer to society's problems, can Maryland have sentenced Maryland to an
somebody explain why the murder rate in unsafe, unsure, dangerous future. A shame
states that forbid concealed weapons is 127% really.
higher than states that allow anybody to One of the niclmames for our state is ''The
carry? Free State." When one is living in fear for

Gun control advecates generally don't their lives and can't readily use a handgun
like statistics like that to be broadcast in the for self-defense, how free can that person
media. Whenever groups like the National truly be?

Sports Spotlight: News from the NHL & MLB
NHL hockey in Oklahoma City? Accord-

ing to businessman and owner of the Okla-
homa City Blazers, Bob Funk, an unnamed
NHL hockey team has spoken with him about
the possibility of moving a NHL franchise traded from Seattle to his boyhood home of
to Oklahoma. Cincinnati?

Reports from Canada indicate that the Well, thus far, Griffey'S homecoming has
team who contacted Funk, the Calgary not been an enjoyable one: a man who has
flames are also looking at the possibility of 403 home runs at only age 3D,.and is possi-
moving to Portland, Oregon, Houston or bly the best player of his generation, is only
Kansas City. flames CEO Ron Bremner is currently batting .197.
vehemently denying this as he says. "I have This has not been just a matter of bad
not initiated any calls to anyone in the United luck. In 20 games, Griffey has been swing-
States," in The Calgary Herald. ing at bad pitches and letting good ones go

This is a move that should be discour- by for strikes. In response to this slow stan,
aged by NHL officials. Griffey said to The Sporting News, "I've al-

Since the beginning of 1990s there has' ways said it's not how you start. It's how you
been an exodus of NHL franchises bolting finish. It's a 162-game schedule. It's not three
from Canada and the northern US. to the weeks. Anything can happen. Guys can get
sunbelt region, where hockey does not have hot. Guys can get cold. Things are going to
historical roots as the Quebec Nordiques, tum around. That's baseball."
Winnipeg Jets, Hartford Whalers and the' Mike Hampton, the most notable pitch-
Minnesota North Stars have all departed for ing acquisition of the off-season would cer-
new homes. Should another team move also? tainly fit the "cold" category so far. The

While on the topic of moving, what have form,er Houston Astro has been unimpres-
been the results of Major League Baseball's sive in his stay with the New York Mets thus
big post season move, as Ken Griffey Jr., was far. Hampton is 2-4 with an inflated ERA of

Malt Hurff comments on recent
happenings in the NHL and Major

League Baseball.

6.48, a far cry from his tidy 2.90 ERA last
year. In fact, Hampton has already had the
same number of losses, (4) as he had in the
entire 1999 season when he went 22-4.

Well, cheer up Mike, at least you are play-
ing the majority of your games in Shea Sta-
dium, not Enron Field, the new home run
haven home of (he Astros.

In other baseball news, 16 members of
the Chicago White Sox and the Detroit Ti-
gers were suspended for a total of 82 games
for their roles in game between the two teams
which was marred by two brawls.

The first brawl occurred when Detroit
second baseman Dean Palmer was struck by
a pitch thrown by Chicago'S Jim Parque.

Palmer was ejected from the game be-
cause of this, yet returned to the field when
the second fracas broke out in the ninth in-
ning when t~e White Sox's Bob Howry hit
Tiger's outfielder Shane Halter with a pitch.

In the end, the players involved in this
brawl received possibly the stiffest penalties
for such an offense in baseball history.

These two teams still play each other six
more times before the season ends. Will this
bad blood cause another major altercation?

America's
bloodiest
home videos
Matthew Hurff examines the
recent video release of the
Columbine shooting spree,

If you haven't seen enough carnage
from the Columbine shooting, you can
now view it on videocassette for your
whole family to relive over and over
again.

This video, released Tuesday, contains
graphic footage of bloodstained carpets,
bullet shattered windows, and worst of
all, wounded children being dragged from
the besieged high school.

These tapes are being distributed to
victim's families and sold to others by the
Littleton Fire Department for $25 dollars.
This is one of the most ridiculous ideas I
have ever heard of.

Hey, why don't we tape US. soldiers
dying in battle and send it to victim's
families?

Maybe instead we shouldvideotape
the grotesque, mangled remains of an air-
line crash to display to all.

The video was apparently released
first to fire departments at a convention
in Albuquerque, NM for training pur-
poses only:

However, at this convention, snippets
of footage taped by firefighters surround-
ing the school were accidentally released
to the media.

Yes, r do find a value for law enforce-
menragencies-to view this video'; 'so-that '
the mistakes of this tragedy can be
avoided and the tactics that were effec-
tive can be shared.

However, what I find particularly-puz-
zling is that this "training video" has Sa-
rah McLachlin's "I Remember You"
along with several other songs, playing
in [he background.

Call me crazy, but I do not think that
policemen and firefighters are huge Sa-
rah McLachlin fans, therefore, someone
must have been planning on releasing this
blood-drenched piece of film to the pub-
lie from the start.

~:~;::~~th Beth Nimmo, the mbther
of slain student Rachel Scott when she
says, "For the first time today, I saw my
daughter being dragged over to the fire
engine. I don't need to see that and no-
body else needs to see that." ¥

This is just a case of thoughtlessness
on the part of the Littleton Fire Depart-
ment and the authorities that are selling
(his video for $25 dollars.
rdo believe that their intentions were

good, as they wanted a way to help law
enforcement agencies deal with such situ-
ations in the future, and maybe even cre-
ate some way of remembering the vic-
tims of this tragedy. :,

However, this was not the way to ap-
proach the issue.

Even when the shooting was happen-
ing, many news agencies received flak
for showing gory scenes from Colum-
bine, such as student Patrick Ireland
plummeting from a 2nd story window
among chards of glass as a last ditch ef-
fort to survive.

What makes the authorities think that
in a year the public would now want to
watch three hours of such gore?



DAN GADO

51affWriler
the game to lead the Terror, and added the other two.
Ellis added two more. The Terror, however, could not

in a game, and was just one goal
shy of the team record of II.
WMC's record for goals in a game
is II. He also added four assists.
Both his goals and total points
against Haverford are Terror fresh-
man records.

For his effort against Haverford,
Ellis was named Centennial Con-
ference Player of the Week on April
15.

This game started a trend for

Ellis. In the nine games prior to
April IS, Ellis had scored a total of
21 goals. In the five games since
then, he has. scored 26.

The Terror wrap up their sea-
son Saturday at Washington Col-
lege (10-3, 4-1).

A win would give Western
Maryland a 12 win season for the
first time since 1974, and tie their
team record for victories in a sea-
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Men's lacrosse team has successful season despite recent loss

Exactly three days earlier, Ellis pull out the close one at home in
GeUysburg'sApri1IS win over put on a show against Dickinson, an April 19 showdown withatough

Washington College ended Western scoring eight goals, as the Terror Widener (8-4) team. The Pioneers
Maryland's hopes for a Centennial cruised past the Red Devils (1-12,. used two late first quarter goals just
Conference championship, but it 0-6) 17-8. The win marked the 26th 27 seconds apart to go ahead 4-2,
has not prevented them from hav- consecutive time that the Terror and never looked back.
ing one of the most successful sea- have defeated Dickinson. Joey Ellis once again led the
sons in team history. Ellis contributed three goals to charge for WMC with three goals.

The Green Terror's upset vic- a S-O Terror run to end the first Western Maryland, however, could
tory of St. Mary's (9-S) Saturday quarter, putting the Terror on top not keep pace with Widener's se-
gave them a three game win streak, 5-2. Ellis also scored back to back nior Tom Robson, who either
and upped their record to 11-3 (4- third quarter goals in just 13 sec- scored or assisted in seven of
I). The team had only won II or onds to put Western Maryland Widener's first nine goals. Robson,
more games twice previously, in ahead 12-4. in fact, was the main reason a 6-3
1974 (12) and 1997 (II). TheeightgoalsgaveEllis4Son Terror halftime deficit turned into
· Midfielder Dave Riley ('01) the season, placing him just four a 9-3 margin in the third quarter.

and Joe Ellis ('03) capped the vic- behind conference leader, and He scored the first two himself, and
tory, providing a ,3~0 run in the fi- teammate, Tom Brown. assisted the third.
nal five minutes.ofthegame to give It was Brett Sweeney COL) who Sweeney and Riley each added
the.Terror the 9-S win. led the charge in an April 22 two goals for the Terror.

Riley scored the first of these merchup at home against Franklin These most recent games have
two goals, and Ellis added the and Marshall (4-9, 2-2). Sweeney actually been a cool down for Ellis,
games' final goal with just over two poured in five goals and dished out who exploded at Haverford (3-7,0-
minutes to play. another two assists, as the Terror 3) on April IS for a Terror season

Goalie Brian Nottingham C02) just did hold on to beat the Dips high 10 goals. Haverford had no
held the S1. Mary's attack in check 13-12. answer for the freshman, who led
with 23 saves in the game en route WestemMarylandtrailedF&M Western Maryland to a 26-16
to holding the Terror's opposition 7-S at the half, but fought back to shoot-out win.
to single digits in scoring for the take a 10-8 lead early in the fourth The Terror got out to a 7-0 lead
third time this season. quarter when Sweeney added to the in the first quarter and ended the

The game also marked the first lead with back to back goals Just. period ahead 11-2,justone goal shy
time this season thaL,WMQ won seven=seconds apart to push of ihe team's single quarter record.
despite scoring in the single digits. WMC's lead to four. Western Maryland opened their

Tom Brown added a goal to the F&M would not fade away, lead up to 16-S at halftime, and
effort, his SOth of the season. He however, as they mounted a come- never looked back.
is only three goals shy of tying back and pulled to within one with Sweeney and Riley added four
wesrern-Marytand's'elbnme single 't"just'45 seconds-to pl".!l.y."Iiood '300JITOgoats Ilpi-ec'ettB.WMC's attack, and
season record. His last effort to The Terror defense held, how- Tom Brown pitched in another
break this record will be Saturday ever, and got the victory. three.
at Washington College. Riley and Ellis each added three Ellis became just the second

goals in goals to the attack, and Brown Terror to ever score double digits
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GREG LEDERER

Terror Baseball sets their sights on the Conference Title
StaffWriler

Last year when the Western
Maryland College Men's baseball
lost the final regular season to
Ursinus for the Centennial Confer-
ence title, the team set a goal to re-
gain the championship this spring.
All of their practices and games
come down to a few mores 'games
with the conference title on the line.

With the playoffs around the
corner, team is still in contention
for the Centennial Conference title.
Presently in third place in the divi-
sion and winners in 7 out of their
last 8 league games, the team still
trails conference leader Urslnus by
only two and a half games with one
more pivotal weekend to go in the
season.

The season will end with a huge
Saturday doubleheader against the
conference leader away and a Sun-
day home game against runner-up

::~;~:~Pdk:~~~yTtel! :~h':r:~
at another championship season.

On April J I, the team played an
away game against league foe
Washington College. The Green
Terror had a tough game against
opposing pitcher Dave Briggs who
earlier in the week set a conference
record with 16 strikeouts in one
game, and only managed four hits
on the night.

The opponent scored all three
of the runs they would need in the
second inning and cruised to a 3-1
home win.

The Green Terror scored their
lone in the sixth inning when
Centerfielder Sean Giblin was hit
by a pitch, was moved to third on a
single by senior Ryan Legge, and

driven in by Kevin Culbertson's
sixth RBI of the season with a sac-
rificefly ball.

Later in the week, the team
looked to get payback when Wash-
ington College visited on April 14.
The team got another great pitch-
ing performance from senior Brent
Fuchs whose first career shutout
and career-high 14 strikeouts car-
ried them to a 5-0 victory.

The offense started up in the
second inning when sophomore
right fielder Kevin Culbertson hit
his second home run of the season,
a solo shot, and senior Tim Smith
tripled and was then driven in with
a catcher Jon Vandernat sacrifice
fly.

The team struck again-in the
eighth when junior shortstop Mike
Wolfe (3 for 4) doubled and was
followed by three RBI base hits
from seniors Sean Giblin, Barrett
Gugliotta, and junior Kacy Jenkins.

washington College tri~? to
make a late rally in the ninth when
the loaded the bases with only one
out, but Fuchs knuckled down and
struck out the next batter and got a
groundout to register a victory for
the home team. Gugliotta went 3-4
on the night with an RBI and
Jenkins raised his RBI total on the
season to 25.

The team looked to continue
their great play this season when
they visited conference foe
Haverford for a Saturday double-
header. In a tight first game, the
Green Terror got solid pitching
from junior Dan Elbaz and early
offense to pull out a 5-4 win.

The team got all their runs in
the second inning with RBI singles
by Mike Wolfe and sophomore

Pitcher Brent Fuchs, shown in action, was named pitcher of the week in
the Centennial Conference for the second lime in April and is only six
strikeouts away from breaking the school record of212 in a career.

Kevin Culbertson slides to avoid the tag during a game. He hit his second home run of the season in a recent
game against Washington College. Culbertson was instrumental in their win over Franklin & Marshall.

Jack Griffith and a RBI double
from third basemen Tim Smith to
plate five runs and held on despite
a late charge from the home team.

In the nightcap, the Fords
scored early to grab a 2-0 lead in
the third inning, but the offense
bashed for five runs in the fifth and
three more in the seventh to get a
sweep on the road.

In the pivotal fifth inning, the
team used RBI hits from Gugliotta.
Wolfe, and Ryan Legge and a
couple of sacrifice flies from senior
catcher Rich Steigerwalt and
Jenkins to put them up for good.
Freshman right-hander Justin
Raynor got the win, allowing two
runs in and five hits in three inning
of work, and junior second
basemen Alben Pero hit his first
home run of the season.

Earlier in the week, senior out-
fielder/designated hitter Ryan
Legge was honored as the Centen-
nial Conference player of the week.
After Jast year of batting only .204,
he has raised his average this sea-
son to a sizzling .429 with a lofty
eight doubles and is fourth in the
conference in batting. His hard
work and dedication in the off-sea-
son has paid off with his tremen-
dous play this year as a senior.

Another honor was bestowed
upon the Green Terror as senior
right-hander Brent Fuchs was
named pitcher of the week in the
Centennial Conference for the sec-
ond time in the month of April. He
is 4-2 on the season with a 1.53 era
and his 16 career wins puts him in
fifth place in the history of the pro-
gram. He has struck out 192 men
which is just 20 strikeouts short of
the team record and holds the team
record for saves with 10. He will
be badly missed next season for the
program.

On April 20, the team played a
key away game against conference
rivaJ, Johns Hopkins. With second
place in the division on the line, the
teams competed in a stugfest de-
spite having both teams aces on the
hill: Yani Rosenberg and Fuchs.

Hopkins jumped ahead to a 7-2
lead in the fourth inning, but the
Green Terror struck back quickly
with a six run attack in the top of
the fifth inning to take a 8-7. It was
to be short lived as the home team
struck back with five more in the
bottom of the inning and fought for
a 12-10 win.

The offense was paced by Wolfe
(2 for 2), and home runs by Guy
Sheetz (4 RBIs) and Kacy Jenkins.
The loss put the Green Terror at 14-
lion the year.

On April 24, the team visited
Franklin and Marshall College for
a Saturday doubleheader. The first
game was an old fashioned pitch-
ing duel between WMC's senior
Barrett Gugliotta and F&M's Geoff
Graydon, as both teams couldn't
muster any offense until late in the
game.

F&M struck first with a run in
the bottom of the sixth, but the
Green Terror would in the seventh
and final inning. With two men on,
sophomore third basemen Guy
Sheetz hit a sacrifice fly to tie the
game at I-I and with two outs.jun-
ior catcher Rich Steigerwalt drove
in the winning run with a double.

Steigerwalt, a two-year
letterman, has missed many games
this season with fracture on his
hand and his winning hit was only
his second RBI of the year.
Gugliotta got his second win by
only yielding one run over seven
inning of work.

In the nightcap, the team re-
ceived solid inning from junior

pitcher Dan EIbaz and great hitting
from the offense to get a 10-6 road
win. From the start, the offense
pounded the opposing pitching for
a 8-0 lead in the third inning with
catcher Jon Vandernat's 3 for 3, 2
doubles, and four RBI leading the
way.

Senior Tim Smith went 2-4 and
junior Mike Wolfe was 2-4 with
two RBIs to pace the offense. It was
the second sweep of a double-
header in a row for the team and
puts them still in contention for the
conference title.

The team was looking to con-
tinue their sizzling play when they
visited conference foe, Dickinson
for a April 25 game.

The team got off to a hot start
by putting four runs on the board
in the first inning, which is all they
would need with ace pitcher Brent
Fuchs on the mound. Fuchs pitched
another complete game master-
piece by allowing only runs and 7
hits and fanning ten batters.

The Ridgely, MD product is
now only six strikeouts away from
breaking the school record of 212
for a career. In the scoring burst,
Tim Smith and Kevin Culbertson
drove in a run each, and senior
Ryan Legge finished- off the rally
with a two-run double to cruise to
a 4-2 away win.

The win was the team's third
consecutive road win, which gives
them a chance at the league title
when they visit conference leader
Ursinus for a Saturday double-
header that will most likely decide
the fate of this year's team.

If the team continues to their
solid play of late, there is a good
chance that this could be a another
championship season for the West-
ern Maryland College Men's Base-
ball.


